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PREFACE TO THIS EDITION

The Geschichte des Qorāns was originally Nöldeke’s doctoral thesis, submit-
ted in 1860 to the Universität Göttingen. It is burdened by over-documenta-
tion in the footnotes, which amount to well over 3,110. He became the most
successful scholar to work out a chronology of the Koran. This attempt at
a chronology was followed in general until the present day by three schol-
ars: Alfred Guillaume—who in 1955 still considered Nöldeke indispensable
to critical study—Régis Blachère, and Montgomery Watt, the translator’s
sometime teacher at Toronto.

The present History of the Qurʾān is a translation of the second edition
of Geschichte des Qorāns, and which was dedicated to Ignaz Goldziher and
Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje as well as Frau Marga Bergsträßer. The fourth
reprint of the Leipzig edition, 1909–1938, appeared in 2000.

In 1909, Nöldeke’s eyesight had deteriorated to the point that he could no
longer consider large scale academicwork. In such circumstances, Friedrich
Schwally, Nöldeke’s former student and friend, felt morally obliged and aca-
demically honoured to start the updating and completion ofNöldeke’s study
in accordancewith thewishes of his publisher. It then took three scholars to
complete the second edition. Two died, one after the other, before the work
was completed: Schwally was one of the casualties of the Anglo-American
starvation blockade and expired on 5 February 1919, and Bergsträßer died in
a mountaineering accident on Mount Watzmann on 16 August 1933.

Pretzl was largely destined to abandon his own plans and finish Berg-
sträßer’s work, with which, of course, he had been largely familiar, since he
had witnessed its genesis and growth. He became the heir to the project
but was not its originator. He considered it a duty to continue and pre-
serve this heritage with which he came to identify himself. Although he
came to realize that his pet project, the science of qirāʾāt, was of secondary
importance when viewed in proper perspective, he became so interested in
this dry subject that early in his research he took lessons in Koranic read-
ing from a Turkish muqriʾ. He became unbelievably competent in the most
varied minutae of the practical aspects of the qirāʾāt, so much so that he
once even astonished an old Damascenemuqriʾwith this particular compe-
tence. Anton Spitaler, one of Pretzl’s students, was a witness to the surprise
and admiration which Pretzl’s proficiency caused at thismuqriʾ’s reception.
This competence in a field which is the innate domain of Muslims was
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undoubtedly one reason why Pretzl was a favourite in Muslim circles. In no
timewas he able towin the hearts of all, from the peevish and sceptical ḥāfiẓ
of a mosque library to the most inaccessible director of a museum. When-
ever he returned to Istanbul he was a welcome guest of dignified sheikhs
and scholars. But Otto Pretzl became the only author to see the complete
History of the Qurʾān in print. He died in an aircraft crash in 1941 while on
military duty in Germany.1

Germanwritings around the eve of the twentieth century are a nightmare
for a translator. For example, Bergsträßer’s need to accentuate the point he
is making by spaced type is a reflection on the kind of style the reader has
to wade through. In the original, some of Schwally’s paragraphs run up to a
solid five pages. An attempt has been made to break up paragraphs of more
than one page in length, but this has not always been possible.

It also makes rough reading when, for example, several lines of refer-
ences are wedged in (p. 150 footnote 188) between subject and predicate
in the footnotes. The over-use of spaced type, exclamation marks (on one
occasion there are 17 on 14 pages), and the superlative are signs of stylistic
weakness.

Wherever possible the references toGermanwritings have been replaced
by English translations that have appeared over the years. This applies par-
ticularly to Ignaz Goldziher’s monographs, but also to the writings of Adam
Mez, Fuat Sezgin, Aloys Sprenger, and Jan A. Wensinck. Conversely, the
English originals have been used—indicating volume and page—where
Nöldeke’s original edition included German translations, namely the writ-
ings of J.L. Burckhardt, Richard Burton, E.W. Lane, Adam Mez, Wm. Muir,
E.H. Palmer, and George Sale.

Some of the Arabic texts are fully vocalized in the German edition. Most
of such texts appear here either without vowel marks at all or with the
vocalization reduced to the decisive vowel.

The translations from the Koran are normally those of Arthur Arberry,
but occasionally, for the sake of harmonizing with the context, they have
beenmodified or replaced by some other rendering. The translator is much
obliged toMrs. Anna Evans, Professor Arberry’s daughter, for permitting the
quotations from her father’s work.

Muslim personal names are listed under their first element. If, however,
a Muslim writer is not generally known by the first part of his name, that

1 Anton Spitaler, Otto Pretzl, 1893–1941; ein Nachruf. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-
ländischen Gesellschaft, 99 (1942), 161–170.
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part—or those parts—of the name by which he is generally known in
Anglo-American writings appears in small CAPITALS.

To facilitate the location of a passage in the German original, in the
left margin reference is made to the first new paragraph of a page of the
separately paginated three parts of the German text, but as some German
paragraphs run over several pages, there are sometimes long gaps between
these references. However, as an aid, new divisions have been introduced at
the discretion of the translator, wherever this was possible.

Thanks are also due to Jeremy Kurzyniec and Stewart Moore for their
meticulous copy-editing and for Ali Rida Rizek for checking the Arabic text.

W.H. Behn





NÖLDEKE
[PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION, PART 1, PP. VII–VIII]

In the year 1898 the honourable publisher surprisedmewith an inquiry as to
whether I would be prepared to produce a second edition of my Geschichte
des Qorāns, or, in case of a negative reply, I could suggest a suitable scholar
for the task. For a number of reasons I was unable to oblige to produce
such a revision in the formwhich would somehow satisfy myself. After brief
considerations I suggestedmyold student and friend, Professor Schwally, for
the enterprise; and he obligingly agreed. The book which I had completed
half a century earlier in a rush, he brought up to current requirements as far
as this was possible. I purposely say “as far as possible” because the traces of
youthful boldness could not be entirely obliterated without resulting in an
entirely different work. Many a thing that I had presented with more or less
certainty later turned out to be rather dubious.

My personal copy contained haphazard unimportant notes which
Schwally was free to use. The result, which is nowpresented in printed form,
I proof-read once. In so doing I made all sorts of marginal notes but left it to
him whether or not to incorporate them. I did not check every detail, and
by no means did I make researches as if it had been my own rewritten text.
Thus, the second edition has the advantage of being the result of two schol-
ars’ researches, but also the disadvantage that the responsibility is divided
between the two of them.

It seems doubtful that I shall be able to proof-read the second part since
my failing eyesight is making reading increasingly difficult.

Herrenalb (Württemberg), August, 1909.
Th. Nöldeke





SCHWALLY
[PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION, PART 1, PP. IX–X]

When I was entrusted with the honourable task of preparing a second edi-
tion of Th. Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Qorāns I did not doubt for a moment
that the new edition of this book, which in the world of learning was con-
sidered a standard work, must proceed with great care. Although it would
have been far easier to produce a new book by making use of the first edi-
tion, I did not consider myself justified to do so. Rather, I attempted to bring
the text up to the current state of research by making as few changes as
possible. Only when such means failed did I decide on radical changes or
extensive additions. In spite of this conservative procedure the volume of
the present first part has grown by five sheets of paper. In view of this work-
ing procedure it turned out to be impossible to indicate changes from the
first edition.

Nearly all the discussions regarding Muir, Sprenger, and Weil I retained.
Even if the view of these scholars is now largely outdated, their research is
of lasting importance. Relatively fewworks on the genesis of the Koran have
appeared during the last four decades. The number of valuable publications
is even fewer. If anything substantial has beenomitted this is purely acciden-
tal.

In general, the Arabic works of tradition are quoted according to books,
chapters and paragraphs respectively. Whenever passages were too volumi-
nous, references to volume and page number of a certain edition had to be
added. In the literature of ḥadīth there is regrettably no counterpart to the
established pagination of the Talmud.

For advice and corrections I am grateful to Th. Nöldeke, my dear teacher
and author of the first edition. I am much obliged to the two scholars to
whom this work could be dedicated, my highly esteemed friend Professor
Dr. Ignaz Goldziher of Budapest, and Staatsraad Professor Dr. C. Snouck
Hurgronje of Leiden. Only after my manuscript had been completed, and
uponmy request, did Th. Nöldeke and I. Goldzihermake their private copies
of the book available to me for a few days.

The Preußische Akademie der Wissenschaften, and the Ministry of State
of the Grand Duchy of Hesse enabled me with their financial support to
conduct research in Cairo, the very centre of Muslim learning, for which I
here take the opportunity to express my most respectful thanks.
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The work on this project dragged on for a long time because under the
pressure of other literary commitments aswell as an extensive teaching load
I was able to pursue Koranic studies only with lengthy interruptions. The
supervision of the printing, which had commenced in the Spring of 1908, I
had to interrupt for half a year because of most urgent research in Turkey.

The second section of the work, including the literary introduction, is
scheduled to appear next year. The preliminaries for the third section came
to a halt at an important moment since it has not been possible for me to
study the oldmanuscripts of the Koran at the libraries of Paris, London, and
Petersburg. During last year’s visit to Constantinople none of these codices
was accessible to me. Still, I am optimistic that also those treasures, which
have been too well-guarded for too long, will be made accessible to me.

Giessen, August 27, 1909
Fr. Schwally



ZIMMERN
[PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION, PART 2, PP. III–IV]

On 5 February of this year the author of the second section of the book,
my dear brother-in-law, Friedrich Schwally, expired in his fifty-sixth year
as one of the many casualties of the Anglo-American starvation blockade
to which his frail health finally succumbed. Until the last weeks before his
death he was strenuously busy with the completion of the manuscript of
the Geschichte des Qorāns. Thus, at the time of his death, the manuscript
of the second part of this work was nearly ready to be sent to the printers.
In such circumstances it could easily be seen through the press also by a
Semitic scholarwho, like thepresentwriter,wasnot anArabist. This taskwas
supported bymy local colleague, August Fischer, who kindly agreed to share
in the professional proof-reading and revision, thus guaranteeing the proper
and consistent choice and romanization of Arabic names and book titles
which had not been entirely completed in the manuscript. August Fischer
also supplied some additions which led to the correction of some actual
errors as well as some references to important works which have appeared
recently.

The present second part of the History of the Koran together with its
literary-historical supplement is not only more voluminous than the cor-
responding second part and the literary introduction of the first edition
of Nöldeke’s edition because Schwally went much further and considered
a wealth of new source material and the important advances in the field
during the last sixty years. In comparison to the first part, this second
part changed to such an extent that, as he repeatedly emphasized, little of
Nöldeke’s original work remained. This second volume constitutes largely
Schwally’s own contribution. As pointed out above, Schwally’s manuscript
could essentially be sent straight to the printers without textual changes.
The final part of the literary-historical supplement,which treatsmore recent
Christian investigations, has been taken over without changes, although,
unlike the rest of the work, there existed no final draft, and it is likely
that Schwally would havemademinor changes and possibly additions. This
applies in particular to additional translations of the Koran as well as the
corrections at the end, which have been incorporated in the present text.
There are indications in the manuscript to supplementary information but,
unfortunately, this could no longer be discovered.
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For Schwally’s third part, “reading variants of the Koran” only prelimi-
nary notes were found among his papers, nothing ready for the printers.
Upon my request, Gotthelf Bergsträßer, Schwally’s successor to the chair
at the Universität Königsberg, kindly agreed to look after this third part
by utilizing Schwally’s remaining material—for which, incidentally, he had
already completed all sorts of preliminary investigation during his stay at
Constantinople—as soon as his other literary commitments would permit.

There is, thus, a good chance that a new edition of Theodor Nöldeke’s
excellent first publication does not remain unfinished so that it can be
presented to the public within a short time. May our respected old master
live long enough to see this.

Leipzig, September, 1919
Heinrich Zimmern



FISCHER
[PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION, PART 3, PP. 220–224]

Obviously this constitutes nothing but additions and corrections, which
would certainly have met with Schwally’s approval. There are, first of all,
those that hewould havemost likelymade himself if he had been granted to
put the final touches on hismanuscript, and then see it through the printers
himself. Then there are such that he would have readily accepted when
suggested by competent outsiders. With the consent of the publisher, the
type of additions and corrections which required onlyminor changes in the
type I tacitly made directly on the proofs.

[The four pages of additions that follow here have been incorporated
directly in the English text.]

August Fischer





PRETZL
[PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION, PART 3, PP. VII–IX]

Sixty-seven years have passed since the first edition of this work was pub-
lished. Death swept away two scholars who had been entrusted with the
production of the second edition. Friedrich Schwally died on 5 February,
1919, having worked on the first two volumes until he breathed his last. Got-
thelf Bergsträßer then continuedwith the third volume.Hewas still working
on the third and final instalment of the “History of the Text of the Koran”
when he died on 16 August, 1933. The first two instalments had been pub-
lished already in 1926 and 1929 respectively. The reason for the long delay
of the remaining part was the accumulated bulk of unknown manuscript
source material which had been unearthed on his initiative. It thus hap-
pened that Bergsträßer spent the last years of his busy life doing preliminary
work without being able to make use of it himself. As his colleague it fell
to me to complete the work. In 1929, he himself saw the text through the
printers down to page 173. For the continuation of the part on the “historical
development” I discovered an outline among his papers—as main source
for this served a nearly complete edition of Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ,
authored by him. It was pure accident thatwe had agreed on amutual work-
ing scheme, where I became responsible for the literature of the reading
variants according to manuscript sources. This was intended to constitute
the main part of the third instalment. Precisely on this subject I had just
then published a lengthy paper entitled “DieWissenschaft der Koranlesung
(ʿilm al-qirāʾah), ihre literarischen Quellen und ihre Aussprachegrundlagen
(uṣūl.)” [the science of qirāʾah, its literary sources and principles of pronun-
ciation.] Ever since, additional visits to libraries enabledme to discover and
photograph newmaterial. The results have been usedmainly in the chapter
on manuscripts of the Koran.

Bergsträßer left valuablematerial on variant readings of the Koran nearly
ready to go to theprinters, viz. a complete collectionof canonical variants, to
which he intended to add a complete list of the uncanonical readings. For
his two editions of the shawādhdh works of Ibn Jinnī and Ibn Khālawayh
he had completed the preliminary research, without leaving written notes.
I could not get myself to include Bergsträßer’s completed collection of the
canonical variantswithout the farmore important uncanonical ones. I think
that I can justify this change of his plan since the arbitrarily selected reading
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of the Seven—considerably limited by tradition—is of too little interest. An
edition of the shawādhdh would have unduly postponed the publication of
the work, and this particularly since the most comprehensive and impor-
tant source material became known only after the death of Bergsträßer. I
hope that my presentation of the main differences of the pronunciation
of the readers of the Koran (qurrāʾ)—with special reference to the general
tajwīd-rules of pronunciation—satisfies the most urgent need of scholar-
ship. The realization of Bergsträßer’s plan is intended to fit the framework
of his projected “apparatus criticus to the Koran.”

I am much obliged to Dr. Anneliese Gottschalk-Baur for her detailed
indexes to the three parts which she competently compiled.

I acknowledge with thanks the generous support from the Bayerische
Akademie der Wissenschaften which enabled me to complete my prede-
cessors’ work. This assistance enabledme to study themuch neglected field
of the variant readings of the Koran at libraries in Europe and the Orient,
and accumulate a large photographic archive of manuscripts of the Koran
as well as Koran-related works. For this purpose I received considerable
funds for the acquisition of photographs from the Einjahrhundert-Stiftung
[centenary foundation] of the UniversitätMünchen as well as from the Uni-
versitätsgesellschaft München.

I was much encouraged to carry on the difficult task of my great prede-
cessors, in particular the kindly promised and readily granted help of Herrn
Geheimen Hofrat Dr. A. Fischer, Leipzig. He read the proofs and corrected
many a mistake and obscurity. Prof. A. Jeffery, Cairo, obligingly shared with
me and my predecessor the treasure of his own Koranic researches. My sin-
cere thanks are due to these gentlemen as well as to my assistant, Dr. Anton
Spitaler, whowasmost helpful and displayed great understanding and inde-
fatigable diligence when it came to reading the proofs.

Since I can no longer thank the scholar to whom I am indebtedmost, my
respected and unforgettable teacher, Gotthelf Bergsträßer, I am asking his
wife to accept the dedication of the book, in the completion of which she
participated like no one else as the partner of her husband.

München, 26 January 1937
Dr. Otto Pretzl



THE ORIGIN OF THE KORAN

The Notion of Prophecy

Although it is beyond question that something resembling prophecy ap-
peared at various times among many different peoples, it was only among
the Israelites1 that prophethood developed from very primitive origins into
a force influencing the entire realm of religion and state. The essence of a
prophet is that his mind becomes so filled and taken by a religious idea
that he ultimately feels compelled, as though driven by a divine force,
to announce that idea to his peers as a God-given truth.2 Why prophecy
appeared particularly among this people, and what influence it exerted in
turn upon their history, we cannot discuss in detail at this point.3 While the
prophetic movement receded in Judaism, it never vanished altogether, as is
evident from the various so-called false messiahs and prophets of Roman
times. Jesus of Nazareth wanted to be more than a prophet. He felt that he
was the promised messiah of Israel’s prophets and the founder of a new
religion of the heart and sentiment. Indeed he knew how to instil in his
community the belief that he, as the Son of God and Lord of the faithful,
would enter into the glory of the Father in spite of hismartyrdomand death.
Among the original Christian communities, too, the prophetic spirit beat its
wings, although after the decline of Montanism it was forced to retreat to
the most distant corners of obscure sects.

Themost powerful propheticmovement recorded subsequently by eccle- [i/2]
siastic history arose suddenly and unexpectedly on the outermost fringe
of Christian missionary activity, in the immediate vicinity of the Kaʿba of

1 The ancient Arabian kāhin, pl. kuhhān (soothsayers) are likely to have been familiar
with a similar phenomenon, but we know too little about them. Let us state here that all the
other Semitic languages derive their expression for prophet from the Hebrew איבנ .

2 Prophecy in its broadest sense is thus a divine art. Yet as soon as an attempt is made
to teach it in schools or pass it on, and organize prophets in guilds, it quickly becomes
reduced to a profession. Typical of the essence of the genuine prophet is Amos, 7:14: “I am
no prophet (by class), neither a prophet’s son, but an herdsman, and a gatherer of sycamore
fruit: And Yahweh took me as I followed the flock, and said unto me, Go, prophesy to my
people Israel.”

3 Cf. thereon Heinrich Ewald’s introduction to Propheten des Alten Bundes.
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Mecca, the central sanctuary of the pagan Arabs. That Muḥammad was a
true prophet4 must be conceded if one considers his character carefully and
without prejudice, and properly interprets the notion of prophethood. One
could perhaps object that the main tenets of his teaching are not the prod-
uct of his own mind but rather originate from Jews and Christians. While
the best parts of Islam certainly do have this origin, the way Muḥammad
utilized these precursors spiritually, how he considered them a revelation
descended from God, destined to be preached to all mankind, shows him
to be a true prophet. Indeed, if possessing entirely new and unprecedented
ideas were the only prerequisite of prophethood, would not then every last
man of God and founder of a religion be denied the title of prophet? On the
contrary, wemust recognize the fervour of prophethood, frequently border-
ing on fanaticism, in Muḥammad’s receiving those external ideas, carrying
themwith him during his long solitude, and allowing them to influence and
shape his own thinking until, at long last, his decisive inner voice obliged
him to face his countrymen and attempt to convert them, despite danger
and ridicule.

The Type of Muḥammad’s Prophetic Endowments

The more one becomes acquainted with the best biographies of Muḥam-[i/3]
mad, as well as with the uncorrupted source for our knowledge of his mind,
the Koran, the more one becomes convinced that Muḥammad sincerely
believed in the truth of his mission to replace the false idolatry of the
Arabs5 with a higher, soul-saving religion. How else could he have preached
so fervently in the Koran against the deniers, whom he threatened with
the most horrible torments of hell, confessing that he himself would have
suffered divine chastisement if he had not proclaimed the complete reve-
lation?6 How could so many noble and sensible Muslims, particularly his

4 This is the view of writers of the recent past like Henri de Boulainvilliers, Vie de
Mahomed (1730); J. von Hammer-Purgstall, Gemäldesaal der Lebensbeschreibungen, vol. 1;
Thomas Carlyle, On heroes, hero-worship and heroic in history (1840); Aloys Sprenger, Life of
Mohammad (1851); Ernest Renan, “Mahomet et les origines de l’ islamisme” (1851); cf. now
Chr. Snouck-Hurgronje, “Une nouvelle biographie de Mohammed” (1894).

5 The Meccans were insulted not so much by the new message per se but by the accom-
panying attack on their ancestors. They venerated their ancient gods, but without true faith,
their cult was sacred only in so far as it was taken over from their ancestors and, like all other
traditions, mere superstitio.

6 Sūras 5:71, 6:15, 10:16, 39:15.
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close friends Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq7 and ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb,8 have stood by
him in good days and bad if he had been nothing but an impostor? Added
to the testament of such a numerous following is especially the fact that
men fromnoted families, raised in the pedigree-arrogance of the thoroughly
aristocratic Arab, joined a sect consisting largely of slaves, freedmen, and
individuals from the lowest strata of society, even though their countrymen
considered this to be the greatest shame, solely because of their enthusiasm
for the Prophet and his teaching. Furthermore, there is the fact, which the
Muslims naturally tried to hide, that Muḥammad was by nature a soft, even
fearful person who initially did not dare to make public appearances. His
inner voice, however, allowed him no peace. He was compelled to preach
and, whenever he felt discouraged, to rally his spirits in the face of the
ridicule and insults of his early friends.9

Muḥammad’s mind, however, suffered from two serious impediments [i/4]
that affected his authority. If prophecy in general originates from excited
fantasy anddirect impulse of feeling rather than fromspeculative reasoning,
it is the latter that Muḥammad was lacking. Although endowed with great
practical acumen, without which he would have never been triumphant
over his enemies, he was almost totally incapable of logical abstraction.
As a consequence, he regarded whatever moved his inner self as coming
from external, heavenly sources. He never questioned his belief, relying
on his instinct as it led here and there, for it was precisely this instinct
that he considered to be the voice of God, destined uniquely for him. The
superficial, literal interpretation of the revelation, which forms the basis of
Islam, follows from this.

Connectedwith this is the factMuḥammad presented those sūras that he
clearly producedwith conscious effort, using foreign stories, as the first fruit
of his excited mind and a real, divine message. This reproach, however, can
equally be heaped upon the Israelite prophets who presented their literary
products as the “words of Yahweh Sabaoth.” Yet in general such claims, here
or elsewhere, are not made purposely to deceive but rather follow from a
naïve belief. Prophets, after all, are themedium of the deity not only in their

7 EI2; EQ; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical ḥadīth, p. 460, col. 1.
8 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. xxsqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 171, v. 9, p. 16 & 31.
9 Of course we cannot trust all reports of persecutions he suffered before his emigration.

There is little likelihood that his enemies at any time could resort to bodily maltreatment
because the honour of his protectors and all the Banū Hāshim, believing and disbelieving
alike,would have demanded revenge. Also the reports concerningMuḥammad’s unprotected
followers are certainly an exaggeration.
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state of ecstasy; all of their thoughts andactions can appear to them tobe the
direct emanation from the Divine Essence. In spite of this—as we shall see
later10—Muḥammaddid not intend every revelation to be proclaimed in the
Koran, nor indeed did he present all of his communications as revelations.

Since Muḥammad was unable to distinguish precisely between religious[i/5]
andmundanematters, he frequently used the authority of theKoran to issue
ordinances that are not at all related to religion.When reviewing these facts
itmust not be overlooked that at that time religion and the social orderwere
closely connected, and that by involvingGod in themost humanaffairs daily
life thus became elevated to a higher, divine sphere.

The naïve thinker that he was, Muḥammad was forced to consider per-
missible everything that did not blatantly conflictwith the voice of his heart.
Since he was not endowedwith an acute and robust perception of good and
evil—which alone can save a person walking in the heights of humanity
from the most suspicious lapses—he did not hesitate to use reprehensible
means, even pious fraud,11 to spread his belief. WhileMuslimwriters tend to
hide these traits, European biographers of the Prophet are easily shocked at
one moral indignation after another. Both conceptions are equally unhis-
torical. It would be a miracle if prophets were without blemish and sin,
particularly in the case of Muḥammad, who was at the same time a mili-
tary leader and statesman. If we knew as much of the private lives of other
prophets as we know of Muḥammad, some of them would be less exalted
than they now appear to be on the basis of the fragmentary surviving liter-
ature, endlessly sifted through throughout the centuries. Muḥammad was
no saint, and did not aspire to be one (47:21; 48:2, etc.) We will hardly ever
be able to tell for sure howmuch of our criticism owes to the semi-barbaric
conditions of the time, to his good faith, or to the weakness of his charac-
ter. The central point is that until he breathed his last he was struggling for
his God, for the salvation of his people—even all of humanity—and that he
never lost faith in his divine mission.

10 In the chapter on “Muḥammad’s uncanonical promulgations.”
11 A. Sprenger rightfully says in his Life of Mohammad, p. 124sqq. “enthusiasm, in its

progress, remains as rarely free from fraud, as fire from smoke; andmenwith themost sincere
conviction of the sacredness of their cause are most prone to commit pious frauds.” This
applies not only to the field of religion, but equally to political and other affairs.
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Jewish and Christian Influences

The principal source of the revelations was undoubtedly Jewish scripture, a [i/6]
source, according to the rude faith of the Muslims, as well as to the entire
Middle Ages and even a few of our contemporaries, literally infused into the
prophets. Muḥammad’s entire doctrine carries already in its first sūras the
obvious traces of this origin. It would be superfluous to explain here that
not only most of the histories of the prophets in the Koran but also many
of the dogmas and laws are of Jewish origin.12 In comparison, the influence
of the Gospels on the Koran is much slighter.13 A closer investigation of
the apparent Jewish and Christian elements in the Koran will lead to the
conclusion that the primary elements shared by Christianity and Islam are
of Jewish colouring. For example, the familiar Muslim creed, هللاّالٕإاال is
derived from a Jewish formula; verse IISamuel 22:33 = Psalms 18:32 לא־ימ

השהיידעלבמ and appears in the Targum as ייאלאאהלאחיל and also in the
Syriac Peshitta ܐܐ .

This is not to say that all Jewish elements can be traced back to Jewish [i/7]
authorities. Jews were, of course, numerous in several regions of Arabia,
particularly in the vicinity of Yathrib, which had multiple connections with
Muḥammad’s place of birth; they must have visited Mecca frequently as
well. By the same token,OrientalChristianity in generalwas strongly infused
with Jewish ideas. In education and edification throughout the ancient
Church the New Testament always took the second place to the Old Tes-
tament. Christianity in particular had experienced a notable proliferation
in the Arabian Peninsula14 among the tribes of the Byzantine-Persian bor-
der (Kalb, Tayyiʾ, Tanūkh, Taghlib, Bakr), in the interior among the Tamīm,
and in the Yemen, which for a long time had been politically subservient
to Christian Abyssinia. Wherever Christianity had not become established
at least some knowledge of it prevailed. Some of the best-knownpre-Islamic
poets, though remaining pagan, display familiarity with Christianity in their
attitude and thinking. We must therefore recognize that apart from Jewish
influence on the Prophet there was also a Christian counterpart. In view of

12 It would be desirable that a profound scholar of ancient Arabia, Islam, and Jewish lit-
erature would continue Abraham Geiger’s penetrating study, Was hat Mohamed aus dem
Judentum aufgenommen (1833). The Arabic as well as the Jewish sources (Midrashim), are
now of such abundance that the mere reprint of the work (Leipzig, 1902) was totally super-
fluous.

13 Cf. thereonNöldeke, “HatteMuḥammad christliche Lehrer?” ZDMG, 12 (1858), 699–708.
14 Cf. Julius Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heiligtums (Berlin, 1897), pp. 234–242.
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much evidence itmust remain to be seen fromwhich source it reached him.
In some instances the Christian origin is beyond doubt. Forme this includes
the institution of vigils, several forms of the prayer rite, the designation of
revelationas ناقرف , which canhavebeenderivedonly fromChristianAramaic
(furqān in the meaning of “redemption,” cf. below, the detailed explanation
on p. 25, foot-note 59), then the central importance and notion of the Final
Judgement, and, above all, Jesus’ superiority over all the prophets.

These facts might lead to the conclusion that Islam is basically a reli-
gion following in the footsteps of Christianity, or, even further, that it is the
manifestation in which Christianity entered Greater Arabia. This combi-
nation would find a welcome support in the verdict of Muḥammad’s con-
temporaries. The Arabian disbelievers frequently called his followers Sabi-
ans, who were closely related to certain Christian sects (Mandaeans, Elke-
saites, Hemerobaptists). On the other hand, Muslims consider themselves
to be descendants of the Ḥanīfs, people who, disillusioned with paganism,
sought fulfilment in Christian and Jewish teachings. Since this name was
also applied to Christian ascetics, this would strongly suggest that the Mus-
lims were particularly close to Christians. The emigration of some followers
of the Prophet to the Christian King of Abyssinia would also fit into that pic-
ture.

There can thus be no doubt that Muḥammad’s prime source of informa-[i/8]
tion was not the Bible but uncanonical liturgical and dogmatic literature.
For this reason the Old Testament stories in the Koran are much closer to
Haggadic embellishments than their originals;15 the New Testament stories
are totally legendary and display some common features with the reports
of the apocryphal Gospels, e.g., sūras 3:41 and 43 as well as 19:17 with Evan-
gelium Infantiæ, cap. 1, EvangeliumThomasi, cap. 2, andNativity of theVirgin,
chapter 9. The only brief passage of the Koran copied verbatim from theOld
Testament is sūra 21:105: For We have written in Psalms, ‘The earth shall be
the inheritance of My righteous servants;’ cf. Psalms, 37:29.

Sūra 61:6, however, where Jesus predicts that after him God shall send[i/9]
a messenger whose name shall be Aḥmad,16 does not refer to any precise
passage in the New Testament.

15 For details cf. A. Geiger,Was hat Mohamed aus dem Judentum aufgenommen.
16 According to the most likely guess, Muḥammad took this to refer to himself, and with

allusion to his name ّدمحم , the promised messenger, دمحٔا . Cf. Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt) Biographie
Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 64sq. It is known that sūra 61:6 has been referred to as evidence
thatMuḥammadallegedly had read theBible.Marracci’s idea (Pronomiad refutationem,Alco-
rani, vol. 1, p. 27, and the note on sūra 61:6) to take παράκλητος to mean περικλυτός and
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It is very difficult to determine the form and extent of the religious liter-[i/10]
ature prevalent among the Jews and Christians of the period. The Arabian
Christians, who, by the way, were far less numerous than Sprenger thinks,
were to a large extent rather superficially converted. Caliph ʿAlī is supposed
to have remarked regarding one of the tribes among whomChristianity had

translate this by دمحٔا , which would prove the unthinkable, i.e., Muḥammad knew Greek, is
modified by both Sprenger, Life ofMohammed, p. 97, note 1,Das Leben, vol. 1, p. 158, andMuir,
Life ofMahomet, vol. 1 (1858), p. 17, because in a contemporaryArabic translationof theGospel
of St. John παράκλητος is translated by دمحٔا . But also this is wrong. Such a corruption of the
text cannot be explained by nomatter what; this cannot be documented either in a Syriac or
Arabic transmission. Rather, the different forms of the name Paraclete encountered among
Muslims pretty much all correspond to παράκλητος with or without the ا of the Aramaic stat.
emphat. (Marracci, loc. cit.; al-Shahrastānī, vol. 1, p. 167; Ibn Hishām [EI2; EQ; F. Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, pp. 297–299,] p. 150). If Ibn Hishām, loc. cit., on the basis of the Gospel of St. John 15:26
lists also انمحنم as a name ofMuḥammad, this is nothing but the usual translation of παράκλη-
τοςmʾnahmānā in the dialect of Christian PalestinianAramaic (cf. Schwally, Idioticon) which,
misled by the outward sound, he erroneously associates with ّدمحم . In Talmud andMidrash the
name םחנמ of the Jewish Messiah is not uncommon, cf. J. Levy, Neuhebräisches Wörterbuch,
vol. 3, p. 153; G. Rösch, “Die Namen,” p. 439. Mani, the founder of Manichaeism, also consid-
ered himself a Paraclete; cf. G. Flügel, Mānī, pp. 51, 64, and 162sq.; Eusebii Historiæ, libri vii,
p. 31; Efrem, ed. Rom. II, 487. Incidentally, there are still other Aramaic names for the Prophet,
e.g. حفشم , i.e  = ّدمحم , like اهالاحفش i.e. ܐ = دمحلا (cf. Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh
al-khamīs, vol. 1, 206, and Goldziher, “Über muhammedanische Polemik,” p. 374). Sprenger
(Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, pp. 155–162) carried the above hypothesis regarding Aḥmad even
further, claiming that also Muḥammad was not really the name of the Prophet but a by-
name, which he adopted only at Medina, conforming to Jewish diction and belief to appear
as the promised and “anticipated” Messiah. But all the arguments supporting this view and
advanced by Sprenger himself—and afterwards by H. Hirschfeld (New researches, pp. 23sq.
and 139), Fr. H.C. Bethge (Raḥmān et Aḥmad, p. 53sq.), and L. Caetani (Annali dell’islam,
vol. 1, p. 151)—are invalid because: (1) Muḥammad always appears as the proper name of
the Prophet in the entire ancient historical tradition, and in indubitable genuine documents
like the Constitution of Medina (Ibn Hishām., pp. 341sqq.), the Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya (Ibn
Hishām, 747), the diplomatic correspondence with the Arabian tribes (Wellhausen, Skizzen
und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4), and lastly the Koran. (2) If the name had been originally an epithet,
and the fact that it does not evenonceoccurwith the article,wouldbedifficult to understand,
despite Sprenger, vol. 3, p. 31, n. 2. (3) The JewishMessiah never had a name derived from the
verb דמח “to long for”; theMessianic interpretation of passages likeHaggai 2:7 and Canticles,
2:3 is pure invention. (4) Muḥammad had been a common masculine name in Arabia even
before the rise of Islam. Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, part 1:) Biographie Muhammads bis zur
Flucht, p. 111 sqq., IbnQutayba,Wüstenfeld ed., p. 276, and IbnRustah,Kitâbal-Alâk an-nafîsa,
p. 194, quote three men with this name, Ibn Durayd lists five, adding that he found fifteen in
another source entitled ةراشٕا . There is not the least reason to distrust these references. What
on earth ought to have been the reason for the forgery? By theway, the nameΘαι μοαμεδης on
a Greek inscription from Palmyra, anno 425 Seleuc. = 114/115ad (Corpus inscriptiorum Grae-
carum, vol. 3, no. 4500) is to be equated with דמעמיח as the Aramaic text reads in de Vogüé,
p. 124, l 4.
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been best established: “The Taghlib are no Christians, and adopted only
their wine-drinking habits.”17

Literacy in Pre-Islamic Arabia

Wherever themissionaries of the two religions of the Book went, it is incon-
ceivable that they should not have carried with them some kind of religious
literature, be it in Hebrew, Aramaic, Ethiopic, and, now and then, probably
also in Greek. The rabbis and clergy were thus obliged to translate foreign
prayers, liturgies, hymns and homilies into Arabic. Although it is unlikely
that they ever expressed their own theological writings in Arabic—as can
be seen from existing Syriac works of ancient Arab clerics—it is neverthe-
less conceivable that people began inpre-Islamic times to fix inwritten form
those oral Targums. As the art of writing among theMeccans andMedinans
in the age of Muḥammad was anything but common (cf. below, p. 11 sqq.)
and, as it seems, it was usual to put in writing important correspondence
(e.g., Muḥammad with the Bedouins) and treaties (al-Ḥudaybiyya, Consti-
tution of Medina), it can reasonably be assumed that the Arabic script was
used also to record the productions of poets, singers, and story-tellers. Liter-
ature presupposes ad hoc writing. Sheets of note-paper ( ةفیحص ), panegyrical
songs or satirical poems (cf. Goldziher, introduction to “Dīwān al-Ḥuṭejʾa,”
p. 18) etc. are likely to have been widely circulated (Abū l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī,
al-Aghānī, vol. 20, p. 24, and vol. 2, p. 16; Hudhayl (al-Sukkarī, The Poems of
the Huzailis,18) p. 3 n. 4; Jarīr al-Mutalammis,19 p. 2 n. 2; Labīd b. Rabīʿa,20 Der
Dīwān des Lebīd, edited by Chalidi, p 47, l 1; Aws b. Ḥajar,21 Gedichte, p. 23, l. 9,
etc.). Collections of pre-Islamic authors’ work, however, are not known.

As far asMuḥammad’s relation to Jewish and Christian literatures is con-
cerned, it is undoubtedly safe to say that he had no access to material in
languages other than Arabic, even if only because of his ignorance of for-
eign languages. The superstitious fearwithwhich the Jews—long before the
Muslims—werewatching the نورّهطملاّالٕاهّسميال would not be an insurmount-
able obstacle per se, not to mention that this inviolability by followers of
other faiths applied to canonical books only. But the matter of whether or

17 al-Ṭabarī, al-Zamakhsharī [EI2; EQ,] and Bayḍāwī, Ansāb al-tanzīl, on sūra 5:7.
18 Ed. in the Arabic from an original manuscript and translated by J.G.L. Kosegarten.
19 Edited by Karl Vollers; EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 173–175.
20 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 126–127, sqq.
21 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 171–172.
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not the Prophetwas able to read andunderstandwrittenArabic translations
cannot easily be determined from either the Koran or the traditions.

On these points the statements of Muslims differ. Worst of all, those who [i/12]
agree as well as those who disagree are less concerned with the truth of
the matter than with the pursuit of dogmatic or political interests. Both
parties resort to the weapon of fabricated or twisted traditions, a method
that was widespread in early Islam. The Sunnites, generally, tend to think
that Muḥammad could not read and write; the Shiʿites hold the opposite
view.22 The latter consider it beneath the dignity of the Prophet—whom
they consider ملعلاةنیدم —that he could have been lacking the foundation
of learning. Added to this is the attempt to excuse the pact between ʿAlī
and Muʿāwiya (Ibn Abī Sufyān)23—which they considered offensive—by
the example of the Prophet. At al-Ḥudaybiyya he allegedly signed a similar
agreement where, in his own handwriting, he replaced the words (Rasūl
Allāh) هللالوسر —towhich the disbelievers objected—and substituted them
with هللادبعنب . A different version of the same account merely states that
after ʿAlī’s objection, the Prophet himself crossed out those words and that
ʿAlī then inserted the new words. There are still other reports stating that
ʿAlī wrote both the new and the previous words.24 In these circumstances
we cannot hope to settle the matter, particularly when we remember that
the word بتكف can refer not only to a person’s actually writing but also
to someone else’s writing his words, namely dictation. In the letters of
Muḥammad that have come down to us in Ibn Saʿd we frequently read بتكو

�ً�اتكمعلص where only dictating canbemeant,which ismadequite clear by the
addition at the end of نالفبتكو . Also in Ibn Hishām, loc. cit., particularly in
the account of the peace pact, we read لیهسووهباتكلابتكیمعلصهللالوسرانیبف
خلٕا , where also only the indirect formwriting can bemeant. The insertion of
هدیب , intentionally or mistakenly, could thus easily be explained as another

distortion of this tradition.

22 A. Sprenger, Life of Mohammad, p. 101, n. 2; and Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 398,
where hementions that “Muḥammad b.Muḥammad IBNNUʿMĀN [al-Mufīd b. al-Muʿallim]
d. 413/1022 [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vols, 1, 4, and 8] wrote a monograph to prove that Mohammad
could write.”

23 EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 11 sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 172.
24 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 747; Ṭabarī, Akhbār, vol. 1, 1546; al-Mubarrad, al-Kāmil, vol. 1, p. 540;

al-Bukhārī, يزاغملاباتك )ّةیبیدحلاة وزغ ); K. al-Shurūṭ, § 15; Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ vol. 2, p. 170sq.; (al-
Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 415sqq., K. al-Jihād, §29); Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 48:25; al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát-ul-maśábìh; or, A collection of themost authentic traditions, pp. 345 and 347
= 353 and 355, Bāb al-ṣulḥ); al-Bajūrī [Sezgin,GAS, vol 1, p. 158,] al-Mawāhib al-laduniyya, Bāb
al-bayʿat al-[riḍ]wān, where this matter is treated in detail.
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Another tradition is equally uncertain: On his death bed Muḥammad [i/13]
allegedly requested a reed and tablet in order to write down something
that was to protect the Muslims from error.25 But this tradition going back
to ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿABBĀS (d. 68/687)26 is suspicious when compared with
another tradition, openly betraying its bias, in which ʿĀʾisha tells the story
that Muḥammad thus intended to fix in writing the appointment of Abū
Bakr as his successor.27 It is consequently certain that this entire tradition,
which is not found in Ibn Hishām, was forged to defend Abū Bakr’s claim to
succession. But even if this were not the case, also in this instance the words
“so that I write” can be interpreted as “so that I dictate”; once againwewould
lack a sound argument.

Even the Koran itself does not afford any more certainty, regardless of
howone interprets the frequently occurring verb ٔارق , particularly the passage
in sūra 96:1 and 3. If it simply means “to lecture, to preach,” it is a priori
irrelevant. If, however, this means “to read” or “to lecture on what has been
read”, even this interpretation does not contribute anything towards solving
the problem since it is in the nature of heavenly texts—which are beyond
human speech or writing—and is therefore comprehensible only by divine
inspiration.

We can see that the evidence for Muḥammad’s ability to read and write[i/14]
is very weak. But what about the evidence generally marshalled to prove
the opposite? The main argument is that in sūra 7:156 and 158 Muḥammad
is called ّيّمٔالاّيبنلا , words that nearly all commentators take to mean “the
Prophet who could neither read nor write.” However, when we make a
thorough investigation of all the Koranic passages that contain ّيّمٔا we find
that it is used everywhere to mean the opposite of باتكلالهٔا , namely, not a
person capable of writing but the owner (or expert) of the Holy Scripture;
sūra 2:73 even says that there were نّویّمٔا who have a poor understanding of
the Scriptures. In relation toMuḥammad, this wordmust mean that he was
not familiar with ancient divine texts and knew the truth only from divine
inspiration—characteristics frequently mentioned on other occasions as

25 al-Bukhārī, Ṣaḥīḥ, Bāb mawt al-nabī, appendix to يزاغملاباتك , K. al-ʿIlm, §40; Muslim,
vol. 2, p. 78sq. (al-Qasṭallānī. vol. 7, p. 95sq., ةّیصولاباتك §4); al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcàt-ul-
maśábìh; or, A collection, p. 540 ( ّيبنلاةافو 548); cf. G. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 329sq.;
Caussin de Perceval, Essai sur l’histoire des Arabes, vol. 3, p. 321.

26 EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 1–2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 21–22.
27 Muslim, vol. 2, p. 457 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 257, ركبيبٔالئاضف ), and later al-Khaṭīb

al-Tibrīzī, Mishcàt-ul-maśábìh; or, A collection, ركبيبٔابقانم , faṣl 1, §3. But Ibn Saʿd, Ṭabaqāt,
ed. I, IV, [sic] p. ٢٤ , 7, بتكیلف (i.e. ركبيبٔانبا .) [This reference cannot be verified.]
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well that do not mean that he could not read or write at all.28 In addition,
Muḥammad says in sūra 29:47 that before the revelation of theKoran he had
not read a book;29 yet even these words, taken by themselves, are nothing
other than argument in one’s own favour. Finally, it is claimed that to the
first revelation, the Angel’s command to ٔارقِا , he replied with the words ام

ئراقبٔا .30 But even this is of little importance since this entire tradition is
extremely embellished,31others instead reporting his reply as ٔارقاام or ٔارقاامف or

ٔارقاامو , “what am I supposed to read?”32
Both parties, thus, offer nothing but pretences. Worthless, too, are state- [i/15]

ments that Muḥammad could write, but only little and not well. In a tradi-
tion regarding the first revelation he claims “to be unable to readwell,”33 and
in the above-mentioned account of the Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya some say سیل

بتكفبتكینسحي , “he did not write well but he nevertheless did write.”34 It is
only too obvious that both variants are the weak attempts of an uncritical
mind to mediate between two contradicting traditions.

Neverthless, biased traditions may also contain a grain of truth. To some
degree it seems quite likely that a man in whose neighbourhood some fifty
people could read and compose notes in writing35—I know of forty-four,
merely from Ibn Saʿd, Biographien dermedinischen KämpferMuhammeds in
der Schlacht bei Bedr, p. 2; Wellhausen, Medina vor dem Islam, p. 105sqq.;
and al-Balādhurī,36 p. 471sqq.—not only understood enough of the craft

28 Ummī is derived from ummah, i.e. = λαϊκός = Aramaic ʿālmāyā. The Jews call people
ignorant of the Scriptures and the Law ʿam hā-āreṣ. The etymologies which Muslims supply
for ummīwe can pass in silence. Cf. H.L. Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 115sqq.

29 Arberry translates “Not before this didst thou recite any Book, or inscribe it with your
right hand …”

30 Cf. foot-note 32.
31 In comparison, Sprenger’s interpretation is unsuitable; it purposes to neutralize the

evidence of these words by saying that “I am not reading” merely means “I do not read”, but
in no case “I cannot read” (Life of Mohammad, p. 95, footnote; Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1,
p. 332 n. 2.) As it reads in Ibn Hishām, p. 226 l. 14, اًبتاكرمعناك , and frequently in traditions,

اًبتاكتنك where it can only refer to the ability to write, in the same way that these words must
be interpreted in the context of the story. And they thus translate the Turkish al-Mawāhib
al-laduniyya quite accurately with ملكدىچویقوا , “nonsum lector” (p. 27).

32 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 152, and al-Ṭabarī’s original, Tafsīr, vol. 1, 1150 (cf. A. Sprenger, “Notice
of a copy of the fourth volume of the original text of Tabary,” p. 115). Others combine both,
like the Persian al-Ṭabarī ( متـسینهدنناوخهكمناوخبزيچهچ ), and al-Itqān, p. 53.

33 G. Weil, Das LebenMohammeds, p. 46, n. 50.
34 al-Bukhārī; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcàt-ul-maśábìh; p. 347 (p. 355, حلصلاب ); Fakhr

al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 48:25, somewhat past the middle.
35 Cf. also Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 1, pp. 105sqq.
36 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 320–321.
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to function as a merchant, dealing with notes, prices, and names, but also
might have attempted to progress further, given his interest in the holy
scriptures of the Jews andChristians. But sincewe are deprived of all reliable
informationwemust be content with the few important certainties, namely
that (1) Muḥammad himself did not want to be considered literate and
therefore had others read theKoran aswell as letters to him;37 and that (2) on
no account had he read the Bible or other important works. Still, Sprenger
at all cost wants to make him a learned man. He considers it a fact38 that
Muḥammad read the نيلّؤالاريطاسٔا , a book on dogmas and legends.39 Asāṭir
al-awwalīn40 (roughly translated The Legends of Old) was the name applied
by the Quraysh to Muḥammad’s edifying but boring stories, exactly as in
the Koran the ʿĀdites call the sayings of the Prophet Hūd نيلّؤالاقلخ . It is
correct that Sprenger should be looking also for the title of a book. Yet
it would be totally against the habit of the Prophet, who only referred to
his own revelations, to make use of a generally known41 book and then
pursue a useless defence against the accusation. But even if he did indeed
mean a book, he would have probably not said “this is only asāṭīr” but this
is نيلّؤالاريطاسٔانم . It makes even less sense when Sprenger also declares
as books used by Muḥammad the ميهاربٕافحص (sūras 53:37sqq.; 87:19), i.e.,
according to Muḥammad, the revelation made to Abraham and Moses.42

37 Cf. al-Wāqidī, K. al-Maghāzī, edited by A. von Kremer, p. 202, l. 12sqq.
38 Life of Mohammed, p. 99sq., Leben und die Lehre (Berlin, 1869), vol. 2, p. 390, he only

thinks so. Weil turns against him, “Mahomet savait-il lire et écrire?”
39 For details regarding its origin etc., see Sprenger, Life of Mohammed, p. 99, foot-note 3;

Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, pp. 390–397.
40 ريطاسٔا is considered the plural of a singular (ة) راطسٔا or (ة) روطسٔا (cf. ةثودحٔا .) The origin of

the word is not clear. One could think of the Syriac ܐ , ܐܐ “chirographum” (Mishnaic
דט ש or Sabaic رطس “inscription”) which must undoubtedly go back to Babylonian shaṭāru,

to write. The same applies to Arabic رْطَس , line, ةرطْسَم , ruler, َرَطَس , to write (sūras 17:60, 52:2,
68:1, etc. also Sabaic), رِطیصُمرطیـسم (compare the Hebrew designation of a civil servant,
which also originates from Babylonia, רטש , as well as Job 38:33, רטשמ , which too cannot
be explained with certainty). In a tradition traced back to Ibn ʿAbbās, and transmitted in
al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān fī ʿulūm al-Qurʾān, p. 311, اًروطسم sūra 17:60 and روطسٔا are considered
outright Himyarite. I now consider it more likely to be a derivation of ريطاسٔا —but not
the other words—from ἱστορίαι (Georg W. Freytag in Lexicon Arabico-Latinum; A. Sprenger,
“Observations on the physiology”, p. 119, and his Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 395;
H.L. Fleischer, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 119), now more likely; also Th. Nöldeke himself has been
suspecting this for quite some time.

41 This must have been this book since the asāṭīr al-awwalīn are mentioned nine times in
the Koran, and on totally different occasions.

42 Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 367. It is already written in the Talmud
(ʿAbōdā Zārā, 14b) that Abraham knew and followed the Halakah. He is later credited with
the authorship of the Kabbalist book Yezīrā or at least the lost Liber de idolatria (Johann
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He is supposed to have laid open his own sources so carelessly for all the
world to see!

We must therefore continue to resist the belief that Muḥammad [i/17]
utilized written sources; in contrast, he undoubtedly received the great-
er part of his his dogma by way of oral transmission from Jews and Chris-
tians. The Koran seems to allude to this fact in the following words

نورٓخاموقهیلعهناعٔاوهارتفاكفٕاّالٕااذهنٕااورفكنیالاقو (sūra 25:5), and ملعندقلو
ّيمجعٔاهبنودحلیياناسلرشبهّملعیّامنٕانولوقیمّهنٔا (sūra 16:103). The Commenta-

tors on the latter passage list several contemporaries of theProphet towhom
the reference applies ( ماعلب , شیعی , ربج [EQ], راسی , and ناملس ). These and other
such reports from tradition do not mean very much. Even if there is a ker-
nel of truth in the legend that associates Muḥammad with a Syrian monk
Baḥīrā or Nestorios, such encounters can hardly have been of importance
for his propheticmission. And nomatter howoftenMuḥammadmight have
gone to Syria—hundreds of his fellow countrymen made this journey year
after year—it was hardly necessary for a pagan Meccan to go to Syria or
Abyssinia, or a Syrian or Abyssinian Christian to come to Mecca, in order
to gain acquaintance with revealed religions. As has been pointed out on
pp. 4–5, numerous Jews and Christians were living not far away. There must
have been abundant and multifaceted channels through which religious
knowledge reachedMuḥammad. Yet given his enthusiastic conviction of his
divinemission, therewas only one real source of truth for him: Allāh andHis
Divine Book.

Muḥammad’s Relation to Zayd b. ʿAmr and Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt

Sprenger adds Zayd b. ʿAmr b. Nufayl43 to the oral sources. According to [i/18]
some reports44—unfortunately modelled entirely on the Islamic point of
view—Zayd b. ʿAmr had denounced the idolatry of the Meccans for some

Albert Fabricius, Codex pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti, Hamburg, 1722, vol. 1, p. 400).
In contrast, Epiphanius, Haer. 1, cap. 8, does not speak of books (thus [B.] Hamburger,
Real-encyklopädie, s.v.) but of eight children (liberi) of Abraham.

43 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2 (1975), p. 271.
44 See about him Ibn Hishām, p. 145sqq.; al-Bukhārī ( ّيبنلاباحصٔالئاضفباتك ); al-Aghānī,

vol. 3, pp. 15–17; IbnQutayba, al-Maʿārif, p. 29; al-Masʿūdī, Les prairies d’or, vol. 1, p. 136; and its
English translation,Historical encyclopaedia, by A. Sprenger. Cf. Sprenger, Life ofMohammed,
p. 41sqq., and his Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, pp. 82–89, pp. 119–124; Caussin de Perceval, Essai
sur l’histoire des Arabes, vol. 1, p. 323. We must always remember that all this information is
strongly influenced by the endeavour to present Islam as an old divine teaching that existed
before the time of Muḥammad.
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time before Muḥammad’s appearance. It is conceivable that Muḥammad
was stimulated by this man to think about religion—possibly for the first
time. But details are lacking; Sprenger45 in any case goes too far when he
concludes from Zayd’s sermon, which in its transmitted form has much in
common with the Koran, that “Muḥammad borrowed from him not only
the dogma but also his expressions.” This sermon,46 however, so obviously
carries the mark of a fabrication of Koranic quotations by a Muslim that we
may ignore it the samewaywedoZayd’s false poems,which are contained in
IbnHishāmand inal-Aghānī (vol. 3, pp. 15–17). It is highly farfetched that not
only did Muḥammad memorize by heart Zayd’s speeches and insert them
later into the Koran, but also that, concurrently, someone else passed on the
same speeches to posterity.

ClémentHuart47 claims forhimself thehonourof havingdiscoveredanew[i/19]
source of the Koran in certain poems of Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt.48 Yet all the
passages he quotes in support of his hypothesis are under strong suspicion
of being forgeries of the Koran. Other similarities can be traced to the fact
that Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt, like Muḥammad, drew from Jewish and Christian
sources.49

Pagan Influence andMuḥammad’s Personal
Contribution to the Establishment of His Religion

The ancient belief of Muḥammad’s people was not unimportant as a source
of his dogma. No reformer can completely escape the prevailing concepts
with which he grew up. Additionally, the founder of Islam retained many
ancient superstitions (e.g. jinns) and opinions from the ةّیلهاج [Jāhiliyya]
period. Certain other influences he deliberately retained more or less com-
pletely. He adapted to his dogma the customs at the Kaʿba and during the
ḥajj,50 believing them to be of Abrahamic origin—which, incidentally, was

45 Life of Mohammed, pp. 95 and 98.
46 Life of Mohammed, p. 41; Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, p. 121sqq.
47 C. Huart, “Une nouvelle source du Qorân.” The poems are from a fifth century work by

al-Maqdisī, edited and translated under the title Livre de la création et de l’histoire [Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 7, pp. 277–288].

48 EQ; F. Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 298–300, vol. 9, p. 277.
49 See now Friedrich Schultheß, “Umajja ibn Abi-s-Salt.”
50 R.P.A.Dozy in hisDie Israeliten zuMekka (1864) intended to show that theMeccan sanc-

tuary and the festival were established in the time of David by the Israelites, and particularly
by the tribe of Simeon (after him = Ismaelites = Gorhum). This attempt, however, was a total
failure; cf. C. SnouckHurgronje,HetMekkaansche feest. Further, belowon sūra 16:24. [In order
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completely unknown to the ancient Arabs. Some ancient Arab legends,
which we frequently come across in geographic names and old poetry, refer
briefly or in abbreviated forms to ʿĀd and Thamūd, to the مرَعلالیـس [sayl
al-ʿArim,51] etc. Muḥammad adopted these but changed them so completely
in accordwith his Jewish histories of the prophets that little remained of the
originals.52

It was out of varied elements that the new religion, destined to shake [i/20]
the world, developed in Muḥammad’s inner consciousness.53 His own posi-
tive contribution was insignificant in comparison with foreign borrowings,
except for the second principle of Islam, هللالوسرّدمحم (sūra 48:29.) Although
many religious figures of the past (Noah, Israel, Lot, Jethro, Moses, Aaron,
Jesus, Hūd, Ṣāliḥ) are identified as such in the Koran, it was Muḥammad
who placed himself far above them by claiming the finality of his prophetic
importance (sūra 33:40 ّنيیبنلامتاخ ) [sic, Seal of the Prophets].

to follow up several of the references in the History of the Koran, considerable parts of Het
Mekkaansche feest by Nöldeke’s student had to be read. The English notes will later serve as
the basis for a total English translation of this study by the translator.]

51 This is an event that fixed itself ineffaceably in the memory of the Arabs, and which is
known in their traditions as the Flood of the Dyke.

52 One of Muḥammad’s creations seems to have been the Prophet Ṣāliḥ, of whom we
find no trace anywhere. Traditions about Ṣāliḥ in Aloys Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1,
pp. 518–525.

53 While the general terms for “religion” in the Koran, Persian نید , and Aramaic �ّ�م , are of
foreign influence, the specific expression مالسٕا , Islām (sūras 3:17, 79; 6:125; 39:33; 49:17; 61:7)
is truly Arabic, and probably coined by Muḥammad himself for his religion. Apart from the
absolute usage of the corresponding verb ملسٔا (fifteen times), we also find the connection

هو (four times) or with نيملاعلاّبرل (four times). D.S. Margoliouth’s idea (“On the origin
and import of the names ‘Muslim’ and ‘Hanif ’ ”, p. 467sqq.) that the name Muslim originally
indicated a follower of the prophet Musaylima [EQ; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical
ḥadīth, pp. 72 and 73] was soon refuted by Ch.J. Lyall (“The words ‘Hanif ’ and ‘Muslim’,”
p. 771sqq.) Aslama “surrender”, however, might be an old borrowing from the Aramaic. Cf.
also I. Goldziher’s article “Islām” in the Jewish encyclopedia, vol. 6, p. 651, col. 2.





MUḤAMMAD’S REVELATIONS

The Various Types of Muḥammad’s Revelations

Muḥammad claimed to have received his revelations1 from the divine spirit, [i/20]
حورلا , سدقلاحور (Hebr.) and considered it to be an angel2who, in theMedinan

sūras, is also called لیربج , Gabriel.3 The revelations, however, did not always
come to the Prophet in identical circumstances. Before enumerating them
in detail, however, we should point out that for Muslims the word waḥy
( و ),4 revelation, does not refer to the Koran alone but to every single

1 O. Pautz in his Muhammeds Lehre von der Offenbarung says a great deal, but does not
even explore all possibilities, nor is his thesis in any way conducive to the matter.

2 Sūras 16:104; 26:193sq.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr, vol. 1, part 1): Biographie Muham-
mads bis zur Flucht, p. 125. In the poem by Kaʿb b. Mālik [EI2; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 2, pp. 293–294]
in Ibn Hishām, Sīra, vol. 1, p. 528, l 13, both are found side by side, سدقلاحور and لاكیم .

3 Only sūras 2:91–92; and 66:4. In ḥadīth, however, the Angel is quite important. Muḥam-
mad probably pronounced Jabrīl (identical with the reading of ʿAbd Allāh IBN KATHĪR AL-
DĀRĪ [EI2; EQ]) or more according to Arabic vocalization Jibrīl, since this is the form (- -)
most frequently encountered in the poetry of his contemporaries. In a poem on his death in
the notes to Ibn Hishām, p. 219, l 5, however, we find the form more closely corresponding
to the Hebrew rhyme لیئَْربج (–∪ – –.) The identical form occurs outside the rhyme in a poem
from the time of Muʿāwiya [Ibn Abī Sufyān; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical ḥadīth;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 172,] and in al-Aghānī, Bulaq ed., vol. 13, p. 167, l 27. Al-Ṭabarī (Tafsīr,
vol. 1, p. 328sq.), and al-Bayḍāwī (on sūra 2:91) supply detailed discussions of the different
vocalizations of the word. Also Ṭulayḥa had his Gabriel: al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1890, l 13,
and al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-buldān, p. 96. The earliest references to Gabriel’s divine mission
are St. Luke 1:19 and Daniel 8:16 as well as 9:21. Unless I am wrong, this is the figure of Nabu,
the Babylonian god.—There is no support in the Koran for the opinion that during the first
three years of his prophethood Muḥammad had anything to do with Seraphel (Isrāfīl) [EI2;
EQ], al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1249, l 4sqq., p. 1255, l 10sqq.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 104.

4 و only in sūras 11:39; 20:113; 21:46; 23:27; 42:50; and 53:4; the corresponding verb,
ؤا , however, is very frequent. The meaning of “divine inspiration, revelation” can most

readily be traced back to early Arabic—where it is not infrequently found—“to hint or to
give intimations or indications” ( انویعلاو [‘the waḥy of the eyes is their speech’, Watt,
Muhammad’s Mecca, p. 57]; Yaqūt, Muʿjam vol. 3, p. 520, l 7, which also explains sūra 11:39 =
23:27; Ḥamāsa, p. 606 bottom), “to encourage someone” ( ؤا with ىلٕا Pers. [Divans of the six
ancient Arabic poets, ed. by W. Ahlwardt, p. 211]; ʿAlqama, no. 13, l 26; Muslim b. al-Walīd,
Diwan, ed. by Michael Jan de Goeje, no. 15, 2; with Acc. Pers. “encourage to fight”; Yāqūt,
vol. 4, p. 102, l 14). From this basic meaning even in the pre-Islamic era و was applied to the
mysterious and puzzling (al-Maydānī, ed. Freytag,Arabumproverbia, cap. 26, no. 90) traces of
the inscriptions [Divansof the sixancientArabicpoets, ed. byW.Ahlwardt]; (ʿAntara, no. 27, l 2;
Muʿallaqat Labīd [Ibn Rabīʿa], p. 2; Zuhayr (Ibn Abī Sulmā), 15, l 5; 17, l 3, appendix, p. 4, 1); cf.
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inspiration of the Prophet, as well as any divine commandment that he
received, even if thesewordswerenever claimed tobe from theKoran.5Most
of the categories of revelation that Muslims enumerate do not refer at
all to a Koranic revelation.6 There are conflicting old traditions regarding
the classification of the revelations. Only later were they combined in an
artificial system according to dogmatic considerations. When Muḥammad
was asked howhe had received the revelations he allegedly replied to ʿĀʾisha
that they were accompanied at times by a noise, like that of a bell, which
particularly grabbed him; at other times, he conversed with the angel as
though with a human being so that he easily understood the words.7 Later
writers, who refer to still other traditions, differentiate between even more
categories.

In al-Suyūṭī’sal-Itqān, p. 103, the following types of revelation are enumer-[i/22]
ated: (1) Revelations with bells ringing; (2) Inspiration of the divine spirit in
Muḥammad’s heart; (3) Gabriel appearing in human form; (4) Revelations
directly from God, either when wide awake, like during the Ascension to
Heaven (miʿrāj), or in a dream. One writer (Imám Ṣádiq) concurs with this
enumeration, and Sprenger (Life of Mohammad, p. 154) follows him in this
regard.

Yet in al-Qasṭallānī’s al-Mawāhib al-laduniyya8 these categories ( ةبترم ) are
listed as follows: (1) In dreams; (2) Gabriel’s inspiration in the Prophet’s
heart; (3) Gabriel’s appearing to him in human form, mostly resembling
a man by the name of Daḥya (or Diḥya)9 b. Khalīfa al-Kalbī; (4) those

below, pp. 37–38; Goldziher, Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 20; Siegm. Fraenkel, Die aramäischen
Fremdwörter, p. 245. This is the origin of the later use as the technical term for scriptio,
al-Ṭabarī,Tafsīr, vol. 3, p. 2524, l 8, see below,Michael J. deGoeje in the glossary, Lisānal-ʿArab,
vol. 20, p. 257, l 20sq.

5 Cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 102. Also the inspirations of Musaylima and Ṭulayḥa are
considered waḥy, al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1917sq.; al-Bayhaqī, ed. Fr. Schwally, p. 33.

6 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 104.
7 Mālik b. Anas, al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, vol. 1, p. 70; al-Bukhārī at the beginning; Kitāb Badʾ al-khalq

§5; Muslim, al-Jāmiʿ al-ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 2, p. 430 = al-Qasṭallānī, Irshād al-sārī; vol. 9, p. 182 بیطب
معلصهقرع ; al-Nasāʾī, al-Sunan, p. 106 = vol. 1, p. 147sq.,Kitāb al-Iftitāḥ §37; Ibn Saʿd, vol. 1, part 1:

Biographie Muhammads, p. 131sq.; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcàt, vol. 1, p. 514 (522 ثعبملاب
ولاءدبو ); al-Tirmidhī, al-Jāmiʿ al-ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 2, p. 204 ( بقانم , bāb, 5). Cf. G. Weil, Das Leben

Mohammeds, p. 44; Wm. Muir, The Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 88; A. Sprenger, Das Leben und
die Lehre, vol. 1, p. 272, and generally, pp. 269–275.

8 Maqṣad, 1.
9 Vowelled Diḥya or Daḥya. Cf. al-Dhahabī (Cod. Lugd., 325). Ibn Durayd, K. al-Ishtiqāq,

ed. F. Wüstenfeld, p. 316, and al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ, ed. F. Wüstenfeld, p. 239; Wilh.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 10169 (Codex Sprenger, 282). Also good manuscripts and Indian
printed books frequently have both vocalizations (e.g., al-Tirmidhī, al-Shamāʾil, bāb 1).
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accompanied by a ringing of bells, or an indistinct sound, etc.; (5) Gabriel in
his true appearance, which he revealed only twice; (6) revelation in heaven,
such as, for example, the commandment of the five daily prayers; (7) God in
person, but veiled ( باجحءارونم ); (8) God revealing directly, without veiling.
Other writers are supposed to have added two additional categories: First,
Gabriel in the shape of another human being and, secondly,10 God in person,
appearing in a dream.

It is quite obvious that many of these categories originate from the inac- [i/23]
curate interpretation of either the traditions or Koranic passages. This
becomes quite evident from the early controversy among Muslims as to
whether Muḥammad did or did not see God and receive revelations from
Him.11 ʿĀʾisha, showing extreme indignation, allegedly declared those who
maintained this point of view to be godless.12 This latter opinion prevailed,
even though it was against Muḥammad’s view and originated only from
the inaccurate interpretation of some passages in sūra 81, and particularly
in sūra 53. Other writers tried to soften the rigidity of that view, and con-
cluded from sūra 53:11 that the Prophet had seen Godwith his heart ( هداؤفب or

هبلقب ).13
By the same token the other category should also be rejected, in which

Gabriel appears beforeMuḥammad in the shape of Daḥya.14 Although some
writers say this has happened frequently, or most of the time15 ( لاوحٔالاّمعٔايف )
this entire view did not develop until after the events of the year 5/626,
when the army mistook Daḥya (Ibn Khalīfa), who was running ahead, for

10 Also as awoman ( ةشئاعةروصب al-Ṭabarī,Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1262, l 6sq., al-Tirmidhī,Manāqib),
and even as a biting camel stallion, Ibn Hishām, p. 191, l 1, cf. p. 258, l 8.

11 Regarding related dogmatic matters cf. al-Qasṭallānī, al-Mawāhib al-laduniyya; al-
Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Miscát-ul-maśábìh; or, A collection of the most authentic, p. 493 (501 ةیؤرب

ىلاعتهللا ). Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, pp. 69–70.
12 al-Bukhārī and al-Tirmidhī in ريسفتلاباتك on sūra 53; al-Bukhārī in دیحوتلاباتك (§35,

and 52); Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 1, pp. 127sqq. = al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, pp. 96sqq.; Abū l-Layth
al-Samarqandī, Tafsīr on sūra 6:103; cf. A. Sprenger, Life, 122, note 5: “… Thou hast said a
blasphemy, at which my hair stands. …”

13 al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, al-Mishcát, 493 (501); al-Mawāhib al-laduniya;
al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 53:11.

14 Cf. thereon al-Wāqidī, p. 72 (by Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 211); Ibn Saʿd,
Biographien derMuhāgirūn, p. 184sq.; al-Bukhārī in بقانملاباتك , s.v. مالسٕالايفةّوبنلاتامالعب at
the end (ii, 182), ٓنارقلالئاضفباتك , § 1; Muslim in al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 333; al-Ṭabarī, Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī, and al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 6:8sq.; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī [EI2; EQ],
al-Iṣāba fī tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, no. 2378; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba,
vol. 2, p. 130. Several of themmention as an honour to Gabriel that Daḥya was very beautiful
(cf. sūra 19:17, and above, p. 6 n. 16).

15 al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 6:9.
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Gabriel.16 Additionally, the sixth category developed from the story of the
Ascension to Heaven, while the fifth category stems from a different expla-
nation of sūras 81 and 53.

Psychological Stages of Excitement.
The AllegedMentor of the Prophet. Daḥya

In contrast, much material regarding the fourth category has survived. It[i/24]
is related that when Muḥammad received a revelation he had a serious
attack, foaming at themouth, his head drooping and his face turning pale or
glowing red; he screamed like a young camel; “perspiration broke out,” even
though it was wintry.17 This attack, to which we could add still other indi-
cations, al-Bukhārī18 and al-Wāqidī called a paroxysm of a fever ( ءاحَُرب ); but
Weil (Das LebenMohammeds, p. 42sqq.) was the first to show that Muḥam-
mad suffered from a kind of epilepsy, which already the Byzantines had
suspected,19 although more recent scholars deny this.20 But since lack of

16 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 685; G. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 251, footnote; and cf. above,
footnote 14.

17 al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, 70; IbnHishām, Sīra, p. 736; al-Wāqidī,History, p. 322; Ibn Saʿd, vol. 1, part 1,
Biographie Muhammeds bis zur Flucht, p. 131sq.; al-Bukhārī, al-Ṣaḥīḥ, beginning, ناكفیكب

ولاءدب passim, kitāb al-tafsīr on sūra 74; Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 1, p. 672sq., vol. 2, pp. 116, 631
(= al-Qasṭallānī, Irshād al-sārī, vol. 5, p. 185, K. al-Ḥajj, vol. 7, p. 211, vol. 10, p. 229); al-Nasāʾī,
al-Sunan, 106 = I, 147sq.; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcàt, p. 211, 514 = 219, bāb ءاعاعماج , faṣl 2,
end, 522; al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, capt. 4, [W.Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis, no. 910 (=Wetzstein,
no. 103), لاقامئعاف p. 94, etc.]. Cf. G.Weil,Das LebenMohammeds, p. 48, foot-note, andG.Weil,
“Sur un fait relatif à Mahomet,” pp. 108–112; Sprenger, Life of Mohammed, p. 112, Sprenger,
Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 1, p. 208sq., 269–286, considers Muḥammad
a hysteric.

18 In Ḥadīth al-ifk (K. al-Shahādāt, §15, K. al-Maghāzī, §36).
19 Πάδος τής έπιληψείας: Theophanes, the Confessor, [title not supplied] vol. 3, p. 512 (Cor-

pus scriptorum historiae byzantinae, no. 28); Leo Grammaticus, [title not supplied] p. 153
(Corpus scriptorumhistoriae byzantinae, no. 31); Constantinos VII, Porphyrogenitus, Emperor
of the East, [title not supplied], vol. 3, p. 91 (Corpus scriptorum historiae byzantinae, no. 5);
GeorgiusMonachusHamartolus,Chronicon breve, quod ex variis chronographis…, ed. Eduard
vonMuralt (1863), p. 592; έπιληψίας νόσημα: Ioannis Zonaras, [title not supplied] vol. 3, p. 214
(Corpus scriptorum historiae byzantinae, no. 30); έπίληψις: Michael Glycas, Βίβλος χρονικη.
Annales, a mundi exordio usque ad obitum (Paris, 1660), p. 514 (Corpus scriptorum byzantinae
historiae, no. 16); epileptica: Henricus Canisius, Thesaurus monumentorum ecclesiasticorum
et historicorum, ed. by J. Basnage (Amsterdam, 1725), vol. 4, p. 440. Cf. also Verlegung des
Alcoran Bruder Richardi, Prediger Ordens, cap. 11; Johann H. Hottinger, Promtuarium sive Bib-
liotheca orientalis exhibens catalogum (German by Dr. M. Luther, Heidelberg, 1658), p. 14sqq.;
Marracci on sūra 74:1, etc. This opinion, which was advanced against the dignity of Muḥam-
mad, seems to have been widespread among Oriental Christians.

20 S. Ockley, History of the Saracens, vol. 1, pp. 300–301: “… As for the Byzantines, their
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memory is but one of the symptons of epilepsy proper, itmust rather be con-
sidered amatter of psychological fits of excitement (Rob. Sommer).Muḥam-
mad is supposed to have suffered from it since his early youth.21 Arabs as
well as other ancient peoples considered such persons to be bewitched
( نونجم ).22 Muḥammad,who at first shared this belief, later seems to have con-
sidered these attacks a manifestation of the One and True God. He is likely
to have been repeatedly afflicted by such attacks ever since he appeared as
a prophet, particularly during the initial phase when his mind was highly
incited; but they happened occasionally also after the flight.23Thus, whenhe
suddenly fainted while enwrapped in deep thought, he believed that he had
been guided by a divine power; but, as we observed above, he did not real-
ize it was a revelation until the Angel had departed,24 i.e., when, after great
excitement, he regained full consciousness. According to Muslim accounts,
he encountered these attacks, whichwere particularly aided by his frequent
mental excitement, during the revelation of Koranic pasages25 aswell as dur-
ing divine commandments about other matters.26

authority in this matter is of no great weight at all, especially considering they always made
it their business to represent Mahomet as full of all manner of imperfections, both of body
andmind as possible. As to being wrapped up in blankets, there might be many occasions of
that besides the falling-sickness, and his being troubled with disease having no foundation
in any Arab historian, is to be rejected among the rest of those idle stories which have been
told of Mahomet by the Christians.” George Sale on sūra 73; Jean Gagnier, La Vie deMahomet
(1732), p. 91; Caussin de Perceval, “Le combat de Bedr; épisode de la vie deMahomet,” Journal
asiatique, 3e série, t. 7 (1839), pp. 97–145. Incidentally, thematter is by far less important than
generally claimed.

21 Cf. the passages on sūra 94, referred to below. Such an attack seems to be referred to
in the affair as told by Ibn Hishām, p. 117, l 13–17; (cf. its foot-note); al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṣalāt,
§8; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr), vol. 1, part 1: Biographie Muhammads bis zur
Flucht, p. 93; al-Azraqī, p. 105 or 107 bottom; Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 1, p. 217 = al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2,
p. 407sq. (K. al-Ḥayḍ). Muslims, however, interpret the matter differently. But this tradition
is not reliable. There is some indication that the Prophet was afflicted by these attacks only
after his religious calling. Cf. alsoM.J. de Goeje, “Die BerufungMuhammeds” inOrientalische
Studien … Nöldeke gewidmet (1906), vol. 1, p. 5.

22 Ancient views of epilepsy as holy illness in Oeuvres complètes d’Hyppocrates, ed. Émile
Littré, vol. 6, p. 5.

23 This includes his fainting in the Battle of Badr: Ibn Hishām, p. 444; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr,
vol. 1, p. 1321; al-Wāqidī, p. 65; al-Aghānī, vol. 4, p. 27; cf. GustavWeil, Das LebenMohammeds,
p. 157.

24 لاقامتیعودقوّينعمِصُفیو or لاقامئعاف . The sources, p. 16 n. 17, above.
25 Cf. e.g. ʿUmar’s tradition: Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī and al-Tirmidhī (tafsīr) on sūra 23 (begin-

ning); al-Zamakhsharī at the end of sūra 23.
26 Cf. e.g. Yaʿlā’s [GAS, vol. 2, p. 414]; tradition in al-Bukhārī’s فئاطلاةوزغبيزاغملاباتك

(vol. 3, p. 45), ٓنارقلالئاضفباتك , §2 end (vol. 3, p. 145) = ةرمعلاب , § 10 (vol. 1, p. 202); al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát-ul-muśábìh; or, A collection of the most authentic traditions, p. 522 (530);
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Only suchmorbid physical andmental conditions can explain the visions[i/26]
and dreams which raised Muḥammad above human existence. The best
known incident of this type is the Night Journey ( ءارسٕالا ) or Ascension to
Heaven ( جارعِملا ) which, as will be demonstrated below, was a vision. That
the reports on his mental behaviour are generally correct can best be seen
from the fantastic, wild passages of the Koran, which Muḥammad skillfully
proclaimed during the first years of his prophethood.

In this context wemust remember that a great many of these revelations
seem to have occurred at night,27 a timewhen themind is farmore receptive
to fantasies and moods than during daytime. We know for certain that in
the early period Muḥammad quite often stayed awake for part of the night
in nocturnal devotions ( دّجهت , sūra 17:81), and that he fasted a great deal. Such
exercises, however, considerably sharpen the senses (Matthew 4:2; Apoc.
Esdra, the beginning), as has been recognized by more recent physiology
(Johannes Müller, [1801–1858]).

Evena casual observerwill readily agree that thewhole of theKorancould
not have come about in the highest degree of ecstasy. Its spirit ranges widely
from ecstasy to simple, serious reflection. In any case, Muḥammad, in his
state of excitement, cannot be imagined to have grasped entire parts of the
Koran but rather mere words and ideas. For historical research, therefore,
an independent passage of the Koran taken by itself is no revelation; rather
it is the literary form in which the Prophet expressed themessage as he had
conceived it. Naturally, the strength of prophetic frenzy exerted a decisive
influence on his literary style. Since this enormous excitement diminished
as time went on, the sūras became more temperate, initially still driven by
some poetical force but soon afterwards turning merely into the words of
a teacher and lawgiver. If Muḥammad did retain the form of God’s direct
speech, as he always maintained, this claim is not just an idle description
but rather a genuine expression of his own conviction. The most common
species of revelation in theKoran is that inwhich “theunseenAngel inspired
his heart,” although Muslims prefer to apply this classification to other
revelations more than to the Koran.

Gustav Weil28 now surmises that Muḥammad received some of the rev-[i/27]
elations straight from a human being who was playing a game with him,

also al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, cap. 4 [Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Hand-
schriften, no. 910 (= cod. Wetzstein, no. 103)].

27 This certainly applies, e.g., to sūra 73:1 sqq., and likely to sūra 74:1 sqq., etc.; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, claims that most of the Koran was revealed during daytime.

28 Das Leben Mohammeds, foot-note to p. 598, and Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den
Koran, p. 57sqq., and 2nd ed., p. 66sqq.
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arguing that the verses in which Muḥammad is addressed can hardly be
interpreted in any other way, particularly in the early period. In addition,
Weil thinks that Gabriel is said to have resembled Daḥya (Ibn Khalīfa al-
Kalbī). This view cannot be accepted. The fact thatMuḥammad is addressed
by God in no way clashes with his overall manner of prophetic diction,
least of all in the earliest period, when he likely believed that he saw angels
frequently. In the later sūras he retained this and other modes of commu-
nication, if only out of habit. But most of the passages quoted by Weil in
support of his view refer to rather late sūras. Thus, until shortly before the
hijra, Muḥammad would not even have been aware of the fraud! How can
we believe that a reformer—which the true author of those verses must
certainly be considered—instead of appearing himself, would have chosen
someone else, easily trickable, to present his teachings, employing a ruse
that deprives the truth of all its value. IfWeil thinks that those verses cannot
be reconciled with the sincerity that permeated Muḥammad at the begin-
ning, we are faced with the following dilemma: either the unknown author
produced only those verses, which in any case are unimportant, or he also
produced other verses which, though they are his, had to appear as though
they came from Muḥammad himself. In either case there is the same con-
flict. Finally, the the reference to Daḥya is totally out of place, as this man,
who played no important role at all, was honoured only accidentally as an
imposter of Gabriel.29Even after the hijrahe remained a disbeliever for some
time, wandering about as a trader,30 and could not possibly have had any
close relation with Muḥammad.

Sprenger, too (Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, 2nd. ed., pp. 348–390), takes [i/28]
great pains31 to show that “there was certainly one other person busy behind
the scene” (p. 366) or “plotting” with him (p. 362), and is most inclined to
consider him to be identical with Baḥīrā, the Prophet’s mentor, author of
the ṣuḥuf. But Sprenger’s arguments are not convincing.32

In any case, it is unlikely that a superior and self-confident mind like
that of Muḥammad could have become dependent on a contemporary to
such an extent. Least of all could we imagine a conspiracy of fraud between

29 See above, p. 19sq.
30 See below, on sūra 62.
31 Cf. A. Sprenger,Mohammed und der Koran, p. 58, and earlier his “Mohammad’s Zusam-

menkunft mit dem Einsiedler Bahyrā,” and against Th. Nöldeke, “Hatte Muhammad christli-
che Lehrer,” p. 699sqq.

32 Cf. also Hartwig Hirschfeld, New researches into the composition and exegesis of the
Qoran, p. 22.
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the two. Despite all his faults, Muḥammad’s life and work unconditionally
presuppose the sincerity of his commission (see above p. 4).

The Length of the Revelations,
Their Names, Style, Refrain andWordplay.

The Construction of the Verses

The length of the individual revelations varies considerably. Tradition dis-[i/29]
agrees on this point as well as on many others. Some claim that the Koran
was revealed in single letters and verses ( ًافرحًافرحوًةٓیاوًةٓیا ), with the excep-
tion of sūras 9 and 10, both of which he received complete, one at a time.33
According to others, the revelations were received in one or two verses at
a time.34 In contrast, some claim they came down in units of one to five or
more,35while others say five to approximately ten,36or, according to one final
opinion, always in units of five.37 In addition, it is said of some sūras that they
descended from heaven all at once, e.g., sūra 638 and others.39 In this respect
most ambiguous is al-Kalbī:40

�ً�الثونيتنثاوًةٓیامویباًمویذدعبهبلزن]ایناءامسلاىلٕآنارقللیربجلزننٔادعبئا[ّمث

ًةروسو

By way of concluding this record of contradiction—which could easily be
continued, and only shows how little credence is to be given to tradition—
let me add Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī’s words on sūra 6:

.نيتٓیاريغّةّیكميهوًةدحاو�ً�مجماعنٔالاتلزنبَشوَحنبرهشلاق

Thus, all the verseswere revealed at the same time, apart from two that came
down elsewhere!

If we read the Koran without prejudice we recognize that multiple verses
always belong together, that often the number of verses undoubtedly re-
vealed at the same time is rather large, and even that many sūras—not only

33 al-Zamakhsharī and al-Bukhārī on sūra 9, at the end.
34 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 2:181.
35 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 98.
36 Ibid.
37 al-Itqān, p. 99.
38 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī and al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 6 at the end; Cod. Lugd., no. 674

(a Masoretic book from the end of the fifth century); al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, p. 12;
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 19. But in al-Itqān, p. 84sq., this tradition is classed weak ( فیعض ).

39 al-Itqān, p. 84sq.
40 InW. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 732 (= Cod. Sprenger, 404), an anonymous fragmentary

commentary on the Koran.
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the very brief ones, which probably no one would want to divide, but also
rather lengthy ones such as sūra 12—must have been created all at once.

Some sūras are well arranged, having not only a proper beginning but
also an appropriate ending. Generally, however, the diction of the Koran
is rather inconsistent, so that the context is not always clear; there is the
danger that related parts can easily become separated. Of course, we cannot
deny that some revelations were very brief. Independent investigationmust
try to discern the original form through the most minute consideration of
the context. The false view of Muslims regarding the original brevity can be
tracedback to a variety of causes. Itwas known that certain laws, particularly
those enacted in Medina, had been very brief, and hence it was deduced
that this principle applied to others as well. Frequently there were differing
traditions regarding the occasion of closely related verses, leading to the
conclusion that they must originally have been separate; we also hear of
longer passages named after single verses (e.g. the Fātiḥa), which produced
the erroneous interpretation that it was a reference to those individual
verses. Finally, this view may have arisen out of the idea that Muḥammad
received all of the verses of the Koran during his epileptic attacks, which
were not considered to have had a long duration.41

Incidentally, Muḥammad often put together, or joined, Koranic passages [i/30]
that originated fromdifferent periods. In some instances this is very obvious
while in others wemay suspect it; in still other instances these connections
may remainhidden fromus. After all, whowoulddare to separate verses that
differ little in time and language when their author had combined them?

Muḥammad called a single, self-contained promulgation sūra or qurʾān.
The former expression is met with nine times in Meccan andMedinan pas-
sages: 2:21; 9:65, 87, 125& 128; 10:39; 11:16; 24:1; and 47:22.Muslimsmademany
futile attempts at explanation,42 but its origin has still not been sufficiently

41 Cf. Sprenger, The Life of Mohammad, p. 152, n. 4: “According to Abú Hámid it is incon-
sistent with the office of a prophet that he should be subject to fits of madness (jonún), or to
swoons (aghmá) of long duration. Balqyny, in his glosses to the Rawdhah, differs from him.
Sobky thinks that the swoons of the prophets differ as much from those of other persons as
their sleep.” Soyúty, Anmúzaj allabyb fy Khaçáyiç alhabyb.

42 It is derived either from the root روس and interpreted as grandeur, rank ةبتر (a meaning
which, by the way, is ascertained by the word ةروُس ; cf. the more frequent ةروَس ), where always
one part is taken to be more elevated than the other; or, it is considered to be derived from
ٔراس by taking hamza to be weak while others are said really to pronounce suʿra. Then it is

said to mean هنمةعطقلاوءيشلانمّةیقبلا , al-Ṭabarī in the introduction to the Tafsīr, Cairo ed.,
vol. 1, p. 34sq. Cf. Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 24:1; al-Zamakhsharī and al-Bayḍāwī on
sūra 2:21; Ibn ʿAṭiyya, al-Jāmiʿ al-muḥarrar al-ṣaḥīḥ, al-Qurṭubī, al-Jāmiʿ al-muḥarrar; 25 recto;
Ṣiḥāḥ and Qāmūs, s.v.; al-Itqān, p. 121. However, it may well be pointed out that words of this
root do not indicate “part” in any Semitic language at all but only the “leftover.”
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determined. It was considered to be a borrowing from Hebrew הרוש 43 “row”
(of people [e.g., Mishna Sanhedrin 4:4] and of objects), on the basis of
which sūra could easily be interpreted as a “line from the heavenly book”;
the meaning “line in books and letters” can be documented only in recent
New Hebrew. It can hardly remind one of the expression ןידהתרּוש “guide
line,”44 or even consider sūra a corruption45 of Hebrew sidrāh. But themean-
ing of “section,” as a synonym of רֶדֶס ,46 is not a bad conjecture.

ٓنارق or, with a weak hamza, نارُق ,47 indicates not only a single section[i/31]
of the revelation48 but also, like the Jewish miḳrā, several or all of them
together.49 This meaning later became so generally accepted that it was
applied to the recension commissioned by Muḥammad’s successors.50 In
form it is identical to a common infinitive of ٔارق 51 according to the not infre-
quent pattern of fuʿlān. This, however, does not answer either the question
of the sense of its original meaning—since the usage of ٔارق is somewhat
obscure—or the question of the real origin of the word, since yet another
possibility should be considered.

43 The etymology is obscure. It has nothing to do with רֹוש “wall.” Cf. Siegmund Fränkel,
Die aramäischen Fremdwörter im Arabischen, p. 237sq.

44 Paul de Lagarde, “Sūra”, p. 296.
45 H. Hirschfeld, New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran, p. 2, n. 6.
46 Already found in G. Sale, The Koran, commonly called the Alkoran of Mohammed. Pre-

liminary discourse, section iii, p. 44, bottom.
47 This is likely to have been Muḥammad’s own pronunciation since there was a prefer-

ence for a soft hamza throughout the Ḥijāz (see below). In Ḥassān b. Thābit it reads (Ibn
Hishām, p. 526): دّمحمباوبّذكوٓنارقلااودحَج (∪ ∪ –) and (Ibn Hishām, p. 713, l 1 = Dīwān, p. 45, l 9)

متیتادقونارقلمترفك . This is the way Ibn Kathīr read the Koran, and this is why you find in old
Kufic manuscripts نرق (i.e. Qurān, not Qurʾān). By the way, Kaʿb b. Zuhayr [EI2; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 2, pp. 229–235] has ٓنارقلا : Ibn Hishām, p. 891, l 13. Cf. also Karl Vollers, Volkssprache und
Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, p. 91, and generally, pp. 83–97.

48 E.g., sūras 72:1, and 10:62.
49 E.g., sūras 15:87, 17:84, and 25:34, equivalent to the “heavenly book.”
50 It may bementioned in passing that someMuslims derive ٓنارق not from “to read”, rather

it is likely to be influenced by sūra 75:17, هٓنارقوهعمجانیلعّنٕا , with the meaning, “unite, collect”
(cf. نرق ) so that it is taken to indicate what binds the individual روَس . This was the opinion of
(Abū l-Khaṭṭāb) QATĀDAH [EI2; EQ; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 438–449; F. Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, pp. 31–32] and ABŪ ʿUBAYDAH al-Naḥwī Maʿmar b. Muthannā [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3,
pp. 363–364, vol. 7, 343, vol. 8, 67–71, and vol. 9, 65–66] (al-Jawharī, Ṣiḥāḥ, s.v.) Cf. al-Ṭabarī in
the introduction to theTafsīr, Cairo edition, vol. 1, p. 31sq.; Lisānal-ʿArab, vol. 1, p. 124; al-Itqān,
p. 118sq. Cf. also Ibn Qutayba, Liber poësis et poëtarum, ed. J.M. de Goeje, p. 26, l 4 and 5.

51 Sūra 17:80, and 75:17sq. Such a poet in Ibn Qutayba, “Handbuch der Geschichte,” edited
by F. Wüstenfeld, p. 99; (according to Ibn ʿAbd al-Rabbih, al-ʿIqd al-farīd, cap. نعبسن and
Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 3, p. 151, it is Ḥassān b. Thābit) �ًٓ�ارقواًحیبستلیللاعّطقی (by
glorification and recitation of the Koran), al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 2196, l 17 (vol. 1, p. 3063 and in the
dīwān the verse ismissing); additional examples in Ṣaḥīḥ andQāmūs, Ibn ʿAṭiyya, al-Qurṭubī,
loc. cit., al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 3.
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In the Koran ٔارق means “to lecture,” “to recite” (sūras 16:100, 17:95, 69:19, [i/32]
73:20, and 87:6) from a text or by heart,52 and in other cases also “to dictate”
to a writer.53 On several occasions it is said in the traditions that Muḥam-
mad had said something and ٔارقّمث , where it can mean nothing other than
reciting Koranic passage by heart. The usage inMuslim, Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 1, p. 80 (=
al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 1, p. 449) تاّرمثالثمعلصهللالوسراهٔارقف , where it refers to an
ordinary saying, is seldom found; the application of the expression formem-
orized recitation ofKoranic passages toḥadīth can easily be explained. Since
a cultural term like “to read” cannot be Protosemitic, we may assume that it
came to Arabia from the outside, most likely from the north, where the orig-
inal meaning of “to call” is still quite common in Hebrew and Aramaic. This
meaning is unknown inArabic. Although it survives unchanged in the famil-
iar phrases مالسلانالفىلعٔارق 54 and مالسلا�ً�الفٔارق 55 the close relation that here
exists of ٔارق to the Aramaic greeting םלׁש (Hebrew םֹולׁש )56 raises doubts that
the entire phrase is after all not a borrowing, despite the fact that it cannot
be documented in early Aramaic. If sūra 96:1 really were to be translated as
“preach” then this case ought to be viewed in a similar way.57 The fact that
Syriac, in addition to the verb ארק , has the noun ḳeryānā with the double
meaning of άνάγνωσις and άνάγνωσμα tends to support the conjecture—in
relation to what has just been argued—that the term qurʾān is not just an
exclusively Arabic development from an infinitive of the samemeaning but
is, rather, a borrowing from the Syriac word which simultaneously assimi-
lated to the pattern fuʿlān.

ناقُرف in fact does not mean a book; it is rather a neutral expression for [i/34]
revelation and is used for Muḥammad’s inspirations (sūras 3:2, 25:1, 2:181)
as well as for those of other prophets like Aaron and Moses (sūras 2:50 and
21:49.)58

52 A. Sprenger, “Über das Traditionswesen bei den Arabern,” p. 4; al-Itqān, p. 254sq.;
Sprenger, Life of Mohammed, p. 96, n. 2; Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre des Mohammed, vol. 1,
pp. 298–463, and vol. 3, p. xxii.

53 E.g., Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr], vol. 3, part 2, p. 59, l 15, p. ۶۰, l 20 ( نالفىلعٔارق ).
54 al-Bukhārī, Kitāb al-īmān, § 19; al-Maqdisī, Badʾ al-khalq, §5, i; al-Aghānī, vol. 1, p. 15, l

18; Ḥātim al-Ṭāʾī, ed. Schultheß, p. 83, l 15; Ḥamāsa, p. 604, verse 2.
55 al-Muwaṭṭaʾ p. 175, l 3 frombottom; al-Wāqidī, p. 189, l 2 frombottom; al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr

on sūra 3:163, and often. The Turkish Ḳāmūs interprets the idiom as مالسوتّیحتاسلهنـسمكنالف
يیاغالبا “he delivered someone verbal regards.”

56 Goldziher, “Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus,” p. 22sqq., has shown that the salām greeting
was known long before Islam. But it cannot be Protosemitic. The foreign vocabulary in the
Koran is also partly old borrowing. Muḥammad himself is unlikely to have added much.

57 More about this see below, s.v. Cf. also Snouck Hurgronje, “Une nouvelle biographie de
Muhammed”; also hisMekka, vol. 2, p. 225, foot-note.

58 This word, like the Ethiopic ferqān, is derived from the Aramaic ܪ cf. A. Geiger,
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Because the style of the Koran differs considerably according to the date
of composition it will be better for us to discuss the issue later when deal-
ing with the different periods. Whereas some of its older parts are wild and
excited, others are serene; we find still other parts in which the language
is quite ordinary, almost prosaic. Their common characteristics—with few
exceptions—consist only in God’s speaking directly and in certain rhetor-
ical touches prevailing throughout. There is one aspect that we must keep
in mind, namely that the Koran is more rhetoric than poetry. Even though
little importance can be attached toMuslim stories purporting to show that
their Prophet was unfamiliar with pre-Islamic poetry59—since they are but
an outgrowth of the statement in sūra 69:41, رعاشلوقبوهام —its entire
intellectual purpose is far more concerned with didacticism and rhetoric
than with pure poetry. This would explain that at a time when the greatest
of the Arab poets—Shanfarā,60 al-Nābigha al-Dhubyānī,61 Maymūn b. Qays,
calledAL-AʿSHĀ,62 etc.—were at their prime, or haddied only shortly before,
Muḥammad preferred a poet like Ḥassān b. Thābit, d. 40/65963 over all the
others, and admired the poetry of Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt,64 even though bor-

loc. cit., p. 55sqq.; Siegmund Fraenkel in his doctoral thesis, De vocabulis in antiquis Arabum,
p. 23; and Fr. Schwally, “Lexikalische Studien,” p. 134sqq. The same word appears in the
Hebrew Targum as העוׁשחםיידפ,עׁשי,העוׁשי , and in New Testament Greek as λύτρον, λύτρωσις,
άπολύτρωσις (e.g. Luke 21:28; Romans 3:24; Ephesians 1:7, and 14; 1; Colossians 1:14; Hebrews
9:15), σωτηρία (e.g.Luke 1:69;Apocrypha 7:10; 12:10). In the lattermeaningMuḥammaduses the
word twice in sūra 8 (verses 29 and 42). The meaning “revelation” does not exist in Aramaic.
It is thus possible that it came into use in the Arabic-speaking world only. If one does not
merely want to suppose a misunderstanding on the part of Muḥammad, it might be worth
considering whether this change of meaning did not occur in a community where its entire
religious thinking was dominated by the hope for liberation and redemption, i.e., primarily
andmost likely among Christians, or otherwise in Messianic oriented Jewish circles.—ʿAlī b.
Abī Ṭālib (Ibn Hishām, p. 518, l 7):

ٍلَزنمهللانمناقرفبءاجف

لقعلايوُهت�ٓ�اٍةنّیبم

Regarding the derivation of this word, too, there is much inaccuracy to be found among
Muslims. Cf. al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 32sq.; al-Bukhārī on sūra 24:1; the encyclopaedias, etc.

59 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 882; al-Aghānī, vol. 20, p. 2; Ibn Saʿd, (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biogra-
phien der Muhāgirūn und Ansār, die nicht bei Bedr mitgefochten, p. ۱۶۱, l 25sq.

60 EQ; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 133–137.
61 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 110–113.
62 EQ; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 229–235.
63 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 289–292.
64 Cf. Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 2, p. 399sq. (= al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 100sq. ( رعشلاباتك ));

al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát-ul-maśábìh, p. 401 (409, رعشلاونایبلاب ); al-Tirmidhī, Shamāʾīl,
bāb, 37; al-Aghānī, vol. 3, p. 190sq.; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Adab, §90.
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rowed ideas65 and the rhetorical pomp66 replaced true poetry in his work.
Only once in his life does Muḥammad seem to have composed a most sim-
ple distich,67 and only rarely did he resort to the poetry of others.68

Still, Muḥammad’s adversaries considered him a “poet.” This shows that [i/36]
the form in which he made his promulgations, the so-called sajʿ ( عجس ), was
still considered poetical, although for a long time poets had been using a
diction defined by strict rhyme and metre.69 Sajʿ is produced when speech
is made up of short parts, in which two or more lines always rhyme with
one another, although in such a way that the final syllable of the individual
parts is pronounced not according to the minute rules for the end of a
verse but according to normal pause (waqf); the parts also have a much
more liberal rhyme (qāfiya).70 This style of diction, which dominated the

65 Cf. his verse regarding those who carry the Throne of God: ُرسنلاو*هِنیميِلجِرتحتُروثوٌلَجر
دُصَریٌثیلوىرخٔالل [so for لحز ] (Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, p. 261; al-Aghānī, vol. 3, p. 190,

l 19; al-Damīrī, K. Ḥayāt al-Ḥayawān, vol. 2, p. 154 (s.v. بارغ )): دصرم . Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih, al-ʿIqd,
vol. 3, p. 96, and al-Qazwīnī,Kosmographie, ed.Wüstenfeld, vol. 1, p. 56 دبلم ; al-Qazwīnī [ʿAjāʾib
al-makhlūqāt] is the only one to read جرىنمي —, which we must undoubtedly take as an
allusion to Ezekiel 1:10, but particularly to Apocr. 4:7.

66 Cf., e.g., the elegies in Ibn Hishām, p. 531sqq. and the other fragments of his poetry
in al-Aghānī, vol. 3, pp. 186–192, vol. 16, p. 71sq.; ʿAbd al-Qādir (ibn Ṭāhir) al-Baghdādī,
Khizānat al-adab, vol. 1, p. 118sqq.; Jamharat ashʿār al-ʿArab, p. 106sq.; Ibn Qutayba, Liber
poësis, pp. 279–282; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 1, pp. 136–142. The other references can now
be found in the above-mentioned article by Fr. Schultheß, p. 14 n. 19, who also discussed
the content of the fragments, particularly the theological and historical connections. What
attracted the Prophet to the man was his almost Islamic philosophy.

67 The frequently quoted rajaz (e.g. al-Bukhārī,K. al-Maghāzī §55; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1662,
and on the tafsīr on sūra 9:15, Cairo edition, vol. 10, p. 64; al-Wāqidī, p. 273, l 19; al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, p. 417, bāb al-mufākhara, faṣl, 1; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh, vol. 2, p. 103, section
on the battle of Ḥunayn, etc.): *بلّطملادبعنبأا*بِذَكالّيبنلأا* .

68 Cf. al-Bukhārī, Muslim, al-Tirmidhī, Shamāʾīl, in the passages of the previous foot-
note 69.

69 Cf. Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, vol. 1, pp. 57–83.
70 Themainpurposeof pause and rhymedprose is thedroppingof the final short vowels as

well as tanwīn and the pronunciation of ًا as ā. The artificial pronunciation with half vowels,
which are called rawm (not Rūm as Sylvestre de Sacy vocalizes since it is the simple infinitive
لْعف ); cf. the Ṣiḥāḥ and the orthography of good manuscripts like W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis,

657 (= cod. Petermann i, p. 159; Ms. Leiden, cod. Golius, 46) and al-ishmām have of course
been discussed by Sibawayh (al-Kitāb, vol. 2, p. 282) [GAS, vol. 9, 51–63] but it is doubtful
whether they emanate from real life or merely from the schools. Regarding Masoretic works
like the Jazariyya with its commentaries (e.g. cod. Vindob. A.F. 377c. = Flügel, 1636, A.F., 309
b. = Flügel, 1630); Ibn al-Jazarī’s great work, W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis (= cod. Petermann i,
no. 159); W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 591 (= cod. Sprenger, 382); Gotha, cod. Möller, 65; Itqān,
p. 210, etc. The laws of pause are explained more precisely in Sibawayh, ed. Būlāq, vol. 2,
pp. 277–291; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Mufaṣṣal, ed. Broch2, p. 160sqq.; Ibn Mālik, Alfiyya, cap. 69;
cod. Gotha, fol. 25 r.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 209sqq. Cf. also the notes in Ewald’s Grammatica
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special form adopted by the old soothsayers (kuhhān), Muḥammad also
made use of, although with several changes. He disregarded the rule of
making the individual parts of roughly equal length, gradually lengthened
the verses in the later sūras, and ended up making such a free use of rhyme
that the Muslims came to differentiate, not unjustly, between the Koranic
rhyme ( ٓيالاصاف ) and rhymed prose ( عجسلاةنیرق ).71 Since this rhyme, when
viewed closely, but cautiously, is of prime importance for the improvement
of certainpassages, for theproper arrangement of the verses, the recognition
of the connection of longer passages, and the rearrangement of misplaced
verses, it is warranted here to delve into it in greater detail. In the case of
rhymed prose Muḥammad takes all available poetic licences, even going
beyond in some instances. At times he totally silences ًا –, that ought to
be pronounced at the end of a verse,72 omits the final ‒ٍor ى ‒ِof verbs
ending in و or 73,ى lengthens the ‒َof naṣb in nouns and verbs to ā as in
rhymed verse,74 and completely omits theى ‒ِof the first person75 or changes
it to َهی – which is also frequently found in rhymed verse.76 But Muḥammad
goes one step further and makes similar consonants, particularly ن and ,م

critica linguae arabicae, vol. 1, p. 373sq., vol. 2, 335sqq.; Wm.Wright, AGrammar of the Arabic
language, 3rd ed., vol. 2, pp. 368–373.

71 Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddima, cap. 6, §45; al-Itqān, p. 693sqq. It is generally forbidden to
call the rhyme of the Koran ةیفاق because it is no رعش (loc. cit., p. 695); on the other hand, it is
debatable whether because of its form عجس can be applied to a greater degree.

72 Sūra 58:2 (end of the verse?); 90:6; 74:33, etc. At times (Wm. Wright, A Grammar of the
Arabic language, 3rd ed., p. 369 B) this occurs also in a verse, e.g. in Labīd.

ْرَعَشاقِلحتالوا�ً�واشُمختالف

(Dīwān, ed. by Brockelmann, no. xxi, 4) for اًرعَش .
73 Sūra 55 verses 26, 44 and 54; 75:27, etc. Incidentally, this is also not rare in ordinary

pause, and generally common in some dialects. Audacious is the dropping of ى ‒ِ in sūra
75:26, but not unprecedented. Cf. on this Sibawayh, al-Kitāb, vol. 2, p. 289sq.; al-Zamakhsharī,
al-Mufaṣṣal, p. 161sq.

74 Sūra 33 verses 4, 10, 49, 66; 84:14; 74:15. Al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 33:10 puts it this way:
here, an ا in fāṣila is added as in other cases in qāfiya.

75 Sūra 13:32, etc. The Mufaṣṣal (p. 163) permits this also in regular pause; occasionally it
is found in poetry, e.g. Abū Tammām, Hamāsa, p. 362, َمعَو for يَّمعَو ; in Labīd:

ْلَجعوْيثیرهللانذ�ٕ�و

(for يلَجع , Labīd, vol. 2, no. xxxix, l 1); in al-Aʿshā:

ْنَرَكنٔاُتبستنااماذٕا*ه�ُ�وٍفساك�ٍ�اشنمو

(in the Mufaṣṣal cited for ىنركنٔا ). Cf. R. Geyer’s review of Karl Vollers, Volkssprache und
Schriftsprache im alten Arabien.

76 Sūra 69:19sq., 25sq., 28sq. So also ْهَیِه = ,َِيه sūra 101:7. This, too, is possible in rhymed
prose or poetry.
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somewhat less frequently ل and ,ر rhyme indiscriminately, extending this
rhyme in later sūras even to quite different consonants, with the result
that the rhyme is reduced to mere assonance.77 Conversely, the change of
vowels, unless permitted in verse—for example, from ū to ī, and the change
of the short vowels78 before a consonant—is extremely rare. As far as the
arrangement of the verses is concerned, occasionally an unrhymed verse is
found between79 or after80 rhymed ones. Freely rhymed sūras, however, show
that in longer passages the rhyme is observed more consistently.81

In better prose,82 in contrast to proper poetry, the Arabs used to change
the rhyme after some of the short parts of speech. This also happens quite
frequently in the Koran, particularly in the earliest sūras.83 In most of them,
however, the rhyme continues throughout most or all of the verses, particu-
larly in the case of the longer ones. The majority of the Koranic rhymes end
with ūn, īn, īm, ād, ār, etc., mainly in a closed syllable with long vowel. Sus-
tained rhyme with ā ا) ‒َand ى ‒َ—respectively) is found far less frequently
and is primarily limited to theMeccan sūras (17; 18; 19; 20; 25; 53; 71:5sqq.; 72;
73; 76; 78; 79; 80; 87; 91; 92; 93; and 99); among theMedinan sūras it is limited
to sūras 33; 48; and65. Innearly an equal number (16) of sūras—namelywith
the exception of 47, all Meccan sūras (37:4–11; 54; 74 passim; 75:7–13; 81:1–18;
82:1–5; 84 passim; 86; 90:1–5; 93:9–11; 94; 96:1–5; 108; 111; 112; and 113)—the
rhyme consists of a closed syllable with short vowel, e.g., ib, kum, hum, ar, ir,
ur, etc. Less frequent is the rhyme with ă ,ة) (ه 69:1–24; 75:1 sqq. and 14sqq.;
79:6–14; 80:11 sqq. and 38sqq.; 88:1–5 and 8–16; 101; and 104 (all early Mec-
can sūras) and 98 (Medinan). At the end of a verse, there is sporadically a
closing syllable with a double consonant (97; 103, Meccan), and a closed syl-
lable with a diphthong (106, Meccan), which might also be assigned to the
preceding category. This case is worth a special investigation.

77 Isolated instances already in the earlier sūras like 106:1, 2, 3 (which actually closes with
تَیب ). At least in rajaz you find isolated instances of rhyme without completely identical

consonants (see talqīb al-qawāfī in Wright’s Opuscula arabica, Talqīb al-qawāfī, p. 57). It is
also not rare to find in the well-composed qaṣīda now and then there is an ī instead of ū,
which usually predominates in rhymed syllables, or ū for ī.

78 Cf., for example, sūra 54; Talqīb al-qawāfī, p. 55sq.
79 So sūra 70:10 (where the previous rhyme is repeated); sūra 82:6 (where the later rhyme

appeared once before); sūra 80:32.
80 So in sūras 53, 82, 93, and 96.
81 For example, in sūra 18 the rhyme is ā ا) ‒َ ), but fromverses 66 to 82 اَر (except in verses 78

and 80) with a preceding unvowelled consonant.
82 Similarly in the short rajazwhich was not quite recognized as رْعِش .
83 Occasionally a previous rhyme reappears later; e.g., in sūra 80 the rhyme ْهَر . Cf. nowKarl

Vollers (above, pp. 26f.), pp. 55–80.
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Yet even these brief statistics, which do not take into account all the [i/39]
sporadic rhymes within sūras, demonstrate well the gradually increasing
monotony of the style of the sūras. From among the enumerated types of
rhyme in Medina only no. 2 can be supported by documentary evidence,
and this three times only, while nos. 3 and 4 once each, and nos. 5 and 6
not at all. In the late Meccan and Medinan sūras only two rhymes prevail,
which can easily be formed by grammatical endings and frequently used
words,84 namely the one ending with ūn, īn, ūm, īm, and the other ending
in ā with following consonants. It is rare to find a sūra with uniform rhyme
interrupted by verseswith another rhyme.85The casual application of rhyme
becomes more apparent the less fitting it is for the prosaic tenor of the later
passages. Particularly in ordinances and similar passages we must consider
the rhyme a bothersome fetter that does not even adorn the speech.

It might be mentioned in passing that the influence of the rhyme on[i/40]
the diction of the Koran is by no means without importance. In order to
maintain the rhyme, the form,86 and even the sense, of words are occasion-
ally changed. For example, when in sūra 55 “two gardens” are mentioned
(verse 46), “therein two fountains of running water” (verse 50), “therein of
every fruit two” (verse 52), “and besides shall be two gardens” (verse 62), it
is obvious that the duals are used to support the rhyme. The same applies
to sūra 69:17, whose “eight (angels) shall carry above them the Throne of
thy Lord” would be puzzling if ْهینامث did not fit the rhyme. Finally, there is
the peculiar influence of every poetical form (metre, rhyme, stanza, etc.)
upon the order of the construction87 and the flow of ideas.88 Of no small

84 Like ميحر , ميرك , etc.; باذع , ر , ناطلس , بابلٔالا , etc.
85 As is the case in sūra 55:16sq., and 55:43.
86 In sūra 37:130 there is نيسایلا instead of سایلا ; sūra 95:2 نينیـس instead of ءانیس (or as others

read ءانیَس to avoid the un-Arabic form ءالْعِف ). These forms caused Muslims a great deal of
headache.

87 For example, in sūra 2:81 ( نولتقتًاقیرفومتبّذكًاقیرفف ) we find that the last word takes the place
of متلتق , which is required for the parallelism of the rhyme. For the same reason a verbum
finitum is frequently paraphrased by ناك with participle or نم with the genitive. Also some
Muslims recognized this influence, and Shams al-Dīn b. al-Ṣāʾigh in his book يفئارلاماكحٕا

ٓيالاماكحٔا made minute observations (listed in al-Itqān, p. 699sqq.) although at times going
too far.

88 Apart from theKoran,Muḥammad rarely seems to havemade use of عجس but this applies
in particular to prayers as in the frequently quoted

بازحٔالامزها*باسحلاعیرس*باتكلالزنممهللا

al-Bukhārī,K. al-Jihād, §96; al-Tirmidhī, ibid., §28. Other prayers of this kind see al-Muwaṭṭāʾ,
164; Ibn Hishām, p. 756sq.; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, K. al-Masājid, faṣl 3, §§7, and 8, K.
al-Witr, faṣl 2, §8; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr), I, IV [sic], p. 14sqq., etc. In his sermons he is
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importance is the impact that rhyme had on the composition of the Koran.
This will become apparent when we later analyse the sūras. At the present
moment we seek only to highlight the main points of view. Uniformity of
rhyme can never serve as proof of the unity of a sūra; rather, it should be
considered only as a product of internal circumstances. One must always
anticipate the possibility that disparate passages of identical rhyme were
later inserted by either Muḥammad himself or in a later recension. At times
the Prophetmight havepurposely composed an addition to an already exist-
ing revelation in the rhyme of the original.

Muslims hold very different views regarding the rhyme of the Koran (al- [i/41]
Itqān, p. 697sqq.): Some will admit that rhyme is needed throughout the
Koran. There are others, however, who deny this outright because they con-
sider such inaccuracies of its components, even of the common sajʿ—not
to mention the Divine Book—to be unseemly. A third faction attempts to
compromise by suggesting that in theKoran, as in the rhetorical prose of the
Arabs, rhymed and blank verse alternate. Some people therefore introduce
a pause after every verse, claiming that the Prophet also followed this cus-
tom.89 When determining the pauses, however, most people pay attention
only to the syntactic construction and, wherever the rhetorical formation
does not coincide with the former, they accordingly pronounce the final
words of the verses as though in the middle of speech ( لصولايف ) so that the
rhyme is hidden.

There are three sūras with a refrain: sūra 54 (verses 15, 17, 22, 32, 40, [i/42]
51—verses 16, 18, 21, 30, 37, 39); sūra 55, where it is repeated ad nauseam,
namely starting with verse 12, thirty-one times the words ( امّكبرءٓالأّيابف ), and
sūra 57, verses 21, 29—verses 11, 17—verses 15, 26, 27. But, like a refrain, single
verses are repeated several times in some sūras, particularly in the histories
of the prophets, which in certain parts are quite similar one to another.90

said to have totally avoided this form of speech, al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, 28 (36K. al-ʿIlm,
لصف 3, §4). al-Bukhārī,K. al-Adab, §6 َلیقمكلهركوتانبلادٔاووتاهواًعنموتاهّمٔالاقوقعمكیلعمّرحهللاّنٕا

لاملاةعاضٕاولاؤسلاةرثكوَلاقو (cf. al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 6sq.), in a slightly different arrangement,
al-Bukhārī,K. al-Riqāq, §22. Cf. alsoGoldziher,Abhandlungen zurarabischenPhilologie, vol. 1,
p. 68.

89 al-Tirmidhī, al-Shamāʾil, §44, ةءارقلاةفصب ; al-Tirmidhī, Sunan, ٓنارقلالئاضف §17; al-
Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, ٓنارقلالئاضف , faṣl 2, §8; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad
[IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; Leiden Ms. Warner, no. 653, on sūra 79. There is no doubt that this
was Muḥammad’s pronunciation, but such a tradition is without much credibility since it is
known that later interpreters attempted to present their opinions as coming from Muḥam-
mad al-Tirmidhī, too, does not trust this tradition ( بیرغثیدحاذه ).

90 For example, in sūra 19 (verses 15, 34–75, 98), sūra 37 (verses 110, 121), sūra 26 (verses 7
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Wordplay, which was far less common (though not entirely absent91)
among ancient Arabic poets than among later ones, who made it their
primary poetic goal, is also found occasionally in the Koran.92 This did not
elude Muslims.93 Such a play on words indeed divides a verse into several
small parts, e.g., sūra 10:63, ٓنارق — ٔناش ; and sūra 71:5, اًرارف — اًراهن , etc.94

Some years ago, David H. Müller,95 in his monograph on the prophets in[i/43]
their original form, attempted to identify the structure of the Koranic verses,
based on the sūras 7, 11, 15, 19, 26, 28, 36, 44, 51, 54, 56, 69, 75, 80, 82, 90,
and 92. Most suitable for his hypothesis are sūras 56 and 26. In order to
judge for ourselves it is sufficient to look at the construction of these two

sq., 67sq., 103sq., 121sq., 139sq., 158sq., 174sq., 190sq.), sūra 7 (verses 64, 76sq., etc.); and sūra
56 (verses 73, and 96).

91 Cf. al-Shanfarā’s Lāmiyya, verse 4: اًبهارؤااًبغار ; in Labīd (Ibn Hishām, p. 941, l 10:) براحلاو
بیرحلارباجلا , and l 13, اوطبهياوطبغینٔا ( = Dīwān, ed. al-Khālidī [GAS, v. 1], pp. 17 and 19); in

al-Khansāʾ [GAS, v. 2, p. 311] (Dīwān, Beirut, 1888), p. 24, l 4; similarly p. 32, l 8, and p. 37,
l 15: opposite of رسُع and ُرسی ; in Bashāma [Ibn al-Ghadīr (Sezgin, GAS, v. 2, p. 118)], the
uncle of Zuhayr [Ibn Abī Sulmā, EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 118–120]: ُيزِخوایناةایحلاُيزِخٔا

تامملا (in al-Buḥturī’s [EI2; EQ; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 2, pp. 560–564]Ḥamāsa, cap. 9, and—without
identifying the poet—al-Itqān, p. 302, against al-Mufaḍḍaliyyāt, ed. Thorbecke, p. 11, l 2, يزِخ

قیدصلابرحوةایحلا ; Imruʾ al-Qays,Thedivans of the six ancientArabic poets, ed. Ahlwardt, no. 52,
verse 58 (p. 154); Ibn Hishām, p. 519, l 2, ميعاطم — نيعاطم ); verymuch of the wordplay in ancient
proverbs, etc. Some of the ones quoted here occur also in the Koran and seem to have been
in common use. See sūra 21:90 ( اًبهَرَواًَبغَر ); sūra 2:181 ( رسُع and ُرسی ; cf. sūras 65:7 and 92:7 and
10).

92 Apart from thepassagesmentioned cf. ةَزُملةَزُمه (sūra 104:1, cf. AbūZayd,al-Nawādir, p. 76,
l 14); نلسعمتملسٔاو (sūra 27:45); فسویىلعيفسٔا (sūras 12:84; 12:19; 30:42; 24:37; 56:88; 55:54.)
Here belongs also the compilation of similarly sounding names, which have been changed
only for this particular purpose, for example, توراه and تورام (sūra 2:96); جؤجای and جؤجام

(sūras 18:93, and 21:96; cf. Imruʾ al-Qays in The divans of the six ancient Arabic poets, ed. by
Ahlwardt, p. 204, no. 25, l 4); تولاج and تولاط (sūra 2:250sqq).

93 R.E. Brünnow, “Das Kitabu-l-Itbāʿi wa-l-Muzāwağati des Abū-l-Husain Ahmed ibn Fáris
(d. 395/1004) [al-Qazwīnī]”; al-Suyūṭī, Muzhir fī ʿulūm al-lugha wa-anwāhʿihā (Bulaq, 282/
1865), vol. 1, pp. 199–201, cap. عابتالاةفرعم ; ʿAbd al-Malik b. Muḥammad AL-THAʿĀLIBĪ, Fiqh
al-lugha wa-sirr al-ʿArabiyya (Cairo, 1317/1899) p. 303, عابتالايف ; and p. 314sq., سینجتلايف . The
latter one correctly says that the figure of speech was rarely used in pre-Islamic poetry, but
became extraordinarily frequent later on. The matter is worth a monographic investigation.
Max. T. Grünert in “Die Alliteration” supplies a mass of 224 examples, but they are almost
exclusively from literary works not from primary sources.

94 Still more artificial we find this reflected in poetry, e.g., al-Sukkarī, Lieder der Hud-
hailiten, p. 15, verse 2sqq.

95 Die Propheten in ihrer ursprünglichen Form; die Grundgesetze der ursemitischen
Poesie, erschlossen in Bible, Keilinschriften und Koran und in ihren Wirkungen erkannt in
den Chören der griechischen Tragödien, [The prophets in their original form; the basic laws
governing Proto-Semitic poetry, from the Bible, cuneiform and Koran and in their effects as
reflected in the choir of the Greek tragedy], vol. 1, pp. 20–60, 211sqq.
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sūras. After a brief introduction (verses 1–9), sūra 56 describes the three
categories into whichmankind shall be divided at the Final Judgement: The
sābiqūn (fourteen verses, vv. 10 to 23), the “Companions of theRight” (sixteen
verses, vv. 24 to 39), and the “Companions of the Left” (seventeen verses,
vv. 40 to 56). The introduction, verse 57, leads to three questions addressed
to mankind regarding their attitude toward “the seed you spill” (five verses,
58 to 62), “the toil you till” (four verses, 63 to 66), “the water you drink”
(verses 67 to 69), and “the fire you kindle” (verses 70 to 72). The first and
second verses both have the same beginning ( متیٔارفٔا and متنٔأا respectively). In
sūra 26, the introduction (vv. 1 to 6) and all of the seven following sections
regarding the past prophets—vv. 9 to 66 (fifty-eight verses), vv. 69 to 102
(thirty-four verses), vv. 105 to 120 (sixteen verses), vv. 123 to 138 (sixteen
verses), vv. 141 to 157 (seventeen verses), vv. 160 to 173 (fourteen verses), and
vv. 176 to 189 (fourteen verses)—conclude with this two-verse long refrain,
[“Surely in that is a sign, yet most of them are not believers. Surely thy
Lord, He is the All-mighty, the All-compassionate”:] In addition, starting
with verse 105, with the exception of the names, each of the first verses of
the last five sections have the same phrase, [“… cried lies to the Envoy.”] It
cannot be denied that both sūras represent an artistic, literary work, with
proper disposition, with skilful application of rhetorical forms of style, and
with purposeful proportions of the individual length of the sections. On
the other hand, there is so much irregularity in the composition, so much
licence and arbitrariness, that it cannot be called a strophic structure in the
full meaning of the word.

Written Notes of Koranic Passages.
Additions and Changes Arising fromMuḥammad

The revelations allegedly have been recorded as follows:96 [i/44]

ركُذیيتلاةروسلايفةٓیالاهذهاوعضلوقیفهدنعبتكینمضعبوعدی]ناك[ءيشلاهیلعلزناذٕا

اذكواذكاهيف

or اذكواذكعضومىفاهوعض . Yet at the same time it is claimed that the division of
the sūras was introduced only after the revelation of the words نمحرلاهللامسب

96 al-Tirmidhī, Sunan, p. 502 (vol. 2, p. 134, tafsīr); Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-
Bayḍāwī on sūra 9; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, p. 186 (194 faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, end); al-Qurṭubī,
Jāmiʿ al-aḥkām (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 810, vol. 1, 23r); al-Mabānī li-naẓm …, part 3; al-
Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, p. 141; in the text there are several unimportant variants.
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ميحرلا ,97which, of course, are consideredby some tobe the earliest of the reve-
lations.98But I cannot remember having read in any reputable ancientwriter
the statement that every individual part of the Koran was put between two
boards or covers ( ناّتفد , ناَحْول ) as soon as it was written down and frequently
taken out to be copied.99 Below, we shall demonstrate the probability that
thismust be considered a Shiʿite fabrication. Also the tradition thatMuḥam-
mad assigned a definite place100 to every single verse immediately after its
promulgation cannot be historical, even if he occasionally made additions
to certain sūras. This tradition evolved first from the superstition that the
existing order of both the verses and the sūras was certainly of divine origin
and must have been copied exactly by Muḥammad himself, and secondly
from the erroneous opinion that the individual revelations were quite short
and put together only at a later time. G. Weil has already pointed out the
absurdity of this entire matter.101 It is doubtful that Muḥammad put down
in writing all the revelations of the divine book from the start.102 During the
first years of his divine commission, when he hardly had any followers, he
might have forgotten some of the revelations before outsiders learned of
them. Some other revelations might have been retained only in the mem-
ory of Companions, as attested by several traditions that say that he recited
Koranic passages to his followers until they knew them by heart. Still, it is
likely that already many years before the flight he dictated entire verses
to a scribe,103 not merely single verses, as Muslims claim. After all, when
ʿUmar embraced Islam, passages of the Koran had already been recorded,
if indeed104 reports of this event can be trusted. To prove that there had been
written sūras certainly in 2/623 one might refer to Ḥassān b. Thābit, who

97 al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, p. 185 (193 faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, faṣl 3 §2); al-Wāḥīdī, Asbāb
al-nuzūl, in the introduction, p. 5; al-Mabānī li-naẓm …, part 3; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 184sq.
(Several traditions of Saʿīd b. Jubayr [EQ; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 44sqq., Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 28, no. 2], are traced back to Ibn ʿAbbās and Ibn Masʿūd.)

98 al-Wāḥidī, loc. cit. Both are wrong; see below.
99 Kazem-Beg, “Observations sur le ‘Chapitre inconnu du Coran’, publié et traduit par

M. Garcin de Tassy” in Journal asiatique, 4e série, t. 2 (1843), pp. 375sqq.; cf. George Sale, The
Koran; Preliminary Discourse, section 3, pp. 44–54. Al-Bukhārī, faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, § 16. Kazem
Beg is following in his article uncritically almost exclusively contemporary Shiʿite authors.

100 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 142.
101 Das LebenMohammeds, p. 361, and foot-note on p. 569.
102 Details thereon below in the chapter, “Muḥammad’s uncanonical promulgations”.
103 Against this we have the tradition that Muḥammad gave the scribe precise calligraphic

instructions (A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Recueil de différens traits”, p. 357). This must be consid-
ered the fabrication of a scribe anxious about the external appearance of the Koran.

104 See below regarding sūra 20.
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says in a poem105 about the Battle of Badr that the former resting place of
Zaynab was like khaṭṭ al-waḥy, on smooth parchment. It is unfortunately
not quite clear what the meaning of “revealed writing” is, or, generally,
“mysterious, effaced writing,”106 with which pre-Islamic poets are inclined
to compare the traces of deserted settlements.

When Muslims put down in writing the sūras they had memorized, they [i/46]
probably often put passages together that had originated in the same period
and had the same rhyme. This would plausibly explain how the individual
parts of the long Medinan sūras, which could not have been created at the
same time, still belonged largely to the same period.

WhenMuḥammad recited Koranic passages to be memorized or written
down, it might have been that he only then decided on their final version.
This is quite evident from the following account, which is supplied by most
of the Commentators107 on sūra 6:93.

When Muḥammad once dictated the beginning of sūra 23 to ʿAbd Allāh
[Ibn Saʿd] b. Abī Sarḥ (died 57/676–677),108 whom he frequently employed
as a scribe,109 he was so enraptured by the description of God’s creation that
he exclaimed: نيقلاخلانسحٔاهللاكرابتف . Then the Prophet explained that the
exclamationwas in total agreementwith thewords of theKoran and that they
belong here.

ʿAbd Allāh’s words evidently appeared to Muḥammad to be so fitting as to
introduce them on the spot.

Muḥammad, who did not hesitate either to repeat verses or to change [i/47]
or to abrogate passages, and whose work concentrated to a great extent on
the immediate circumstances, was not at all inclined to arrange the sūras
according to chronology or subject. But this is no reason that we should

105 Dīwān, ed. Tunis, p. 10, l 12; Ibn Hishām, p. 454.
106 Cf. the passages in Th. Nöldeke regarding Labīd’sMuʿallaqa, “FünfMoʿallaqāt”, p. 65; Ibn

Hishām, p. 702, l 11; Yāqūt,GeographischesWörterbuch, vol. 4, p. 422, l 18; Lisān al-ʿArab, vol. 2,
p. 19, verse 1; vol. 5, p. 229, verse 1; vol. 9, p. 46, verse 1; above, p. 18.

107 E.g., al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bukhārī, al-Baghāwī; al-Zamakhsharī also on sūra 23:14.
108 EI2.
109 This man is to be added to ʿUthmān, Muʿāwiya, Ubayy b. Kaʿb, and Zayd b. Thābit,

known as ولابّاتُك (Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre,2 vol. 3, p. xxxi). Some others mentioned
as Muḥammad’s scribes will have looked after Muḥammad’s correspondence (see al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, 1782; Ibn al-Athīr,Usdal-ghāba, vol. 1, s.v. َّيبٔا ; al-Nawawī, [Tahdhībal-asmāʾ]Biographical
dictionary, ed. F.Wüstenfeld, p. 37; A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Mémoire sur l’origine et les anciens
monuments de la littérature parmi lesArabes,” p. 332, foot-note; A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Recueil
de différens traités relatifs à l’orthographie et à la lecture de l’Alcoran,” p. 357; G. Weil, Das
Leben, p. 552, foot-note). Cf. the letters in Ibn Saʿd, and above, p. 11 sq.; EI2; Goldziher, Schools
of Koranic commentators, p. 24, n. 11.
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seriously reproach him as Gustav Weil110 did. Could the Prophet really have
foreseen—as Weil thinks—that a dispute would arise after his death over
the very letter of the revelation, especially given that he was an unlettered
man with no idea of the veneration of letters? His spirit, which naturally
was aiming at the most immediate goal, could by no means anticipate the
strange development that Islamwas to follow after his death. Leaving worry
about the future to his God, he likely never pondered over the fate of the
Koran, or least of all the choice of a successor. The complete collection of
the entire Koran was beyond the feasibility of even its author. Not only
according toMuslim tradition,111 but even the evidence of the Koran112 shows
that he himself had already forgotten some passages and had deliberately
changed others. The following example makes it unequivocally clear that
Muḥammad occasionally made expedient additions to the established text.

When those who did not participate in military campaigns were severely[i/48]
reproached in the Koran, two blindmen came and anxiously askedwhether
the reproach also applied to them; the Prophet ordered Zayd b. Thābit [ibn
al-Ḍaḥḥāk]113 to add a fewwords excepting handicapped persons.114 We shall
see below in more detailed discussion that entire passages were clearly
interchanged after short or long intervals. But some parts Muḥammad
recited in different versions to different people, partly because he wanted
to improve them or—as seems to apply in most cases—because his mem-
ory failed to retain themunchanged. Regarding this subject there are several
traditions, the best of which can be traced back to ʿUmar (Ibn al-Khaṭṭāb)
and Hishām b. al-Ḥakīm [Ibn Ḥizām115], who were quarreling over their

110 Historisch-kritischeEinleitung, p. 42sq., 2nded. p. 53. In the final analysis all the founders
of the great religions might be reproached with just as much or rather, with just as little jus-
tification.

111 Cf. ʿĀʾisha’s tradition frequently found in al-Bukhārī (e.g., K. al-Shahādāt §11) and
Muslim, vol. 1, p. 443sq. (= al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 4, p. 72sqq., Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, bāb 2): ّيبنلاعمس

اذكةروسنمّنّهتطقسٔاةٓیااذكواذكينركذٔادقلهللاهمحرلاقفدجسملايفٔارقیًالجرمعلص or merely ةٓیاينركذٔا
اُهتیِْسنٔاتنك . In this case the verses had already been communicated to others.

112 Sūra 2:100 (where admittedly others read أهاسنن = اهرّخؤن ) and sūra 87:6sq.
113 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 232sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 401–402.
114 The story is supported by the evidence of several persons, among them also Zayd

himself. See al-Bukhārī in داهجلاباتك §31; Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §7; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Jihād, §22;
al-Nasāʾī, ibid. §3; Muslim, vol. 2, p. 231 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 8, p. 114sq., jihād); Ibn Saʿd
(al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographien der Muhāgirūn, p. 154sq.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 6, p. 134;
Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, al-Wāḥidī, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 4:97. Cf. Silvestre
de Sacy, “Mémoire sur l’origine et les anciens monuments de la littérature parmi les Arabes,”
p. 424.

115 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 343, col. 1.
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respective readings of sūra 25.When they consulted the Prophet he decided
that they were both correct about the revelations, since the Koran was
revealed فرحٔاةعبـسىلع , all of which were correct.116 It is reported also by
Ubayy b. Kaʿb that he once heard a man recite the Koran in a mosque
in a reading unknown to him. He ignored it but soon thereafter another
person did it again. He thereupon went to the Prophet, and he approved
of the reading. When Ubayy b. Kaʿb was frightened by this, fearing that he
be considered a liar, the Prophet calmed him with an answer similar to the
one which he had given to ʿUmar and Hishām [Ibn al-Ḥakīm b. al-Ḥizām].117

In the same vein we must consider the undeniable differences among
the variant readings of the Companions of the Prophet, which are reflected
in the following passage (further details below in Otto Pretzl’s section “The
history of the text of the Koran”):118

ّنٕا تلقف اذكو اذك اهينٔارٔقاف هللا باتك نم ةٓیا هئرقتـسٔا دوعسم نبا تیتٔا لاق بهو نب دیز نع…
ّمث اصحلا لالخ هعومد تیٔار ّىتح ىكبف لاق هللا119 دبع اهٔارق ام فالخ اذكو اذكينٔارقٔا رمع

120نيحلیـسلا قیرط نم نيبٔا َيـهل هللاوف رمع كٔارقٔا امك اهٔارقا لاق

All such variations, which we can easily explain, caused great troubles for
Muslims. Particularly the explanation of the words, ىلعلزنٔآنارقلااذهّنٕاف
ةعبـس or, as one variant121 has it, فرحٔاةسمخ , meant a lot of hard work for

Muslims. Several traditions are subservient to writers’ ends;122 and already

116 al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 70; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Badʾ al-khalq, bāb 5, §10; K. Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §4;
khuṣūmāt §3 (al-Qasṭallānī, loc. cit, vol. 4, p. 237, lists parallel cases; Muslim, vol. 1, p. 457
(al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 4, p. 97sqq., faḍāʾil); al-Tirmidhī, al-Qirāʾāt, bāb 2, §1; al-Nasāʾī, al-Sunan,
p. 107sq. (I, 149,K. al-Iftitāḥ, §37 ٓنارقلايفامعماج ); al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān,
bāb 3, faṣl 2; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, introduction, vol. 1, pp. 9–24). Frequently repeated by later
writers like Ibn ʿAṭiyya, al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, p. 18v, IbnḤajar, and Ibn al-Athīr,Usdal-ghāba, vol. 1,
s.v. ماشه ; Silvestre de Sacy, Mémoires, 50, p. 425; Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators,
pp. 25–27; etc.

117 Muslim, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, § 13; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, ibid., bāb 3, faṣl 2; al-Nasāʾī,
Iftitāḥ, §37; al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, p. 18v f.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 9sqq.

118 In Ibn Saʿd, (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographien der mekkan. Kämpfer, p. 270, l 8sqq.
119 This is Ibn Masʿūd. The authenticity is of course not established.
120 According to Yāqūt, vol. 3, p. 218, etc., this al-Saylaḥīn is located in Iraq not far from

Ḥīra, and is possibly identical with the Hebrewׁש יהל (A. Neubauer, La géographie du Talmud,
p. 262). The proverb “more famous and direct than the road to al-Saylaḥīn” I have found
nowhere else.

121 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 4; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 12, l 2: 6 or 7 [sic].
122 E.g. Gabriel told the Prophet that the Koran ought to be read دحاوفرحىلع ; but he

objected because the Muslims were too weak; God then agreed to two sets of readings, then
upon a renewed request, to five, and finally to seven فرح (Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 4,
p. 102sqq.; al-Azraqī, p. 436; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, p. 184 (192); al-Qurṭubī, i, p. 16r).
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Abū Ḥātim Muḥammad IBN ḤIBBĀN al-Bustī (d. 354/965)123 was able to
collect thirty-five to forty different types of explanation, most of which—or
at least the most important of which—we find in a variety of books.124 (ʿAbd
al-Raḥmān b. Ismāʿīl) ABŪ SHĀMAH (d. 665/1266125) composed a book on
this particular subject.126 But since all of them are largely worthless, even
ridiculous, and contrary to the text of the traditions, we shall limit ourselves
to a few examples.

The Seven aḥruf (Sets of Readings). Abrogation of Revelations

The seven aḥruf are supposed to indicate the seven subjects of the Koran,[i/50]
namely stories, commandments, interdictions, etc., or sevendifferent senses
(oneoutward and six inwardones), or the sets of readings of the seven subse-
quent readers (see below; this point of view is considered a sign of ignomin-
ious ignorance in al-Itqān, p. 115), or the seven languages, fromwhich words
are allegedly borrowed for the Koran,127 etc. Some Shiʿites take the easy way
out and reject this entire tradition. Even some Muslims128 have recognized
that the number seven is of little consequence and that, instead, it serves
here, as elsewhere, to represent an unknownquantity, regardless of whether
Muḥammad himself may have fixed it or it was inserted later. فرح is letter,
reading. The words thus express no more than the permission to read the
Koran in different sets. This difference—also admitted by some Muslims,
thinking that it might have been permissible to exchange single words with
others of identical meaning129—might have been rather extensive, compris-
ing the omission and addition of entire verses.

The frequently mentioned explanation that the seven فرحٔا indicate[i/51]
seven Arabic dialects must be dismissed. Muḥammad certainly left it to

Similar traditions abound.; cf. al-Tirmidhī, al-Nasāʾī, and al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, loc.
cit. (p. 33 n. 116);Mabānī ix; Ibn ʿAṭiyya; al-Qurṭubī, p. 16sqq.; al-Itqān, p. 105sqq, etc.

123 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 189–191.
124 Ibn ʿAṭiyya; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, ix; al-Qurṭubī, loc. cit.; Cod. Lugd. 653 Warn;

ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBNAL-JAWZĪ (cod. Gotha 1671 = Pertsch,ArabischeHandschriften, no. 544);
al-Itqān, loc. cit.; the ShiʿiteTafsīr al-Qurʾān ofMuḥammadb.Murtadā, Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis,
no. 899 (= cod. I Petermann, no. 553).

125 Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edition.
126 Cf. the great work of Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashar, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis,

no. 657 (= cod. Petermann i, no. 159), folio 9r.
127 Arabic, Greek, a Coptic dialect ( ّةیواحطلا ), Persian, Syriac, Nabataean, Ethiopic!
128 Ibn al-Jazarī’s great work, folio 11r; Itqān, p. 107.
129 As, for example, ّمله , لاعت , لِبقٔا , بهذا , عرسٔا , لّجع . Al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, Jāmiʿ aḥkām al-Qurʾān,

folio 16v; al-Itqān, p. 108sqq., etc.
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each person to pronounce the Koran according to his native dialect,130 but
this type of difference was in no way so great that his Companions might
have started to quarrel. Even in Ibn ʿAṭiyya’s introduction to his al-Jāmiʿ al-
muḥarrar al-ṣaḥīḥ al-wajīz fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān, and al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān, p. 111,
we find the appropriate remark that this does not fit with the story of ʿUmar
and Hishām, as both were Quraishites.

Incidentally, in the historical account itself I found تاغل instead of فرحٔا
only in Kazem-Beg, loc. cit. The list of the seven dialects is completely
arbitrary, with the most unfortunate result that a dialect was assigned to
every tribe dwelling in the sacred territory ofMecca or its immediate vicinity
(Quraysh, Kināna, Khuzāʿa, Thaqīf, etc.), or even to tribes to whom this did
not apply at all.131

These sets of readings are frequently mentioned in connection with the [i/52]
tradition that Gabriel habitually recited the Koran to the Prophet once
a year—or every Ramaḍān—(i.e. if the tradition makes any sense at all,
those parts of the Koran that had been revealed to this date); if he then
had omitted or added anything, the Companions would have memorized
this,132 thus accounting for the variants.

130 IbnMasʿūd is said to have permitted a person who could not say ميثٔالا (sūra 44:44) to say
ميثیلا , and to read ملاظلا or رجافلا (al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 9; al-Itqān, p. 109), but this

example is likely to have been fabricated to serve some kind of theory: Either that personwas
able to pronounce every initial ٔا only as then—ى it would have been absurd to expect him
every time to search for another word—or this peculiarity applied only to a few words; in
this case he could have easily conformed to the prescribed pronunciation instead of having
to look for an entirely different word. It must be added that the words رجافلا and ملاظلا interfere
with the rhyme. Moreover, it is unthinkable that Ibn Masʿūd, who is reported to have said
ّىتع instead of ّىتح , should have been unable to tolerate such a minor divergence and rather

have taken a completely different word. Incidentally, this change from ٔا to ي is dialectically
documented in ancient and modern times.

131 Mentioned are, e.g., Quraysh, Kināna, Asad, Hudhayl, Tamīm, Ḍabba, Qays; or Quraysh,
Saʿd ibn Bakr, Kināna, Hudhayl, Thaqīf, Khuzāʿa, Asad, Ḍabba, or five tribes of the back-side
( زجعلا ) of Hawāzin and from the lowest ( ىلفسلا ) of the Tamīm. Most of the writers select the
dialects from among the Muḍar ( رضم ), with preference for the Quraysh (who, however, are
missing from the list mentioned last!), and Hawāzin, among whom, according to legend,
Muḥammad was educated; still others enumerate Quraysh, Yaman (a collective name which
comprised different tribes), Tamīm,Gurhum[alsoGorhum] (an old semi-legendary people!),
Hawāzin, Quḍāʿa (belonging to the Yaman!), Ṭayyiʾ (the same). But the names mentioned by
Kazem Beg, loc. cit., p. 379, among whom there is even Ḥimyar, I found nowhere else.

132 al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, §7, al-ṣawm, §7, al-waḥy; Muslim (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9,
p. 162, هللالوسردوجو , p. 337, Faḍāʾil, Fāṭima); al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 3; al-Qurṭubī,
fol. 22r, and frequently; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, 175 (183, bāb al-iʿtikāf); al-Shūshāwī, cap.
1 [his al-Fawāʾid al-jamīla ʿalā l-āyāt al-jalīla, edited by Idrīs ʿAzzūzī (1989)]; al-Itqān, p. 116;
Silvestre de Sacy, “Recueil de différens”, p. 357. Occasionally it is added that this happened to
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Yet when it is claimed thatMuḥammad forbade his Companions to quar-
rel about the advantages of variant readings133 this tradition appears obvi-
ously to be the fabrication of a man who saw in this controversy a threat
to the faith. It is a consistent feature of largely fictitious ḥadīths to put later
teachings in the mouth of the Prophet.

There is a difference between what Muḥammad changed and what is
abrogated ( خوسنملا , sūra 2:100). That one revelation can possibly abrogate
another is suchanunprecedented concept that it cannothavebeenMuḥam-
mad’s brain child; rather it would seem to be related to the Christian idea
of the abolishment of the ordinances in the Gospels (e.g. Ephesians 2:15;
Colossians 2:14). It is in this context that the word for the foreign con-
cept is likely to have been borrowed, even if that particular meaning of

חסנ is not contained in the Aramaic that we know. Hibat Allāh b. Salāma
al-Baghdādī134 (d. 410/1019), whose خوسنملاوخسانلاباتك 135 attained tremendous
authority and became the source and model for many later studies of this
subject, classified the abrogated passages as the following:136 first, passages
abrogated by the sense but retained by the letter of the Koran; second, those
abrogated by the letter but valid according the sense; and third, those abro-
gated by the sense and the letter.

This classificationquite obviously relates to the contemporary formof the[i/53]
Koran as decreed byMuḥammad at the divine behest of God. Consequently,
all that has been lost without the will of the Prophet or inadvertently not
included in the collection of the Koran by his successors is regarded as
being abrogated. In addition to Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, Muslims consider to
be abrogated many verses that are of no practical relevance because their
cause has disappeared. For example, all those verses requiring Muḥammad
patiently to bear insults and persecution are considered to have been abro-
gated after his situation drastically changed and the matter was no longer
relevant. Al-Suyūṭī quite clearly saw137 that the category of the abrogated

Muḥammad twice during the last year of his life, or the final reading is the onewhich Gabriel
used at his last encounter with the Prophet.

133 al-Bukhārī, ٓنارقلالئاضفباتك , §37; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, ibid., bāb 3, faṣl 1, §2;
al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 10 bottom; Ibn al-Jazarī, folio 16v; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 195.

134 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 47, vol. 9, p. 183.
135 Frequently found in our libraries (cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 192); printed in the

margin of al-Wāḥidī’s Asbāb al-nuzūl (Cairo, 1316/1898). Other works on the subject are listed
in Flügel’s edition of Ibn al-Nadīm, [EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 17sqq.] al-Fihrist, p. 37.

136 Cairo edition, p. 9sqq.; cf. al-Diyārbakrī,Taʾrīkhal-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14; al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,
p. 516sqq.

137 al-Itqān, p. 516sqq. A close investigation of the vacillations of tradition is relevant only
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matter had grown to become ridiculous.Whenwe consider only the current
composition of the Koran we find in it either the abrogated and the abro-
gating side by side, or only the abrogated,138 or only the abrogating ones. But
in reality we have to differentiate between two different types of abrogated
passages: first, the validity of a verse is abrogated by an explicit revelation
that applies particularly to law, where it has to be adapted to the require-
ments of contemporary conditions and, second, by a simple prohibition
issued by Muḥammad to forbid his Companions from reading and copy-
ing any particular passage. The volume of both types cannot be considered
to have been large. Still, we hear of one tradition, which might contain a
kernel of truth, that Muḥammad personally crossed out a passage of the
Koran139 that hehadonly recently dictated tohis followers.Whoever is famil-
iarwith the strange viewMuslimshold about theKoranwill not be surprised
that there are some who dismiss the whole doctrine of the abrogation, even
though this is clearly stated in theKoran.140This view, however, is considered
heresy.141

Individual revelations which are missing from the current version of the [i/55]
Koran but have survived in some other way and which, according to the
aforenamed Muslim categories, are reckoned among the abrogated pas-
sages, shall be treated below.

for the history of dogma and fiqh. Interesting is, for example, how in al-Bukhārī,Waṣāyā, § 18,
the relevance of themansūkhāt to sūra 4:9 is challenged هللايضرسابعنبانعريبجنبدیعسنع…

.سانلانواهتاّمماّهنكوتخسنامهللاوالوتخُسنةٓیالاهذهّنٔانومعزیاًسّنٕالاقامهنع . A detailed investigation
of the matter in al-Ṭabarī’s Tafsīr on sūra 2:100.

138 In this case Muslims assume that the Koranic passage was abrogated by the sunna. But
on this point Muslims are greatly divided. Cf. al-Bayḍāwī and al-Ṭabarī on sūra 2:100; cod.
Petermann I, p. 555 (a book independent of Hibat Allāh b. Salāma [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 47])
on خوسنملاوخسانلا by ʿAbd Allāh IBN Ṭāhir al-Baghdādī (d. 429/1037); al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 515;
I. Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, pp. 29–30.

139 The most simple version of this tradition is found in Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, Cairo
edition, p. 12 (cf. L. Marracci, Prodromus, part 1, p. 42; Ibn Hishām, translation by Gustav
Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 597, note), where Muḥammad replied to Ibn Masʿūd, who
was surprised about the disappearance of the writing: تدوعسمنباةحرابلاتعفُر (here عفر ,
“abrogate,” “tollere” is used with the identical meaning as خسن ). A somewhat different version
is found in al-Qurṭubī on sūra 2:10, and wonderfully embellished in al-Itqān, p. 526, where
two men forget a sūra at the same time.

140 Sūra 2:100; cf. sūra 16:103. From the Koran this concept was then applied to ḥadīth.
141 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī and al-Qurṭubī on sūra 2:100; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, Cairo

edition, p. 26; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14.
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The Originality of the Koran and Its Connection
with the Revelations of the Prophet Maslama

At the end of this general discussion of the Koranic revelations it would not
be inexpedient to answer the question of why Muḥammad dared to chal-
lenge all opponents to bring ten sūras (sūra 10:16) to question his exclusive
prophetic claim, and, when they were unable to do so, to bring even only a
single one.142 The fact that no one could meet this challenge, even at a time
whenArabia abounded inmaster rhetoricians, Muslims to this very day rec-
ognize as irrefutable proof of the divine origin of the Koran, which by its
nature discredits all human art. This point of view, which entails many a
controversy, is expounded in several works entitled نارقلازاجعٕايف .143

But when we take a close look at Muḥammad’s challenge we find that
he was not asking for a poetic or rhetorical equivalent to the Koran but
rather for something essentially equal to the Koran. It was in the nature
of the request that his opponents could not comply. Should they defend
their ancient belief in their gods in the same way as Muḥammad espoused
the unity of God and the related dogmas? Should they let the gods speak
for themselves? This would have been nothing but satire and absurdity. Or
should they equally become enthusiastic about the unity of God and restrict
their opposition toMuḥammad’s prophethood? In this case they could only
copy the Koran, which they intended to rival, but an image can never rival
the original. Muḥammad’s faith was a novelty for his people, and therefore
produced an inimitably original expression. The difficulty was substantially
enhanced by his clumsy style.

In spite of everything, Muḥammad’s challenge was not entirely without[i/56]
response. Still during his lifetime, and shortly thereafter, men appeared at
various places of the Arabian Peninsula and claimed to be prophets of their
people and to be receiving divine inspiration: Laqīṭ b. Mālik in Oman (al-
Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1977, l 7sq.), ʿAbhala b. Kaʿb al-Aswad in Yemen, the Asadite
Ṭulayḥa, the Tamimite Musaylima, and finally the prophetess Sajāḥ.144 They

142 Cf. thereon Martin Schreiner, “Zur Geschichte der Polemik …,” pp. 663–675. [Arberry’s
translation: “Bring a Koran other than this, or alter it.”]

143 Sūra 10:39; and 2:21. “The founder of the Bābīs, Mīrzā ʿAlī Muhammad of Shíráz [Goldzi-
her, Schools of Koranic commentators. p. 33 n. 70] claimed such amission, in proof of which he
had produced verses and a book like the Kurʾán, but surpassing it in wisdom and eloquence.”
(E.G. Browne, “The Babis of Persia,” p. 916sq.). Regarding imitations of the Koran in later peri-
ods see Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 363sqq.

144 Cf. J. Wellhausen’s reflections in his Prolegomena zur ältesten Geschichte, pp. 7–37.
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all spread revelations, yet only Musaylima’s fragmentary sayings145 have sur-
vived to give us a vague idea of the man’s religious ideas. As a religion aware
of its strength, and wanting to appear as the best of the world, the young
Islam, fighting for survival, unhesitatingly declared all these movements to
be nonsense and the work of Satan. Success proved it right, yet in every
other respect this verdict is unfair and false. Musaylima’s andMuḥammad’s
doctrines are of course closely related. Both of them have in common the
important, fundamental components of Islam, such as eternal life ( ةویحلا , al-
Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1917, l 29), the divine name Raḥmān (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1,
p. 1933, l 12; p. 1937, l 3, cf. p. 1935, l 14; and al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-buldān,
p. 105, l 6), fasting (al-Ṭabarī, p. 1916, l 14; 1917, l 1), proscription of wine (1916,
bottom), and the three146 appointed times of prayer (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1919, l
2sqq.). Still, this similarity most likely does not constitute a borrowing from
Islam but rather a mutual dependence on Christianity. Musaylima’s teach-
ing, however, contains peculiar elements that originate from Christianity
but are foreign to the Koran, e.g., the commandment of sexual abstinence
as soon as a male child has been born (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, pp. 1916 and 1917, l
4–7), and the eschatological concept of the kingdom of heaven147 ( مىلٕاو

نوقرتءامسلا , al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1917, l 2). Rhymed prose is even less likely to
have been borrowed, since it had been a favourite form of religious diction
among the Arabs since long before Muḥammad. Moreover, Musaylima dis-
plays so much originality in his expressions, particularly in his similes, that
his alleged imitationof theKoran ( ٓنارقللًةاهاضم , al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1738, l 17; Ibn

145 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1738, l 14 and 17sq.; p. 1916, l 10; p. 1917, l 4; p. 1933, l 2; p. 1934, l 6;
p. 1957, l 4, and 5. The reliability of the transmission generally cannot bedoubted. Theobscene
dialogue (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1917, l 12 to 1918, l 10) is of course amalicious fabrication. Theman’s
real namewasMaslama as e.g. al-Mubarrad, al-Kāmil, p. 443, l 5, in a verse, but the diminutive
of his namebecame commonamongMuslimswith themeaning of satirical belittlement (Ibn
Khaṭīb al-Dahsha, Tuḥfat dhawī l-ʿArab, ed. by Traugott Mann, s.v.), the same as the name of
the prophet Talḥa was changed to Tulayḥa (al-Bayhaqī, ed. by Fr. Schwally, p. 33, l 5).

146 According toM.Th. Houtsma (“Iets over den dagelijkschen çalat” [Some remarks about
the ritual prayer]) it is quite likely that Muḥammad instituted only two daily canonical
prayers, to which he later added a third one, the middle (al-wusṭā) ṣalāt. Goldziher, “Carra
de Vaux, Le Mahométism”, p. 385; and Goldziher, “Islam” in Jewish encyclopedia, vol. 6 (1904),
p. 653, col. 1, expanded this thesis, saying that “after the Jewish pattern soon were added the
other two in imitation of the five gāh ( هاگ ) of the Parsees.” Cf. also Leone Caetani, Annali
dell’islam, vol. 1, §219; vol. 2, tom. 1, p. 354sqq., and p. 635sqq.

147 The expression ( موتاومسلاضر ) found nineteen times in the Koran is not,
or at least not primarily, to be interpreted eschatologically, rather it is merely a statement
that Allāh is the Lord of the World (also 38:9). It is obviously easy to associate this with
eschatological ideas (e.g. 45:26).
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Hishām, p. 946, l 14) becomes less probable. This originality also stands as a
notable argument for the essential authenticity of the revelations attributed
to him. If this were founded purely on the invention of Muslim theologians,
one would expect to find a greater similarity with the Koran.



THE ORIGIN OF
INDIVIDUAL PARTS OF THE KORAN

Aids in Establishing the Chronology of the Sūras

When studying the individual parts of the Koranwemust keep inmind both [i/58]
the period and the occasion of a revelation. In order to give the reader an
idea of the limitations of such an investigation from the outset, we must
first explain the research aids available to help solve the problem as well as
outline the difficulties that will be encountered.

Our prime source is the historical and exegetical tradition. This is most
reliablewhen it is related to the great historical events in thehistory of Islam.
For example, no one can doubt that sūra 8 refers to the Battle of Badr, sūra
33 to the Battle of the Trench, and sūra 48 to the Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya.
However, the number of these most reliable facts is not very large and
applies only to the Medinan sūras, as Muḥammad remained much in the
background at Mecca, where he did not initiate great historical events.
Substantial doubt hangs over the very numerous traditions regarding the
myriadminor eventsmentionedbyhistorians and exegetes to throw light on
single verses of the Koran. Since we shall discuss the origin of this exegetic
tradition in the literary survey, let us supply here only some examples of
its unreliability, namely that the origin of verses universally regarded as
Meccan frequently turns out to lie in events after the emigration, and that
frequently two closely related verses1 are attributed to entirely different
occasions, though these explanations often do not fit the context of the
passage. Still, among the mass of doubtful and fraudulent information one
also finds more reliable data that, supported by historical events, can be of
great benefit to anyone using it with discretion. Such criticism is not easy,
since the bias underlying an individual tradition does not become apparent
until all potential traditions from the same source have been collected. As
long as there is no systematic investigation of the exegetic traditions, we
have no choice but to check the reliability of each and every tradition. From

1 See above.
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these innumerable, fraudulent, often mutually contradictory explanations
of Muslim tradition only a limited selection can be offered here.

In order to obtain a representative example, we shall in most cases con-[i/59]
sider the traditions on the original locality of revelations of both complete
sūras or single verses, as found from time immemorial not only in his-
torical and exegetic works but also in Masoretic texts and in most of the
manuscripts of the Koran.

The Transmitted Lists of the Chronology of the Koran

A chronological list of sūras has been transmitted to us. The list, however,[i/59]
considers only the beginning of the sūras and not the verses that might
have been added later.2 As the texts of this catalogue frequently differ con-
siderably, it might not be superfluous to compile an exact inventory of the
transmissions.3 In the fifth-century book (also in Miguel Casiri, Biblioteca
Arabico-Hispana Escurialensis, v. 1, p. 509, without title) of (ABŪAL-QĀSIM)
ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABDAL-KAFĪ4 (LeidenMs. 674,Warner) 13 verso,
sq., we find the following enumeration.

(1) Meccan sūras: 96, 68, 73, 74, 111, 81, 87, 92, 89, 93, 94, 103, 100, 108, 102,
107, 109, 105, 113, 114, 112, 53, 80, 97, 91, 85, 95, 106, 101, 75, 104, 77, 50, 90,
86, 54, 38, 7, 72, 36, 25, 35, 19, 20, 56, 26, 27, 28, 17, 10, 11, 12, 15, 6, 37, 31,
34, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 51, 88, 18, 16, 71, 14, 21, 23, 32, 52, 67, 69,
70, 78, 79, 82, 84, 30, 29, 83.

(2) Medinan sūras: 2, 8, 3, 33, 60, 4, 99, 57, 47, 13, 55, 76, 65, 98, 59, 110, 24,
22, 63, 58, 49, 66, 62, 64, 61, 48, 5, 9.

Missing is the first sūra, which is attributed equally to Mecca and Medina
(see below). As for all the others omitted from the list, the explanation is, of
course, only an error in the text.

This version of transmission is identical to that of al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-[i/60]
maʿānī, vol. 1, and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 21sq., except sūras 58sqq., which are
omitted in the former.

2 This is how it reads in at least in K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, cap. 1. This is also
the only sensible way to present those sūras that have been brought together from different
periods in a chronological order.

3 Three scholars have previously drawn attention to these lists: J. von Hammer-Purgstall
(“Der Islam und Mohammed”, p. 82sqq.), G. Weil (Mohammed der Prophet, p. 364sqq.), and
G. Flügel (“Über Muhammad bin Ishāk’s Fihrist”, p. 568).

4 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 16 n. 24.
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Another version (al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, no. 3) differs only in so far
as it is left undecidedwhether sūra 98 is ofMeccan orMedinan provenance.
This version can be traced back to Ibn ʿAbbās through ʿAṭāʾ b. Abī Rabāḥ
[Aslam al-Qurashī, d. 114/732.]5

Another version found in al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs (Cairo edition,
p. 10), inadvertently omits sūras 68 and 73, and places sūras 50 and 90 before
95, 61 before 62, and 9 before 5.

The version in al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān, p. 20, which al-Ḥusayn b. Wāqid6 and
others trace back to ʿIkrima b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Barbarī7 and al-Ḥasan b. Abī
l-Ḥasan, omits some sūras but places sūra 44 after 40, sūra 3 after 2, and
makes sūra 83 the first of the Medinan sūras.

The fourth version, in al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, can be traced back
through [Abū Muḥammad] SAʿĪD IBN AL-MUSAYYAB [Ibn Ḥazn al-Makh-
zūmī, 13/634–94/713]8 to ʿAlī and Muḥammad. It considers the first sūra to
be the oldest, puts sūra 53 among the last of the Medinan sūras (sic), places
84 after 83, and omits sūras 111 and 61.

The first one in the same book with an isnād including (Muḥammad b.
al-Sāʾib) AL-KALBĪ,9Abū Ṣāliḥ Bādhām [al-Kūfī, d. 120/73810], and Ibn ʿAbbās
places sūra 93 before 73, 55 after 94, 109 after 105, 22 before 91, 63 before 24,
and considers 13 to be the first of the Medinan sūras, ending with sūras 56,
100, 113, and 114.

Although al-Yaʿqūbī11 (Historiae, vol. 1, 32sq., 43sq.) mentions these au-
thorities, with respect to the aforementioned differences he has only the
first two and the last one identical with al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol-
ume 1. His arrangement of the above list is as follows: sūra 1 after sūra 74;
sūra 100 as Medinan; sūra 109 missing; sūras 113 and 114 as Medinan; sūra 112
missing; sūra 56 as Medinan; sūras 34 and 39 behind 43; sūra 32 as Medinan
and confused with sūra 13; sūras 69 and 84 are missing; sūra 83 is the first
Medinan sūra; sūra 59 before 33; sūra 24 before 60; 48 before 4; 99 missing.
Starting with sūra 47, the differences are considerable: 47, 76, 65, 98, 62, 32,
40, 63, 58, 66, 49, 64, 61, 5, 9, 110, 56, 100, 113, 114.

5 EQ; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 139–140; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 31sqq., vol. 5, p. 24,
vol. 8, p. 22.

6 He is also mentioned in al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs.
7 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 241; Sezgin, GAS, p. 23sqq.
8 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 4sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 276.
9 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 21 and 34.

10 EQ.
11 EI2; EQ.
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Flügel’s al-Fihrist, p. 25sq., according to the transmission of al-Wāqidī12[i/61]
from Maʿmar b. Rashīd (d. 154/770)13 from Muḥammad b. Muslim AL-
ZUHRĪ, d. 124/742,14 from Muḥammad b. Nuʿmān b. Bashīr, has the follow-
ing list: 96:1–5, 68, 73 ( ةكمقیرطباهرٓخاو ), 74, 111, 81, 87, 94, 103, 89, 93, 92, 100,
108, 102, 107, 105, 112, 113, 114 (according to others, Medinan,15) 53, 80, 97, 91,
85, 95, 106, 101, 75, 104, 77, 50, 90, 55, 72, 36, 716 ( صملا ), 25, 35,17 19, 20, 56, 26, 27,
28, 17, 11, 12, 10, 15, 37, 31 ( اهرٓخاّيندم ), 23, 34, 21, 39 to 45, 46 ( ّيندماهرٓخا ), 51, 88,
18 ( ّيندماهرٓخا ), 6 ( ةّیندمٓيااهيف ), 1618 ( ّيندمياهرٓخا ), 71, 14, 32, 52, 67, 90, 70, 78, 79,
82, 84, 30, 29, 83, 54, 86.

Medinan19 2, 8, 720 ( فارعٔالا ), 3, 60, 4, 99, 57, 47, 13, 76, 65, 98, 59, 110, 24, 22,
63, 58, 49, 66, 62, 64, 61, 48, 5, 9.

We see that the arrangement from 96 to 87, from 108 to 105, from 53 to 90,
from 25 to 17, from 39 to 18, from 52 to 83, and from 76 to 9 is identical with
al-Itqān, p. 20; everywhere else great diversity prevails.

The sequence ascribed to Abū l-Shaʿtha JĀBIR IBN ZAYD al-Azdī21 (d. 93/
711)22 and ʿAlī in al-Itqān, p. 56sq., differs still more. It places sūra 42 after
sūra 18, and, starting with sūra 42, reckons as follows: 32, 21, 16:1–40, 71, 52,
23, 67, 69, 70, 79, 82, 84, 30, 29, 83 (Medinan) 2, 3, 8, 33, 5, 60, 110, 24, 22, 63,
58, 49, 66, 62, 64, 61, 48, 9. Al-Suyūṭī himself calls this بیرغقایـس .

When we now select even the very best from among these versions of[i/62]
transmission—their diversity, as canbe seen, being rather considerable, and
their origin impossible to trace back to a single archetype—we still arrive
at no useful result. In all of these cases, sūras revealed to be very old by
various reliable indicators are, nevertheless, placed after much later ones,
turningMeccan sūras unequivocally intoMedinanones. This tradition, even

12 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 294–297.
13 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 401, 587, 626, 630; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 290–291.
14 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 690–730; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 280–283.
15 According to a note at the end of the list also sūra 114 is Medinan.
16 This sūra is again listed later, but under its common name ( فارعٔالا ) as the third Medi-

nan.
17 The words رطافدمحلاّمثةكئالملاةروسّمث can be interpreted differently. Either sūra 35

is listed under two of its common names and ّمث was introduced only inadvertently, or this
designation, Sūra of the Angels, indicates sūra 33, which would otherwise be missing from
the list.

18 Fihrist, p. 25, l 32sq. at the end of the Meccan sequence has the following addition: لاق
.هبمتبقوعاملثمباوبقاعفمتبقاعنٕافت�ٓ�الاءالؤهّالٕاّةكمبلحنلاتلزنلاقّيبعشلانعسارفنعّيروثلاينثّدح

19 al-Fihrist, p. 26, l 2sqq.: 85 sūras originate from Mecca, 28 from Medina (according to
Ibn ʿAbbās). This makes 113 sūras. Thus the Fātiḥa does not seem to be reckoned as sūra.

20 But see above, note 16.
21 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 128, 442; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 586.
22 Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 586.
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if very old and possibly stretching back to Ibn ʿAbbās, can be nothing other
than a rough attempt at drawing up a chronological order on the basis of
an extremely uncritical foundation and pure fantasy, with mere reference
to some good traditions. An accurate transmission of the chronology of
the early sūras, or of the Meccan sūras in general, is nearly unthinkable.
Or are we to assume that Muḥammad kept a record of the chronological
order of the sūras? This would be a nice counterpart to Gustav Weil’s ironic
pigeonholes for the individual sūras, where later revelations could be added
as received.

Moreover, there are plenty of traditions that differ considerably from this
one. In al-Itqān, p. 23sq., for example, the Medinan sūras are listed in two
different ways. They agree, however, on the chronological sequence of the
Meccan sūras. It is said that, excepting individual verses of other sūras, the
controversy over a pre or post-hijra origin is limited to sūras 18, 55, 61, 64, 83,
97, 98, 99, 112, 113, and 114. This is wrong, however, because the controversy
applies to many more sūras. Moreover, the enumeration of the Medinan
sūras as found in al-Qurṭubī, folio 23 verso, and, with onlyminor differences,
in al-Shūshāwī, cap. 20, is again different from the two versions referred to
previously.

Thus, if we, like later Muslims, were to depend solely, or almost solely, on [i/63]
transmissions from older teachers, we would rarely arrive at a solid, or even
less frequently, at an accurate result. Yet there still remains one reliable aid
that leads to a profitable use of traditions, namely a precise appreciation
of the sense and diction of the Koran itself. By careful observation even
the casual reader of the Koran will become increasingly convinced that the
passages with passionate diction and ideas must have been promulgated
earlier than those with serene, broad content. We realize that Muḥammad
moved from the first style to the second gradually rather instantaneously,
and that he displays individual gradations in both.

An important element is the length of the verses. The moving, rhythmic
diction of the earlier period, more closely related to the true sajʿ, requires
far more pauses than the later style, which gradually moved closer to pure
prose. A comparison of two passages with identical subjects—even if they
do not originate from entirely different periods—can occasionally suggest
the likelihood that one originated earlier than the other. Since Muḥammad
often repeats himself explicitly, it is sometimes possible to distinguish the
original from the later version. Like all writers, Muḥammad’s diction in
different periods displays preferences of word and phrases that facilitate
the establishment of a chronological order. By observing the rhyme, the
language in the widest sense, and especially the context of his ideas, we
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can identify the individual parts of which sūras are often made up. Of
course, when considering the context we must not hastily presume an
interpolation whenever a logical connection seems to be lacking. It is a
consistent characteristic of the Koranic style that ideas seldom develop
calmly, instead jumping from here to there. Yet careful observation easily
shows that there is at least an inkling of connection.

Muslims, too, tried to go beyond the rudimentary tradition and follow[i/64]
a more critical methodology examining linguistic usage. For example, they
readily concede that passages containing ااّهئااونٓمانی are Medinan, but
that the address, سانلااّهئا , though mostly occurring in Meccan verses, is
occasionally also found in Medinan verses,23 or that the Meccan verses are
shorter than those from Medina.24 Occasionally Muslims even attempt to
dismiss traditions with arguments taken from the passage itself. A case in
point is al-Ṭabarī in his Tafsīr, as well as al-Farrāʾ al-BAGHAWĪ,25 who refute
the tradition that sūra 13:43 refers to ʿAbd Allāh b. Salām [Ibn al-Ḥārith]
(d. 43/663)26 on the grounds that it is supposed to be a Meccan sūra. Such
criticism we find in al-Itqān, p. 25sqq., and p. 37sq., where it is stated
directly (p. 31) that لقنلانودداهتجىلعءانثتـسيفدمتعانمسانلانم “there
are some people who in the case of exception (i.e. regarding individual
verses that have been promulgated at different places from that of the
sūra in which they occur) rely on individual judgement without regard for
tradition.” But this analysis, particularly if it goes beyond matters that are
generally obvious, has no solid, critical foundation, even amongst Muslims.
Such attempts at interpretation are nearly useless for our purpose.

Careful consideration of the auxiliary means, which tradition and the[i/65]
Koran itself offer, enables us to obtain much more accurate knowledge of
the origin of single Koranic passages. Yet our knowledge of thismatter leaves
much to be desired; someof it remains totally uncertain, while other aspects
are at least doubtful. This is even more the case because we have very few
European predecessors in the field of critical investigation of the Koran.27

23 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 4:1, and 5:1; al-Zamakhsharī on 2:19; [ABŪ AL-
QĀSIM] ʿUmar b.Muḥammad [IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ]; [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, p. 16, no. 24] (Leiden,
cod. 674,Warner) on sūra 22; less explicitly Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Tafsīr. Less accurately
al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 2:19.

24 Ibn Khaldūn, al-Muqaddima (1886) faṣl 1, §6, p. 87.
25 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 155, no. 2.
26 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 303, 304, 324; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 304–305.
27 Cf. the “Literarische Einleitung” [literary introduction]; which lists important contem-

poraryworks, particularly those ofGoldziher, SnouckHurgronje, andWellhausen; in addition
Leone Caetani, Annali dell’islam, volumes 1 and 2 as well as Hirschfeld.
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The revelations of the Koran consist of two classes: those of Mecca and
Medina. This division is quite logical, asMuḥammad’s emigration toMedina
gave an entirely new direction to his prophetic activity. From the earliest
periodMuslims rightfully recognized this, and wemust accordingly respect
the distinction. It is worth noting, however, that, following the customof the
majority of Muslims (al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 17sq, etc.), we call all passages
promulgated before the hijra Meccan and all later ones Medinan, even if
they were not exactly promulgated at Mecca and Medina proper.

We attempt to adhere to the chronology as much as possible, although
individual passages belonging a different period are best discussed in the
context of the relevant sūra, so as not to separate them unduly. An exact
chronological order of the individual partswouldbeunworkable and impos-
sible. Moreover, we shall allow ourselves a few exceptions to the chronolog-
ical arrangement for the sake of convenience.





THE INDIVIDUAL
PARTS OF THE CURRENT KORAN:

THEMECCAN SŪRAS

General Chronology of the Meccan Sūras

The historical traditions offer little reliable help when it comes to study- [i/66]
ing the Meccan sūras. Even the very first subject of investigation, fixing of
the span of time to which these promulgations belong, is uncertain. Mus-
lims transmit many figures regarding the various periods of Muḥammad’s
life but these differ greatly. Far too often in this regard, unfortunately, Mus-
lims fail to admit their ignorance of certain matters, instead conjecturing
according to untenable principles. It is worthwhile to demonstrate this with
an example.

It is certain that Muḥammad died on Monday, the 12th of First Rabīʿ in
11/632.1 Since it is said that he had been active for a number of years inMed-
ina andMecca, these yearswere simply calculated as complete years, so that
the most important periods of his life came to be dated to the 12th of First
Rabīʿ, a Monday, or, in any case, to the same month. He is thus assumed to
have arrived onMonday the 12th of First Rabīʿ at Qubāʾ2 orMedina,3 and also

1 That he died on a Monday we know best from a contemporary witness, namely from
a verse of an elegy on his death by Ḥassān b. Thābit (Ibn Hishām, p. 1024, l 16; Ibn Saʿd,
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 9648 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 103, folio 166 recto = Dīwān, ed. Tunis,
p. 24, l 7)). All traditions are agreed on this point: Mālik b. Anas, p. 80; Ibn Hishām, p. 1009sq.;
al-Tirmidhī, Shamāʾil, bāb wafāt rasūl Allāh; al-Nasāʾī, p. 216 (I, 259, K. al-Janāʾiz, §8), al-
Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, pp. 1256 and 1815; al-Yaʿqūbī, vol. 2, p. 126, etc. Cf. the evidence col-
lected by Sprenger in his “Über den Kalender …” p. 135sqq. Since among the days of First
Rabīʿ which are mentioned as those of his death, only the 12th or 13th fall on a Monday (al-
Ṭabarī, loc. cit.; al-Yaʿqūbī, loc. cit.; Ibn Qutayba, Handbuch, p. 82; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or,
vol. 4, p. 141sq.), the second date, which is also mentioned as the day of death (al-Ṭabarī
Sprenger, loc. cit.), cannot be considered. Sprenger, too, settles definitely (loc. cit.) for the
12th, but he has the most important proof of al-Ḥassān b. Thābit only from a secondary
source.

2 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 5, 6, 289, 321, 595.
3 Ibn Hishām, pp. 333 and 415; al-Wāqidī, p. 2; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographie

Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 157; Ibn Qutayba, Handbuch, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 75; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1255sq. Other writers here mentioned only the day of the month, not the day
of the week. It is quite possible that he arrived in this month at his new residence. Other
writers mention the 2nd of First Rabīʿ (al-Wāqidī, loc. cit.; Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit.), and it remains
to be seen how the afore-mentioned erroneous date of death was established.
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to have been born4 and called to his mission5 both on Mondays. Other writ-
ers add still other events in the life of the Prophet that supposedly occurred
on a Monday.6 We generally know very little of the chronological order of
the events before the emigration; not even the years of the main periods
are known. The majority of writers fix the period of his prophetic activity
at Mecca to either thirteen7 or approximately fifteen,8 while still others to
ten9 years or somewhat more (Muslim al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 197; al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 1248) or, indeed, to only eight years (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1250, l 4;
Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit., p. 151). A compromise between the first and the third
points of view seems to be the hint that Muḥammad received his mission-
ary call at the age of forty-three and subsequently spent another ten years
at Mecca.10 This tradition does not seem to take into account the three
years11 during which his public preaching is said to have been interrupted,
particularly as nearly all agree that he receivedhis call to prophethood at the
age of forty. Little reliability can be attributed to this figure, as the impor-
tance Orientals attach to the number forty is well known.12 Nevertheless,

4 Ibn Hishām, p. 102; Spr[enger], loc. cit., p. 138sq.; contemporary Muslims celebrate this
day as the Prophet’s birthday. Other writers mention different dates (Ibn Saʿd, al-Ṭabaqāt
al-kabīr: Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, 62; Spr[enger], loc. cit., p. 137sqq.) but they
are all agreed on the month; some mention Monday only.

5 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 129; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1141sq., 1255; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, p. 171 (p. 179, عّوطتلامایص , faṣl 1, §10);
al-Wāḥidī in the introduction to the Cairo edition, p. 10. Al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 154,
mentions in addition the First Rabīʿ. That this is an error we shall see below.

6 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1141sq., p. 1255sq.
7 Various traditions in Ibn Hishām, note on p. 155, l 9; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, loc. cit.,

p. 151sq.; al-Bukhārī, al-Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 2, p. 205, bāb ( ّيبنلاثعبم ), p. 211 (bāb ّيبنلاةرجه ); Muslim
= al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 196, p. 198, faḍāʾil, bāb 26); al-Tirmidhī, al-Shamāʾil (bāb al-sinn);
al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1246sq.; al-Yaʿqūbī, vol. 2, p. 40; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishkāt, p. 513
(521, bāb al-mabʿath, beginning); al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 132, 138sq., vol. 9, p. 50.

8 Muslim, vol. 2, p. 346 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 199); Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,
p. 1248; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishkāt, loc. cit.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographie
Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 151, l 20: fifteen or more years.

9 Muslim, vol. 2, p. 434 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 195sqq.); al-Bukhārī, vol. 2, p. 173, ةفصب
ّيبنلا , and other passages; al-Tirmidhī, al-Shamāʾil, loc. cit.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1255; al-Masʿūdī,

Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 148sq.; Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit., p. 127, p. 151; al-Wāḥidī on sūra 24:54. Regarding
the last foot-notes see the collection of traditions in Spr[enger], loc. cit., p. 170sq.

10 Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit., p. 151; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1245sq.; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4,
p. 148sq.

11 A similar attempt at solving this dilemma is the foot-note in Ibn Hishām, p. 155, l 9.
12 In Jewish writings the number forty as a rounded off numeral is frequently found:

Genesis 7:12 and 17; Exodus 34:28, Numbers 14:33, Ezekiel 29:13, 1 Kings 19:8, Jonah 3:4, Acts of
the Apostles 1:3, Apoc. Baruch Syr. 76:3, Mishnah, Pirkē Ăbōth, vol. 5, p. 21; Talmud, ʿAbōdah
Zārah, folio 5 b, top. From the Islamic world cf. نيعبرٔالاماقم and نيعبرٔاب (Goldziher, “ʿAlī
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thatMuḥammadwas publicly active as a prophet formore than ten yearswe
see from the words of a song, quoted several times by historians and usually
ascribed to [Abū Qays] Ṣirmah b. Abī Anas13 or, less frequently and reliably,
to Ḥassān b. Thābit as well.14

ةّجحةرشع 15 عضبشیرقىفىوث
16 اًیتاؤم 17 ًاقیدص 18 ىقلیول 19 ّركذی

خلٕاهسفنمساوملالهٔاىفضرعیو

“He lived among the Quraysh for ten and some years, warning them,
expecting possibly to find a friend who would meet him,
and presenting himself to the visitors of the markets.”

Such a verse says more than twenty traditions do, although Muslims (al- [i/69]
Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 197) who prefer this verse—and undoubtedly this is the
verse in question—are generally reprimanded. It is also this verse that ruins
the entire scenario concocted by Sprenger in his article, which has been
referred to again and again. The conjecture that Muḥammad was active
for ten years at Mecca is, it seems, tendentious and can be traced back
to a man who wanted to present the Prophet’s entire public life in two
equal parts, divided by the emigration, so as to give it an outwardly uniform
appearance. The claim that for seven years he heard only the divine voice,
and for eight subsequent years received revelations, is even more difficult

Bāšā Mubārak,” p. 351, as well the favourite collection of forty traditions on certain objects
(Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, nos. 1456–1550), etc.). Sprenger, loc. cit., p. 172, makes the pertinent
reference to sūra 46:14. It was for me a great pleasure that also Sprenger became convinced
that Muḥammad was ignorant of the day of his birth, loc. cit., p. 172. But I add that he also
did not know the year. All data are basedmostly on rough calculations backwards, including
the synchronisms with the Persian kings. Cf. Th. Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber,
pp. 168, 172, etc.; Leone Caetani, Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, §23. Mahmūd Efendi made the futile
attempt to produce an exact astrological calculation regarding the unreliable data (Journal
asiatique). It is quite a different matter if you want to consider only the conventional date as
Sprenger has done.

13 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 294.
14 Ibn Hishām, p. 350; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, pp. 1247 and 1248; al-Azraqī, p. 377; Ibn Qutayba,

pp. 30, 75; al-Masʿūdī, vol. 1, p. 145, vol. 4, p. 141; al-Nawawī in Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9,
p. 197; Ibn al-Athīr,Usd al-ghāba, vol. 3, p. 18; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 2, p. 486; Ibn al-Athīr,
al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 2, p. 83.

15 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1248, سمخ . This is a fabrication based on the traditionsmentioned on
page 49.

16 al-Masʿūdī, vol. 1 and 4 اًیـساوم . It is doubtful that this variant can be verified.
17 Ibn Qutayba, p. 75, اًبیبح Nawawī ًالیلخ .
18 al-ʿAzraqī ىقال .
19 al-Masʿūdī, vol. 1, p. 145; Ibn Qutayba, p. 30 ّةكمب .
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to reconcile with this verse.20 In this case the Prophet’s actual activity would
have lasted only eight years. I would not dare to come down firmly on the
side of fifteen or thirteen years as the period ofMuḥammad’s first prophetic
activity. For the time being let us leave it at the latter number of years, as is
generally done.

Content and Characteristics of the Meccan Sūras

This example demonstrates the uncertainty of the chronology of events
in Muḥammad’s life before the hijra. Only in a very few cases is it pos-
sible to give an approximate idea of how many years before the hijra (as
the only definite date) something happened. Even the best available biog-
rapher, ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad IBN ISḤĀQ b. Yasār,21 supplies almost no
chronology for the entire Meccan period.22 In the case of the Meccan sūras,
where reference to precise historical events is extremely rare, it is hardly
possible to establish any kind of chronology or establish individual peri-
ods.

The fewchronological clues—ofwhichnot even a single one is absolutely
certain—are as follows: first, sūra 53 refers to the flight to Abyssinia,23 which
is said to have occurred in the fifth year of Muḥammad’s mission; second,
sūra 20, according to the common story, was revealed before ʿUmar’s con-
version, which is dated to the sixth year before the hijra; and third, sūra
30:1 sqq. is likely an allusion to the war between the Persians and the Byzan-
tines,24 events that occurred probably in the seventh and eighth year after
Muḥammad’s call.

If we use this vague classification as a basis, we can then attribute the
sūras of the second category to approximately the years ah5 and 6; the
longer periods before and after would be for the first and third categories.
This division is quite appropriate for the internal character of the individ-
ual periods, yet it poses the problem that the seventy-second sūra, which
certainly belongs to the second period, is usually interpreted to refer to
the journey to al-Ṭāʾif undertaken by the Prophet after the death of Abū

20 Ibn Saʿd, Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 151; Muslim, vol. 2, p. 437 (al-Qasṭal-
lānī, vol. 9, p. 499), and al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, p. 513 (521) add ًائیشىریالو .

21 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 419–423; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 288–290.
22 Only Ibn Saʿd does this somewhat more often.
23 See below on sūra 53:19.
24 See below on the subject.
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Ṭālib [Ibn ʿAbd al-Muṭṭalib25] and Khadīja,26 not many years before the emi-
gration in the tenth year of his prophetic call. However, we could possibly
avoid this difficulty and, by following certain traditions, completely sepa-
rate the journey to al-Ṭāʾif from the appearance of the jinn which is men-
tioned here.27 We cannot pay any attention to the details concerning the
Ascension to Heaven mentioned in sūra 17, since its dating is totally vague.
When looking at the sūras of the individual periods we will consider only
the internal development without regard for the utterly vague chronol-
ogy.

The single, higher goal of Muḥammad in the Meccan sūras is convert- [i/70]
ing humanity to the only true God and—what remains inseparable for
him—to belief in the resurrection of the dead and the Final Judgement.
Muḥammad did not attempt to convince his listeners with logical argu-
ments, however, instead appealing to their emotionswith rhetorical presen-
tations. Of particular importance are both the description of eternal bliss
for the pious and the torments of Hell for the sinners. The impression that
such descriptions—particularly the latter—left upon the fantasy of simple
minds, untouchedby, or unfamiliarwith, any similar theological imagery,we
must consider to be one of the most powerful means28 of spreading Islam.
During this period the Prophet frequently resorts to almost personal attacks
on his pagan adversaries, threatening them with eternal punishment. On
the other hand, however, while living in a total pagan community, he sel-
dom quarrels with the Jews, who are much closer to him, and hardly ever
with the Christians.29

25 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 19, col. 1, 25.
26 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
27 Further, see below.
28 Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, De Islam, p. 256sq.; “Une nouvelle biographie,” p. 150. According

to Hubert Grimme (Mohammed, vol. 1 (1892), p. 14; Mohammed (1904), p. 50) “Islam did not
enter by any means as a religious system, rather it was a kind of socialist attempt to counter
certain growing mundane abuses.” This assertion, which defies the entire tradition, Snouck
Hurgronje subjected to a thorough review (“Une nouvelle biographie,” particularly p. 158sq.).
Cf. also Fr. Buhl,Muhammeds Liv, p. 154sq.

29 Not all the passages where Muḥammad declaims the doctrine that God has progeny
( و )must be interpreted aspolemics against the teachingofChrist, the SonofGod. Thepagan
Arabs called their goddesses, al-Lāt, Manāt, and al-ʿUzzāʾ [EI2; EQ, Juynboll, Encyclopedia,
p. 143,] “daughters of Allāh.” Most likely, the namemeans nomore than divine female beings
(cf. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2nd ed., p. 24sq.). It was not far-fetched to
assume that idolators responded to Muḥammad’s overwhelming evidence of the unity of
God by saying that they, too, recognized this since their goddesses were but daughters of
God; cf. sūras 37:149sqq., 6:100sq., etc. This sentence in the form in which it has come down
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In the different styles of the sūras we recognize different types which[i/72]
must each be closely related chronologically. Two large groups particu-
larly stand out: the emotionally moving earlier sūras and, secondly, another
group from a later period that closely resemble the Medinan style. Between
both of these groups there is yet a third intermediate group, which leads
gradually from the former to the latter. We must thus differentiate between
the sūras of three periods.30

Classification According to WilliamMuir,
Hubert Grimme, and Hartwig Hirschfeld

In the second part of his Life ofMahomet and history of Islam31 WilliamMuir
establishes a different arrangement of the sūras, which, though it differs in
some parts with ours, is identical in its main points. He divides the Meccan
sūras into five stages that he categorizes chronologically—albeit without
any support whatsoever—as follows: (1) Sūras preceding sūra 96, which are
thus before his actual call to prophethood; (2) from the earliest sūras up to
his first public appearance; (3) to the fifth year of his call; (4) to the tenth
year; (5) to the hijra. The first three of these stages, however, comprise nearly
all of the sūras we combine in the first period, with the result that Muir’s
second stage corresponds to the group of sūras we consider the oldest and
his first and third stages to all the rest. Muir’s fifth stage is, for themost part,
equivalent to our third period. Most numerous in his fourth stage are those
sūras which we reckon to be of the second period, although there are many
more added from other periods. But this difference is considerably reduced
when we realize that Muir attributes seven sūras from our first period to
his fourth stage and, conversely, eight sūras of the final years of our second
period to his last stage. Thus, themain difference is thatMuir puts an earlier
start and end to our second period, his fourth stage. However, there still
remain six sūras thatMuir puts in his fourth stage thatwe, in contrast, assign
to our last period.

to us in many a Muslim tradition (“the idolaters considered the angels to be daughters of
God”) cannot be considered an oldMeccan doctrine.Muslims are incapable of discussing the
nature of other religions, and tinge them all Islamic. They thus have the Qurayshites discuss
resurrection, prophets, etc.

30 G. Weil was the first scholar to establish these three classes in his Historisch-kritische
Einleitung in den Koran.

31 P. 132sqq., but particularly pp. 318–320.
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The main error of Muir’s classification consists in his attempt to arrange
the sūras in a strict, chronological order in every respect. Although he is
sufficiently modest to admit that he has not quite reached his goal, in fact
his goal is itself unattainable. In addition, he fails to divide those sūras that
are assembled from various pieces, and places entirely too much emphasis
on the length of sūras, which is far less important than the length of the
individual verses.

Hubert Grimme32 basically follows us in his estimation of the Medinan [i/73]
period and the grouping of the Meccan sūras. From the first period he does
not include sūras 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 1, 97, 109, and 112, of which he places the
first five inhis secondperiod and the final four inhis thirdperiod.Otherwise,
he includes in his second period only sūras 14 (with the exception of the
Medinan verses 38 to 42), 15, 50, and 54, whereas he assigns sūra 76 to the
first period and all the rest to the third period.

Hartwig Hirschfeld,33 however, dismisses the criteria established by Gus-
tavWeil, WilliamMuir, and the present writer regarding the arrangement of
the Meccan sūras, although his own categories (first proclamation, confir-
mation, declamatory, narrative, descriptive and legislative revelations) are
nothing but a different transcription of our principles. Except for one sūra
(98), there is total agreement regarding the classification of the Medinan
period. With the exception of sūras 51, 1, 55, 113, and 114, Hirschfeld’s three
first categories consist of the sūras of our first Meccan period plus sūras 26,
76, and 72 from our second period, and sūra 98 from our Medinan period.
Apart from the these qualifications, his three final categories are a mixture
of our second and third Meccan periods.

Over the course of themany years that I have studied the Koran I became [i/74]
increasingly convinced that certain individual groups among the Meccan
sūras can indeed be identified, although I also realized that it is impossible
to establish any kind of exact chronological order. Many an indicium that I
had earmarked turned out to be unreliable, while some of my claims, which
at the time seemed quite certain, upon new and careful scrutiny turned out
to be uncertain.

32 Grimme,Mohammed; vol. 2 (1895), pp. 25–27.
33 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran (1902), pp. 143–145.
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General Comments

The sūras of this period can, I think, be identified with some certainty [i/74]
by their style. The power of the Prophet’s enthusiasm, which moved him
during the first years and allowed him see the Godsent angels face-to-face,
is necessarily reflected in the Koran. The God who inspires him is the
speaker; man remains completely in the background, as was the case with
the great old prophets of Israel.1 The diction is grandiose, lofty, and full of
daring images, while the rhetorical energy still retains a poetic coloring. The
passionate flow of language, quite frequently interspersed with simple yet
forceful, rather serene admonitions and colourful descriptions, is reflected
in the brief verses; the entire diction is rhythmically moving and often of
great, yet still natural, harmony. The Prophet’s emotions and premonitions
are reflected occasionally in a certain obscurity ofmeaning, which generally
is alluded to rather than expressed.

Formulas of Invocation at the Opening of Many Sūras

A peculiar but characteristic phenomenon of the sūras of this period is the
abundance of conjurations—thirty times against only once (64:7) in the
Medinan sūras—by whichMuḥammad purports to confirm the truth of his
address, particularly at the beginning of the sūras. As was the case with sajʿ,
he borrowed this custom from the pagan soothsayers (kāhin, kuhhān), who
used to introduce their predicationswith solemn oaths appealing less to the
gods than invoking the most diverse natural objects,2 such as landscapes,
roadmarks, animals and birds, day and night, light and darkness, sun,moon
and the stars, the heaven and the earth.3 In his capacity as the Messenger

1 Cf. Ewald,DieProphetendesAltenBundes, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 31sq. In the earlier period this
mode of speech of Muḥammad is not merely an outward form, rather it has a deepmeaning,
although becoming different later on.

2 The question to what extent these formulas are originally based on animistic concepts
cannot here be discussed.

3 Saṭīh in: Ibn Hishām, p. 10, l 14, p. 11, l 5, 11 sq. al-Mustaṭraf fī kull fann mustaẓraf of
al-Ibshīhī, bāb 60; al-Masʿūdī, Les prairies d’or, vol. 3, p. 394; Shiqq: in Ibn Hishām, p. 12, l
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of Allāh he swears by the Revelation (36, 38, 43, 44, 50, 52, and 68), by the
Day of Resurrection (75), by the Promised Day (85), and by his Lord.4 Most
difficult of all has always been—for Muslim exegetes5 as well as for us—the
interpretation of a third category of formula, in which, the majority of
cases, the oath is sworn by female6 objects or beings. This type also has its
extra-Koranic parallel.7 Most of the sūras of this period are short—of the
forty-eight sūras, twenty-three consist of less than twenty, and fourteen of
less than fifty verses—since the extreme mental excitement that produced
them could not have lasted long.

When Muḥammad now presented such revelations to his countrymen[i/76]
he was bound to be considered by most of them a lunatic or a liar. He was
called a crazy poet, a soothsayer8 associated with jinn, or a possessed person
(majnūn). For some time, it seems, he must have shared the latter opinion
to some extent,9 but after having been convinced of his divine commission
he naturally had to fight such views with all the rhetorical power at his
disposal. The vehement attacks against his opponents, which culminated
in damnation, singling out some of them personally—once even by name
(cf. below, sūra 111)—played a great role in these sūras.

Comments on Sūras 96, 74, 111, 106, 108, 104, 107, 102, 105, 92, 90

[Sir William] Muir holds the peculiar view that eighteen sūras had been
revealed prior to Muḥammad’s prophetic call in sūra 96, and that they were

1. ّيعازخلانهاكلا , Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 2, p. 11; al-Maqrīzī,Die Kämpfe und Streitigkeiten, ed.
G. Vos, p. 10; Mustaṭraf, loc. cit.; ةنهاكلاةفیرظ in al-Masʿūdī, vol. 3, p. 381; Musaylima, al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 1933, l 3sq., l 12sq.; Ṭulayḥa, al-Ṭabarī, p. 1897, l 9sq.; cf. sūras 52, 85, 86, 75, 68,
89, 92, 93, 103, and 95.

4 From the mouth of Muḥammad only in 34:3, 64:7, and 51:23; in other passages of the
Koran where it is sworn by God the speakers are introduced as other men (37:54, 26:97, 21:58,
12:73, 85, 91, and 95), or God (19:69, 4:68, 70:40), or Satan (38:83). Except sūras 4:65, and 4:68,
all these passages are from the Meccan period.

5 For this reason Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350, cf. C. Brockelmann, GAL, v. 2,
p. 105sqq.; EI2) composed a book entitled ٓنارقلاماسقٔاىفنایبتلا , “the explanations of the oaths
in the Koran” (Kâtib Çelebi, no. 2401).

6 Sūras 37, 51, 77, 79, and 100.
7 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, 1934, ll 3–5 (Musaylima).
8 Although the ancient Arabs believed in a special relation between the kāhin and jinns,

this belief did not correspond to the Muslim notion according to which jinns and Satan
ascend to heaven, there spy on the angels, and communicate the content to the soothsayers.
Cf. J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, p. 137.

9 Ibn Hishām, p. 154; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1152; al-Bukhārī in several passages, particularly
in bāb al-waḥy; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 130, l 10.
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inserted in theKoranonly later; in theseMuḥammad is speaking for himself;
it is not God, who enters as speaker only with sūra 96. The English scholar
[and missionary] was evidently somewhat infused with sympathy for the
Prophet throughhis acquaintancewithMuslim sources and tries, at least for
a littlewhile, to defendhim from “the high blasphemyof forging the nameof
God.”10 This opinion, however, does not have any positive arguments on its
side, contradicts tradition, and, in the case of certain sūras, can readily be
disproved. Given that Muḥammad argues against the enemies of religion
in many of these sūras, against antagonists who refute the faith ( نوبّذكی

نی ), and preaches and conversely praises the believers, these sūras cannot
possibly originate from a time when he had not yet come to terms with
himself, when he had not yet realized that hewas destined to be the Prophet
of Allāh, and had not yet proclaimed the faith ( نیا ).

Already sūra 103, which Muir considers to be the first to have been
revealed—probably because in its current version it is the shortest—deals
with the enemies ofMuḥammad (103:2), andwithhis followers “whobelieve,
and … counsel each other to be steadfast” in the face of persecution (103:3).
Thus, it can only have been revealed at a time after his public preaching
stirred obvious antagonism. There is an abundance of similar passages in
the sūras to which Muir refers, e.g., sūra 82:9, 92:16, etc. Here also belong
those passages in which Muḥammad recalls the decline of the enemies of
God in former times (89:6sqq., 91:11 sqq., and sūra 105) as a warning exam-
ple for his adversaries. Finally, it is not at all true that God Himself never
appears as the speaker, for even if we assume that all the passages in which
Muḥammad is being addressed are soliloquies (Wm. Muir, p. 60) and disre-
gard those verbal forms that may easily be turned from a grammatical first
person into another person by the mere change of diacritical points11 (e.g.,

لعفت for لعفن , etc.), there still remain the following passages: 90:10, 94:2, 108:1,
95:4–5.Muir (p. 62) thinks that some of these “verses are represented as pro-
nounced directly by the Deity, but probably as yet only by poetical fiction.”
Why does he not do this elsewhere? One could even possibly add that those
passages were intentionally changed later on. On the basis of such an unrea-
sonable, unsupported hypothesis, however, one should not venture equally
untenable assumptions.

10 The Life of Mahomet, p. 75.
11 For a discussion of variant readings related to the peculiarity of the Arabic script see

Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, pp. 2–3.
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We can thus see no reason—at least not in Muir’s argument—to depart[i/78]
from the generally accepted Islamic tradition12 that sūra 96:1–5 is the old-
est part of the Koran and contains Muḥammad’s first call to prophethood.
Since the revelation of these verseswas accompanied by a vision or dream, it
is conceivable that even shortly afterwards the precise circumstances of the
apparition eluded him. Even less so can we rely on Muslim accounts of the
matter. The best of them is the tradition which ʿUrwa b. al-Zubayr13 reports
from ʿĀʾisha,14 although she is very unreliable. Moreover, Muḥammad can-
not have told her of the event until many years later, as she had not even
been born at the time. According to this tradition, the revelation beganwith
unmistakable visions ( ةقداصلاىؤرلا ) which illuminated the Prophet like the
radiance of dawn. He then retreated to the solitude of Mount Ḥirāʾ.15 After
spending quite some time there in devotional exercises, the Angel ( �َ�ملا )16
visited him and brought the behest: “Recite”, to which he replied: “I can-
not recite” ( ئراقبٔاام ). The Angel put much pressure on him ( ينّظعف )17 and

12 Ibn Hishām, p. 152sq.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographie Muhammads bis zur
Flucht, p. 130sq.; al-Bukhārī, Tafsīr; Muslim, vol. 1, p. 113 = al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 38sqq. (bāb
badʾ al-waḥy), al-Azraqī, p. 426sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1147sq.; al-Masʿūdī, vol. 4, p. 133; Fakhr
al-Dīn al-Rāzī, and other Commentators on sūra 96; al-Wāḥidī in the introduction; al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī, Mishkāt, p. 513sq. (p. 521sq., Bāb al-mabʿāth wa-badʾ al-waḥy, beginning); Itqān,
p. 52sq., etc.; cf. Caussin de Perceval,Essai, vol. 1, p. 354;Weil,DasLebenMohammeds, p. 45sq.;
Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 85; Sprenger, Life of Mohammad, p. 95sq., Das Leben und die
Lehre, vol. 1, p. 297sq.; but particularly Sprenger, “Notice of a copy … of Tabary”, p. 113sqq.;
Leone Caetani, loc. cit., vol. 1, pp. 220–227. When reference is sometimes simply to sūra 96 as
the earliest sūra, this is merely a general reference. Many scholars emphasize that only the
first five verses are that old, and that the rest was revealed later. Al-Bukhārī, Bāb badʾ al-waḥy
refers only to the first three verses.

13 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 17sqq; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 278–279.
14 The text of this tradition—sometimes short sometimes long, withmany variants—can

be found in al-Bukhārī; Muslim, loc. cit.; al-Wāḥidī, loc. cit.; al-Ṭabari, vol. 1, p. 1147sqq.; al-
Azraqī, loc. cit.; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, loc. cit.; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, loc. cit.; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 52; abbreviated in Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit.; Ibn Hishām, p. 151. Cf. Sprenger, “Notice of
a copy … Tabary”, p. 113sq.; on the following page (114sq.) there is a different version which
Sprenger rightfully considers embellished and confused. A comprehensive survey of the rel-
evant traditions in Sprenger, Leben, vol. 1, pp. 330–349.

15 So, ءارح , the best manuscripts read; this vocalization is established to be the only
permissible form inYāqūt, vol. 2, p. 228; al-Bakrī, p. 273; al-Ḥarīrī,Durrat al-ghawwās fī awhām
al-khawāṣṣ, ed. H. Thorbecke, p. 140; and Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 10169 (= Cod. Sprenger
282), anonymous Ms, ةباحصاءامسٔاطبض .

16 The question whether these and other apparitions were hallucinations or nebulous
ghosts (de Goeje, “Die Berufung Mohammeds”) cannot be answered. The fact remains that
Muḥammad believed in the corporal apparitions of the Angel. For a historian of religion they
thus are of identical reality as in comparative cases of the Bible.

17 There are the variants ينّطغف،ّينتغف،ينّمغف،ينٔباسف (Majd al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Nihāya).
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repeated the command. After this happened three times the Angel finally
revealed those five verses. Muḥammad was deeply shaken and hurried to
his wife Khadīja to take comfort.

Another tradition, most likely originating from the same source and [i/79]
found in Ibn Hishām, p. 151sqq., and al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1149sq., is transmit-
ted from ʿUbayd b. ʿUmayr b. Qatāda.18 It is interesting, as it mentions in
particular that this event occurred in a dream. When Muḥammad awoke,
the words of the revelation had already been impressed in the Prophet’s
heart. The tradition continueswith the remark that Gabriel brought a silken
cloth ( جابیدنمطمنب ) with the words he had to read (al-Itqān, p. 53). The
Koran nowhere mentions such writing material, knowing only ّقر (parch-
ment) and ساطرق (paper). But that this Koranic revelation was a commu-
nication from a divine document is beyond doubt.19 An indication of this
is not only the linguistic usage of ٔارق as explained above on p. 17sqq., but
also the numerous passages that mention the sending down ( لزنٔا ) of kitāb,
i.e., written revelation; further, sūra 85:21sq., where the aforementioned pas-
sage is called a Koran preserved on a well-guarded table ( حول ), and finally,
96:4, because the words “your Lord Who taught man the use of the writing
reed”20 pertain most readily to a document in Heaven, which is the source
of all true revelation, including the Jewish and the Christian as well as the
Islamic—a reminder of the standard phrase باتكلالهٔا . The tradition that
Allāh had the complete Koran first sent down to the lowest heaven and that
theAngel then communicated individual parts to the Prophet as required—
compare the Commentators on sūra 97—thus presupposes a thoroughly
correct point of view. These conceptions of the mechanism of revelation
are of course no arbitrary invention; on the contrary, they are based on
the Judeo-Christian tradition in which books written either by the Hand
of God, or fallen from Heaven, or delivered by an angel, play an important
role.21

18 (Abū ʿĀṣim al-Laythī) ʿUbayd b. ʿUmayr b. Qatāda; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
19 According to sūras 20:113, 25:34 [sic], 53:5 and 10, 75:18, and 81:19 a revelation was

delivered as follows: Muḥammad did not read himself from the divine book but an angel
recited the words and the Prophet repeated them until they were embossed in his memory.

20 Arberry translates “Thy Lord is the Most Generous, who taught by the Pen, taught man
what he knew not.” Regarding this translation cf. Th. Nöldeke’s review of Reste arabischen
Heidenthums, by Julius Wellhausen, ZDMG, 41 (1887), p. 723.

21 Exodus, 31:18, 32:16, 34:1; Deuteronomy, 9:10, 4:13; Ezekiel, 3:1–3; Apoc. St. John, 10:10; the
Apostolic Father, Hermas, 2nd vision; Eusebii Historiae ecclesiasticae, vol. 6, p. 38; Hippolyte,
Haeres, refut., 9:13.
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More recent interpreters of the 96th sūrahavemore or less repudiated the[i/80]
Islamic exegetic tradition. Weil22 believes that in this instance Muḥammad
is receiving the command to present a revelation that had previously been
made. This interpretation is not only contrary to tradition but also against
its internal probability. For what reason would Allāh have commanded the
Prophet to present or recite a particular relevationwhen it had already been
revealed?

Sprenger’s statement in his Life of Mohammed, p. 95sq. that ٔارقِا means[i/81]
here “to seek for truth in the books of the Jews and Christians” clearly goes
against the meaning and is sufficiently refuted byMuḥammad’s previously-
mentioned lack of familiarity with the Bible. Sprenger’s later interpreta-
tion (Das Leben, vol. 1, pp. 298 and 462, and vol. 3, p. xxii), that ٔارقِا means
“enounce,” must also be rejected on the grounds that it is not supported by
usage.

Abū ʿUbayda al-Naḥwī says—according to Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, loc. cit.—
that the phrase is equivalent to ّكبرمسأارقِا , where ب is ةدئاز , i.e., added to
indicate clearly the object, and that ٔارق is equivalent to ركذ “to mention.” ٔارق ,
however, does not have this meaning anywhere.23

Hartwig Hirschfeld24 translates the phrase “proclaim the name of thy
Lord.” Since this meaning is foreign to Arabic, he quotes as an authority
the frequently occurring Old Testament phrase הוהי םׁשב ארק . Of course

ארק means “to proclaim, to reveal” but םׁשב is likely not its object and
instead means “by the use of the name of Yahweh.”25 Only in this sense
(“proclaim in the name of your26 Lord”) can the possibility of a borrow-
ing from Hebrew usage be accepted. In support of this fact it could be
asserted that several traditions, according to which Muḥammad replied to
the Angel’s command, ٔارقا , with ٔارقٔاام , display a very suspicious relationship
with Isaiah 40:6 ( ארקאהמרמאוארקרמואלוק ). In this case, however, sūra
96 would represent a totally isolated usage never imitated in the least in
the Koran, in ḥadīth, or in liturgy.27 On the contrary, ٔارق is used everywhere

22 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed., p. 65; in the first edition he trans-
lated ٔارق as “to read.”

23 ءيشبٔارق means “he read something”—in a book or something similar—or “he followed
this or that vocalization” like ءيشبلاق “he expressed this or that opinion;” cf. M.J. de Goeje in
the glosses in al-Ṭabarī.

24 Beiträge zur Erklärung des Korân, p. 6; New researches, p. 18sq. Likewise even earlier
Gustav Weil, “Mahomet savait-il lire et écrire?,” p. 357.

25 Cf. also B. Jacob, “Im Namen Gottes,” p. 171sqq.
26 This is how Th. Nöldeke is now inclined to interpret these words.
27 Regarding the phrase مالسلأارق cf. above, p. 27sq.
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in the Koran to denote the mere reciting or chanting of holy texts, while
the meaning of “reading” texts evolved only gradually. It is advisable also in
our passage not to abandon the usual meaning of the verb “to present”, “to
recite.”28

If we follow this and reduce the prevailing tradition (see p. 57sq.) to its [i/82]
essentialswemayunderstand the development of that revelation as follows.

After living for a long time in solitude as an ascetic and, through an inner
struggle, becoming unbelievably excited, Muḥammad29 is finally destined
through a dream or vision to assume prophethood and proclaim the truth
as he had come to understand it. This commission becomes firmly rooted in
his mind as a revelation in which Allāh commands him in the name of his
Lord, the Creator of mankind, to present to his countrymen those parts of
the divine bookwith which he had become acquainted. The time of the first
revelation seems to be indicated in the Koran itself as the so-called Night
of Power (laylat al-qadr), which undoubtedly took place in the month of
Ramaḍān.30

It must remain to be seen whether sūra 96:1–5 is indeed the earliest [i/83]
part of the entire Koran. Because of its compelling invitation “to recite,”
even if it seems obvious to associate this part with the history of revelation,
the chronological determination of the text does not follow at all. On the
basis of its content the words can be attributed to any time at which a
new part of the divine book was communicated to the Prophet. But its
concise style as well as the short rhythm would suggest a composition
in the first Meccan period. A somewhat more precise definition emerges
from the relation of verses 1 to 5 with the rest of the sūra. This latter part

28 Cf. above, p. 27sq.
29 Regardless of how much scholars are divided regarding the meaning of verse 1, they

are all agreed that it can only have been addressed to Muḥammad. As far as I can make out,
Dozy in his Essai sur l’histoire de l’ islamisme, pp. 27–29, is the only person who thinks that
the verses 1 to 5 are a later admonition meant for a disbeliever or half-convert.

30 Compare 97:1, and 44:2 with 2:181. This is also the general opinion;Muḥammad himself,
however, probably never paid attention to the date. For this reason the particulars are at
variance even in the earliest period (cf. al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 98sq.; Ibn Hishām, p. 151sq., 155;
al-Bukhārī at the beginning; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 96; al-Diyārbakrī, vol. 2, p. 280sqq.,
etc.). As we have been able to see above on p. 46sq., other writers reckon Rabīʿ 1 as the
month of the commission. Related to this is the tradition that Gabriel once a year showed
the Heavenly Book to the Prophet, but only in the year of his death this was done twice; and
that in the month of Ramaḍān he always devoted himself for ten days to special religious
observances ( فكتعی ) but in the year of his death this was extended to twenty days (Ibn Saʿd
(al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr) I, iv [sic] ed. Sachau, 4, p. 3, ll 5–8, vol. 8, p. 17, l 14sq.).
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cannot possibly originate from the timewhenMuḥammad first received his
prophetic commission, since it is already aiming at an enemy of the faith
who was keeping a godfearing slave31 from the ritual prayer of the young
Muslim congregation (verses 9–10). Therefore this part of the sūra can have
originated only afterMuḥammad’s prophetic commission. The same dating
would apply to verses 1–5 if sūra 96 had originally been created as a single
unit. Unfortunately, howerver, there is no evidence that it was. All that can
be said is that there seems to be a certain relation between verses 5 and
6; it is worth noting ناسن in verses 5 and 6, and the particle introducing
verse 6, �ّ� (kallā), which does customarily stand at the beginning of direct
speech in the Koran.32 Nevertheless, if verses 6sqq. should turn out to have
been added on, we would have to consider the opening of the sūra to be
older.

After Muḥammad accepted his call to prophethood it seems that he[i/84]
was not quite sure of himself. Under such circumstances he could not
dare to preach publicly. Unfortunately, details are completely wanting. In
al-Bukhārī33 we have a tradition regarding his enormous mental suffering
during this period, which is appendixed to the above-mentioned tradition
(p. 58, n. 14) of ʿĀʾisha on sūra 96:

قهاوشسوؤرنمىّدرتیيكاًرارمهنمادغزُحانغلبفمعلصّيبنلانزحّىتحًةرتفولارتفو

اقحهللالوسرّكنٕاّدمحملاقفلیربجىّدبت34هسفنهنميقلیيكللبجةورذبىفؤاّاملكفلابجلا

ةورذبىفؤااذٕافذلثملادغولاةرتفهیلعتلاطاذٕافعجريف35هسفنّرقتوهٔشاجنكسیف

ذلثملاقفلیربجىّدبتلبج

31 It is known that at first many slaves accepted the new belief (cf. Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):
Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, ed. Sachau, p. 132sq.; Sprenger, Life, pp. 159–163;
Sprenger, Leben, vol. 1, p. 356sq.; L. Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, pp. 237 and 240sq.). These people
might have been quite rude to the ancient gods and the penalty was not undeserving. In
al-Wāḥidī, p. 336 on sūra 92:5 it says about Bilāl: اهيلعََحلَسفمانصٔالاىلٕابهذملسٔاّامل . I hardly need
to add that the interpretation of دبع (verse 7) by “man” as opposed to برلا = God (Sprenger,
Leben, vol. 2, p. 115, “Diener Gottes” [“a servant of God”]) is totally unsuitable.

32 When the Koran begins a direct speechwith the rebuttal of a fictious sentence, without
actually having been uttered, not �ّ� is used but only ال (cf. sūras 75:1, 90:1, 56:74, etc.) It may
bementioned that there are variant views on this subject; seeWright,Grammar of the Arabic
language, part third, p. 305, C–D.

33 In Kitāb al-Ḥiyal, § 16, Bāb al-taʿbīr. Excerpts from it in al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát,
p. 514 (522), and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 96. All the others omit this addition or have
only the first twowords. In one passage ( ريسفتلاباتك on sūra 96) al-Bukhārī has the first seven
words.

34 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, هنمهسفن .
35 So far al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, loc. cit. (bāb al-mabʿath wa-badʾ al-waḥy).
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We cannot quite tell, however, if this mental state, which nearly drove
the Prophet to suicide, really belonged to an earlier time,36 namely before
his prophetic commission, when he was still leading a lonesome life in the
mountains ( ّثنحت ) before being confrontedwith the revelation ( هءاجّىتح —or

ّقحلا — هئَِجف ).
Because of the connection of this tradition with the fact that, at first, [i/85]

Muḥammad attempted, not quite openly, and probably for a longer period,
to convert relatives and friends,37 but particularly in order to balance the
chronological gap,Muslims construed aperiod lasting from twoandahalf to
three years, called the fatra. This unbelievably long intermission in the rev-
elation Sprenger first repudiated as insupportable in his frequently-quoted
article.38

In his early studies Sprenger considered this fatra to be an important
period during whichMuḥammad—who could only have been prompted to
prophethood by his unshakeable belief in Allāh and the Final Judgement—
began todevelop a systemof faith of his own, andeven studied theBible.39To
this period Sprenger also attributed several sūras that urge the Prophet to
defend himself against the suspicion of his friends that he was possessed.
But all the sūras in which Muḥammad refutes such allegations are undeni-
ably directed against the enemies of the religion he was proclaiming.

The usual view regarding the end of this fearful situation is reflected in
the following, well-known tradition of Abū Salāma [Nubayṭ b. Sharīṭ40] from
JĀBIR IBN ʿABD ALLĀH [Ibn ʿAmr al-Khazrajī, d. 78/697:]41

After an intermission of revelation42 Muḥammad suddenly recognized the
Angel who had appeared to him in divine glory at al-Ḥirāʾ. Frightened, he ran

36 On the other hand, Muḥammad’s doubts regarding the final success of his prophetic
mission as well as the struggle with his conscience, which contrary to his innate timidity
compelled him to public proclamation, did not cease entirely until his emigration toMedina.
All the single stages, which Muslims here ostensibly achieve by means of contrivances of
angels, are of little value.

37 Ibn Hishām, p. 166; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr] vol. 1, part 1: BiographieMuhammads
bis zur Flucht, edited by Sachau and Mittwoch, p. 132sq.

38 “Über den Kalender der Araber,” p. 173sq., where the individual citations are listed.
The original account (e.g., in Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, loc. cit., p. 131, top) merely says that the
revelation had been interrupted for “some time” ( اًم�ّ�ٔا ).

39 Sprenger, The Life of Moẖammad, p. 104sq.
40 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 85.
41 Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 85, no. 3, etc.
42 The tradition begins as follows: خلااانیبفةرتفىنعولارتفمث . This evidently relates to an

earlier tradition regarding the first revelation, unless we assume that these words were not
introduced until the tradition of ʿĀʾisha.
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to Khadīja and cried: ينوّرثد 43 or ينولّمز 44 “wrap me in garments.” After this was
done45 theAngel delivered the beginning of sūra 74. Thereafter the revelations
followed in quick succession.46

Since the firstwords referring to the intermission [fatra] aremissing in some[i/86]
versions of this tradition, some people47 soon claimed that sūra 74 was the
oldest of all. It is always added, however, that this view causes surprise, as
sūra 96 is considered the oldest according to the previously noted tradition.
Generally, sūra 74:1sqq. is regarded as being the first call to public preach-
ing.48 Yet not even this can be deduced with any degree of certainty from
the words of the tradition, which was influenced considerably by the form
of sūra 96. The assocation of the sūra that begins with ّرثّدملااّهئا with this
tradition is probably only due to the word ينوّرثد .49 But we know that when
Muḥammadwas afflictedwith fits he was oftenwrapped in garments.50 This

43 ّرثّدملا is without doubt correctly explained by راسبال . All interpretations of the root
رثد are ultimately related to سرد (to age, etc.) or to denominatives of رد .
44 This meaning can frequently be documented also in writings other than the Koran:

Muʿallaqāt Imruʾ al-Qays, verse 77 = Ibn Hishām, 905, vol. 1; [Muḥammad b. Yazīd] AL-
MUBARRAD, [d. 285/898, EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 7, p. 350, vol. 8, p. 98, vol. 9, pp. 78–80];
al-Kāmil, ed. William Wright, p. 483; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1822, l 10; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3,
part 2]: Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer, ed. Sachau, p. 105, l 26, etc.

45 Some add that water had to be poured on him.
46 al-Bukhārī, Badʾ al-waḥy, tafsīr; Muslim, Badʾ al-waḥy (al-Qasṭallānī, v. 2, p. 49); al-

Tirmidhī, al-Shamāʾīl, kitāb al-tafsīr on sūra 74; al-Wāḥdī in the introduction and on sūra 74;
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 74;K. al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī iii; Itqān, p. 53sq. Shorter quo-
tation, al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Bukhārī on sūra 74; cf. A. Sprenger, Life of Moẖammad, p. 110,
n. 3. According to a different tradition, on the day of death a particularly significant increase
of revelation occurred; Ibn Saʿd ed. I, IV p. 2, 7.

47 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1153.
48 شاقنلانبةمامٔاوبٔاهاكحامكهريغوورمعوبٔالاقامكهتلاسرىلعةمّدقتمتناكمالسلاهیلعهتّوبنّنٔاّنيبتدقف

هتلاسرّرثّدملاةروسلوزنىفوهتّوبنٔارقاةروسىفناكف …—“The prophethood of the blessed messenger
of God preceded his mission …; the revelation of sūra 96 was accompanied by prophethood,
but only with the revelation of sūra 74 began his mission.” al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs,
juzʾ 1, p. 282.

49 Since ينولّمز , which is nearly an equivalent, frequently takes the place of ينوّرثد in tradi-
tion (e.g., Leiden Ms 653, Warner), sūra 73, beginning with لّمزملااّهئا , is often confused with
sūra 74.

50 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 735, l 17sq. مدٔانمٌةداسوتعضووهبوثبىجُسفهاشغتیناكامهللانمهاّشغت
هسٔارتحت ; al-Wāḥidī on sūra 93 لاقفةدعرلاهتلبقتـساولاهیلعلزناذٕاناكوهایحلدعرتمعلصهللاّيبنٓءاجف

وخةٓیالاىحضلاولجوزعهللالزٔنافينیّرثد —Compare thiswith sūra 73:1, and possibly the account
referred to above on p. 19 n. 21, Ibn Hishām, p. 117, including parallels; also Muslim, Kitāb
al-Ḥajj, § 1 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 5, p. 189). The same custom is to be found with two prophetic
contemporaries ofMuḥammadwho, according to tradition, veiled themselveswhenever they
expected a revelation. In al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1890, it says about the prophet Ṭulayḥa ةحیلطو

مهلّٔابنتیرعَشنمتیبءانفبءاسكىفففلتم , and al-Bayhaqī, Maḥāsin, ed. Schwally, p. 33, l 15sq.,
ولامعزرطتنیءاسكىفةحیلطلّمزت . This is probably the explanation for the nickname, Dhū
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practice, according to the most likely guess, was not based on medical con-
siderations but rather on a superstitious fear.

The words of the sūra at least show us that they were revealed in the ear- [i/88 ]
liest period of prophethood.51 Considering all the circumstances, we must
emphasize that this refers only to the verses 1 to 7 and 1 to 10 respectively;
the following verses, in which a single outstanding adversary is attacked, are
later, although still very old.52 Inserted in this section is a paragraph from a
much later period, namely the verses 3153 to 34,whereas the end, ىركذّالٕاوهامو

رشبلل ,might belong to the older portion and constitute the original continua-
tion of verse 30. The interpolation, whichmight go back to the Prophet, is in
any case of Medinan origin,54 because it differentiates between four classes.
(1) the Jews (those who received the Scripture); (2) the Muslims (those who
believe); (3) the Hypocrites55 (those with sickness in their hearts); and (4)
the idolaters. These might still be from the first Medinan period, since the
Prophet is still friendly with the Jews and considers them in line with the
believers, whereas he soon regarded them as his most bitter enemies. The
verses 41sqq. are of later provenance but still from the first period. The rarely
used term for hell, saqar, in verse 43, which occurs twice in the first part of
this sūra but only once more in all of the Koran, may serve as evidence that

l-Khimār (the Veiled One) of the Yemenite prophet ʿAbhala b. Kaʿb as well as the pagan seer
ʿAwf b. Rabīʿa (Tāj al-ʿarūs, ed. 1395, vol. 3, p. 188 bottom; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, al-Kāmil,
vol. 1, p. 377, l 1 sqq.; al-Aghānī, vol. 8, p. 66, l 2sqq.; Wellhausen, Reste, 2nd ed., p. 135 n. 2).
This habit is probably mainly rooted in the common (cf. e.g. Exodus 34:33sqq.) opinion that
looking at the divine is harmful for man (το θεϊον παν εον φθονεσόν, Herodotus, vol. 1, p. 32).
Here, I cannot dwell on the interesting problem of religious disguise.

51 There is a different version of the revelation of sūra 74 in Ibn Hishām, p. 184, l 8sq. (not
according to Ibn Isḥāq) without listing the authority.

52 Cf. the words روقانلاىفرقن verse 8; later this becomes always روصلاىفخُفن .
53 Here, Flügel has a totally inaccurate arrangement in his edition of the Koran. Muslim

tradition considers verses 31 to 34 to be one verse.
54 This was the feeling of Weil (Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 365), even though he did not

want to say so.
55 Munāfiq is derived from the Ethiopic menāfeq; its verb nāfaqa, with the meaning of

“to doubt, to be inconstant” quite common in Geʾez. It is probably derived from the noun
menāfeq, and would be in accordance with the fact that the participial forms are found
in thirty-two passages in the Koran, while the corresponding verbal forms only four times.
Arab tradition rightfully identifies munāfiq as an “Islamic word” however falsely deriving it
from nāfiqāʾ “mouse-hole” (e.g. al-Mubarrad, al-Kāmil, Cairo ed., v. 1, p. 158). The common
rendition of “Hypocrites” is in so far not quite pertinent as the majority of the men called
munāfiqūn in the Koran and tradition are by no means feigned in the sense of the word,
rather they demonstrated at every possible occasion that their hearts had not yet been totally
won over since they had accepted Islam less for reasons of conviction but were obliged by
circumstances.
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they were originally connected with the preceding verses. Still, this term is
likely to have been inserted into verse 43 only accidentally from those two
passages, here to take the place of the older term jaḥīm,56 since the context
requires a rhyme with īm.

Sūra 111 is considered by all to be one of the earliest revelations. There[i/89]
is general agreement on the broad outline of the circumstances of its rev-
elation: after much hesitation, Muḥammad finally summoned his men,
or, according to a more likely account, his clan, the Banū Hāshim,57 and
demanded their acceptance of God. But his uncle, ʿAbd al-ʿUzzā IBN ʿABD
AL-MUṬṬALIB, called Abū Lahab, said: انتوعداذهلٔااّبت , “Go to the hang-
man! Is this why you called us?”58 Upon hearing these words from a highly
respected man of the family—which were likely not meant as maliciously
as they sounded59—the assembly dispersed, as Muḥammad’s address did
not make sense to them. The Prophet then cursed Abū Lahab and his entire
clan with the words of sūra 111, making himself their most dangerous antag-
onist.

At the same time, one should not be overly impressed by the extensive[i/90]
consensus of tradition. The reference to “hands” in the first verse might

56 Next to the very frequent nār (fire) as well as jahannam (hell), jaḥīm is the most
frequently used word (26 times) for hell in the Koran. Other equivalents are saʿīr (16 times)
and laẓā ( ىظل once).

57 We have many different accounts regarding the meeting itself and the other details.
Some of them are wonderfully embellished, others fabricated in favour of ʿAlī, who, at that
time, was still very young. Cf. Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr] ed. Sachau: Biographie Muham-
mads bis zur Flucht, vol. 1, part 1, pp. 42sq. and 132sqq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1170; al-Ṭabarī,
transl. Zotenberg, vol. 2, p. 405; al-Bukhārī in Kitāb al-Tafsīr; al-Bayḍāwī, al-Zamakhsharī
on sūra 111; Muslim al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 185 (Kitāb al-Īmān §77); al-Tirmidhī, Kitāb al-
Tafsīr; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb al-Indhār, fasl 1, §2, Bāb al-Mabʿath, faṣl 1, §9; al-
Wāḥidī on sūra 111; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 26:214; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 19, p. 67, v. 30,
p. 190sq. These accounts are confusing in al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 26:214, etc. See also Weil,
Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 53; Caussin de Perceval, Essai, vol. 1, p. 316sq.; Sprenger, Life,
p. 177sq., Sprenger, Leben, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 526. Both Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 113sq.,
and Leone Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 239sq., have well-founded doubts about the reliability of
these accounts.

58 Some sources add اًعیمج .
59 The general view which holds that Abū Lahab’s words constitute a curse is not true.

We here have the exclamation of a man who is angry because he had been summoned to a
great and importantmeeting andwhohears nothing but nonsense. There is basically nothing
bad about this and can be compared to the easily uttered words ٔاال , to hell with you,
Goddamn, etc. For example, in Abū l-Faraj al-Iṣbahānī, al-Aghānī, vol. 16, p. 159, it says the
poet Aḍbaṭ b. Qurayʿ [Sezgin, GAS vol. 2, p. 191] once called his countrymen together to tell
them a bad joke, انتوعداذهلٔاابتاولاقونوكحضیاوفرصناف . In this case it is only annoying jesting.
It is quite another story when, after having been deeply injured by his uncle, the Prophet
shouts: ّبتوبهليبٔاادیّتبت .
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suggest an assault upon the Prophet. The description that Abū Lahab had
thrown stones at his nephew during the afore-mentioned meeting is men-
tioned only in late writings (al-Bayḍāwī, al-Nasafī). Other traditions, accord-
ing to which Abū Lahab threw dung or carrion in front of the Prophet’s door
(Ibn Hishām, p. 276sq., Ibn Saʿd, Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p.
١٣٤sq.), do not refer to our sūra, whereas Ibn Hishām, p. 233, and all Com-
mentators construe a connection with a similar action by his wife, referring
to verses four and five. A lesser number of traditions60 connect the sūra with
other events, which are no less reliable. The impression remains that even at
a very early period there exsisted no reliable tradition and that all we have is
speculation on the part of the exegetes. Another noteworthy aspect of this
sūra is that only one other sūra, 33:37, similarly mentions a contemporary
by name.61

Sūra 106 admonishes the Quraysh to thank the God of the Kaʿba, اذهّبر [i/91]
تیبلا ,62 for being able to send out two caravans annually—the source of

prosperity for the trading community.63 The sympathetic mood expressed
here indicates that the sūra originates from before the conflict with the
Quraysh.64 There is no mention of the Kaʿba in any other later Meccan sūra.

For lack of a historical guide to the remaining sūras of the first period, the
chronological order must be abandoned outright. We therefore will aim for
a topical arrangement, although when arranging the individual classes we
intend to use the gradual development of style and thought as a guidleline
as far as possible.

60 IbnHishām, p. 231 connects the sūrawith an event of the lateMeccan period. Al-Azraqī
(p. 81sq.) and al-Wāqidī (ed. Wellhausen, p. 351) even date Abū Lahab’s curse to year 8ah,
when after the conquest of Mecca this uncle of the Prophet, after the destruction of the
idols of al-ʿUzzāʾ and al-Lāt respectively, promised to take care of the goddesses. Abū Lahab,
however, had been long dead by that time. Al-Ṭabarī in hisTafsīr (juzʾ/vol. 30, p. 191)mentions
yet another reason but without supplying a date.

61 Amore detailed study in our chapter “The collecting and editing of the Koran.”
62 This contradicts Muir’s view (Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 140 and 154sq.) that before the

revelation of sūra 53 Muḥammad rejected “the existing Qurayshite worship as a whole by
reason of its idolatry and corruption.”

63 “That the Quraysh put together the winter and the summer caravans, and may they
continue to do so.” This is howSprenger finishes the explanation as presented in his “Muḥam-
mad’s Zusammenkunft mit dem Einsiedler Bahyrāʾ” [Muḥammad’s encounter with the her-
mit] at the same time completely misunderstanding the Hebrew term ףולא . Like so many
stories in honour of Muḥammad’s own clan of Hāshim it is certainly not true that these
two caravans were first organized not until Hāshim. Even Ibn Hishām, p. 87, l 12, adds to
the account his critical words نومعزیف . The verses quoted in its support are false.

64 Cf. Leone Caetani, Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, §234, n. 2.
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Of the various sūras that primarily serve to attack enemies, sūra 108 is[i/92]
likely to be among the earliest. In this sūra, God comforts the Prophet after
suffering abuse. The target is inmost cases al-ʿĀṣ b. al-Wāʾil,65 less frequently
it is ʿUqba b.Muʿayṭ66 or Kaʿb b. al-Ashraf [d. 3/625].67 Theywere supposed to
have reproached him for being a “tailless”man, i.e. amanwithout sons.68But
God says that He has given him plenty69 of goods. The view held by a few
writers, who consider this sūra to be Medinan,70 and who think this refers
to the death of his son Ibrāhīm (Ibn Muḥammad),71 does not warrant a
serious refutation. As a matter of fact, the general expression, “he that hates
you” [ كئناش ], might not even refer to any particular person but rather to
an entire group of adversaries, an interpretation which, following older
exegetes, already al-Ṭabarī (Tafsīr, vol. 30, p. 186) is inclined to suspect. Like
the other sūras (48, 71, 97, and 108) beginning with innā ( �ّ�ٕا = verily, we), this
one, too, might have lost its original beginning.

Sūra 104, which, according to Hibat Allāh b. Salāma,72 some writers con-[i/93]
sider to be of Medinan origin, attacks rich and arrogant men.

Sūra 107, verse 4 (cf. 104:1), also hurls woe “unto those that pray and
refuse charity.” As these words somehow seem to fit the Hypocrites in Med-

65 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 261; Ibn Qutayba, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 145; al-Masʿūdī, part 5, p. 61;
[ʿIzz al-Dīn] Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 2, p. 54; al-Wāḥidī, and the Commentators;
Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 2, p. 4; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 89,
col. 1.

66 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, loc. cit., vol. 30, p. 186; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 531, col. 1.
67 al-Ṭabarī, ibid.; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 577, col. 1.
68 It is known that for times immemorial the greatest blessing for Semites is many sons,

resulting in power, honour, and wealth, cf. Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode (1892), p. 29
sqq.; G. Freytag, Einleitung in das Studium der arabischen Sprache (1861), p. 210.

69 رثوك is actually an adjective meaning “much, plentiful, abundant” cf. the examples in
Ibn Hishām, p. 261; from there it is the “enormous dust” (Dīwān der Huḏailiten, 92, verse 44);
thus in this case “the abundance, the mass.” The corresponding verb is رثوكت “to be of large
quantity,” e.g., dust (cf Abū Tammām,Ḥamāsa, 106 verse 5). Already in Ibn Hishām, p. 261sq.,
there is an old, yet inaccurate, explanation that Kawthar is the name of a river in Par-
adise.

70 Like ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-KHĀZIN AL-BAGHDĀDĪ, Tafsīr al-Khāzin al-
musammā Lubāb al-taʾwīl fī maʿānī l-tanzīl) says according to the tradition of Ḥasan (al-Baṣrī
[EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol 1, pp. 591–594]); ʿIkrima, and Qatāda; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 30; Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 135.

71 Cf. al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, where also another tradition is mentioned, according to
which the sūra was revealed on the day of al-Ḥudaybiyya; so also al-Itqān, p. 45.

72 Apart from this sūra there are many others which, according to [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar
b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ] (Leiden, Cod. 674, Warner) all (old exegetes, like the
students of Ibn ʿAbbās, etc.) consider to be of Meccan origin, while some others consider
them to be from Medina, e.g. sūras 25, 53, 57, 67, 80, 87, 89, 90, 92, 102, and 110. [Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 47; vol. 9, p. 183.]
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ina, some exegetes hold that all of this sūra,73 or at least verses 4 to 7,74 are of
Medinan origin.

According to a single proponent, sūra 102 refers to the Jews of Medina.75
Sūra 105 is probably to demonstrate with an example from history—and

particularly fromMecca’s own history—how God punishes their like.76
Sūra 92, like so many others, was, according to some authors, revealed

totally or partially only after the hijra.77
Already sūra 90 seems to be somewhat later. The isolated view that it is of [i/94]

Medinan origin was recognized as false already by al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 29.
No less erroneous is the view of writers who accept as Meccan only the first
four or the first two verses, in which they identify a reference to Mecca.78

Comments on Sūras 94, 93, 97, 86, 91, 80, 68,
87, 95, 103, 85, 73, 101, 99, 82, 81, 53, 84, 100, 79, 77,

78, 88, 89, 75, 83, 69, 51, 52, 56, 70, 55, 112, 109, 113, 114

The following sūras are of miscellaneous content and do not, according
to general consesus, have as their primary purpose either fighting against
adversaries or describing eschatology.

73 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; (according to Ibn ʿAbbās,
al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, and Qatāda). al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī, al-Itqān.

74 Hibāt Allāh b. Salāma, al-Itqān, p. 37 (not exact), and [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥam-
mad [IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ]. These two sūras, too, are allegedly addressed to particular persons:
First.—Sūra 104, to Akhnas b. Sharīq [EI2] (Hibat Allāh [IBN SALĀMA], al-Zamakhsharī, al-
Ṭabarī, Tafsīr), Umayya b. Khalaf [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 460sqq.]; (al-Zamakhsharī);
Walīd b. al-Mughīra [EI2]; (al-Zamakhsharī, Naysābūrī al-Qummī in the margin of al-Ṭabarī,
juzʾ 30 (Gharāʾib al-Qurʾān wa-raghāʾib al-furqān), p. 161), to Jamīl b. ʿĀmir (al-Ṭabarī.) Sec-
ond.—Sūra 107 to ʿĀṣ b. Wāʾil (Hibat Allāh [IBN SALĀMA], al-Wāḥidī, al-Naysābūrī al-
Qummī), Abū Sufyān b. Ḥarb (Ibn Umayya), [EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 108sqq.; Sez-
gin,GAS, vol. 2, p. 283] (al-Wāḥidī, al-Naysābūrī al-Qummī),Walīd b. al-Mughīra andAbū Jahl
(al-Naysābūrī al-Qummī [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 73, col. 1]). All this is, of course,
pure fabrication.

75 Cf. al-Bayḍāwī, al-Wāḥidī, and al-Itqān, p. 30, which is in accordance with this view.
76 Reference is to the familiar expedition against the sacred territory of Mecca, in the

course of which the Abyssinian armywas destroyed, apparently by plague. It is likely that the
lore of the Meccans had already embellished this event. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 29sqq., al-Azraqī,
p. 86sq., Dīwān der Huḏailiten, p. 112sqq., al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 935sqq., al-Masʿūdī, Prairies
d’or, vol. 3, 158sqq., and the Commentators. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 10, Caussin de
Perceval, vol. 1, 279, Sprenger, Life of Moẖammad, p. 35, Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre, 2nd
ed., vol. 1, 461, F. Buhl, loc. cit., p. 21, Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 143sqq. A discussion of all the
relevant problems to be found in Th. Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser, pp. 204–208.

77 For example, al-Itqān, p. 29, etc.
78 al-Itqān, p. 37. The phrase ةبقعلاامكاردٔاامو alone guarantees verse 12 and its context its

Meccan origin.
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In sūra 94,79 as well as the apparently somewhat later sūra 93, God pur-
poses to console Muḥammad for his current situation by reminding him
that He even earlier saved him from calamity. In those days when there
were but few people who believed in him—nearly all of the lower strata
of society—and there was little hope of succeeding with his message, there
must have been ample opportunities for such a consolation by Allāh. Con-
sequently, these sūras do not need to be the result of any particular incident.
Even if this were the case, however, it would still be highly unlikely that any
such report, alone among so many similar reports,80 was properly transmit-
ted to posterity.

Sūra 97 concerns “theNight of Power,”81 inwhich “the angels and the Spirit
descend” upon the earth82 with the revelation. Because of reference to a
tradition retold in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 29, it is falsely held to be ofMedinan
origin.83 The wording of the first verse makes it likely that the real opening
of this sūra has been lost.84

In sūra 86 the first three verses seem to indicate that it was revealed at[i/95]
night under the impression of a glowing star.85

In sūra 91, which opens with an disproportionately large number of
solemn conjurations (verses 1 to 8), the Prophet demonstrated to his con-
temporaries the sin of the ancient Thamūdites who had accused a messen-

79 From an inaccurate literal rendering of sūra 94:1 combined with the tradition of
Muḥammad’s epileptic fits in his childhood developed the miserable myth which we find in
IbnHishām, p. 105sq.; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, [al-Ṭabaqāt] vol. 1, part 1: BiographieMuhammads
bus zur Flucht, p. 74sq.; al-Bukhārī in bāb al-miʿrāj, and other sources; Muslim, kitāb al-īmān,
§72 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 60sqq.); al-Ṭabarī, transl. Zotenberg, vol. 2, p. 241sq.; al-Masʿūdī,
vol. 4, p. 131; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, p. 516 (524 bāb ʿalamāt al-nubuwwa beginning), etc.
Cf.Weil,Das LebenMohammeds, note 11 [sic]; Sprenger, Life, p. 78, Leben, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 168;
Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 1, p. 21, etc. Other writers establish a relation between the story of
the opening of his chest and his midnight journey to the seven heavens (see the quotations
on sūra 17.)

80 Cf. the Commentators; al-Bukhārī,Kitāb al-kusūf, abwāb al-taqsīr, §24, faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān
§1; Muslim, Kitāb al-jihād, §24 (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 439sq.); al-Waḥidī.

81 See above, p. 47.
82 This is the first sūra in which the root لزن is used with reference to the revelation of the

Koran.
83 al-Bayḍāwī. [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ] (Leiden Cod.

674, Warner); ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN), vol. 4, p. 464; and
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 56, with reference to the commentary of al-Nasafī from al-Wāqidī, it is
held to be the earliest of the Medinan sūras. Hibat Allāh b. Salāma not even once mentions
that some writers hold it for a Meccan sūra.

84 See above, p. 76sq., on sūra 108.
85 According to al-Wāḥidī these words were revealed while Abū Ṭālib IBN ʿABD AL-

MUṬṬALIB was having a meal and was frightened by a shooting star. The three verses, how-
ever, only fit a planet or at least a large fixed star.
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ger of Allāh of deceit and killed him but were in turn punished by annihila-
tion.Muḥammadoften referred to this story86 later on (altogether twenty-six
times in the Koran).

In sūra 80, “God reprimands the Prophet for turning away from Ibn Umm
Maktūm, a poor blind man87 who was anxious for instruction, whilst he
was engaged in conversation with al-Walīd b. al-Mughīra, one of the chiefs
of Makkah” [Sprenger].88 Muḥammad reproaches himself for his failure in
having unduly favoured themighty of his town. It is a surprise and also char-
acteristic of the most humane of all the revealed religions that these words
found theirway into theKoran.HibatAllāhb. Salāmaal-Baghdādī is the only
writer tomention that there is no agreement as to theplace of this revelation
( اهيففلتخم ). AugustMüller89 sees in verse eleven “the beginning of a new frag-
ment, probably of some later years,” whereas David H. Müller90 holds that
the second part, which “apparently is not at all related to the other part,”
begins only with verse sixteen.

Sūra 68 is held by some to be the earliest sūra91 or, in any case, the second [i/96]
earliest, following immediately upon sūra 96.92 Peoplemost probably linked
the initialwordsof the sūra, ملقلاو , to theopeningof sūra 96, andconsequently
also construed a chronological relation. Of course, verses that polemicize
directly against the enemies of the faith can by no means be that old. Yet
verse 17sqq., of which vv. 17 to 33 and vv. 48 to 60 are sometimes considered
to be of Medinan origin,93 were apparently added to the older sūra only in
the second period.94

86 al-Bukhārī and al-Tirmidhī (in Kitāb al-Tafsīr) relate a funny episode regarding this
matter.

87 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 320, 470, 493, 494.
88 Usually—(al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 70sq.; Ibn Hishām, p. 240; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, Biographien

derMuhāgirūn (vol. 4, part 1), p. 153; al-Tirmidhī,Kitābal-Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; IbnḤajar al-ʿAsqa-
lānī, vol. 2, p. 1245; the Commentators; Sprenger, Life, p. 186; Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre,
vol. 2, p. 317; Muir, vol. 2, p. 128; Caetani, Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, p. 297)—the man is called
[ʿAbd Allāh] Ibn Umm Maktūm [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopeadia, p. 320sqq.] but this person
must serve everywhere as the representative of the blind. In this case, you expect aman from
the lower strata of society while the other one belonged to the Quraysh clan of ʿĀmir b. Luʾay,
and his mother even originating from the Makhzūm clan, of equal importance as the ʿAbd
Shams. Cf. about him Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, loc. cit., and ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-
ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 4, p. 127.

89 Der Koran, translated by Friedrich Rückert, ed. by August Müller (1888), p. 545.
90 Die Propheten in ihrer ursprünglichen Form, p. 57.
91 Hibat Allāh [Ibn al-Salāma al-Baghdādī.]
92 See above, the chronological arrangement on p. 43sqq.
93 Leiden, Cod. 674; al-Itqān, p. 36.
94 One ought to note, for example, the greater length of most of the verses as well as some
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Sūra 87 is yet another example of the careless interpretations and con- [i/97]
clusions of some of the ancient exegetes. The invitation to praise God (87:1
and cf. 87:15) was taken to refer to the five daily prayers instituted not long
before the hijra, and the sūra was taken to beMedinan without hesitation.95

They reached the same conclusion about both sūra 95, in the third verse
of which there is a clear reference to the sacred territory of Mecca, and sūra
103, which might possibly be a mere fragment.96 These two sūras are likely
to have come to us in a revised version. It seems to me that 95:6 was added
later, since it is disproportionately long, its content excessively weakens the
impression of the context, and the phrase تاحلاصلااولمعواونٓمانیا was not
common until the late Meccan period. The first and the third argument
apply also to the current form of 103:3.

Sūra 85 warns the believers of the example of the pious people who
long ago were tortured and killed by accursed97 men.98 Verses 8 to 11 were
probably added later, possibly by Muḥammad himself. They differ from the
other related verses in terms of their greater length, long-winded diction,
and slightly different rhyme.99

unusual expressions not used in the first period like اّنبرناحبـس verse 28, ّكبرمكحلربصاف verse 48;
cf. generally, below on sūra 52. H. Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 60, “Somewhat later but still
of a very early period are vv. 34 to 52 with an allusion to Jonah, ‘the man of the fish’.”

95 Leiden Cod.Warner 674; al-Bayḍāwī.
96 Leiden Cod. Warner 674; Hibat Allāh b. al-Salāma.
97 Naturally, this alone is meant by َلِتُق as some of the exegetes realized.
98 Generally, these are held to be the Christian martyrs of Dhū Nuwās [EQ; EI2,] king of

the Jews in Najrān. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 20 and 24; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 925; the Commentators;
Sprenger, Life, p. 36sq., Sprenger, Leben und Lehre, vol. 1, p. 464sqq.; Muir, Life of Mahomet,
vol. 2, p. 146. There is something to this; the event of October 523 created a great uproar
wherever it becameknown. Themost reliable source, the letter of Simeonof BēthArshām (cf.
Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber, p. 185sq.) relates that at that time the church was
put on fire, killing everybody who had there taken refuge, priests as well as ordinary church
members (Anecdota Syriaca, vol. 3, p. 236, l 12sqq.). All who did not renounce their faith
died by the sword. The letter knows nothing of an actual stake or ditches. Later writers only
(cf. W. Fell, “Die Christenverfolgungen in Südarabien,” pp. 8 and 32) report of fiery ditches,
which, according to Fr. Praetorius ZDMG, 23 (1869), p. 625 [wrong; this reference is not to
Praetorius but to M. Grünberg, “Nachträge zu den Bemerkungen über die Samaritaner”])
can only have been inferred from our sūra. In such circumstances see A. Geiger’s conjecture
(loc. cit., p. 192) that those verses might refer to the three men in the “burning fiery furnace”
(Daniel, 4), cf. O. Loth, “Tabari’s Korankommentar”, p. 621. This explanation is also to be
found in Muslim commentaries to the Koran, among others by al-Ṭabarī in his Tafsīr, s.v.
(cf. O. Loth, loc. cit., p. 610), and by al-Baghāwī ( نبانعّيفوعلاةیاورهذهوهباحصٔاولاینادّهنٔانومعزیو

ساّبع ). Of course, Geiger’s reasoning is without foundation, claiming thatMuḥammad—who
at that time can hardly have had even an inkling of the discrepancy between his doctrine and
Christianity—could not have called Christians believers.

99 In other cases all verses rhyme with īd or ūd, only verses 20 (īt) and 22 (ūz) differing
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Sūra 73, as mentioned above,100 is occasionally held to be one of the earli-[i/98]
est sūras because of the similarity of its beginning to that of sūra 74.101Equally
off the mark are those who, when explaining its origin, mention ʿĀʾisha,
whomMuḥammaddid notmarry untilmuch later.102Verse 20 is so obviously
of Medinan origin that this could not possibly have escaped Muslims.103 Of
courseWeil also realized this.104 The versemust belong to a timewhen fight-
ing with the disbelievers had already started. As its content is similar to that
of the first verse—cf. particularly verses two and three—we must assume
that either Muḥammad himself or one of the Companions must have pur-
posely attached it to the other sūras. For unknown reasons verse 20 is also
held by some105 to be Medinan.

The remainder, and greater portion, of the revelations of this period deal
with the enormous upheavals of nature that will accompany the advent
of the Final Judgement, or describe the joys of heaven and the horrors
of hell with dazzling colours. There are no more grandiose sūras in all of
the Koran, and none in which the emotional excitement of the Prophet
appears in fuller force. It is as if one’s very eyes see how the earth splits
asunder, mountains scatter, and stars are thrown about. Another group of
sūras, whose descriptions are more serene and prosaic, must on the whole
be attributed to a later period.

The emotional turmoil appears immediately in the short verses of sūra [i/99]
101. The argument that August Fischer106 advances for an interpolation of
the verses 7 and 8 is inconclusive as far as I am concerned. More easily
accepted—althoughhedoes not even consider this—wouldbe thepossibil-
ity of a lacuna between the verses 6 and 7. But this, too, is both unnecessary
and unlikely.

slightly; but verse 10 rhymes with īq, and verse 11 with īr, a very frequent change of rhyme
later on.

100 The original reference is to Seite i/81, where no sūra is mentioned at all.
101 This must be the reference of al-Baghāwī’s statement regarding verse 1, God addressed

the Prophet before his public preaching ( اسرلاغیلبتلبقولالّؤايف ) with the words لّمزملااّهئا ;
he seems to place even this sūra before sūra 111 as well as other passages that refer to the
public sermon.

102 al-Bayḍāwī.
103 al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān, pp. 20 and36. But one tradition from ʿĀʾishahas this versebe revealed

a whole year after the others. Cf. Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on verse 4; [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b.
Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].

104 Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 56; 2nd ed. p. 65.
105 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 20 and 36. ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-

KHĀZIN), vol. 4, p. 338.
106 Inhis article “EineQoran-Interpolation.” I concurwith Fischer in so far as thepossibility

of interpolations in the Koran must be unconditionally admitted.
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Sūra 99, which impresses with its gradiose, rhetorical and rhythmical
opening, is considered bymany107 to be ofMedinan origin, probably because
verse sevenwas interpreted as dealing withmundane affairs, i.e., the victory
of the Muslims over the pagans.108

Similar to this sūra but embellished with more colourful imagery are
sūras 82 and 81. One would like to connect the latter to sūra 53, which
belongs to the later sūras of the first period, although not to this third
section. Both sūras are related in content, and both deal with the apparition
of the Angel. Sūra 81 mentions only one apparition, whereas sūra 53 is
concerned with two, for the one mentioned at the beginning of this sūra is
identical with the one in sūra 81,109 cf. particularly 53:1 and 81:23. In sūra 53,
however, there is an allusion to yet another apparition, when the Prophet
imagines himself to be in Heaven. Sprenger’s assertion110 that verse 15 is a
later additionwe cannot accept.111Given the connection of these apparitions
with the later dreamof theNight Journey to Jerusalem(sūra 17), aswell as the
influence of Jewish and Christian examples,112 the legend of Muḥammad’s
ascension was not born until some time after his death. In the description
of this matter Muslims like to resort to the words of sūra fifty-three.

When Muḥammad publicly recited sūra 53 and reached the verses 19 to[i/100]
22, where the pagans are asked whether they had ever seen their goddesses,
al-Lāt, al-ʿUzzā, and Manāt, in the same way that he had seen the Angel, it
is reported that either he or Satan imitating the Prophet’s voice said at that
moment: “These are the exalted gharānīq, whose intercession (from God)
can be counted on.”113 The episode is explicable by Muḥammad’s uneasy

107 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b.Muḥammad [IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ]; al-Bayḍāwī, al-Zamakhsharī,
andal-Itqān, pp. 20 and30.HibatAllāh [IbnSalāma]doesnot evenmention that somewriters
hold it to be from the Meccan period. Cf. also the classification of the sūras on p. 39sqq.

108 Cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 30.
109 This apparition is probably to be considered adream; according to sūra 81:15–18 it seems

to me likely that the revelation originated “by the night swarming, by the dawn sighing.”
110 Sprenger, Life, p. 133, note; Leben, vol. 1, p. 307, note;maʾwā (verse 15), Sprenger considers

to be a house outside Mecca near which Muḥammad had the apparition. This idea, which
surprisingly August Müller thought plausible, misled Caetani in his Annali, vol. 1, p. 231, also
to suspect in sidrat al-muntahā (verse 14) a place name near Mecca.

111 Sprenger, Life, p. 123sqq.; Leben, vol. 1, p. 306sqq.
112 I point out the familiar celestrial journey of the Ecstatics, for example, Isaiah (ascensio

Jesaiae). Further, see below on sūra 17.
113 A quite common version of these words runs as follows:

*ىَجتُرتلّنهتاَعَفَشّنٕاو*ىلعلاقینارغلات*
Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, p. 137, l 11; Majd al-Dīn IBN
AL-ATHĪR, Nihāya, vol. 2, p. 58; al-Wāḥidī, Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī,
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mood when looking for a compromise with the old belief by recognizing
those goddesses as Allāh’s subservient, benevolent beings.

BothMuir114 and Sprenger115 affirm the reality of this event, recognizing in [i/101]
it a welcome motive to denounce the Prophet once more as an impostor.
On the other hand, Leone Caetani,116 the most recent of Muḥammad’s biog-
raphers, tries to prove that this is a later fabrication. Hismain arguments are
as follows: (1) The isnād of this tradition is unreliable. (2) It is doubtful that
the Quraysh—who only a short time previously had obliged the Muslims
to emigrate to Abyssinia, and who persecuted everyone who recited only a
few verses of the Koran—quietly listened to an entire sūra and then prayed
together withMuḥammad. (3) Other compromises with the pagan cult, e.g.,
the incorporation of the Kaʿba into Islam, demonstrate an entirely different
tactic. (4) Such a gross error as the admittance of the three pagan goddesses
into the Islamic cult would have destroyed the Prophet’s entire early life’s
work.

and al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 22:51; Hibat Allāh [Ibn Salāma] on sūra 20:113. Al-Jurjānī in the recen-
sion of al-Tirmidhī, preface, p. 3, and al-Damīrī, s.v., قینرغ . The most common variants are
as follows for ت : اّهنٕا , al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1193, l 6, p. 1194, l 1; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on sūra
22:51 (Cairo edition, vol. 17, p. 119sqq.) no. 3; ّنّهنٕاف , Yāqūt, Geographisches Wörterbuch, vol. 3,
p. 665, l 20; ةقنارغلا , al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1195, l 8; codices al-Bayḍāwī, and M. [not listed
among Nöldeke-Schwally’s abbreviations], al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, loc. cit., no. 1; al-Zamakhsharī on
sūra 22:51.—For ّنٕاو : ,و al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, no. 4; Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) on sūra 22:51; Abū l-
Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 17:75; اهنم , al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, no. 6; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs,
vol. 1, p. 289; ّنهل , Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 22:51.— ةعافشلا , al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, no. 6; al-
Diyārbakrī,Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 289; اهنمةعافشلا , Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 22:51;

ةعافش , Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 22:51.—For ىجترتل : رتل , al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1,
p. 1195, l 8; al-Ḥalabī, al-Ḥalabiyya, vol. 2, p. 4; ىجترت , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) on sūra 22:51,
and Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, loc. cit.; رت , al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1192, l 14 codices al-
Bayḍāwī, and M. [abbreviation not identified]; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, nos. 1 and 4; ىضترت , al-Ṭabarī,
Annales, vol. 1, p. 1192, l 14, p. 1193, l 6, p. 1194, l 1; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, nos. 2 and 3.—Regarding
the word قینارغلا which is used for a variety of birds, and in the Dīwān der Huḏailiten, no. 157, l
2, edited by Wellhausen, for water-birds, cf. the dictionaries of Majd al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR
(Nihāya), and al-Damīrī (al-Ḥayawān), s.v. Regarding قینارغ and قنارغ with the meaning of
“tender young men” and “refined people” cf. Abū Tammām, Ḥamāsa, pp. 608 and 607; Abū
Zayd, al-Nawādir [fī l-lugha], p. 44, l 18, p. 45, l 7; other passages in J. Wellhausen, Reste ara-
bischen Heidentums, 1st ed., p. 30, 2nd ed., p. 34. It remains to be seen how these meanings
can be reconciled with each other, and how the word in that remark of the Prophet is to be
understood—in this case its common translation is “swan.” Incidentally, there are frequent
allusions to this event without specifically mentioning these words; e.g. in al-Bukhārī. Cf.
also Weil, n. 64 [sic—incomplete]; Sprenger, Life, p. 184sq., and Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 2,
pp. 150–151.

114 Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 149sqq.
115 Das Leben und und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 16sqq.; also H. Grimme, Mohammed, vol. 2,

p. 16sqq., and Frants Buhl,Muhammeds Liv, p. 180sq., but without any arrière pensée.
116 Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, p. 278sqq.
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There are several objections to these contentions. The evidence of the [i/102]
above-mentioned isnād was suspicious even to scholars of the fifth to the
seventh centuries. Apart from the fact that in the final analysis they were
guided by dogmatic considerations, their criticism of ḥadīth cannot really
be taken seriously. In particular Goldziher117 has shown that the literature is
full of fictitious traditions despite the fact that their isnāds are formally quite
sound. Caetani’s contention in the second argument is correct but this does
not mean that the claim is improper per se. No matter how many fictitious
details a tradition might contain, it might still be based on a historical core.
Caetani’s last two arguments are also not convincing. The remark about the
gharānīq does not attempt to equalize the pagan goddesses with the One
Allāh but rather considers them subordinate beings with only the privilege
of intercession. Moreover, the central theme of Muḥammad’s sermon was
resurrection and Final Judgement rather than rigid monotheism.118 In the
same way he initially also did not assail the Christians despite the resem-
blance of their doctrine of the Trinity to polytheism. It is even more serious
that Caetani cannot explain the origin of the ostensibly false tradition. It
goes without saying thatMuslims did not fabricate a story that depicts their
Prophet in such an unfavourable light.119 But if—as some Muslim theolo-
gians have it—heretics concocted this, it simply would not have penetrated
orthodox tradition. There is consequently no way out of the dilemma but to
accept the event in its basic outline as a historical fact.

Many traditions associate the foregoing with the return of some Mus-[i/103]
lims who had taken part in the well-known emigration to Abyssinia. Upon
their arrival at Mecca they are supposed to have learned that Muḥammad’s
remark regarding “the sublime gharānīq” had in the meantime resulted in
the conversion of many pagans. If the connection of the two events, as well
as their dating to the months of Ramaḍān and Shawwāl of the fifth year
of the prophetic commission, as Ibn Saʿd alone contends,120 were correct,
it can only follow that the two verses originated at that time. By the same
token, although they both correspond well to the other verses in terms of
length and rhyme, we have no guarantee that they might not have been

117 Muslim studies, vol. 2. See now also Sezgin, “Goldziher and hadith.”
118 Regarding this important aspect of the Koranic theology see in particular Snouck

Hurgronje, “de Islam,” tweede deel, pp. 259sq. and 455sq., derde deel, p. 109; and also his
review “Une nouvelle biographie de Mohammed,” by H. Grimme, pp. 63 and 150.

119 Cf. now also Th. Nöldeke’s review, “L. Caetani, Annali dell’islām,” p. 299.
120 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht, vol. 1, part 1, p. ۱۳۸, l 12.
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introduced into a previously revealed sūra. Verse 23, as well as 26 to 33, are
undoubtedly somewhat later than the rest of the sūra, yet they neverthless
refer to the verses that Muḥammad dismissed and declared to be the work
of Satan when he recovered his senses. Verses 58sqq. make up a unique,
independent segment with different rhymes. Muir (vol. 2, p. 319) lists the
entire sūra under his fourth stage either because of its greater length or
because of verses inserted later. Some writers hold verse 33121 or verses 34
to 42122 or the entire sūra123 to be of Medinan origin.

The beginning of sūra 84 [“When heaven is rent asunder”] is a continua- [i/104]
tion of sūras 82 (“When heaven is split open”), and 81 [“When the sun shall
be darkened”]. Verse 25 [“theirs shall be awage unfailing” and identical with
95:6] is probably secondary, for the reason stated above on page 70.

Sūra 100 some writers124 falsely consider Medinan, thinking that the first
verses refer to the riding mounts125 used by Muḥammad in campaigns.

Sūra 79 consists of three parts: verses 1 to 14, 15 to 26, and 27 to 46. The
third group of these is probably somewhat later, a fact that, in addition to
the slightly greater length of the sūra, apparently promptedMuir to include
the entire sūra in the following stage of his list of sūras.

According to one tradition,126 sūra 77 was revealed when Muḥammad
once found himself with several companions in a cave near Minā. Verse 48
is inappropriately considered by some writers to refer to the tribe of Thaqīf
who during the last years of the Prophet wanted to accept Islam only on
the condition that they be exempted from prayer.127 In addition, the sūra is
noteworthy for the refrain-like repetition128 of the same verse (15, 19, 24, 28,
34, 40, 45, 47, and 49).

Sūra 78:17 already seems to presuppose sūra 77:12sqq. Judging by their
style, verses 37sqq. were probably added only in the second stage.129 Hibat
Allāh [Ibn Salāma’s] strange opinion that the sūra was the very last Meccan

121 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Itqān, p. 36.
122 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 36.
123 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
124 Loc. cit.; al-Wāḥidī; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Itqān, p. 30.
125 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 30; al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī.
126 al-Bukhārī in Kitāb al-tafsīr, s.v., according to ʿAbd Allāh b. Masʿūd; al-Itqān, 45.
127 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 37;

al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
128 Cf. above, p. 33.
129 Flügel has after اًبیرق , verse 40, a hemistich, which is neither in agreement with good

tradition nor with the fact that beginning with verse 6 the rhyme is identical and in the
paenultimate syllable all end with ā.
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sūra revealed, on the day before the emigration toMedina, can be explained
only when verse 17 is considered to be a reference to this event.130

According to Hibat Allāh, sūra 88 is said to originate from the year of the
conquest of Mecca, in 8/629.

Some exegetes hold sūra 89 to be of Medinan origin.131
In sūra 75 we find some verses (16 to 19) that have no connection with the[i/105]

immediate context orwith other verses of this sūra. It cannot be determined
why they ended up in this place.

We also have a great deal of inaccurate information regarding sūra 83.
Since by a stretch of imagination the first verses can somehowbe connected
withMedinan affairs,132 the first six133or the first twenty-eight134or all135 verses
are sometimes held to be of Medinan origin. As we were able to observe
above, p. 48sq., others hold the sūra to be either the last Meccan or the first
Medinan sūra. Finally, both views find their intermediary in a third view,
maintaining that it originated between Mecca and Medina.136

Muir assigns sūra 69 to the following period, probably on account of its
greater length.137

In sūra 51, verses 24sqq. are likely to have been added later.
In sūra 52, which already presents a somewhat broader description of

Paradise, there are verses from stage two: verse 21,138 which does not fit into
the context and is disproportionately long, running three times the length
of the largest of the rest of the verse, and also verse 29sqq. As examples
of the difference of their diction from what is generally prevalent in the
first stage, one can list only the expressions, نعهللاناحبـس and كرش , both
from verse 43 (regarding the recognition of other gods), as well as the
phraseology beginning at verse 48, all of which belong to Muḥammad’s

130 لصفلاموی is the Final Judgement, but لصف also means “to go away, depart,” e.g., in 12:94.
131 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 29.
132 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 28sq.; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
133 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 37.
134 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥam-

mad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN).
135 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 28 n. 55; al-Suyūtī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, according to al-Nasāʾī, Sunan,

and Abū ʿAbd Allāh IBNMĀJAH [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. xxx–xxxii, Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, pp, 147–148], Sunan. Although according to another tradition in ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b.
Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN), verse 13 is held to be Meccan.

136 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 29; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN).
137 The types of rhyme of the sūra are very peculiar. Verses 1 to 29 rhyme with ,ة verses 30

to 32 with ُهو ‒ُ , and verses 33 to 52 mixed rhyme with īm, īn, ūn, īl.
138 Cf. thereon, Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, s.v., and al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, K. al-Īmān

bi-l-qadar, faṣl 3, §5.
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later diction.139 This sūra, which is somewhat longer, Muir reckons among
his fourth stage, probably on account of the later verses.

Sūra 56140 is Medinan according to al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī.141 Others claim this [i/106]
only for the verses 74 to 81142 or solely for verse 81,143 which they apply to the
Hypocrites of Medina. Some others say the same thing of verses 94sqq. or,
finally, also of verses 1 to 3,144 possibly because of the allusion to the Battle
of Badr. This sūra can be considered to be homogeneous, although verse 74
seems to be the beginning of a new section; both sections (verses 73 and 96)
end identically [“Then magnify the Name of thy Lord, the All-mighty”], and
the verses from 87 to the end show a distinct relation to the first part. But
it might just as well be conceivable that we are facing a special revelation
whichMuḥammad composedwith verses 1 to 73 inmind and therefore later
combined the two. In this case verse 96 (= verse 73) would be an editorial
matter.

The opening of sūra 70 seems to be related to that of sūra 56. Perhaps
a disbeliever mockingly asked Muḥammad to comment on those verses
and received a thundering reply in this sūra. The sūra first supplies a more
detailed description of the duties of believers. Weil145 holds that verses three
and fourwere added later. This guessmakes sensebut only for the later verse,
which indeed appears to be a gloss. Verses 30 to 32, and 34 are also found in
sūra 23:5–9. Since verse 34 constitutes an almost literal repetition of verse 23
it could well be regarded as later. In this case, verses 30 to 32 are also likely
borrowed from sūra 23.

Sūra 55, with its almost playful manner, shows itself to be a somewhat
later product, for which reason I previously followed Weil in reckoning it
part of the second period. Most Muslim scholars dismiss146 the opinion that
all of the sūra, or part of it, but in any case verse 29,147 is Medinan. The

139 Cf. above, p. 79sq. on sūra 68:17sqq.
140 The verses 8 to 10 do not seem to have been transmitted intact. Since verse 10, where

analogically to verses 26 and 40 after نوقباسلاو probably ام is missing, can only be the intro-
duction to what follows, you should think that the sābiqūn ought to have been mentioned
once before. In addition, the questions in verses 8 and 9 are here not quite fitting, and might
possibly come here from verses 26 and 40.

141 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
142 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 36 and 44; al-Suyūṭī,Asbāb al-nuzūl; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on v. 81.
143 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 44.
144 Cf. on these different opinions al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 36.
145 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, p. 70, note.
146 Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma;) al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27.
147 Cf. [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Itqān, pp. 27 and 36;

al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
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peculiar style of this sūra, already indicated above (p. 30), is the endless
repetition of the tiresome refrain نّذكتامّكبرءٓالأّيابو [“O which of your Lord’s
bounties will you and you deny?”] It is found from verse 12 to verse 21 in
every third verse, and from there to the end in every second verse, with the
exception of verses 25 to 28, and 43 to 45,148 where, as in the beginning, two
verses come inbetween. It is hard to understandwhy the refrainwasnot also
used in verses 2 to 10. Themoral lesson of verses 7 and 8, it seems, was added
to verse 6 only later. Verse 33 is disproportionately long and lacks rhythmic
elegance, suggesting that probably only the last five words (starting with

اوذفناف ) belong to the original form.
We follow up the discussion of the revelations of the first period with[i/107]

some short sūras that serve as formulas of the creed and magical conjura-
tion. Although it is hardly possible to determine their exact date, since they
are too short and their whole character differs from all the others too much
to give any clue, still they seemmore likely to belong toMuḥammad’s earlier
period than to his later one.

Many scholars assign sūra 112 toMedina because it was thought to be the
Prophet’s reply to its Jewish population regarding the essence ofGod.149Muir
attributed it to the very earliest period, immediately following upon sūra 96.
He probably arrived at this conclusion150 through his erroneous assumption
that Muḥammad must have established a kind of creed immediately after
his prophetic commission.

Sūra 109 contains the answer to the Meccans’ compromise to follow the
Prophet so long as he gave their gods their adequate due.151 It can only

148 This exception would not apply if the verses 43 and 44 of Flügel’s edition of the
Koran were to form a single verse as a sound tradition (Abū Yaḥyā Zakariyyāʾ AL-ANṢĀRĪ,
al-Maqṣad) requires. This would also eliminate the extremely offensive and isolated rhyme
with ūn (verse 43). Apart from this, conspicuous rhymes are only found in verses 16 and 17
(with ʿayn, everywhere else with ān, ār, and ām), which, in addition, also disagree with the
tenor of the surrounding rhymes.

149 Ibn Hishām, p. 400; [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ;] al-
Wāḥidī; Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma); al-Bayḍāwī. In addition we also learn from al-Suyūṭī, al-
Itqān, p. 30, that to this sūra, as well as the first sūra, some scholars attribute a double origin,
both Mecca and Medina.

150 Hirschfeld,New researches, pp. 35, 89, 143, is guided by the same principles and lists the
sūra as the third oldest, immediately following upon sūras 87 and 68. Sprenger, Leben, vol. 2,
p. 33sq., and Grimme, part 2, “Einleitung in den Koran,” p. 26, are more in agreement with
our point of view.

151 Ibn Hishām, p. 239; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1191, and in his Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī; al-Bayḍāwī;Weil,Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 60, 2nd ed., p. 69; Sprenger,
Leben, vol. 2, p. 34sq. We have seen above (in the case of sūra 53, cf. also sūra 106) that
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have been revealed after Muḥammad had quarrelled with his countrymen
for quite some time, as they could not have demanded such conditions
otherwise. Some writers falsely hold the sūra to be Medinan,152 but after the
hijra his reaction to such a proposition153 would have likely been different.

Far more difficult is the classification of sūras 113 and 114, which Muslims [i/108]
call collectively the muʿawwidhatāni. Not even Muir,154 who in other cases
assigns a definite place to every sūra, dares say anything in this respect.
According to a common tradition155 they were revealed to relieve the Mes-
senger of Allāh from the diseasewhich Labīd, theMedinan Jew, had inflicted
on him by a magic spell. One cannot doubt that Muḥammad might have
been susceptible to such outright superstition. In this respect he never
ceased to share the views of his age and people, as proven by the numerous
episodes of credulity recordedbyhis biographers. Thewordingof both sūras,
however, is entirely general and has no specific subject at all. Weil156 differs
with the tradition insofar as he claims that the Prophet used this conjura-
tion only at this time, although orthographically theymust be older. Yet this
view is equally open to criticism, as language and style, ordinarily an excel-
lent aid in dating sūras, are of no use in this instance. Incantations theworld
over have an antiquated diction different from the common usage of the
era and individual. If Muḥammad had composed such an invocation, even
in his later years, it would certainly be far different from the usual style of
the Medinan sūras, resembling more closely the archaic type of the pagan
averruncation formulae.Wemight even go one step further and suspect that
Prophet did not freely invent these sūras at all, instead slightly modifying a

Muḥammad did not always outright reject such proposals. This passage also shows us how
the pagans envisaged a compromise between Muḥammad and their belief. Since they were
already at that time contemplating some kind of monotheism, they merely wanted an
honourable status for their old gods; but althoughMuḥammad at times displayedwillingness
to accept them in his heaven as subordinate beings, his rigid unity of God soon gained the
upper hand.

152 [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; Hibat Allāh.
153 We naturally need not worry too much about the details of form in which Islamic

tradition depicts these proposals of the pagans.
154 The Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 320.
155 al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 30sq.; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, [al-

Ṭabaqāt] vol. 1, iv, p. 5sq.; Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 94. That these sūras are held to
be of Medinan origin by some people is also mentioned by al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī, and
al-Itqān, p. 20sq. That story is related also by al-Bukhārī,K. al-Ṭibb, §7; Muslim,K. al-Ṭibb, §2
(= al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 19); al-Nasaʾī, K. Taḥrīm al-dam, § 19; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát,
bāb al-muʿjizāt, faṣl 1, §24, without mention of these sūras.

156 Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 60 n. 2, 2nd ed., p. 69 n. 3.
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traditional text and presenting it in Islamic garb. The three last verses of the
muʿawwidhatāni—this is more than half of them—indeed display a pagan
mark. The necessity of rewriting might have appeared quite early, since,
while Islam sharedwith paganism the belief inmisanthropic spirits, it could
not beseech help from any god other than the unique Allāh. Furthermore,
if it is true that several sūras referring to conjurations against the power
of Satan (sūras 23:99, 16:100, 41:36 = 7:199) belong to the second and third
Meccanperiods,wemay assumewith a great likelihood themuʿawwidhatāni
areolder. Their positionat the endof theKoran ismost likely due to the same
superstition that promptsMuslims to this very day to begin every recitation
of the Koran with the formula: “I seek refuge in God from the accursed
Satan.”

Similar to the two sūras of conjuration, the first chapter of the Koran is[i/110]
also out of place with the rest. Whereas the former sūras serve to instruct
and admonish, the first sūra contains nothing but enthusiastic glorification
of Allāh, closing with request for “guidance in the straight path.” The partic-
ular Islamic ingredient recedes to such an extent that the prayer would fit
unnoticed into Jewish or Christian devotional literature. It is precisely for
this reason that it is so difficult to determine its age. Given these circum-
stances, it is wrong to consider it to be the earliest sūra,157 or even one of the
earliest,158 merely because of its repute amongMuslims from time immemo-
rial,159 or because of it position in our current Koran. Although the frequent

157 al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, Cairo ed., vol. 1, p. 10. Thus Weil, p. 364, note.
158 al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, loc. cit.; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 54; al-

Wāḥidī, p. 11. Cf. Weil, loc. cit. The strange statement that the Fātiḥa was revealed at Mecca
as well as at Medina (cf. [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-
Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 25 and 124; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs
(Cairo ed., vol. 1, p. 11)) is based on the inaccurate interpretation of mathānī as “repetition.”
Some writers tried to solve this discrepancy by having one part of the sūra be revealed
at Mecca and the other part at Medina, but this explanation is rejected (Abū l-Layth al-
Samarqandī and al-Itqān, p. 25). When a few ancient exegetes hold this sūra to be Medinan
(Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; [Abū l-Qāsim] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-
Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 25) this is unlikely to conform to a tradition, rather it was done
because of the alleged antithesis to Jews and Christians contained in the last verse. Even
early traditions call the former مهيلعبوضغملا and the latter نولاضلا . Al-Kalbī inMs. Sprenger 404
(= Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, vol. 1, no. 732), al-Tirmidhī in the Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Cairo ed., vol. 1,
pp. 60sqq.

159 As the first chapter of the Koran it is called al-Fātiḥa (“the Opening,” actually Fātiḥat
al-Kitāb) and because of its unique content, umm al-kitāb (al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, §9;
al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p 35, etc.). According to an alleged saying of the Prophet, the like
of it is to be found neither in the Torah, the Gospel, the Psalms nor the Koran (al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 36; al-Wāḥidī, p. 12sq., etc.). As a prayer it equals the Christian Lord’s Prayer.
Tradition knows of a saying of the Prophet that there is no valid religious service without
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use of “we”160 would, at least, indicate that Muḥammad already had a small
congregation around him at the time of sūra’s origin, Muir161 still thinks
that the sūra belongs to his first stage, i.e. the period before Muḥammad’s
actual prophetic commission. However, it seems that the sūra originates
from the end of the first period at the earliest, as it contains several remark-
able words and expressions that appear nowhere else in the first period but
frequently162 in the second period. It is not easy to determine the lower limit,
since the literary relation of the first sūra to the parallels mentioned below
in note 162 is by no means clear.

Of course, if these phrases were entirely of Muḥammad’s invention, their [i/111]
original placement would likely not be in a prayer, as a liturgical form with
rigid terminology could not possibly go back to an ecstatic period of reli-
gious foundation grappling not only with theological conceptions but also
with linguistic expression. Nevertheless, as we shall demonstrate below,163

the Fātiḥa (al-Bukhārī,Adhān, §93, cf. §105; al-Tirmidhī, Ṣalāt §63; al-Nasāʾī, Iftitāḥ, §24; Ibn
Mājah, K. al-Ṣalāt, bāb al-iftitaḥ al-qirāʾa). At an early period it was used as a charm (Bukhārī,
Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §9 at the end, Kitāb al-ṭibb, §33, etc.) An equally frequent name of the sūra,
al-Ḥamd (e.g., Ibn al-Nadīm,K. al-Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 26; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 150), has been
taken from the first word.

160 دبعن , نيعتـسن , دها , انیلع twice.
161 Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 59.
162 دمحلا (verse 1) sūras 18:1, 34:1, 35:1, 27:15, 17:111; نيملاعلاّبردمحلا (verse 1) sūras 37:182,

40:67, 39:75, 10:11; ميقتـسمطارص (verse 5) 43:42, 11:59, 7:15, 36:3, 42:52, 37:118. Regardingal-raḥmān
(verse 2) see below, the introduction to the sūras of the secondperiod;al-raḥīm alone is found
in sūra 52:28.

163 (I) دمحلا is the exact equivalent to the Syriac ܐ and ܐܐܬ ,
respectively as well as the New Testament δόξα τω δεω. Next to it we also find ܐܟܐ =
ευλογητος ό δεός, St. Luke 1:68, IICorinthians 1:3, a formula which is used even in the Old
Testament ( ליצהרשא ) הוהיךורב , Exodus 18:10, etc.; Tobith 8:5 and, with a little change, became
prevalent in the Jewish liturgy ( וניהלאי״יהתאךורב ).

(II) نيملاعلاّبر :With this the followingphrases are tobe compared: אמלעארמ , TargumQohel
7:3, 7:13, 9:7; Ruth 4:21; Genesis 9:6 Y[erushalmi]; Genesis 22:1, 22:5, 49:27; Exodus 12:11, 19:17;
Numbers 21:1, 21:14; Palmyrene, de Voguë, no. 73, 1 (Cooke, Textbook, p. 296).—Mandaean

אמלעןוהלוכדןוהיאראמ Sidrāh Rabbā, p. 1, l 21, p. 36, l 1 and 9.— אמלעןוביר , Exodus 23:17,
O.J. [abbreviation not identified] and frequently.— םלועלשונובר , very frequently in the
Midrashim and at the beginning of Jewish prayers.— אמלעלוכןובר , Targum to Mic[a]h. 4:13;
Canticles 1:1.— אימלעלכןוביר , Targum Qohel 8:3; Genesis 18:30sqq.; Numbers 23:19.— ןובר

םימלועה (frequently in the Midrash).—In the Jewish liturgy there is most commonly ךלמ
םלועה (already Jeremiah 10:10; but Targum to Isaiah 6:5; Zechariah 14:16, אימלעךלמ .) In the

NewTestament Apocr. 15:3, βασιλευς των αιώνων (otherMss. εδνων).—Ethiopic: egzīʾa (kuellu)
ʿālamāt (Liber jubilaeorum, ed. A. Dillmann, cap. 31, p. 112, penult.); Enoch, p. 81, l 10, amlāka
ʿālam (ʿālamāt) Liber jubilaeorum, cap. 12, p. 52, p. 52, l 1; amlākōmu laʿālam, Liber jubilaeorum,
cap. 25, p. 93, l 12sq.

(III) ميحرلانمحرلا : That the name نامحرلا was new to the Meccans we can see from sūras
17:110 and 25:61; cf. the commentaries Ibn Hishām, p. 747, l 11, and al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1546,
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the largest part of the sūra, namely the phraseology of the verses 1, 2, 3, and
5, is of Jewish or Christian provenance. In such circumstances the Fātiḥa
mightwell be older than the above-mentionedparallels. Thiswould become

l 9. But it was by no means totally unknown in Arabia. Its occurrence in the poetry of al-
Burayq al-Hudhalī [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 263–264] (Dīwān der Hudhailiten, no. 165, l 6)
and Suwayd b. Abī Kāhil, [d. ca. 65/685; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 165–166] (al-Mufaḍḍaliyyāt,
no. 34, l 60) can be accorded little credence since these men were familiar with Islam; on
the other hand, we might here even have a Muslim correction like in ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-
ATHĪR, al-Kāmil, vol. 1, p. 450, l 2. It is more important that the prophet Musaylima indicates
his god نمحرلا (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1933, l 12 and p. 1937, l 3), and that he himself is even called
“the Raḥmān al-Yamāma” corresponding to his South Arabian rival Aswad, “the Raḥmān of
the Yaman” (al-Balādhurī, p. 105, l 6; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1935, l 14; Ibn Hishām, p. 200, l 3;
al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 1). If this were to be in imitation of Muḥammad, it would be diffi-
cult to understand why a name was chosen that is used for Allāh only in the middle Meccan
period. We are fortunate to have six Sabaean inscriptions, authentic pre-Islamic documents,
mentioning raḥmān. (Mordtmann and Müller, “Sabäische Denkmäler”, no. 43, l 2, p. 96sq.;
F. Fresnel, Sabäische Inschriften, in Denkschrift d. Wiener Akad. d. W., v. 33, p. 3, l 3; J. Halévy,
Sabäische Inschriften, p. 63, l 7; D.H. Müller, “Himjarische St.,” ZDMG, 671–708; Mordtmann
& Müller, “Monotheist. sabäische Inschrift,” WZKM, 285–292; Ed. Glaser, “Zwei Inschriften,”
p. 618.) This consonantal form, ןנמחר , common to both texts, is usually considered a plural.
But from Ed. Glaser, loc. cit., p. 554, by comparing l. 32 and l. 81sq. ןימעלעבןהלאאדרורצנב

ןצראו it is evident that here as well as in other passages we are dealing with a singular. This
linguistic use cannot possibly have developed spontaneously, rather it must be based on bor-
rowing. Now, raḥmān is extremely rare in Christian Aramaic, e.g., in Ephrem (see P. Smith,
s.v.), and in Christian-Palestinian Aramaic. Peshitta interprets Old Testament םוחר as well as
οιχτίρμων and ελεήμων by  . On the other hand, inHebrew literature, startingwith the
Targums, ןמחר was so popular that, for example, in both Talmuds it became a common name
of God. The ancient Arab lexicographers like al-Mubarrad and (Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā) THAʿLAB,
[EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 140–142,] claiming its Hebrew origin ( ةمجعملاءاخلصٔاوّيناربع al-
Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 321; Lisān al-ʿArab, vol. 15, p. 122), thus seem likely to be quite correct. In
the final analysis raḥmānā seems to be the Syriac equivalent of the Assyrian rēmēnu; as an
epithet of various deities the word appears in the Palmyrene inscriptions of the first, second,
and third centuries (cf. Cooke, Textbook of North-Semitic inscriptions, pp. 295, 300, and 301).

Although ميحر is a truly Arabic form, its specific meaning of “compassionate” is based in
this form and all the others of this root on the assimilation of the North Semitic linguistic
usage.Muḥammadhimselfmight have still used it with themeaning of “amiable, kind” as it is
rendered by φιλάνδρωπος in the bilingual Heidelberg papyrus no. 21 (Papyri Schott-Reinhard,
vol. 1, edited and explained by C.H. Becker, Heidelberg, 1906, p. 103). On the other hand, the
close connectionof the twoexpressionsmakes it probable that the adjective raḥīmwasadded
to the noun raḥmān merely to intensify the noun. Apart from the basmala and sūra 1:2 the
connection al-raḥmān al-raḥīm is found only in some sūras of the second and third Meccan
period (2:158, 27:30, 41:1) as well as once in a Medinan passage (29:22.)

(IV) نیامویم : ἡμέρα χρίσεως already Judith 16:17;Testamentaxii Patriarch. in Levi [sic] at
the beginning, frequently in the New Testament and later Peshitta ܐܟܐ , Ephrem ܡܘ

ܕ ; אבראנידםוי , Targum Qohel. 3:15 and 17, 7:15, 12:14; Job 5:4; in the prayer of Elxai, Epiph.
Haeres. 19:4, cf. M.A. Levy, “Bemerkungen,” p. 712; לודגהןידםוי Mekhiltha on Exodus 6:25.
Ethiopic ʿelata kuenanē ʿabāi, Enoch, c. 16: 1; ʿelata dain, Sive Liber jubilaeorum qui idem a
Graecis, c. 4, p. 18, l 2.
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even more likely if verses 1 to 5 had been available to the Prophet as a defi-
nite entity. However, if he had borrowed only single phrases and then freely
composed a prayer, sūra 1 could also be from a later date.

The mystery of the date of composition would immediately resolve itself [i/114]
if the words of the “seven of themathāni” (sūra 15: 87)164 were indeed to refer
to the first sūra, asmanyMuslim exegetesmaintain.165 But this is very doubt-
ful. The expression “seven of the oft-repeated” includes the presumption
that there had been othermathānī. Muslim tradition, which tacitly replaces
it with يناثملاعبـسلا “the seven mathānī,” cannot be right. As far as the sense
of mathānī is concerned, none of the transmitted meanings, such as “rep-
etitions”166 or “verses,” is sound. In the only other passage of the Koran167 in
whichwe findal-mathānī (39:24), themeaning is alsonot clear.More accept-
able than any of those interpretations I consider A. Geiger’s assertion168 that

I cannot find a reference to the phrase “King of the Day of Judgement” although the
kingdom of the Messiah is quite a common notion not only among Jews (e.g. Targum
Yerushalmi toNumbers 24:7, 17) but also amongChristians (St.Matthew2:2; St.Mark 15:2sqq.;
15:2sqq.; St. John 19:3sqq., etc.).

(V) ميقتـسملاطارصلادها corresponds as far as possible to Psalms 27:11 רוׁשימחראבינחנ . But
this is not to say that Muḥammad can have borrowed these words only from Jews (cf. above,
p. 5).

We cannot say for sure whether the following two verses are the Prophet’s free invention
or only a traditional interpretation, although the somewhat clumsy diction might readily
be explained by the difficulty of translation. Calling the behaviour of the unbelievers “going
astray” as in the last verse of the sūra is exceedingly often to be found in the Koran. ّلض in this
religious meaning corresponds to Aramaic אצ ט and is common in Jewish as well as Christian
literature. In the case of איעט , as time went on, Christians were increasingly thinking of
heretics rather than pagans.

164 “We have given thee seven of the oft-repeated, and the mighty Koran.”
165 al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 28; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tafsīr on sūra 1 and 15:87, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, §9;

al-Tirmidhī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān at the beginning,K. al-Tafsīr on sūra 15:87; al-Nasāʾī,K. al-Iftitāḥ,
§26; al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 124; the Commentators, particularly al-Ṭabarī, and the
dictionaries.

166 Thedesignation “repetitions” is derived fromthe frequentuseof theFātiḥa in the liturgy
of prayer, or from the endless repetition of the sūra headings “In the Name of God”, which,
as we shall see later, many consider to be the first verse of the Fātiḥa; or from the phrase
used twice in this sūra, al-Raḥmān al-Raḥīm. The meaning “verse” (= ةٓیا ) is justified by the
peculiarity of the verses to follow one upon the other ( اًضعبولتیاهضعبواًضعبينثیاهضعبّنٔال ), or that
Allāh thus distinguished Muḥammad from other prophets (cf. above, p. 90, n. 159): ىلاعتهللا

ءایبنٔالارئاسنودمعلصدّمحملاهانثتـسا . Cf. in this context the Commentators, particularly al-Ṭabarī on
sūra 15:87 (vol. 14, pp. 32–38) and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 124, where other strange explanations
are listed. Regarding the identification of Hebrew mishnā and Arabic al-mathnāt in ḥadīth,
cf. Ignaz Goldziher, “Kämpfe und die Stellung des Hadīṯ,” pp. 866sqq.

167 “Allāh has sent down the fairest discourse as a Book, consimilar in its oft-repeated,
whereat shiver the skins of those who fear [their Lord.]”

168 Loc. cit., p. 58, which Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, p. 463, follows and
translatesmathānī by “renewed revelation.”
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it was connected with Hebrew mishnā—it would be more appropriately
called Jewish-Aramaicmathnīthā—“tradition.” This could also be themean-
ing in sūra 15:87.169

Finally, the division of the first sūra into seven verses creates enormous[i/115]
difficulties, since, in order to arrive at this number— مهيلع cannot form the
end of a verse for lack of topical break and rhyme—we are obliged to follow
that type of enumeration according to which the heading نمحرلاهللامسب

ميحرلا is considered to be one of the verses of the sūra.170 Most exegetes,
however, do not reckon this heading to be a verse in other sūras, and the
heading does not represent an integral part of the Fātiḥa, which, by analogy
with Jewish and Christian prayers, begins with the words “Praise be to
God.”171 Therefore, if the first sūra consists of only six verses, the “seven
mathānī” of sūra 15:87 cannot refer to it.

The words of introduction, “in the Name of God,” called by the Arabs[i/116]
tasmiya or, commonly, basmala, can be traced back to the diction of the
Bible.172 When this expression occurs there, of course, it is always combined
with words of action, although phrases such as “to invoke in the Name of
God,” and passages like Colossians 3:17, presuppose—as I pointed out on

169 ThoseMuslim exegetes who, when commenting on sūra 15:87, orientate themselves on
sūra 39:24, apply sabʿan min al-mathānī not to the Fātiḥa but either to all of the Koran—
arguing that its content consists of seven types ( لاثمٔالابرضاورذنٔاوّرشبوََهناَوْرُمءازجاةعبـس

معنلاددعاو , al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr s.v., vol. 14, p. 36, l 9sq.), or that its individual narrations are “oft-
repeated”—or to the seven long sūraswhich to somepeople—probablymost of them—refer
to sūras 2 to 7 and 10, to others, to sūras 2 to 8, and still others, to sūras 2 to 7, with the remark
that the last of the seven were unknown to them. Cf. particularly al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on sūra
15:87, and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 124.

170 Meccan and Kufan readers consider the basmala to be a verse. From among the latter
it is Ḥamza alone, but he does it only in the case of this sūra. Others introduce a caesura
after مهيلع . The division into seven verses is by far the most common but not the only one
as al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī and others maintain. There are still others who reckon only
six verses, by disregarding the basmala in their count, yet they still do not make a break after
مهيلع , or eight verses by reckoning those, and here presuppose an end of the verse, or even nine

verses bymaking a break also after دبعن . Cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 159sq.; ʿUmar b.Muḥammad;
al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Sajāwandī on pauses (Ms. Wien, Mxt., 717); Leiden, Ms 653
Warner; al-Itqān, p. 185sq.; Abū Yaḥyā Zakariyyāʾ [AL-ANṢĀRĪ] al-Shāfiʿī Fī l-waqf wa-l-ibtidāʾ,
p. 14; Muslim, K. al-Ṣalāt, bāb, 15, ةءاربىوسةروسّلكنمةٓیامسبلالاقنمةّجح (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3,
pp. 26–28).

171 دمحلا occurs also at the opening of other sūras (6:1, 18:1, 34:1, and 35:1), thus all Meccan
passages. Regarding the occurrence of the religious term دمح “to praise” in Sabaean inscrip-
tions cf. Johannes H. Mordtmann and David H. Müller, “Eine monotheistische sabäische
Inschrift,” particularly p. 286.

172 Cf. הוהיםׁשב in the Old Testament, and εν ονοματι κυριου in the New Testament. As far as
we nowknow,Greek usage did not produce this formula. Cf. A. Dieterich, EineMithrasliturgie
erläutert, p. 115.
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pp. 57–58—the absolute usage of the formula. Thus, the two only passages
in the Koran inwhich the basmala occurs—apart from the sūra headings—
can unmistakably be retraced to Jewish sources. In sūra (Hūd) 11:43 it says:
“Embark in it! (i.e. the Ark) In God’s Name.” Sūra 27:30 mentions a letter of
Solomon to the Queen of Sheba that begins with the words, bismillāh al-
Raḥmān al-Raḥīm. This verse is of particular importance. Apart from the
headings, it is not only the single passage where the expanded form of the
basmala occurs within a sūra but also—if the basmala does not belong
to the original text of the Fātiḥa—the oldest passage with the formula
at all. Sūra 27, however, originates from about the middle of the Meccan
period. The next certain evidence for the use of the formula by the Prophet
are the transmitted texts173 of the Constitution of Medina,174 the Pact of al-
Ḥudaybiyya, and the epistles to the pagan tribes, all of which belong to the
Medinan period. Even if it cannot be doubted that at some point Muḥam-
mad began to place the basmala at the head of sūras, the dating of the
formula remains unknown. Tradition175 even holds the basmala to be the
oldest revelation, although it is by no means certain that the Prophet ever
considered this formula a part of revelation.

173 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 342sqq., and p. 747; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1546; J. Wellhausen, Medina
vor dem Islam, p. 87sqq.

174 The English translation ofWellhausen’s text in A.J. Wensinck,Muḥammad and the Jews
of Medina, pp. 128–138.

175 al-Ṭabarī in the introduction to the Tafsīr (Cairo ed.), vol. 1, p. 37sqq.; al-Wāḥidī in
the introduction (Cairo ed.), p. 10sq.; Leiden, Ms. 653, fol. 275v; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 54sq.,
184sqq., etc. According to a different tradition (al-Wāḥidī on sūra 17:110, Cairo ed.), p. 223, the
basmalawas used by Muḥammad only after the revelation of sūra 27:30.





THE SŪRAS OF THE SECONDMECCAN PERIOD

General Comments

As has been observed above, on p. 52, these sūras have no particular char- [i/117]
acter in common, some of them bearing resemblance to those of the first
period and others to those of the third period. We recognize the transition
from overwhelming enthusiasm to great serenity and on to the rather pro-
saic later sūras. Gustav Weil1 attributes the main purpose of this change
of style to Muḥammad’s endeavour not to appear as a poet or soothsayer.
This opinion, however, can be disregarded, as this transition did not hap-
pen suddenly, as would be expected if it had been based on a conscious
purpose, but rather came about gradually. It might be added that even in
later sūras2 Muḥammad still complains about reproaches directed against
both the content and the formof sūras.Weil’s other criticism is quite serious,
even though presented with undue harshness. The first outburst of enthu-
siasm was bound to be dampened by the disappointment of reality. The
constant repetition of the same ideas which, again and again, fell on barren
ground, were bound to be detrimental to the artistic form of its presenta-
tion.Muḥammad’s fantasyhad to sacrifice elegance andoriginality themore
he was obliged to look after the practical needs of the young community.
This development is not surprising, since it follows the law of nature; and
in view of the final success it need not be regretted. Nevertheless, Muḥam-
mad was convinced of the outcome of his divine commission up to the
very end. Again and again he gathered fresh hope from this conviction, and
all the grandeur of the later revelations emanated from his never-ending
stamina.

Quiet reflection gradually replaced the enormously excited fantasy and [i/118]
enthusiasm of the first period. The Prophet endeavours to explain his sen-
tences with numerous examples from nature and history. Since he heaps up
these examples rather than logically arranging them, however, he becomes
verbose, vague, and even boring. His ability to reason leaves something to be
desired, endless repetition leading to the intimidation of his opponents but

1 Das LebenMohammeds, p. 387;Historisch-kritische Einteitung in denKoran, 1st ed., p. 55,
2nd ed., p. 64.

2 Sūras 23:72, 34:8 and 45, 7:183.
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never to their conviction. This is not to say that the later sūras are without
beautiful and serene passages. The power of his thoughts, which made him
a prophet, is permanently evident. The traces of his poetical spirit, which
is everywhere apparent in the earliest sūras, declines without ever disap-
pearing. Despite all the rambling in his presentation, these late revelations
not infrequently offer passages in which thoughts boldly bypass the con-
text, even in the narrative sections, which generally containmany appealing
passages. At the same time, we must remember that the Koran was aiming
primarily at listeners and not readers, and thatmany things that appear bor-
ing to us—because we are familiar with its original Biblical form—left an
entirely different impression on Muḥammad’s contemporaries.

In this second period, all these qualities of the later revelations gradually[i/119]
come to the fore. The diction at first attempts to maintain the level of
the early sūras but the narratives become increasingly broad and more
dispassionate. The greater calm becomes apparent in the gradually growing
length of both the verses and the individual revelations.

Fiery declamations giveway to broad elaborations ondogma, particularly
the recognition of God from the signs ( ت�ٓ�ا ) prevalent in nature, and also to
long tales from the early prophets, which serve as proof of dogma, warning
to enemies, and consolation to followers. In so doing, Muḥammad usually
has the old messengers of God use his own personal style. On the whole, all
these prophets sharewith one another, andwithMuḥammad, a great family
likeness that at times extends even to minor, unimportant characteristics.
The indications that the Koran offers—not somuch about events but about
the general relationof theProphet tohis followers—are aptly supplemented
by many tales related. Incidentally, Muḥammad deals most frequently with
the history of Moses, to whom he then felt most closely related.

The change of style implies new idioms and the abandonment of old[i/120]
ones. For example, the stilted invocations (cf. p. 55sq.) so typical of the
early period gradually disappear. Sūra 37 still sets out with a lengthy invo-
cation; thereafter we only find such short formulae as “by the Koran”, “by
the Book,”3 etc. until, finally, the third period has none of this at all. On the
other hand, the Prophet starts in this period to assign formal headings4 to

3 ميکحلآنارقلاو (sūra 36); ركايذٓنارقلاو (sūra 38); دیآنارقلاو (sūra 50); نيبملاباتكلاو (sūras 43,
and 44).

4 For example: “Those are the signs of the Book and of a manifest Koran,” باتكلات�ٓ�ات
نيبمٓنارقو (sūra 15); similar نيبملاباتكلات�ٓ�ات (sūra 26), and نيبمباتكوٓنارقلات�ٓ�ات (sūra

27:1).
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those sūras that emanate from more serious reflection, as attestation of
their divine origin, e.g.: “This is the revelation of God”, etc. Or he announces
himself as the speaker of the divine words by an explicit ْلُق “speak!” which is
totally lacking in the early sūras, and precedes only formulae intended to be
used frequently by man, i.e. sūras 112, 113, and 114—but not the first sūra. In
this connection we cannot consider it accidental that certain expressions
for “to reveal” occur only now and then in the Meccan sūras but become
quite frequent later on.5

The Divine Name Raḥmān

In this period, Muḥammad started to introduce the specific name, al-Raḥ- [i/121]
mān, “the Merciful,”6 for his God, concurrently with Allāh, which was famil-
iar also to the pagans. This name,whichwas previously used only once,7now
becomes in places even more frequent than the usual Allāh.8 al-Raḥmān,
on the other hand, disappears in the sūras of the third period, apart from a
few exceptions,9 and is completely lacking in the Medinan period.10 What
prompted the Prophet to abandon the use of this name is only vaguely
known to us. It could possibly have been his intention to avoid being sus-
pected of worshipping two deities, Allāh and al-Raḥmān. At least a fewMus-
lim Commentators on sūra 17:110 maintain that such a silly defamation was
indeed once mentioned.

As stated above, the sūras of this period are somewhat easier to place
into a kind of chronological arrangement. This, naturally, applies only in a
general sense, as even in this instance we are unable to assign a precise or
even a relative place to individual sūras with any kind of certainty.

5 و “revelation” and ؤا “to reveal” respectively, in the first Meccan period only three
times, 99:5, 53:4 and 10, but in the second period fifty-three times, and in the third period
thirty-three times; لزن of the sending downof the revelation in that first period only five times,
97:1 and 4; 56:79; 53:13; 69:43, but in the later Meccan sūras exceeding one hundred.

6 Regarding the origin of this name cf. above, p. 91 n. 163 section (III).
7 Sūra 55:1, from which the entire chapter derived its name, Sūrat al-Raḥmān. Sūra

78:37sq. is—as indicated above, p. 85—most likely to be assigned to the second Meccan
period. Sūra 1:2 does not belong here, even if the Fātiḥa belongs to the first period since
al-Raḥmān is here not an independent proper name but an epithet of Allāh.

8 On the whole some 50-odd quotations, most frequently in sūra 19 (sixteen times).
9 Sūras 13:29, and 41:1.

10 Sūra 2:138 is according to what has been remarked below s.v. Meccan. Sūra 59:22 is to
be interpreted like sūra 1:2 (cf. above, foot-note 7).
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Comments on Sūras 54, 37, 71, 76, 44, 50, 20, 26, 15, 19, 38

An inaccurate interpretation of sūra 54:111 led to an equally absurd tale12

based on sūra 94:1; many Muslims, however, correctly interpret the passage
as referring to the Final Judgement.13 Gustav Weil is mistaken in thinking
that it comes fromanother sūra.14 Sūra 21 alsodisplays abeginning to theoth-
ers (cf. also 16:1). The first verse, which matches the others well, particularly
in its rare rhyme, is tied to the second verse, which, incidentally, does not
discuss ancient people, as Weil thinks, but rather the disbelieving contem-
poraries of the Prophet. We first encounter in this sūra the history of several
former prophets side by side. Verse 45 is considered to beMedinan15—some
also apply this to the verses 54sq.—probably because it is generally16 asso-
ciated with the Battle of Badr. Verses 47 to 49 are believed to refer to the
embassy of the Christians of Najrān to Muḥammad or even the sect of the
Qadarites.17 Such untenable assumptions have led to the entire sūra being
attributed to the Medinan period.18

11 Regarding the artistic construction of sūra fifty-four, and its double refrain (verse 16 =
18, 21, and 30; verse 17 = 22, 32, and 40); cf. above, p. 33, and David H. Müller, Die Propheten,
vol. 1, p. 53sq.

12 Neither in Ibn Hishām nor in Ibn Saʿd but in numerous other passages: al-Bukhārī,
K. al-Tafsīr, K. badʾ al-khalq, §98 (Bāb suʾāl al-mushrikīn), §167 (Bāb inshiqāq al-qamar);
al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr, abwāb al-fitan, § 13; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb ʿalāmāt al-
nubuwwa at the beginning; al-Ṭabarī in al-Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī, s.v.; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-
khamīs, vol. 1, p. 298sq.; al-Qasṭallānī, Mawāhib laduniyya, vol. 1, pp. 465–468, where, as it
is customary, also the dogmatic aspect is discussed. We here also learn that all philosophers
( ةفسالفلاروهمج ) beginningwith Abū Isḥāq (d. 188/802) denied a priori the possibility of such an
event. The real author of this tale seems to be IbnMasʿūd; of the others in this isnādAnas (Ibn
Mālik [d. 91/709, EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 131–134]) and Ḥudhayfa (Ibn al-Yamān
al-ʿAbsī), [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 231, col 2; Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commen-
tators, p. 54] were Medinans, Ibn ʿAbbās, at the time when the event had to have occurred,
not yet born, [ʿAbd Allāh] Ibn ʿUmar [Ibn al-Khaṭṭāb (Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 10–11; Sez-
gin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 172, l. 4)], a little boy; also Abū ʿAdī JUBAYR IBN MUṬʿIM [EQ; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 48sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 258] must have been a youngster unless he had
lived almost to the age of eighty (d. 59/678). In general, we cannot accept this man—who is
also the authority of another tale (Sprenger, p. 138 [sic])—aswitness forMuḥammad since he
becameMuslim only in 8/629. Only ʿAlī (Ibn Abī Ṭālib)—who incidentally, as far as I can see,
first appears in the Mawāhib as an authority in this matter—might qualify as witness, but
likewise only as a youngster, as at his death in 40/660 he was likely no older than fifty-eight
years old.

13 Cf. also the beginnings of sūras 81 and 82.
14 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 62, n. 2; 2nd ed., p. 71 n. 3.
15 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 36.
16 Cf. the Commentators, already al-Wāqidī, p. 132.
17 al-Wāḥidī.
18 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ;] who could not refrain

from adding the critical ملعٔاهللاو to this statement.
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In the rather long sūra 37,19 verses 1 to 70 contrast the disbelief of the [i/123]
Meccanswith the certainty of resurrection and judgement. Verse 71sq. leads
to the second20 part (verses 73 to 148), which uses the history of seven Jewish
prophets to demonstrate that their contemporaries also remained largely
in disbelief. While verses 167 to 182 constitute a good conclusion for this
passage,21 verses 149 to 166 on the polytheism of the Meccans22 have a much
looser relationship with the whole. Nevertheless, the fact that this section
shares some phrases and two verses with the other two, as well a common
style, rhyme and rhythm, means that the unity of the whole cannot be
challenged.

Sūra 71, in whichMuḥammadmakes the patriarchNoahwarn against the [i/124]
idols of the Arabs, seems to be a fragment.23

Sūra 76 deals with the hereafter and the Final Judgement. Because of
a miserable tale depicting Fāṭima, al-Ḥasan (Ibn ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib), and
al-Ḥusayn (Ibn ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib),24 somewriters date the entire sūra,25or parts
of it, namely verses 8 to 3126 or verses 1 to 2327 or verses 1 to 23 and 25 to 31,28 to

19 Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, p. 31, suspects that sūra 37 is later than sūra
15 since the latter relates less of Ibrāhīm [Abraham] and his son. But the scanty content of
sūra 16 need not necessarily lead to the conclusion that at that time Muḥammad did not
knowmore about these Biblical persons. In any case, the style of sūra 37 leaves one with the
impression of being older than the style of sūra 15.

20 Its unity is also assured by the great uniformity of the style which increases from the
repetition of phrases to entire verses, ىلعمالس , verses 109, 120, and 130; verse 78 = verses 105,
110, 121, and 131; verse 79 = verses 111, 122, and 132. The homogeneity of the two parts, however,
is externally hardly at all indicated. This is the case only in verse 39 (72) = 128 (160, and 169).

21 Cf. verses 168 and 69. The verses 169 to 174, but particularly the verses 171 and 181, clearly
refer to earlier matter. Compare also the phrases ىلعمالس verse 181 with verses 109, 120, and
130; verse 169 = verses 39, 72, and 128; نيحّىتح , verses 174 and 178, and نيحىلٕا verse 148; نولسرم ,
verses 171 and 181 with verses 36, 123, 133, and 139.

22 The verses 149sqq. are on the same level as the sūras 53:19sqq., and 16:59. But the
verses 150 and 158 show that the reference is not only to the familiar triad of goddesses of
53:19sq. but also to other female spirits. Cf. also the remarks of R. Dussaud, Les Arabes en
Syrie avant l’ Islam, p. 121sq., based on Hartwig Derenbourg’s “Le Culte et la déesse al-Ouzza
en Arabie au IVe siècle de notre ère,” pp. 33–40.

23 There can be no end of a verse after اًرسن (Flügel, verse 23) as the rhyming words of the
rest of the verses all have taʾsīs. The number of twenty-nine transmitted verses results from
the break inserted after اًراهنو in verse 5.

24 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī on verse 12.
25 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; Hibat Allāh (IBN SALĀ-

MAH), al-Itqān, p. 28, ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī al-Khāzin).
26 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
27 ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN) at the beginning.
28 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Mu-

ḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN).
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the time after the hijra, whereas other writers consider verse 24 alone to be
of Medinan29 origin. The same applies probably also to verse 23sqq.30

According to some writers, verse 14 of sūra 44 is Medinan because باذعلا
was interpreted as referring to the long famine that God inflicted upon the
Meccans after Muḥammad’s emigration.31 Verse 15, like so many others, was
interpreted as referring to the Battle of Badr.32

In sūra 50, verse 37 appears to be an objection to the Biblical view that
God rested after completing Creation. Since this was largely held to be a
polemic against the Jews, the verse was immediately considered to be of
Medinan origin.33

Muir lists sūra 20 in his final stage because of its length. The presentation
of the first fourteen, sixteen or seventeen verses is said to have prompted
ʿUmar to accept Islam.Although several earlywitnesses attest to this34—and
in a form that, by and large, is not untrustworthy—weare unable to produce
the evidence. Another tradition that connects ʿUmar’s acceptance of Islam
with the early Meccan sūra 6935 is less well documented. The remaining
traditions cannot be considered, since they replace sūra 20 with Medinan
passages, namely sūra 6136 or sūra 57.37 Against this account (Ibn Hishām,

29 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 28 and 37.
30 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
31 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
32 Ibid. Cf. also Friedrich Rückert in the notes to his translation of the Koran. The break

in the verse after عّبت (verse 36) in Flügel’s edition of the Koran is wrong.
33 [ABŪAL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b.Muḥammad [IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ]; al-Itqān, p. 36; al-Wāḥidī;

ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b.Muḥammadal-BaghdādīAL-KHĀZIN). According to al-Nasafī in al-Khāzin
al-Baghdādī (Tafsīr), vol. 4, p. 188, also verse 38. For the opinions of Muslim theologians see
Goldziher, “Die Sabbathinstitution.”

34 Ibn Hishām, p. 226sq. (cf. the foot-note); Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau, Biographie
Muhammads bis zur Flucht (vol. 1, part 1), p. 192; al-Ṭabarī, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 2, p 245;
A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Mémoire sur l’origine et les anciensmonuments de la littérature parmi
les Arabes,” p. 420]; cf. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 60; Caussin de Perceval, Essai sur
l’histoire des Arabes, vol. 1, p 396sqq.; Sprenger, Life, p. 187sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 2,
p. 87sq.; Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 168; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 284sqq.—The notes
in Ibn Hishām, p. 76, al-Bayhaqī, Maḥāsin, ed. Schwally, p. 71sq., etc., also add sūra 81:1–14 of
the first Meccan period. But I have not found anything about this either in the collections
of ḥadīths nor in the Commentators (al-Wāḥidī, Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī, al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī).

35 Notes on Ibn Hishām, p. 76; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 53; Ibn
Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 2, p. 1234; cf. G. Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, vol. 1, p. 132, n. 2.

36 ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 4, p. 54; G. Weil, Das
LebenMohammeds, p. 69, note.

37 Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) regarding this sūra; al-Qasṭallānī, al-Mawāhib al-laduniyya,
vol. 1, p. 67; G. Weil, Das LebenMohammeds, p. 69, note. It ought to be observed that sūras 61
and 57 begin with the identical verse.
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p. 227sq.), which differsmarkedly with all other reports, it must be observed
that the story does not fit in with ʿUmar’s historically established character.
This conversion is said to have taken place at the end of the sixth year of
Muḥammad’s prophetic commission,38 or when ʿUmar’s son—who in 2/623
was fourteen years old, and in 8/629 twenty39—hadnot yet reachedmaturity
( غلب ),40 or was only six years old,41 i.e., in the year six before the hijra. When
we reckon the period of the Prophet’s activity before the emigration to have
been thirteen years,42 the difference between the two statements becomes
negligible. For no reason at all some people consider verses 130sq. to be
Medinan.43

Sūra 26 has the first formal heading that confirms its character as a rev- [i/126]
elation.44 Like so many verses that seem to refer to Jews, verse 197 is also
held by some to have originated from Medina.45 Far more important is the
claim that verse 214 alone, or verses 214sq., or verses 214 to 223, belong to the
very first part of the Koran, as they are considered to contain the first invi-
tation to the Prophet to preach Islam to his relatives.46 This cannot be true,

38 Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr,] ed. Sachau, 1 ed., vol. 3, part 1, p. 193, l 12, quoted by
al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ, ed.Wüstenfeld, p. 449; Sprenger, loc. cit.; Muir, loc. cit.; Caetani,
Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, p. 285, n. 2.

39 Ibn Saʿd, [Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau, vol. 4, part 1, p. 105, l 5, p. 126, l 25, s.v. رمعنبهللادبع .
40 Loc. cit., p. 105, l 5.
41 Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau: Biographien der mekkan., vol. 3, part 1, p. 193, l 14.
42 Ibn Hishām, who as usual also in this case does not supply a date, says at least—like

al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1189, l 9sq.—that ʿUmar’s conversion occurred after the Abyssinian emi-
gration. In Ṭabarī’s Persian edition, vol. 2, p. 403sqq., everything is mixed up: He has ʿUmar
embrace Islamevenbefore year three (i.e., before thehijra), and confuses the greater audacity
that theMuslims displayed upon ʿUmar’s encouragement also in the exercise of the religious
service with the very first public appearance of the Prophet.

43 al-Itqān, p. 34; al-Ṭabarī in the Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-
Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN), etc. relate an event from the Medinan period in verse 131.

44 Cf. above, p. 75.
45 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 34.
46 Ibn Hishām, p. 166; Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau, Biographie Muhammads bis zur Flucht (vol. 1,

part 1), pp. 42 and 133; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1169; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Waṣāyā, § 10, K. badʾ al-khalq,
§83; Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 181sqq., K. al-Īmān, fourth last bāb; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,
Mishcát, Bāb al-Indhār wa-al-tandhīr, faṣl 1 §2, Bāb al-Mabʿath, faṣl 1, §9; al-Ṭabarī in the
Tafsīr, vol. 19, 66 [sic], Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 34, etc. The connection, not infrequent, of this informationwith the one regarding
the occasion to sūra 111 might be wanting in the original form of this tradition. That precisely
these verses were the first invitation to the conversion of the Prophet’s relatives is not
specifically mentioned by any of the sources.

Weil (Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 2nd ed., p. 65) thinks that the earliest part of the sūra
consists of the verses 214 to 218. Hirschfeld (New researches, p. 143) separates the verses 221
to 228, and lists them in the chronological arrangement of the revelations on sixth place,
without supplying any reason on p. 63.
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however. The more general and rather less forceful style of these verses is
in total agreement with the rest of the sūra,47 which makes it impossible to
give them the same date as sūras 111 and 74. Naturally, we disassociate our-
selves from the totally untenable view that would assign only the creation of
verses 214sqq. to this time. Apart from this, verses 215 and 219 indicate quite
clearly the existence of a community, albeit small,48 whereas such a group
did not exist at that time. Consequently, verse 214 can only be interpreted as
a renewed invitation to conversion. After all, we know that amongMuḥam-
mad’s uncles Abū Lahab (IBN ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB) died a pagan in 2/623,
ʿAbbās (IBN ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB) embraced Islam only after the Battle of
Badr, and Abū Ṭālib had to ward off his nephew’s proseletyzing efforts even
on his deathbed.

Since اًريثك (verse 227) cannot constitute the endof a verse—verses 227 and[i/127]
228 of Flügel’s edition of the Koran must rather be brought together—the
verse becomes disproportionately long. Added to this formal reservation
is a conceptional one: the words from الٕا to اوملظ weaken the main idea
excessively and—if indeed the conclusion that starts with ملعیـسو belongs
to the earliest part—the context is probably also interrupted.49 As for the
particulars of the interpolation, we learn the following: the poets, Ḥassān b.
Thābit, ʿAbdAllāh b. Rawāḥa al-Anṣārī al-Khazrajī,50 andKaʿb b.Mālik,51who
all put their talents to the service of Islam, one day came weeping to the
Prophet, complaining that Allāh made such derogatory comments about
“poets” in verse 224, although He ought to know that they, too, were poets.
Although the details of this tradition are not the least bit reliable,52 the
general tenor of the matter is probably correct.

Although our conjecture regarding the Medinan origin of the interpo-
lation is thus confirmed, there is no reason to believe that verses 224 to

47 The individual words, too, e.g., ميحرلازیزعلا which in this sūra are rather frequently con-
nected (in the monophonic refrain-like verses 8, 68, 104, 122, 140, 159, 175, 191, and 217) but
otherwise only three times, namely in the sūras of the second and third period; عیمسلا and

ميلعلا (verse 220) which, as similar epithets of God, never occur in the first period.
48 Ibn Hishām, p. 166, admittedly speaks of many secret followers of Muḥammad around

that time who, reportedly, were won over before the time of his public sermons—probably
by a kind of spell!

49 Cf. above, p. 80 and 85, the comments on sūras 95:6, 103:3, and 84:25.
50 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 493 and 679; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 292–293; vol. 9, p. 277.

His dīwān has been edited in 1972 by H.M. al-Bājawda.
51 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 293–294.
52 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl. Slightly different, also regarding the names,

the traditions can be found in Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī, [ABŪ
AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ], and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.
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226 must also be assigned to this late date,53 even if, against all appear-
ances,54 they did not belong to the preceding verses. It makes no difference
whether these verses refer to the polemics Quraysh poetsmight have waged
against the Prophet at an early date, or to the guild of the shuʿarāʾ in general.
The latter case is the more likely, as the other Koranic passages that men-
tion the shāʿir have the entire class in mind when they passionately deny
that Muḥammad had any connection to them. Here (sūras 21:5, 37:35, 52:30,
and 69:41) the shāʿir is put on the same level as the kāhin, or soothsayer, and
is considered a man whose “hotchpotch of nightmares” (21:5) are ominous
and reveal “Fate’s uncertainty” (52:30). The jinnor demon in the shāʿir (37:35)
is not there to whisper nice words or ideas into his ears but rather to inspire
him when the clan turns to him for spiritual assistance.55 The word “poet,”
which usually serves as translation of shāʿir, is in this case, of course, not
quite accurate. In any case, theMeccan origin of verses 224 to 226 is assured
by the fact that no Medinan passage of the Koran refers to shāʿir.

Additionally, even if it were certain that the dubious verses belonged to [i/128]
the same period as the rest of the sūra,56 it would still seem to me that the
literary unity has not been established. As D.H. Müller57 in particular has
shown, verses 1 to 191 were composed in accord with an artificial scheme.
The introduction (verses 1 to 6), as well as the seven following sections,
which deal with the ancient prophets and the judgements on their godless
countrymen, have the same refrain.58 Apart from the name, the first verses
of the last five sections have the same text.59 This stylistic device ceases to

53 Hibat Allāh; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī; [ABŪAL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar
b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀ-
ZIN). AfterAbū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, al-Kalbī holds someverses ( ت�ٓ�ا ) at the endof this sūra
tobeMedinan.Muqātil [Ibn Sulaymānd. 150/767;EI2;EQ; Juynboll,Encyclopedia, pp. 431–432;
Goldziher, Schools, 38sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, 36–37] on the other hand, considers the entire
sūra to be Meccan.

54 Themen of verses 210 and 221 inspired by the devil are likely to include also the shuʿarāʾ.
55 The profane literature of the Arabs contains numerous examples of the enormous

influence of the shāʿir upon the actions of the clans. For the collection and elaboration of
this literature we are indebted to Goldziher’s Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, 1. Teil,
pp. 1–25. Cf. also Schwally, “Die Vision” in his Semitische Kriegsaltertümer, pp. 18–20.

56 So also Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 2, p. 113, and Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 239.
57 Die Propheten in ihrer ursprünglichen Form, vol. 1, pp. 34–42.
58 [“Surely in that is a sign, yet most of them are not believers.”] Verses 7–8 = 67–68,

103–104, 121–122, 139b-140, 158b-159, 174–175, and 190–191.
59 [… cried lies to the Envoys.] Verses 105–109, 123–127, 141–145, 160–164, and 176–180. In

addition verse 108 [so fear you God, and obey you me] (= 126, 144, 163, and 179) is found still
three times more, verses 110, 131, and 150. Th. Nöldeke does not recognize in these repetitions
a conscious artful literary device but simply a naïve technique.
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be used in the last part of the sūra (verses 192 to 228), which would suggest
that another revelation was hastily attached to verse 191 by means of three,
introductory little words (wa-inna-hu la).60

In sūra 15 as well a few very old verses are thought to exist,61 namely[i/129]
verses 89 and 94, which, like 26:214sqq., were allegedly the first to con-
tain invitations to propaganda. This view is inferred solely from the words

ریذنلا and عدصاف , as if Muḥammad could not also have propagated the faith
later without fear. Moreover, these and the closely related verses deal with
the opponents whose mockery and persecution he had to suffer for a long
time. Finally, even the style and individual expressions do not correspond
to the earliest period.62 Ibn Hishām,63 incidentally, mentions a different and
better occasion in a later period for verses 94 to 96. For trivial reasons certain
exegetes consider verses 24 and 87 to be Medinan.64

The first part of sūra 19 the Muslims are said to have recited to the Chris-[i/130]
tian Najāshi (Negūs) of Abyssinia in the presence of the Quraysh envoys.65
Verses 5966 and 7467 are unreasonably considered to be of Medinan origin.
Verses 35 to 41 Muḥammad can only have added later, at approximately the
beginning of the third or the end of the second period, i.e., as a dogmatic
and polemic supplement to the verses on Jesus, which differ in language
as well as in rhyme.68 The rhyme, too, changes in verses 76sqq. In view of
the identical rhyme in verses 1 to 34, and 42 to 75, this fact alone suffices to
make us suspect a later addition, even if the loose structure of the homily
does not make the content of the text after verse 75 appear unreasonable,

60 In this case, the original revelation would have started with the word tanzīl, a much
favoured beginning of sūras, cf. sūras 32, 39, 40, 41, 45, and 46, all of which belong to the late
Meccan period.

61 Ibn Hishām, p. 166; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1169; cf. G. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 51,
Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, p. 56, 2nd ed., p. 65sq.; Spr., 177 [sic, not listed
among the abbreviations: Sprenger, but which work?]

62 Cf. e.g. the idioms, نوكرشم , دمحبحّبـس , etc. which are never used in the first period.
63 Ibn Hishām, p. 272; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 14, p. 74.
64 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 33; al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, only verse 24 is related to events

after the hijra.
65 Ibn Hishām, p. 220, etc.; cf. Sprenger, Leben und Lehre, vol. 2, p. 182; Abū l-Layth

al-Samarqandī; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 277.
66 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 33. [This and the following foot-note appear in the same line in

reverse order].
67 al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 59.
68 The rhyming words of the oldest part of this sūra (verses 1 to 34, and 42–75) end with

 ‒ِ (once, verse 75 اًْیئ ‒ِ ), ًاْئی ‒َverses 10, 43, 61, and 68 or  ‒َverses 15, 32, 60, and 67. The other
rhymes of verses 3 and 26of the Flügel editionmust be based on inaccurate division. Verses 35
to 41 end with īn, verses 76 to 98 (end) with dā, bā, and zā.
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content which is, incidentally, of the same period. Whether the reason for
the combination—similar to that of verse 75—is to be found in the ending
of verse 98, or whether this verse was composed with that other one in
mind, remains to be seen. The sūra69 is the earliest—or at least one of the
earliest—to refer to the New Testament and saintly70 persons such Mary,
Zechariah, John, and Jesus.

Comments on Sūras 38, 36, 43, 72, 67, 23, 21, 25, 17, 27, 18

The first ten verses of sūra 38, or verse 5 alone, are supposed to date from [i/131]
the time when the Quraysh tried to persuade Abū Ṭālib (IBN ʿABD AL-
MUṬṬALIB) not to protect Muḥammad any longer, or when the former was
on his death-bed.71 But these are mere conclusions from the simple words,

قلطنأالملا . Verse 28 poses difficulties in context, namely, does it refer to David
and the revelation of the Psalms that is often mentioned in the Koran, or
to Muḥammad, which, according to passages like sūras 6:92 and 156, 21:51,
7:1, 11:1, and 14:1, seemsmore likely. In this case the interpolation of the verse
would make even less sense.

Verses 67 to 87 (end) have a common rhyme with īm, īn, ūn, and ūm,72
whereas in the rest of the sūra the rhyme is exclusively with āb, ār, ād,
etc.73 Consequently, the assumption that the two parts originally did not
belong together—a view that comes easily to mind—is not in contrast to
the content. Al-Suyūṭī says that one exegete holds this sūra to be Medinan
in contradiction of the general view.74

The same opinion also prevails in regard to sūra 36.75 Other exegetes
maintain this pertains only to both verse 11—applying it to the Banū Sal-
ima, who intended to settle not far from the mosque of Medina,76—and
verse 47,77 because the prescribed charity is taken, as often in other cases, to

69 This sūra, as well as all the following of the second period, with the exception of sūra
67, Muir puts into his fifth stage.

70 From here on, they are repeatedly mentioned not only in the Meccan period (sūras 21,
23, 43, 42, and 6) but also in the Medinan period (sūras 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 33, 57, 62, and 66).

71 al-Wāḥidī; al-Bayḍāwī.
72 The verses 75 and 76 constitute one verse in the Flügel edition of the Koran.
73 The verses 43 and 44 of the Flügel edition ought to be one single verse.
74 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27.
75 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27.
76 al-Itqān, p. 35 after al-Tirmidhī, s.v.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī.
77 al-Itqān, p. 35; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
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refer to the community tax ( ةقدص , ةوكز ) institutedonly after thehijra. Between
verses 24 and 25 a few words may have been lost that mention the murder
of the only believer by the godless people.

Sūra 43:44 is said to originate from Jerusalem78 or heaven79 and was ad-
dressed to the prophets who were assembled there in the so-called “Night
Journey.” The origin of this strange account is not difficult to find, and Weil
supplies the proper explanation.80 The assertion that the verse originates
fromMedina81 is perhaps based on an inaccurate interpretation of the afore-
mentioned account; the verses sound unlike a Meccan sūra, so a Medinan
origin was simply deduced from this. If the consonantal text of 43:88 is not
damaged, a few words must be missing at its beginning, since یقو ,82 even
with changed diacritics, can hardly be connected satisfactorily with the pre-
ceding verse. Hirschfeld,83 without supplying any sound reason, attributes
verses 1 to 24 and 25 to 89 to different periods.

Sūra 7284 is held to refer to the vision when Muḥammad learned of the[i/132]
jinn listening to his recitation of the Koran. According to the traditional
account, this happened when he was on his way home from al-Ṭāʾif, where
the Prophet had gone after the death of Abū Ṭālib, and reached Nakhla.85
Other writers agree on the place of this event but attribute it to a different
time, namely during the journey to the fair of ʿUkāẓ.86 A third tradition
puts the event in the immediate vicinity of Medina.87 Although we cannot

78 al-Itqān, p. 43; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī b.
Muḥammad AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).

79 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 35.
80 Das LebenMohammeds, p. 374.
81 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 35.
82 The easiest explanation would opt for the nominative which, however, is not recog-

nized by the canonical readers and accepted only as isolated ( ةّذاش ) reading. Even in this case,
there still remains the great problem of the change in person.

83 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran, p. 144.
84 The verses 22 and 23 constitute only a single verse in Flügel’s edition of the Koran.

Verse 26 (Flügel), however, can be divided into two parts.
85 Ibn Hishām, p. 281; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau, vol. 1, part 1, p. 141sq.; al-Ṭabarī,

vol. 1, p. 1202sq.—who even supplies the names of the seven jinns—and in theTafsīr. Cf.Weil,
LebenMohammeds, p. 69; Sprenger, Life, p. 187sq., Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 246sq.; Muir,
Life ofMahomet, vol. 2, p. 204; SnouckHurgronje, in deGids, 1886, part 6, 267; AugustMüller in
Fr. Rückert’s translation of the Koran, p. 525; Fr. Buhl,Muhammeds Liv, p. 187; Caetani,Annali,
vol. 1, p. 311.

86 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Adhān §103, Tafsīr, s.v.; Muslim—al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3, p. 88sqq., K.
al-Ṣalāt §33 (Bāb al-jahr bi-l-qirāʾa fī l-ṣubḥ); al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī.

87 al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3, p. 91sqq. This is a
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ascertain the historicity of any of these accounts, we do have it from other
sources that Muḥammad believed quite seriously that he had a mission to
the jinn. One day, on his way to Tabūk (9/630), a large, strong, male snake
approached him and remained in front of him for a long time as he halted
on his camel, then turned away from the path and raised up. “Do you know
who this is,” Muḥammad asked. “It is one of the jinn who wanted to hear
the revelation.”88 In some Koranic passages the sermon is directed to the
assembly of jinn (6:128, and 130, 55:33).

Sūra 67, according to one tradition, is held to beMedinan,89 probably only [i/133]
because its length is similar to Medinan sūras 57 to 66, which it follows in
our Koran.

Verse 78 of sūra 23, which is considered to be Medinan on the basis of a
mistaken identification with the Battle of Badr,90 some writers maintain for
unknown reasons to be the very last Meccan sūra.91

In sūra 21, some people consider verse 7 to be of Medinan origin.92
Sūra 25:47, according to one tradition—which al-Suyūṭī distrusts—was

promulgated at al-Ṭāʾif.93 If this were the case, the related verses ought to
be of identical origin, although there is nothing to support this.94 Verse 68,
andpossibly also the following verses,95 are attributed toMedina, since there
appears in these as well as in other verses of similar context (atonement and
forgiveness) an allusion toWaḥshī [IbnḤarb al-Ḥabashī96],who in theBattle
of Uḥud killed Ḥamza (Ibn ʿAbd al-Muṭṭalib), Muḥammad’s uncle, but later
became a Muslim.97 According to others, these verses, although composed

local tradition at Mecca (al-Azraqī, p. 424), where until this day this particular place (Masjid
al-Jinn) is shown topilgrims (RichardBurton,Personalnarrative of aPilgrimage toal-Madinah
&Meccah, vol. 3, p. 353), and for this reason the least reliable.

88 al-Waqidī (i.e. Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina), p. 400; Wellhausen, Reste arabis-
chen Heidentums, 2nd ed., p. 153.

89 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 28.
90 al-Itqān, p. 34; cf. the commentaries which apply the verses 66 and 79 to things that

happened after the hijra.
91 al-Wāḥidī in the introduction, Cairo edition, p. 8; al-Itqān, p. 55 (end).
92 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 34.
93 al-Itqān, p. 43; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh, vol. 1, p. 12; from it G. Weil, Das Leben, p. 374.
94 Weil is wrong if he thinks that the words here used by Muḥammad are allegorical.
95 Incidentally, these verses are attributed to themansūkhātwhichwere abrogated by 4:35

(al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 19, 25sq.; al-Wāḥidī).
96 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 73, col. 1.
97 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-

KĀFĪ], al-Itqān, p. 34; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 73, col. 1, sqq.
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atMecca, were later dispatched fromMedina toWaḥshī atMecca.98 Ḍaḥḥāk
[Ibn Muzāḥim al-Hilālī, d. 105/72399] considers the entire sūra to be Medi-
nan.100

Since verses 25:64 to 25:77 (enumeration of themarks of the true believer)[i/134]
lack topical relation to the preceding text, and also have a somewhat differ-
ent rhyme,101 the question might be allowed as to whether they are now in
their original place. As pointed out above, on p. 12, verses 5 and 6 are of fun-
damental importance for the early history of Islam, because we learn there
of Muḥammad’s zeal for procuring copies of ancient holy texts.

Sūra 17:1 refers toMuḥammad’sNight Journey fromMecca to Jerusalem.102
Tradition considers this journey a miracle, although this is in conflict with
several passages of the Koran (e.g. 13:8 and 27, 17:95, 25:8sqq., and 29:44)
in which the Prophet explicitly rejects miracles, wanting to do nothing
other than warn and preach.We therefore have to assume that Muḥammad
wanted to communicate a dream.103 However, this assumption can only be
reconciled with the first verse if the dream was a real experience for him
and not an illusion.104 His extreme fantasy here resembles the naïve belief of
primitive races that visits to or fromstrangepersons in a dreamcanbe a real-
ity. That verse 62105 relates to this dream is possible but cannot be proven, not

98 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī.
99 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 29–30.

100 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27.
101 The verses from 1 to 63 throughout rhyme with lā or rā because Flügel’s verses 3 and 4

as well as 20 and 21 must be brought together, and in verse 18 لیبسلا is perhaps to be replaced
by ًالیبس . On the other hand, the verses 64sqq. usually rhymewithmā, and only verses 71 with
bā, and 73 with nā.

102 Cf. the Commentators.
103 This is also Muslim opinion as can be seen from the introductory words to the relevant

traditions: ناظقیلاومئانلانيب،هبلقمانیالوهنیعمانتتناك aswell as ظقیتساو , cf. al-Bayḍāwī, IbnHishām,
pp. 263–266, al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on verse 1. In other traditions (Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit.; al-Yaʿqūbī,
Historiae, ed. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 25; Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 63, K. al-Īmān, §72) this
is not quite as apparent.—This dream ofMuḥammad is possibly somehow influenced by the
familiar vision of the Hebrew Prophet Ezekiel when the spirit “took him by the lock of his
head and lifted him up between the earth and the heaven and brought him [fromBabylonia]
to Jerusalem” (Ezekiel 8:3).

104 It is out of the question that it is “an unblushing forgery” (Sprenger, Life, p. 124; Sprenger,
Leben, vol. 1, p. 306, vol. 2, p. 528).

105 Nearly all Commentators relate the verse with the “Night Journey” (isrāʾ) in addition
to Ibn Hishām, p. 265; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau, vol. 1, part 1, p. 144; al-Bukhārī,
K. al-Qadar, § 10. There are only a few who relate it with the dream of the conquest of
Mecca (Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, al-Zamakhsharī, ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (ʿAlī
b. Muḥammad al-Baghdādī AL-KHĀZIN), Cairo ed., vol. 3, p. 177; al-Qasṭallānī, Mawāhib,
Maqṣad, 5, at the beginning), for which reason it is held to be Medinan in al-Itqān, p. 33.
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even if it was originally part of the same homily as the first verse. The con-
text would instead suggest a vision with eschatological information. Ruʾyā,
incidentally, refers not only to a dream but also to a daytime vision.106 On
no account can verse 95 be included in this context, as it speaks only hypo-
thetically of an ascension to heaven. Even if, as some think,107 this verse was
an allusion to Muḥammad’s ascension, verse 1 deals exclusively with the
Night Journey to Jerusalem. Although both events are usually related to one
another,108 the ascent is accorded such importance and independence that
its absence in the first verse is not at all self-evident. However, sinceMuḥam-
mad’s ascension is notmentioned anywhere in the Koran, this tale can have
originated only after the death of Muḥammad, probably influenced by the
heavenly journeys of Ecstatics109 in early Christian literature.

That the first verse of this sūra cannot be connected with the following [i/136]
one is so obvious that it needs no proof. In a sūra with a totally uniform
rhyme of ā,110 the isolated rhyme of īr in the first verse is already suspicious.
An explanation of the actual state of the text, however, cannot be offered
with any degree of certainty. It is possible that some verses are missing after

106 Cf. e.g. al-Bayḍāwī; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ḥiyāl §27.
107 G. Sale in his translation of the Koran. On the other hand, this relation is, as far as I

know, nowhere maintained in Islamic tradition.
108 Even in the earliest traditions, largely going back to Anas b. Mālik (d. 93/711) [EQ; EI2,

d. 91/709], and are traced back from him to Abū Dharr [al-Ghifārī, d. 652/1254; EI2], and oth-
ers: Ibn Hishām, p. 268; al-Bukhārī, al-Tirmidhī, and al-Ṭabarī in the Tafsīr on verses 1 and 62;
al-Bukhārī, K. badʾ al-khalq, § 174, bāb al-miʿrāj; Muslim, K. al-Īmān, §72; Ibn Hishām, p. 268;
al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 28; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, p. 518 (526), bāb al-miʿrāj; al-
Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṣalāt, beginning; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt] ed. Sachau, Biographie Muhammads bis
zur Flucht (vol. 1, part 1), p. 162sq., relates first the ascent, and then p. 143sqq., the air journey,
without connecting them. Al-Ṭabarī in the Annales, vol. 1, p. 1157, does not even mention the
air journey, and places the ascent at the beginning ofMuḥammad’s prophethood, something
that also happened to the air journey in a tradition in Muslim, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 63. Al-
Bukhārī, in places other than his Tafsīr, accords detailed treatment almost only to the ascent
(K. al-Ṣalāt at the beginning, and K. Badʾ al-khalq, §5). It can be observed that interest is
increasingly focused on the latter subject. Cf. in addition Sprenger, Life, pp. 126–136, his Leben,
vol. 2, p. 527sqq., vol. 3, p. lvi; Wm. Muir, vol. 2, pp. 219–222; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 229sqq.
A precise and critical study of the stories of the ascent, from the earliest traditions down to
the embellishments of the Persian and Turkish poets would be very instructive.

109 IICorinthians 12: 1 sqq.; Ascencio Isaiae; Apocalypses of Baruch, Sophonias and Abra-
ham; Talmud, Ḥagīgah, fol. 14b, 18ª, regarding Rabbi ʿAḳībā; Teshūvōt ha-geōnīm (Rabbi
Ismael). Cf. D.W. Bousset, “Die Himmelsreise der Seele,” pp. 136sqq. and 229sqq., and A. Die-
terich, Eine Mithrasliturgie, p. 180.

110 In the Flügel edition the verses 9 and 10 as well as 26 and 27must be united to one verse
each since rhymes with īr and īn are impossible in the sūra. The same applies to verses 48
and 49 since in all the other verses the rhyming word in the penultimate has a long vowel.
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the first verse, which itself segued naturally into the second verse, or that
the first verse is totally out of context and was intentionally placed here
because people applied it to verse 62. In this case, the original introduction
to the second and following versesmust have been lost. Completely unlikely
isWeil’s111 assumption that 17:1was “fabricated after the death ofMuḥammad
or erroneously included in the Koran.” Al-Bayḍāwī considers verse twelve
to be Medinan but this is wrong, as his source, al-Zamakhsharī, merely
mentions this verse in an account of an event after the hijra without ever
once saying that it originated from that date. Verses 23 to 41, which briefly
summarize the duties of a Muslim, and verses 34sqq. are considered by
Ḥasan al-Baṣrī112 to be Medinan. Two other traditions include verses 28 and
31 in this provenance as well.113

Weil agrees at least as far as verse 35 of this sūra is concerned.114 However,[i/137]
wewould expect first of all in such an enumeration of the duties ofMuslims
the interdiction of murder. It is not at all necessary, as Weil thinks, that the
words “we have appointed to his next-of-kin (i.e. his avenger) authority” is a
reference to the Medinan passage, sūra 2:173sqq., since Muḥammad had no
executive power until Medina. As with all ancient peoples, the blood feud
was so deeply rooted among the Arabs, and so sacred, thatMuḥammad con-
sidered it a godlike law. That he mentions it here, when he is merely estab-
lishing moral principles, is no more astonishing than his recognizing it as a
law in sūra 2. Similar reasons advancedbyWeilmight also serve toprove that
verse 36, among many others, could not have originated in Mecca.115 There
are greatly varying accounts regarding verses 75 to 82.Many hold them to be
Medinan,116 considering verse 75 to be a reference to the Banū Thaqīf—who,
in 9/630, were prepared to accept Islam only under conditions contrary to

111 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed., p. 74.
112 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].
113 al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl in the margin of Jalālayn (Cairo, 1301/1883).
114 Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 377; Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 64, 2nd

ed. p. 74.
115 Qatāda [Ibn Diʿāma] [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 438–449; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,

pp. 31–32] is said to have declared verse 45 to beMedinan, as didMuqātil [Ibn Sulaymān]. Cf.
ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN AL-BAGHDĀDĪ), Tafsīr, introduction to sūra 17.

116 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Bayḍāwī; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN
ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]. According to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 83, the verses 78 to 80 are allegedly
Medinan, according to al-Ṭabarī Tafsīr, the verses 75, 78, and 82, according to al-Wāḥidī,
verses 75 and 78, after al-Nīsābūrī (in the margin of al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr), verse 75, after al-Farrāʾ
[d. 200/822; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 131–134], verses 75 and 78, according to Qatāda in
al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī, loc. cit., verses 75 to 77, after Muqātil [Ibn Sulaymān], ibid., verses 76,
77, and 82, after al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, verses 75 to 78, and 83.
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Muḥammad’s interest, and had nearly obtained his consent117—and verse 78
to the Jews of Yathrib,118 i.e., the story that the Prophet one daywas prompted
by a stratagem of the Jews to go to Palestine, only soon to return.119 Others
see verse 82 as referring to the conquest of Mecca,120 or originating between
Mecca and Medina, considering it a reference to the entry into the cave
[of Thawr] (cf. 9:40)121 or the marching into Medina.122 Still others appro-
priately find in verses 75123 and 78124 merely a reference to the Quraysh, and
in verse 32—on whose inaccurate and literal interpretation all those fan-
tasies are based—simply a generalmeaning.125 Weil will not even admit that
verse 78 refers to the Quraysh.126 But it is not improbable that there had
been an earlier attempt to oust Muḥammad from Mecca, without consid-
ering that his followers were to accompany him ally themselves to a strange
clan, and eventually make war against his native town. The verse cannot
refer to the Jews as even their initial attempts to use force against Muḥam-
mad ended with their expulsion. Also the language of the verse conforms to
that of the rest of the text.127

Incidentally, somewriters find in verse 75, or in verses 75 to 77, an allusion
to the words inserted in sūra 53:14: “these are the sublime gharānīq.”128 But
it is quite obvious that these verses must be of a much later date. (ABŪ

117 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 15, p. 83; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-
Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-
KĀFĪ]; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī; al-Nīsābūrī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.

118 The same.
119 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Nīsā-

būrī in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, in the margin of vol. 15, p. 72; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; al-Khāzin
al-Baghdādī.

120 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī.
121 al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī; al-

Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
122 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN

ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Nīsābūrī, loc. cit.; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
123 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī;

al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī.
124 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; August Müller in Friedrich

Rückert’s translation of the Koran, note, s.v., p. 488.
125 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Nīsābūrī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-

KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
126 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 64sq, 2nd ed., p. 74.
127 Cf. اوداكنٕاو verses 78 and 75; اًذٕا verses 78, 77, 75, 44, 102; ّزقتـسا verses 78 and 66, but

nowhere else in the Koran.
128 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt]: Biographie Muhammad bis zur

Flucht, p. 137; al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1195, but not in the Tafsīr; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl;
Aug. Müller in Fr. Rückert’s translation of the Koran, p. 488; cf. also above, pp. 70–71.
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AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ alleges that verse 80,
like 28 (because of alms; see above), and verse 59, are considered to be
Medinan by Ḥasan al-Baṣrī. Verse 87 allegedly contains the answer to one
of the three questions which the Jews, or Quraysh, once put to the Prophet
at the instigation of the Jews. This event, and consequently also the verse, is
sometimes placed atMecca and sometimes atMedina, other details varying
considerably. All of this is so fanciful that we should think little of it. There is
even less reason to conclude that sūra 18, which is supposed to contain the
answer to the two questions, shares the same dating as this passage, even if
it is quite possible.129

Thus, not even a single verse has been proven to be of Medinan origin.[i/139]
Although there is uniform rhyme from the second verse on,130 the internal
coherence of the various parts is so weak, and the external correspondence
so inadequate,131 that scepticism about the unity of the sūra is not unwar-
ranted. However, given the absence of sound standards, it would hardly be
possible to arrive at a sound conclusion. The great uniformity of language
and style alone argues against Hirschfeld,132 who would like to attribute
verses 1 to 8, 103 to 111, 87 to 102, and 9 to 86 to three different periods.133

Some words in sūra 27 must be missing, as in verse 42 the words that[i/140]
follow وه can refer only to Solomonor his retinue; a transition indicating this
is certainly necessary. Before verse 93 لق should to be supplied according to
context, or simply be considered missing.

In sūra 18, some verses are occasionally considered Medinan: Verse 27
either in toto or up to اینا ,134 verses 1 to 7, and 107sqq.,135 as well as verse 82136

for the same reason as sūra 17:87. I would not venture to maintain with cer-
tainty that the two strange parts—telling us how Moses recognized Divine

129 Cf. in this matter Ibn Hishām, p. 192sq.; al-Bukhārī, K. al-ʿIlm, §48; al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī,
Asbāb al-nuzūl; and the Commentators in general.

130 Cf. above, p. 111.
131 E.g., the connectionof verses 22 and23, of 41b and41ª is difficult. Then, too, verse 41bsqq.

does not seem to presuppose verse 23. The great importance attached to the code of conduct
in verses 23 to 40 would suggest that it once formed the core of a revelation.

132 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran, pp. 70 and 144.
133 Apart from the idioms listed above (pp. 99–100) I draw attention to نٔاىسع verses 8, 53,

and 81; ناحبـس verses (1), 95, 108, 45 (46); اًروحدم verses 19 and 41; ٓنارق verses 9, 43, 47, 49, 62, 84,
90, and 91; لق verses 44, 53, 58, 86, 87, 90, 95, 98, 108, 110, and 111; verse 100 b = verse 52.

134 [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 33.

135 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 33.
136 Ibid.
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Providence and his ownweakness (verses 59 to 81), and howDhū l-Qarnayn,
i.e., Alexander the Great,137 crossed the world and “set up a barrier” against
Gog and Magog (verses 82 to 98)—originate from the same time as the
preceding verses. As suggested above in the comments on sūra 17:97, there is
little to be said for their homogeneity except that their beginning, the legend

137 Muslims produced much fantastical material about the name Dhū l-Qarnayn. Here
I draw attention only to the most important sources: al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 16, p. 6sqq., as
well as the other Commentators; Ibn Qutayba, al-Maʿārif, ed Wüstenfeld, p. 26; al-Masʿūdī,
Prairies, vol. 2, p. 248sq.; Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 10163 (fol. 1–104), no. 7019 (fol. 105–144)
= I Petermann, [Ms without title by ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. ʿAlī IBN AL-JAWZĪ]; Ibn al-Khaṭīb
al-Dahsha, Tuḥfa, ed. Mann, p. 52; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 807.

This appellation is likely to refer to Alexander the Great, as also Muslims assume. As
far as we know, the first mention of the “horns” of Alexander (The History of Alexander the
Great, ed. E.W. Budge, pp. 257 and 274) “I know that you had me grow horns in order to
destroy the empires of this world,” which—according to Nöldeke’s Beiträge zur Geschichte
(cf. S. Fraenkel’s review of Nöldeke’s Beiträge zur Geschichte des Alexanderromans)—dates
from ad514 or 515 (826 Seleuc.), but not from 626 as Carl Hunnius has it. The expression
“the horned man,” of course, does not occur in the Syriac legend. But if it is really the first
source of Muḥammad or his authority, the Arabic designation must be a creation based on
the transmitted characteristics. After all, many an Arabic epithet is made up of dhū with
following dual. (Cf. al-Mubarrad, al-Kāmil, ed. W. Wright, p. 777sq., and the comprehensive
compilation in Goldziher’s “Ueber Dualtitel,” p. 321sq.) Dhū l-Qarnayn, in particular, is also
found as epithet of the Lakhmid King Mundhir III (cf. Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser und
Araber, p. 169 n. 3, and Goldziher, Abhandlungen, vol. 2, p. 26, note 13, regarding no. 28. [See
further EI2.]) The name “horned man” might have conceivably been used in an unknown
recension of the legend, and from there found its way into Arabic. Syriac beʿēlmight possibly
correspond to ḳarnē or ḳarnāmā, since this dialect no longer has a dual.

An equivalent to the Arabic idiom has been known from Hebrew literature, namely the
apocalyptic Daniel 8:21, where the Persian Empire appears as a “ram having two horns” ( ליאה

םינרקהלעב ), while Alexander the Great is presented as a “goat with the great horn between
his eyes,” and Midrash Rabbā to Genesis, Par. 99:2, here Edom (i.e. Rome) is called םינרקלעב ,
cf. also مورلانورقلاتاذ , Ibn Hishām, p. 187, note. From these sources it seems that the horns of
Alexander are derived from the apocalyptic literature, being the symbol of invincible power.
The problem, however, becomes complicated as according to the historians (Curtius Rufus
4, 29, 5sqq., and Flavius Arrian 3, 4 [sic, the author’s inconsistent page references]) the oracle
of Jupiter Ammon recognized Alexander the Great as son of this god, and that the horn
originates from this very deity, which is imagined to be a ram, and which ornaments the
head of Alexander on the Ptolomaeic and Lysimachic coins. (Cf. J. Bernouilli, Die erhaltenen
Darstellungen, plate viii, figure 4; Theod. Schreiber, “Studie über das Bildnis Alexanders des
Großen,” plate xiii, figure 5.) Since all these are graphic reproductions in profile, only one
horn is visible. The often cited statement of Athenaeus, of Naucratis in Egypt, after Ephippus,
of Athens (vol. 12, p. 537) that Alexander at times dressed himself as God Ammon, can be
disregarded since it is possibly nothing but learned conclusion from the numismatic find.

The fish of the Moses legend in verse 18:60 corresponds exactly to the fish which, accord-
ing to the Alexander legend, becomes alive again in the well-head of life (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,
p. 428; Th. Nöldeke, loc. cit, p. 25). If this is a confusion of images, this might have happened
since Moses’ shining face appears in the Biblical story (Exodus 34:29, 30, and 35) in Aquila,
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of the Seven Sleepers (verse 8sqq.),138 as well as their end (Dhū l-Qarnayn),
are thought to refer to the three questions of the Jews. Nowhere else in
the three sections mentioned is there any reference to the others. It is far
more significant that the legends touched upon here belong to the timeless
storehouse of contemporary world literature.139 The uniformity of rhyme in
the verses140 cannot therefore be accidental; it must be assumed that those
parts were intended a priori141 to be united in a single sūra. It is conceivable
that Muḥammad also closely followed the tradition in terms of sequence.

and the Vulgata as “horned” (cornuta), by bringing together the word “radiate” in the Hebrew
text (ḳaran) with qeren “horn”. (Cf. C. Hunnius’ thesis, Das syrische Alexanderlied, p. 27.)

The remainder of the Moses legend belongs to a legendary cycle of the Orient still
shrouded in obscurity, which from there spread to the European Occident. (Cf. the bibliog-
raphy in Joh. Pauli, Schimpf, p. 550sq., Gaston Paris, La poésie dumoyen âge, chapter “L’Ange
et l’ermite,” pp. 150–187.) Apart from the Koran, its oldest source is a Jewish work of the tenth
century. The Midrash itself might be considerably older because here one of the two wan-
derers has been identified with a historical personage of the first half of the third century,
the famous Palestine Amorite Joshua ben Levi (cf. Encyclopedia Judaica, 2nd ed., s.v. “Elijah,”
p. 125, col. 2). Still, a direct dependence is excluded as the stories are too different. As the
well-head of life, which the Koran mentions in this connection, plays an important role in
Babylonian mythology, the entire legend might originate from there. If we consider that in
Paradise not only eternal life but—as can be seen from the Biblical form of the story—also
super-human knowledge was to be gained, it follows that between the apparent disparate
parts of the Koranic legend of Moses there is an inner connection.

138 Cf. I. Guidi, Testi orientali; Nöldeke’s review of Testi orientali; de Goeje, De Legende der
Zevenslapers; J. Koch, Die Siebenschläerlegende; B. Heller, “Eléments parallèles et origines de
la légende.”

139 Cf. also Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2nd ed., p. 236.
140 The rhyme regularly ends with ā, because the verses 21 and 22 as well as 97 and 98 of

Flügel’s edition of the Koranmust be combined to one verse each. The rhyming letters (rawī),
however, are very different and cover the entire scale of the alphabet; most frequently dā (47
times), rā (22 times), hā (17 times), and lā (13 times.)

141 Among the frequently used expressions common to several parts I note: ّيبر , “my Lord,”
verses 21, 23, 34, 36, 38, 94, 97, 98, 109, and اذٕاّىتح , 70, 73, 76, 84, 89, 92 and 95.



THE SŪRAS OF THE THIRDMECCAN PERIOD

General Comments

The style, language, and treatment of subjects that developed gradually dur- [i/143]
ing the second Meccan period appear fully developed in the third period.
The languagebecomesdrawn-out, dull, andprosaic. The endless repetitions,
in which the Prophet does not hesitate to use almost identical words, a line
of argument devoid of sharpness and clarity, which convinced only those
who had already been converted, and the monotonous narratives all often
make the revelations downright boring. Someone not interested in the lan-
guage of the original, or in historical religious problems, finds it difficult to
read the later parts of theKoran for a second time.1Of course, one should not
imagine that the ardent spirit of the first revelations never appears again; it
does, albeit in isolated sparks. The prosaic, longwinded diction is unsuited
to providing a dignified garb for his fantasy, whenever it does appear. Closely
related to the style, which becomes increasingly prosaic, is the growing
lengthof the verses,with the result that nothing remains of thepoetical form
but the rhyme. Although the rhymedoes still frequently leave an impression
as a forceful conclusion to ideas, it is also often annoying, employed casually
and reduced to the simplest forms, such as ūn, īn, etc. The sūras themselves
are at times exceedingly long, although some of these long sections may be
made up of shorter ones without readily apparent joints. Another peculiar-
ity of the third period is the address, “O, you people” ( سانلااّهئا ). Just as
an Arab usually uses an address when speaking at an assembly,2 Muḥam-
mad now does so more often when speaking prosaically. The earlier sūras,
which are poetically or, even more, rhetorically motivated, lack this figure
of speech.

1 Muḥammad was an average stylist at best. The literary importance of the man is
based on his originality to create a new Bible-like style for the documents of his new reli-
gion.

2 For example, موق،شیرقَرشْعَم .
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Comments on Sūras: 32, 41, 45, 16, 30, 11, 14, 12, 40, 28, 39

Since the sūras of the third period display virtually no apparent develop-[i/144]
ment, it is even more difficult than for the earlier periods to establish any
kind of chronological order.

In sūra 32,3 the words of the twenty-third verse, هئاقلنمةیرمىفنكتالف were
certainly interpolated, since they do not fit into the context in any way.4
Verse 16,5 or verses 18 to 20,6 are incorrectly considered to be of Medinan
origin, the former because of a tradition that applied it to the poor emigrants
or the “helpers,” and the latter because it was cited in connection with an
event during the Battle of Badr.

With sūra 41:1–3 Muḥammad is supposed to have tried to convert ʿUtba
b. Rabīʿa,7 a respected Meccan. Even if this were true, all it teaches us
is that the sūra antedates the conversion attempt. Ibn Hishām dates this
to immediately after the conversion of Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb al-Taymī, yet Ibn
Hishām is known to have paid virtually no attention to precise chronology
of the events before the hijra. It must be added that we have no reliable
information on Ḥamza’s conversion.8 As for the external form of the sūra, it
is noteworthy that verses 1 to 38 regularly rhymewithūnor īn, less frequently
(verses 1, 11, 32, and 34 to 36)with īm. The caesuras at the end of verses 12 and
26 (Flügel’s edition) are inaccurate. Thereafter, in verses 39 to 54, ūn and īn
respectively disappear altogether; īm occurs only once and is replaced by a
great variety of other rhyming letters ( ب،ص،ط،ظ،ر،ز،د )9 This, however,

3 This sūra, like several other shorter ones, Muir assigns to his fourth stage, not the fifth
stage. In Flügel’s edition of the Koran the verses 9 and 10 constitute one verse.

4 All attempts at explanation by Muslim exegetes are futile as is the case in Muslim
al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 2, p. 75 (bāb al-isrāʾ, K. al-Īmān, §72) the ه in هئاقل refers to Moses. The true
sense of these words in the original place becomes apparent from passages like 32:10 and 14,
and 41:54.

5 al-Wāḥidī; al-Itqān, pp. 34 and 19; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
6 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Nasafī; al-Wāḥidī; [ABŪ AL-QĀSIM] ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN

ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ]; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Itqān, p. 19sq.
7 Ibn Hishām, p. 186; cf. Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 2, second ed., p. 7sq.; [EI2; Juynboll,

Encyclopedia, p. 460, 531; Wensinck,Muḥammad and the Jews of Medina, p. 111].
8 Ibn Hishām, p. 227 and Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr): Biographien der mekkanischen

Kämpfer (vol. 3, part 1), p. 192, presuppose that Ḥamza embraced Islam before ʿUmar did.
Al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1189, explicitly says so. Ibn Saʿd, ibid., p. 4, puts the conversion into year 6
of Muḥammad’s prophetic commission. Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 1818; and ʿIzz al-Dīn
IBNAL-ATHĪR,Usdal-ghāba fīmaʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 2, p. 46, claim that this had taken place
already in the second year after Muḥammad’s commission.

9 Cf. below on sūra 40.
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is no reason divide the sūra, particularly as verse 39 (rhyme with īr) belongs
together with verses 34 and 38 (rhyme with ūm), while verse 44 seems to
refer to the first verse.

According to al-Wāḥidī, sūra 45:13 was occasioned by a campaign against [i/145]
the Banū Muṣṭaliq, or some other event in Medina (cf. also al-Itqān, p. 35).
ʿUmar, who plays a noteworthy role in this affair, appears also in traditions
supporting the Meccan origin. That a man of the Banū Ghifār10 appears in
some of these traditions as ʿUmar’s opponent perhaps stems originally from
that verse is containing the word اورفغی .

In sūra 16 we find some verses that were not promulgated until Med-
ina. Verse 43sq. could be taken to refer to the emigration to Abyssinia, but
verse 111 clearly speaks of “those who have emigrated after persecution and
then struggled” against the infidels. Since the two afore-mentioned verses
bear a great resemblance to this one, we might assume an identical origin.
Incidentally, this verse pertains here to emigrants in general and not to any
particular band, as al-Wāqidī, p. 111, and al-Wāḥidī, s.v., report. Verses 115 to
118 could be considered Meccan if it were certain that sūra 6:119 referred to
them.11 In contrast, verse 119 must have originated at Medina if, as seems
likely, it does have 6:147 in mind. The same applies to verse 120, which is
connected with it and displays similarity to verse 111, as well as verse 125,
which deals with the Jewish Sabbath. The Meccan origin of verse 124 is
doubtful,12 if only because most of the verses, like this one, consider Islam
to be the religion of Abraham (millat Ibrāhīm.)13 Sūras 2:134 and 129, 3:89,
4:124, and 22:77 are surely Medinan on the basis of their context. This sus-
picion is strengthened by internal evidence. “In the beginning Muḥammad
is convinced to bring to the Arabs what the Christians received from ʿĪsā
(Ibn Maryam, Jesus), and the Jews from Mūsā (Ibn ʿImrān, i.e., Moses) etc.;
and in dealing with the pagans, he optimistically makes a reference to “the

10 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
11 It is wrong to think it refers to 5:4, one of the latest verses of the entire Koran.
12 Thearguments for the following evidence I adopted fromSnouckHurgronje’sMekkaan-

sche feest, pp. 28–40. Also in his subsequent articles did this scholar quite rightly emphasize
again and again the importance of Ibrāhīm for the development of the attitude vis-à-vis
Muḥammad’s early revelations. Cf. his “De Islam,” tweede deel, pp. 460 and 466; and his
review, “Une nouvelle biographie de Mohammed,” by H. Grimme, p. 64sqq.

13 In other passages of the Koran milla refers to the religion of the Jews and Christians
(once, 2:114) as well as pagans (four times; in 38:6 the meaning is ambiguous). Its origin from
Aramaic is beyond doubt (mellthā “word”), but the Koranic meaning “religion” is not to be
found there. However, it seems to me that the usage of this word among the Arabs is older
than Islam.
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enlightened” (sūras 16:45, and 21:7), who merely have to be asked to have
the truth of his teaching confirmed. The disappointment comes at Medina,
where the People of the Book refuse to recognize the Prophet. He is thus
obliged to find for himself an instance that still does not contradict his early
revelations. Given this situation, he reaches for the older prophets whose
communities cannot cross him. In the final analysis, though, this tendency
is only expressed in sūra 2:129. It comes as no surprise thatMuḥammad later
felt himself most closely related to Abraham, since this patriarch was for
bothChristians and Jews theperfect example of justice andobedience to the
faith, the “Father”14 of all pious men who “God took for a friend.”15 Muḥam-
mad’s preference for Abraham is closely connected with the idea of sūras
2:119 and 2:121, which present him as the founder of the Meccan sanctu-
ary.16 Moreover, Muḥammad might not even have adopted this view until
Medina, for still in the late Meccan sūras he was of the opinion that no pre-
vious “warner” had come tohis contemporaries fromAllāh (sūras 32:2, 34:43,
36:5). One is tempted to assign the entire section from verses 111 to 125 to this
period, since, besides verse 124, verses 111, 119, and 120 are definitely Medi-
nan, as well as, possibly, verses 113 to 118.17 On the other hand, it is wrong to
consider verses 96 (starting with اوقوذتو ) to 98, or verses 97 to 99, to be Med-
inan18 by interpreting هللادهع (verse 97) to refer to agreements concluded
with various clans after the hijra. By the same token, the preceding verse
might be assigned to after the hijra. Additionally, the division of verse 96
into two parts cannot be justified in any way. Weil19 declares verses 103 to

14 E.g. Berēshīth Rabbā, Par. 39, beginning; Matthew 3:9; Luke 16:24; Romans 4:1, 4:16, etc.
This is presumably where also sūra 22:77 belongs. The idea that Abraham is the patriarch of
the Arabs need not be the basis of this passage.

15 In the Koran only sūra 4:124 (khalīl), but quite common in ḥadīth. The idea is expressed
already in the Old Testament (ōhēb, Isaiah 4:8, II Chronicles 20:7). In later Hebrew writing
Abraham is called yedīd, e.g., Talmud Bablī, Menāhōth 53 b, and Shabbāth 137 b (other
passages see B. Beer, Das Leben Abrahams, notes 427 and 950) or reḥīm, e.g., in an Aramaic
synagogical liturgy for the “minor” Atonement Day. In early Christian literature it is called
φίλος δεοϋ (Jacob. 2:23; Ep[istle of] Clem[ent] 10:1 and 17:2).

16 This legend is perhapsnotMuḥammad’s invention, rather theproduct ofArab Jewishor
Christian brains who did not want to renounce the religious celebration at the Kaʿba. Snouck
Hurgronje in his Mekkaansche feest, p. 28, writes “that he [Muḥammad] shunned the ḥajj
festivities because this included the presence of polytheists … and that it is not unlikely,
and considered a fact by tradition, that also Christians participated, which explains the swift
riding throughWādīMuḥassir [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 634] where in early days Christians
observed the wuqūf” (cf. Muḥammad ʿĀbid, Hidāyat al-nāsik, p. 112).

17 Thus Grimme,Mohammed, vol. 2, p. 26, although without giving a reason.
18 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
19 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 64, 2nd ed., p. 74.
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105 to be Medinan, yet the assumption that Muḥammad did not abrogate
or change verses before the hijra is wrong; one merely needs to recall what
was said above regarding sūra 53.20 Verse 105, in which it says that “only a
mortal is teaching him,” as well as verse 103, according to which the unbe-
lievers openly call him “amere forger,” do not reflect the conditions after his
emigration fromhis native town. Finally, the verses in question are, it seems,
connected with their surroundings. Totally worthless is the argument that
verse 105 points to the Persian Salmān, who did not embrace Islam until
Medina.21 It seems to have emanated from the inaccurate interpretation of

ّيمجعٔا , a name which was later predominantly applied to Persians. Many tra-
ditions name other people, all obscure persons, slaves with names as well as
unknown ones (e.g., ماعلب , شیعی , ربج , راسی ). Verse 108, according to a tradition
of Abū l-Ḥajjāj MUJĀHID [Ibn Jabr al-Makkī22] refers to those believers who
were afraid to follow the example of the Prophet and turn their back on their
native town.23 All other traditionists correctly apply the verse to Muslims
without means or reputation who before the hijra were the object of much
persecution on the part of the Meccans. The verses starting with 126 are
Meccan in content as well as form.24 Tradition throughout interprets them
as prohibition against Muḥammad’s taking revenge on the Meccans for the
death of Ḥamza in accordance with his vow.25 Some writers add that these
verses were not occasioned immediately after the Battle of Uḥud but only
during the conquest of Mecca,26 whereMuḥammadwas diplomatic enough
not to act on the opportunity for vengeance. These inaccurate views might
be based on the fact that the text of that earlier revelation was referred to
by the Prophet during one of these occasions,27 but, more likely, they are
fabrications of the exegetes. Moreover, since the last half of sūra 16 contains

20 See above, p. 82sqq.
21 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 14, p. 111, l 5; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Weil, Das Leben Mo-

hammeds, p. 369, note, Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 2nd ed., p. 74.
22 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 430–431; Sezgin, GAS, vols. 1, p. 29, vol. 6, p. 10, vol. 7,

p. 365, vol. 8, p. 22.
23 Cf. al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
24 Cf. نسحٔايهيتلمهلداجو (verse 126); ربصاو (v. 128); نوركميامب (v. 128); all indications are

that the Prophet found himself in the situation of the underdog and could not even consider
resistance, least of all open warfare.

25 Ibn Hishām, p. 584sq.; al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1420sq., and his Tafsīr; al-Wāqidī,
p. 283; al-Tirmidhī (Tafsīr), al-Ṭabarī (Persian), vol. 3, p. 38; al-Wāḥidī; (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM)
ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 22sq.; al-Zamakhsharī; al-
Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 19, 33, and 42; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.

26 al-Tirmidhī, loc. cit.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 42; al-Suyuṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
27 Cf. Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 64, 2nd ed., p. 74.
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several genuine or allegedlyMedinan verses, some people take the easy way
out and consider the verses 42 or 41 to the end,28 or the entire sūra, to be
completely Medinan.29

The first verses of sūra 30 must have been promulgated after the Byzan-[i/149]
tines (al-Rūm) had fought the Persians with little fortune in a neighbouring
country of Arabia.30 It is very difficult, however, to determine which of the
many Byzantine defeats dating until after the hijra31 ismeant, particularly as
the early Muslim writers,32 who supply confusing and incomplete accounts
of these events, cannot be confirmed by Byzantine reports. The common
view holds that this sūra concerns a Byzantine defeat at Adhruʿāt33 and
Buṣrā in Mesopotamia or in Palestine. The Persian translator of al-Ṭabarī
(Chronique, Zotenberg, vol. 2, p. 306sq.), who mentions in this context all
sorts of confused details about the dethronement of Mauricius ( قروم ), etc.,
says that the Koran speaks of the capture of Jerusalem. It is difficult to
deny that the sūra pertains to an important event that took place either
in Palestine or its vicinity. Yet we cannot say for sure if that capture hap-
pened in June, ad614,34 in accordwith themost reliable source (Chron[icon]
pasch[ale]), or at a later date.35 Perhaps Muḥammad had no single event in
mind at all. Gustav Weil36 is wrong to separate the first verses from the fol-

28 (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; Hibat Allāh.
29 Ibid.
30 The readings تََبَلغ and نوبلغیـس are, of course, old and alreadymentioned in al-Tirmidhī’s

Tafsīr on sūra 30:1; but they are based on less reliable authorities than the common reading
and must be rejected because they emanate only from the defeats later inflicted upon the
Byzantines by the Muslims. This, however, Muḥammad cannot have anticipated at the time.
Al-Ṭabarī says in his Tafsīr: راصمٔالاءاّرقةّماع ( تَبُِلغ ) هتٔارقف .

31 Cf. Bar Hebraeus, Chronicon, p. 100.
32 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1003sqq., and Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser, p. 297sqq.; al-Wāḥidī;

Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Qurṭubī; and al-Bayḍāwī.
33 In this battle the Greek military leader was, according to al-Wāḥidī ّسنحي (Yuḥannis),

about whom I have been unable to find anything. The Persian leader زاربرهش , however, is also
mentioned by the Byzantines (Σαγβαραζος etc), by the Armenians (after LeBeau, Histoire du
Bas-Empire), and Bar Hebraeus ܪܐ . Cf. in particular Th. Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser,
p. 292.

34 Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser, p. 297, and Aufsätze zur persischen Geschichte, p. 126.
35 As far as this subject is concerned, the Meccans were rather indifferent regarding the

defeat of either the Persians or theByzantines, for the view that they as idolaters sympathized
with the Persians as the Muslims relate is missing the point. But Muḥammad was indeed
interested in the Christians, with whom at that time he nearly identified himself. For him the
victory of the Byzantines over the Persians must have been equivalent to the victory of the
monotheists over the disbelievers, and for this reason he enabled his opponents to reproach
him because his friends had been defeated, and that his god had apparently been unable to
help them.

36 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 67, 2nd ed., p. 76.
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lowing ones, with which they are closely connected. Verse 16sq.is held by
some to beMedinan on the grounds that they refer to liturgies which, natu-
rally, had already been in service before the emigration.37

For no good reason whatsoever some people hold verse 5 of sūra 1138 to [i/151]
have been promulgated at al-Ṭāʾif.39 A different opinion, suspecting here a
reference to the Hypocrites of Medina,40 has already been rejected by al-
Bayḍāwī. Verses 15,41 2042 (because of its mentioning the Jews), and 11643 (be-
cause it fixes the times for prayer) some hold to be Medinan. The indi-
vidual parts of the sūra are generally coherent.44 Still, some irregularities
in the composition must be pointed out. In the stories of Nūḥ [Noah]
(verse 27sqq.), Hūd (verse 52sqq.), Ṣāliḥ (verse 64sqq.), and Shuʿayb (verse
85sqq.),45 verses 72 to 84 are divorced from the scheme adopted in the intro-
duction. Verse 85 is more readily understood as a continuation of verse 71.
Verses 112 to 123 unmistakably refer to afore-mentioned “generations”
(11:118), “cities” (11:119), and “messengers” (11:121), although verses 102 to 111
certainly appear to be a concluding recapitulation. The mention of Moses
in verse 112 is conspicuous in view of verse 99.

37 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Even with a
stretch of language you arrive at only four prayers; but the verses 16 and 17 are probably
parallel. The five daily prayers are nowhere explicitly instituted in the Koran. Cf. above, p. 45.

38 Verse 5 of Flügel’s edition concludes with نيح , which is against its sense and all good
traditions. Cf. thereon ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ, and Abū Yaḥyā Zakariyyāʾ
AL-ANṢĀRĪ al-Shāfiʿī [d. 926/1519], K. al-Maqṣad, s.v.

39 al-Bayḍāwī, cf. ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
40 ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī), s.v.
41 al-Itqān, p. 32; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī) in the introduction after Muqātil.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 12, p. 75; ʿUmar b.Muḥammad IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ; al-Wāḥidī;

al-Suyūṭī,Asbābal-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī) after Ibn ʿAbbās andQatāda;
al-Qasṭallānī to al-Bukhārī, K. mawāqīt al-ṣalāt, §4.

44 Cf., for example, the omission of انلسرٔادقل , verses 52, 64, and 85, because the phrase had
already been used in verse 27.

45 For the first time, the people of Shuʿayb—a name still not properly identified, and
previously always known by the genuine Arabic name al-Ayka—are here called Madyan,
a name which can have reached Muḥammad only through Jewish channels. According to
him, both names indicate an identity because (1) they have only one prophet, which never
happens in the case of two peoples; (2) once the name Madyan is introduced it never
reappears; (3) both peoples are accused of “filling up the balance” unjustly (sūras 26:181sq.,
7:83, and 11:86). For the reasons, both one and two, some Muslims presuppose the identity
of both peoples (al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 795). It is, of course a different question whether the
identity of Shuʿayb and the father-in-law ofMoses, and the related problem of his people and
Madyan is original. Cf. Nöldeke’s article “Midian” in Encyclopædia Biblica, vol. 3, col. 3080.
[EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 650, col. 2.]
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Sūra 14:33 and 34 several exegetes falsely consider to refer to the Quraysh[i/152]
fighting at Badr.46 In verse 38sqq., “Ibrāhīm [Abraham] asks his Lord tomake
the sacred territory ofMecca secure and keep his sons from serving idols; he
then praises God for having given him two sons, Jacob and Ishmael, despite
his old age.” For the same reasons explained above regarding sūra 16:124, as
well as the arguments of Snouck Hurgronje,47 these verses also ought to be
consideredMedinan. “From then on the patriarchs are no longermentioned
without including Ishmael between Abraham and Isaac.” At a later stage
Ishmael advances to become a joint founder of the Kaʿba ([“raised up the
foundations of the House,”] sūra 2:121).

The entirety of sūra 12, with the exception of the final few verses, which
are nevertheless still connected with the others,48 is distinguished from
all the other large sūras by its focusing on only one subject,49 the life of
Joseph.50Wehave it from two laterwriters51 thatMuḥammaddispatched this
sūra with the first men from Yathrib converted near Mecca. Even supposing
that this was entirely certain, it merely follows that the sūra dates from
before this event, and not that this was the occasion of the revelation itself,
as Weil seems to believe.52 Regarding this point of view, which considers
verses 1 to 3 to be Medinan,53 al-Suyūṭī54 correctly says that this is untenable
and baseless. The same applies to the tradition that ascribes a Medinan
origin to sūra 12, verse 7.55

Sūra 40:58sq. is unjustly considered to refer to the Jews and, thus, held to[i/153]
beMedinan.56 The verses from 59 to the end (v. 87) stand out in so far as they
all rhymewith ūn or īnwhile in the preceding rhymes an enormous diversity

46 al-Wāqidī, p. 133; (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); al-
Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 33; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN
al-Baghdādī). The verses 11, 12, 13, 14 and 24, 25 of Flügel’s edition consitute only one verse
each.

47 Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, p. 40, l 17–23. Cf. above, p. 119.
48 See verse 109sqq., but particularly verse 111.
49 This also corresponds to the rhyme which throughout ends with ūn, īm, and īn, once

each only with īr and īl. The rhymes with ār (v. 39) and rā (v. 96) are based on the inaccurate
division of the verses.

50 Regarding the Jewish sources of the Koranic version cf. Geiger, loc. cit., p. 139sqq., as
well as Israel Schapiro’s comprehensive thesis.

51 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 39; al-Diyārbakrī, Cairo ed., 1283, juzʾ 1, p. 13.
52 Das LebenMohammeds, p. 380.
53 (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ.
54 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32.
55 (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ.
56 Ibid.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN).
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prevails.57 Additionally, since the two parts of the sūra are incoherent inter-
nally, we may suspect different origins. Their combination possibly owes to
the fact that the pet idiom of the first part, هللات�ٓ�ايفلداج (verses 4, 5, 37,
and 58) appears also once in the second part of this sūra (verse 71).58

Sūra 28:52 is just as falsely considered to refer to the Christians who
came toMuḥammadatMedina.59Amongother reasons, howcouldMuḥam-
mad still claim after his sad experiences with the Jews that those who had
received the Scripture believed in the Koran. Verses 76 to 82 look like a seg-
ment inserted at the wrong place, since it is difficult to connect with either
the preceding or the following text, particularly as 28:83 is more suitable to
follow 28:75. Given the usual, frequently-jumping style of the Koran, how-
ever, this is not the issue. One can thus consider verse 83 as a contrast to the
whole story of Qārūn [the Biblical Ḳoraḥ], who believes in his own strength
and does not worry about God and the hereafter.60 On account of a literal
and, in this case, totally inappropriate interpretation61 of the words ىلٕاكّدارل
داعم , verse 85 is said to have originated during the emigration to Juḥfa, a place

between Mecca and Yathrib.62 It is likely to be nothing but a misinterpreta-
tion that makes this a Medinan sūra63 or considers the entire sūra to have
been revealed between Mecca and Medina.64

Regarding sūra 39,65 the verses 54, or 54 to 56, or 54 to 61, are supposed [i/154]
to have been sent from Mecca to Medina on account of Waḥshī or other

57 The principle rhyme is ā with following b, d, r, q, l, ,ع ,ا altogether forty-one times; ī
with following m, n, r, l, b, twenty-one times; ū with following d, n, r, twenty-two times. The
conspicuous rhyming word �ً�ذاك in verse 39 (Flügel’s edition) is certainly occasioned by an
inaccurate division of the verses.

58 Given a different context, this evidence would opt for original uniformity.
59 al-Ṭabarī in the Tafsīr after al-Ḍaḥḥāk; and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī after Muqātil b. Sulay-

mān; Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 34. According to ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀ-
ZIN al-Baghdādī) also the following eight verses are Medinan.

60 Also in the diction of the verses 77 and 83 there are some points of contact, e.g., داسف
ةرٓخالاراا .

61 This is also Weil’s view in Historische-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 66, 2nd ed., p. 76.
62 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī,Asbāb al-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn

(AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī). Cf. Weil, Das LebenMohammeds, p. 373. There are, however, also
different explanations of these words in the commentaries. For a strange interpretation see
al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 2942, andWeil, Geschichte der Chalifen, vol. 1, p. 174.

63 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 34.
64 (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ.
65 The problems of the rhyme of this sūra display great similarity with those of sūra 41.

Against Flügel the verses 3 and 4 are only one verse. The words in verse 9, رزوةرزاورزتالو

ىرخٔا which appear also in sūras 6:164, 17:16, 35:19, and with a slight change ( ّالٔا ) also in 53:39,
might be the result of interpolation.
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noted criminals, with the result that the verses are largely considered to
be Medinan.66 Other writers also date verse 1367 to the time after the hijra,
probably by mistake, and likewise verse 2468 for no good reason.

Comments on Sūras 29, 31, 42, 10, 34, 35, 7, 46, 6, 13

Sūra 29:1–10manywriters rightfully considerMedinan.69Verses 7 and 8must
be included, although the commentators, giving some other explanations,
generally regard this passage, as well as sūras 31:13 and 46:14, as referring to
Saʿd b. Abī Waqqās,70 one of the first believers. Yet these passages refer to
those men of Medina who, obeying their parents’ wishes, declined to par-
ticipate in the campaigns of the Prophet. These ten verses, however, must
originate from the time after Muḥammad had already completed several
campaigns, certainly after the Battle of Badr and probably after the Battle
of Uḥud.71 The explanations of these stories72 produced by tradition are of
little use. Verse 45 in its current form is certainly Medinan, since here the
Muslims are permitted to deal with stubborn Jews otherwise than “the fairer
manner,” i.e., not with words but with violence. Muḥammad could not use
such expressions before the hijra. Furthermore, this is in contradiction to
the Meccan verse 46, where it says that “those to whom We have given the
Book believe in it; and some of these believe in it.”73 However, the words ّالٕا

مهنماوملظنیا (otherwise only in sūra 2:145) look like a later insertion, as

66 Ibn Hishām, p. 320; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 4:51; al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī in his
Tafsīr; ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Itqān, pp. 20
and 35; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).

67 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 35; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
68 Ibid.
69 Cf. the Commentators; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; al-Wāḥidī. A

misunderstanding reverses this andconsiders only the tenverses tobeMeccan. (HibatAllāh.)
70 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 171.
71 Cf. the word نوقفانملا , verse 10, which is not yet found in sūra 2. H. Grimme,Mohammed,

vol. 2, p. 26, andAugustMüller inhis editionof Fr. Rückert’s translationof theKoran, p. 509sq.,
also consider the verses 11 and 12 to belong to this context, while Weil, Historisch-kritische
Einleitung, 2nd ed., p. 76, fixes only the verses 9 and 10—and with less certainty verse 5—to
Medina. Sprenger, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 132sq., is trying to establish theMeccanorigin of the entire
sūra, dating it at the time of the emigration to Abyssinia, a view which is shared by many of
the early Muslim authorities. Hirschfeld (New researches, p. 144) concurs with him, with the
exception that he assigns individual parts to different classes, verses 1 to 12 to the sixth class,
13 to 42 to the fourth, and 43 to 69 to the fifth.

72 See the Commentators and al-Wāqidī, p. 68 (Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 55).
73 Cf. above, p. 125, the comments on sūra 28:52, [“those to whomWe have given the Book

believe in it.”]
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the subordinate clause starting with اولوقو does not presuppose them, and
the double exception with الٕا within the same sentence is not only awkward
but also appears only here in the Koran. If this passage is omitted, verse 45
says that the People of the Book may only be opposed with words but not
force. The provenance of the text thus shortened is unknown. In favour of
its Medinan origin speaks the phrase, ahl al-kitāb, the People of the Book,
which Meccan sūras do not contain, instead employing cumbersome para-
phrases,74 whereas all the other Koranic passages with the phrase يهيتل

نسحٔا (sūras 6:53, 16:126, and 23:98) are generally considered to be Meccan.
In verse 56 it is suggested to the believers even to leave their country in the
interest of the new religion. Yet this alone is no reason to conclude that these
verses belong to theperiod shortly before the emigration toYathrib. After all,
we know that some Muslims, as well as even Muḥammad, had already left
the city beforehand. Verse 69might have been added atMedina, although it
is also possible that دهاج here simply means “to bear misfortune or persecu-
tion courageously” rather than “to fight,” with the result that the verse also
fits in with the Meccan circumstances.75 Because of a legend, which we also
have from al-Wāḥidī, verse 60 is also held to beMedinan.76 Another opinion,
based on the isolated Medinan verses, even applies this to the entire sūra,
although there is unlikely to be yet another passage besides verse 67 that
points more clearly to its origin in the inviolable territory of Mecca. As far
as verses 18 to 22 are concerned, it might easily seem—particularly because
of the word qul—that they are out of place here. All the same, we must not
considerwords like those in sūra 11:37 to be addressed toMuḥammad; rather
it is the Prophet whose sermon is being communicated. Only the historical
reference that God said لق to him needs to be added. It is not quite clear
for what reason this sūra has been considered on more than one occasion
to be the last one promulgated before the hijra;77 perhaps it is because of
verse 56. The verses have uniform rhymes (īn, īm, īr, ūn). The glaring excep-
tion in verse 51 (ā) is occasioned by an inaccurate division. Verses 51 and 52
in Flügel’s edition of the Koran ought be combined.

Sūra 31:3 is considered by some to be Medinan because of the apparent [i/157]
reference to the community tax.78 Verses 13sq., dealing with foolish parents,

74 E.g. باتكلامهانیٓتانیا , verse 46.
75 Cf. Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 67, note; 2nd ed., p. 76, note.
76 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 34.
77 See above the lists of the sūras and the introduction to al-Wāḥidī’s Asbāb al-nuzūl, p. 8;

and al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, juzʾ 1, p. 10.
78 al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 19.
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are most likely not in the proper place; they might rather be located after
verse 18 to serve as a contrast to Luqmān al-Ḥakīm’s79 wise sayings to his son.
Still, like 29:7, they probably belong to the Medinan period (cf. above, s.v.)
Before verse 15 something has most likely been omitted, since اّهنٕا can hardly
do without the noun to which it refers. Similar cases are not infrequently
the result of interpolations. Since verse 19 can more readily follow verse 10,
the entire pericope of Luqmān might have been inserted later. Verses 16 to
18, like so many others, are said to be directed against the Jews of Medina
and thus promulgated there.80

In sūra 42, too, several verses are declared to beMedinan for no apparent
reason, namely verse 26,81 or verse 22 b (startingwith لق ) and 26,82 or verse 22
(from the beginning) and 23,83 or verses 22 b to 26,84 or the verses 23 to
26,85 and, finally, verse 3586 or the verses from 37 to 39.87

In sūra 10, we also find several verses erroneously considered to have[i/158]
been created at Medina, namely verse 41,88 which writers take to refer to the
local Jews, verse 5989 and verse 94 or 94sq. or 94 to 9690 or verses 59 and
6091—which, incidentally, are the oldest verses of the Koran according to
Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma)—or verse 41 right to the end,92 or even the entire
sūra.93 The same happens occasionally with sūra 34:6 because the Jews are
mentioned.94

79 Cf. Luqmān, Fables de Loqman le Sage, ed. J. Derenbourg, introduction; EI2.
80 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Suyūṭī, al-

Itqān, p. 35; al-Suyūṭī,Asbābal-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZINal-Baghdādī); al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Bayḍāwī. Flügel’s verses 32 and 33 constitute only one verse; this is in accordance with
sound tradition because the rhyming word ًائیش is in this sūra impossible.

81 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Bayḍāwī.
82 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Wāḥidī.
83 ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
84 (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-

KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
85 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 35.
86 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Flügel’s verses 50 and 51 constitute only

one verse.
87 al-Itqān, p. 35; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
88 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
89 ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
90 Cf. note 86. Hibat Allāh b. Salāma seems tomean these verses when he says that except

for one or two verses this sūra is Meccan.
91 al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī after Muqātil.
92 al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, p. 32.
93 al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, p. 26. Flügel’s verses ten and eleven must be combined to one verse.
94 al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, p. 35.
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Sūra 35, verse 37 to the end (verse 45), have a common rhyme with ā
that differs from the rest. This, however, is no reason to consider them late
additions, particularly as verse 37 continues verse 33 quite well and the
phraseology shows some other points of contact.95

Sūra 7 can be divided into five sections: verses 1 to 56 (the temptation of
Adam and admonition addressed to the children of Adam), verses 57 to 100
(the sending of the ancient prophets, Nūḥ, Ṣāliḥ, and Shuʿayb), verses 101
to 17396 (Moses and the subsequent fate of the Jews), verses 174 to 185 (on
an anonymous enemy of God), and, finally, verses 18697 to 205 (on the Last
Hour). Although there is no close relation between these sections it is still
conceivable thatMuḥammad himself made this combination. The first part
probably dates from a pilgrimage celebration at Mecca, because it is an
attackon the customof circumambulating theKaʿba in thenude, and fasting
during the time of the pilgrimage (verse 29). Verses 29sq. (cf. verses 127sq.)
seem to indicate that shortly before this time there had been a scarcity of
provisions at Mecca. Verse 163, to which some of the following verses are
occasionally added, some writers consider Medinan,98 probably because of
a false inference from مٔهلاساو (verse 163), which was taken to refer to the Jews
of Yathrib. It is rare that verse 19899 or verse 203100 are considered Medinan,
although in verse 156 there are several indications that indeed betray a
Medinan origin: ّيّمٔالا is to be found only in Medinan passages, where it
fits better, since the contrast between the prophets, who originated from
pagans, and the People of the Book was of less importance at Mecca; the
Torah and theGospel are nevermentioned in theMeccan sūras. And, finally,

95 Cf. كسمي verse 2:39; ركم , verses 11 and 41; and ىّمسملجٔا , verses 14 and 44. Verse 42 looks
like a variant to the last five words of the preceding verse. According to sound tradition, there
is no end of the verse after Flügel’s ىّمسم (verse 44.)

96 The verses 139, 140, 143, 144; 146, 147, and 157, 158 (Flügel’s edition of the Koran) actually
constitute one verse each as isolated rhymes with ā are inadmissible in this sūra.

F. Rückert in the notes to his translation of the Koran, p. 157sq. considers the last sentence
from verse 142 to verse 148 “an allusion to the content of verse 149, and whatever there is in
between, to be false and, in any case, useless,” but without supplying sufficient evidence.—In
accordance with sound tradition, verse 166 ends after نيئـساخ .

97 Following the exampleof several passages (7:93, 12:107, 26:202, 29:53, 43:66), and inorder
toproduce a rhyme,wemust add in verse 186 after ةتغب something like نورعشتالمتنٔاو .—Verse 199
= sūra 41:36.

98 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, verse 163; Hibat Allāh, verses 163–166; ʿAlāʾ
al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī, verses 163–167; al-Zamakhsharī and al-Bayḍāwī in the intro-
duction, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī, verses 163–170.

99 al-Bayḍāwī in the introduction.
100 al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
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هورصنوهورّزع unmistakably indicate the anṣār. We must therefore consider
both this verse and the following verse, 157, i.e., verses 156 to 158,101—which
also happen to interferewith the development of the subject—to be aMedi-
nan appendix, possibly put here byMuḥammadhimself. Tradition102 usually
considers verses 174 to 182 to refer either to the Biblical Balaam or to the
aforementioned Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt. A more recent exegete,103 however,
believes they refer to the Jewish poet Kaʿb b. al-Ashraf and therefore con-
siders the section to be of Medinan origin.

Sūra 46 is likewise considered to be Medinan because the Jews are men-[i/160]
tioned.104 Sunnites trace verse 14 back to Abū Bakr. It cannot be determined
whether this tradition was fabricated to justify his caliphate or whether this
was the result of less partisan motives. The text of the verses 14 to 16, how-
ever, has no particular person in mind,105 instead emphasizing in a general
sense that reverence for one’s parents is among the signs of the trueMuslim.
Like the section fromverses 14 to 16, verses 34sq.,106which actually constitute
only one verse, are also occasionally considered to be of Medinan origin for
no apparent reason. Verses 20 to 31 certainlywere not in this place originally,
as they interrupt the continuity of verses 32sq. and 19, although they do still
belong to the same period. Even the earliest tradition attributes verse 28 to
that same situation as sūra 72.107 Even if this were not the case, it is certain
that Muḥammad believed that he was in contact with the world of the jinn.

In sūra 6 we find serious changes of subject after verses 45, 72, 90, 117,[i/161]
134, 141, and 154. Still, the sūra displays an extraordinary stylistic as well as
lexical uniformity.108 This phenomenon can best be explained by the conjec-

101 I have no idea why H. Hirschfeld in his New researches, pp. 132 and 145 considers also
the remainder to verse 172 to be Medinan.

102 The Commentators; al-Wāḥidī, etc.
103 H. Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 95.
104 The verse is thought to refer to ʿAbd Allāh b. Salām (ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD

AL-KĀFĪ); al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-
KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 36; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqa-
lānī, vol. 2, p. 782; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 3, p. 176,
although certainly no single man is meant.

105 ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī) on verse 16: صخشةٓیالانمدارملاسیلّهنٔاحیحصلالوقلاو
حیحصلانیاىلٕاهاوبٔاهاعدنمّلكوهوةفصلاهذهبًافوصومناكصخشّلكدارملالبّنيعم .

106 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, 36; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).
107 Ibn Hishām, p. 281; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1202; Ibn Sʿad, Biographie Muḥammads, p. 142;

al-Diyārbakrī, vol. 1, p. 303; and the Commentators. Cf. above, p. 108sq.
108 Cf. رسخ , verse 12, 20, 31, and 141; �ً�ذكهللاىلعىرتفانّممملظٔانمو , verses 21, 93, 145; نورتفی ,

verses 24, 112, 138, 139; ت�ٓ�الافّرصن , verses 46, 65, 105; فدص , verses 46 and 158, three times, but
nowhere else in the Koran; بسك , verses 3, 69, 120, and 129; معز , verses 22, 94, 137, and 139; ّسم ,
verses 17 and 49; سبل , verses 9, 65, 82, and 138; كرابمهانلزنٔاباتكاذه , verses 92 and 156; ت�ٓ�الاانلّصف ,
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ture that themajority of the individual parts originate from a strictly limited
period. Without sufficient grounds some writers consider verse 20 as Med-
inan,109 presumably because of its reference to the People of the Book. We
find this view110 even more frequently applied to verse 93, because it is con-
sidered to refer to the false prophets (Musaylima, etc.) or to ʿAbd Allāh b.
Saʿd b. Abī Sarḥ, [d. 57/676–677],111 who is said to have falsified the revela-
tions. A better case can be made about verse 91, whose date is fixed to after
the emigration,112 as the direct charge against the Jews of writing down their
holy books (and thereby suppressing a great deal, including the passages
referring to Muḥammad) is more likely to have been made at Medina than
at Mecca. Since verse 93 was also considered Medinan, some writers sim-
ply give verses 92113 and 94114 the same dating. Verses 118 to 121 can hardly be
in their proper place; instead, they must be seen as a fragment that natu-
rally bears a great resemblance115 to the section minutely discussing dietary
laws and other prescriptions in verses 135 to 154. Verse 142, recommending
alms,116 and verses 152 to 154117 are falsely considered Medinan. Before the
section that starts with verse 155, something seems to have disappeared.

verses 55, 97, 98, 119 and 126; ةّجح and ّجاح respectively, verses 80, 83 and 150; ّنیز , verses 43,
108, 122 and 138; موق , verses 78 and 135; نجوسنٕا , verses 112, 128 and 130; نوفرتقی , verses 113 and
120; وهلوبعل , verses 32 and 69.—The idiom اوداهنیا , verse 147, which refers to the Jews is
elsewhere found only in Medinan passages, sūras 2:59, 4:48 and 158, 5:45, 48, and 73, 16:119,
22:17, and 62:6.

109 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 31; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī [EI2].
110 See above, p. 37sq.
111 al-Ṭabarī in his Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Bagh-

dādī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 31; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-
nuzūl. EI2.

112 Ibid.
113 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, p. 31.
114 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 31; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
115 Verse 119 refers either to sūra 16:116 or 6:146.
116 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī;

al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
117 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī;

al-Baydāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 31; AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī. Al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 31sq., and ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī in the introduction, who, among
thewriters accessible tome, supply the best information regarding theMedinan verses of this
sūra, bothhanddown threedifferent views each.Medinan are according to al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān
a: vv. 152–154, 93, 94, 20, and 114; according to al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqānb: v 91sq.; according toal-Itqān
c: vv. 152 and 153; according to ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī a: verses 152–154, 91, 93,
and 94; according to ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN b: vv. 152–154, 91, 93, 94, 114, and 20; according
to ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN c: vv. 91 and 142.
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According to common interpretation, sūra 13:13 and 14,118 or verse 14[i/162]
alone,119 refer to ʿĀmir b. Ṭufayl and Arbad b. Qays,120 heads of the Banū ʿĀmir
b. Ṣaʿṣaʿa, who apparently wanted to kill the Prophet in 9/630 or 10/631 and
met an early death as punishment. For the same reason other verses con-
nected with verse 13sq., namely verses 11 and 12,121 11, 12 and 15,122 or 9 to
12,123 are inferred to be Medinan. The fact is that these men negotiated with
Muḥammad in vain because of their associationwith theMedinan religious
state, and shortly thereaftermet a strange end: ʿĀmir fromplague andArbad
by lightning strike.124 Although the latter’s cause of death is supported by an
elegy of his stepbrother, the famous poet Labīd b. Rabīʿa,125 it is improper
to cite verses 13 and 14 in connection with this. They merely state the gen-
eral idea thatAllāh occasionally has people die from lightning. The simplest,
and therefore likely the earliest,mentionofArbad126does not say anything of
this revelation, nor do the many later accounts,127 no matter how fancifully
they might be presented. We find still other accounts explaining that verse,
yet they too cannot be trusted. Verse 29 is dated 6/627, when the Meccans
turned down the request of the Muslims to make Bismillāh al-Raḥmān al-
Raḥīm the preamble of Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya, as they did not know theword
al-Raḥmān.128 Other scholars just as erroneously think that verse 31 dates

118 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī;
ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.

119 Ibn Qutayba, Liber poësis, p. 151, l 10; al-Bayḍāwī.—Hibat Allāh [Ibn Salāma] tells the
story without mentioning the verse.

120 EQ.
121 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.
122 al-Wāḥidī.
123 Ibn Hishām, p. 940 (not from Ibn Isḥāq); al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1745sqq., Fakhr

al-Dīn al-Rāzī, al-Wāḥidī, Hibat Allāh, al-Maydānī, ed. G.W.F. Freytag, vol. 2, p. 172sq.
124 Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 256sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 401. Caetani,

Annali, vol. 2, part i, p. 90sq., based on a comparison of the accounts by Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen’s
Medina vor dem Islam, p. 152) and al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen’s Muhammed in Medina, p. 306)
dates the embassy of the Banū ʿĀmir before Jumādā II of 8ah.

125 Die Gedichte des Labīd ibn Rabīʿah, ed. by Brockelmann and Huber, no. 25; Abū Tam-
mām’s Ḥamāsa, p. 468. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 941, l 9; Ibn Qutayba, Liber poësis, p. 151, l 9; al-
Aghānī, vol. 15, p. 139, l 22. The scholiast is wrong when he thinks that the Arbad of theDīwān
der Hudhailiten, no. 106, verse 5 is Labīd’s brother.

126 Ibn Saʿd in Wellhausen’s Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, p. 151sq., is the only source I
know of that is so ignorant as not to know that the two chieftains went toMuḥammad to kill
him.

127 Ibn Hishām, p. 940; al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 1745sq.; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī;
Hibat Allāh [Ibn Salāma]; al-Maydānī in Georg W.F. Freytag’s Arabum proverbia, vol. 2,
p. 172sq.

128 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, juzʾ
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from this period and apply it either to the Muslim force camping outside
Mecca129or toMuḥammad’s campaigns in general.130There is finally verse 43,
which is occasionally considered to be Medinan because of the expression
shahīd, since both here and elsewhere shāhid (sūra 46:9) is applied to the
Jewish convert ʿAbd Allāh b. Salām.131

The apparentMedinanorigin of isolated verses has tempted somewriters [i/164]
to apply this to the entire sūra.132 In connectionwith this attitude verse 30sq.,
or verse 31—which, asmentionedabove, someauthorities consider tobe the
sole Medinan verse in an otherwise totally Meccan sūra—is declared to be
of Meccan origin.133

1, p. 12, and following this, G. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 375. In al-Wāḥidī we find still
other explanations according to which the verse originates fromMecca.

129 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, and less precise al-Zamakhsharī; and al-Bayḍāwī.
130 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.
131 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN

al-Baghdādī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 26. In Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, and al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, this
tradition is pronounced false.

132 Apart from the lists of sūras (see above, p. 48sq.), also ʿUmar b.Muḥammad;HibatAllāh
[Ibn Salāma]; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32 (Qatāda).

133 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32 (Qatāda); ʿAlāʾ al-
Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī. In al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 26 and 32, and in the introduction
to ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī we find the following list of different views regard-
ing sūra 13: First.—It is completely Meccan (al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 26, and ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-
KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī). Second.—Completely Medinan (Itqān, p. 26, al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī).
Third.—Meccan except verses 9–14 (al-Itqān, p. 32). Fourth.—Meccan except verses 43 and
9–14 (al-Itqān, p. 26). Fifth.—Meccan except verses 13 and 14 (ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-
Baghdādī). Sixth.—Meccan except verses 31 and 43 (ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī);
Medinan except verse 31 (al-Itqān, p. 31). Seventh.—Medinan except verses 30 and 31 (ʿAlāʾ
al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī).





THEMEDINAN SŪRAS

General Comments

Before starting with the discussion of these sūras it might be a good idea to [i/164]
review briefly the Prophet’s circumstances before and after his emigration,
as well as his political position in Medina vis-à-vis the various parties. The
difference of those parts of the Koran that were revealed at Medina is
occasioned by the change of historical reality.

Political and Religious Conditions at Yathrib before the Hijra

At Mecca Muḥammad played the unenviable role of a prophet who ap-
pealed to only fewmen, mainly from the lowest strata of society, and whom
most people considered a fool or impostor, and who was protected against
personal libel only by his relatives in deference to indivisible family ties.
With his emigration he suddenly became a recognized spiritual and, soon
thereafter, temporal leader of a large community. In spite of Julius Well-
hausen’s great studies on pre-Islamic Medina,1 it is not quite clear what
caused this remarkable change. For decades before the hijraMedinawas the
scene of violent feuds among the two great tribes, the Aws and Khazraj. The
final great encounter in this struggle, the Battle of Buʿāth, failed to establish
the supremacy of the victorious Aws and did not lead to an actual peace; on
the contrary, the insecurity of the city became even greater than before, as
the various blood-feuds were not officially settled and were left to personal
vengeance. That the inhabitants of Yathrib later became so quickly accus-
tomed to the supremacy of a stranger is certainly among the consequences
of an anarchical situation that must have become increasingly unbearable
as time went on. Nevertheless, contrary to what Leone Caetani argues,2 this
cannot lead to the conclusion that themen ofMedina, who had established
contacts with Muḥammad at Mecca, were politically motivated to pacify
their city, even if it is quite possible that such matters had been discussed.

1 Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, pp. 1–83; Das arabischen Reich und sein Sturz, pp. 1–15.
2 Annali dell’Islam, vol. 1, p. 334.
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Although tradition3 explicitlymaintains the latter point of view, it empha- [i/165]
sizes above all the religious aspect, saying that Muḥammad had presented
his ideas to a group of men from Medina who had come to visit the Kaʿba
andhad encountered receptive hearts. After their return toMedina, themen
presented such a lively propaganda for Islam that within less than two years
a respectable community had been formed that was prepared to offer the
vindicated Prophet a new homeland.

The Unprecedented Success of Islamic Propaganda at Yathrib

In order to explain the unprecedented success of Islam at Yathrib it has
been pointed out that the Medinans must already have been familiar with
the main tenets of Islam, thanks to the large number of Jews living in the
city, as well as to the Christian Arab tribes residing in the vicinity, to whom
they were related in part. It is even noted that religious reformers such
as the Khazrajite4 Aws b. ʿĀmir al-Rāhib appeared among them and had
followers.5 This is undoubtedly correct. Even though similar people existed
in Mecca, and the religions of the People of the Book were not unknown
there,6 nevertheless we must assume an incomparably stronger influx of
Biblical ideas at Yathrib. The Medinan peasants could well have been more
receptive to religion than the merchants of Mecca.

Muslim tradition thus remains correct in its estimation that the religious[i/166]
atmosphere at Medina was the decisive moment for the acceptance of
Muḥammad. In this case, the mutation from spiritual authority to political
leadership was not a preconceived idea but rather a result of the prevailing
conditions brought about by the clevermanipulations of theProphet,whose
political ability achieved here its first success. Not even two years after his
emigration he was able to dare to dictate a kind of constitution7 to the
inhabitants of Yathrib.What he seemed to have had inmindwas a theocracy
similar to that of Moses, where “Allāh and Muḥammad” were the last resort
in all conflicts.

3 Ibn Hishām, p. 287, l 1; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1210, l 6sqq.
4 It is nomere accident that the greatmajority of the firstMedinan converts to Islamwere

members of the Khazraj tribe. At the second meeting in al-ʿAqaba, fifty-eight participants
are said to have been from the Khazraj, whereas only eight from the Aws were present.
Cf. L. Caetani, Annali dell’Islam, vol. 1, p. 321sq.

5 Wellhausen,Medina vor dem Islam, pp. 15–17.
6 Cf. above, pp. 6 and 13; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2nd ed., p. 238.
7 Cf. A.J. Wellhausen’s basic study, Muḥammads Gemeindeordnung, pp. 67–83, [and its

translation in A.J. Wensinck,Muhammad and the Jews of Medina, pp. 128–138].
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The “Waverers” (munāfiqūn)

Among the factions we assume were at Medina only the true Muslims [i/167]
were unconditonally allied with him. This group consisted primarily of
the Meccan emigrants (muhājirūn) and a not insignificant number of the
inhabitants of Yathrib, who had enthusiastically embraced Islam and dis-
tinguished themselves sufficiently to be named the Helpers (anṣār) of the
Prophet.8 Still, many inhabitants of Medina harboured less than friendly
sentiments towards Muḥammad, neither recognizing him as a prophet nor
being inclined to accept him as a ruler. Because of his great, enthusiastic fol-
lowing they did not dare to take position against him openly but rather met
him with a passive resistance that more than once crossed his plans. Their
influence was such that he had to treat them with respect and occasion-
ally even give in. This party of the munāfiqūn, the Hypocrites and “waver-
ers,”9 was not particularly clearcut and simple. Even many who believed in
Muḥammad remained far from strict obedience, as the bonds of blood and
family, uniting its members and making them subservient to the authority
of an innate or chosen head, were extremely strong among the contempo-
rary Arabs as well as among all people under a patriarch. The reputation of
ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy b. Salūl,10 themost famous of the Khazraj, who outnum-
bered the Aws, especially counteracted this. Even after this man had lost his
direct political power, his influence was still large enough that Muḥammad,
who must have hated him dearly, was obliged until his death to treat him
with consideration and nearly as an equal. Otherwise Muḥammad would
easily have had the whole clan against him,11 including the believers. The

8 The undeniable bravery displayed by the relatively small band of Muslims in their
struggle becomes obvious when it is realized that the only choice the emigrants had was
to win or to die, and that many of them, particularly the non-Quraysh, had an axe to
grind, but that the Medinans, used to intestine warfare between the Aws and Khazraj,
were accustomed to war and therefore more than a match for the Quraysh merchants in
their safe sanctuary. Added to all this was the growing religious fanaticism as a powerful
incentive.

9 Regarding the meaning and etymology ofmunāfiq cf. above, p. 73.
10 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 505, 506, 721.
11 The best example of the semi-pagan, semi-Islamic mind of the new converts, torn

between unconditional obedience and irresistible force of family ties and the related blood-
feud is best demonstrated by the account of how, one day, the son of this ʿAbd Allāh (Ibn
Ubayy), a good Muslim, asked the Prophet for permission to kill his own father because of
a dishonourable remark; “for,” he said, “if another were to do this, I cannot guarantee that I
might not be overcome by the ‘bigotry of heathendom’ and avenge my father’s blood, be the
former a believer and the latter a pagan.” (Ibn Hishām, p. 727sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1514sq.;
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expression munāfiq is occasionally extended also to include true believers,
if they became disobedient or lax in the performance of obligations for any
reason. Theword very likely also referred to themultitude of thosewho—as
the great rabble always does—supported the Prophet in his glory yet were
inclined to desert him when things went wrong. The same must apply also
to the Arab tribes who, since the Pact of Ḥudaybiyya, and particularly since
the take-over of Mecca, went over to Muḥammad. Some of them became
true believers, but the greater part, among them the heads of the Quraysh,
particularly the entire Banū Umayya b. ʿAbd al-Shams,12 accepted Islam only
forcedly or for personal advantage, although all of them were recognized as
Muslims for political reason only.

The Pagan Population and the Jewish Tribes

In their dealings with the Prophet, the energy displayed by the “waverers”[i/169]
[munāfiqūn] was far exceeded by that of the Jewish tribes living in Yathrib
proper or in the nearby oases. In addition to their mental superiority over
theArabs,which theyderived fromanancient literary tradition—regardless
of how little one may value their scholarship13—there were also martial
bravery and other qualities14 that enabled them, in the wonderful way of
all Jews, to become fully integrated without sacrificing their own identity.
In the beginning, Muḥammad placed great hopes on them as a people
who had already become familiar with the revelation. However, as they
were not inclined to give up their established view for the sake of the new

al-Wāqidī, ed. Wellhausen, p. 181sq.; [Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 240, note †]; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr; and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 63, etc.). It is conceivable that initially ʿAbd Allāh
did not stand up to the Prophet boldly enough or that he even supported him. An allusion
to this are the words which he later used with reference to Muḥammad and his followers:

كلكٔایكبلكنّمس “fatten your dog and it will devour you.” (Ibn Hishām, p. 726; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,
p. 1512; al-Wāqidī, ed.Wellhausen, p. 179sq.; and the Commentators on sūra 63. Cf. G. Freytag,
Arabum proverbia, vol. 1, p. 609). When his reputation then declined as the Prophet’s rose,
and the members of his own clan went over to the Prophet, he lamented his sorrow with the
beautiful verses which we find in Ibn Hishām, p. 413.

12 These people were called مهبولقةّفلؤملا “those whose hearts are brought together” (in the
Koran only in 9:60, but frequently in traditions). Cf. also H. Lammens, Moʿāwiya, p. 222; EI2.

13 The Jews appear totally Arab in their poems, of which some—partly very beautiful
fragments—can still be reconstructed from the Kitāb al-Aghānī. Cf. Nöldeke, Beiträge zur
Kenntnis der Poesie, pp. 52–86. It may be mentioned in passing that a great many of these
Jewswere convertedArabs; cf.Wellhausen,MedinavordemIslam, p. 15. Cf. also J.A.Wensinck,
Mohammed en de Joden te Medina, pp. 41–44, and its translation,Muḥammad and the Jews of
Medina, pp. 29–31.

14 Cf. Wellhausen,Medina vor dem Islam, p. 12sq.
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prophet,15whose great deviation from their own faithwas for them far easier
to discern than for him, the discord increased and did not cease until all the
Jews were either killed, banned, or subjugated. The hostility of the Jews was
all themore dangerous because they hurtMuḥammad not only bymeans of
war andpolitics but alsobymockery andbiting interrogationabout religious
matters.16 If their various tribes had not been divided into two parts by the
fightings of the Aws and Khazraj, Muḥammad would have hardly been able
to decimate them one after the other.

Content and Style of the Medinan Sūras

The pagans, against whom open warfare raged during the Medinan period, [i/170]
are nowonly rarely the target of verbal attacks. The Christians too, who after
all were living far from Yathrib, and with whom Muḥammad had hostile
encounters only during his last years, he seldom mentions, although when
he does it is rather congenially, accompanied merely by the disapproval of
certain dogmas. Muḥammad’s assaults upon the Jews, on the other hand,
are quite violent. After the hijra, this takes the formof his endeavour to show
that they had always been obstinate and are therefore damned by God. The
“waverers” [munāfiqūn], too, are often severely reproved, althoughMuḥam-
mad frequently had to be more considerate when dealing with them. In
the Koran he gives free rein to his feelings, albeit without divulging names.
Moreover, the Prophet addresses here almost exclusively the munāfiqūn of
Medina. The otherArabs, who likewise had adopted Islamonly superficially,
he attempted to win over with kindness instead of discouraging them with
strong measures and words.

Finally, these sūras are directed at the Muslims, although seldom with a
view towards lecturing on dogmatic or moral articles of faith, subjects they
were sufficiently familiar with from the Meccan sūras. Instead, he speaks

15 With the exception of some very few like ʿAbd Allāh b. Salām—who must therefore
serve Muslims in general as the example of a faithful Jew—like ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy—as the
example of a Hypocrite [munāfiq],—or like Abū Jahl—as idolater—etc., and therefore often
mentioned at the wrong place.

16 They, for example, hurled interjections against the Prophet. ءاسنلاّالٕاًةّمهلجرلااذهلىرنام
ءاسنلانعةّوبنلارمٔاغشلمعزامكایبنناكولوحاكنلاو (al-Kalbī in al-Wāḥidī on sūra 13:38). (So they asked

him: “God created the world; who, then, created the creator?”) Of course, they themselves
had a captious answer ready and only wanted to find out whether Muḥammad could match
it. Muslims, however, see in such questions nothing but the disbelief and wickedness of the
Jews. This question is typical and is put into the mouth of disbelievers and sceptics; cf. Abū
Dāwūd (al-Sijistānī), Sunan, vol. 2, p. 178.
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on home ground and as their leader in the field, rebuking or praising, as
the case may be, particularly after victory or defeat, putting events in their
proper perspective, planning the future or issuing orders and laws. These
legal revelations areof particular importance. Someof themare intended for
themoment, while others are for eternity. They settle civil and ritualmatters
without precisely defining them. Just as the Koran follows the dictates
of the moment rather than a defined system, so also many of these laws
evolve from decisions on contentious issues. Muḥammad often added to
the verdicts further regulations regarding issues that could possibly arise.
It is unlikely that such a statute-book17 evolved totally without concrete and
actual issues. Several laws and ordinances also refer to the domestic affairs
of the Prophet.

The new subjects which appeared on the Prophet’s horizon, and which[i/171]
were dealt with in the sūras, would have had to entail—one would think—
considerable deviations from the style of the last Meccan period. Never-
theless, this is generally not the case. New expressions and idioms were
nearly never applied unless absolutely required by the subject. This is most
evident in those laws in whose formulation all rhetorical embellishment
is avoided. It is only the rhyme—consisting here often of totally superflu-
ous additions, therefore at times annoying—to whichMuḥammad remains
enslaved. Since he seldom—as at Mecca—addresses the people in general
but rather the respective parties separately, it is very rare here to find the
address “O, you people!” In contrast, we frequently find “O, you believers!”,
and less frequently “O, you Jews!”, “O, you ‘waverers’ ” [munāfiqūn], etc. Inci-
dentally, we also find in these sūras the odd powerful and even poetic pas-
sage.18 In general, the Medinan revelations—which consist of rather brief
laws, addresses, orders, etc.—are originally of a smaller volume than the
majority of those from the late Meccan period, which tend to be lengthy
lectures. On the other hand, the uniformity of the content resulted in dis-
proportionately many single, Medinan revelations being put together to
produce a single, collective sūra, so that the current Medinan sūras became
the longest in our Koran.

The development of the linguistic parlance as it appears before the emi-[i/172]
gration can later be demonstrated only in isolated instances—if at all. How-
ever, this very unreliable device can easily be done away with, as content,

17 This origin explains on the one hand the simplicity and the common sense usually
embedded in these laws and, on the other hand, the contradictions which, naturally, cannot
be avoided in systematic codifications either.

18 Cf., e.g., sūras 2:16sqq., and 2:266sqq.
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steady reference to established events or circumstances, and close connec-
tion with the development of the new state supply much better guidance.
Anyone studying the history ofMuḥammad realizes immediately the differ-
ence between the transmission of events before and after the emigration. In
the former case, only a few reliable memoirs from a small circle are avail-
able, with uncertain chronology and many legends, whereas in the latter
case, pure history predominates, enabling us to trace the events from year
to year. We can thus establish a chronology of theMedinan sūras with accu-
rate details. Of course, much still remains uncertain; for many a period we
have but approximate chronological limits of origin, and there remain still
others where it can only be stated that they originate from the Medinan
period.19

Comments on Sūras 2, 98, 64, 62, 8, 47, 3, 61, 57, 4, 65, 59

Even if it is conceivable that some passages revealed soon after the hijra [i/173]
have later disappeared or were discarded by the Prophet himself, we must
concur with Muslims that from among the remaining sūras the second
sūra is the earliest of the Medinan sūras.20 Its greater part originates from
the second year after the hijra, i.e., from the period before the Battle of
Badr. The first part, verses 1 to 19 (up to ميدق ) is the only one of all the
Medinan revelations—similar tomany a lateMeccan sūra—that starts with
the words باتكلاذ .21 Muslims are divided as to whether or not these
verses refer to the Jews or the munāfiqūn,22 but that the latter are meant
becomes evident from the verses 7sqq. Yet as Muḥammad does not say

19 Muir presented his view regarding the “Chronological order of the suras revealed at
Medina” in his “Appendix” to vol. 3, pp. 311–313, which, however, is extremely brief and
disregards details; he does not present anything new. He arranges the Medinan sūras as
follows, without concealing the fact that this is only an approximate arrangement, and that
some sūras contain sections originating from entirely different years: Sūra 98 (8 verses); sūra
2 (287 verses); 3 (200 verses); 8 (76 verses); 47 (28 verses); 62 (11 verses); 5 (120 verses); 59 (24
verses); 4 (175 verses); 58 (22 verses); 65 (13 verses); 24 (65 verses); 63 (11 verses); 57 (29 verses);
61 (14 verses). He assigns only the following to the last five years: Sūra 48 (29 verses); 60 (13
verses); 66 (13 verses); 49 (18 verses); 9 (131 verses). Muir omitted sūra 33.—What needs to be
said regarding the classifications of Grimme and Hirschfeld see above, p. 61sq.

20 See above, p. 48, the list of sūras; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 56.
21 Cf. sūras 7:1, 11:1, and 14:1.
22 ParticularlyMuḥammad ibnal-Sāʾib al-Kalbīmentions the Jews in the individual verses.

Cf. the Commentators, in particular Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, and al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; less
precise is Ms. Sprenger, no. 404 [= Ahlwardt, no. 732: ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAbbās al-Hāshimī, Tafsīr
al-Qurʾān].
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that they refused either to fight or pay the community tax23—generally the
main complaint about them—it is probable that the verses originate, if not
indeed from the very first period, still rather early, possibly the beginning of
2/623. The following part, verses 19 (starting with سانلااّهئا ) to 37, shows no
obvious traces of a Medinan origin; rather it contains indications of a Mec-
can origin. In the first verses the Prophet is speaking against the idolaters,
which many Muslims also recognize.24 The following verses deal with sub-
jects that are frequently touchedupon in theMeccan sūras but never appear
in the Medinan sūras. This part, however—where, as frequently before the
hijra, the story of creation and the fall of man are related—appears as the
introduction to a largerMedinan piece that tries to demonstrate to the Jews
their godlessness from time immemorial. Although this could only have
originated some time after thehijra, when the ill will of the Jewshadbecome
apparent, there is nothing to indicate that Muḥammad had already fought
against them. Some verses clearly point to the time when the direction of
prayer was changed from Jerusalem to Mecca.25 This is in agreement with

23 Also here, as in the entire sūra, the word نوقفانم still has not yet appeared.
24 Cf. the Commentators, none of them directly claims that this verse is Meccan; all they

say is that it is addressed to the Meccans (al-Wāḥidī).
25 The information from the traditions about this event differ from one another by only

one month. Many fix it as follows:

1. In the month of Rajab, 2/623 (Ibn Hishām, p. 381; Ibn Saʿd, cod. Gotha, I, 261 [sic]; al-
Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 2, p. 3; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; Hibat Allāh
b. Salāma, al-Nāsikhwa-l-mansūkh, where he declares this date to be the commonone;
ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 22, between the
months ofRajab andShaʿbān; al-Ḥalabī, Cairo ed., 1280, vol. 2, p. 297, variously between
Rajab, Shaʿbān, and Jumādā II), or

2. At the end of the 16th or beginning of the 17th month after Muḥammad’s arrival in
Medina (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1280, and his Tafsīr; Ibn Saʿd, cod. Gotha, vol. 1, 263, IX
[sic]; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṣalāt, §31; Muslim, K. al-Ṣalāt, §50; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṣalāt, §24,
K. al-Qibla, § 1; al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 68, with the addition “two months before the Battle of
Badr,” thus, as above in Rajab, cf. also al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, loc. cit.), or

3. In the beginning of the 18th month (al-Azraqī, p. 265; Ms. Sprenger, 404; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 2, pp. 3 and 8; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR (al-Kāmil) vol. 2, p. 88, whereas Ibn
Hishām, p. 427, l 12, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1279sq., and al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 42,
add the name of the month, Shaʿbān. This month only is also given by al-Masʿūdī, K.
al-Tanbīh wa-l-ashrāf, p. 237, l 1).

4. In the beginning of the 19thmonth (al-Masʿūdī, Les Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 141; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr, vol. 2, pp. 3 and 12; al-Yaʿqūbī, loc. cit.; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, Cairo ed., p. 40; Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī).

5. Others vary between sixteen and seventeen months: (al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṣalāt, §31, and
K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, loc. cit.; al-Tirmidhī in K. al-Tafsīr and K. al-Ṣalāt, § 139; al-Nasāʾī,
K. al-Ṣalāt, §24; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī).

Only some isolated traditions fix the duration of the Jerusalem qibla at Medina:
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the entire passage, and we may therefore fix it at the time when Muḥam-
mad decided on the change, i.e., the first half of 2/623. Verse 59 expresses
the idea that all depends on faith, in which respect a Jew is no better than
a Nazarene or Sabian. Such a version fits well into the context. Yet those
ideas are so vaguely expressed in the transmitted version that one is easily
tempted to suspect an interpolation. This, however, is difficult to accept, as
nearly the exact same verse is found in a conspicuously similar context in
sūra 5:73.

Verses 2:70 to 76 are addressed to theMuslims, however with reference to
the Jews. Verses 2:88 to 90, and 91 to 97, which aim at the “ungodly” sayings

6. To fifteen months after the completion of the mosque (al-Ḥalabī, loc. cit.) and after
the arrival in Medina (ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR (al-Kāmil) vol. 2, p. 88) respectively,
or

7. To fourteen months (al-Ḥalabī), or
8. To thirteen months (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 2, p. 3; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, al-Nāsikh

wa-l-mansūkh, Cairo ed., p. 40), or
9. To nine or ten months (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, loc. cit.). This information is possibly based

on an inaccurate text; or, finally,
10. Totally general to “ten and some” months (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 2, p. 13, l 9).

Here we cannot dwell on the genesis of these different calculations which occasionally
include the date of the month and the day of the week. Suffice it to say that the number
of sixteen or seventeen months is best documented.

The reason for the change of the Jerusalem direction of prayer is based on the new
position regarding the earlier revealed religions,whichMuḥammadgradually came to realize
at Medina. Whereas he formerly felt closest related to Jews and Christians, the futility of the
propaganda among them prompted him to look for another connection, which he finally
discovered in the “religion of Ibrahim” whom a revelation associated with the Kaʿba (cf.
above, p. 119). The pagan place of worship became the sacred Islamic territory and as such
suitable for a direction of prayer, as Jerusalem was for the Jews. The Meccan qibla, which
according to his theory of the religion of Ibrāhīm, Muḥammad must have considered to be
the only correct direction, not only increased Muslim self-confidence by the erection of a
new barrier against the anti-Islamic Jews, but it also facilitated propaganda among the pagan
tribes.

According to a prevalent opinion—Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 90; Muir, vol. 3,
p. 42sqq.; Grimme,Mohammed, vol. 1, p. 71, andhisMohammed, diewelt-geschichtlicheBedeu-
tung, p. 64; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 466sq.; Fr. Buhl, loc. cit., p. 212—the Jerusalem qiblawas
not instituted until Yathrib in order to win over the hearts of the numerous Jewish popula-
tion ( فیٔلات ). Although the many quotations in the first part of the foot-note are unimportant
for this question since nearly all of them are limited to the information from the Medinan
period, we do find this tendency clearly expressed in the Commentators on sūra 2:136sqq.,
and somehistorical works, e.g., al-Diyārbakrī,Taʾrīkh, vol. 1, p. 367; al-Ḥalabī, vol. 2, p. 297sqq.;
al-Ṭabarī,Chronique, vol. 2, p. 477. These accounts, however, arenot reliablebecause they con-
tradict our oldest and best sources (Ibn Hishām, pp. 190, 228, 294sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1280;
al-Azraqī, p. 273 according to al-Wāqidī; Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil), vol. 2, p. 88) according to
which Muḥammad had turned in prayer towards Jerusalem or Syria even before the hijra.
The Koran is silent on the matter because the Meccan passage, sūra 10:87, proves only that
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of individual Jews,26 might also be attributed to the same time. Verses 2:98 to
115 probably date from the time shortly before the institution of theMeccan
qibla, because 2:100 probably refers to the abrogation of previous legislation.
Verse 2:108 refers to the Medinan opponents of the Prophet, who were dis-
turbing the Muslims in the exercise of their ritual service, even attempting
to demolish their meeting-places. Verse 109, which states how meaningless
is the direction of prayer27 for the believers, seems to attack the qibla of
the Jews, yet verse 110 can only refer to Christians.28 That the Kaʿba and the
religion of Abraham is to be given much preference to Judaism29 Muḥam-
mad tries to prove in verses 116 to 135. What was more or less alluded to in
these and the preceding verses Muḥammad finally says openly in verses 136
to 145, which prescribe to the Muslims turning the face during all prayers
in the direction of the Kaʿba. At the same time, the Koran predicted that

the concept of qibla had been known toMuḥammad at that time. But the credibility of those
traditions is supported by internal evidence. Since Muḥammad derived not only the name
for the ritual prayer (ṣalāt) but also several of its formulae and rites from the older revealed
religions, it would be a surprise if he had not followed their example and—concurrently,
or certainly very soon thereafter—instituted a direction of prayer. Sprenger (Leben, vol. 3,
p. 46 n. 2) and, more recently, Wensinck, Mohammed en de Joden te Medina, p. 108 [and its
English translation, p. 78], concurwith the conclusion that “Muḥammadhad already adopted
this custom at Mecca and completely followed the Jewish practise by using Jerusalem as the
qibla.”We know that the Jews turned in prayer towards Jerusalem (IKings 8:44 and 48; Daniel
6:11; IIIEzra 4:58; Mishna, Berākhōt pereq, §5 and 6; Ibn Hishām, p. 381), the Christians of the
first centuries, on the other hand, turned towards the east (cf. J. Bingham, vol. 5, pp. 275–280;
H. Nissen, Orientation, vol. 2, pp. 110sq. and 247sq.). But this is not to say that the Jerusalem
qibla was adopted by Muḥammad as a specific Jewish institution. It is conceivable that he
encountered it also among the Arabian Christian communities who are known to have been
under considerably Judaic influence.

During Muḥammad’s Meccan period the Kaʿba can hardly have served as ritual direction
of prayer since—as we have seen above—it did not become a recognized sanctuary of
Islam until his Medinan period. Equally little convincing is the tradition, which looks like
an attempted compromise, claiming that the Jerusalem qibla was observed only by those
Medinans who had been converted shortly before the hijra (Ibn Saʿd, cod. Gotha, vol. 9 [sic],
s.v. Kaʿb b. Mālik; al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-buldān, p. 2; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī).

26 Cf. the Commentators.
27 That verse 109 is aiming at theqibla is alsomaintainedbymanyMuslims; cf. al-Tirmidhī,

K. al-Tafsīr; [ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAbbās al-Hāshimī, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān,] Ms. Sprenger, no. 404 [ =
Ahlwardt, no. 732]; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. They all supply also all sorts of other explanations.

28 Like all the passages dealing with Christians, the verses 107 and 110—against all proba-
bility—are brought in connection with the embassy to Najrān. (Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī;
al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.)

29 Cf. Snouck Hurgronje,HetMekkaansche feest, p. 33sqq., as well as the discussion above
on sūra 16:124.
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many people would object to this.30 Verses 148 to 152 are of a later date.
Some exegetes apply them to the believers31 killed at Badr. Since it is indi-
cated in verse 150, however, that the Muslims’ fortune in war was low, this
point of view is unlikely, and it is preferable to accept the view of al-Ḍaḥḥāk
b. Muzāḥim, who thinks this refers to the casualties of the Battle at the
Uḥudnear BiʾrMaʿūna.32Verses 154 to 157 can be connectedwith them, since
those who persevere and receive God’s blessings (verse 152) are compared
with the disbelievers who are cursed by all (verses 154 and 156), both those
who die in the way of truth, and those who wither away in their malice
(verses 146 and 156). The detached verse 153 fits better after the pericope
2:185–199, concerned with the ceremonies of the pilgrimage. As it readily
follows from the text, this refers to the Muslims’ reservations about partic-
ipating in the traditional run between the hills of Ṣafā and Marwa.33 We, as
well as tradition, cannot say on what occasion it was revealed, but there
is something that would point to the minor ḥajj of 7/628. Verses 158 to
162 are of Meccan origin, probably from the opening of a sūra, with the
result that only a few words or verses would be missing from the beginning.
With them we might have to connect verses 196 (starting with ( سانلانمف ))
to 198, and 200 to 203,34 which are frequently inaccurately interpreted by
Muslims.35 To the Meccan period also belong verses 2:163–166, which are
directed against the idolaters who “follow such things as [they] found their
fathers doing.” This part precedes the Medinan verses 167 to 171, since both
of them deal with prohibited food. These verses could possibly contain a
veiled retaliation against the Jews, who demanded the observation of the
Mosaic dietary prescriptions from the Muslims, and would thus, like many
other parts of our sūra, fit well into the time when Muḥammad dismissed
Jewish customs. Verse 172 is to suggest to those who object to the change
of the direction of prayer that the outward demonstration of such habits
is far less important than true piety; we must assume the verse to have

30 Verse 2:136.—Regarding the connection of 2:118sqq. with 2:136sqq. cf. Snouck Hur-
gronje, loc. cit., p. 38sq.

31 So Muḥammad b. al-Sāʾib al-Kalbī with reference to Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, and
[ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAbbās al-Hāshimī, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān], Ms. Sprenger, no. 404 [ = Ahlwardt,
no. 732]; cf. al-Bayḍāwī.

32 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī.
33 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ḥajj, §80 and 162; Muslim, K. al-Ḥajj, §39; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī;

al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī, etc.; cf. Snouck Hurgronje, loc. cit.,
p. 117.

34 Especially fitting is the expression سانلا ( نمف ) نمو , verses 160, 196, and 200, also the rhyme.
35 See Ibn Hishām, p. 642, and the Commentators.
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been revealed shortly after this event. This is followed by three laws in
verses 173 to 181, which are not only of the same length, i.e., three verses
each, but also of the same beginning, i.e., the words مكیلعَبِتُك so that we can
hardly doubt their original homogeneity. Their origin must be fixed at the
time immediately before Ramaḍān 2/623,36 when the second law instituted
fasting during this month for the first time,37 i.e., essentially at the same
time as the above-mentioned parts of the sūra. Verse 182 constitutes the
end of these laws. Verse 183 must certainly belong to a later period, because
not only is it far more precise than the rest of the laws but it mentions
in particular that Muslims repeatedly exaggerated abstinence during the
month of fasting. We must consequently consider this a later addition to
that law. Verse 184 seems to be a fragment of a larger revelation. Verses 185

36 Ibn Saʿd, cod. Gotha, I, p. 261 and 266 [sic]. The traditions supplied by al-Ṭabarī in his
Tafsīr mention a general situation only. It is totally wrong in al-Ṭabarī’s Chronique, vol. 3,
p. 126, to fix verse 181 at the time of the conquest of Mecca, which happened in the month of
Ramaḍān.

37 According to the unanimous claim of tradition, the fasting during Ramaḍān replaced
the ʿĀshūrāʾ fasting. As far as the latter is concerned, the traditions are divided. Some peo-
ple—(Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 91; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṣawm, beginning and end, K. Badʾ al-khalq, § 157,
bāb ayyām al-jāhiliyya, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Ṣawm, §47, Shamāʾil al-nabī, §43; the
Commentators)—recognize it as an old Meccan festival, others see it as an innovation,
which Muḥammad did not adopt from the Jews until his Medinan period (al-Bukhārī, K. al-
Ṣawm, beginning and passim; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1281; Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, vol. 2, p. 88;
al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, pp. 360 and 368; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, “bāb
ṣiyām taṭawwuʿ,” faṣl 3, beginning). In favour of the first view is the fact that Muḥarram is
an old sacred month, during the first ten days of which still modern Muslims observe all
sorts of superstitious customs. There is no reason to doubt the great age of this institution
since also the first ten days of Dhū l-Ḥijja are known for their particular sacredness. On the
other hand, it is extremely unlikely that already the pagan Meccans observed the fast of the
Day of ʿĀshūrāʾ as the above-mentioned traditions claim. This we learn particularly from the
linguistic observation according to which the word ʿāshūrāʾ represents in Arabic an isolated
nominal formation, corresponding exactly to the Jewish ʿāsōr “tenth day,” with the Aramaic
determinative ending ā. Quite rightly ʿĀshūrāʾ is identifiedwith the JewishDay of Atonement
on 10Tishrī as themost sacredof days of fasting in this context. But since generally the first ten
days of Tishrī are considered days of atonement for times immemorial, the above-mentioned
sacredness of the corresponding days of the Islamic calendarmight possibly be also of Jewish
origin.

As European biographers of the Prophet suspect—Gustav Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds,
p. 90; W. Muir, vol. 3, p. 47sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 53sq.; Fr. Buhl,
MuhammedsLiv, p. 212;H.Grimme,Mohammed, vol. 1, p. 55; L. Caetani,Annali, vol. 1, p. 431sq.,
and 470sq.—when adopting the Jewish fasting as well as the qibla, Muḥammad was guided
by the purpose of winning over the Jews to his religion. This is not improbable, but not
necessarily dependent on the question whether this fasting was introduced already at the
end of his Meccan period or only at the beginning of his Medinan period.

The idea to replace the fasting during Muḥarram by another one in Ramaḍān might be
related to the well-known Night of Power (laylat al-qadr) of this month. But what made
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to 199—with the exception of the possibly Meccan verses from 196 b نمف
سانلا to the end of 198—constitute a conglomerate of ordinances, all relat-

ing to the sacred territory of Mecca. This puts their Medinan origin beyond
doubtbut doesnot say anything about their chronology. For the timebeing it
can only be stated that, on the one hand, they belong to the period after pas-
sages like 16:124, and 2:119 and 121, where the basic position of Islam towards
the Kaʿba is established. On the other hand, they can be seen as referring
to the pilgrimages (ḥajj) and visits (ʿumra) Muḥammad made in the years
ah6, 7 and 10. Verse 185 recalls an ancient custom observed during the ḥajj.
If we disregard the origin of the actual context—in the case of this verse as
well as the verses 193, 196b, and 199, which lack a contemporary reference—
then we must abandon any attempt to fix a date for them.38 Verses 186 to
189 recommend religious war and permit the believers to defend them-
selves with weapons against the Meccans, even in the sacred territory of
the Kaʿba. Doubts arise as to whether this part belongs to the time shortly
before the conquest of Mecca or to the campaign of al-Ḥudaybiyya, since
during the preparations for the pilgrimage of 6/627 Muḥammad was ready
for violent complications. However, according to Snouck Hurgronje’s39 keen

Muḥammad replace a one-day fast with a fast lasting an entire month? This unbelievable
extention, like the change of the qibla, cannot be regarded as either emanating from the basic
Islamic tenets, or from pagan institutions, or as a free and arbitrary invention. Sprenger (Das
Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 55) sees in it an approach to the Christian Quadragesima, cf.
also L. Caetani,Annali, vol. 1, p. 471). As far as the time is concerned, it prettymuch coincides,
provided the institution of the fast of Ramaḍān took place either in ad624 or 625 (Sprenger,
loc. cit.), but it does not, if this happened already in ad623 as it would seem from a note in
al-Wāqidī, p. 41 (J. Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 46, cf. G. Jacob, “Der muslimische
Fastenmonat Ramadān,” p. 5). This, of course, presupposes that the fast of Lent did indeed
last forty days, but it is doubtful that this duration prevalent in the greater Church applied
to the obscure sects of the Arabian Peninsula. There is a fundamental difference in the type
of fasting. The Church requires only abstinence of certain food, whereas Islam prescribes
absolute abstinence during the daytime but no fasting at night. This particular type, as far
as I know, can be identified only among the Christian sect of the Manichaeans who—after
Flügel’s edition of al-Fihrist, p. 333sqq., “when the newmoon begins to shine, the sun is in the
sign of Aquarius (about 20th of January), and eight days of the month have passed—fast for
thirty days, however, breaking the fast daily at sunset;” (cf. Flügel,Mani, p. 97, andnote, p. 245;
K. Kessler, “Manichaeer,” p. 213). Perhaps there were Christian sects in Arabia who observed
the fast of Lent in the same way.

38 Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, pp. 49sq., 80, and 135. Al-Azraqī, p. 124
and al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 2, p. 105, l 29sqq., put verse 185 into the year of al-Ḥudaybiyya.

39 Snouck Hurgronje, loc. cit., pp. 51sqq., 115sq., 14.—Verse 190 has been revealed accord-
ing to Ibn Hishām, p. 789, l 2 (not from Ibn Isḥāq) during the minor ḥajj 7/628 (called ةرمع

ءاضقلا , ةّیضقلا or صاصقلا ). Verse 192—according to al-Wāqidī, edited by Wellhausen, p. 244; al-
Bukhārī, K. al-Ḥajj, § 179, K. al-Maghāzī §27; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 2,
p. 131, l 2; al-Wāḥidī; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma—in the year of al-Ḥudaybiyya.
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elaborations, it seems certain that the verses 190 and 192a belong to the
period shortly before this campaign.As theyprimarily dealwith theḥajj, and
as it is obvious from themention of the sacrificial animals, a reference to the
ʿumra of 7/628 is excluded. For good reason Chr. Snouck Hurgronje40 holds
verse 192b to be an addition from the time of the so-called Farewell Pil-
grimage (10/631), whenMuḥammad performed the ḥajj as well as the ʿumra,
using the completion of the latter as a welcome chance to relinquish the
state of ritual consecration (iḥrām) and satisfy his desire for a woman. The
most respected of his companions, primarily ʿUmar, disapproved so vio-
lently that Allāh had to justify His Messenger with a new revelation.

Since verse 2:207 is explicitly presented as a question to be put to the[i/182]
“Children of Israel,” tradition applies verses 204sqq. to Muslims wanting to
observe Jewish laws.41 This passage could thus be concurrent with verses 100
and 179sqq., where Jewish customs are rejected. The text, however, speaks
only in very general terms of the fall and temptation of Satan, whereas the
allusion in 2:206 is unfortunately incomprehensible.42Verses 221 and 214–219
contain answers to all sorts of questions addressed to the Prophet. Of these,
only verses 216 to 219 (Flügel) are certainly from the same time, since they
actually constitute only one verse.43 Verse 211, which starts with this very
question with which verse 216 (Flügel) closes, must belong to a different
period. It seems as if traditions properly apply verse 214 to ʿAbd Allāh b.
Jaḥsh (of Banū Asad b. Khuzayna)44 and his men, who on one of the last

40 Loc. cit., pp. 49, 83–92. Cf. al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ḥajj §34; Muslim al-Qasṭallānī, verses 274,
277, 281, 285, 288, 289 (K. al-Ḥajj §16), and the other passages supplied by Snouck Hurgronje.

41 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī.
42 For this reason Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 144, might be correct when he considers

these verses to be Meccan.
43 Verse 216 is generally held to be the oldest passage of the Koran that prohibits wine.

Frowningupon theuse of intoxicants is an ascetic andpietist disposition originating from the
Christian environment (Severians, Manichaeans) and is also found in Musaylima (al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 1916, bottom). The later unconditional prohibition,which ismuch stronger expressed
in tradition than the Koran, has become an immense blessing for the Islamic world. In
the afore-mentioned verse Muḥammad is still an opportunist, possibly even more than the
present text permits, because ٌريبك is conspicuous in the context, and seems to have been
inserted later. In any case, shortly after theBattle of Badr; but before the expulsionof theBanū
Qaynuqāʿ, someHelpers [ راصنٔا ] came together for a cheerful drinking-bout in the house of the
female singer ( ةنیق ) in the course of which the Prophet’s uncle, Ḥamza b. ʿAbd al-Muṭṭalib, got
quite drunk and performed pranks (al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, ī § 12; Ibn Badrūn, ed. Dozy,
p. 139sq.). As sūra 4:46 seems to indicate, the consumption of wine was originally prohibited
only before a religious service, cf. below on sūra 4:46, and I. Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 1,
p. 28sqq.

44 Encyclopedia of Islam.
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days of the sacred month of Rajab ambushed a Qurayshite caravan near
Nakhla and killed the leader.45 Verse 222, formally related to those questions,
now stands detached. According to tradition, it is also directed against a
custom of the Jews, causing them finally to say: “This man really does not
want us to keep any of our institutions; he objects to everything.”46 Not
much attention needs to be paid to this, as the principles on menstruation
developed in this verse are entirely identical with the Jewish counterparts.
The introductory marital ordinances of verses 220sq., 223 to 238, and 241 to
243, offer no references for chronological purposes. Verse 241 might have
originated still before the Battle at the Uḥud (4/625) if it were certain that
sūra 4:12sqq. is an alteration of it. Yet perhaps this concerns only a special
case that is not at all considered in sūra four.47 Nothing can be said about
verses 239sq.; they probably originate from the time before the institution
of the prayer of danger,48 i.e., before 4/625. Verses 212sqq., which according
to sense and tradition constitute but one single verse,might possibly have to
be connected with verses 245sq. Thus, yet another law is created, consisting
of three verses beginning with مكیلعبتُك , which we may fix to the same
time as verses 173 to 182 above.49 The time shortly before the first battle is
also quite suitable for verses that consist of the concise command to fight.
Connectedwith this are certainly verses 244, and 247 to 257,which incite the
Muslims to courage andobediencebywayof examples from Israelite history.
Obviously Muḥammad realized that open conflict with his countrymen
could no longer be avoided. Possibly connected with this are the stories
about verses 260 to 262, which, similarly to verse 244,50 and with reference

45 Ibn Hishām, p. 423sq.; al-Wāqidī, p. 8sqq. (Wellhausen, p. 34 and Vorbemerkungen,
p. 11 sq.); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1272sqq.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, as well as other Commentators on this
passage and on sūra 4:46;Weil,Das LebenMohammeds, p. 98sqq.; Sprenger,Das Leben, vol. 3,
p. 105sq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 463sqq. The poem in Ibn Hishām, p. 427, l 5sqq., is a
poetical paraphrase of that verse (sūra 2:214).

46 Muslim, K. al-Ḥayḍ, §3; al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb al-ḥayḍ,
beginning; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ḥayḍ, bāb 4. According to Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 873,
al-Wāḥidī, etc., Thābit ibn Daḥdāḥ, [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 495, col. 1] who died either at
the Uḥud or in 6/627, consulted the Prophet in this matter.

47 This problem can only be clarified in connection with a detailed study in the marital
regulations of the Koran. The most recent thesis on the subject (R. Roberts, Familienrecht im
Qoran) ignored the subject.

48 See below on sūra 4:102sq.
49 One might argue that the content of verse 246 is not closely enough related to that of

verse 245 in order to reckon them to be one short law. However, the expenditure for war and
the fight itself are often brought into closest connection with one another in the Koran. Both
is دا , the former لامل , the latter سفنل .

50 Worth noting is also رتملٔا .
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to God’s resurrecting power, incite them to defy death. Verses 253sq. seem
to complete that section. Verses 255 to 25951 cannot easily be attributed
to any specific situation, because the axiom that “there is no compulsion
in religion” (2:257) could have been established in a state of psychological
depression as well as in the expectation of greatest victory. Moreover, in
the Medinan period such an utterance was practically of little importance,
since in this case purely religious propaganda was subservient to politics
aiming at the recognition of sovereignty. Equally vague remains the dating
of verses 263 to 281, containing a request for alms and a prohibition of
usury. Some traditions apply verses 278sqq. to the outstanding debts of the
inhabitants of al-Ṭāʾif to some rich Quraysh; others hold verse 278 or 281
and verses 278 to 28152 respectively for the last part of the entire Koran,
revealed at the Farewell Pilgrimage,53 because of the money ʿAbbās (IBN
ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB) and others had borrowed against the payment of
interest. But all this lacks sufficient evidence. At best, one can agree that the
verses were once applied to the respective cases. Verses 282 to 284, which
deal in a very awkward way with the procedure of borrowing, can hardly
originate from the early years of the hijra. Verses 285sq. might equally be of
Meccan or Medinan origin.54

Approximately concurrent with the greater part of this sūra might be a[i/185]
few short ones.

51 Verse 256 is called āyat al-kursī, i.e., Verse of the Throne, and is held by Muslims
to be the “Prince of the Koran.” As far as its use in prayer is concerned we refer to the
Commentators, E.W. Lane, Manners and customs, vol. 1, pp. 90–91, and [Goldziher, Schools
of Koranic commentators, p. 95]. Great magic power is imputed to this verse (al-Bukhārī,
K. Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, § 10; al-Tirmidhī, loc. cit., §2, etc.). Of the nine short sentences that
constitute this verse, the text of 1 (= sūra 3:1), 2, 3, and 9 is to be found literally in the Old
Testament and in ancient Jewish literature. Cf. Targum to II Samuel 22:32, and Psalms 18:32,
Mekhiltha on Exodus 15:26 and 16:18, Jac. Levy, Chaldäisches Wörterbuch über die Targumim,
s.v. םיק ; Psalms 121:3; I Chronicles 29:11; the Hebrew encyclopedias, s.v. םוצע and ןוילע . The
phrases from 4 to 8 are entirely on the level with the Biblical linguistic usage, cf., for example,
7 to Isaiah 66:1. We are thus possibly dealing with nothing but an Arabic translation of a
Jewish or Christian hymn.

52 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 3, p. 70.
53 Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 275sq.; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Buyūʿ, §24; the Commentators; al-Khaṭīb

al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb al-ribā, faṣl 3, §7; al-Wāḥidī, s.v., and in the introduction; al-Qurṭubī,
vol. 1, fol. 23v; al-Shūshāwī, cap. 1; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 59, etc. Tradition varies greatly as to
the days left to the Prophet after the revelation of the verse: 81, twenty-one, and seven days
respectively (al-Bayḍāwī, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Nasafī, Madārik al-tanzīl); nine days (al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr); and even only three hours (al-Bayḍāwī, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Nasafī.)

54 These twoverses called khawātīmal-baqarawere apparently revealed to theProphet on
his ascension (al-Nasāʾī,K.al-Ṣalāt, § 1 end; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, bābal-miʿrāj towards
the end; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī).
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Sūra 9855 is held bymost people to be ofMedinan origin, less frequently to
be Meccan,56 probably because it is listed only among early Meccan sūras.
In support of the former view, however, there is the fact that in the verses
one and five the disbelievers among the People of the Book are mentioned
in one breathwith the idolaters.Wm.Muir (vol. 3, p. 311) lists the sūra among
the Medinan ones, albeit conceding that an exact dating is impossible.

Sūra 64 is similar to the Meccan ones and is therefore occasionally [i/186]
counted among them;57 yet verses 14sq. are undoubtedly of Medinan58 ori-
gin even though their date cannot definitely be determined. This is likely to
apply also to verses 11 to 13.59 For this reason several writers hold “the last
verses” to be Medinan.60 The opinion that the entire sūra might be Medi-
nan61 has something to be said for it. This probably applies generally to all
themusabbiḥāt, i.e., the sūras 57, 59, 61, 62, and 64, beginning with sabbaḥa
and yusabbiḥu respectively.

The first part of sūra 62, aimed at the Jews, seems to originate from the
same period as themajority of sūra 2. According to some exegetes,62 the sec-
ond part (verse 9sq.) refers to Daḥya al-Kalbī who, before being converted,
once entered Medina with a noisy mob during a Friday prayer. Even if this
description is correct, it would not lead to amore accurate fixing of the date.
All we know is that at the Battle of the Trench (end of 5/626) Daḥya (Ibn
Khalīfa al-Kalbī) had already become aMuslim, whereas some writers have
him fight with the believers already at Uḥud.63

55 The verses 7 and 8 (Flügel) constitute one verse only. On the other hand, verse 2 can be
divided into two parts as it is the case in the best transmission.

56 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-
Itqān, pp. 21 and 29sq.; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma; Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 143; Grimme,
Mohammed, part 2, p. 26, varies.

57 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,
p. 28; Tafsīr al-Jalālayn. This is also the opinion of Weil (Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den
Koran, 1st ed., p. 63, 2nd ed., p. 72); and Muir.

58 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on 64:14 (vol. 28, p. 74); al-Wāḥidī.
59 Cf. the idiom لوسرلااوعیطٔاوهللاوعیطٔا which is otherwise found only inMedinan passages.

Cf. in addition ةبیصم verse 11. Starting with verse 11 the rhyme, too, begins to change slightly.
60 اهرٓخايفت�ٓ�ا ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [GAS, vol. 1, p. 16], al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, pp. 20 and 36.
61 Hibat Allāh (b. Salāma); al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Bagh-

dādī; al-Suyūṭī, K. al-Nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 28; and the list of sūras.
Particularly noteworthy is the beginning, which is frequently found in Medinan revelations
but never in those fromMecca.

62 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; and al-Wāḥidī. The earliest exegetic tradition
(al-Bukhārī and al-Tirmidhī in the tafsīr) also says that verse 10 refers to a trade caravanwhich
once enteredMedina on a Friday, but does not mention names. [Cf. M. Pickthall on vv 9–11.]

63 Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 2378; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2,
p. 130.—Ibn Saʿd, ed. Sachau (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 4, part 1): Biographien der Muhāgirūn und
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As an old tradition64 maintains, not all of sūra 8 but the greater part of [i/187]
it refers directly to the victory at Badr. Since the historians report that it
took about amonth to distribute the spoils of war completely,65 Muḥammad
would have made public most of the sūra within this short time. The begin-
ning seems to be somewhat earlier than verses 29 to 46;66 it is beyond doubt
that verse 42, which fixes the final67 distribution of the spoils of war, is later
than verse 1. Also, verse 27 contains a warning not to steal anything from the
spoils of war. Somewriters68 see in it a reference to Abū Lubāba [Ibn ʿAbd al-
Mundhir69], who had warned the Jewish Banū Qurayẓa by sign of the hand
(in 5/626) that their life was at stake even if they surrendered to the Prophet.
Verses 30 to 35,70 or verse 3071 alone, some incorrectly hold to be from the
Meccan period; they merely aim to remind the triumphant Prophet and his
believers howweak and helpless they had previously been atMecca.72 Some
think that verse 36 was revealed on the Day of Uḥud.73 Verses 47 to 64,

Anṣār, p. 184 (= al-Nawawī, [Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ], p. 239), however, says (without isnād) that
Daḥya had become a Muslim certainly at a very early time, but did not participate in
the Battle of Badr; but such pre-dating of the conversion of people who did not become
acquainted with the Prophet until Medina (like Abū Dharr [al-Ghifārī]) can be ignored. But
it seems to be certain that Daḥyawas a trader who had been in foreign countries. He presents
Coptic garments to theProphet (IbnḤajar al-ʿAsqalānī, Ibn al-Athīr,Usdal-ghāba), andwants
to teach him mule breeding, which was certainly unknown to the Arabs (Ibn Ḥajar, loc. cit).
Because of his familiarity with foreign countries Muḥammad appointed him envoy to the
Byzantine Emperor (Ibn Hishām, p. 971; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt), ibid., vol. 4, part 1, p. 185; and
Wellhausen, Seine Schreiben, und die Gesandtschaften, p. 98).

64 اهٔرساب Ibn Isḥāq in IbnHishām, p. 476, l 6 = al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1354, l 17; cf. Caetani,Annali,
vol. 1, p. 497.

65 According to IbnHishām, p. 539, l 16sq., and al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1363, l 10,Muḥammaddid
not finish settling these affairs until the last days of this month or even the following month;
according to al-Ṭabarī, loc. cit., on the day before returning toMedina, which was the 25th or
26th of Ramaḍān.

66 Flügel’s verses 43 and 44 constitute only one verse since ًالوعفم , verse 43, represents a
rhyme which occurs nowhere else in this sūra.

67 Some writers consider this verse to refer to the spoils of war carried off about a month
later from the Banū Qaynuqāʿ (al-Ṭabarī, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 3, p. 4; and al-Zamakhsharī).

68 Ibn Hishām, p. 686sq. (not according to Muḥammad IBN ISḤĀQ [EI2; Juynboll, Ency-
clopedia, pp. 419–423; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, pp. 288–290]); al-Wāqidī (ed.Wellhausen), p. 213sq.;
al-Ṭabarī, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 3, p. 70; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-
Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. Weil,Das LebenMohammeds, p. 428; Caussin de Perceval, Essai
sur l’histoire des Arabes, vol. 4, p. 144; Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 272.

69 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 603, col. 1.
70 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; ʿUmar b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Kāfī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, who appro-

priately adds, ّةكمبةعاقولاتناكنٕاوةنیدملتلزناّهنٔاّحصٔالاو ; cf. also al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
71 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32.
72 Verse 31 is to be translated: “and when Our signs were being recited to them,” quum (=

quoties) legebantur.
73 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr.
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which require to fight all enemies most zealously, are a self-sufficient sec-
tion74but belong to the sameperiod (cf. verse 57with verse 22). Occasionally,
and for no reason, verses 60sqq. are applied to the Banū Qaynuqāʿ,75 who
were attacked soon after the Battle of Badr. Verse 65 is dated either after
ʿUmar’s conversion76 or, more likely, shortly before that attack.77 Verse 66, in
spite of its air of expectant victory,might have been revealed before the final
outcome. Verse 67, certainly in its current form, is not the original continu-
ation of verse 66, as it looks instead like a different recension or a qualifying
postscript. According to Weil,78 verse 68sq. was not revealed until after the
defeat at Uḥud. This view, however, is erroneous the passage does not state
that those who had spared the prisoners had now really79 been punished.
Rather, it states that God exempted them from punishment through reve-
lation. Connected with this is verse 70, which deals with the spoils of war
acquired at Badr. These verses, as also verses 71sq.—which, however, are not
a continuation of the preceding—we must consider to be concurrent with
the greater part of the sūra. Verse 75 and the following verses seem to be
from about the same time. Yet when it is said in verse 76 that “those related
by blood are nearer to one another,” this refers to the bond which Muḥam-
mad had established between the inhabitants of Yathrib and hismen—who
were largely destitute—but which he abrogated after the Battle.80 It is false
whenexegetes see in verse 76 anabrogationof verse 73because, even though
this “compact” was annulled, according to verse 76 intimate friendship and
mutual support should last forever.

74 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; verse 54 = sūra 3:9 (apart from some small differences). Verse 56
looks like a different recension of verse 54.

75 al-Wāqidī, pp. 131, 178, 181; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1360; cf. L. Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 521.
Others mention instead the Banū Qurayẓa and the Banū Naḍīr, who were attacked in 5/626
and 4/625 respectively (al-Wāqidī, p. 131 on verse 63; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
al-Bayḍāwī). J. Wellhausen, “Muḥammad’s constitution of Medina”, in: Wensinck, Muḥam-
mad and the Jews of Medina, p. 136 n. 4, establishes that these different accounts need not
at all exclude one another as even after the destruction of the respective tribes “several Jews
remained at Medina.”

76 al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32. For this reason, here
and there the verse is held to be Meccan. Cf. ʿUmar b. Muḥammad [IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ].

77 al-Wāqidī, p. 131; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
78 Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 72, 2nd ed., p. 82.
79 AsWeil thinks, by this defeat. Al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1355, l 17. Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil), vol. 2,

p. 105, however, considers the day of Uḥud as a punishment for that sparing of the prisoners.
80 Ibn Hishām, p. 344sq.; Ibn Saʿd, cod. Gotha, vol. 1, p. 257 [sic]; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Farāʾiḍ,

§ 16; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Nikāḥ, towards the end, etc. Cf. Gustav Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds,
p. 83sq.; Caussin de Perceval, Essai, vol. 3, p. 24sq.; Wm. Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 17sq;
Sprenger, Leben, vol. 3, p. 26.
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Sūra 47must have been revealed shortly after the Battle of Badr81 because [i/189]
the second part attacks—apart from the Hypocrites [munāfiqūn] (verses 31
and 22)—the irresolute fellow combatants of the Prophet who, despite the
victory (verse 37), wanted to make peace with the Meccans. Some attribute
the sūra to the Meccan period, while others disagree.82 A third group of
exegetes considers verse 14 to have been revealed when the Prophet was
emigrating and looked back crying over his native town.83

It is rather uncertain when the first part of sūra 3 (verses 1 to 86) was
revealed. If it belongs to only one period, it must be later than the Battle of
Badr, as verse 11 unmistakably refers to it. It is very dangerous to fix the lower
limit of the composition to the year 6/627 or 7/628. Even if verse 57 is referred
to in the Prophet’s letters to the Emperor Heraclius84 and the Coptic Patri-
arch of Egypt,85 the authenticity of the text of these letters is open to most
serious doubts.86 The historical explanations of tradition regarding the indi-

81 So also Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 72sq., 2nd ed., p. 82.
82 Cf. ʿUmar b.Muḥammad (IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ); HibatAllāh (b. Salāma); al-Zamakhsharī;

al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27. Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre, vol. 2, p. 376, mentions
Meccan fragments before verse 15, but without elaborating.

83 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 43. Quite different
Wm. Muir, vol. 3, p. 308.—Of the forty verses of this sūra thirty-six rhyme with um—usually
with preceding ā in the antepenult—a rhyme which is only sporadically encountered in
other sūras (e.g. 79:33, 80:32, 88:26, 99:6, and 109:4). For other differences see Rudolf Geyer’s
review of K. Vollers Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, p. 40 of the off-print.
The conspicuous rhymes of the verses 4, 16, and 22 in Flügel’s edition are definitely based on
an inaccurate division; the incomplete rhymes in Flügel’s verses 11, and 26, on the other hand,
might be original.

84 al-Bukhārī, K. Badʾ al-waḥy, and K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Jihād, §23 (al-Qasṭallānī,
vol. 7, p. 380).

85 al-Suyūṭī, Ḥusn al-muḥādara, vol. 1, cap. 18, which is identical with the alleged original
published by F.A. Belin in Journal asiatique, 1854 on p. 482.Missing from S[uyūṭī] are only the
words طبقلاعجفیامكیلعفتّیلوتنٕاف , and instead of وسروهللادبع there is only هللالوسر .

86 Cf. J. Wellhausen, Seine [Muḥammads] Schreiben und die Gesandtschaften an ihn, p. 90;
Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 725sqq. An apparent original of the letter to the Muqawqis, writ-
ten on parchment, was discovered in 1852 by the French archaeologist Étienne Barthélemy
in a monastery not far from Akhmīm, Upper Egypt, and in 1854 published by F.A. Belin. The
original later came to Constantinople, and was added as a precious gem to the relics of the
Prophet at theOld Serail. Recently Jurjī Zaydānpublished aphotographic reproductionof the
original in hisHilāl (vol. 13 no. 2, Cairo, November 1904, pp. 103sq). The document, however, is
definitely a forgery. Official documents of the period probably consisted of far less Kūfic char-
acters. By the same token, instead of the signature a clay seal was used at the time, but not a
coloured stamp. Finally, such an official document must not only mention the issuing secre-
tary of the document, but also the accredited envoy must clearly be named.—Regarding the
clumsy forgery of a letter from Muḥammad to the Persian governor of Baḥrayn, al-Mundhir
b. Sāwā, see H.L. Fleischer’s devastating review, “Über einen angeblichen Brief.”—The tradi-
tion (Commentators, al-Wāḥidī, etc.) that the embassy of theChristians ofNajrān occasioned
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vidual verses are of little use to us. As is said by several writers,87 only verse 10
refers to the Jewish Banū Qaynuqāʿ. This would establish a more solid date.
Approximately to this time point also verses 58sq., which present vis-á-vis
the “People of the Book” the religion of Ibrāhīm as the only true religion.
After the exposition, above, p. 119sq., this idea makes sense only under the
precondition that the Prophet had already fallen out with the Jews, and had
abandoned any hope of their voluntary conversion. Verses 25sq., which do
not fit in with the rest, are panegyrics that, particularly in the second half,
are unmistakably of Jewish origin in content and form. Their origin is com-
monly dated 5/626, when a trench was dug at Medina,88 or, more seldom,
after the conquest of Mecca89 in 8/629; but such statements can be ignored.
Verse 79 is considered to be late,90 since in it all unbelievers are threatened
with eternal torment. This, however, is no evidence because the term unbe-
lievers does not necessarily have to apply to all non-Muslims. It is known
to us that in the first years of his Medinan activity, Muḥammad reckoned
true Christians among the believers.91 We have several references for dat-
ing the verses 87–113, which, incidentally, have much in common with the
first part. The unique esteem of the religion of Abraham (millat Ibrāhīm) in
verse 89 and the inclusion of the pilgrimage to Mecca in the Islamic cult
(verse 90sq.) certainly point to the time after the Battle of Badr, as has been
demonstrated earlier. Verses 93sqq. are generally applied to Shaʾs b. Qays,
one of Banū Qaynuqāʿ,92 whose poetry tries to inflame again the old rivalry
between the tribes of Yathrib, theAws andKhazraj.93 Since this Shaʾs appears

the beginning of the sūra is without support. This event is not dated either in Ibn Hishām,
p. 944sq. or in al-Bukhārī, K. al-Īmān, §40, but for internal reasons it can belong only to
Muḥammad’s final years. How could he have possibly imposed conditions earlier on a tribe
whose settlements were so far from Medina? Indeed Ibn Saʿd fixes it to this time, and Well-
hausen (SeineSchreiben, p. 155sq.), Sprenger (DasLeben, vol. 3, p. 372sqq.), andCaetani (vol. 2,
part 1, p. 198sq.) follow suit, fixing the embassy to 8/629, while al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1736sqq. as
well as ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn al-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī prefer 10/631, and Muir (vol. 4, p. 181), 9/630. The
latter has the verses 52 to 57 revealed on this occasion (vol. 2, p. 302sq., vol. 3, p. 312), whereas
Sprenger, vol. 3, p. 490sqq., chooses still others (verses 30 to 51).

87 Ibn Hishām, pp. 383 and 545; Tafsīr [sic]; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī.
Against all probability other writers mention Banū Naḍīr or Banū Qurayẓa. Cf. the Commen-
tators.

88 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
89 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Wāḥidī.
90 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 73sq., 2nd ed., p. 83.
91 Cf. above, p. 119sq., and Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, p. 42sq.
92 Ibn Hishām, p. 352; R.A. Nicholson, Literary history of the Arabs (London, 1907), p. 125.
93 Ibn Hishām, p. 385sq.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī, al-Za-

makhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
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in one of the poems of either Kaʿb b. Mālik or ʿAbd Allāh b. Rawāḥa as
one of the men who were hard hit by the defeat of Banū Naḍīr,94 this event
would have to have happened before I Rabīʿ 4/625. It was perhaps because
the Jews had behaved so provocatively after the Battle of Uḥud, in which
the Muslims suffered a severe defeat. This might explain verse 107, which
mentions the insult ( ىذٔا ) of the Jews who apparently could not be deterred
from open war. This fits only too well into the picture when the believ-
ers, distressed by misfortune, were exposed to the malice of their ene-
mies. These verses might therefore originate from the time shortly before
the war with Banū Naḍīr. But since the text of verses 92sqq. is quite gen-
eral, suggesting a connection neither with the Jew Shaʾs b. Qays nor any
particular person in general, that story is probably not based on an old
accompanying tradition but rather on scholastic interpretation of the scrip-
ture. Nevertheless, the general situation is likely to be accurately described.
From about the same time originate verses 114sqq., in which it says that
the Jews make no bones about their enmity against the Muslims who are
“smitten by evil” (verse 116). We can therefore connect this passage with
the lost battle at Mount Uḥud (Shawwāl 3/624), which undoubtedly had
not happened much earlier. Verse 123, according to many accounts, is an
inspiration the Prophet received when he was lying wounded on the bat-
tlefield.95 However, even if it is in fact possible that he had such thoughts
in such a situation, the verse, which is connected with the rest of them,
can have originated only later. Moreover, tradition knows of other events
that prompted a revelation during or shortly after the battle.96 Verses 125
to 130, which are of indeterminate provenance, separate this part from
another one, 131–154, which refers to the same battle but belongs more
to the time immediately thereafter. Verses 155 to 158 link a tradition with
the statement that one day a precious garment from the booty of Badr

94 Ibn Hishām, p. 661.
95 Ibn Hishām, p. 571; al-Wāqidī, p. 242; Muslim, K. al-Jihād, §32; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr;

al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 18, l 22; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Bayḍāwī. Similarly reported in al-Ṭabarī, Chronique, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 2, p. 505, that sūra
8:12 and other verses had been revealed in the Battle of Badr.

96 al-Wāqidī, pp. 311 and 341; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī §22 etc.; Muslim, K. al-Ṣalāt, §95
(al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3, p. 363); al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Taṭbīq, §21; al-Khaṭīb al-
Tibrīzī, Mishcát, K. al-Qunūt, beginning; Tafsīr [sic].; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥīdī;
al-Zamakhsharī. According to a tradition in Muslim-al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3, p. 364, and al-
Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 303sq., on al-Bukhārī,al-Maghāzī, §22, the verse purports to apologize for
the curse on the traitors of BiʾrMaʿūna.Muḥammad’s curse is certainly historical (cf.Muslim,
loc. cit.; al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 3, p. 364sqq; al-Wāqidī, p. 341, etc.) but not the connection which
the Koranic verse is associated with.
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was missing, and Muḥammad was suspected of having kept it for him-
self.97 At first sight, this conjecture leaves the impression of historical reli-
ability, particularly because of its content which concerns the Prophet.
Still, it seems to arouse suspicion, as it was too easy an interpretation to
reach.Otherwriters98 apply it to the archerswho, fearingMuḥammadwould
deprive them of their share of the spoils of war, left their formation, thereby
precipitating the defeat. We see how an event which is quite likely true can
be artificially connected with this verse, and later even modified.99 Con-
nectedwith verse 154 are verses 159 to 176, inwhichMuḥammad remembers
his faithful followerswho, on themorning after theBattle, followed theMec-
cans to Ḥamrāʾ al-Asad.100 Verses 177 to 181 are the replies to the mocking
speeches of a Jew. There are variant accounts of theparticular circumstances
that cannot be ascertained.101 The general situation might be identical with
that of the following verses, 182sq.,102whichwemight have todate to the time
not long after the Battle ofUḥud. Thiswould indicate the depressedmoodof
theMuslimswhen theywere commandedpatiently to suffermisfortune and
insults (verses 200 and 183); also mentioned are the Muslims killed for their
faith (verse 194) and the pagans’ insolence after their victory (verse 196).

Sūra 61, like several of the shorter Medinan sūras, is occasionally attri- [i/194]
buted to the Meccan period.103 According to Weil,104 part of it belongs to

97 al-Wāqidī, pp. 97 and 316; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-
Bayḍāwī; Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 128.

98 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. Ibn Hishām,
p. 570; al-Wāqidī, p 226sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1440sq., etc.

99 The explanation that the “suppression” refers to the concealing of revelations (Ibn
Hishām, p. 602, etc.) we cannot recognize as an authoritative explanation.

100 Verse 166sq. Cf. Ibn Hishām, pp. 588sq. and 606; al-Wāqidī, p. 330; al-Bukhārī, K.
al-Maghāzī§27; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1355, 1427 and in theTafsīr, s.v.; al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 25; Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. CaussindePerceval, vol. 3, p. 112;Weil,
DasLebenMohammeds, p. 130;Muir, Life ofMahomet, vol. 3, p. 193; Sprenger,DasLebenunddie
Lehre, vol. 3, p. 180; Caetani,Annali, vol. 1, p. 566sq.;Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 169,
attributes verse 166sq., [and] al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 69, verse 167sq., to the campaign
against Badr al-Mawʿid in 4/625. Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 222, attributes the verses 166
to 169 to the same campaign.

101 Apart from the Commentators. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 388sq.; Wellhausen, Muhammed in
Medina, p. 219.

102 Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 19, fixes verse 183 to the time shortly after
the construction of the first mosque in Medina.

103 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ; al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-
Baghdādī).

104 Weil,Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 76, 2nd ed., p. 86sq.—Muir, Life of Maho-
met, vol. 3, p. 313, in his “Chronological order of the sūras revealed at Medina” lists sūra 61 in
the sixth last place.
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the unfortunate pilgrimage to al-Ḥudaybiyya, particularly verse 13, which
promises a speedy victory, and the first four verses that reproach the believ-
ers for not keeping their word, which probably refers to their staying behind
on themarch onMecca. Tradition,105 more accurately, is thinking of the Bat-
tle of Uḥud, where many had abandoned their positions and did not stand
like a solid edifice. The victory mentioned in verse 13, which the Muslims
were earnestly longing for, particularly as fortune had left them, is either
none in particular or Muḥammad is already thinking of the attack on Banū
Naḍīr. This certainly does not include a definite reference to the conquest
of Mecca. Nothing definite can be said about verses 5 to 9. That they are of
Medinan origin can be seen from verse 89, namely that before his emigra-
tionMuḥammad cannot easily have enunciated the idea of a final victory of
Islam over all other religions with such conviction.106

The entire107 sūra 57, or at least its first108 or last109 part, is attributed to[i/195]
the Meccan period. The main theme, as is the case with many other sūras,
consists of admonitions to contribute to thewars of religion, and complaints
about the Hypocrites who refuse to contribute money. Verse 10 is often
attributed to the conquest ofMecca,110 yet this is not appropriate, since in the
entire passage Muḥammad does not appear as confident as he actually was
after this great success. If we are not all wrong, verse 22sq.111 would indicate
that at the time of its composition,Muḥammadwas afflicted bymisfortune.
We would therefore best date the sūra to the time between the Battle of
Uḥud and the Battle of the Trench. The victory (fatḥ), which verse 10 refers
to, is likely the Battle of Badr.

The greater part of sūra 4 seems to belong to the time between the end of
3/624 and the end of 5/626.112 This period is more or less clearly identified by

105 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
106 We would have a clue to a more accurate fixing if we could show when the contempo-

rary poets first used Aḥmad of verse 7 instead of Muḥammad; but the vague transmission of
these poems, and the mass of the fictious ones, where especially the name Aḥmad is partic-
ularly popular, will make verification extremely difficult.—Verses 8 and 9 = sūra 9:32 and 33;
only verse 32 shows some differences. Verse 9 appears with a different final formula also in
sūra 48:28. Verse 14 comes close to sūra 3:45.

107 Hibat Allāh (b. Salāma); al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 27; al-Nasafī,Madārik.
108 al-Itqān, p. 27.
109 al-Itqān, p. 36.
110 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Bayḍāwī; so also Weil, Historisch-kritische Ein-

leitung, 1st ed., p. 73, 2nd ed., p. 83.
111 Compare, for example, 3:93 to sūra 3:147.
112 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 71, 2nd ed., p. 81 fixes this sūra to the

early period after the emigration. That this is incorrect is quite obvious as a great part of
it is directed against the Hypocrites. Already a tradition in al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṭalāq, bāb ʿIddat
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various passages in the sūra and fits with most of its parts. In the first part,
verses 1 to 18,113 the Muslims tell all sorts of stories, but those who try to fix
chronology do so to the time soon after the Battle of Uḥud. Verses 8 and 12
respectively are said to refer to a woman who complained to the Prophet
that, according to ancient Arab custom, she was excluded from inheritance.
The name of the woman is either not mentioned at all, or she is named
Umm Kuḥḥa.114 Her deceased husband is known by the following names in
different reports:

1. Rifāʿa,115 without exact genealogy. His son is called Thābit.116 Several of [i/196]
the Prophet’s companions are called Rifāʿa. Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī says
nowhere that one of them is meant. It could well be possible that it is
Rifāʿa b. ʿAmr117orRifāʿa b.Waqash,118bothofwhomwerekilled atUḥud.

2. Saʿd b. al-Rabīʿ, who was killed at the Battle of119 Uḥud.
3. Aws b. Thābit al-Anṣārī,120 the brother of the poet Ḥassān b. Thābit, [i/197]

who died at that battle.121 The possibility that this man is not meant

al-ḥāmil, towards the end, more or less correctly fixes this sūra to a time later than sūra 2.
[Pickthall, in his introduction to sūra 4, puts it between the end of the third year and the
beginning of the fifth year.]

113 Flügel’s verses 5 to 7 and 13 to 16 constitute one verse each; this applies also to the
verses 29 and 30. Cf. also Rudolf Geyer.

114 So correctly in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-
Wāḥidī; al-Jawharī, Tāj al-lugha wa-al-Ṣiḥāḥ [GAS, viii, 215]; Lisān al-ʿArab; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAs-
qalānī, vol. 1, no. 315 end, and 921; against that Ibn Ḥajar has in vol. 4, p. 946, the explicit
reading ةجك ( ميجلادیدشتوفاكلاّمضب ) next to the variant ةجلك ( مالاهدعبمهملانوكسب ); ةجك is to be
found also in Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 5, p. 611, vol. 3, p. 402, l 2,
and al-Dhahabī, Tajrīd asmāʾ al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 2, p. 349.

115 al-Wāḥidī on verse 5; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī on v. 8; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on v. 5.
116 Briefly mentioned in al-Wāḥidī; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 877; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd

al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 223, without date.
117 IbnHishām, p. 609; al-Wāqidī, p. 297; IbnḤajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 2661; Ibn al-Athīr,

Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 184.
118 Ibn Hishām, p. 607; al-Wāqidī, pp. 230 and 293; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 2666; Ibn al-Athīr,

Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 185, where he mentions as his brother the above-cited Thābit.
119 al-Wāqidī, p. 320, which undoubtedly indicates verse 12; al-Tirmidhī, Farāʾiḍ, §3; Ibn

Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 2734; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 277sq.; and al-Nawawī,
[Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ] p. 271sq., who all refer to verse 12; Ibn Hishām, p. 608; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4,
p. 945, bottom.—Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 2, no. 4048, mentions verse 175 or verse 38, and as his wife,
ʿAmra bint Ḥazm. On the other hand, the biographers of women (Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):
Biographien der Frauen (vol. 8), p. 328; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4, p. 704sq.; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba,
vol. 5, p. 509), do not record anything regarding revelations. [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 483,
col. 2.]

120 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on verse 8; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 315.
121 This is ascertainedby the testimonyof his ownbrother تبنبسؤابعشلالیتقانمو (Dīwān

Ḥassān b. Thābit, Tunis ed., p. 27; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no 315.) Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 608.
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here and that it is, instead, another man with the same name men-
tioned nowhere else, Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī excludes for totally insuf-
ficient reasons.

4. Instead of Aws b. Thābit some mention ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Thābit,122
another brother of the poet who, Ibn Ḥajar emphasizes, is otherwise
unknown; still others call the person killed at Uḥud Aws b. Mālik.123

5. Thābit b. Qays [Ibn Shammās],124 who is also said to have ended his life
at Uḥud.125

6. Regarding verse 8, someone mentions Aws b. Suwayd,126 about whom
we know nothing more.

Even if some of the names mentioned might be a confusion, there still[i/198]
remain three or certainly two names, as in options 4, 5, and 6 above. Yet
given the well-known tendentiousness of the exegetic tradition, one cannot
even rely on these names. Only one detail is credible, namely that it con-
cerns men killed at Uḥud. In addition, it is quite likely that these minute
laws regarding orphans, and the inheritance of deceased husbands, were
promulgated when many heads of families had died at the same time; this,
however, fits best with that great defeat. Verses 19 to 22, regarding the inde-
cency of men and women, might also be fixed to this time. In any case, they
are older than the passage 24:2, which seems to date from 6/627. Verses 23 to

122 al-Ṭabarī in the Tafsīr on verse 12; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4, p. 946, vol. 2, no. 9459.
123 Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, nos. 315 and 350 (vol. 4, p. 946). This name is not listed

among the men killed, neither in al-Wāqidī nor in Ibn Hishām. al-Zamakhsharī and al-
Bayḍāwī have instead تماصلانبسؤا . This man is quite a different Anṣārī who is said to have
been the cause of the revelation of sūra 58, and who died a long time after the Prophet, prob-
ably under Caliph ʿUthmān (Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt]: Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer
(vol. 3, part 2), p. 93; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 338; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 146sq.;
al-Nawawī, [Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ] Biographical dictionary, p. 168sq. The confusion of the two
brothers is also the basis of the inaccurate report that the former, Aws b. Thābit, survived the
Prophet bymany years (Ibn Saʿd, ibid., vol. 3, part 2, p. 63; IbnḤajar, vol. 1, no. 314, Ibn al-Athīr,
Usd al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 141, all according to al-Wāqidī).

124 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 72, col. 2, p. 142, col. 2, p. 380, col. 1.
125 So al-Wāḥidī on verse 12 in a cumbersome account; IbnḤajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 4, p. 946;

IbnḤajar, vol. 1, no. 984, does not approve of this, he ismissing from the lists in al-Wāqidī and
Ibn Hishām. The many men listed under this name by Ibn Ḥajar all died after Muḥammad
except one, about whose death nothing is known (no. 900).

126 Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 336, vol. 4, p. 946, l 13, دیوسوسؤانبةبلعثو is to be replaced by سؤاو
ةبلعثودیوسنب , of whom the former was the husband of Umm Kuḥḥa, the latter his brother.

Cf. also Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 935; in no. 315 Suwayd appears in place of Khālid or Qatāda as
the brother of ʿUrfuṭa who, according to some writers, was the brother, according to others,
the cousin of Aws ibn Thābit, cf. Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 2140, vol. 2, no. 9877; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd
al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 2, p. 85, vol. 3, p. 401sq., vol. 4, p. 194.
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32 might be concurrent with the first verses, as verse 23 is of nearly identi-
cal content, leading Muslims to supply the same stories to explain it. The
remainder of the verses, too, dealing with marital matters, fits well into this
time period when there were a large number of widows. Verse 28 men-
tions mutʿa, the temporary marriage, which was later abrogated during the
siege of Khaybar (7/628).127 Verses 33 to 45, in which Muḥammad begins
to fight the Hypocrites (verse 40sq.), also belong roughly to this period
(cf. 4:36sq.) It is difficult to express an opinion regarding the composition of
verse 46. It is certain that this verse, which prohibits prayer under the influ-
ence of alcohol,must have been promulgated before the general prohibition
of wine.128 Since this prohibition was apparently129 promulgated130 during
the campaign against Banū Naḍīr in I Rabīʿ 4/625, this verse would have to

127 al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 196; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Nikāḥ, §31; Muslim, K. al-Nikāḥ, §3, K. al-Ṣayd, §4;
al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Nikāḥ, §61; al-Tirmidhī, Nikāḥ, §27; Hibat Allāh (b. Salāma). From among the
different traditions on the subject it seems to appear that shortly after the conquest ofMecca
the mutʿa was again permitted for a short time; cf. Muslim, Nikāḥ, §3, note on Ibn Hishām,
p. 758; Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, note on p. 357. According to Ibn Saʿd, Biographien der
Genossen, ed. Julius Lippert, p. 68 bottom, themutʿamarriage was prohibited in the Farewell
Pilgrimage, but it is not stated that it was the first time this happened. The editor of the
Arabic text, J. Lippert, did not understand the meaning of mutʿa as is evident from his note
s.v. (p. xcix). After ّنهنمهبمتعتمتـسا Ibn ʿAbbās is said to have added ىّمسملجٔاىلٕا , al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr; Lisān al-ʿArab, vol. 10, p. 205sq. Contrary to the Shīʿa, all conservative authorities of
the sunna reject the so-called temporary marriage; cf. al-Shaʿrānī, Mīzān (Cairo, 1317), vol. 2,
p. 107; J. Wellhausen, “Die Ehe,” p. 464sq.; Th.W. Juynboll,MohammedaanscheWet, §39.

128 Muslims accurately supply the chronological order of the passages dealing with wine
as follows: sūras 16:69 (Meccan); 2:216 (as we have been able to see above on page 127,
shortly before the Battle of Badr); 4:46; 5:92 (al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr, s.v.; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ashriba,
beginning; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on sūra 2:216 (vol. 2, p. 203sq., and 5:92 (vol. 7, p. 20sq.)); Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī on sūra 5:92; Hibat Allāh (b. Salāma); al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī on
sūra 2:216; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 58). It is incomprehensible that Weil holds this prohibition
to be later than sūra 5:92. If this had been the case, Muḥammad would have reacted quite
differently against the ritual prayer under the influence of alcohol as in this instance. Then
there is the added argument that the above-mentioned writers perhaps rightfully point
out that this concerns ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. ʿAwf, one of the earliest and most faithful of the
Prophet’s companions, who is unlikely to have done such a thing if there had been a previous
general interdiction. [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 155, etc.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 171, no. 5
(8).]

129 Ibn Hishām, p. 653; following this, alsoWeil, Das LebenMohammeds, p. 139; Caussin de
Perceval, vol. 3, p. 122; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 586.

130 The above-mentioned authorities (page 148) relate that the consumption of wine was
prohibited on occasion of a quarrel at a drinking-bout of Saʿd b. Abī Waqqās, [EI2; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 25sqq.] but without reference to a military campaign. Al-Wāqidī, p. 261,
last line (Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 125 = al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, § 18, centre)
presupposes that at the time of the Battle of Uḥud wine had not yet been prohibited.
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be fixed to the time before that campaign. This is contradicted by traditions
on the origin of the secondhalf of the verse, however,131whichpermit, in case
of need, “to have recourse to wholesome dust”132 instead of water for the rit-
ual ablution. Someattribute this promulgation to anunidentified campaign;
the localities mentioned in this context are all in the vicinity of Medina,
where Muḥammad’s forces were often in action, namely Dhāt al-Jaysh133 or
Ulāt al-Jaysh,134 and al-Bayḍāʾ.135 Al-Wāqidī136 fixes the revelation to the cam-
paign against Banū Muṣṭaliq which, according to him, occurred in Shaʿbān
5/626, and, according to Ibn Isḥāq,137 in the samemonth but of the following
year. Far less frequently this is attributed to the Dhāt al-Riqāʾ138 campaign of
Muḥarram 5/626. It is quite possible that verse 46 does not represent the
original text of a uniform revelation but is rather the subsequent literary
digest of two divine commands that “may have been revealed on entirely
different occasions.”139 Verses 47 to 60 can be attached to verse 45. Tradi-
tion applies verse 54 to the Jews, who incited the Quraysh to fight against
the Prophet by derogating Islam as an innovation from the pagan cult of the
ancient Arabs. If these verses, as some claim,140 refer toKaʿb b. al-Ashraf, they
would predate the Battle of Uḥud, as he was killed in I Rabīʿ 3/624.141 This
is not very probable, however, as in this battle the Jews did not assist the

131 The verse of tayammum is from متنكنٕاو to مكیدیٔاو identical with sūra 5:9.
132 This regulation is not at all an invention of the Prophet, rather it goes back first of all to

Jewish (Talm., Berākhōt, fol. 15a, top תימםקבורורצבורפעבוידיחנקמוידיץוחרלםימולןיאׁש ) and
the resulting Christian ritual respectively.

133 al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 18sq.; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tayammum, § 1; Muslim, K. al-Ḥayḍ, §27; al-
Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṭahāra, bāb 106; al-Wāḥidī. This entire tradition is in some aspects, including
the locality, conspicuously similar to the infamous story of ʿĀʾisha’s lost necklace; see below
on sūra 24. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 390.

134 al-Fīrūzābādī, al-Qāmūs; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 473, bottom.
135 See above, note 128.
136 Translated by Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, pp. 184 and 188; al-Diyārbakrī, ibid.;

the glosses on Mālik ibn Anas, Muwaṭṭaʾ, loc. cit.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 41sq. Cf. Weil, Das
LebenMohammeds, p. 159; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 161; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 604.

137 Ibn Hishām, p. 725; al-Tabarī, vol. 1, p. 1510.
138 The glosses on Muwaṭṭaʾ, ibid.; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 464; cf. below

on verse 102sq. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 67 col. 2, 673, col. 1.
139 Cf. Muir, vol. 3, p. 301; Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. xxxisq.
140 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.—

Verse 50 al-Ṭabarī attributes in his Tafsīr to other Jews, Rifāʿa b. Zayd b. Sāʿib (Tābūt), and
Mālik b. Ṣayf, verse 47 to the former alone. This is the same personwho in IbnHishām, p. 397,
is connected with sūra 5:62sq. Such associations are inconsequential.

141 Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, pp. 184 and 188; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1368sq.; Ibn
Hishām, p. 548sqq. This fact is supported by several poems on the war against Banū Naḍīr,
where Kaʿb’s death is mentioned (Ibn Hishām, p. 656sq).
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Quraysh. Instead, some of Banū Naḍīr are probably meant here,142 who after
losing their dwelling-places, formed a coalition of the Qurayẓa Jews with
the Quraysh and their followers as well as the widely-dispersed Ghaṭafān,
nearly bringing Muḥammad to destruction in 5/626.143 Verses 62–72 must
refer to a dispute which aMuslim did not want to be settled by the Prophet.
The stories alluded to in verses 63 and 68, however, are neither sufficiently
reliable nor conclusive for the chronology. As this section is similar in con-
tent and language to the previous one, they might both be from the same
period. Verses 73–85were undoubtedly revealed not very long after the great
defeat, as they clearly indicate that at that time the pagans were consid-
erably stronger than the Muslims. Verses 86–95 can have obviously been
revealed only after the Muslims had already concluded pacts with vari-
ous tribes (cf. verses 92 and 94). Verse 94 is held to refer to ʿAyyāsh b. Abī
Rabīʿa of the Makhzūm who, without being aware of the conversion of al-
Ḥārith b. Yazīd (or Ibn Zayd) al-Ḥaḍramī,144 slew him on account of an old
quarrel. Following another tradition,145 this happened after the Battle of
Uḥud. Others have instead of Ḥārith an anonymous man, or they call the
murderer Abū l-Dardāʾ.146 That verse 90 refers to those who deserted the
Prophet at Uḥud147 cannot be proven, since this verse deals only with the
Hypocrites in general. Verses 96 to 105 have much in common with the pre-
ceding passages. Verses 102sq. evenmentions the so-called prayer of danger,
ṣalāt al-khawf,148 which according to some sources149 refers to the campaign

142 IbnHishām, p. 669; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1464; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 33:9; al-Wāḥidī.
That this happened after the Battle of Uḥud is also reported by al-Wāḥidī who, thus, is
contradicting himself when he mentions Kaʿb who was killed before that battle. It must be
added that this whole matter, though historically established, is marred by all sorts of silly
additions.

143 The common tradition regarding verse 56 has been correctly interpreted already by
Weil (Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 72, note 2, 2nd ed., p. 81, note 8).

144 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī;
F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 1, p. 342; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.

145 Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 1503, end.
146 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr.
147 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, § 17, end, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Ṣifāt al-munāfiqīn, § 1;

al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Bayḍāwī. The Com-
mentators offer still other explanations.

148 Also this regulation (see above, page 161) is of Jewish origin. Mishna Berākhōt 4:4 ךלהמה
הרצקהלפתללפתמהנכסםוקמב andTalmudBabli,Berākhōt, fol. 29b ךלהמה [cf. ToseftaBerākhōt,

3] הדצקהלפתללפתמהיחידודגםוקמבןנברונת .
149 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §33; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1454; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, v. 4,

p. 156sq.; al-Wāqidī translated byWellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 172. Some do not say
it straight away that this then happened for the first time: al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 64; Ibn Hishām,
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“to disperse certain tribes of the Banī Ghaṭafān” ( عاقرلاتاذةوزغ ), i.e., in I
Jumādā 4/625150 or Muḥarram 5/626.151 Verse 96, which is closely related to
the latter, Muslims mostly take to refer to the murder of a man by Muḥam-
mad’s favourite, Usāma b. Zayd,152 during a campaign in 7/628. This cannot
be trusted any more than other stories that, according to tradition,153 occa-
sioned this revelation. Verses 106 to 115 and 116 are generally applied to
a man from Medina found guilty of theft whom Muḥammad nearly par-
doned on behalf of the intercession of his clansmen, the Banū Ẓafar. In
the various individual accounts154 there are can be found some tendentious

p. 662; Muslim, K. al-Faḍāʾīl al-Qurʾān, § 18; al-Nasāʾī, K. Ṣalāt al-khawf; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,
Mishcát, ibid. Also other military campaigns and places are mentioned, where this prayer
might have been observed without explicitly denying that it might have happened even
earlier, namely ʿUsfān and Ḍanajān: (campaign of al-Ḥudaybiyya, 6/627); al-Tirmidhī, K.
al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī in Tafsīr, vol. 5, pp. 144 and 152; al-Wāḥidī; Dhū Qarad: al-Nasāʾī, loc. cit.
(ah6); against some of the Juhayna [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 79 col. 1]; Muslim, loc. cit.
That the verse was also revealed at ʿUsfān is to be found in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 5, p. 145.
Al-Wāqidī; translated byWellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 245; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 41.
Cf. also Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 224; and Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 596.

150 Ibn Hishām, p. 661; al-Masʿūdī, loc. cit.
151 al-Wāqidī, p. 4 andWellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 172.
152 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.

Withoutmention of the verse, the story is related in IbnHishām, p. 984; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):
Biographien derMuhāgirun, p. 48; J.Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 297sq.;Muslim,K.
al-Īmān, §41; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, k. al-Qiṣāṣ, faṣl 1, §5; Ibn
al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba in the article “Usāmah.” [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclope-
dia, p. 25sqq.]

153 Thus have, e.g., Ibn Hishām, p. 987 (cf. the accompanying notes) and al-Wāqidī, trans-
lated by Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 325, an event that is said to have occurred
shortly before the fall of Mecca. Cf. Caetani, Annali, vol. 2 part 1, p. 116.

154 Ibn Hishām, p. 359; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 5, pp. 157–160; Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba,
vol. 2, p. 179sq; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 2651; Ḥassān b. Thābit, Dīwān, Tunis edition, p. 64sq.,
scholium according to which the thief stayed at Mecca with دعستنب ( ةفالس ). The name of
the thief is given as قريبٔانبةعمطوبٔا [Abū Ṭuʿma b. Ubayriq] (so al-Wāḥidī, a variant in Ibn
Hishām, and the best tradition in Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī) or commonly ( قريبٔانبةمعط )
(Ibn al-Athīr,Usd al-ghāba, vol. 3, p. 52; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 2, no. 8734) or قريبٔانبريشبةمعطوبٔا ! (Ibn
Hishām;Usd, vol. 3, p. 52 [sic]) or قريبٔانبريشب (al-Tirmidhī). InḤassān [IbnThābit’s] versehe is
simply called نيعراقراس Sāriq al-Dirʿayn, and in its accompaying historical explanation ريشب

ّيرفظلاةمعطوبٔاقريبٔانب . For Ṭuʿma, the best ascertained form of the name—cf. also Ḥamāsa,
p. 452; Ibn Khaṭīb al-Dahsha, Tuḥfat dhawī l-ʿArab—we occasionally find Ṭiʿma (variants in
Ibn Hishām and Fleischer’s al-Bayḍāwī). It is less certain whether to read Bashīr or Bushayr.
Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 1, no. 686, varies, but the notes in Ibn Hishām, p. 359, and Ibn al-Athīr, Usd
al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 184, hold the diminutive to be correct. Totally incorrect is the distinction in
cod. Sprenger, no. 282 (= Ahlwardt, no. 10169) between ّيرفظلاةمعطوبُا and Ṭa/iʿma b. Ubayriq
(sic!).
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traits,155 apart from many harmless ingredients. Most sources lack the least
chronological clue, while only a few state that the thief died in disbelief at
Mecca.156 Ibn al-Athīr’sUsdal-ghāba fīmaʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba157has a note,which
cannot be confirmed, saying the theft occurred before I Rabīʿ 4/625. The
event itself is indeed quite credible, as its historicity is substantiated by a
satirical poem of Ḥassān b. Thābit referring to it. Its connection with those
verses of the sūra, however, is not supported by the text of the Koran and
certainly belongs to the great realm of exegetic fancy. Verses 116–125, and
the verses apparently connected with them, 130–133,158 fight idolatry. The
importance of the “religion of Abraham” (millat Ibrāhīm), which verse 122
expounds, would suggest that none of this be dated to before the Battle
of Badr.159 Verses 126–129 should very likely be interpreted as a supplement
to the laws appearing at the beginning of the sūra. Verse 134 may be con-
nected with verse 61. Verses 135–142, which apparently were revealed at the
same time as verses 143–152, belong to the period after the Battle of Uḥud,
as verses 136 and 146 show that the Muslims even at that time were bat-
tling with changing fortunes.160 In verses 152 to 168Muḥammad summarizes
everything that he harbours against the Jewish people. These bitter senti-
ments can have hardly developed before he clashed openly with the Jews
of Medina. Closely connected with this are the verses 4:169 to 174, where
the Christians are also reproached with several false doctrines.161 Tradition
is divided as to the origin of verse 175 (law of inheritance). Some hold that it
was revealed on a campaign,162 whereas others say that this happened when
the Prophet was once visiting Jābir b. ʿAbd Allāh while ill.163 Finally, some
say that this verse originated from a response to a question from this same
Jābir during the Farewell Pilgrimage,164 and was the very last of the entire

155 For example, when it is said that someone dealing in stolen goods, or even the thief
himself, had been a Jew.

156 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr.
157 Vol. 1, p. 184, s.v. ثراحلانبرشب .
158 Attention ought to be paid to ضرٔالايفاموتاوامسلايفامو in the verses 125, 130 (twice)

and 131.
159 Cf. above, p. 155sq. on sūra 3:89, and the comprehensive comments on sūra 16:124 on

p. 119sq.
160 It is wrong that the Commentators attribute verse 135sq. to the Jews instead of the

Hypocrites.
161 Cf. verse 168, which closes the first part, as well as does verse 174, the second one.
162 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 41.
163 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Farāʾiḍ, § 1; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Farāʾiḍ, §4; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakh-

sharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Nīsābūrī; al-Nasafī.
164 عادولاةّجحماعّةكمقیرطىف . Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī;
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Koran.165Although this statement is old and quite common, it deserves as lit-
tle confidence as all the rest,which—with the exceptionof one, andbecause
of the impossibility of fixing its time—are rather useless and totally defy
verification. Given that the Farewell Pilgrimage occurred in the beginning of
March632ad, that tradition is in contradiction to yet another one, according
to which the verse was revealed in summer.166 Even this tradition, however,
looking ostensibly unsuspicious, is deprived of all credibility when we real-
ize that verse 15, with its slightly changed law of inheritance, was transposed
by verse 175 to winter.167 Wemust therefore be satisfiedwith the general con-
clusion that verse 175 was formulated some time after verse 15. When fixing
the dates of Koranic legal passages one should always consider that many of
themprobably do not go back to particular cases, for as soon asMuḥammad
was confronted at Medina with the task of leading and legislating, it must
have been in his interest to recast particularly offensive and objectionable
pagan institutions as quickly as possible and not anticipate the appearance
of specific cases.

Because of its similar content we now turn our attention to sūra 65,168[i/205]
which complements sūra 2:225sqq. If the first verse really referrs to Ibn
ʿUmar, who had divorced his wife “when she had her monthly courses upon
her,”169 the sūra could hardly be fixed before 8/629, as at that time he was
only twenty years old. Yet this contradicts a tradition according to which,
on this occasion, Muḥammad recited only this particular verse.170 Moreover,

al-Nīsābūrī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 49. Also the regulation of other matters of inheritance
tradition fixes to this time; cf. al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §78 towards the end, J. Wellhausen,
Muḥammad inMedina, p. 432sq.

165 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Farāʾiḍ, § 14, and K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Farāʾiḍ; al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7,
p. 62; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Bayḍāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī
in the introduction, Cairo ed., p. 9, top; al-Qurṭubī, fol. 23v; ʿAbd al-Aḥad b. Muḥammad
al-Ḥarrānī, fourth last leaf; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 60; al-Shūshāwī, chapter 1; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn
AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī.

166 al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 328;Muslim,K.al-Ṣalāt, §65 towards the end,K.al-Farāʾiḍ (al-Qasṭallānī,
vol. 7, 59); al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 4, p. 26; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; ʿAlāʾ
al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 49, and 924; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh
al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 12; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma on sūra 4. It is precisely for this reason that
the verse is called “the Verse of Summer” ( فیصلاةٓیا ). It is totally wrong when al-Itqān, p. 49,
connects the two traditions and even claims that all the verses revealed during the Farewell
Pilgrimage are summerly ( ّيفیص ).

167 al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 12.
168 In Flügel’s verse 2 the end of the verse ought to be put after اًجرخم , and the rest to be

united with verse 3; the same applies to the verses 10 and 11.
169 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Bayḍāwī; [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 222, col. 1; G. Sale,

sūra 65, foot-note].
170 Muslim,K. al-Ṭalāq, § 1, towards the end al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 257; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
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different versions of the origin have been transmitted,171 all of which are
unreliable. One source attributes this sūra to the Meccan period,172 possibly
because of its ending, which resembles the style of the Meccan period.

Sūra 59 refers largely to the subjection and expulsion of the Jewish tribe [i/206]
Naḍīr in I Rabīʿ 4/625,173 for which reason it is explicitly called the Sūra of the
Naḍīr.174 It is difficult to say anything definite about the time of verses 18sqq.;
there is nothing against the assumption that they were revealed concur-
rently with the first part, particularly as verse one reappears verbatim at the
end of the sūra.

Comments on Sūras 33, 63, 24, 58, 22, 48, 66, 60, 110, 49, 9, 5

Sūra 33 consists of several pieces. Verses 9–27 certainly originate from the
endof 5/626,175 after thepowerful allies, theQuraysh,Ghaṭafān, andQurayẓa,
had abandoned the siege of Yathrib, whichwas defended by a trench ( قدنخ ),

in all the other recensions of this transmission—(Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, but particularly
in Muslim as well as al-Bukhārī, al-Tirmidhī, al-Nasafī, al-Muwaṭṭaʾ; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,
Mishcát, at the beginning of K. al-Ṭalāq)—the Prophet’s reply refers to this verse only.

171 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
172 In ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ).
173 This is the general point of view (Ibn Hishām, p. 653; al-Wāqidī, vol. 4. 353; Wellhausen,

Muhammed in Medina, p. 163; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, § 14, beginning; al-Balādhurī, ed.
M.J. de Goeje, p. 18; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1448; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 157; the
Commentators. Cf. G.Weil,Das Leben, p. 135sq.; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 121; Muir, vol. 3,
p. 215sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 160sq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 584). Totally isolated
is Zuhrī’s tradition via al-Bukhārī, loc. cit., § 14, beginning; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs,
vol. 1, p 460 top; this event occurred sixmonths after the Battle of Badr, i.e., also in I Rabīʿ, but
in 3/624. There are still other accounts against this. The historians (Ibn Hishām, pp. 650 and
652; al-Wāqidī, p. 354; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, pp. 1444 and 1448) suggest as cause of the campaign
against Banū Naḍīr an event which was precipitated by the conflict of Biʾr Maʿūna in Safar
4/625. In addition, a poem of a Jew on the death of Kaʿb b. al-Ashraf (in Ibn Hishām, p. 659)
which cannot really have been composed after the expulsion of Banū Naḍīr, mentions the
Battle of Uḥud:

ريصنمكلسیلثیحٍدٔحاِب*رخصٔسابنممتیقالامك

“Like Sakhr’s power (Abū Sufyān’s) which you felt at the Uḥud where you did not have a
saviour!”

174 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, cap. 14, §3; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī.
175 Ibn Hishām, p. 668sqq, particularly p. 693sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1463sqq.; al-Yaʿqūbī,

vol. 2, p. 50 (fifty months after the hijra); al-Wāqidī, p. 4sq. and 157 (Wellhausen,Muhammed
in Medina, p. 210); al-Balādhurī, ed. de Goeje, p. 21, etc. The year seems certain and fits
the course of events much better than the mere tradition that gives Ibn ʿUmar’s age as
fourteen at the Battle of Uḥud, and fifteen at the time of the Battle of the Trench (al-Bukhārī,
K. al-Maghāzī, §31, beginning), assuming the encounter to have taken place in 4/625 (Ibn
Qutayba, p. 80, al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 479 bottom). Cf. al-Bukhārī, loc. cit.,
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and the Jewish Banū Qurayẓa were shortly thereafter defeated by Muḥam-
mad. Verses 36–40176 belong to approximately the same time. They refer to
Zaynab bt. Jaḥsh,177 whom Muḥammad wanted to marry, and who was the
divorced wife of Zayd,178 a freedman and adopted son of the Prophet. This
divorce is fixed to 5/626,179 and it is precisely this date that the statement of
this new marriage refers to as being before the campaign against the Banū
Muṣṭaliq.180

Those verses can further be connected with: (1) verses 1 to 3, a kind of
introduction; (2) verse 4sq., in which Muḥammad explains that adopted
sons are not true sons in order to legitimate hismarriage with the wife of his
adopted son; (3) verses 6 to 8, regarding the relation of the Prophet and his
wives to the believers; and, finally (4) verses 28 to 35, stipulations regarding
Muḥammad’s wives.181

Verses 53 to 55 are commonly taken to refer to the guests at Zaynab’s sec-[i/207]
ond wedding, where they stayed longer than the Prophet cared for.182 Still,
some sources183 also list other reasons, and we must admit that there were
occasions in the life of Muḥammad that might have prompted such a reve-
lation. Verse 59, a regulation about women’s dress, is perhaps a later addi-
tion, in any case before 8/629. In this year Muḥammad’s daughter, Umm

where in addition themonth (Shawwāl) is supplied (cf.Muir, vol. 3, p. 156). Thismonth,which
agrees with Ibn Isḥāq, is probably to be preferred to that of al-Wāqidī (Dhū l-Qaʿda), adopted
by Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 17sq., Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 611sq.; and F. Buhl,
Muhammeds Liv, p. 265.

176 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṭalāq, §8; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Nikāḥ, §25; the Commentators. Cf. also the
following foot-notes numbers 179 and 180.

177 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 155sqq.
178 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 452, col. 1.
179 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1460sqq.; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4, p. 157; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):

Biographien der Frauen (vol. 8, p. 81).—Also 3/624 is mentioned in Ibn al-Athīr,Usd al-ghāba
fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 5, p. 463; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 4, p. 600; al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb,
p. 842; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 500.

180 This is evident from the role played by Zaynab—and even more so her sister—in the
story of the libel against ʿĀʾisha. See below, foot-note 195 for citations.

181 With reference to verse 28sq., Muslims havemuch to say regarding the great dissention
between Muḥammad and his wives, but generally without precise citation ( ريیختلاةٓیا .) The
adorned and legend-like story does not make it clear how the conflict originated. Cf. al-
Bukhārī, K. al-Ṭalāq, §5; Muslim, K. al-Ṭalāq, §4; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; and the Commenta-
tors.

182 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Nikāḥ, §47, K. al-Aṭʿima, end, K. al-Istīdhān, § 10; Muslim, K. al-Nikāḥ,
§ 15; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 229, foot-note;
Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 151; Muir, vol. 3, p. 228sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 1, p. 400sq.;
Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 610sq. Less specific al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr, etc. The so-called verse
of ḥijāb of al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Nikāḥ, §25, establishes a different relation to Zaynab.

183 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī.
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Kulthūm,184 died, leaving only Fāṭima, so that an address to his “daughters”
(banātika), as in this verse, was no longer possible. For the definition of the
period of verses 49 to 51, which granted the Prophet inter alia a slave concu-
bine, it must be remembered that the first time he made use of this permis-
sionwas the case of the slave girl Rayḥāna,185 taken prisoner in the campaign
against the Qurayẓa in 5/626. Verse 52 certainly belongs to the last years of
Muḥammad’s life.186 Verse 48 regarding a particular case of divorce is a com-
plement to sūra 2:237 and seems to date from about the same time as the
majority of the sūra. Verses 41–47, 56–58, and 60–73 deal with the Prophet’s
relation to believers and unbelievers. Also, the language of these verses has
something in common; cf. verse 42with 56, and theword ىذٔا in the verses 47,
57, 58, 59, and 69, which otherwise appears only in verse 53. The arrange-
ment of the individual parts of this sūra is irrelevant because the manifold
regulations of family and property law (verses 4–8, 28–40, 48, and 53–55) are
carelessly interspersedwith remarks on theProphet andhis contemporaries
(41–47, 56–58, and 60–73), while the rambling address regarding the Battle
of the Trench (verses 9–27) does not fit with any part of the sūra andmerely
results in the separation of identical subjects. Despite this confusion, the
address vacillates regularly between ااّهئااونٓمانی (verses 9, 41, 48, 53, and
69 (apart from the sole exception of verse 70)) and ّيبنلااّهئا (verses 1, 28, 44,
49, and 50). This cannot be an accident but must be the intention of either
thewriter or the editor. Since it would appear thatmost of the parts are close
to one another in time, however, it is conceivable that the sūra received its
present form from the Prophet himself.187

Sūra 63 is fixed to the time shortly after the campaign against Banū [i/209]
Muṣṭaliq, a branch of Banū Khuzāʿa, and refers to the rebellious words that
ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy used on this occasion.188 Verses 9 to 11 might also belong
to a different period, as they are not connected with the content of the rest.

184 Cf. Ibn Saʿd,Biographien der Frauen (vol. 8, p. 25); IbnQutayba, ed.Wüstenfeld, p. 69sq.;
Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4, p. 949, etc. [EQ; s.v.; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 427.]

185 Ibn Hishām, p. 963; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1497sq.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der
Frauen (vol. 8) p. 92sqq.; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4, p. 591sq. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 170sq.; Muir, vol. 3,
p. 272; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 77sq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 634.

186 Weil (Das Leben, p. 358sq., andHistorisch-kritische Einleitung, 2nd ed., p. 86) presented
evidence for this against the strange views of Muslims (cf. the Commentators.)

187 Cf. thereon Sprenger’s remarkable exposition in his Das Leben, vol. 3, p. xxxii sq.
188 Ibn Hishām, p. 726sq., and 360, where it says that the entire sūra ( اهٔرساب ) was revealed

at that time. Muslim, K. al-Ṣifāt al-munāfiqīn, beginning; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Bukhārī,
ibid.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1512sq.; Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil), vol. 2, p. 147; Wellhausen (al-Wāqīdī),
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Sūra 24, verses 1 to 3 deal with the sin of prostitution as well as wedlock[i/210]
with prostitutes, verses 4 to 10 with fornication and the penalty for those
who falsely accuse women of this offence. According to tradition, verses 6
to 9 go back to ʿUwaymir b. Ḥārith189 or Hilāl b. Umayya,190 who suspected
their wives of extramarital relations. The name of the guilty man, Sharīk b.
al-Saḥmāʾ,191 is mentioned as frequently in connection with Hilāl as ʿĀṣim b.
ʿAdī is with his friend ʿUwaymir. Nowhere in the older sources192 does Sharīk
appear as the seducer of the woman. By the same token, it is very late works
that mention the name of the frivolous woman.193 The date of the offence

Muhammed in Medina, p. 179sqq.; al-Ṭabarī in the Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-
Bayḍāwī. Cf. Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 162sq.; Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, 148sqq.;
Muir, vol. 3, p. 240; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 193; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 602sq.
As far as the time of this war is concerned we can fix it to Shaʿbān 6/627: Ibn Hishām,
p. 661 and 725; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §34; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1520; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-
ghāba, vol. 1, p. 22; less accurately al-Yaʿqūbī, vol. 2, p. 53; al-Masʿūdī, Prairies d’or, vol. 4.,
p. 143. There is something to be said for this date as Muḥammad’s wives—who during
the Battle of the Trench in 5/626 had not yet been living in retreat from the world—(Ibn
Hishām, p. 687; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1489; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūra 33:9; al-Bukhārī, loc.
cit., §36) were totally segregated during this campaign—as is evident from the tradition
on sūra 24 which is cited below. On the other hand, another tradition (al-Wāqidī, p. 4,
and Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 175; Ibn Qutayba, p. 80; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-
khamīs, vol. 1, p. 470)—which, incidentally, Weil, Das Leben, p. 143sq.; Muir, Life of Mahomet,
vol. 3, pp. 233–237, and Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 600 follow—mentions the year 5/626. Al-
Diyārbakrī adds that the campaign took place five months and three days after the one on
Dūmat al-Jandal [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 538, col. 1, n. 1]. However, Ibn Qutayba, who
concurs with Ibn Isḥāq and the other sources mentioned above in so far as he fixes the
Battle of the Trench (according to him in 4/625) before our campaign. Dated back still
one more year (4/625)[sic] is this event in the frequently cited (al-Bukhārī, loc. cit., §34,
beginning; al-Diyārbakrī, vol. 1, p. 470) Maghāzī of Mūsā b. ʿUqba, [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclope-
dia, p. 283, etc.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 286–287] on which perhaps also al-Masʿūdī, Prairies
d’or, vol. 4, p. 157, is based, and which Sprenger (Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 192) is inclined to fol-
low.

189 al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 206; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṭalāq, §4, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Liʿān, al-
Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 315sqq.; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṭalāq, Bāb 28; Ibn Qutayba, p. 170; Abū l-Layth
al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, Bāb al-liʿān, beginning; Ibn
Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 3, p. 88; Ibn al-Athīr,Usdal-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 158sq.; al-Zamakhsharī;EI2.

190 Muslim, K. al-Liʿān; al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 326; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Nasāʾī, K.
al-Ṭalāq,Bāb 30; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
al-Bayḍāwī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, loc. cit.; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 3, p. 1250,
and vol. 2, p. 414sq.; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 397sq., and vol. 5, p. 66; al-Nawawī,
ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 609; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 182, col. 2.

191 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 182.
192 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 158; al-Nawawī, p. 491.
193 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī.—The name of the woman, Khawla, is probably

derived from the traditions on sūra 58.
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some writers194 fix to Shaʿbān 9/630, after Muḥammad had returned from
Tabūk. Very little of this exegetic scholarship will pass critical examination.
Even if in the family of ʿUwaymir or Hilāl [Ibn Umayya] such a case of
fornication might have occurred, its connection with our Koranic passage
is probably a fabrication.

Whereas the previous verses are presented in a general vein, verses 10
to 20 focus on an unmistakably specific event. The conspicuously uniform
transmission interprets this to refer to ʿĀʾisha’swell-knownadventure during
the previous campaign against Banū Muṣṭaliq, and suspects her of having
commited an offence with a strange man.195 In this case there is no rea-
son to challenge the reliability of the tradition. As it seems, this passage—
revealed approximately one month196 after the campaign—was inserted in
the present context only later. The composition of the latter would there-
fore belong to an earlier time. Verses 27 to 33 and 57 to 61, although both
containing regulations governing respect for decency andmanners in house
and family, are apparently of a different origin.197 Inserted in between is now
a piece of an entirely different character, belonging to the most lofty and
poetical passages of the Medinan sūras, namely verses 34 to 44, which jux-
tapose Allāh, the Light of theWorld, and the darkness of unbelief; the same
applies to verses 45 to 56, which have the identical beginning198 but are com-
posed in a more simple style. They take exception to the behaviour of the
Hypocrites (verse 49) and the unreliable elements who, despite their sworn
obedience, refuse to follow the Prophet loyally on his campaigns (verse 52).
Such polemics must belong to a time when Muḥammad’s fortune was at a
low point, possibly in the period between the Battle of Uḥud and the end of
the Battle of the Trench. The old tradition199 that regards verses 62 to 64 as

194 Ibn al-Athīr,Usd al-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 158; al-Nawawī, ed.Wüstenfeld, p. 491; al-Nawawī on
Muslim al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 316, all with reference to al-Ṭabarī, probably hisAnnales, vol. 1,
p. 1705, but where it is merely stated that Hilāl remained back in Medina during the Tabūk
campaign. Cf. also al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 2, p. 133.

195 Ibn Hishām, p. 731sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1517sqq.; Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina,
p. 184sqq.; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Shahādāt, § 15, Maghāzī, §36, Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Tawba, § 11;
al-Tirmidhī,K. al-Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī. Cf.Weil,
Das Leben, p. 151sqq.; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 164sqq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3,
p. 63sqq.; Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 3, p. 244sqq.; Aug. Müller, Der Islam, vol. 1, p. 133sq.;
Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 604sqq.; Buhl,Muhammeds Liv, p. 275sqq.

196 Cf. the sources cited in the previous note.
197 Each part has a separate introduction, and verse 61 is parallel to verses 27–29.
198 تانّیبمت�ٓ�ا)مكیلٕا(انلزنٔادقل .
199 Ibn Hishām, p. 670; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1465sq.; al-Zamakhsharī.
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referring to the digging of the entrenchment outside Medina might be
correct, even though it is almost certainly based on exegetic conjecture
alone.

Sūra 58 deals with subjects similar to those in sūra 24. The text of the[i/212]
first verses (58:1–5) makes it clear that it is occasioned by a particular event.
It is unanimously agreed that all details refer to Aws b. al-Ṣāmit, who had
separated from one of his wives, called Khawla or Khuwayla,200 with the
pagan formula, “be as my mother’s back,”201 but later regretted and wanted
to resumehismarital intercoursewithout further ceremony. Later sources202
date this event shortly after the return from al-Ḥudaybiyya, i.e., at the end
of 6/627 or the beginning of 7/628. Earlier sources, however, lack this infor-
mation. The rules for due respect for the Prophet fit in with the period of
sūra 24; they certainly do not originate from the first years after the hijra.
Verses 6 to 9, and 15sqq. are addressed to the Hypocrites. The separate parts
(verses 1–5, 6–9, 10, 11, 12, 13sq., and 15sq.) belong chronologically close to
one another, as is also evident from the phraseology.203 Some regard verses 1
to 10204 or 9 to 11205 to be of Meccan origin for no good reason.

Sūra 22, which is commonly regarded as Meccan but occasionally also[i/213]
as Medinan,206 is primarily important for the Medinan parts which it con-
tains, despite the fact that it was largely revealed during the third Mec-
can period before the hijra. Of Meccan origin are verses 1 to 24—of which
verses 5 to 7 do not fit in with the context—and the verses 43 to 56, 60
to 65, and 67 to 75. Of these verses several are unjustly regarded as Medi-
nan: verses 1sqq. are said to have been revealed on the campaign against

200 In Ibn al-Athīr’s Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 5, p. 417; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī,
vol. 1, no. 338, vol. 4, p. 503. In al-Nawawī, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 839, we find the variant,
یمج , but this is most likely only an error. [G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical ḥadīth,

p. 698.]—Behind اًروزو , verse 3, Flügel erroneously has the end of the verse.
201 Ibn Qutayba, p. 131; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer, p. ٩٤,

and his Biographien der Frauen, p. 274sq.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Tirmidhī,K. al-Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī;
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd
al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, and al-Nawawī under the relevant headings.

202 al-Ḥalabī, Insān al-ʿuyūn, vol. 3, p. 140sqq. Already al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs,
vol. 2, p. 25sq., a work which is a bit older, mentions this, but without listing authorities.
Weil, Das LebenMohammeds, p. 184, and note on p. 280.

203 Cf. هللادودح verse 5 to نوّداحي verses 6, 21, and 22; verses 13sq. deal with ىوجن like verses 6
to 9; the beginning of verse 21 is identical with that of verse 6; رتملٔا verses 8, 9, and 15.

204 al-Bayḍāwī.
205 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 36.
206 Cf. ʿUmar b. Muḥammad; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 26sq., and the Commentators.
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Banū Muṣṭaliq,207 possibly because Muḥammad once recited them at that
time; verses 11sq. some people fix to after the emigration, because they were
regarded as a reference to those Arab tribes who accepted Islam only later,
or to things which happened after the hijra.208 By the same token, in the case
of verse 15, some commentators had Arab tribes in mind when they inter-
preted theword yanṣuruh ( هرصنی ) as “rendering victorious.”209 Quite common
is the view that verses 20 to 22 or 20 to 23 or 20 to 24 refer to individual
encounters of ʿAlī and some followers with prominent Quraysh in the Battle
of Badr.210 This explanation is based solely on the literal interpretation of the
word khaṣmān ( نامصخ ).211 Verses 18 and 19 must have been originally out of
context, as their rhyme does not agree with the other verses, and combining
them with verse 20 is neither documented nor permissible. Verse 17 is obvi-
ously inserted later. For its Medinan origin speaks the expression alladhīna
hādū, used by the Jews, which certainly does not occur in the older pas-
sages of the Koran.212 Most of the remaining Medinan verses (25–38) seem
to date from the period of the pilgrimage of 6/627 or 7/628, as they contain
a guide for pilgrims. We cannot date them to the time after the conquest of
Mecca because verse 25 reproves the disbelievers not only for insufficient
upkeep of the Kaʿba but also for barring believers “from God’s way and the
Holy Mosque,” and verse 31 advises the believers to “eschew the abomina-
tion of idols”—all remarks which became superfluous after the occupation
of the Holy City. Verse 66, which begins as does verse 35, must likely be
attributed to the same period. If, as tradition has it,213 verses 39–42 were the
first to permit to Muslims open warfare with the enemies of the true reli-
gion, theywouldhave tooriginate fromthe timebefore theBattle of Badr.On
the other hand, this,Muḥammad’s permission to fight, cannot possibly have

207 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 43; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, only
says that Muḥammad recited these verses هیزاغمضعبىف or when he returned from ةوزغ

ةرسعلا (i.e. the campaign against Tabūk; cf. al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §79).
208 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī,

Tafsīr.
209 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.
210 al-Wāqidī, p. 64; Muslim in the very inadequate K. al-Tafsīr at the end; al-Ṭabarī,

Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; ʿUmar
b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 19.

211 However, the Commentators supply also different interpretations of the passage.
212 References to this phrase: sūras 2:59, 4:48 and 158, 5:45, 48 and 73, 6:147, 16:119, 62:6; all [i]

are Medinan. Cf. also Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 125.
213 al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 44; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Jihād, beginning; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr;

Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 58;
G. Weil, LebenMohammeds, p. 94; Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 100.
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been issued before the hijra.214 Verse 51 is regularly215 applied to the Meccan
goddesses, al-Lāt, al-ʿUzzā, and Manāt, whose veneration the Prophet was
inclined to tolerate at a weak moment. This explanation, however, is based
on the conjecture that the words tamannā and umniyya meant qaraʾa “to
recite,” qirāʾa “recitation.”216The verse could actually verywell beMeccan if it
were not connectedwith verse 52,which among the enemies clearly empha-
sizes the Hypocrites.217 Verses 57 to 59 must be later than the Battle of Badr,
as they alreadymention believers who had been killed in thewar.218 Further-
more, an old exegete justifiably regards verse 76sqq. as Medinan.219 Because
of the call for “holy war,” their compositionmust be dated to before the Bat-
tle of Badr at the earliest,220 and because of the mention of the “religion of
Abraham,” near the time of the first wars against the Jews.221

Sūra 48 must be fixed at the time after the Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya (in Dhū[i/215]
l-Qaʿda 6/627), althoughverses 1 to 17 alonedate fromshortly after its conclu-
sion, most likely still before Muḥammad’s return to Medina,222 a date which

214 Ibn Hishām, p. 313; cf. cod. Sprenger, no. 207.
215 See the references to sūra 53, above, p. 82sq.
216 This meaning is unknown to the Koran, although some want to find them also in other

Koranic passages, e.g., Ibn Hishām, p. 370, from Abū ʿUbayda in ّينامٔا , sūra 2:105; they also do
not seem to occur in ancient poets. Muslims, of course, cite the following reference:

ِلسِرىلعروبزلادووادَّينمت*اًیلاخلیللهللاباتكّىنمت

(Ibn Hishām, p. 370; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 22:51; cf. Sharḥ
al-shawāhid, s.v.; al-Bayḍāwī on sūra 2:73, 22:51, and Lisān, vol. 20, p. 164 have یللّؤا , a
confusion with the following verse, of which only half is cited in al-Zamakhsharī), and

رداقملامامحىقالهرٓخاو*یللّؤاهللاباتكّىنمت

(Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 2:73; Majd al-Dīn
IBN AL-ATHĪR, Nihāya fī gharīb al-ḥadīth, vol. 4, p. 111; Lisān al-ʿArab, loc. cit.; Ibn Hishām,
p. 371, with a variant reading ىفاو instead of ىقال ), the latter verse is said to refer to the death of
ʿUthmān (Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; Lisān and Nihāya, ibid.; Sharḥ shawāhid). In
any case, it is likely that thepresent uniquemeaning of ّىنمت is derived from thatmisinterpreted
Koranic passage.

217 “Those in whose hearts is sickness;” this, according to standard Koranic usage, refers to
themunāfiqūn.

218 Even if لتقنم was passive (man qutila) “who is being killed” or “when someone is being
killed,” these versesmight still have been revealed before the actual battle, but اولِتقنیا shows,
excluding conditional meaning, the completed fact, “those who have been killed.”

219 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ).—Flügel’s verses 77 and 78, for syntactical
reasons, can constitute only one verse, a fact which is confirmed by tradition.

220 Cf. above on verse 39sqq.
221 Cf. above, p. 119sqq. on sūra 16:124.
222 See verses 11 and 15: Those “who were left behind will say to thee” (after your return).

Cf. Muir, The Life of Mahomet, vol. 4, p. 30sqq.
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many hold for the entire sūra.223These verses demonstratemore clearly than
the accounts of historians that Muḥammad was planning to attack Mecca
already at that time but that the Bedouins who were allied with him dis-
appointed him. Nevertheless, on account of their large number and with
their help two years later, he was able to take the city nearly without a
blow. For this reason he abandoned his plan to force his entry into the Holy
City, and came to a compromise with the Quraysh, which, apart from other
advantages, guaranteedhimanunmolestedpilgrimage in the following year.
That this armistice was a masterpiece of his politics and a true victory224 is
best demonstrated by its result. Verses 18sqq. originate from the time of
the submission of the Jews of Khaybar and its vicinity (beginning 7/628),
whose wealth Muḥammad had promised his followers after returning from
al-Ḥudaybiyya.225 Verses 19, 20, and 27 cannot be explained otherwise. After
this success, he was entitled to regard the result of al-Ḥudaybiyya in retro-
spective; this is why also in these sections he speaks much about it, most
clearly in verse 23, where he tries to convince the Muslims that God sup-
ported him there as much as He did at Khaybar. It is wrong of tradition to
fix verse 27 after the pilgrimage of 7/628.226

Tradition connects the first verses of sūra 66with a scandal in thehouseof [i/217]
the Prophet.227 It once happened thatMuḥammadwas using the roomof his
wife Ḥafṣa [Bint ʿUmar] for a rendezvous with the Coptic slave Mary(am).
This not only constituted an offence against good manners but was also a

223 Ibn Hishām, p. 749sqq.; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 260); al-
Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §37, and K. al-Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī, al-Bayḍāwī. Less explicitly al-Mu-
waṭṭāʾ, p. 71. One tradition in Muslim (K. al-Jihād, §29, al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 424sq.) says
this only with regard to the first five verses. Cf. Muir, The Life, vol. 4, p. 36sqq.; Sprenger, Das
Leben, vol. 3, p. 251sqq.; Buhl,Muhammeds Liv, p. 285; Aug. Müller in Fr. Rückert’s translation
of the Koran.—Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 127, regards the verses 1 to 17 as referring to the
period after the conquest of Mecca. That this follows from verse 12, as he claims, is hard to
believe.

224 Thus, verse 1 is easily explained (cf. the Commentators), so that we need not put the
first verses after the campaign against Khaybar.

225 Vv. 15 and 20. As regards the large spoils of war cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 773sqq.; al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 1588sqq.; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 284sqq.); al-Balādhurī,
p. 25sqq.; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 202; Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 4, p. 73sqq., Sprenger,
Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 274sqq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 38sqq.

226 al-Ṭabarī, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 3, p. 111.—That the words “You shall enter [the Holy
Mosque,] if God wills” can refer only to the future and need no additional evidence.

227 al-Nasāʾī, K.ʿIshrat al-nisāʾ, §4 (only a brief reference); Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī;
al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. Weil, Das Leben Mohammeds, p. 274sqq.;
Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 268; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 85sq.; Muir, Life of Mahomet,
vol. 4, p. 160sqq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 236sqq.
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serious trespass. Ḥafṣa,228 returning home unexpectedly, surprised the two
and, reproaching the Prophet bitterly, incited ʿĀʾisha and the other wives
against him. The mistake of their leader must have caused the gravest anxi-
ety, or hewould not have considered it prudent to be exculpated by a special
revelation. This tradition bears the guarantee of its historicity in itself. An
episode showingMuḥammad’s character in such anunfavourable lightMus-
lims can have neither fabricated nor derived from the rumors of the unbe-
lievers. Another tradition has it that because of fondness forḤafṣa, who dur-
ing the Prophet’s visits regularly treated him to honey, he had neglected his
other wives for some time.229 Because of its harmlessness, this silly account
is often referred to as an explanation of the first verse of this sūra, although
it could not displace the other interpretations. All that can be said regard-
ing the period is that it probably happened before the birth of Ibrāhīm (Ibn
Muḥammad). If this had not been the case, Mary(am)’s merit for having
borne the Prophet his first child after twenty-five years, and a son at that,
would not have remained unmentioned in the accounts of this scene of
jealousy.230 Verses 6 to 8, which alternatively are addressed to believers and
unbelievers, as well as verses 8 to 12, which describemodels of believing and
unbelieving women, defy close identification on account of their general
content. Verse 9, which alone in this sūra makes particular mention of the
Hypocrites (munāfiqūn), is identical with 9:74. Since the verse is necessarily
before 9:75, it seems to have its original place in sūra 9 but not sūra 66:10.

The beginning of sūra 60 (verses 1 to 9) warns Muslims not to be friends[i/218]
with people who at that time had drivenMuḥammad and his followers into
emigration, although leaving open the possibility of a later reconciliation

228 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 155, 162, 183, 184, 197, 232 etc.
229 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der Frauen, ed. by Brockelmann, p. 76; al-Bukhārī,

K. al-Ṭalāq, §8, K. al-Aymān, §23; Muslim, K. al-Ṭalāq, §3; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṭalāq, bāb 10,
K. al-Aymān, §20, K.ʿIshrat al-nisāʾ, §4; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, bāb al-Ṭalāq, faṣl 1,
§5; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr (brief allusion only); al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Bayḍāwī.

230 Muir, loc. cit., and Caetani, loc. cit., both fix the time of this event between Ibrāhīm
(Ibn Muḥammad’s) birth and the campaign against Tabūk. According to Weil, Das Leben,
p. 274sqq., and Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 78, it is even still later, which in its
2nd ed., p. 88, is founded on the fact that the verses 6 to 8 refer to those who remained
behind during this campaign, and that there is no reason also to fix the first verses in this
time. But this apparent relation is by no means clear. The slave girl Mary(am) is assumed to
have been part of the presents which the ruler at Alexandria sent to the Prophet in response
to his embassy. (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1561; Ibn Saʿd, Wellhausen, Seine Schreiben und seine
Gesandtschaften, p. 99sq.) Unfortunately the year of the embassy cannot be determined. Cf.
Wellhausen, loc. cit., and Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 730sq.—Verse 5, which has a rhyme (ārā)
totally different from the other verses, seems to have lost its original end.
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(verse 7). Tradition fixes this passage to the time shortly before the conquest
of Mecca in Ramaḍān 8/629 and attributes it to the secret message from
Ḥāṭib b. Abī Baltaʿa231 to the Quraysh, informing them of Muḥammad’s
imminent assault on Mecca.232 This conjecture might be correct but no
evidence can be procured. The only thing certain is that the passage belongs
to the time before that conquest.233 Verse 10sq. must originate from the
time shortly after the Pact of al-Ḥudaybiyya234 and not, as tradition will have
it,235 still at al-Ḥudaybiyya itself. It is inconceivable that after the conclusion
of the Pact the Prophet would have handed over the men who sought his
protectionwhile hewouldhave givenhis protection to thewomenwhowere
more firmly tied to their families by tribal law (than the men). Verse 12 can
easily be connected with this. The view that it originates from the time of
the conquest of Mecca cannot be substantiated; it is to be found in very late
writers only.236Verse 13, it seems, relates to the same subject as the first verses
and might have been revealed at the same time.

Sūra 110, which looks like a fragment, is found in the Koran among all [i/219]
sorts of Meccan sūras, and for this reason it is frequently reckoned to be
among them.237 However, the optimistic idea that people would flock to the

231 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 271, 599.
232 Ibn Hishām, p. 809sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1627; al-Wāqidī in Wellhausen, Muhammed

in Medina, p. 325; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §48, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Faḍāʾil §71;
al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb al-jāmiʿ al-manāqib, faṣl 1, §27; al-
Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd
al-ghāba fīmaʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 361; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 1532. Cf.Weil,Das
Leben, p. 209sq.; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 221sqq.; Muir, vol. 4, p. 113sq.; Caetani, Annali,
vol. 2, part 1, p. 117.

233 Cf. also Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 4, p, 114, n. 1.
234 This assumption corresponds well to the following reports: Ibn Hishām, p. 754; al-

Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 263); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1552sq.; Ibn Saʿd
(al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie der Frauen, p. 168; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 4, p. 953; Ibn al-Athīr,
Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 5, p. 614.

235 al-Bukhārī; K. al-Shurūṭ, § 15; Hibat Allāh b. Salāma; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb
al-ṣulḥ, faṣl 1 §, 1; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī on sūras 48 and 60; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr;
al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 183; Muir, Life,
vol. 4, p. 44sqq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 723.

236 The verse, of course, occurs in many traditions, mentioning the homage paid to the
women after the assault of Mecca—al-Khaṭb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, bāb al-ṣulḥ, faṣl 1, §4;
al-Bukhārī, K. al-Aḥkām, §49; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Bayʿa, § 18; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Muttaqī al-Hindī; al-Nasafī; al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl—but it is seldom that we find an
indication that it was revealed on this occasion, e.g., in al-Bayḍāwī, and in the Persian
al-Ṭabarī, ed. Zotenberg, vol. 3, p. 138; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī is rather vague.

237 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); Hibat Allāh b. Salāma; Muir, vol. 2, p. 319;
Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 1, p. 560, was tempted to this view by a certain relationship of the
beginning of the sūra with sūras 26:118 and 32:28.
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true religion (al-dīn) speaks rather in favour of the later Medinan period.
On the other hand, it is doubtful that the words al-naṣr wa-l-fatḥ (verse 1)
need to be interpreted as applying to the conquest of Mecca238 and, there-
fore, in agreement with most traditions, be dated to the time around this
event.239 Others go still further and have the sūra predict the approaching
death of the Prophet, even considering it outright as the very latest revela-
tion.240

Sūra 49 consists of several parts. Nearly all commentators regard verses 1[i/220]
to 5 as referring to the deputation of the Banū Tamīm,241 who arrived in
Medina in 9/630 or 10/631242 to negotiate the release of prisoners; when
Muḥammad did not meet them immediately, they became noisy and pro-
voking. This agrees only too well with the text of verses 2 to 5, and we would
have to regard this tradition as absolutely reliable if it were certain that
its form was not influenced by the Koran. Less obvious is the situation on
which verses 6 to 8 are founded. We are told that they refer to the Umayyad
Walīd b. ʿUqba b. Abī Muʿayṭ,243 who at the same time had set out to col-
lect taxes from BanūMuṣṭaliq but returned empty-handed, falsely accusing
the tribe of having refused to pay the tax and of having made a personal
assault on his life.244 Although the text of the revelation can be interpreted
thisway, the tradition is suspect, particularly because it concerns amanwho

238 Cf. above on sūra 61:13.
239 Muslim,K. al-Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §2, says thatMuḥammad recited (qaraʾa) the sūra in the

year or even on the very day of the conquest of Mecca. Al-Wāḥidī has it revealed (nazala) on
the return from the Battle of Ḥunayn.

240 al-Bukhārī,K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim,K. al-Tafsīr (al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 10, p. 487); al-Tirmidhī,K.
al-Tafsīr on sūra 5 at the end, and on sūra 100, etc.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Ibn Hishām, p. 933, note;
al-Itqān, pp. 45 and 61; Leiden Cod. 653 Warner, fol. 275v; Ibn Qutayba, p. 82.

241 Explicitly referring to the verses 1 to 5 only in al-Bukhārī,K. al-Maghāzī, §68,K. al-Tafsīr;
W. [unidentified abbreaviation of the German authors]; and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; less explic-
itly in al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Bayḍāwī; only verse 2
mentioned in: Ḥassān b. Thābit,Dīwān, ed. Tunis, p. 113, and al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen,Muham-
med inMedina, p. 386); only verse 4 in: Ibn Hishām, p. 939. l 4; Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen, Skizzen
undVorarbeiten, Heft 4, no. 78); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1717;al-Aghānī, vol. 4, p. 9. However, verses 2
to 5 are closely related, whereas this is doubtful in the case of verse 1. Cf. Weil, Das Leben
Mohammeds, p. 244sqq.; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 271; W. Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 4,
p. 171sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 366sq.; Caetani, vol. 2, part 1, pp. 219sq. and 449sq.

242 Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, p. 137sqq.) and al-Aghānī, vol. 4,
p. 8, do not supply a year. The general heading in Ibn Hishām, p. 933, indicates that 9/630
is meant. Al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1710, mentions 9/630; less explicitly, al-Waqidī (Wellhausen,
Muhammed inMedina, p. 386).

243 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia.
244 IbnHishām, p. 730sq.; Ibn Qutayba, p. 162sq.; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī,

Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, al-
Nawawī, ed. Wüstenfeld, s.v. Walīd was the brother of the future Caliph ʿUthmān.
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later became a notorious Muslim. The nickname, al-fāsiq “the evil-doer,”
by which he is often known, naturally goes back to the exegetic tradition.
Verses 9 and 10 speak of the fight among the Muslim clans; verses 11 and
12 prohibit backbiting and nicknames. The question of whether these two
parts were connected from the beginning with each other as well as with
verse 6sqq. cannot be determined.245 Verse 13 develops the idea that in Islam
“the noblest among you in the sight of God is the most godfearing of you.”
Tradition, which considers it a reference to the arrogance of the Quraysh
after the occupation of Mecca,246 is remarkable, as the verse can be applied
tomany other circumstances.247 The verse has no connectionwith the previ-
ous one, although also originally not with the following one either. Verses 14
to 17 properly characterize the Bedouins who accepted Islam outwardly
because “belief had not yet entered their hearts.” This part is commonly
held to refer to the Banū Asad b. Khuzayma,248 who, during the famine of
9/630,249 appeared in Medina and, by pointing out their voluntary accep-
tance of Islam, demanded food. Another tradition250 applies the verses to the
Bedouin tribes who did not followMuḥammad to al-Ḥudaybiyya. But since
these verses merely served to demonstrate the main characteristics of all
Bedouins—proud and arrogant character next to superficial conversion—
and since any particular allusion is wanting, none of those traditions can be
verified; both of them are probably based on conjectures.

The most important verses of sūra 9 are those which the Prophet asked [i/222]
ʿAlī to recite before the assembled Arabs at the ḥajj celebration of 9/630 at
Mecca. The traditions regarding the scope of this proclamation vary con-
siderably.251 With some degree of certainty only verses 1 to 12 might belong

245 The repetition of fusūq in the verses 7 (cf. verse 6), and 11 does not prove anything as
these facts might only have given rise to the editorial combination.

246 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; al-Zamakhsharī; and al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, con-
sider it to have been revealed on this occasion. According to IbnHishām, p. 821, and al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 1642,Muḥammadmerely recited ( الت ) it at that time; cf. L. Caetani, vol. 2, part 1, p. 130.

247 al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.
248 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 343, col. 2.
249 Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, no. 77); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1637,

and in the Tafsīr; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. Caetani,
Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 227.

250 Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, no. 77); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1687.
Regarding the famine of 9/630 we have information also in IbnHishām, p. 894, and al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 1693.

251 Ibn Hishām, p. 921; and al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; present the beginning of the sūra
without further ado. Al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 11, mentions twenty-eight
verses; Mujāhid in al-Zamakhsharī, thirteen, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1720sq., and in the Tafsīr
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to this: there the Muslims are ordered to attack all idolaters after the holy
months, unless there was a definite agreement for a limited time. The very
first words,252 “an acquittal, from God and His Messenger unto the idol-
aters with whom youmade a covenant,” set the stage for the entire content.
Verse 28 belongs evidently to the same time, even though it was never part
of this “acquittal.” Far less certain is the date of verses 36 and 37, which now
appear completely detached and out of context, since they deal with the
basic rule of the Islamic calendar, the number of months, and the prohi-
bition of their change.253 Verses 13 to 16 are probably best dated to before
the conquest of Mecca, for it is not far-fetched—as a wide-spread tradi-
tion has it—to attribute the breach of treaty to the violation of the Pact of
al-Ḥudaybiyya on the part of the Quraysh. In this case, however, the expres-
sion hammū does not merely indicate the intention of the enemies, which
is not followed by action, but rather the bigotry which preceded the real
act. This estimation254 also fits in with the content of the verses 17 to 22,
which do not readily lend themselves to being separated from the preced-
ing one, in which the idolaters are repeatedly referred to as the sustainers of
the Kaʿba.255 The larger part of the sūra deals with the campaign of Rajab

(vol. 10), p. 41, forty, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī, thirty or forty verses. The sūra is simply
mentioned vaguely, as e.g. al-Masʿūdī, Prairies, vol. 9, p. 54; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr §4; cf.
Caetani, vol. 2, part 1, p. 294; Muir, vol. 4, p. 208sq., mentions the verses 1 to 7, p. 28; Sprenger,
vol. 3, p. 478sqq.; verses 1 to 28 in Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche feest, pp. 63–65,
“v. 1–12, 28 andmost likely also v. 36sq.”—Grimme,Mohammed, vol. 1, p. 128sqq., vol. 2, p. 29,
attributes the verses 1 to 24 to the campaign against Mecca in 8/629, but this opinion is
doomed by the expression al-ḥajj in the third verse. This expedition might have been called
a ʿumra, but not a ḥajj. Cf. Nöldeke, [Review] “H. Grimme,Mohammed.”

252 When a person’s protection was revoked ( راوج،ةیالو ) people first publicly announced
at the Meccan Kaʿba: نالفنمءيربّينٕا (cf. Joshua 2:19, 20: ןמםיקנונחנא ) or something similar,
renouncing liability for protection and blood-feud. Cf. Goldziher, Muslim studies, vol. 1,
pp. 69–70, and Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, vol. 1, p. 32sq.; O. Procksch, Über die
Blutrache, p. 34; Ḥātim Tāʾī, Dīwān, ed. and transl. F. Schultheß, p. 63, foot-note 2.

Like many other sūras also this one is named after the initial words, barāʾ ( ةٓءارب ). Its
alternative name, al-Tawba, is related to the frequently occurring verb tāba, to repent, and its
derivations (vv. 3, 5, 11, 15, 27, 103, 105, 107, 113, 118, 119, 127). As regards the many other names
of the sūra see al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Bayḍāwī at the beginning.

253 It is completely unimportant that these verses appear in an address byMuḥammad on
the occasion of his Farewell Pilgrimage in 10/631 (Ibn Hishām, p. 968; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1754;
al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 431), Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī).

254 As SnouckHurgronje rightfully points out inHetMekkaansche feest, p. 50 n. 1, the reason
that the pieces, verses 1 to 12, and 13sqq., are merged must be that both are dealing with the
fight against the unbelievers. Outwardly, perhaps, also the phrase مهنامئااوثكن , occurring in both,
verse 12 and verse 13, might have been of importance.

255 There are the most divergent traditions regarding verse 19; see Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
al-Wāḥidī; and the Commentators.
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9/630 against the Byzantines and their Arab allies on the Syrian frontier,
in which many Medinans and Bedouins did not participate. Muḥammad
uses this opportunity to reproach strongly theHypocrites and the lukewarm
Muslims. The verses, however, were not revealed in one piece; instead, this
happened either before the departure or during the campaign itself or after
the return home. The following verses can be placed before the beginning
of the campaign:256 verses 23 and 24, which denounce the excuses of those
Muslims who stayed behind; verses 25 to 27, which serve to demonstrate
with the help of the Day of Ḥunayn (Shawwāl 8/629) that only Allāh’s help
guarantees victory; and verses 28 to 35, which enjoin fighting the Christians
until they pay fealty. This fits in with the same period, particularly as even
earlier, in I Jumādā 8/629 at Muʾta, the Muslims had come to blows with
Christian troops. To this time belong also verses 38 to 41, of which verse 41,
according to the note in Ibn Hishām, p. 924, is the earliest of the entire
sūra; this applies also to verses 49 to 57, which becomes particularly appar-
ent from verse 49. On the other hand, verses 58 to 73—in which Muḥam-
mad rejects the accusation of unfair distribution of alms (ṣadaqāt) as well
as other reproaches of the Hypocrites—have no obvious relation to that
campaign. During the campaign, verses 42 to 48 and 82 to 97 were promul-
gated, of which verse 85—if it is really referring to the death of ʿAbd Allāh
b. Ubayy257—must have been added later. Verses 74 to 81, and 98 to 107, can
be attributed to the time after the return. Verses 103 and 107 mention those
Muslimswho repentedhaving stayedbehind258 aswell as someothers259who

256 Here we disregard the many legends which the commentators cite in support of the
particular verses, for example, the persecution of the Hypocrites, etc. Nothing of this is to be
found in IbnHishām. But it remains an enigma that so disproportionallymany legends could
be attached to this and some other sketches. Cf. Ibn Hishām, al-Wāqidī, Wellhausen, etc.

257 Ibn Hishām, p. 927; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 414); al-Bukhārī,
K. al-Tafsīr and K. al-Kusūf, §203; Muslim, K. Ṣifat al-munāfiqīn, § 1; al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr;
al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Janāʾiz, §67; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Bayḍāwī. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 433, note, and p. 429.

258 As it is reported about them—similar to Abū Lubāba (cf. the references on sūra 8:27)—
that they had tied themselves to a column until God forgave them, this passage is also
considered to refer to him, or says that he belonged to these people, that is to say that in 9/630
he did what he had already done in 5/626. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 687; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen,
Muhammed inMedina, p. 416); al-Ṭabarī,Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr
al-Dīn al-Rāzī. In al-Zamakhsharī we even find the remark that it was a formal custom of
penitents to tie themselves to columns. Cf. Goldziher, “Säulenmänner,” p. 505, note 4.

259 With reference to Kaʿb b. Mālik, Hilāl b. Umayya, and Murāra b. al-Rabīʿ tradition
connects the verses 107 and 119. Cf. Ibn Hishām, p. 907sqq. (tradition of Kaʿb b. Mālik);
al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, pp. 411sqq. and 416); al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1705
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“are deferred to God’s commandment.” The verses from 108 to 111 are said
to have been revealed shortly before Muḥammad returned toMedina. They
are aimed atmembers of Banū Sālim, whowere secret followers of the ḥanīf
Abū ʿĀmir and had built a mosque not far from Medina.260 Connected with
thismight be verses 112sq., whichdescribe the image of trueMuslims, aswell
as verses 114 to 117, which alleviateMuslims from the duty “to ask pardon for
the idolaters,” even if they are next of kin. Tradition attributes this portion
either to the death of Abū Ṭālib (IBN ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB)261 still before the
hijra, or to Muḥammad’s visit to his mother Āmina262 (Bint Wahb)’s grave
in al-Abwāʾ,263 where Allāh is said to have prohibited him to pray for her.
The first interpretation is impossible, if only for chronological reasons,while
the second one could be considered if the passage were aimed generally at
one particular instance. However, since it expresses only a general idea that,
particularly because of its generality, fits well into the Medinan situation,
both views are nothing but untenable exegetic fancy.264 In verses 118 and 119,
three of the men “who were left behind” are pardoned.265 Verses 120 to 123
reprove those of the Medinans who stayed behind as well as “the Bedouins
who dwell around them,” although with an important exception to this
general reproach, namely that not all Muslims necessarily had to “go forth
totally,” for Allāhwould have beenpleased if only some (firqa) of every group
(ṭāʾifa) had participated. Verses 124 to 127 require the Muslims mercilessly
to “fight the unbelievers who are near to” them. The revelation is certainly
of late Medinan origin, and because of its position in the Koran probably

sqq.; al-Bukhārī in K. al-Tafsīr and al-Maghāzī; Muslim, K. al-Tawba, § 10; the Commentators;
Ibn Ḥajar; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, under the relevant names. Cf Weil, Das Leben, p. 414,
note; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 287; Muir, vol. 4, p. 197.

260 Ibn Hishām, p. 906sq.; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 410sq.); al-
Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1704, and in his Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 267; Muir, vol. 4, p. 198sq.; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3, p. 33sq.;
Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 271sqq.

261 Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, pt. 1): Biographie Muḥammads bis zur Flucht p. 78; al-Bukhārī,
K. al-Tafsīr, andK. Badʾ al-khalq, § 171;Muslim,K. al-Īmān, §9; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Ibn Ḥajar, vol. 4, p. 214.

262 EI2: Āmina bt. Wahb b. ʿAbd Manāf, ummMuḥammad.
263 Cf. the Commentators. This happened in 6/627. See Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie

Muḥammads bis zur Flucht, vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 74, where the opinion is refuted that this happened
after the fall of Mecca. In al-Azraqī, p. 433, it is reported as if the Prophet had the tradition of
the Meccans in view, according to which Āmina was buried in Mecca itself (see Burchardt,
Travels in Arabia, p. 173; Burton, Personal narrative of a pilgrimage, vol. 3, p. 352; Snouck
Hurgronje,Mekka, vol. 2, p. 66). But al-Azraqī correctly writes al-Abwāʾ.

264 These verses might be seen as an allusion to the death of ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy, directed
to his son, if it were not inadmissible to call the former an “idolater” (mushrik, verse 114).

265 See above on verse 107.
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dates from the same time as the previous one. Verse 128 has the same begin-
ning as verse 125,266 although this is no evidence of their original literary
homogeneity. Verse 129sq. some regard as Meccan.267 It is obvious to inter-
pret the expression min anfusikum in this passage, “now there has come to
you a Messenger from among yourselves,” as referring to the Quraysh. But if
in this case the Prophetwas only thinking of his Arab origin in general, there
would be nothing to prevent the two verses frombeing regarded asMedinan
and connected with the preceding text. That others regard them to be the
very latest verses268 is connected with a tradition about the collection of the
Koran,269 which we will discuss below (under Uncanonical Promulgations,
see page 189). The composition of sūra nine—as also in other cases—is
obscure.270 The numerous, conspicuous lexical and phraseological contacts
between their various parts271 readily lead one to imagine that their dates of
composition could not have been far apart.

Although a greatmany regard sūra nine as the last one,272 there are others [i/227]
whoconsider sūra 5 tobe still later,273probably because a fewof its important
verses were revealed later than all the others.

Among these, tradition explicitly counts only verse 5,274 claiming that
Muḥammad recited it to the believers during the so-called Farewell Pil-
grimage in 10/631, only a few months before his death. Yet we may add

266 The words ةروسَتلِزنٔااماذٕاو are also found in verse 87.
267 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHĀZIN al-

Baghdādī), al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 13, as also the Commentators indicate,
the predicates فوؤر and ميحر are normally used only by Allāh. For this reason somethingmust
have been lost after نينمؤمل of verse 129; cf. verse 118.

268 al-Wāḥidī in the introduction to the Cairo edition, p. 8; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 32; al-Shūshāwī, chapter 1.

269 Cf., for example, al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tafsīr on sūra 9 at the end.
270 A suspicion relating to this context has been mentioned above on verse 13.
271 Cf. ب verses 3, 5, 11, 15, 27, 103, 105, 107, 113, 118, 119, 127; دعو verses 69, 73, 78, 112, 115;
قسف verses 8, 24, 53, 54, 68, 81, 85, 97; فلح verses 42, 56, 63, 65, 75, 96, 97, 108 (otherwise only

five times more in the Koran); بذع verses 3, 14, 26, 34, 39, 55, 62, 67, 69, 75, 80, 86, 91, 102,
107; ةقدص verses 58, 60, 80, 104, 105; زمل verses 58, 80 (otherwise only two more in the Koran);
دقل verses 25, 48, 75, 118, 129; ةروسَتلِزنٔااماذٕاو verses 87, 125, 128.
272 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, §67, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Farāʾiḍ; al-Ṭabarī in the intro-

duction to the Tafsīr, Cairo edition, vol. 1, p. 34; Cod. Lugd. 653 Warner, fol. 6b; al-Bayḍāwī;
al-ān, p. 55sq. Cf. the list of sūras, above, p. 48sqq.

273 al-Timidhī,K. al-Tafsīr on the sūra, at the end; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 9:2; al-Shūshāwī,
chapter 1. Cf. the list of sūras above, p. 48sqq.

274 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Īmān, §33, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Tafsīr at the beginning; al-Tir-
midhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-
Rāzī; in Cod. Lugd. 653, third last leaf; and al-Yaʿqūbī, ed. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 43sq., verse 5 is
called the very last revelation.
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to our count also verses 1, 4, and 7,275 because they appropriately comple-
ment that verse in content and are stylistically related. The time of trans-
mission mentioned is quite plausible; the emphatically repeated “today”
(al-yawma, verses 4, 5, and 7) betrays a particularly important situation,
and the Prophet’s rapturous emotions with respect to the success of his
mission, as expressed in the beginning of the fifth verse,276 correspond per-
fectly with his last year of life. All transmissions are agreed that verse 6 is a
reply to the question of two respected Ṭayyiʾ,277 ʿAdī b. Ḥātim (al-Ṭāʾī)278 or
Zayd al-Khayl,279 who were not converted until Muḥammad’s last years.
Zayd280 headed a delegation from his tribe to the Prophet; the other man,281
also a leader of a tribe, plays a role in ʿAlī’s expedition during which the
idol of Fuls (Fals) was destroyed. Ibn Saʿd282 mentions in this connection an
inquiry addressed to Muḥammad regarding venison—the inquirer is here
called ʿAmr b. al-Musabbiḥ—but the reply ( تیمنٔاامْعدوتیمصٔاامُلك ) is unre-
lated to anything in the Koran. The possibility thus cannot be excluded that
this episode was only later brought in connection with verse 6, and that
the little known ʿAmr—regardless of what kind of great Nimrod he might
have been—is replaced by a greater name. In such circumstances, no fair
judgement can be passed on verse 6. According to tradition, verse 2 was
revealed either during the pilgrimage of 7/628283 or the abortive one of 6/627

275 Verse 1 (Flügel’s edition) Muslims—with the exception of Kufans—divide into two
parts. Flügel, against all traditions, makes an incision.

The order of the verses belonging to that revelation might have originally been more or
less as follows: verse 1, verse 4 up to قسف , verse 5, starting with ّرطضانمف , verse 7, and verse 4
from مویلا to ًانید .

276 “Today I have perfected your religion for you, and I have completed My blessing upon
you and I have approved Islam for your religion.”

277 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ṣayd, §7; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; Ibn Ḥajar
al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 2421.—Muslim, K. al-Ṣayd, § 1; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Ṣayd, § 1sqq.; al-Bukhārī,
loc. cit., §8, relates the affair without specifically mentioning the verse. Al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, and
al-Wāḥidī supply also other reasons.

278 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia.
279 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 223–225.
280 Ibn Hishām, p. 946sq.; Ibn Saʿd (Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, no. 103).

Al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1747sq.; al-Aghānī, vol. 16, p. 48sq.
281 Ibn Hishām, p. 947sq.; al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen, Muhammed in Medina, p. 390sqq.); Ibn

Saʿd, loc. cit.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1706sqq.; al-Aghānī, vol. 16, p. 97; Sprenger, Das Leben, vol. 3,
p. 386sqq.

282 Loc. cit. Cf. al-Ṭabarī, vol. 3, p. 2362; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 131.
283 al-Wāḥidī; Hibat Allāh (b. Salāma).—Other works (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Fakhr al-Dīn al-

Rāzī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn (AL-KHAṬĪB al-Baghdādī), al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl), although reporting
the same story, do not indicate the year of the Medinan period.
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(al-Ḥudaybiyya).284 Since the closely285 related verse 3 is always fixed in the
year 6/627,286 however, the latter date is apparently better documented. For
traditional criticism everything revolves around the interpretation of the
words (āmmīn al-bayt) of the second verse. If this refers to pagan pilgrims,
then the verses belong to the period before 9/630, when Muḥammad per-
manently cut off relations with the idolaters.287 Yet if those words refer to
Muslims, little can be said against a later composition. Verses 11 to 13 prob-
ably belong to the same period.288 It is nearly impossible to determine the
date of verse 14,289 as it mentions a danger for the Muslims290 only in very
general terms. The tales of Muḥammad’s problems in private life, which tra-
dition brings forward,291 are useless. As far as the time of verses 15 to 38292 is
concerned, theonly clue thatmight serve as a guide is verse 37,whichunmis-
takably preaches open and merciless war. Since the wording of the passage
indicates that the fight had started earlier, the pericope falls in the time after
the expulsion of Banū Qaynuqāʿ in Shawwāl 2/623, and naturally before the
final assault against the power of Arabian Jewry, the occupation of Khaybar
in I Jumādā 7/628. Presumably they are pretty close to the latter date, since
most parts of sūra 5 apparently belong to 6/627 and 7/628. Verses 39 to 44,
similar in stylewith the preceding verses,293must in any case be dated before
the occupation of Mecca if it is true that on the way thereMuḥammad pun-
ished294 a female thief by cutting off her hand in accordance with verse 41,

284 al-Wāḥidī.
285 Flügel’s verses 2 and 3 actually constitute a single verse.
286 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn

(AL-KHAṬĪB al-Baghdādī); al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl.
287 Cf. the beginning of sūra 9.
288 The idiom موقٓنانـشّمكنمرجيالو is to be found only in the verses three and eleven.
289 Observe the phrase هللاةمعناوركذا verses 10, 14, and 23.
290 “… when a certain people purposed to stretch against you their hands …”
291 Ibn Hishām, pp. 392 and 663; al-Wāqidī; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1456; al-Ḥalabī, vol. 2,

p. 403; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 415; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī; the
Commentators. Cf. Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, pp. 538 and 596.

292 We can disregard the tradition which has verse 27 cited in an address delivered before
the Battle of Badr (IbnHishām, p. 434; al-Wāqidī, p. 43; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1300). No onewould
want to attach documentary relevance to such talk. Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 71, allots
verses 23 to 38 to the Meccan period, which cannot apply after what has been said above.

293 Cf. ّلبقت verse 40, and three times verse 30; مهيدیٔاعّطقت verse 37, and امهيدیٔااوعطقاف verse 42.
294 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Ḥudūd, § 13; Muslim, K. al-Ḥudūd, §2; al-Nasāʾī, K. Qaṭʿ al-sāriq, §6.

In all these passages the woman is generally identified as a member of the Makhzūm.
al-Bayhaqī, al-Maḥāsin, p. 395, she is called the daughter of Sufyān b. ʿAbd al-Asad. In awāʾil
literature (e.g. Ibn Qutayba, p. 273; Ibn Rustah, al-Aʿlāq al-nafīsa, p. 191; al-Thaʿālibī, Laṭāʾif
al-maʿārif, p. 8) it is claimed that Walīd b. al-Mughīra introduced the penalty for theft by
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and that this penalty was the first of its kind and not based on ancient Arab
common law. To the same periodmight belong also the tradition295 that this
refers to Abū Ṭuʿma b. Ubayriq, although the name is somewhat suspicious,
as the man already served as model of a thief.296 What caused Weil to allot
the verse to the last pilgrimage297 is beyond anyone. Verses 45 to 55 deal
with a controversy among Jews that we have in quite different versions.298 If
there is the least truth to it, the versesmust be older than the extermination
of Banū Qurayẓa, since this clan is mentioned in some traditions. Some-
times the accused is a Quraẓī and sometimes it is the judge, so that basically
everything remains uncertain and unreliable.299 Verses 56 to 63 would date
from 3/624 if indeed they were to refer to ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy, who, upon
his pleading, secured permission for the captured Banū Qaynuqāʿ to emi-
grate.300Uponcloser examinationwe see that the text reveals anunfortunate
time when some men suggested a pact with the Jews (verse 56) for fear of
the enemies but received theProphet’s response thatAllāhmight send them
victory or some other favourable change of fortune. These circumstances do
not at all fit in with a time when, in short succession, the Meccans as well
as the Jews suffered defeat. Another tradition attributes verse 56sq.—and
thus the entire passage—to the advice given to the Prophet after the Battle

cutting off the hand for this delict in the time of the Jāhiliyya. Also other considerations opt
for the assumption that this is indeed an innovation on Arab soil, at least as far as freedmen
are concerned. In the case of slaves this might have always been permitted. Otherwise one
might think of a borrowing from Abyssinia, where this barbarian custom is still in use, while
it is foreign to Jewish as well as Greco-Roman law. On its spread in the Occident throughout
the Middle Ages see L. Günther, Die Idee der Wiedervergeltung, vol. 1, pp. 200, 253, and 294.

295 Abū Layth al-Samarqandī, and al-Wāḥidī.
296 Cf. above, p. 164, on sūra 4:106.
297 Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 79sq., 2nd ed., p. 90.
298 Ibn Hishām, p. 393sqq.; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Abū l-Layth al-

Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; al-Wāḥidī.—al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 347, andMishkāt,K. al-Ḥudūd,
faṣl 1 §4, without referring to this verse in particular. Cf. Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre
des Mohammad, vol. 3, p. 37sqq.

299 Others interpret verse 46 or verse 45 as a dispute of Banū Qurayẓa and Banū Naḍīr
(Ibn Hishām, p. 395; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Buyūʿ, § 111; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī;
Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī). A tradition in al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen,
Muhammed in Medina, p. 215); al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 6, p. 134, attributes verse 45 to the
clemency for Abū Lubāba, cf. Caetanī, vol. 1, p. 629sq.—Let us mention the following lexical
and factual points of contact of the verses 45 to 55 and other parts of the sūra: نوفّرحي

ملكلا verses 45 and 16; رونوىًده verses 48 and 18; نوشخاو … وشخت verses 48 and 4; نوعراسی
يف verses 45 and 57, 67; the last words of verse 45 pretty much similar to those of verse 37;

ميرمنباىسیع verses 50 and 82, 109, 112, 116, and in a different form, ميرمنباحیـسملا verses 19, 76,
and 79; there is no sūra which mentions the name Jesus so frequently.

300 Ibn Hishām, p. 546; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī, al-Bayḍāwī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī;
al-Wāḥidī. Cf. Weil, Das Leben, p. 159, foot-note; Caussin de Perceval, vol. 3, p. 81sq.
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of Uḥud that he try to obtain help from the Jews against the pagans.301 This
explanation is much more plausible, yet it still does not deserve particular
credibility, as it is likely nothingmore than exegetic speculation.302 Verses 64
to 88 presuppose that several wars had already beenwaged.When, based on
the passage, it is concluded303 that the battles of Muʾta and Tabūk had not
yet taken place, this is by no means beyond doubt. The friendly opinion of
Christians, particularly their priests andmonks in verses 73 and 85, is purely
theoretical and fundamental and need not necessarily refer to those skir-
mishes. We would of course arrive at a different conclusion if Muḥammad’s
instruction to theMuʾta warriors to slaughter the parsons and leave the her-
mits in peace304was indeedhistorical. Unimportant for us are the interpreta-
tions of verse 71, e.g., that it is one of the earliest Meccan verses.305 Verses 89
to 91 must date from 7/628 at the latest, since already sūra 66:2 clearly
refers to it. They might possibly originate from the same time as verses 92
to 94, where permissible and prohibited matters are juxtaposed. We have
already been able to see on p. 144 that the period of these verses cannot
be determined with any degree of accuracy, and that they might belong to
the year 4/625, and certainly not after 6/627. Verses 95 to 97 are occasion-
ally fixed to the year of al-Ḥudaybiyya;306 verses 98 to 100, dealing with the
Meccan sanctuaries, would fit very well into this time. According to some
informants, verse 101 refers to a man who, when the order for the pilgrim-
age was issued, asked whether people were expected to participate every
year; he received Muḥammad’s irritated reply: “If I were to affirm this ques-
tion, you would have to obey, but since you would not be able to do so,
you would again become an unbeliever; so stop asking questions!”307 Oth-
ers connect the verse with matters that the Prophet was either unfamilar
with or that he disdained.308 Closer is the connection with the immediately

301 Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī.
302 Here Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 119, is thinking of the expulsion of the Jewish Banū

Naḍīr and the pact with Banū Qurayẓa. But also this situation does not really fit.
303 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 80, 2nd ed., p. 90.
304 al-Wāqidī (Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 310).
305 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr. More explicitly al-Wāḥidī and al-Suyūṭī, Asbāb al-nuzūl ( اهلوزنببسيف

دروامبیرغنم ).
306 al-Zamakhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī.
307 al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, K. al-Manāsik, faṣl 1, §1 and 15; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; al-Za-

makhsharī; al-Bayḍāwī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī. Cf. Muslim, K. al-Ḥajj, §30.
Traditions are not totally agreed regarding names and circumstances.

308 For example, many wanted to know where they would find their camel which went
astray; still others, who had been unknown to the Prophet, asked him for the name of their
father. Al-Bukhārī, K. al-Iʿtiṣām, §4, K. al-Tafsīr; Muslim, K. al-Aqḍiya, §5, K. al-Faḍāʾil, §30;
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following verses 102 and 103, which are directed against all sorts of pagan
superstitions yet cannot be fixed chronologically. Verse 104 fits better into
the preceding verse than the following. Verses 105sqq. are not concurrent
with sūra 2:176 but were revealed quite some time later in order to elaborate
on this short law. The verses are generally assumed to refer to two Muslims
who embezzled a golden beaker from the property of their travel compan-
ion.309 If this was an historical event, it must have happened after the occu-
pation of Mecca, as people and families of the Quraysh, who had only then
accepted Islam, are mentioned. These problematic verses, however, cannot
be explained in a satisfactory way from the situation, nor do they look like
a revelation for any particular occasion.310 The literal contact of tradition
and these verses is of no importance. The period of verses 108sqq.311 like-
wise cannot be determined. This narrative passage, with interesting details
from the legend of Jesus (miracles of birds and the table) has probably
been placed here because the sūra had frequently mentioned the “Son of
Mary(am)” (verses 19, 50, 76, 79, and 82). It is difficult to believe that the
other parts should have been put together by sheer accident as well. Verses 1
to 7 and 89sqq. are of related content insofar as they both treat prohibited
food, hunting, and the sanctity of Mecca. Scattered within the section from
verse 15 to verse 58 we find discourses on the People of the Book (verses 15
to 38, 45 to 56, and 64 to 88), two admonitions to the believers (verses 39 to
44), and the Hypocrites (verses 56 to 63).

al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī. This is the
context of traditions according to which Muḥammad considers the endless questions ( ةرثك

لاؤسلا ) to the things Allāh hatesmost: al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, p. 388; Muslim,K. al-Aqḍiya, §5; al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, Bāb al-birr wa-l-ṣila, faṣl 1, §5. Cf. also Goldziher’s review of A. de Vlieger,
Kitâb al Qadr, p. 393.

Even if all the traditions regarding verse 101 are fabrications, they still emanate from a
correct general point of view. This applies particularly to the sound tradition in the previous
note 307, which unsurpassably depicts a man driven to despair over importunate questions.

309 al-Bukhārī,K.al-Waṣāyā, §36; al-Tirmidhī,K.al-Tafsīr; al-Ṭabarī,Tafsīr; al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Bayḍāwī; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī; al-Wāḥidī; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqa-
lānī, vol. 1, nos. 608 and 832; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 169, and vol. 3, p. 390.

310 See above, p. 166.
311 In verse 109, Flügel’s edition erroneously has an incision after ًالهك . Such a rhyme is found

only in verse 2 (cf. thereon, above, p. 185, n. 285). The verses 19, 35, and 52, however, are based
everywhere on the confusion of pause and end of verse. In spite of all individual variety, the
rest of the verses in this sūra consist of a closed syllable with long vowel as rhyme. Cf. also
Rudolf Geyer’s review of Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, by Karl Vollers,
p. 27sqq., of the off-print. The words ًالهكدهملايفسانلاّملكتو are nearly repeated literally in sūra
3:41.



MUḤAMMAD’S UNCANONICAL PROMULGATIONS

The revelations, which up to this point we have traced back to their origin, [i/234]
have been taken without exception from the Koran. Tradition, however,
knows of still other revelations of the Prophet.

In the first instance, we are concerned with those revelations that have
been preserved in their literal form and that tradition explicitly considers to
be part of the original Holy Book.1

There is a very frequently2 mentioned passage that varies so much in dif-
ferent recensions thatwemust list themost important versions individually:

(a) al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Manāqib, s.v., Ubayy b. Kaʿb according to Ubayy, al-
Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 525 (c)3 from Abū Wāqid al-Laythī, Hibat Allāh [Ibn
Salāma] (in the introduction of the Cairo edition, 1315/1897, p. 11), Abū ʿAbd
Allāh Muḥammad Muḥammad IBN ḤAZM (K. al-Nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh, in
the margin of Jalālayn of the Cairo edition, 1311/1893, vol. 2, p. 148), accord-
ing to Anas b. Mālik:

فوجٔالميالو13ًاثلهیلٕا12ىغتبال11اًین10ّنٔاولو9اًین8هیلٕا7ىغتبال6لامنم�ً�5داومٓدا4نبالّنٔاول

.بنمىلعهللابوتیوُبارتلاالّٕامٓدانبا

1 This is according to Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma, Cairo edition, p. 9) the first class of the
mansūkh or the “abrogated passages”, همكحوهّطخخُسنام .

2 The traditions we quote are based on the following authorities: Ubayy b. Kaʿb, Anas b.
Mālik, AbūMūsā al-Ashʿarī, AbūWāqid al-Laythī [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 377], Ibn ʿAbbās
and Ibn Zubayr. In addition al-Tirmidhī mentions in his Abwāb al-zuhd, bāb, 20, Abū Saʿīd
al-Khudrī [Juynboll, Encyclopedia], ʿĀʾisha, Jābir b. ʿAbd Allāh, and Abū Hurayra.

3 The different recensions are here designated according to the arrangement in al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, as a, b, and c.

4 ناك , Ibn Ḥazm.
5 نيیداو , Ibn Ḥazm; نداو , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma), Cairo edition, 1315/1897.
6 بهذ , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma); al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, omits لامنم .
7 نوكینٔاّبحٔال , al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān.
8 امهيلٕا , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) and Ibn Ḥazm.
9 اثل , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) and Ibn Ḥazm; يناثلا in al-Itqān.

10 al-Tirmidhī, ( اًین ) ناك ; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān ( يناثلاهیلٕا ) ناك .
11 اثل , Hibat Allāh and Ibn Ḥazm; يناثلا , al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān.
12 نوكینٔاّبحٔال , al-Itqān.
13 اًعبار , Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) and Ibn Ḥazm; ثلاثلاامهيلٕا in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān.
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“If man (literally “son of Adam,” cf. below, p. 194 n. 62) had a vale of treasures
hewouldwant an additional secondone, and if hehad a secondone, hewould
want an additional third one; but only dustwill fillman’s belly, Allāh, however,
turns to those who turn to Him.”

In Itqān these words are preceded by: [i/235]ءاتیٕاوةالصلاماقٕاللاملاانلزنٔا�ّ�ٕالوقیهللاّنٕا
14)خلٕاول(وةاكزلا “Allāh says: Truly,We sent down treasures to perform the prayer

and give alms, and would have, etc.”

(b)Notmuchdifferent from this is the form that (according to al-Bukhārī,al-
Ṣaḥīḥ (c),15 and al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. iv, Berlin Ms., I Wetzstein,
no. 103, fol. 34v) Ibn Zubayr recited:

الوًاثلهیلٕا18ّبحٔااًینَيطعٔاولواًینهیلٕا17ّبحٔابهذنم16ًْٔالم�ً�داوَيطعٔامٓدانباّنٔاول

20.خلٕاّالٕامٓدانبافوج19ّدسی

(c) In addition those which al-Itqān, p. 525 (b), from Ubayy b. Kaʿb, and
al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 36vsqq. from Ikrima:

الوًاثل26ٔلاس25هیطٔعافاین24ٔلاس23نٕاواًین22ٔلاس21هیطعافلامنم�ً�داؤلاسمٓدانباّنٔاول

.خلٕاّالٕامٓدانبافوجؤلمي

(d) Those listed from Ubayy (Ibn Kaʿb) in al-Mabānī, part iv, fol. 34r:

فوجؤلميالوًاثلسمتلاللامنمنيیداويطعٔاولواًینسمتلاللامنم�ً�داوَيطعٔاولمٓدانباّنٕا

.خلٕا

(e) Kanz al-ʿummāl fī sunan al-aqwāl wa-l-afʿāl of ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn ʿAlī b. Ḥusām
(al-MUTTAQĪ) al-Hindī (died 975/1567), Hyderabad, 1312/1894–1315/1897,
vol. 1, no. 4750, from Ubayy (ibn Kaʿb):

.خلٕافوجؤلميالواثلهیلٕاىغتبالاًینهیلٕاَيطعٔاولواًینهیلٕاىغتبالٍداومٓدانبالناكول

14 Another introductory formula to a variant text has been listed below, p. 192.
15 All of al-Bukhārī’s versions of this passage are to be found in K. al-Riqāq, cap. 10; we

designate them according to their sequence as a, b, c, d.
16 ّبحٔال , al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī.
17 ٓنالم al-Mabānī (with following ابهذ ); marginal reading in the Leiden Ms. no. 356 with a

,ّحص and al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 250 from Abū Dharr [al-Ghifārī].
18 ولو , al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī.
19 ٔالمي , al-Mabānī.
20 Unless indicated, the ending after ّالا is everywhere the same as in (a).
21 َيطعاو , al-Mabānī.
22 ٔلاسل , al-Mabānī.
23 ولو , al-Mabānī.
24 ىطعٔا , al-Mabānī.
25 Missing from al-Mabānī.
26 ٔلاسل , al-Mabānī.
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The following versions are shorter:

(f) al-Bukhārī (d),Muslim,K. al-Zakāt §26 (b),27 al-Tirmidhī,Abwābal-zuhd,
bāb 20, all fromAnas b.Mālik, al-Suhaylī’s commentary on IbnHishām (note
to p. 650) without reference to an authority:28

.خلاّالٕا37هافٔالمي36نلو35نداو3334نوكینٔا32ّبحٔال31بهذنم�ً�30داومدٔانبال29ّنٔاول

(g) ʿAṭāʾ b. Abī Rabāḥ al-Qurashī, from Ibn ʿAbbās in al-Bukhārī (b) and
Muslim (c): مٓدانبا40نيعؤلميالوثمهیلٕا39ّنٔاّبحٔالًالامٍداو38لثممٓدانبالّناول
خلا .

(h) al-Bukhārī is a hybrid text, consisting of d, e, and f: �ً�داوَيطعٔامٓدانباول

خلامٓدانبافوجّدسیالواثلهیلٕاّبحٔااًینَيطعٔاولواًینهیلٕاّبحٔابهذنمًٔالم . This

27 The different recensions we designate according to their arrangement in Muslim (Ibn
al-Ḥajjāj) as a, b, c, and d.

28 This is the version of the verse already used by George Sale in The Koran, commonly
called the Alkoran of Mohammed, preliminary discourse, section iii.

29 ناك , al-Tirmidhī and Muslim b. al-Ḥajjāj.
30 ٍداو , Muslim b. al-Ḥajjāj.
31 al-Suhaylī points out that other scholars read لام . This readingmust be considered older

and better because in the parallel text from the Syriac Ahiqar story it reads  “treasures.”
See below, note 40.

32 ّبحٔا , Muslim and al-Bukhārī; but in the margin of the Leiden cod. 356 of al-Bukhārī as
well as in al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 9, p. 221, according to Abū Dharr, ّبحٔال .

33 Missing fromMuslim b. al-Ḥajjāj.
34 هیلٕاىغتبال instead — ّبحٔال , al-Suhaylī.
35 رٓخا�ً�داو , Muslim; اًین both, al-Tirmidhī and al-Suhaylī.
36 الو , in the margin of the Leiden cod. 356, al-Tirmidhī, and al-Suhaylī.
37 مٓدانبافوج , al-Suhaylī, adding that sometimes َينیع is read (cf. the “g” recensions below),

sometimes .مف Muslim here has خلابوتیهللاو .
38 ءلم [milʾu], marginal reading in both, Leiden cod., 356, and Muslim.
39 نوكی , Muslim.
40 سفن , Muslim who also here has خلابوتیهللاو ..— نيع “eye” (cf. note 37) is undoubtedly the

more meaningful reading. But that this is also the earlier one is evident from the use of the
phrase in The Story of Ahikarwhich, regardless of what one thinks of its date of composition,
is in any case many centuries older than our Arabic sources. Cf. the relevant text according
to the best recension in Ahikar, The Story of Ahikar from the Syriac, p. 34 (40), ܕ

ܕܘܕܐ “Man’s eye is like a fountain-head,
it is not satiated by treasures until it is filled with earth.” Apart from the Syriac version, this
dictum is extant only in a Slavic version. The reading نيع is also known fromArabic literature,
e.g. Quṭb al-Dīn al-Nahrawālī, Geschichte, p. 302, where the words from نيعؤلميالو to بارتلا are
interwoven in the story of an avaricious grand vezir. The same recension is also the basis of Le
Synaxaire arabe-jacobite, p. 542 [466]: ريغهینیعؤلمياموبارتوهمٓداّنٔالهینیعؤلميالوهٔرسابملاعلااذهلام

بارتلا . Finally, wemust mention themodernMeccan proverb collected by Snouck Hurgronje,
Mekkanische Sprichwörter, no. 46: بارتلاريغمٓداينبنيعّيلميام .
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tradition traced back to Ibn Zubayr does not purport to be a revelation but
a ḥadīth. Cf. below, p. 194.

(i) Ibn ʿAbbās in al-Bukhārī (a), andal-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát,bābal-amal
wa-l-ḥirṣ, faṣl 1 §5, Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī in Muslim (d), al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr on
sūra 2:100 (vol. 1, p. 361), al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 39r, 40r,
al-Itqān, p. 525sq. (c), Ubayy (Ibn Kaʿb) in al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī,
part ii, fol. 15r, Anas (Ibn Mālik) in Muslim (a): نم42نداومٓدانبال41ناكول

47خلامٓدانبافوجؤلميالو46اثل�ً�45داو44ىغتبال43لام .
In al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, and al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 39r, the

beginning according to Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī reads as follows: انمّدیؤی48هللاّنٕا
خلاولو50مهل49قالخالموقبنیا .

Amid this plethora of variants it is hardly possible to identify any par-[i/239]
ticular form as being older or more original than the rest, as through rem-
iniscences they are constantly interwoven and thus create new forms. By
comparison with the Syriac Ahiqar story, on the other hand, we are able to
determine that the readings “treasure” and “eye” are to be preferred to other
variants.51

Just as different as the texts are the particulars regarding their divine
origin and their original place in theKoran. InHibat Allāh b. Salāma it reads:

ول53يهوةٓیاريغاهنمظفحٔاامةبوتلاةروسب52اهلدعنًةروسمعلصهللالوسردهعىلعٔارقنّانك

41 ّنٕا , al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān; Tafsīr.
42 نيیداو , al-Mabānī, al-Itqān, Tafsīr.
43 بهذ , al-Mabānī, part ii, and al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4755.
44 ّىنمتل , al-Itqān; al-Mabānī, parts ii and iv, fol. 40r.
45 Missing fromal-Tirmidhī., al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,al-Mishcát,al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī,

fol. 39a— امهيلٕا instead �ً�داو , al-Mabānī, part ii— امهل , al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr.
46 ثلاثل , al-Mabānī, part ii—al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4755 reads instead اثل
�ً�داو only ثلاثلا . From وال to the end everything is missing from al-Tirmidhī.
47 خلٕابوتیو fromMuslim from AbūMūsā al-Ashʿarī.
48 ّدیؤیـس , al-Itqān.
49 al-Itqān has falsely, فالخ , cf also sūra 3:71.
50 These are themen—as shall be explained below—who fought forMuḥammadwithout

believing and therefore do not share Paradise. The words are quite common as a ḥadīth.
Al-Bukhārī, K. al-Jihād §18, has them in a slightly different form: لجرلنیااذهّدیؤیلهللاّنٕا

رجافلا , al-Bukhārī, K. al-Maghāzī, cap. 39 (ghazwat Khaybar) §8 with the variant, ّدیؤی .
51 See p. 170 n. 31 and p. 171 n. 40.
52 Thus, i.e. اهلّدُعن (“we compared them”) as readboth the LeidenMs. 411 aswell as theBerlin

Ms. Sprenger 397 [Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 419]. Thus also the اهلدعب of the Leipzig Ms. of
Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma) undoubtedly ought to be changed against H.L. Fleischer’s اهلدعی in
theCatalogus librorummanuscriptorumqui in Bibliotheca civitatis Lipsiensis asservantur. The
Cairo edition, p. 10, reads اهلدعت .

53 Thus in the Berlin Mss.; the Cairene edition reads ولوةدحاوةٓیا .
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خلا . A tradition from Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ [EI2; EQ; G. Juynboll; Sezgin,
Geschichte, vol. 1, pp. 61, etc.] in Muslim (Ibn al-Ḥajjāj), loc. cit., which is
nearly identical with this one, adds byway of an explanation لوطلايفاهّهبـشنانك

ةّدشلاو , of which only لوطلايف corresponds to the original meaning. Also in
al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, AbūMūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ
says the same with less words; they had read a sūra, ةءاربوحن or ةءاربةروسلثم ,
only that also in this case an inaccurate tamyīz, اًدیدشتواًظیلغت , is added.

In al-Suhaylī this reads completely differently: ولوقينعٔاةٓیالاهذهتناكو [i/240]
نوّركفتیموقلت�ٓ�الاُلّصُفن�َ�ٰذَكِسْمٔالَنَْغتْملَْن�َٔ�وقدعبسنویةروسيفمٓدانبالّنٔا

بعكنبّيبافحصميفوهو54ّمالسنبالاقذك , i.e. this verse is said to have been
placed originally behind sūra 10:25. In this instance, however, its meaning
might tolerate such an addition, if need be, yet since the rhyme with āb
is unthinkable in sūra 10,55 and most authorities refer to entirely different
sūras, this statement of al-Suhaylī is not reliable.

In al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 34v, ʿIkrima says مصاعّيلعٔارق
اهيف [= d] اذهةٓیانيثالثنكیمل . Thus also Ubayy b. Kaʿb in al-Itqān, p. 525, regards

this verse to be a portion ( اّهتیقبنم ) of sūra 98. The earliest source for this
information is the following ḥadīth in al-Tirmidhī.56 اورفكنیانكیملهیلعٔارقف

خلٕاّنٔاولهیلعٔارقو57نیاّنٕااهيفٔارقو .
“And he (the Prophet) recited before him (Ubayy) sūra 98, and therein

(the verse): ‘Verily, the religion, etc.’, and he recited before him, ‘If he had,
etc.’ ” Although it is not said here directly that this verse belongs to sūra 98,
the words probably have to be interpreted this way.58

That Ubayy considered this verse to be part of the Koran is also demon-
strated in al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, parts 2 and 4. AbūWāqid (al-Laythī)
does not say this quite as clearly (al-Itqān, p. 525) with the following words:
“The Prophet said: خلٕالاملاانلزنٔا�ّ�ٕالوقیهللاّنٕا .” It so happens that occasionally
ḥadīths are also indicated like this, which the Prophet attributed to God’s
own words.59 Ibn ʿAbbās in al-Bukhārī and in Muslim (ibn al-Ḥajjāj) as well
as Anas (Ibn Mālik) in Muslim (ibn al-Ḥajjāj) express their doubt that this

54 I.e. Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 222/836); cf. thereon the chapter below, Fr.
Schwally, “The Collecting and Editing of the Koran.” [EI2; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 3, p. 367, and vol. 9,
pp. 70–72, d. 224/839].

55 Since the last words of the alleged fragment of the Koran are identical in all recensions,
they must not be changed.

56 Kitāb al-Tafsīr on sūra 98.
57 Here follows the verse quoted in section 2 on p. 172.
58 Theorder in al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān, is reversed so that the first passagehere cited is assumed

to come from sūra 98, and the other passage is mentioned afterwards.
59 Cf. below, p. 204sq.
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passage belongs to the Koran: For example, وقیناكءيشمٔالِزنٔاءيشٔايردٔاالف
رثاكتلامكاْهلٔاتلزنّىتحٓنارقلانماذهىرنّانك ; but their conclusion is wrong, because

sūra 102must bemuch earlier than this verse, and also theMedinan Anas b.
Mālik cannot have been present when sūra 102 was promulgated.

In many instances these words are simply presented as a ḥadīth from the[i/241]
Prophet, such as, for example:60

ةكمبربنملاىلعريبزلانباُتعمسلاقدعسنبلهسنبسابعنع

.خلٕاوللوقیناكمعلصّيبنلاّنٕاسانلااّهئالوقیهتبطخيف

There is no ready answer to the important question of the reliability of these
traditions. Since the Prophet’s words in this case operate on the level of
Koranic thinking and expression,61 they might well belong to a long lost
revelation. The passage might have remained in the memory of particular
contemporaries because the Prophet frequently referred to it. The consid-
erable differences of the recensions as well as the variations of tradition
regarding the origin would thus become quite plausible. The available facts,
however, lend themselves with equal probability to the opposite conclusion
as well, namely that those words are an original ḥadīth that, because of its
resemblance to Koranic diction, might have been considered a revelation.
Indeed, it cannot be ruled out that even the ḥadīth is spurious. Above all,
there is the fact that the idiom ibn ādam, “man,”62 is foreign to the language
of the Koran and would thus argue against Muḥammad’s authorship.

(2) al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr, on sūra 98; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv,
fol. 37r; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 525. Ubayy b. Kaʿb read in sūra 98:

70.هَرَفُكینلفاًريخ69لعفی68نمو67ةّینارصنلاالو66ّةیدوهيلا65ال64ةحمسلاّةیفینحلاهللادنعنیا63ّنٕا

60 al-Bukhārī; cf. above p. 169sq. under (h); al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī.
61 Cf., for example, the words ىغتبا , فوج , بارت .
62 It corresponds to the Aramaic ܐ , but more particularly to the Hebrew םדאןב

which first appears in Ezekiel. The Koran always uses insān instead. Only the plural, banū
ādam, occurs a few times, sūra 7:25, 26, 29, 33, 171; and sūras 17:72; and 36:60. But that the
singular, ibnādam, was not foreign to contemporary literature seems to be evident, e.g., Labīd
b. Rabīʿa, Gedichte (1891), no. 32, verse 10.

63 al-Itqān and al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4750 add تاذ .
64 Missing from al-Itqān, and Kanz al-ʿummāl; ةملسملا , al-Tirmidhī.
65 ريغ , al-Itqān.—Kanz al-ʿummāl inserts الوةكرشملا .
66 al-Mabānīwithout article which is here indispensable.
67 The same. Al-Tirmidhī adds ةّیـسواالو .
68 al-Tirmidhī without .و
69 لمعی , in both, al-Itqān and Kanz al-ʿummāl.
70 Kanz al-ʿummāl, رفكی .
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“Truly, religion is for God the tolerant Ḥanafite School, neither Judaism, nor
Christianity; whoever does good shall not remain without reward.”

If these words, whose rhyme fits somewhat with that of sūra 98, were in- [i/242]
deed really Koranic, the original form still must have been slightly
changed, as the words ّةیفینح,ّةیدوهي,ةّینارصن are foreign to the Koran.71 There
are, however, ample instances where they could have been used.

The beginning of the text appears in several divergent versions as a
ḥadīth:

72.ةحمسلاّةیفینحلتثُعبorةحمسلاّةیفینحلاهللاىلٕانیاّبَحٔا

(3) According to a tradition listed in al-Itqān, p. 526, Maslama b. Mukhallad
al-Anṣārī recited before his friends the following two verses, which purport
to be in the Koran but are wanting from the authorized text:73

نیاو*نوحلفملامتنٔااورشبٔاالٔامهسفنٔاومهلاؤمابهللالیبسىفاودهاجواورجاهواونٓمانیا74ّنٕا
ةّرقنممهلَيفخٔاامسفنملْعتالكئلؤامهيلعهللابضغنیاموقلامهنعاولداجومهورصنومهوٓوا

.نولمْعیاوناكامبءازجُنيْعٔا

“Thosewho believe, and have emigrated, and struggledwith their possessions [i/243]
and their selves in the way of God, do rejoice, you are the happy people! And
theywho accepted and aided them, and defended them from the people with
whom God is angry: No soul knows what comfort is laid up for them secretly,
as a recompense for what they were doing.”

In the case of these two verses as well, no definite opinion can be supplied.
In support of their authenticity there is not only the Koranic character
of the diction throughout,75 but also the common grammatical change of
person that occurs frequently in the Koran. On the other hand, however,

71 The only abstract term derived from a noun ending withي— that occurs in the Koran
is ةّیلهاج “paganism” (four times). The original meaning of the word is likely to be “state of
ignorance,” comparable to the New Testament άγνοία (Acts of the Apostles 17:30; IPeter 1:14).
Goldziher holds a somewhat different view in hisMuslim studies, vol. 1, pp. 201–208.

72 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Īmān, §29; Ibn Saʿd, vol. 1, part 1 (Biographie Muḥammads bis zur
Flucht) p. 128, l 13. Majd al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Nihāya, s.v. فنح . Another form occurs in a
frequently quoted early Islamic verse ascribed to Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt:

روزةفینحلانیدّالٕاهللادنعةمایقلاموینیدّلك .
al-Aghānī, vol. 3, p. 187; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, al-Isāba fī tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 263,

whereas Ibn Hishām, Sīra, p. 40, has the incorrect reading ةیفینحلا . Cf. also Umayya’s alleged
words in Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, p. 262, l 4: ّقحةیفنحلاّناملعأاو . That the root حمس is not
found in the Koran would seem to be unimportant.

73 فحصملايفابتُكیملٓنارقلايفنيتٓیابينوربخٔا .
74 One might consider changing ّنٕا to اّهئا but this is hardly feasible particularly as also

the second verse is in the third person.
75 However, الٔا with the imperative does not occur in the Koran.
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the text sounds somewhat like a combination of sūras 8:73 and 32:17, which
the Medinan Maslama (Ibn Mukhallad) might actually have composed in
order to elevate the old Companions of the Prophet above the ruling dy-
nasty.76

(4) It is related77 that when the caliph ʿUmar asked ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b.[i/244]
ʿAwf if he was familiar with the verse, ةّرملّؤامتدهاجامكاودهاجنٔا , “fight
like you fought the first time (earlier!),” he replied that the verse is one
of the abrogated verses of the Koran ( ٓنارقلانمطقسٔافتطقسٔا ). No one
would deny that these words could be Koranic, yet it is quite legitimate
to question the survival of a corresponding tradition regarding the origin
of a passage devoid of all originality. Still another transmission (al-Mabānī,
part iv, fol. 40r) presents the verse in this version:

.ّؤايفمتدهاجامكنامزلارٓخايفهللايفاودهاج

The authenticity of this recension, however, is suspicious, because the ex-
pression zamān for “time” is foreign to the Holy Book. Even if one does not
attach great importance to this argument, the other remark in al-Mabānī,
claiming that this is how the words appeared in sūra 44, can only be cor-
rect if jāhada were to refer not to the actual struggle for religion but meant
instead the zealous espousal of it in general.78 Because of the strong empha-
sis on “the first jihād,” however, it is more likely that in this case we ought
to think of the Holy War. This interpretation would point to the Medinan
period at the earliest, namely after the Battle of Badr, since, according to
the text, one jihād had already taken place, whereas it is well-known that
sūra 44was promulgated atMecca.Moreover, the sentence is probably to be
interpreted eschatologically and represents the classic period of the estab-
lishment of Islam in a distant future. This idea, of course, presupposes that
a longer period had passed after the death of Muḥammad.

(5) Muslim, K. al-Zakāt, §26 at the end, and al-Itqān, p. 526. Abū Mūsā[i/245]
AL-ASHʿARĪ said:

اونٓمانیااّهئااهنمُتظفحدقّينٔاريغ80اُهتیسنٔاوتاحّبـسملاىدح�ٕ�اهّهبـشن79ّانكةروسٔارقنّانك

.ةمایقلامویاهنعنؤلاستفمكقانعٔاىفةداهشبتكتفنولعفتالامنولوقتمِل

76 The words مهيلعهللابضغنیا , “those with whom God is angry,” could refer to the
Umayyads. Maslama did not die until the reign of Muʿāwiya.

77 al-Mabānī li naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 40r, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 526, al-Muttaqī, Kanz
al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4749.

78 Cf. above, p. 127, on sūra 29:69.
79 ّانك missing from al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān.
80 al-Itqān, اهانیسنٔاو .
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“We recite a sūra that we consider similar81 to one of the musabbiḥāt82 which
fell into oblivion; I retained only the following: O, you who believe, wherefore
do you say what you do not do? A testimonial will be written on your neck,
and on the Day of Resurrection you will have to explain.”

Since the second part of the citation is identical to sūra 61:2, one is tempted
to regard the entire passage as a fragment from this sūra, although this is
contrary to the rhyme, which in all the musabbiḥāt ends with ūn, īn and
similar syllables, not to mention the explicit statement that the related sūra
was lost. For this reason it is a hopeless undertaking from the start to try
to give the transmitted text of the fragment a different rhyme, be it by
rearrangement83 or extension.

In al-Mabānī, chapter iv, fol. 40a, the tradition reads a little differently:

اهانیسنفضرٔالايفاموتاوامسلايفامحّبـساهلّؤاتاحّبـسملاهّهبـشنةروستلزنوىسوموبٔالاق

.نولعفتالاماولوقتنٔاهللادنعًاتقمَربكنولعفتالامنولوقتَملاونٓمانیااّهئااهنمظفحٔاّينٔاريغ

The obvious fact that the entire quotation is identical herewith sūra 61:2 to 3 [i/246]
definitely suggests that we should give preference to the first recension over
this one. Otherwise, no objections can be raised against the reliability of the
tradition.

(6)Anasb.Mālik relates that a verseof theKoranhadbeen revealed referring
to thosewhowere killed at BiʾrMaʿūna (Ṣafar 4/625) but was later abrogated
by God: ُدعبَخسنّمثهٔارقٓنارقةنوعمرئبباولتقنیايفلزنٔالاق 84 or similar.85 The verse
can be found with some variants in four ḥadīths in al-Bukhārī,86 three in Ibn
Saʿd, FeldzügeMuḥammads (vol. 2, part 1), p. 37sq., Ibn Saʿd, Biographien der
medinischenKämpfer (vol. 3, part 2), p. 71sq., two in al-Ṭabarī,Annales, vol. 1,
p. 1447 and 1448, and one each in al-Wāqidī, p. 341, Muslim, K. al-Ṣalāt §93,
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 527, al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh (Cairo ed.) vol. 1, p. 14, and in
al-Suhaylī in the note to Ibn Hishām, p. 650, as follows:

81 As far as length is concerned.
82 Sūras 57, 59, 61, 62, 64, that begin with ضرٔالايفاموتاوامسلايفام ( حّبـسی ) حّبـس .
83 Perhaps in نؤلاستاهنعةمایقلامویف .
84 al-Bukhārī, a.d (cf. note 39); al-Diyārbakrī, vol. 1, p. 14.—Muslim reads ىتح instead .ّمث
85 From among the numerous variants of this textmost remarkable are those that say that

for quite some time it was recited as Koranic: Ibn Saʿd, Feldzüge, p. 38 ذّنٕاّمث�ً�امز�ًٓ�ارقمهبٔارقف
يسنؤاعفر ; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 447, �ً�امزهٔارقامدعبتُعفرفتخُسنّمث…�ًٓ�ارقمهيفلزنٔا .

86 One in K. al-Jihād §183, here designated as d; the others in K. al-Maghāzī §30 are
designated as a, b, c.
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.91هنعانیضروّانعيضرفاّنبرانیقل90دق�ّ�ٔا89انموق88ّانع87اوّغلب

“Inform our people that wemet our Lord and that He is pleased with us as we[i/247]
are also pleased with Him.”

In other traditions this text is put in the mouth of those Muslims who died
at Uḥud or Biʾr Maʿūna and immediately went to the glory of Paradise;92 or
the Prophet relates in an address to his Companions the request of these
martyrs. Thus in al-Bukhārī (in a passage between b and c) it reads:

.ّانعتیضروكنعانیضرامبّانعربخٔااّنبراولاقفمّهبراؤلاسدقمّهنٔاو

in Muslim, K. al-Imāra, §39:

93.ّانعتیضروكنعانیضرفكانیقلدق�ّ�ٔااّنیبنّانعّغلبمهللااولاقمّهنٔاو…

in al-Tirmidhī, K. al-Tafsīr on sūra 3:163:

:.var)ْنٔاربُختومالسلااّنیبنئرقتو… �ّ�ٔا .ّانعيضُروانیضردق(

in al-Ṭabarī, al-Tafsīr on sūra 3:163 (vol. 4, p. 108):

.اضرٔاوّانعيضرفاّنبرانیقل�ّ�ٔامهغلبینمانناوخٕانيبواننیبتیل�ٰ�اولاق…

It is not easy to determine whether the original passage was from the Koran
or ḥadīth. Although the phraseology of our text is undoubtedly Koranic,94
it is precisely this peculiarity that might have caused the ḥadīth to be

87 Before اوّغلب Ibn Hishām, Ibn Saʿd, Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer, Muslim, and
al-Itqān read ٓنا ; al-Bukhārī (d), الٔا . In addition, Ibn Hishām and Muslim read instead اوغلبٔا .

88 ّانع is missing from al-Bukhārī (c, d), al-Wāqidī, Ibn Hishām Ibn Saʿd, ibid., and Muslim.
The entire beginning from اوغلب to انموق is missing in al-Bukhārī b.

89 Instead انموق al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1448, l 3, reads انناوخٕا . Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Feldzüge
Muhammeds, p. 37, puts انموق before ّانع .

90 Instead دق�ّ�ٔا Ibn Hishām and Muslim read دقنٔا ; al-Bukhārī d دق�ّٔ�اب ; al-Bukhārī c دقف ;
al-Wāqidī, al-Itqān; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Die Feldzüge Muhammeds, simply ا .

91 Instead of هنعانیضرو al-Bukhārī, a, b, d, Ibn Saʿd, vol. 2, part 1, p. 38, and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,
read اضرٔاو . But al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, also lists the other variant readings.

92 This message from the hereafter has a remarkable parallel in Luke 16:27sq.
93 A greater deviation in al-Baghāwī on sūra 3:163:

هیفنحنامنوملعیانموقتیلاولاقةماركلانممهلهللاّدعٔااماؤارومهبرشومهمعطمومهلیقمبیطاؤاراملف…

مكناوخٕاّغلبمومكنعربخمٔالجوزعهللالاقفهنعاولكنیالوداهجلاىفاوبغریيكانبهللاعنصیاموميعنلانم

ىلاعتهللالزٔنافاورشبتـساوذباوحرفف

ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī, Tafsīr on sūra 3:163 as follows:

ّةنجلايفاودهزیّالئلةنجلاىفءایحأّانٔاّانعانناوخٕاغلبینماولاقمهلیقمومهبرشمومهٔلكامبیطاودجواملف…

…برحلانعاولكنیالو
94 Cf. )مّهبر( هللاءاقل , sūras 6:31 and 155, 10:46, 13:2, 18:105 and 110, 29:4 and 22, 30:7, 32:10; يضر

هنعاوضرومهنعهللا , sūras 5:119, 9:101, 58:22, 98:8.
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considered a revelation. If, however, it was indeed from the Koran, the
introduction stating that these were the words of the men killed must have
disappeared.

(7) Very famous is the so-called Verse of Stoning ( مجرلاةٓیا ), which, according
to traditions from ʿUmar, was considered part of the Koran:95

هللاوهللانمًالاكنّةتبلا101امهومجراف100اینزاذٕاةخیـشلاو99خیـشلا98مكبرفك97ّهنٕاف96مكئ�ٓ�انعاوبغرتال

102ميكحزیزع

“Do not long to be away from your fathers103 for this is by you godlessness; and [i/249]
if an elderly man and woman104 commit adultery then stone them definitely
as penalty from God All-Mighty andWise.”

Most writers simply say that this verse belongs to the mansūkhāt, the abro-
gated passages of the Koran.105 Al-Qurṭubī, al-Mabānī li-naẓm, cap. iv,

95 Let us refer to only a few sources where this text appears complete or in parts: Ibn
Hishām, 105; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, 1821; al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, 349; Ibn Saʿd, Biographien der mekkanischen
Kämpfer (vol. 3, part 1), p. 242; al-Yaʿqūbī, vol. 2, p. 184; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī in three
passages, part 2, fol. 16r, part 4, fol. 34v; al-Qurṭubī; al-Nīsābūrī in the margin of al-Bukhārī’s
Tafsīr, vol. 21, p. 81 on sūra 33; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 33, at the beginning; al-Nasafī in the
margin of ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī, vol. 3, p. 472, on the same sūra; Ibn Ḥazm in
the margin of the Jalālayn, vol. 2, p. 148; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, with three variants, p. 524 (a, b)
and p. 528 (c); Hibat Allāh (Ibn Salāma), p. 13;W. Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis, no. 478; al-Diyārbakrī,
al-Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14; al-Suhaylī, loc. cit., etc. Innumerable writers maintain that ةٓیا

مجرلا has been part of the Koran.
96 مكئ�ٓ�انع missing from al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1821, cod. c.
97 Hibat Allāh b. Salāma: ذّنٕاف .
98 Thewords up to here aremissing frommany of the sources, for example,Muwaṭṭaʾ, 349;

Ibn Saʿd; al-Yaʿqūbī; al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 33v; al-Nīsābūrī; al-Zamakhsharī;
al-Nasafī; al-Diyārbakrī; Taʾrīkh; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, a, b, c; al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1,
n. 4751. Afterهللا they are combined with و in al-Suhaylī with the variant ذّنٕاف ; Ibn Hishām
and al-Ṭabarī have the additional مكئ�ٓ�انعاوبغرتنٕا , but omit everything else. According to
al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, iv, fol. 32, some (e.g. al-Bukhārī, K. al-Muḥābirīn, § 17) read

مكئ�ٓ�انعاوبغرتنٔامكباًرفك ( ّنٕا ) ّنٕاف .
99 Ibn Saʿd, خیـشلاو ; al-Suhaylī, خیـشلاف .

100 Some people read ةخیـشلاوخیـشلازاذٕا , al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 524 (a); al-Mabānī li-naẓm
al-maʿānī, iv, fol. 34v; al-Yaʿqūbī and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān omit ىنزاذٕا .

101 All of the text that follows is missing from Muwaṭṭāʾ; Ibn Saʿd; Ibn Mājah, Bāb al-rajm;
al-Nīsābūrī, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān. al-Itqān, p. 524 (b) has instead the gloss ةلانمایضقامب .

102 The last three words are found in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 524 (a), al-Qurṭubī, al-Zamakh-
sharī, Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, al-Nasafī, Ibn Ḥazm. However, al-Yaʿqūbī and al-Diyārbakrī,
Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, have ميلع instead of زیزع . The words ميكحزیزعهللاوهللانمًالاكن appear identi-
cally in sūra 5:62.

103 I.e., do not endeavour for false pride to belong to a family other than your own.
104 In al- MuwaṭṭāʾMālik b. Anas adds the gloss, ةّبیثلاوّبیثلاينعی .
105 Some writers say that the verse was lost accidentally when some domesticated animal
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al-Nīsābūrī, al-Ṭabarī, p. 1821, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Nasafī, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān
(a), and al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4751, all state that, accord-
ing to ʿĀʾisha and Ubayy, the verse allegedly was part of sūra 33. This, how-
ever, is impossible, as the verse rhymes with ūn but the sūra thoughout
with ā. According to another tradition, this verse was originally part of sūra
24.106 This sūra is more likely to fit, as it not only agrees with the rhyme of
the fragment but also treats only the adultery (zinā) of men and women.
Moreover, verse two, which stipulates the penalty of flogging without any
qualification, is in contradiction to the “Verse of Stoning.”107 One ought to
assume that this verse was abrogated by this verse two. This, however, is
neither documented nor can it be harmonized with the development of
Islamic criminal law. If it is true that during his Medinan period Muḥam-
mad repeatedly condemned unchaste persons to death by stoning,108 it is
incomprehensible that such a revelation should have become abrogated,
or that it could have been lost. As the credibility of this tradition cannot
be verified, it must be taken for granted that the penalty of stoning was
practised under the first caliphs; it is taught in Islamic legal texts down to

( نجاد , al-Nīsābūrī, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Nasafī) devoured the spot where this verse had been
written. The same is also said of the “verse of nursing” (see below, p. 202sq.) by (Ibn Mājah,
Sunan, cap. ريبكلاعاضر ; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 4, fol. 40r; al-Damīrī, K. al-Ḥayawān,
s.v. نجاد ). All these traditions allegedly go back to ʿĀʾisha, but in most cases (e.g. al-Nīsābūrī,
al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Nasafī) are considered a fabrication of sectarians ةدحالملاتافیٔلاتنم

ضفاورلاو .
106 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Muḥāribīn §7; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14.
107 By the stretch of imagination verse 2 might be interpreted not to be in contradiction to

the precepts given in this instance; but such harmonizing is hardly admissible. Subsequent
law recognizes both the penalties mentioned, namely requiring flogging for lighter offences
but stoning for serious cases of adultery. This is explained in more detail below, p. 201
n. 109.

108 al-Bukhārī, K. al-Muḥāribīn §§7, 8, 10, 11, 14 and 15. Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie
der Genossen (vol. 4, part 2), p. 51, al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 467, vol. 2, p. 139.
Another tradition, ibid., p. 52, l 7sqq., relates that on one occasion Muḥammad did not have
a repentant adulteress stoned, but pardoned her.

On the other hand, the words allegedly said after the conquest of Mecca— رجحلارهاعللو
(al-Bukhārī,K. al-Buyūʿ §100,Waṣāyā §4,Maghāzī §54, Farāʾiḍ §18,Muḥāribīn §9,Khuṣūmāt
§5, al-Wāqidī by Wellhausen, p. 338; for additional sources see Goldziher, Muslim studies,
vol. 1, Germanoriginal pagination, Seite 188, note, and his “Turāb undHağar,” p. 589)—cannot
be applied here. Al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī, Farāʾiḍ §18 (vol. 9, p. 438sq.) explains as follows

ءيشالةبیخلانعهبّربعبارتلامهلوقكبسنلاىفّقحالئا , i.e. the person who fornicates
forfeits the right of kinship (nasab) with the begotten child. Only this interpretation of
those words together with the protasis, شارفللولا , constitutes a meaningful entity. The other
interpretation which has the stoning ( رجحلمجرلا ) in mind is rejected on good grounds by
al-Qasṭallānī as well as others.
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this day.109 According to most of the reports, it was ʿUmar who urged the
Medinans to observe this cruel law: “I have seen the Prophet have someone
flogged, andwe thenalso flogged. If peoplehadnot accusedmeof attempted
innovation, I would have included the Verse of Stoning in the Koran. We
actually recited it.”110Thewordswequote leave the impression that the claim
to the divine origin of this verse merely serves as a means to establish the
law in practice. As the stoning of unchaste men and women was foreign to
ancient Arabian common law, which did not know criminal punishment,
the example of the Jewish law in Deuteronomy 22:21–24111 would have pre-
dominated.

The beginning of the verse has no apparent internal relation to the part [i/251]
concerned with stoning and, furthermore, as far as the content and form
is concerned, shows Koranic characteristics. Since both parts are regularly
connected with each other by the name “Verse of Stoning”, however, what
was judged probable for its second part applies also to its first part, namely
that it was never part of the Holy Book.112

The beginning of the verse appears a few times113 in the following form
رفكوهفهیبٔانعبغرنمفمكئ�ٓ�انعاوبغرتال as amere saying ofMuḥammad,without

supplying particular circumstances.

(8) al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4752, from Ubayy b. Kaʿb:

ًاميحراًروفغناكهللاّنٕافبنمّالٕاًالیبسءاسوًاتقموةشِحافناكّهنٕازلااوبرقتالو

109 According to lawnot only the personwho ismarried at the time of committing adultery
is to be stoned but also the person who had previously been living in a legal marriage. Who-
ever had never beenmarried before ( نصحُمريغ and ةنصحُمريغ respectively) is flogged with one
hundred lashes. Cf. Ed. Sachau, Mohammedanisches Recht, p. 809sqq.; Snouck Hurgronje’s
review of Sachau’s Mohammedanisches Recht, p. 161sqq.; Th.W. Juynboll, Handleiding tot de
kennis van de Mohammedaansche wet, p. 302sqq.

110 Ibn Hishām, p. 1014sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1821; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der
mekkanischen Kämpfer (= vol. 3, part 1), p. 262; al-Yaʿqūbī, ed. M.Th. Houtsma, vol. 2, 184;
al-Tirmidhī, Abwāb al-ḥudūd, cap. 8; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14; al-Mabānī
li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 32rsq.

111 When sentencing a Jewish couple who had been brought before Muḥammad for sus-
pected adultery reference is made to this Biblical passage; al-Bukhārī, K. al-Muḥābirīn, § 10;
al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrīkh al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 467.

112 This is also Caetani’s opinion in his Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 305. From a lexical point of
view it might be noted that the words ةخیـشلا and ّةتبلا do not occur in the Koran.

113 Muslim,K. al-Īmān§27; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, bābal-liʿan, faṣl 1 at the endwhere
there is دقف instead وهف ; of course in this case it cannot be read either رفُك or رفاك but must be
َرَفَك .
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This text is composed entirely of Koranic passages. From the beginning[i/252]

to ةشحاف it is found in sūra 17:34, from هنا to ًالیبس in sūra 4:26; from نمّالٕا
ب in sūra 25:70, and the final phrase to ًاميحر in sūra 4:128. This, of course, is

no decisive argument against its authenticity, because we find in our Koran
quite a few verses that look like a combination from other parts. Still, such
a text cannot claim any reliance unless it can be firmly established that it
belongs to the Koran.

(9) al-Muttaqī,Kanzal-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4753, fromAbū Idrīs AL-KHAWLĀ-
NĪ;114 al-Mabānī, part iv, fol. 37r:

لزٔنافمارحلادجسملا115دسفلاومحامكمتیمحولوةّیلهاجلاةّیمحةّیمحلامهبولقيفاورفكنیالعجذٕا

116وسرىلعهتنیكسهللا

The beginning of this text up to ةّیلهاجلا , as well as the end starting with
لزٔناف , follow one another immediately in sūra 48:26. In the middle passage,

however, from امك to مارحلا , only isolated idioms are from the Koran.

(10) al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4754, from Bajāla (Ibn ʿAbda):

.مهلبٔاوهومهتاهّمٔاهجاوزٔاومهسفنٔانمنينمؤملىلؤاّيبنلا

Nearly the entire text up to مهتاهّمٔا is identical with sūra 33:6. The three
following words are now and then listed by the exegetic tradition among
the canonical readings.117 The designation of the Prophet as “father” of the
believers is nowhere else to be found in the Koran. On the contrary, he
rejects this outright in sūra 33:40. By the same token, he never addresses the
believers as “my children.”

(11) ʿĀʾisha said:118

114 Died 80/699; cf. al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 49.
115 Kanz al-ʿummāl inserts after اومح an additional هسفن . However, this reading variant is

extremely suspect since it does not really make sense, and since it can readily be explained
by an inadvertent double دسفل .

116 All that follows لزٔناف is missing from al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī.
117 For example, al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, s.v., vol. 21, p. 70 l 15, ةءارقلاضعبيف ; al-Nīsābūrī, Tafsīr, s.v.;

in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 21, p. 84 in the margin, دوعسمنباةءارقىف .
118 Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 224; Muslim,K. al-Raḍāʾ §1 in two forms (a, b); al-Tirmidhī,Abwāb al-raḍāʾ

§3; al-Nasāʾī, K. al-Nikāḥ §49; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Bāb al-muḥarrimat, faṣl 1 §6;
al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part iv, fol. 40; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 517; al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrikh
al-khamīs, vol. 1, p. 14.
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لوسرَّيفوتف123تامولعمسمخب122نخسنف121نمّرُحيتامولعمتاعضررشع120هللالزنٔاف119ناك

نمخسنفٓنارقلا127نمٔارقی126اّمم;]125ؤا[:تامولعمتاعضررشعٓنارقلايفلزنٔا124ّنهومعلصهللا

هللالوسر]128ؤا[:ٓنارقلانمٔارقیفناكَّيفوتفتامولعمتاعضرسمخىلٕاراصواًسمخذ

هللالزنٔافناكسمخىلٕانخسنّمثتاعضرُرشععاضرلانممّرحيطقسفذىلعرمٔالاوملعص

or130ٓنارقلاىفلزنتامولعم;]129ؤا[مّرحيالطقسّمثٓنارقلانم finally:ؤاتاعضررشعّالٕا

.تامولعمسمخاًضیٔالزنّمثتامولعمتاعضررشعتامولعمسمخ

This concerns the number of breast-feedings that put a child in the same
relationship to its wet-nurse and her relatives—insofar as the legality of
marriage is conceivable—as to thenaturalmother andher relatives.Accord-
ing to the earlier version of this alleged Koranic passage, ten breast-feeding
sessions—and, according to a later version, five—result in a relationship
that excludes marriage. The text of the respective revelation is best viewed
from the third of the above-mentioned recensions: مرحي (scil. حاكنلا ) عاضرلانم

تاعضررشع . It is not easy to arrive at a sound opinion regarding the reliability
of this transmission. However, given that the controversy about the number
of breast-feedings required to constitute an impediment to marriage had
created lively discussions even in the early legal schools,131 we have to realize
the possibility that this saying is a fabrication, serving to support a particu-
lar scholasticism of the basic law (sūra 4:27), either a priori as a verse of the
Koran or first put into the mouth of the Prophet as a ḥadīth.

(12) al-Wāqidī in Wellhausen’s Muhammed in Medina, p. 187:132 دیعسناكو [i/254]
نينمؤملاّمٔالكاذّامنٕالاقفةرٓخالاواینايفهللاهنعلةنصْحُمىمرنمةٓیالاهذهيفلوقیريبجنب

ةّصاخ . This alleged verse from the Koran, “those who slander decent women,
God shall curse in the present world and the world to come,” seems to be
nothing but a free translation of sūra 24:23.

119 Missing from al-Nasāʾī.
120 Missing fromMuslim “b” also ( َلِزْنا ), al-Itqān,Taʾrīkh al-khamīs; Muslim (a) adds ٓنارقلانم .
121 [yuḥarrimna] vocalization from al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, al-Mishcát, and al-Mabānī li-naẓm

al-maʿānī, fol. 40v; the word is missing from al-Itqān.
122 Muslim; al-Nasāʾī, نخسنّمث .
123 al-Diyārbakrī, Taʾrikh al-khamīs, omits all the following words.
124 Taʾrikh al-khamīs; al-Nasāʾī, يهو ; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, وهو .
125 al-Tirmidhī.
126 ف , al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát; Muslim a.
127 يف al-Muwaṭṭāʾ, however, according to the gloss, another manuscript has نم .
128 Different version in al-Mabānī, part iv, fol. 35r.
129 Ibn Mājah, Sunan, cap. ناتّصملاالوةّصملامرحتال .
130 Muslim “b.”
131 Cf. al-Shaʿrānī,al-Mīzān, Cairo ed. (1317/1899), vol. 2, p. 131; Juynboll,Encyclopedia, p. 725,

col. 1.
132 The Arabic text has been kindly supplied by August Fischer of Leipzig.
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Our study has thus led to a great variety of results. In no single case was
it possible to procure evidence of the reliability of the transmission. Against
that we may put the fact that in the case of three fragments (nos. 1, 2, 4, 7,
and 11) their reliability can be challenged on good grounds, and in the case
of two of them (nos. 3 and 12) there are at least doubts. The fragments from
8 to 10 differ from the rest in so far as the text can be found literally in the
Koran, either completely, as in the case of no. 8, or to a large extent, as in the
case of nos. 9 and 10. Tradition quite rightly points out that numbers 9 and
10 represent nothing but different recensions of sūras 48:26,133 and 33:6 (cf.
above, foot-note 116). In this case, we may also consider number 8 to be, at
best, a variant of sūra 17:34.134

Non-Extant Revelations[i/255]

In addition, we have other bits of information about lost parts of the Koran,
although no fragments have survived.

Sūra 33 is supposed to have been considerably larger. As it now comprises
only seventy-six verses, some traditions ascribe to it some two hundred
verses; according to still others, it was once as long as the second sūra, or
even longer.135The truth cannowno longer be established. If the information
does not rest on false conjectures, this reference is probably to an old copy
in which our sūra thirty-three comprised several other pieces. Additionally,
sūra nine136 and, as indicated above on pp. 172 and 174, sūra ninety-eight
are both supposed to have been considerably larger. The origin of this
information we shall investigate in the following chapters.

The two alleged sūras, which are called تونقلاءاعد , will also have to be[i/256]
treated in this context.

133 Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4753. The text to be found in the Errata.
134 The words مكلُترفغدقفمتئشاماولمعا , Ibn Hishām, 810, l 5sq., = al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, 1627, l 11 sq.,

are not a “locus Korani deperditus” (Glossarium Tabari, s.v. علط ), but present a revelation only
hypothetically ( لاقف…هللاّلعل ).

135 al-Mabānī, part iv, fol. 33v, 35r; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 33; al-Qurṭubi, on sūra 2:100 and
on sūra 33; al-Naysabūrī and al-Nasafī on sūra 33; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, 524; al-Muttaqī al-Hindī,
Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4751.

136 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī and ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn on sūra 9:65: نيعبـسركذهللالزنٔاسابعنبهللادبعلاق
مهدالؤاّنٔالاًضعبمهضعبريعیٓالئلنينمؤملاىلعهنمةمحرءامسٔالاركذخسنّمثمهئ�ٓ�اءامسٔاومهئامٔسابنيقفانملانمًالجر

نينمؤماوناك .
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The Uncanonical Sayings of the Prophet

To the third type of promulgations belong Muḥammad’s utterances, which,
although recognized as divine,137 are not explicitly claimed to be an integral
part of the Koran. There are manuscript texts where these dicta are col-
lected.138 Wemust here restrict ourselves to six examples.

(1) al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tawḥīd, cap. 50, §1:

ينٔااذٕاو)ًاعوب(ًاعهنمتبّرقتًاعارذّينمبّرقتاذٕاوًاعارذهیلٕاتبّرقتاًربش)ّينم(ّيلٕادبعلابّرقتاذٕا
.�ً�ورههتیتٔااًیـشم

“When theman approachesme by the span of the hand, I approach himby an
ell, and when he approaches me by an ell I approach him by a fathom,139 and
when he walks towards me, I run towards him.”140

(2) al-Bukhārī, Kitāb al-Ṣawm, cap. 9, Muslim, K al-Ṣiyām, cap. 22 (al-Qasṭal-
lānī, VI, p. 135):

الفمكدحٔاموصمویناكاذٕاوّةنجمایصلاوهبيزجٔأاويلّهنٕافمایصلاّالٕا141مٓدانبالمعّلك

مففوُلخلهدیبّدمحمسفنياومئاصؤرماّينٕالقیلفتاقوادحٔاّهباسْنٕافبخْصیالوثفْری

142هموصبّهبريقلاذٕاوحرفرطفٔااذٕاامرفیناتحرفمئاصللكْسملاحيرنمهللادنعُبیطٔامئاصلا

“Every activity concerns man except fasting, which concerns me and which I [i/257 ]
repay; fasting is a fence, and when one of you has a day of fasting, he should
not use obscene language nor yell, and when someone wants to exchange
insults with him or quarrel, let him say ‘I am fasting, and by Him in Whose
hand is the life of Muḥammad, the smell from the mouth of a fasting man
is for Allāh sweeter than the scent of musk;’ allotted to the fasting man are
two pleasures, the joy whenever he is allowed to eat again, and the joy of his
fasting when some day he returns to his Lord.”

(3) al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tawḥīd, §50:

اليغبنیدبعلنٔالوقیّهنٔاريخنمسنوینبّىتمهسفنوىلٕاهیبٔا

137 Several different formulas were in use for this purpose, e.g., ىلاعت)وكرابت(هللا)لوقی(لاق
or ّهبرنعهیوریّيبنلا… , etc.

138 Cf., for example, ةیـسدقدحاووثیدحةئم , in Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 446, no. 83.
139 Cf. al-Qasṭallānī, s.v., vol. 10, p. 464: ناسنٕالايعارذلوطعابلا .
140 In a third recension in al-Bukhārī, loc. cit., the words are merely indicated as a saying

of Muḥammad.
141 On the expression ibn ādam, “man” see above, p. 194 n. 62.
142 In al-Bukhārī, K. al-Tawḥīd, cap. 50, and al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, cap. iv, fol. 36r, l 9,

there is a still shorter recension; several can be found in Muslim, loc. cit.
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“No one can say that he is better than Jonah, the son of Amittai, although his
descent goes back to his father.”143

(4) Ibn Saʿd, Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer Muhammeds, p. 123:

ّيفنیروازتملاوّيفنيلذابتملاوّيفنيسلاجتملاوّيفّنيباحتملليتمحرتبجو.

“Assured of my compassion are those who inme love one another, in me144 sit
together, and in me help and visit one another.”

[No number (5), the count jumps from no. 4 to no. 6.]

(6) al-Jāḥiẓ,K. al-Maḥāsinwa-l-aḍdād = Le Livre des beautés, edited byGerlof[i/258]
van Vloten, p. 168, l 2sq.; al-Bayhaqī, K. al-Maḥāsin wa-l-masāwī, edited by
Friedrich Schwally, p. 310, l 4sq.:

ااًرفسيلْثدْحٔامٓدانباثدحًاقزر

“O,man,145 if youmakeme a journey, then I will provide youwith sustenance.”

Islamic encyclopaedic science146 unites uncanonical promulgations under
the heading ّيورملاولا , ّيسدقلاثیدحلا or ّيـهلٕالاثیدحلا . There is the proper,
clear differentiation between this category and theKoran, ّولتملاولا 147 on the
one hand, and ّيوبنلاثیدحلا , the ordinary sayings of the Prophet on the other
hand. But Islamic sciencemakes amistake by considering the so-called holy
ḥadīths outright revelations,148 since in no single instance is it apriori certain
that we are even dealing with an authentic “utterance” of Muḥammad.

143 These words are transmitted as simple words of the Prophet and to be found in al-
Bukhārī, K. al-Tafsīr on sūra 4:161, and sūra 6:86; al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 641,
etc., partly omitting the last phrase, the sense of which is not clear. Al-Qasṭallānī does not
supply an explanation. The Prophet Jonah ( سنوی ) is mentioned four times in the Koran (4:161,
6:86, 10:98, 37:139) however never with the kunya.

144 This is a typical Christian expression and frequently found in the New Testament but
became quite common in Islamic literature. There are numerous examples that have been
collected by Ignaz Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 355sqq. Cf. alsoM.J. de Goeje in glosses
in al-Ṭabarī, s.v.,يف. The expression is foreign to Koranic diction because in the phrases اودهاج

هللاىف , sūra 22:77, and انیفاودهاج the addition of لیبس is likely to be intended. This expression
in the last line seems to originate from themystic cultures of antiquity; cf. Alb. Dietrich, Eine
Mithrasliturgie, p. 109sqq.

145 On the expression ibn ādam see above, p. 194, n. 62.
146 al-Tahānawī, Dictionary of the sciences of the Musulmans ( نونفلاتاحالطصافاّشكباتك

يوناهتلايلعنبىلعٔاّدمحميولوملافیٔلات ) critical edition by Muḥammad Vajīh and Maulavi Abdul
Haqq and Maulavi Ghulam Qadir (Calcutta, Bibliotheca Indica, 1854–), p. 280sqq., s.v. ثیدح .
Al-Jurjānī (d. 816/1413), Definitiones, ed. G. Flügel, p. 88, is able to trace back this terminology
yet two more centuries.

147 Thus the Koran is outright called ةوالتلا , for example, al-Masʿūdī, al-Tanbīh, p. 191, l 5.
148 Cf. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, cap. iv, fol. 36r: هیحووهللادنعنمتاملكلاهذهّنٔامعزنمف

قدصدقفیزنتو .
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Miscellaneous Revelations Preserved in the Traditions

Finally, we must remember that there is an exceedingly large number of [i/259]
traditions stating thatMuḥammad received revelations on themost diverse
occasions, consisting of warnings or commands as well as disclosures of
contemporary or future events. Of the abundant material, some specimens
must suffice:

After a revelation, Muḥammad suddenly shunned ʿAmr b. Jiḥāsh, who
wanted to kill him with a stone (al-Wāqidī, p. 355sq.).

He learns from divine information where a stray camel went (al-Wāqidī
in Wellhausen,Muhammed inMedina, p. 183).

If it is a command from Heaven, Usayd [Juynboll, Encyclopedia] said to
Muḥammad, comply! (al-Wāqidī in Wellhausen,Muhammed, p. 204).

The Prophet is foretold by a revelation that God graciously received Abū
Lubāba (loc. cit., p. 214), and is informed of the circumstances of the new
prayer place of the Banū Sālim (loc. cit., p. 410).

Near al-Jiʿrāna149 hewas approached by aman dressed in a jubbah (cloak),
with perfume sprinkled all over himself and his clothes, who asked a ques-
tion, upon which Muḥammad succumbed to a fit, waited for a divine reve-
lation, and then replied (al-Bukhārī, K. al-Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §2).

This type of revelation seems to have a very high degree of authenticity.
That no revealed texts are extant alone adds to their credit. Yet even in the
case that all these episodes belong to the realm of fancy, it remains a fact
that we have here an appropriate image of Muḥammad’s moods and frame
ofmind. As the history of religion demonstrates, it is themark of prophets to
remain in nearly constant connectionwith the deity, and this not only in the
case of great andmomentous actions but also being receptive to inspiration
in innumerable minor daily affairs.

It can thus be taken for granted that, apart from the qurʾāns, Muḥam-
mad experienced the influence of other revelations.150 If, in addition, we
remember his many independent manifestations, the question must be
raised as to how it was possible for him to see his way through this confu-
sion. TheKoranic revelations, according to their own interpretation, go back
to a divine book in heaven. Therefore, Muḥammad is likely to have consid-
ered only such revelations as qurʾāns which, according to his belief, origi-
nated from that heavenly archetype.151 We can still add to this pure formal

149 An oasis between al-Ṭāʾif and Mecca; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 140, col. 1.
150 Cf. already above pp. 10–11, and 14.
151 Cf. the fitting remark regarding the so-called divine ḥadīths in al-Mabānī li-naẓm

al-maʿānī, vol. 4, fol. 36r: قدصدقفیزنتوهیحووهللادنعنمتاملكلاهذهّنٔامعزنمف .
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principle thematerial aspect, namely that it concerned generally applicable
ordinances and important affairs of religion.

On such unstable ground the Prophet himself might occasionally have[i/260]
been confronted with doubt; the epigoni, who were tasked with the collec-
tion of the literary bequest, must have been so much more likely to fall into
error. For this reason, common utterances could easily acquire the reputa-
tion of “holy ḥadīths,” or even penetrate the Koran as revelations of prime
importance, just as, vice versa, genuine qurʾāns that, for whatever reason,
did not gain entry in the canonical collection might have found their way
into the collections of ḥadīths.

Still, up to this point, we have not been able to consider any ḥadīth to
be Koranic with any degree of certainty. On the other hand, it seems—as
shall be shown later in the following section—that there is no passage in
the Koran that should be banished to the ḥadīth collections for good reason.
This negative resultmight be related in part to the inherent difficulty, and to
our insufficient research aids, as well as to the self-reliance and competence
prevailing during the collection of the Koran.

The main credit for the reliability of traditions belongs to the Prophet[i/261]
himself. Presumably from the first moment he was convinced to receive
communications from a divine book he laid down that, vis-à-vis the Bible
of the Jews and Christians, these revelations were to serve as a true and
unadulterated testimony of the divine will. Therefore, it must have been in
his interest to save these revelations from oblivion and misrepresentation
bymeans of fixing them inwriting. Tradition, indeed, not onlymentions the
secretaries to whom he dictated the qurʾāns,152 but also supplies important
information about the form of these copies. On the other hand, all other
communications from Allāh were not officially recorded, our knowledge of
them depending instead on the accidents of oral transmission.

152 Cf. above, p. 23sqq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, part 1, p. 706sq.



WRITTEN COLLECTIONS
IN MUḤAMMAD’S LIFETIME

The Preservation of the Manuscripts of the
Revelation duringMuḥammad’s Lifetime,
Based on References in the Koran and

on the Literary Form of the Sūras

The numerous individual revelations that constitute the Holy Scripture of [ii/1]
Islam are based on Koranic references to a book preserved in heaven in an
accurate form. Although the Bible of theChristians and Jews originates from
the samearchetype, it hasbeen subject to serious falsifications.Additionally,
thedifferent names for revelation, likequrʾān,1 kitāb, andwaḥy,2 are allusions
to its written origin. In such circumstances it would be difficult to under-
stand that Muḥammad had not endeavoured at a very early stage to estab-
lish a new document of revelation as well as its written fixation.3 Already
theMeccan sūra 29:47 contains an allusion to writing down the revelations.
Tradition is quite explicit in this matter and even records the names of the
men to whom the Prophet dictated the revelations.4 Yet we lack reliable
information5 regarding the particulars of procedure and the preservation
and arrangement of the material. According to Lammens,6 in sūra 75:16–17
Allāh summoned Muḥammad not to hasten the edition of the Koran as a
special collection so as to have a free hand to change the text leisurely. This
interpretation, however, is wrong; moreover, in this context, hastening can
refer only to the Prophet’s arbitrary interpretation, from which he should
refrainuntil a complete, appropriate revelationhadbeen received. Similarly,
sūra 20:113 commands: “And hasten not with the qurʾān ere its revelation is

1 Qurʾān is both the infinitive of qaraʾa, “to recite,” and loan word from Aramaic ḳeryāna
“lector.”

2 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 20, n. 2.
3 Sprenger, Mohammad, vol. 3, p. xxxiii; Hirschfeld, New researches into the composition

and exegesis of the Qoran, pp. 136 and 141 as well as many others deny this for no valid reason.
Cf. sūra 25:34 and above, p. 208.

4 Cf. above, p. 36sqq.
5 Cf. above, p. 37sqq.
6 H. Lammens, Fātima et les filles deMahomet; notes critiques pour l’ étude de la Sīra, p. 113.
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accomplished unto thee.” A literary analysis of the extant sūras reveals, how-
ever, that Muḥammad himself occasionally combined individual qurʾāns
into a larger unit, or wanted to present markedly artistic literary composi-
tions as emanating from singular and uniform occasions of promulgation.

The homilitic arrangement of most of the sūras makes it exceedingly[ii/2]
difficult to penetrate the secret of their composition and express an opinion
as to what extent the combination of individual revelations of different
provenance within one and the same sūra is to be attributed to the Prophet
himself or only to subsequent editors. The literary unity in the case of the
larger sūras can be maintained with some degree of certainty only in cases
when there is identity or homogeneity of content, as it is the case of sūras
12 and 18, or when a refrain threads the entire sūra, as in sūras 26, 56, 70,
and 77, or when style, rhyme, and rhythm display such a great harmony, as
in sūra 37. Much more doubtful is the matter in the case of sūras 17, 41, and
7. No conclusion at all can be reached as far as sūras 2, 8, 63, 4, and 9 are
concerned. None of the respective sūras can be claimed to have come about
without the aid of notes.

I like to assume the same in instances when Muḥammad at Medina[ii/3]
enlarged earlier revelations by means of small additions or interpolations,7
or even replaced or abrogated them by a new text with different content.8
This was intended to loosen somewhat the chain of revelations, which he
had carelessly put around the neck of his prophetic liberty when he fixed
them in writing.

On the other hand, the numerous dangling verses, as well as the frag-
mentary groups of verses that are either embedded in sūras or now placed
together in the final part of the canonical edition, require a separate expla-
nation. No matter how much importance Muḥammad attached to writing
down, we cannot expect too much completeness and archival perfection,
least of all at Mecca, where he had to fight for life or death as the recognized
Messenger of God. Under the pressure of external circumstances, the keep-
ing of records, even if intended, will have been neglected more than once.

7 E.g. sūras 74:31–34; 80:17–33 and 48–60; 95:6; 85:8–11; 78:37sqq.; 19:35–41.
8 Sūra 2:100. Its Koranic expression is nasakha, which later entered scholarly usage. Origi-

nally thismeant either “to introduce a variant reading” denominated after the Judeo-Aramaic
loanwordnuskhah, “codex”, “copy,” or it originates from theAramaic verbwith themeaningof
“to delete.” As I emphasized earlier—above, p. 41sqq.—the theory of the abrogated passages
of the Koran is unlikely to be Muḥammad’s free invention; rather it is related to a concept
transmitted to him, possibly the New Testament concept of the abrogation of the law by the
Gospel (καταργειν τον νόμον.)
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In the earliest period everything is very likely to have been left to memory,
which, at times, must have failed the Prophet. Accordingly, he consoles the
believers in sūra 2:100 with the promise that “for whatever verse is cast into
oblivion” Allāh will give them a similar or better one.

Apart from records made on Muḥammad’s own demand, there were [ii/4]
probably also such of smaller or larger size produced or commissioned by
eager followers of his teachings. Concurrently there was the preservation
by memory, which must have been of greatest importance at a time when
reading and writing was still a rare art. In addition to the not insignificant
number of companions who knew shorter Koranic passages by heart as far
as this was required9 for the prayer liturgy, there were individuals who had
memorized considerable sections that they could repeat correctly, as from
a book, and thus save from oblivion many a revelation that either had not
been recorded or had been lost.

As long as the Prophet was alive revelation was like a flowing stream. But
when after his death this source—because of its vital importance for the
new religion—was suddenly exhausted,10 the congregation was sooner or
later bound to feel the need to have access to the entire corpus in a reliable
form.

The credit for this collectionof theKoran tradition ascribes in remarkable
unison to the three first caliphs.11 We have at our disposal a considerable
number of old and more recent traditions on this subject. Even if most of
them are agreed in principle, they still differ markedly in important details.
Since sources dealing with such important affairs of religion are a priori
suspect of tendentious interpretation, wemust approach confirming aswell
as contradicting information with equal scepticism. An investigation based
on such principles and in connection with careful consideration of the
extant form of the Koran as the final result of development—and, in the
final analysis, the only unconditional safe clue—might still get close to the
truth of the matter.

9 Cf. e.g. al-Bukhārī, Adhān, §94sqq.; Abū Isḥāq al-Shīrāzī, al-Tanbīh fī furūʿ al-Shāfiʿiyya,
p. 21sqq. [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 202, last line].

10 Inqaṭaʿa l-waḥy, al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát,Manāqib Abī Bakr, at the end.
11 al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 6, says that “in this entreprise the legitimate

caliphs had the support (waffaqa) of Allāh.” al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 133, even uses the strong
expression (alhama) “inspired.” Cf. also below, p. 219sqq., regarding ʿAlī’s alleged activity in
the collecting of the Koran.





THE INDIRECT COLLECTORS
OF THE KORAN OR THE CUSTODIANS

OF THE ORAL REVELATION

Since the Messenger of God left the earthly stage suddenly and unexpect- [ii/5]
edly, it is obvious that theKoran cannot have been completely collected dur-
ing the Prophet’s lifetime. If a tradition going back to Zayd b. Thābit1 main-
tains that at this time the Koran had not been collected at all, then this
is based on a different concept regarding the accounts of how Abū Bakr’s
edition2 came about. According to this account, this caliph found the tra-
ditions dispersed and on different pieces or—as al-Suyūṭī adds by way of
explanation—neither in one place nor arranged according to sūras. This
interpretation, however, is not in complete agreement with the results of
the previous chapter, according to which even at that time there had been
not only sūras, which from the outset were conceived as literary units, but
rather also sūras that Muḥammad himself later put together from pieces of
different provenance.

Although the answer to this question must be postponed until the study
of Abū Bakr’s recension of the Koran has been completed, yet another
strange contradiction to the prevalent opinion can be cleared up right here.
There are not a few traditions that quite harmlessly and without a trace
of polemics against divergent opinions mention a large number of persons
who allegedly collected the Koran during the Prophet’s lifetime. Ibn Saʿd
devotes a separate chapter3 to this subject, even though in another part of
his work he considers the first caliphs to be the first compilers of editions
of the Koran. In such circumstances there is hardly any doubt that there is
something peculiar about it. Indeed, the idiom used, jamaʿa l-Qurʾān, does
not refer to collecting the dispersed revelations in one book but rather,
as it was already known to Muslim authorities of the interpretation of

1 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 133, l 6sqq.
2 Cf. below, p. 220sqq.
3 Dhikr man jamaʿa l-Qurʾān ʿalā ʿahd rasūl Allāh, Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2):

Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muhammads [Muḥammad’s last illness, death and
funeral], ed. Fr. Schwally, pp. 112–115.
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ḥadīth, to learning by heart.4 In the case of this interpretation it remains
uncertain whether the individual “collectors” really had memorized the
entire revelation or only fairly large portions. As we shall see later, knowing
the holy texts by heart has always been of prime importance; the written
preservation of the revelation has always been considered the means to an
end.

The opinions of the different traditions differ not only with respect to the[ii/6]
number of these so-called collectors, but also as to their names. Most fre-
quently the following four are mentioned together:5 Ubayy b. Kaʿb, Muʿādh
b. Jabal,6 Zayd b. Thābit, and Abū Zayd al-Anṣārī [Saʿīd b. Aws b. Thābit,
d. 215/830]. In the numerous variants of this tradition many new names
appear: e.g., Abū l-Dardāʾ, ʿUthmān, Tamīm al-Dārī,7 ʿAbd Allāh IBN

4 al-Nawawī,Tahdhīb, ed.Wüstenfeld, p. 516, l 4, paraphrases ٓنارقلااوعمج by هعیمجاوظفح “they
had completely remembered it by heart.” al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 6, p. 162, on al-Bukhārī manāqib
Zayd b. Thābit explains ٓنارقلاعمج by اًظفحهرهظتـسا . Al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, bottom, it reads: ىفهظفح
هردص [namely ٓنارقلا ] هعمجبهدارمف . Regarding other synonymous expressions cf. below, p. 223 n. 4.

In the tradition Ibn Saʿd, loc. cit, p. 112, l 16, ٓنارقلاعمج , common to all the other recensions of
this chapter, is replaced by ٓنارقلاذخٔا , of course also with themeaning “to remember by heart.”
In other passages, e.g., Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3, part 1): Biographien der mekkanischen
Kämpfer [biographies of the Meccan combatants], p. 53, l 15 and 18, the phrase means “to
recite all of the Koran.”

5 al-Bukhārī, Badʾ al-khalq, § 149, manāqib Zayd; Muslim, Faḍāʾil, cap. 58; al-Tirmidhī,
manāqibMuʿādh; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, Jāmiʿ al-manāqib, faṣl 1, §9; al-Mabānī li-naẓm
al-maʿānī, part 4; al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, fol. 22r; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 166, l 5sqq.; al-Shūshāwī,
iii; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muhammads,
p. 113, ll 7, 14–17, etc. These names are spread over different traditions as follows: al-Itqān,
p 166, mentions Muʿādh, Zayd, Abū Zayd, Abū l-Dardāʾ (ʿUwaymir al-Khazrajī, d. 32/652)
[EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical ḥadīth, p. 550, n. 1] (four).—Ibn Saʿd, Letzte
Krankheit, p. 113, l 5sq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, ʿUthmān, and Tamīm al-Dārī (four).—al-Bukhārī,
Badʾ al-khalq, § 123, 147, and 148; Muslim ibn al-Ḥajjāj, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, §59; al-Suyūṭī, al-
Itqān, p. 165; al-Nawawī (Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ), edited by Wüstenfeld, p. 267: Ubayy, Muʿādh,
ʿAbd Allāh b. Masʿūd, and Sālim b. Maʿqil, clients of ABŪ HUDHAYFAH (Mūsā b. Masʿūd,
[d. 240/854; F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 1, p. 41.]) ibid.—Ibn Saʿd,
ibid., p. 113, l 11 sq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, Zayd, Abū Zayd, and Tamīm (five men)—Ibn Saʿd, ibid.,
p. 113, l 20sq., and l 114, l 1 sqq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, ʿUbāda b. al-Ṣāmit, Abū Ayyūb, Abū l-
Dardāʾ (thus, also five.)—Ibn Saʿd, ibid., p. 113, l 1 sqq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, Zayd, Abū Zayd
al-Anṣārī Saʿīd b. Aws b. Thābit [F. Sezgin, Geschichte, vol. 9, pp. 67–68], Abū l-Dardāʾ,
Saʿd b. Ubayd (six men).—Ibn Saʿd, ibid., p. 113, l 20sqq.: the same men, and Mujammiʿ b.
Jāriya.—Ibn Saʿd, ibid., p. 113, l 23sqq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, Zayd, Abū Zayd, ʿUthmān, Tamīm
al-Dārī.—al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 169, l 13sqq.: Ubayy, Muʿādh, Zayd, Abū Zayd, Abū l-Dardāʾ,
Mujammīʿ.—Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 27: Ubayy, Muʿādh, Abū Zayd, Abū al-
Dardāʾ, Saʿd b. ʿUbayd, ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib, ʿUbayd b. Muʿāwiya b. Zayd b. Thābit b. al-Ḍaḥḥāk
(seven men).

6 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 22, col. 2, p. 40, col. 1.
7 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 35sqq.
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MASʿŪD, Sālim b. Maʿqil,8 ʿUbāda b. al-Ṣāmit,9 Abū Ayyūb, Saʿd b. ʿUbayd,
Mujammiʿ b. Jāriya,10 ʿUbayd b. Muʿāwiya (Ibn Zayd b. Thābit b. al-Ḍaḥḥāk),
and ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib.

From among these men we shall later meet again ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib, Sālim,
Zayd b. Thābit, Ubayy b. Kaʿb, and ʿAbd Allāh IBNMASʿŪD as alleged or true
editors of written collections of the Koran.

8 EQ: died 12/634.
9 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 38, col. 2, p. 419, col. 2.

10 EQ; Juynboll, ibid.





POPULAR ACQUAINTANCE
WITH THE KORAN UNDER THE FIRST CALIPHS

As far as the Koran is concerned, the ignorance of the average believer in [ii/7]
the early years of Islam was beyond imagination. Literature contains many
drastic pieces of evidence. After the Battle of al-Qādisiyya, not far from
al-Ḥīra (637), ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb ordered the commander-in-chief, Saʿd b.
Abī Waqqāṣ,1 to distribute the spoils among the Koran reciters (ḥamalat
al-Qurʾān). When the famous warrior, ʿAmr b. Maʿdikarib,2 appeared before
him and was questioned about his acquaintance with the revelation he
apologized with the words: “I embraced Islam in the Yemen, and spent the
rest ofmy life as a soldier and therefore hadno time tomemorize theKoran.”
Bishr b. Rabīʿa of al-Ṭāʾif, whomSaʿd b. AbīWaqqās asked the same question,
replied with the well-known phrase, bismillāh al-Raḥmān al-Raḥīm.3 When
in the Battle of Yamāma the Anṣār were addressed by their leader with the
honorific name, “People of the Sūra of the Cow,” a Ṭayyiʾ warrior asserted
that he had not even memorized a single verse of this sūra.4 Aws b. Khālid,
a respected Bedouin of the Banū Ṭayyiʾ, was once so maltreated by the
commissioner of Caliph ʿUmar for not remembering even a single passage
from the Koran that he died.5 Indeed, even under the Umayyads a khaṭīb at
Kufa allegedlywent up to the pulpit and recited a part of the dīwān of ʿADĪ b.
Zayd (IBN AL-RIQĀʿ),6 thinking it was a verse from the Koran.7 Even if these
stories are nothing but anecdotes they certainly give an accurate picture of
how versed in the Koran the Bedouin soldiery of the nascent Islam really
were. And strange characters like this preacher might have still appeared at
much later times.

1 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 171.
2 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 306–307.
3 Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, vol. 1, no. 764; Abū l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī, al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 40.
4 ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Muḥammad IBN ḤUBAYSH; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 295, last line;

[al-Ghazawāt al-damina al-kāfila, Ms. Berlin, cod. Wetzstein, no. 173 =Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verze-
ichnis der arabischenHandschriften, no. 9689], fol. 13ª; [Beirut edition by Suhayl Zakkār, 1992].

5 AbūTammāmḤabīb b. Aws, al-Ḥamāsa, vol. 1, p. 389; Abū l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī, al-Aghānī,
vol. 16, p. 58.

6 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 321–322.
7 al-Fihrist, Flügel’s edition, p. 91.





COLLECTING AND EDITING

ʿAlī as a Collector of the Koran

A variety of traditions mention ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib, a cousin and son-in-law [ii/8]
of Muḥammad, as the author of a collection of qurʾāns. According to one
tradition, he started his collection while the Prophet was still alive, and
on the latter’s explicit order. It is said that ʿAlī collected the Koran from
leaves, silk rags, and scraps of paper that he discovered under the Prophet’s
pillow, immediately vowing not to leave the house before he completed the
task.1 Others move the event to the time immediately after Muḥammad’s
death, and suspect ʿAlī to have used this vow as an excuse to delay homage
toAbūBakr.2 It is also said that in the face ofMuḥammad’s death ʿAlī realized
the fickleness of man and was determined to complete the writing in three
days.3

The author of the Fihrist even claims to have seen a fragment of the
original. The fact of the matter is that there is absolutely no truth to this
claim.

Even the sources of these accounts—Shīʿite commentaries on the Koran, [ii/9]
and Sunnite historical works with Shīʿite influence—are suspect, since
everything that Shīʿites say about themost saintly man of their sect must be
considered a priori a tendentious fabrication. The content of these reports
contradicts all sound facts of history. Neither the traditions regarding Zayd
b. Thābit’s collection of the Koran nor those about other pre-ʿUthmānic col-
lections know anything of an analogouswork by ʿAlī. He himself never refers

1 Cf. the Shiʿite commentaries, Tafsīr ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm in: W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der
arabischen Handschriften no. 929 = cod. Sprenger, no. 406; Muḥammad b. Murtadā, K. al-Ṣāfī
(fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān) in:W.Ahlwardt, ibid., no. 899 = cod. 1 Petermann, no. 553;MirzaAlexander
Kazem-Beg, “Observations sur le ‘Chapitre inconnu du Coran,’ publié et traduit par Garcin de
Tassy,” p. 386. All these traditions go back to ʿAlī’s family, thus making them for us so much
more suspectable.

2 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt), vol. 2, part 2: Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muhammeds,
p. 101, ll 16–20; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 134sq. Both sources, however, challenge the credibility
of the information. In Ibn Saʿd’s work ʿIkrima when questioned replies that he does not
know anything about it. al-Suyūṭī quotes Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī’s remark that jamaʿa in that
tradition means “to remember.”

3 al-Fihrist, edited by Flügel, p. 28.
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to his own collection, neither during his caliphate nor before, and it is
certain that the Shīʿites were never in possession of such a document.4

According to al-Yaʿqūbī,5 the arrangement of the sūras in ʿAlī’s collection[ii/10]
of the Koran established shortly after the death of Muḥammad is said to be
as follows: 2, 12, 29, 30, 31, 41, 51, 76, 32, 79, 81, 82, 84, 87, 98 (first section.)—3,
11, 22, 15, 33, 44, 55, 69, 70, 80, 91, 97, 99, 104, 105, 106 (second section.)—4, 16,
23, 36, 42, 56, 67, 74, 107, 111, 112, 103, 101, 85, 95, 27 (third section.)—5, 10, 19,
26, 43, 49, 50, 54, 60, 86, 90, 94, 100, 108, 109 (fourth section.)—6, 17, 21, 25,
28, 40, 58, 59, 62, 63, 68, 71, 72, 77, 93, 102 (fifth section.)—7, 14, 18, 24, 38, 39,
45, 98, 57, 73, 75, 78, 88, 89, 92, 110 (sixth section.)—8, 9, 20, 35, 37, 46, 48, 52,
53, 61, 64, 65, 83, 113, 114 (seventh section).

Although some sūras are accidentally omitted in the manuscript trans-
mission (sūras 1, 13, 34, 47, and 107), the method of arrangement is quite
clear. It is based on a particular combination of the canonical edition with
the sections or reading parts (ajzāʾ, sing. juzʾ). Whereas in other cases these
sections represent incisions in the text according to the transmitted order,
here, in each of the seven sections a fixed number (16–17) of select sūras is
united. Yet this selection is not entirely arbitrary, since every section regu-
larly begins with a lower numbered sūra (2–7), according to the authorized
order of sūras, and then on through the different decimals—with minor
exceptions that are themselves probably subject to textual corruptions—
and then continues to the high numbers, so that every section offers in some
measure a cross section of the entire Koran.

If thus the arrangement of the sūras testifies to a dependence on the
ʿUthmānic recension, somuchmore does this apply to the later division into
reading portions, which did not appear until the Umayyad period.

According to yet another equally untenable account,6 the arrangement of[ii/11]
the six first sūras of the ʿAlid Koran was as follows: 96, 74, 68, 73, 111, 81.

The Collection of Sālim b. Maʿqil

Another collection that, as it seems, allegedly appeared immediately after
the death of Muḥammad is ascribed to Sālim b. Maʿqil,7 a client of Abū

4 For details see below, “Sectarian Reproach to the ʿUthmānic Text,” pp. 246–266.
5 al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, ed. by M.Th. Houtsma, vol. 2, pp. 152–154. In the known manu-

scripts of al-Fihrist the list of sūras of the ʿAlid Koran is omitted.
6 See below, p. 251, Sprenger, Leben und Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 3, p. xliv.
7 EQ.
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Ḥudhayfa.8 When he set out on the project he vowed, like ʿAlī, not to leave
the house before the task had been accomplished. Afterwards there was a
discussion as to the name of the collection. Some men suggested sifr but
Sālim b. Maʿqil rejected this proposal because this was the basmala of the
Jews; preference should be given to muṣḥaf, which he had come to know
in Abyssinia in a similar meaning. Thus the matter was decided. Al-Suyūṭī
records yet another tradition in the same context, according to which Sālim
was among those who, at the command of Abū Bakr, undertook the col-
lection of the Koran. This tradition contradicts—as shall be demonstrated
later—all sound facts of the history of the Koran. Al-Suyūṭī, therefore, right-
fully classifies the matter among curiosities (gharīb).

8 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 135; Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 3, p. xliv.





THE (FIRST) COLLECTION OF ZAYD B. THĀBIT

The Prevailing Tradition

There is a long tradition1 about this collection going back to Zayd himself. In [ii/11]
spite of its wide dissemination, it has undergone relatively few changes.2 Its
content is as follows: during the war against the prophet Maslama, particu-
larly in the decisive Battle of ʿAqrabāʾ in al-Yamāma—in 11/632 or 12/6333—
the death toll was particularly high among the reciters of the Koran.4 It
was for this reason that ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb feared that a large part of the
Koran could be lost should all these men die in battle.5 He then advised the

1 Muḥammad b. Muslim AL-ZUHRĪ (d. 124/741) from ʿUbayd b. al-Sabbāq [EQ; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 421sqq.] (Fihristwrong, Salaf) from Zayd.

2 ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Chronicon, vol. 2, p. 279, vol. 3, p. 86; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist,
p. 24; Abū l-Fidāʾ, Annales moslemici, ed. J. Reiske, vol. 1, p. 212; al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, ed.
M.Th. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 154; al-Bukhārī and al-Tirmidhī in Tafsīr on sūra 9:129sq.; al-Ṭabarī,
Tafsīr; al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §3, Aḥkām §37; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Faḍāʾil
al-Qurʾān, faṣl 3; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part ii; al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ fī maʿrifat rasm
maṣāḥif al-amṣār, Ms. Sprenger, fol. 2rsq.; Silvestre de Sacy, “Commentaire sur le poëme
nommé Raïyya,” p. 343sq.; commentary on the ʿAqīla in the Mémoires de l’Académie des
inscriptions, vol. 50 (1808), p. 421; al-Qurṭubī, Jāmiʿ aḥkām al-Qurʾān, Ms. fol. 19; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, pp. 133sq., and 138.

3 Fighting took place probably during the last months of 11/632, and the first months of
12/633. Cf. Caetani,Annali, vol. 2, p. 724, andhisChronographia Islamica, fasc. 1, pp. 112 and 121.
Conversely, the majority of the sources do not supply any particular year for the collecting.
Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 695, col. 1.

4 Most of the sources listed in note 2 above call the men who knew by heart large parts
of the Koran qurrāʾ “reader.” Some, like al-Yaʿqūbī (otherwise al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 40, l 18, and
al-Ṭabari, vol. 1, p. 1940, l 2) use the expression ḥamalat al-Qurʾānī, which is normally trans-
lated by “bearer of the Koran.” The actual meaning is obscure since there is nothing to lead
over from Arabic ḥamala “to carry, bear” either to the meaning “to commit to memory” or
to the meaning “to transmit,” derived from expressions like ḥamalat al-ḥadīth (al-Nawawī,
p. 63, according to M.J. de Goeje in the gloss, al-Ṭabarī) or ḥamala ḥadīthan ʿan (al-Mizzī,
cod. Landberg, no. 40, [sic] according to Eduard Sachau on Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):Biographien
der mekkanischen Kämpfer, vol. 3, part 1, p. 453, l 3), and ʿilman ʿan (al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-
ḥuffāẓ, Hyderabad ed., vol. 1, p. 37, l 5sq.) respectively. For this reasonwe are probably dealing
with the mechanical transfer of a foreign idiom. Since there is nothing corresponding avail-
able in either the Judeo-Aramaic or the South Arabian-Abyssinian lexicon, there remains
only Middle Persian. But which meaning is intended when rendering harābidhat, namely
the Arabic plural of Persian hīrbuẕ [ ذبريه ] “priest” (Avestic aēthrupatai “head of school”) by
ḥamalat al-dīn, is also questionable.

5 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 695, col. 1.
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caliph to issue an order that the Koranic fragments should be collected. At
first, Caliph Abū Bakr was hesitant to embark upon a task that the Prophet
had not authorized, but he eventually consented and commissioned Zayd
b. Thābit, an intelligent young man who had already been called upon by
the Prophet to write down certain passages of the revelations.6 After some
hesitation Zayd accepted, although he thought it would be easier to move
a mountain. He collected the Koran from pieces of scrap papyrus or parch-
ment,7 thin whitish stones,8 palm branches,9 shoulder-blades,10 ribs,11 pieces
of tanned skin,12 and small boards.13 Tradition lists as the final source “the

6 His vitawill be presented later in the chapter on themembers of theKoranCommission[ii/13]
appointed by ʿUthmān. [Cf. A. Jeffery,Materials for the history of the … Qurʾān, pp. 223–224.]

7 عاقر , ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Chronicon, vol. 3, p. 86; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, ed. by
G. Flügel, p. 24; Ibn Khaldūn, al-ʿIbar … wa-l-khabar fī ayyām al-ʿArab, vol. 2, appendix ( ةیقب ),
p. 136; al-Bukhārī, Aḥkām, §37, and Tafsīr on sūra 9:129; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, Ms.
fol. 6ª; al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, Ms. fol. 2 b; al-Qurṭubī, Ms. fol. 18 b; Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN
ABĪ ṬĀLIB, Kashf ʿan wujūh, p. 502; al-Naysābūrī in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 23; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn,
vol. 1, p. 6. These scraps, according to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 137, were made of papyrus or
parchment. L. Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, p. 711, deals with the question, and thinks that at the
time the lattermaterial wasmore common in Arabia. Abū l-Fidāʾ, vol. 1, 212, outright uses the
expression دولجلا .

8 فاخل Fihrist, p. 24; al-Bukhārī, Aḥkām, §37, Faḍāʾil §3; al-Tirmidhī on sūra 9:129; al-
Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, Faḍāʾil, faṣl 3; al-Itqān, pp. 134 and 137;Muqniʿ, fol. 2 b; Ibn ʿAṭiyya,
fol. 25ª; al-Nīsābūrī; in ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn, vol. 1, p. 6, the curious scholiumhas ينعیفاخللاةاورلاضعبلاق

يفزخلا , cf. also Ibn ʿAṭiyya, al-Jāmiʿ al-muḥarrar, fol. 25ª فزخ .
9 بسع ; cf. the sources mentioned in notes 6 and 7; Abū l-Fidāʾ, vol. 1, p. 212, reads

لخنلادیرج ; Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB b. Mukhtār al-Qaysī, Kashf, [Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, Ms. no. 578,] p. 502, فعس . The use of this writing material in pre-Islamic Arabia
is documented in Imruʾ al-Qays, Wilh. Ahlwardt, The Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets,
no. 63, 1; Labīd b. Rabīʿa, Der Dīwān des Lebīd, ed. J. Chālidī, p. 61; al-Sukkarī, Poems of the
Huzailis, ed. Kosegarten, no. 3, l 7, and al-Fihrist, p. 21. Muḥammad used this writing material
for a letter to the [Banū] ʿUdhrāʾ, in Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, no. 60;
al-Wāqidī, ed. by Wellhausen, p. 388. Cf. also G. Jacob, Studien in arabischen Dichtern, vol. 3,
p. 162.

10 فاتكٔا , al-Bukhārī in the Tafsīr; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 137; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20; Abū
MuḥammadMAKKĪ IBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB, al-Kashf, p. 503. Cf. Fihrist, p. 21; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1806,
l 15sqq. = Ibn Saʿd, Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muhammads [Muḥammad’s last
illness, death, and funeral], p. 37, l 6sqq.;Musnad Aḥmad IBN ḤANBAL, vol. 1, p. 355; Goldzi-
her’s review, “C.H. Becker, Papyri Schott-Reinhardt,” col. 2250. Shoulder blades of camels were
still in use in East Africa by the Suahelis until most recent times, particularly in elementary
schools, cf. E. Ruete,Memoiren, 4th ed., 1886, vol. 1, p. 90.

11 عالضٔا , al-Itqān, p. 137; al-Dānī, Muqniʿ, fol. 2 b; Carl G. Büttner, Suaheli-Schriftstücke in
arabischer Schrift, p. 189, refers to thigh-bones of camels as being used still in East Africa.

12 ميدٔاعطق , al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 137; Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB al-Qaysī,
loc. cit., p. 17. Muḥammad made use of this writing material in his missives, cf. Wellhausen,
Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 4, nos. 48 and 52; al-Waqidī, in Wellhausen, Muhammed in
Medina, p. 388; cf. also G. Jacob, Das Leben der vorislamischen Beduinen, p. 162.

13 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 137.
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hearts of men,”14 namely that Zayd b. Thābit supplemented his archival
researches by interviews with men who had memorized Koranic passages.
Finally, it is reported that he chanced upon sūra 9:129sq. withKhuzayma15 or
with AbūKhuzayma (IbnAws b. Zayd)16 fromMedina. The individual pieces
Zayd b. Thābit wrote down on uniform leaves17 and handed them over to the
caliph. After his death the copy descended to his successor ʿUmar, who in
turn bequeathed it to Ḥafṣa, Muḥammad’s widow.

14 ( لاجرلا ) سانلارودص : the previously cited sources, and Abū l-Fidāʾ, Annales, ed. Reiske,
vol. 1, p. 212, لاجرلاهاوفٔا .

15 al-Tirmidhī in the tafsīr on sūra 9:129; al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, fol. 6ª; AbūMuḥam-
mad MAKKĪ ĪBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB b. Mukhtār al-Qaysī, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 302; al-Muttaqī, Kanz
al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, nos. 4759 and 4767; al-Tirmidhī knows the full name of this man, Khuza-
yma b. Thābit, but although the name is found in biographical dictionaries, he is not brought
in connectionwith the collection of the Koran. [Gautier Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 185, col. 1,
and 696, col. 1.]

16 Fihrist, p. 24; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 134 and 136; al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, §3; al-
Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, faṣl 3. The man is commonly identified as an
Anṣāri and therefore allegedly identical with Abū Khuzayma b. Aws b. Zayd (Ibn Saʿd (al-
Ṭabaqāt) Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer (vol. 3, part 2), p. ٤٥ ; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-
ghāba, vol. 5, p. 180). The designation as Ibn Thābit (al-Itqān, p. 136, end) is based on a
confusion with the above-mentioned Khuzayma [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 185, col. 1,
p. 696, col. 1.]

The variants, Khuzayma and Abū Khuzayma, appear side by side in al-Bukhārī, tafsīr on
sūra 9:129,Aḥkām, §37, al-Dānī,Muqniʿ, fol. 6ª, al-Qurṭubī, fol. 18 b, and ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn, vol. 1, p. 6.
People attempted to explain the variants in differentways: e.g., that in the first collection sūra
9:129 was found at Abū Khuzayma’s quarters, but later in the ʿUthmānic recension, sūra 33:23
was found atKhuzayma’s quarters (al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20v, and al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, etc.).
Still other combinations are offered by al-Qurṭubī, in al-Muqniʿ, and Ibn ʿAṭiyya al-Ṭabarī in
his Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 21, has those two Koranic passages found on two different men named
Khuzayma, andhedates the event in the rule of ʿUthmān.According to IbnḤajar al-ʿAsqalānī,
vol. 1, no. 1395, Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 326, and Ibn ʿAṭiyya, fol. 26v, sūra 9:129sq.
was discoveredunder the rule of AbūBakr onḤārith b. Khazma. In Ibn al-Athīr,Usdal-ghāba,
vol. 5, p. 180, it is merely stated that the names indicate different men, with no more in
common than their Anṣārī origin.

Less frequently we find the statement that the missing verse was sūra 33:23, e.g., al-Dānī,
al-Muqniʿ, fol. 2 b, and al-Qurṭubī, fol. 18 b. In al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī—where nearly
everything that al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20, said about ʿUthman’s recension is applied to the
one by Abū Bakr—sūra 33:23 is missing at first examination, and sūra 9:129 at the second
examination. According to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 143, ʿUmar finds the end of sūra 9 (verses 129
and 130) on Ḥārith b. Khuzayma. The opinion that these verses are the last of the Koran to
have been revealed is naturally somehow connected with the fact that they were discovered
rather late as mentioned earlier. However, we cannot say for certain what was the causal
relation of the two opinions. As I emphasized above, p. 182sq., in any case, this chronological
arrangement must be considered unfounded. Conversely, William Muir (Life of Mahomet,
vol. 1, p. xxvi) contests that the verses hadbeendiscovered so late; as the last of the revelations
they must have been familiar to all men.

17 Ṣuḥuf; cf. on this below, p. 232sq.
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Divergent Traditions

Whereas ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb appears in the standard transmission only as[ii/15]
the intellectual author of the first collection, it is Abū Bakr in his capac-
ity as the ruling caliph who is responsible for the realization of the plan,
who appoints the technical director, and who takes charge of the project.
However, there is yet another tradition that, in so far as the brief text per-
mits, completely disregards the first caliph and attributes all the above-
mentioned functions to the initiative of his energetic successor. The words
of the tradition,18 “ʿUmarwas the first to collect theKoranon leaves,” possibly
include the wider sense that not only did the completion of the enterprise
fall into the reign of this caliph, but also its beginning. On the other hand,
the remark that ʿUmar died even before he collected the Koran19 is a refer-
ence to the final canonical recension that he is supposed to have already
contemplated.20

At other places we learn various details about the way ʿUmar proceeded
with his first collection. A later source cites as a reason for its collection
that ʿUmar, inquiring about a certain Koranic verse, was told that the man
who knew it by heart had been killed in the Battle of Yamāma.21 Further-
more, it is said, e.g., that he included only such passages that had been
attested by two witnesses.22 Also traditions relating to the Verse of Ston-
ing23 seem to assume that ʿUmar was involved in the collection of the Koran.
As some reports point out,24he feared that one day believerswould painfully
miss the verse if they did not find it in the Book of God.25 According to

18 IbnSaʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):BiographiendermekkanischenKämpfer (vol. 3, part 1), p. 252, l 8sq.
When al-Suyūṭī in al-Itqān, p. 135, interprets the verb jamaʿa “collected” as ashāra bi-jamʿih
“he advised him to collect,” this, I think, is harmonistic fancy.

19 Ibid., p. 212, l 4.
20 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 430; cf. below, p. 255sq.
21 al-Itqān, p. 135.
22 al-Itqān, p. 136, appendix (from Yaḥyā b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Ḥāṭib (d. 104/722–723)),

[Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 14, col. 2]. The Shiʿite commentary (by Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā,
K. al-Ṣāfī), Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 899, is trying to follow from this the imperfection of
ʿUmar’s Koran because among the passages that could not be endorsed by two witnesses
there must have certainly been authentic passages.

23 Cf. above, p. 198sqq.
24 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1821; Ibn Hishām, p. 1015; al-Tirmidhī,Ḥudūd, §6; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī,

Mishcát, Ḥudūd, beginning; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, sections 2 and 5.
25 Ibn Ṭāhir al-Baghdādī, al-Nāsikh (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 478) quotes ʿUmar: “If I did

not fear to be suspected of interpolation, I would have written the Verse of Stoning in the
margin (ḥāshiyat al-muṣḥaf) of the codex.”
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others,26 he freely admits that he did not include the verse, not wanting to
be reproached for an addition to the revelations. According to al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 137, he made the decision because he could not find the two
required witnesses.27 All these traditions are based on the opinion that
this verse is part of the revelation. Even if this is a mistake, as I tried to
prove earlier,28 it is still difficult to believe that a man like ʿUmar stubbornly
defended its authenticity.

A third group of traditions29 attempts to harmonize the first and second [ii/17]
groups. At the behest of Abū Bakr, Zayd b. Thābit then wrote down the
revelations on pieces of leather, shoulder blades, and palm branches. After
the death of the Caliph, namely under ʿUmar, he copied these texts on a
single sheet,30 the size of which unfortunately remains a mystery.

Finally, a strange story31 must be recalled. According to this, Abū Bakr
refused to collect the Koran, since Muḥammad did not also do this. There-
upon ʿUmar took over and had it copied on leaves. He then commissioned
twenty-five Quraysh and fifty Anṣārīs to copy the Koran and submitted the
work to Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ.32 It is obvious that in this case the traditions regard-
ing the first collection of the Koran and the canonical edition are mixed up.
Such a large number of collaborators is nowhere elsementioned for the first
collection. Saʿīd was only a child of eleven when ʿUmar became caliph. Nei-
ther al-Yaʿqūbī nor any of his sources can realistically be held accountable
for this hopeless confusion; this must be due to a lacuna in the manuscript
used by the editor.33

When emphasizing Zayd b. Thābit’s youth and intelligence, as well as
his former activity as special amanuensis to Muḥammad,34 all our sources35

26 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der mekkanischen Kämpfer, p. 242; al-Yaʿqūbī, Histo-
riae, vol. 2, p. 184; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, vol. 2; al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, p. 349 (Ḥudūd, § 1, end).

27 There is the unique report in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 528, that the controversy over the
inclusion of the Verse of Stoning arose during the canonical edition.

28 Above, pp. 198–202.
29 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 90; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 138; Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN

ABĪ ṬĀLIB b. Mukhtār al-Qaysī, al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qiraʾāt wa-l-ʿilalhā wa-l-hajajhā inWilh.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, 578 (= cod. 1 Petermann, no. 17, p. 503).

30 fī ṣaḥīfa wāḥida.
31 al-Yaʿqūbī, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 152. Cf. G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 232, col. 1.
32 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 232; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 3, and vol. 9, p. 6.
33 This lacuna would have to be assumed before wa-ajlasa, p. 152, l 15.
34 The chapter on Muḥammad’s correspondence and the embassies to him in the Sīra

of Ibn Saʿd lists fourteen men who served as the Prophet’s secretaries, but Zayd is not
mentioned.

35 Cf. above, p. 223 n. 2.
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agree that Zaydwasparticularly suited to collecting the revelations. Scholars
usually give as the first reason the greater willingness of a young man to
comply with the orders of the caliph than would have been the case with
an old, obstinate servant. On the other hand, the sources cited say nothing
about Zayd’s skill to learn theKoran by heart, although this ability is in other
cases frequently mentioned.36

The reports regarding Zayd b. Thābit’s working procedure tacitly presup-[ii/18]
pose that he generally followed the originals at his disposal. Still, his treat-
ment of the last verses of sūra nine, [Repentance,] nos. 129 and 130, which he
simply appended to a large sūra, demonstrates that he occasionally did not
shun arbitrary decisions. Zayd or ʿUmar allegedly said on this occasion that
if this part had consisted of three instead of only two verses, he would have
created a separate sūra.37

Criticism of the Traditions

As we can see, Muslims hold three different views regarding the develop-
ment of the first collection of the Koran. According to the first point of view,
the standard tradition, this took place under the rule of Abū Bakr; accord-
ing to the second point of view, this happened during the rule of ʿUmar; and
according to the third point of view, the actual work commenced under Abū
Bakr butwas completed only under his successor. As there is no clear answer
to the question as to which one of them is to be preferred, a complicated
investigation is necessary.

The standard tradition is made up of different elements that either con-
tradict one another or other historical reports:

1. Abū Bakr, indeed, organized the initial collection, but the intellectual
author, and the actual driving force, was ʿUmar.

2. The occasion of the Battle of Yamāma, the solemn motive to save the[ii/19]
word of God from decline, the participation of the ruling caliph as
well as the most powerful man in the theocracy of the time—all these
circumstances together give the collection the character of a basic

36 A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Notice du manuscrit arabe … al-Muqniʿ fī l-maʿrifa…”, p. 305; Ibn
al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba; al-Nawawī (akhadha l-Qurʾān); al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1,
p. 26 (ḥafiẓa l-Qurʾān). It is not clear what Ibn Saʿd, [al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr], vol. 2, part 2: (Letzte
Krankheit, Tod und BestattungMuḥammads p. 116, l 9) has inmind when he is praising Zayd’s
qirāʾa.

37 In al-Itqān, p. 143, l 3, it should read دهشٔأاورمع instead دهشٔأاورمع .
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fundamental work for religion and state. It was therefore only to be
expected that after the death of Abū Bakr the project was not handed
over to his family but to ʿUmar, his successor in office.

3. ʿUmar’s bequest of the collection to his daughter Ḥafṣa, however,
obliges one to conclude that it did not constitute the property of either
the community or the state but was private ownership. A document of
official or public character could not have been bequeathed, least of all
to a woman, even if she was the widow of the Prophet, but it belonged
to the succeeding caliph.

In favour of the private character of the collection speaks the fact that after
the great conquests itwasnot used in any foreignprovince,while, aswe shall
see later, the editions of ʿAbd Allāh IBNMASʿŪD and Ubayy b. Kaʿb attained
this success, even without such a high patronage.

4. Abū Bakr’s brief term of office of two years and two months38 is, in the
eyes of tradition, rather short for the difficult process of collecting the
dispersed texts. Somuchmore so since theprojectwasnot starteduntil
after the Battle of Yamāma,39 so that there remained only the time of
some fifteen-odd months.

5. The connection of the collection and the campaign of al-Yamāma rests [ii/20]
on a very weak foundation. L. Caetani40 points out that in the registers
of Muslim casualties in the Battle of ʿAqrabāʾ there are but few men
with profound knowledge of Koranic matters; nearly all of them were
recent converts. The contention that many Koran reciters were killed
in the encounter, and that Abū Bakr feared that a great part of the
Koran might get lost, therefore cannot possibly be true.41 Little can be
said against this opinion, provided that Caetani’s list42 of 151 casualties
is correct and that we are in the possession of nearly comprehensive
information of the Koran reciters at that time.

In the reports on casualties accessible to me there are actually only two
men whose knowledge of the Koran is explicitly attested.43 ʿAbd Allāh b.

38 From 13th Rabīʿ II 11/8 June 632 to 21st Jumādā 13/22 August 634.
39 The campaign occurred probably in the three final months of 11/632 and the first three

months of 12/633. Cf. above, p. 217.
40 Caetani, Annali, vol. 2, §2, n. 1.
41 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 695, col. 1.
42 Annali, vol. 2, pp. 739–754.
43 According to a legendary note in al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4770, even four

hundred Koran reciters are supposed to have been killed. Cf. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 695,
col. 1.
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Ḥafṣ b. Ghānim44 and Sālim (IbnMaʿqil), client of AbūḤudhayfa,45 who after
him carried the banner of the muhājirs. If the words of Abū Ḥudhayfa: “O,
people of the Koran, decorate the Koranwith deeds,”46 are indeed authentic,
they would suggest a considerable number of such men among the Muslim
combatants.

But even if the contradictions pointed out by Caetani were to disappear,
the traditional connection of the collectionwith thismilitary campaign still
cannot bemaintained because, as the additional report states in cryptic lan-
guage, the collection is based almost exclusively on written sources. There
can be no doubt in this matter since we know that Muḥammad himself had
arranged for a written copy of the revelations.47 In such circumstances, the
death of any odd number of reciters of the Koran did not jeopardize the sur-
vival of the Prophet’s revelations.

The subject of the traditions offers no additional means to discover the[ii/21]
historical truth in this chaos of contradictions and errors. We must conse-
quently try to find clues from the form of the tradition and extract an older
core by way of literary analysis. The overwhelming majority of the individ-
ual pieces of evidence suggests recognizing the collection of the Koran as an
affair of the state. The only aspect touching private law, namely the passing
of ʿUmar’s leaves to the property of his daughter Ḥafṣa, can easily be elimi-
nated from the text. It thus seems that there cannot be any doubt that the
other view is older and more relevant.

Nevertheless, this solution, which in itself is simple and obvious, must be
considered wrong. It is precisely the fact that after the death of ʿUmar the
collection was the property of Ḥafṣa bt. ʿUmar that is the most reliable of
the entire report, as it is confirmed by reports about the canonical edition of
the Koran. There it is said about ʿUthmān that he had the “leaves” brought
from Ḥafṣa’s and used them as the basis of his recension. This is the most
solid point from which we must turn our gaze backwards. Although the
reports of the two versions of the Koran are nowmostly connected with one
another, nevertheless, in the older sources, each one has its own isnād and
consequently its own literary position.

44 In al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1940, 1945, and Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil), vol. 2, p. 276, he is called
ḥāmil al-Qurʾān.

45 Loc. cit. he is called ḥāmil al-Qurʾān or ṣāḥib Qurʾān, but without mention of his death.
His death in the battle, however, is in other sources frequently attested: al-Balādhurī, Liber
expugnationis, p. 90; Ibn Qutayba, p. 139; al-Nawawī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba. Cf. also
Caetani, loc. cit., p. 750, no. 113. We have already come across this man, above, p. 209.

46 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1945, l 2; Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil), vol. 2, p. 277.
47 See above, p. 217.
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For the moment we must postpone the discussion as to how far we can[ii/22]
trustwhat has been said about the early story of those “leaves.” In itself, there
is nothing more natural than their passing to Ḥafṣa by way of a bequest.
The affair, however, might possibly be different. If Ḥafṣa was literate,48 she
might have acquired or commissioned the collection of the Koran for her
own use. If this were not the case, there is more than one reason that might
have prompted one of the most respected women of contemporary Medina
to such an action. If ʿUmar was not the previous owner, his authorship is
also in doubt. It is quite obvious how the error attributing authorship to
ʿUmar could have come about. After the believers had resigned themselves
to the bitter reality that an unable and obnoxious ruler like ʿUthmān had
become the father of the canonical recension, it might have occurred to
them as a demand of retributive justice to give at least partial credit to his
overshadowing predecessor.

In no circumstances does a path lead from ʿUmar back to Abū Bakr,
so that if any caliph at all can be considered to be the author, it must be
ʿUmar. He is also referred to in the explicit wording of one of the divergent
traditions, and of the principle tradition in so far as it presents this caliph as
the driving force behind the project.

The assumption of Abū Bakr’s cooperation is dependent on the premise
that ʿUmar’s predecessor had in fact been the actual or the alleged author
of the collection. If ʿUmar represented the intellectual greatness of the first
caliphs, Abū Bakr had the advantage of having been one of the first believ-
ers and the closest friend of Muḥammad. In such circumstances many men
might have been surprised that such a man did not also pursue the collec-
tion of theKoran, and that this piouswish eventually sublimated to ahistori-
cal expression. In these endeavours perhaps even ʿĀʾisha,Muḥammad’swell-
knownwidow and daughter of Abū Bakr, whowas inclined in family politics
to sacrifice truth and honour to her ambitions, might have played a part.

The last of these three Muslim views, which attributes the collection to [ii/23]
the terms of office of the two caliphs, represents an artificial harmonization
of the first and second options, and furthermoremakes the enterprise again
more amatter of statewhen it obviously had tobe considered aprivate affair.

Zayd’s editorial activity is consistent with all the forms of tradition men-
tioned, and has the additional advantage of not being easily suspected of
tendentious fabrication. It is true that his appointment by ʿUthmān lacks the
explicit reference that he, after all, is the editor or writer of Ḥafṣa’s “leaves.”

48 al-Balādhurī, Liber expugnationis, ed. de Goeje, p. 472.
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The causal connection of the first collection with the campaign of Ya-
māma has been shown above to be ahistorical. It is futile to look for a dif-
ferent kind of cause, as it is only natural that after the death of Muḥammad
sooner or later the need would have arisen to have a reliable copy of the
revelations, themost valuable legacy theMessenger of God had left his com-
munity of the faithful. Least of all, one should think,would a competentman
such as Zayd need inducement for a project whose usefulness and expedi-
ency was so obvious.

Form and Content of the First Collection

The state of the written documents of the Koran after the death of Muḥam-
mad is fairly depressing. They are not only supposed to have been scattered
and in disorder but also written on at least half a dozen different materials.
On the other hand, there is suspicion that tradition is greatly exaggerating
this either to enhance themerit of the collectors or to illustrate emphatically
the touching simplicity of the past.49 Harmless passages in Ibn Saʿd’s50 biog-
raphy of the Prophetmake it certain that at that time letters werewritten on
palmbranches and pieces of leather. It is not far-fetched to assume that they
attempted to use uniform material for higher literary purposes. This would
apply particularly in this case, since it concerned texts of divine origin and,
as we have shown above,51 not only smaller individual revelations had to be
taken down but also long sūras.

The word ṣuḥuf52 “leaves,” by which Zayd’s collection is identified, very[ii/24]
likely suggests that it refers to uniform material and size. Of the various

49 Cf. also A. Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 3, p. xxxix.
50 J. Wellhausen, Seine Schreiben und die Gesandtschaften [Muḥammad’s correspondence

and embassies], §§48, 52, 60.
51 See above, p. 210sq.
52 The singular of ṣuḥuf, ṣaḥīfa, is an Arabic neologism respectively formed after Abyssin-

ian and South Arabian ṣaḥafa “to write,” meaning “written upon.” The word has been used
already in pre-Islamic poetry, The Poems of the Huzailis, edited by Kosegarten, no. 3, l 6, al-
Mutalammis,Gedichte, nos. 2, l 2, and 9, l 6, Labīd b. Rabīʿa,Die Gedichte, no. 47, l 1, al-Aghānī,
vol. 20, p. 24, l 30,Awsb.Ḥajar, p. 29, l 9.As already theArabs themselveshavenoted (al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, pp. 120 and 135) maṣḥaf, or more frequently muṣḥaf, is a loan word also according
to its form which, however, is rarely found in pre-Islamic poetry (Ahlwardt, The Divans of
the six ancient Arabic poets, no. 65, 2). In Ethiopic, maṣḥaf serves as the most common des-
ignation for book, codex. Cf. also S. Fraenkel, Die aramäischen Fremdwörter im Arabischen,
p. 248, I. Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 1, pp. 106–107; Nöldeke, “Lehnwörter in und aus dem
Äthiopischen [Borrowings Words in and from Ethiopic],” p. 49sq.
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writingmaterials of the alleged literary bequest of theProphet this can apply
only to leather. I cannot ascertain that parchment had already been in use
in Arabia of the time. On the other hand, the designation “leaves” seems to
indicate that the individual parts of the collectionhadnot yet been as solidly
arranged,53 as the later canonical editions are namedmuṣḥaf54 “book.”

This interpretation, however, is untenable. Even if those ṣuḥuf had been [ii/25]
loose sheets, the text of each single sheet must have had a defined arrange-
ment. This alone constituted a not insignificant limitation to individual
treatment. After all, such a sheet consisted of at least two pages, and if
folded even four. The fixed layout of the text might amount to several dou-
ble sheets, namely as many as required to make a signature. While one
signature of old Greek Bible codices is commonly made up of three or
four55 double sheets, the large Kūfic parchment codices I examined con-
sisted of three to five double sheets, namely twelve to twenty sheets. Other
methods for the proper collation of the text offered themselves when a
verse broke off at the end of a sheet or signature or when a sheet begin-
ning with a new verse, could be linked with certainty by its content to the
previous sheet. Serious doubts were actually conceivable only when a sig-
nature began with a new verse. But this case was the great exception and
happened even less frequently the larger the signature was; given five signa-
tures, it probably did not even happen once.56 As can be seen, a (relatively)

53 As evidence of the loose order of the first collection Nöldeke refers in the first edition of
this book, Seite 195, to the following tradition in Ibn ʿAṭiyya, fol. 25r, and al-Qurṭubī, fol. 18v:
fa-jamaʿahghayrmurattabal-suwarbaʿd taʿab shadīd, whichhe translates “andZayd collected
the Koran after much labour but without orderly arrangement of the sūras.” H. Grimme,
Mohammed, vol. 2, p. 13, wants to apply the disarray to the condition of the copies of the
revelation before the first collection. As both opinions are legitimate, I made no use of them
at all, particularly as they are totally unimportant for the present study. Incidentally, it says in
al-Itqān, Cairo ed., vol. 1, p. 60, l 22 (Calcutta, p. 133) = al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī, vol. 7, p. 446,
that the Koran was not collected (majmūʿ) during the Prophet’s lifetime, and was without
definite order of the sūras (wa-lā murattab al-suwar).

54 Occasionally also the first collection is calledmuṣḥaf, e.g., Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):Biogra-
phiendermekkanischenKämpfer, p. 242; al-Ṭabarī,Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 138.
According to a very strange note in al-Itqān, p. 135, it is Sālim (Ibn Maʿqil), the client of Abū
Ḥudhayfa—cf. about him above, pp. 190 and 201 n. 45—who was the first person to collect
the Koran in amuṣḥaf.

55 Cf. V. Gardthausen, Griechische Paläographie, vol. 1, part 2, p. 158; Th. Birt, Kritik und
Hermeneutik, p. 356. Sections belonging together were either fastened to a common spine or,
if lying loose, one on top of the other, and kept in a case or leather bag; see Gardthausen, loc.
cit., p. 176, and Birt, loc. cit., p. 357.

56 In order to express an opinion I compared the situation in Flügel’s 1858 printed edition
of the Koran. There it happens thirty-one times that a page begins with a sūra. Seventeen
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extraordinary accuracy of the arrangement can be achieved even without a
modern mnemonic method like signatures, pagination or catchwords.57

In such circumstances, the accuracy of the order of the sūras on the[ii/26]
“leaves” of the first collection of the Koran is unlikely to be much different
from the later editions. It is therefore difficult to understand why, as a rule,
this collection is not granted the designation codex ormuṣḥaf. Whether the
leaves were joined together or not cannot be the criterion, since we do not
even know if the ʿUthmānic model manuscripts were sewn. As a matter of
fact, it is quite common in the Islamic Orient still to this day to keep even
printed works merely as loose sheets.58

We cannot approach the question of content and completeness of the[ii/27]
first collection, nor its form, division of sūras, their possible separation
by basmala, logograms or other marks, until after an investigation of the
genesis of the other pre-ʿUthmānic redactions as well as the canonical
recensions.

cases must be excluded as being due to the arbitrary decision never to separate a three-line
sūra heading from the beginning of the verse. If from the remaining fourteen cases a sūra
heading occurred more than once at the beginning of a section of sixteen pages, it would be
astonishing.

57 In old Greek manuscripts of the Bible not the pages are counted but the signatures. In
the Kūfic manuscripts of the Koran which I examined I did not find anything like this, nor
catch-words.

58 To prevent them from falling out of their covers or jackets they are furnished with
claps. In addition they are frequently put into a capsule (maḥfaẓa [or miḥfaẓa]). Unlike our
books, which stand in shelves, those are lying flat. It may be noted in passing that because
of reverence, a copy of the Koran must not be kept together with other books but put on a
pedestal (kursī).
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The Personalities of the Editors

From the short period of twenty years between Muḥammad’s death and [ii/27]
ʿUthmān’s recension we know of no less than four famous collections of the
Koran, apart from the leaves belonging to Ḥafṣa bt. ʿUmar, for the origin
of which no one else can be held responsible but the person by whose
name they are known. There might have been other editions as well, but
they did not attain the same reputation and therefore disappeared without
leaving a trace. The editors of those four renowned collections are Ubayy
b. Kaʿb,1 ʿAbd Allāh IBN MASʿŪD,2 Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ,3 and Miqdād b.
al-Aswad.4

As long as nothing definite is known about the literary procedure of
these men, it remains to be seen whether we are dealing with independent
collections of dispersed texts of revelation or whether they were borrowed
from extant collections. We might be best advised generally to call their
works editions.

Ubayy b. Kaʿb,5 a Medinan of the Khazrajite Najjār clan, was an early [ii/28]
Muslim who fought against the unbelievers at Badr and Uḥud. He distin-
guished himself in pre-Islamic times by his competence in writing, and he
served as Muḥammad’s amanuensis, not only for correspondence6 but also
for revelations.7 Nowonder that he alsomade a name for himself as a reciter

1 A. Jeffery,Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, pp. 114–116.
2 Ibid., pp. 20–24.
3 Ibid., pp. 209–211; EI2; EQ.
4 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 714, and his lemma in EI2, s.v.
5 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muhammads

[Muḥammad’s last illness, death and funeral], p. 103, and ibid., vol. 3, part 2: Biographien der
medinischen Kämpfer Muhammeds, p. 59sqq.; Ibn Qutayba, p. 133sq.; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī,
al-Isāba fī tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, s.v.; al-Dhahabī,
Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 15; al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ. Cf. above, p. 217 n. 5, where he
is reckoned among those who had memorized the entire Koran. EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia,
s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, s.v.

6 J. Wellhausen, Seine [Muḥammads] Schreiben und die Gesandtschaften, nos. 17, 18, 25,
42 to 70 = Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammeds; Ereignisse seiner medinischen Zeit,
p. 21, l 25 and 27; p. 23, l 27; p. 28, l 2 and 6; p. 35, l 11.

7 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer Muhammeds, p. 59.
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of the Koran. His date of death is variously given as 19/640, 20/641, 22/642–
643, 30/650–651, or 32/652–653.8

ʿAbdAllāh IBNMASʿŪD,9 aHudhalī of lowparentage,was anearlyMuslim
who fought at Badr. He was Muḥammad’s servant and nearly always near
him, thereby acquiring great familiarity with the revelations. He claimed
to have already known seventy sūras when Zayd b. Thābit was still a boy
playing in the street. ʿUmar sent him as a qāḍī and treasurer to Kufa, where
he died in 32/652 or 33/653. According to others he died in Medina.10

Abū Mūsā ʿAbd Allāh b. Qays AL-ASHʿARĪ11 was in 7/628 a member of
the Yemenite Banū Ashʿar embassy that appeared beforeMuḥammadwhile
he was besieging the Jewish stronghold Khaybar.12 He embraced Islam and
held administrative and military offices under the caliphs ʿUmar and ʿUth-
mān, being particularly suited on account of his personal valour. In 17/638
he became governor of Baṣra and in 34/654 even took the place of Saʿīd b.
al-ʿĀṣ at Kufa. Concurrently he was an active teacher of the Koran and a
reciter, a position for which he was particularly suited because of his fine
and mighty voice. As a traditionist he rigorously insisted that his transmis-
sions not be written down but passed on only orally. He died in 42/662 or
52/672.13

Miqdād b. ʿAmr,14 of the Yemenite Banū Bahrā, became involved in a[ii/29]
blood feud and had to flee and eventually ended up at Mecca, where he
became a client of al-Aswad b. ʿAbd Yaghūth, apparently a Yemenite com-
patriot. There he became one of the first to embrace Islam and participated

8 Cf. in this connection, below, p. 254.
9 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 7–8; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, s.v.

10 Ibn Qutayba, p. 128; Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer, p. 104,
sq., and Biographien der mekkanischen Kämpfer, p. 106sq.; al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ, Ibn
Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, and Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, s.v.; al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20r; E. Sachau in his
introduction to Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der mekkanischen Kämpfer Muhammeds,
p. xvsq. Cf. above, p. 217 n. 5, where he is mentioned among those men who had memorized
the entire Koran.

11 Jeffery,Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, pp. 209–211.
12 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammeds; Ereignisse seiner medinischen Zeit p. 79

= Julius Wellhausen, Seine [Muḥammads] Schreiben und die Gesandtschaften an ihn, no. 132.
13 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Letzte Krankheit, p. 105sq., ibid. (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der

Genossen, pp. 78–86 (the main source), ibid., Biographien der Kufier, p. 9; Ibn Qutayba,
p. 135; al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §31; al-Nawawī, Tahdhīb al-asmāʾ, Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī,
al-Iṣāba fī tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, and Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, s.v.

14 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien dermekkanischenKämpfer, pp. 114–116; IbnQutayba,
p. 134; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 3, p. 2544; al-Nawawī, p. 575; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, al-Iṣāba, and Ibn
al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, s.v.; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
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as a horseman—indicating noble extraction—in nearly all the campaigns
against the unbelievers. During the conquest of Egypt15 he held a command,
and under Muʿāwiya he participated in the Cypriot campaign.16 The sources
are silent as far as his religiosity is concerned; the same applies to his
knowledge of the Koran. When he died in 33/653, ʿUthmān said the prayer
for the dead.

Dissemination and Preservation of the Editions

As far as the dissemination of the Koran editions of thesemen is concerned,
the Damascenes and Syrians17 respectively followed the reading of Ubayy b.
Kaʿb, the Kūfans the one of Ibn Masʿūd, the Basrans the one of Abū Mūsā
(AL-ASHʿARĪ) and the inhabitants of Ḥimṣ the one of Miqdād b. ʿAmr.18 It is
not surprising that the editions of Ibn Masʿūd and AbūMūsā (AL-ASHʿARĪ)
in Kūfa and Baṣra respectively attained such a reputation, considering the
influential positions that these men held in the respective places. On the
other hand, nothing is known about the outward relations of either Miqdād
to Ḥimṣ or Ubayy to Syria.

Not a single edition of these men has come down to us, so we are depen- [ii/30]
dent on indirect sources regarding their outer form and text. There is not
even a trace of Miqdād b. ʿAmr’s edition in these indirect sources. I know
of only one reference to AbūMūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 154,
which states that he incorporated in his Koran the sūras of Ubayy b. Kaʿb
as well as the traditions regarding two verses peculiar to his canon.19 Con-
versely, from the texts of Ubayy and Ibn Masʿūd we not only have a certain
number of readings, which are collected below in the chapter “The Read-
ers and Readings,” but also lists regarding the number and order of the
sūras.

15 Ibn Taghrībirdī, Annales, ed. Theodorus G.J. Juynboll, vol. 1, pp. 9, 21, 53, 76, and 102.
16 al-Tabarī, vol. 1, p. 2820; al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-buldān, ed. de Goeje, p. 154.
17 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 3, p. 86,merely states that “the people of Damascus

considered their reading to be the best.” On the other hand, it reads in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1,
p. 20, that the people of al-Shaʾm followed the reading of Ubayy.

18 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 3, p. 86; Ibn ʿAṭiyya, fol. 25v; al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 448, on
al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §3.

19 Cf. above, pp. 191 and 196f., and below, p. 248.
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The Koran of Ubayy b. Kaʿb
According to the Transmission of al-Fihrist

According to the Fihrist20 Ubayy’s Koran was arranged as follows:21 sūras 1, 2,
4, 3, 6, 7, 5, 10, 8, 9, 11, 19, 26, 22, 12, 18, 16, 33, 17, 39, 45, 20, 21, 24, 23, 40, 13, 28,
37, 38, 36, 15, 42, 30, 43, 41, 32, 14, 35, 48, 47, 57, 58,22 25, 32, 71, 46, 50, 55, 56,
72, 53, 68, 69, 59, 60, 77, 78, 76, 81, 79, 80,23 83, 84, 95,24 96, 49, 63, 62, 65,25 89,
67, 92, 82, 91, 85, 86, 87, 88, 64,26 98,27 61, 93, 94, 101, 102, ت�ٓ�اثالثعلخلا ,28 دفحلا

ت�ٓ�اتس ,29 104, 99, 100, 105, 113, نيت , 108, 97, 109, 110, 111, 106, 112, 113, 114.

20 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, ed. G. Flügel, p. 27. The authority of the Fihrist is the moderate
Shīʿite writer Abū Muḥammad al-Faḍl IBN SHĀDĀN (Fihrist, p. 231; al-Ṭūsī, Tusy’s List of
Shyʾah books [Fihrist kutubal-Shīʿa], edited byA. Sprenger (Calcutta, 1858), p. 254, [EI2; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, pp. 537–538]). His authority refers to a codex of Ubayy, which he claims to have
seen at a place not far from Baṣra on a certain Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Anṣārī.

21 Although traditional indices list sūras by their name, here—for reason of simplicity—
the arrangement of the sūras follow the respective number in our editions.

22 The text has راهطلا , which Flügel considers a spelling mistake of روطلا , the name of the
fifty-second sūra. Correct is راهظلا , which according to al-Itqān, p. 127, as well as in Ubayy, is
the name of the fifty-eighth sūra, commonly called al-Mujādala. This is also as it reads in
al-Itqān, p. 150, in the catalogue of the sūras of Ubayy.

23 The text has سبع , the common name of the eightieth sūra. That this interpretation is
correct is confirmed in al-Itqān, p. 150. For this reason the سبع appearing once more in the
index to the Fihrist after sūra 80 must be an error.

24 نيتلا of the text is the common name of the ninety-fifth sūra. This identity is confirmed
by al-Itqān, p. 150. The name appears once more later in the Fihrist between sūras 113 and
108. It is difficult to determinewhether this is an accidental duplicate—it is preceded by ةروس

لیفلا —or some other mistake because in this case al-Itqān has a much different sequence.
25 Text ّيبنلا , which in al-Itqān, p. 151, reads متّقلطاذٕاّيبنلااّهئا .
26 Text سبع , which according to al-Itqān ought to read نباغتلا . It is strange that Itqān, p. 150,

has before sūra 80 ( سبعمث ), which is obviously a spelling mistake for باغتلا , the name of the
sixty-fifth sūra.

27 Text: اورفكنیاناكاملّؤانكیملباتكلالهٔايهو . Itqān, p. 151: نكیمليهوباتكلالهٔاةروسمث .
In the Fihrist it then reads: اورفكنیانكیمليهوباتكلالهٔا . Conversely, the words ناكاملّؤا are
useless. An attempt at interpretation is made in the next note 29.

28 عَلخلا . This is the name of a sūra not contained in our text, which actually consists of
three verses; it shall be treated in detail, below, p. 241sqq. Flügel did not understand this any
more than August Müller, the editor of the foot-note, since both of them did not trouble to
consult either al-Itqān or Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Korans, which at that time had long been
published.

29 دفحلا this is how it ought to be read according to al-Itqān, pp. 151 and 527, instead دیجلا of
the text. This is the name of the second sūra which only Ubayy knows. In the Fihrist this is
followed by the additional words قحلمرافكلاهرٓخاودبعنك�ّ�ٕامهللا , which constitute beginning
and end of this sūra. The اهلّؤا , missing at the beginning, slipped—as it seems—into the name
of the ninety-eighth sūra in the form of املّؤا . Everything that Flügel suggests in this respect
is nonsense, which could have been avoided if he only had looked at Nöldeke’sGeschichte des
Korans.
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The Koran of Ubayy b. Kaʿb
According to the Transmission of al-Suyūṭī’s

al-Itqān, and Its Relation to al-Fihrist

Al-Itqān, p. 150sq., supplies the following list of the Koran of Ubayy: Sūras
1, 2, 4, 3, 6, 7, 5, 10, 8, 9, 11, 19, 26, 22, 12, 18, 16, 33, 17, 39, 41 or 43,30 20, 21, 24,
23, 34, 29, 40, 13, 28, 27, 37, 38, 36, 15, 42, 30, 57, 48, 47, 58, 67, 61, 46, 50, 55,
56, 72, 53, 70, 73, 74, 54, 41 or 43,31 44, 31, 45, 52, 51, 69, 59, 60, 77, 78, 75, 81, 65,
79,32 80, 83, 84, 95, 96, 49, 63, 62, 66, 89, 90, 92, 82, 91, 86, 87, 88, 61, 64, 98, 93,
94, 101, 102, 103, علخلا ,33 دفحلا ,34 104, 99, 100, 105, 106, 107, 108, 97, 109, 110, 112, 113,
114.

Missing are the sūras 14, 25, 32, 35, 68, 76, 85, and 111, whereas the number [ii/33]
of sūras missing in the Fihrist amounts to twice this number, namely four-
teen, but entirely different ones. The overall number ofUbayy’s sūras also on
this list makes one hundred and sixteen; admittedly, the explicit statement
is missing. Al-Suyūṭī, on the other hand, mentions two traditions in a differ-
ent passage,35 according to which this recension consisted only of 115 sūras
because either sūras 105 and 10636 or sūras 93 and 94 were combined. There
is no way of further establishing the reliability of these facts. The fact that

30 Text: محاهلّؤا . As the logogram مح appears in front of each of the sūras 40, 41, and 43–45,
and since the sūras 40, 44, and 45 are undoubtedly mentioned at other parts of the list, here
reference can be only to either sūra 41 or 43, whereas on page 39 on the list of the Fihrist
sūra 45 follows. The reading اهلّؤا must be challenged, regardless whether or not this word is
connected with the preceding رمز or put behindمح because it is not not customary in the list
to mention the opening words of a sūra. The deterioration must be very deep as neither the
names of the twoمح-sūras nor that of the other missing sūras show any similarity with اهلؤا . In
addition, the word ,مث which is regularly used to separate the names of the sūras, is missing
once or twice respectively.

31 Text: محمث . According to foot-note 30 this can refer only to either sūra 41 or 43.
32 Between 79 and 80 the text has باغتلا . If this word were to be changed to نباغتلا , sūra 64

would be listed twice, appearing once more below, between the sūras 91 and 98. For such
reason we must be dealing with a different kind of deterioration, be it a spelling mistake
from the name of a missing sūra or more likely—as also in this passage al-Fihrist offers the
sequence 79, 80, 83, 84—a duplicate to the preceding تاعزانلا or to the following سبع , about
which compare above, p. 238 n. 26.

33 Cf. above, p. 238 n. 28.
34 Cf. above, p. 238 n. 29.
35 al-Itqān, p. 154.
36 This is frequently also said of these two sūras; cf. the commentators on sūra 106;

Taşköprlüzade, Miftāḥ al-saʿāda, cod. Wien, neue Folge 12 = G.L. Flügel, Die arabischen,
persischen … Handschriften, vol. 1, p. 25sq. In the Koran of the Shiʿite sect of the Imāmiyya,
apart from the sūras 8 and 9, also those two pairs were combined to one chapter each. Cf.
below, p. 289 n. 51.
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these four sūras are enumerated individually in the transmitted lists need
not speak against this, since sūra 94 follows directly upon sūra 93, and sūra
106 stands immediately after 105.

The Sūras Peculiar to the Koran of Ubayy b. Kaʿb

Far more weighty is the fact that Ubayy’s collection contains two sūras that
are missing from the canonical recension. These are called at times Sūrat
al-Khalʿ and Sūrat al-Ḥafd37 They are also known under the collective title
of Sūratā l-qunūt38 or even Sūrat al-Qunūt.39 The other designations, Duʿāʾ
al-Qunūt,40 Duʿāʾ al-Fajr41 or al-Duʿāʾ42 are based on the assumption that this
concerns mere prayers and not sūras. It is extremely rare to find the text
itself. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part 3, supplies the beginning of the first
sūra,al-Fihrist, the opening verse of the first sūra aswell as the two lastwords
of the second sūra, al-Jawharī, al-Ṣiḥāḥ, and Lisān al-ʿArab, the third verse
of the latter, and al-Zamakhsharī, the two first verses. It appears that the
complete text of the sūras is supplied only by much later writers, al-Suyūṭī
(d. ad1510 [sic]),43 Taşköprülüzade (d. 1560), and al-Birgīlī (AL-BIRKAWĪ)
(d. 1562 [sic]). Al-Suyūṭī’s isnāds, or chain of authorities, are traced back to
the first century ah, in so far as they could be established chronologically.44

The two sūras were first published by J. von Hammer-Purgstall45 in 1850.[ii/34]
Apart from the fact that he did not scrupulously reproduce his manuscript,
a better text can now be established with the aid of parallel versions.

37 al-Fihrist, p. 27; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 151 and 527; Taşköprülüzade, loc. cit.
38 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 527.
39 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ), Ms., fol. 3r.
40 Frequently, e.g., al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 10:10; the catechism of Taqī l-Dīn Muḥammad

b. Pīr ʿAlī AL-BIRKAWĪ (Birgilī d. 970/1562 [Brockelmann, Geschichte, vol. 2, pp. 440–444,
suppl. vol. 2, p. 654]); Handschriften in Göttingen, cod. Asch., 88, [ ىلكرباسر or ىلكربهمانتیصو ,
translated by Garcin de Tassy entitled L’ islamisme d’aprés le Coran,] 90, 87, 97.

41 Lisān [al-ʿArab], vol. 4, p. 130.
42 al-Jawharī, al-Ṣiḥāḥ, vol. 1, p. 223.
43 In al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 153sq., conversely, he transmits the text in three variants, in a

small monograph on these two sūras (W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 438), however, according
to six traditions.

44 ʿAbdAllāhb. Zurayr al-Ghāfiqī (al-Itqān, p. 153), d. 81/700; ʿUbaydb. ʿUmayr (Itqān, p. 153,
W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 438, no. 4) d. 64/683; Umayya b. ʿAbd Allāh b. Khālid b. Usayd [EI2]
(al-Itqān, p. 154), d. 84/703 or 87/705; Maymūn b. Mihrān (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 438, no. 2),
d. 117/735; [EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 7, p. 11]. These dates of death have been taken from
al-Khazrajī, Khulāsat tadhhīb al-kamāl.

45 Literaturgeschichte der Araber, vol. 1, p. 576.
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Text [ii/34]
46 علخلاةروس

47 ميحرلانمحرلاهللامسب

* كرجفینمكرتنوعلخنو *48 كرفكنالو 49 كیلعينثنو *50 كرفغتـسنو 51 كنیعتـسن�ّ�ٕاّمهللا

52 دفحلاةروس

ميحرلانمحرلاهللامسب

* كتمحروجرن * دفحنوىعسنكیلٕاو * دجسنو 53 ّيلصنو * دبعنكامهللا

قحلم 54 رافكلكباذعّنٕا * 55 كباذعىشخنو

Translation

Sūra of the Abandonment.
In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate;
(1) O God, we ask You for help and forgiveness;
(2) We praise You, and are not ungrateful to You;
(3) We renounce and leave anyone who sins against You.

Sūra of the Serving with Alacrity.
In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate;
(1) You we serve;
(2) And to You we pray and worship;
(3) And to You we speed and strive after;
(4) We anticipate Your mercy;
(5) And dread Your punishment;
(6) Truly, Your punishment reaches56 the unbelievers.

46 Cf. above, p. 240 n. 37. [Although inadvertently all the numbers of the foot-notes follow
the direction of the Latin script this does not effect the content; vocalization omitted.]

47 The Basmala is missing from al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 10:10, al-Itqān, p. 153 (a), cod.
Landberg, 343 (= Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Hands., no. 438), nos. 1, 3, 4, 5.

48 Birgīlī inserts كیدهتـسنو .
49 al-Itqān, p. 154 (c) inserts اريخ ; Birgīlī inserts كركشنهلكريخلا .
50 Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, cod. 438, no. 5, inserts عضخنوكبنمؤنو ; Birgīlī inserts كیلعلكوتنو

كیلٕابوتنكبنمؤنوكیدهتـسنو .
51 Birgīlī, cod. 87 and 97 inserts عضخنو .
52 Cf. above, p. 240 n. 37.
53 This verse is missing in Taşköprülüzade.
54 Thus read al-Fihrist, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān (a, c), Cod. Landberg, 343,

nos. 2, 4, 5, 6; al-Birkawī; conversely, al-Itqān, b (W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen
Handschriften, 438 =) cod. Landberg, 343, nos. 1 and 3, Taşköprülüzade نیرفاكل .

55 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, 154 (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Hands., 438) = cod. Land-
berg, 343, nos. 1, 3, position verse five before verse four.

56 َقحلٔا is in the Koran always causative: “to cause someone to reach someone” (used only
of persons); in other cases it is also simply “to reach;” for this reason it can be read as either
an active or passive participle.
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The Question of Authenticity

Since these texts are prayers in content and form, their character as revela-[ii/36]
tion can be upheld only if the word qul “say!” has been omitted, which, as it
is well-known, is used in the Koran to identify prayers—for example, sūras
113 and 114—or subjective remarks of Muḥammad as theWord of God. Such
qul is indeed missing from the opening sūra of our editions of the Koran,
but this fact is precisely one of the reasons that the Fātiḥa is suspected of
not being part of the revelation. The other reasons—as elaborated above
(p. 79sq.)—are based first on the strong dependence on the language of
Jewish and Christian liturgies, which prompted the usage of idioms not oth-
erwise found in theKoran,57 second on the use of grammatical constructions
otherwise alien to the Koran,58 and, third, on the awkward construction of
the last verse, possibly caused by problems of translation. In contrast, the
style of Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s sūras is much smoother, following generally the line
of Koranic idioms. Considering the short text, a not insignificant quantity
of linguistic exceptions can be documented. As just mentioned, the con-
struction of istaʿāna with the person in the accusative can be documented
in theKoran only in one passage of the Fātiḥa. The verb ىنثٔا “to praise” is alto-
gether missing from the Koran,59 although other verbs of the samemeaning
are found rather frequently in the Koran.60 Also missing is دفح , “to hurry.”
ىعس , “to run,” although proper Koranic Arabic, does not occur in connection

with هللاىلٕا , “to be heading for.”61 رجف , “to sin” is here followed by the person
in the accusative, whereas it is used in the Koran with a direct object only
(sūras 75:5, and 91:8). علخ occurs only once in the entire Koran (sūra 20:12),
but not—like here—metaphorically.62

57 The name of Allāh as “King of the Day of Judgement”malik yawm al-dīn.
58 Istaʿāna “to ask for assistance” with the accusative, whereas usually everywhere in the

Koran with ِب of the person.
59 Nevertheless, it is likely to have been used in this meaning already at the time of the

Prophet; cf.Ḥamāsa, 777, in a poem of Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt (=Dīwān, ed. Schulthess, no. 9, 5;
Muʿallqat ʿAntara (Th. Arnold), v. 35 = Ahlwardt,Divans, p. 82, no. 21, l 40; al-Sukkarī, Poems of
theHuzailis, no. 91, l 3; [Divans of the six ancientArabic poets, ed.W.Ahlwardt, p. 28], Zuhayr b.
Abī Sulmā, no. 4, l 20; Labīd b. Rabīʿa,Gedichte, edited byAntonHuber andCarl Brockelmann,
no. 53, l 18.

60 The Koran has instead kabbara, sabbaḥa, ḥamida.
61 The idiom, هللاركذىلٕااوعساف , sūra 62:9, is no proper parallel.
62 Doubtful is كرفكن . With the meaning of “to renege one’s faith” رفك in the Koran is always

constructed withب of the person, whereas the meaning of “to be ungrateful,” which in this
case is also permissible, it is commonly followed by the person in the accusative., also sūra
11:63.
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For such reasons it is unlikely that these sūras constitute a genuine part[ii/37]
of the Koran, or that they are even from the Prophet. Yet to all appearance
they are old prayers, current already during the Prophet’s lifetime. Tradi-
tion, as we have been able to see, frequently calls them duʿāʾ, and ʿUmar
as well as Ubayy b. Kaʿb are supposed to have used them in the prayer of
qunūt.63 From here on it was an easy step towards the opinion of their heav-
enly origin.64 Other interpreters might be tempted to agree for the sole rea-
son that these sūraswere introducedby theBasmala.65 Still others pretended
to know even more and date their revelation—as well as the words سیل

ءيشرمٔالانم sūra 3:123—to the time when the clans of Muḍar were cursed
by Muḥammad.66 But this information is based on the combination of duʿāʾ
al-qunūt, the name coined for Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s sūras, and the tradition that
Muḥammad said a qunūt prayer67 after that curse. According to one tradi-
tion Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ also had the two sūras in his canon,68 whereas
Ibn ʿAbbās was guided by the common reading of Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ
andUbayy b. Kaʿb. ʿAlī allegedly presented these sūras to ʿAbdAllāh b. Zurayr
al-Ghāfiqī (d. 81/700) as being part of the Koran. That an excellent authority
like Ubayy b. Kaʿb could have been deceived must not come as a surprise;
no less a person than the expert Ibn Masʿūd cast away the Fātiḥa, whereas
Zayd (Ibn Thābit) incorporated it in his canon.

The Relation of the Transmitted Lists of Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s
Sūras with One Another and with the Canonical Edition

Despite themany and considerable deviations, the arrangement of the sūras [ii/38]
in Ubayy’s Koran generally follows the principle of the canonical recension,
namely the progression from the longer to the shorter chapters. In both lists
this is most obvious at the beginning and the end, less so in the middle
section. The list of the Fihrist is identical with the ʿUthmanic arrangement
in the following sixteen places: (1) sūras 6 and 7; (2) 8 and 9; (3) 20 and 21;

63 al-Itqān, p. 153.
64 Muslim scholars who deny the authenticity of Ubayy’s sūras approach the subject from

quite a different angle. They seem to fear for the sanctity of the ʿUthmanic text if these sūras
are recognized as revelation.

65 al-Itqān, p. 153: ةباحصلاضعبفحصميفنروسامّهنٔامسبلاةمكحجيرجنبالاق .
66 al-Itqān, p. 154; cf. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 660, col. 2.
67 Cf. above, p. 156 n. 96.
68 al-Itqān, p. 154, beginning. Ibn ʿAbbās, too, allegedly had the two sūras in his copy. Cf.

above, p. 237.
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(4) 37 and 38; (5) 57 and 58; (6) 55 and 56; (7) 68 and 69; (8) 59 and 60; (9)
77 and 78; (10) 79 and 80; (11) 83 and 84; (12) 95 and 96; (13) 85, 86, 87 and 88;
(14) 99 and 100; (15) 109 and 110 and 111; (16) 112, 113 and 114.

According to the list in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, the numbers 5, 6, 7, 10, and 13
should be dropped, for which five other identical sequences appear, namely
the sūras 1, 2, 73, 74, 93, 94, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 107 and 108. Both lists agree on
the position of the qunūt prayers, which are both placed between the sūras
103 and 104.

The Koran of IbnMasʿūd According to the Transmission of al-Fihrist

As in the case of Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s collection of the Koran, we also have here[ii/39]
two detailed reports. According to the list in al-Fihrist, p. 26, the sūras were
arranged as follows: 2, 4, 3, 7, 6, 5, 10,69 9, 16, 11, 12, 17, 21, 23, 26, 77, 38, 28, 24,
8, 19, 29, 30, 36, 25, 22, 13, 34, 35, 14, 38, 47, 31,70 39, 40, 43, 41, 46, 45, 44, 48, 57,
حبـس ,71 32, 50, 65, 49, 67, 64, 63, 62, 61, 72, 71, 58, 60, 66, 55, 53, 51,72 52, 54, 69,

56, 68, 79, 70, 74, 73, 83, 80, 76, 55, 79, 78, 81, 82, 88, 87, 92, 89, 84, 85, 96, 90,
93, 94, 86, 100, 107, 101, 98, 91, 95, 104, 105, 106, 102, 97, 103, 110, 108, 109, 111, and
112.

The Koran of IbnMasʿūd According to
the Transmission of al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān

The list of al-Itqān, p. 151sq., is arranged as follows: 2, 4, 3,73 7, 6, 5, 10, 9, 16, 11,[ii/40]
12, 18, 17, 21, 20, 23, 26, 37, 33, 22, 28, 27, 24, 8, 19, 29, 30, 36, 25, 15, 13, 34, 35, 14,
38, 47, 31, 39, 40, 43, 41, 42, 46, 45, 44, تانحتمملا ,74 48, 59, 32, 65, 68, 49, 67, 64,

69 It is very strange that according to al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 2163, l 9, still in 35/655 the
tenth sūra (Jonah [Yūnus]) of theMedinan Koran was designated as the seventh sūra, as this
enumeration corresponded to IbnMasʿūd’s arrangement. It ismore likely that in this passage

ةعباسلا ought to be replaced by ةعساتلا , “the ninth.”
70 Text رمقلا instead of نامقل as it is correctly given in the index of al-Itqān.
71 حبـس cannot refer to the sūras 61 or 87, beginning with the word حّبـس , as these are

clearly indicated at other places of the list. But also among the sūras 15, 18, 20, 27, 42, and
49, which are missing from the list, there is no known name—apart from the forty-second
sūra ( ىروش )—which would easily lend itself to a perversion to حبـس . In this case the list of
al-Itqān is of no help as its arrangement differs considerably.

72 Another transmission of the Fihrist has the reverse order 52, 51 as in al-Itqān.
73 Also al-Itqān, p. 145, indicates the sūras 2, 4, and 3 as the beginning of the codex of Ibn

Masʿūd.
74 The interpretation of this name poses problems. This cannot refer to the sixtieth sūra
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63, 62, 61, 72, 71, 58, 60, 66, 55, 53, 52, 51, 54, 56, 79, 70, 74, 73, 83, 80, 76, 77, 75,
78, 81, 82, 88, 87, 92, 89, 85, 84, 96, 90, 93, 86, 100, 107, 101, 98, 91, 95, 104, 105,
106, 102, 97, 99, 103, 110, 108, 109, 111, 112, and 94.

The Relation of the Two Lists to One
Another and to the ʿUthmanic Recension

According to al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān, the sequence of the sūras in the recension
of IbnMasʿūd is congruent with the standard text of ʿUthmān in the follow-
ing places: (1) sūras 11 and 12; (2) 29 and 30; (3) 34 and 35; (4) 39 and 40; (5) 41
and 42; (6) 81 and 82; (7) 104 and 105. According to the Fihrist, there are four
additional places: sūras 77 and 78, 84 and 85, 93 and 94, 111 and 112.With this,
the sequence of the Fihrist comes close to the arrangement of the canonical
arrangement.

The sūras missing from al-Fihrist (16, 18, 20, 27, 42, and 49) are all con-
tained in al-Itqān, and conversely, those missing from al-Itqān (50, 57, and
64) are found in al-Fihrist. Therefore, all these omissions are purely acci-
dental. If they are inserted in the respective indices, it becomes evident
that both of them contain an identical number of sūras, namely all the
sūras of the standard text of ʿUthmān, with the exception of sūras 1, 113, and
114. The accuracy of the result is confirmed by remarks at the end of both
lists.75

Although the number of sūras in the codex of IbnMasʿūd is not explicitly [ii/41]
stated in al-Itqān, in al-Fihrist it is calculated to consist of only one hundred
and ten sūras. This is very strange. As this codex is short three sūras, that
total ought to have been one hundred and eleven, unless two of them

as its name, ةنحتمملا , appears later, and particularly at the same place as in the Fihrist. By the
same token, تانحتمملا cannot easily be a distortion of another nameof the sūras, as in the index
to the Fihrist, the sūras 44 and 48 follow directly one another, and as the names of the sūras
50, 57, and 69, omitted from the Itqān, provide not a trace of similarity with that word. For
this reason تانحتمملا must be a duplicate of the name of the sixtieth sūra, appearing in the
following line.

75 Fihrist, p. 26, l 27sq. هفحصميفنيتذوعملابتكیالدوعسمنبهللادبعناكونیريسنبالاقناذاشوبٔالاق
باتكلاةحتافالو . Shorter, al-Itqān, p. 152, نذوعملاالودمحلاهیفسیلو . Cf. also ʿUmar b. Muḥammad,

fol. 3v; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, parts 2 and 4; al-Qurṭubī, i, fol. 20r, and 22v; al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 186 end and p. 187 top; al-Shūshāwī according to Ibn Qutayba; Taşköprülüzade,
loc. cit. Most traditions simply state that these sūras had never been part of Ibn Masʿūd’s
codex; it is rare to find the statement that he erased them ( ّكح , al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿnī,
part 4; al-Itqān, p. 187) or eliminated them ( طقسٔا , al-Itqān, p. 186, end).
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were combined to form a single sūra. The sūras that come first to mind
when thinking of a combination, namely sūras eight and nine—where sūra
nine, at least in the ʿUthmānic recension, lacks the basmala—cannot be
considered in this connection, as they do not appear one after the other in
either of the two lists.76 Since our sources offer no other combinations of
this kind, we must suspect that the strange numerical count is nothing but
a mistake in the text.

In another tradition77 it says that the codex of IbnMasʿūd consisted of 112
sūras, where the two sūras of invocation are wanting. According to this, the
Fātiḥa is again ascribed to him, and this opinion is widespread. Al-Suyūṭī
mentions in a later passage of his Itqān78 yet three other traditions in the
same vein. The author of al-Fihrist reports79 to have seen a two-hundred-
year-old codex of Ibn Masʿūd in which this sūra was written down, adding
that in general no two manuscripts of this recension were truly identical.
Even the opposite statement in the Fihrist about the three sūras missing
in the codex of Ibn Masʿūd80 leaves the impression that the words ةحتافالو

باتكلا were inserted later in the text.
In each case, Ibn Masʿūd’s reservation regarding the three sūras is not[ii/42]

without foundation, since they are so different from all the other sūras
in content as well as form that their authenticity is open to much criti-
cism. Whereas the Fātiḥa is conspicuous for its dependence upon Jewish
and Christian liturgies,81 the sūras of conjuration are full of gross pagan-
ism,82 although their initial word, qul, ostensibly gives them the appearance
of a revelation.Whoever is responsible for the current place of these prayers
in the Koran evidently intended them as a kind of religious shield: just as
prayers of praise of the Fātiḥawere likely intended to invoke the protection
of Allāh, so the two prayers of conjuration should serve to ward off the influ-
ence of evil spirits.

76 Anote in al-Itqān, p. 152, states explicitly that in the codex of IbnMasʿūd sūra 9 included
the basmala.

77 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 152.
78 al-Itqān, p. 187.
79 al-Fihrist, p. 26, bottom.
80 Cf. Seite 40, Anm. 3: This reference is wrong.
81 Cf. above, p. 242.
82 Cf. above, p. 89sqq.
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The Relation of the Korans of Ubayy, IbnMasʿūd, and
AbūMūsā to One Another and to the Canonical Version

Ubayy’s Koran consisted of all the sūras of the canonical versionplus the two
prayers ofqunūt. IbnMasʿūd, on theother hand, had twoor three sūras (1, 113,
and 114) less than the subsequent authorized recension. The arrangement
of the sūras in these two codices is so different that a succession of sūras
coincides only twice in the lists, namely at the beginning (sūras 2, 4, 3)
and at the end (sūras 105 and 106) as well as in the middle (sūras 43 and
41), according to al-Itqān and al-Fihrist respectively. The relation of both of
them to the canonical version is much more favourable, since Ibn Masʿūd’s
sequence is identical to this version in eight (al-Itqān) and twelve (al-Fihrist)
places respectively, while Ubayy’s sequence is in sixteen places. Conversely,
the agreement of the sūras arranged exactly by length is less favourable, as
there, according to my table below, pp. 264–266, the overlap of sequence
occurs only in four or five places, namely sūras 2, 4, and 3; 9, and 11; 63 and
62; 110 and 111; 112 and 113 (Ubayy according to al-Fihrist) and sūras 2, 4, 3, 7, 6,
and 5; 48, and 57; 77, and 78; 111, and 112 (Ibn Masʿūd according to al-Fihrist)
respectively.

Despite all the differences and inaccuracies, both codices are evidently [ii/43]
basedon theprinciple of an arrangement according to the decreasing length
of the sūras. This principle is so peculiar that its double application cannot
be accidental but must be the result of textual relationships, even if there is
noother evidence.As this principle is also adhered to in the canonical recen-
sion, which, as we shall see presently, is based on the first collection of Zayd
b. Thābit, the textual relationships alluded to must also include the latter.
The same conclusion emerges from another observation. Since throughout
Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s and Ibn Masʿūd’s lists of sūras nearly the same headings
appear as in the subsequent canonical recension, the underlying presup-
position is undoubtedly that behind identical names there must basically
be the identical content. This arrangement of the sūras must therefore have
already existed in the codex of Ḥafṣa bt. ʿUmar, because—as tradition has
it—it served as a model for the ʿUthmānic recension. Naturally, this can-
not be accidental but rather the result of a textual link. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to be specific. The former codex is allegedly based on the very
first collection of the revelations. But this is not necessarily reliable, since
the tradition regarding Zayd’s collection has been shown to contain other
errors as well. One must also not forget that Ibn Masʿūd and Ubayy b. Kaʿb
were Zayd b. Thābit’s senior contemporaries and had served Muḥammad
longer than he did.
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In addition, there are some isolated traditions regarding verses that were [ii/44]
allegedly contained in these two recensions but are missing in our editions.
With regard to the lost verse that Ibn Masʿūd allegedly had in his codex,
we have a tradition traced back to him in Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, al-Nāsikh
wa-l-mansūkh, Cairo edition, p. 10, saying: “The Messenger of God had me
recite a verse which I then memorized and entered in my codex. When I
returned to my sleeping quarters, I could not remember it, and the place
in my codex was blank. Thereupon I consulted the Prophet who replied
that the verse had already been abrogated the day before.” Such general
statements are of course totally useless, even if they can be trusted.

More useful are the reports about the three lost verses that Ubayy b. Kaʿb
had in his codex.

The first one says: “If man had a vale of treasures, he would covet yet
a second one; and if he had two, he would covet yet a third one; neither
shall the belly of man be filled, but with dust. Allah will turn unto him who
shall repent.”83 This verse is allegedly from sūra 10:25 or somewhere in sūra
98,84 which is impossible, if only for the difference of rhyme. Yet no other
place is possible, since the word for “man” used here in the original, ibn
ādam, is an expression found nowhere in the Koran.85

The second verse reads: “Religion for God is the moderate Hanīfiyya, nei-
ther Judaism, nor Christianity; whoever does good shall not remain without
reward.”86 This verse is also said to have belonged to sūra 98, but its content
and rhyme do not allow it. It is altogether not genuine, as the expressions
used for the three different religions are foreign to the Koran.

The third verse reads: “If an elderly man and woman commit adultery,[ii/45]
then stone them definitely as penalty from God All-mighty and wise.”87 This
so-called “Verse of Stoning” cannot have been either part of sūra 33, given
the non-matching rhyme, or of the Koran in general, as this cruel, criminal
ordinance can only have been instituted after the death of Muḥammad, as I
explained previously.88

It is also said of the first verse of Ubayy b. Kaʿb that Abū Mūsā (AL-
ASHʿARĪ) read it in a sūra similar to the ninth. According to one tradi-

83 The Arabic text can be found above, p. 190, the English translation in Sale’s Koran,
“Preliminary discourse,” section 3, p. 52, ll 18–21.

84 Loc. cit., above, p. 193.
85 Loc. cit., above, p. 195.
86 Cf. loc. cit.; the Arabic text, above, p. 195.
87 Cf. the Arabic text, above, p. 198.
88 Cf. above, pp. 199–201.
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tion,89 he presented the verse as he still remembered it to ameeting of three
hundred readers of the Koran at Baṣra.

It is reported that on this occasion Abū Mūsā (AL-ASHʿARĪ) presented
yet another verse, belonging to the sūras similar to the so-called musab-
biḥāt.90 Whether this sūra has been lost or constitutes a part of our codices,
but had escaped Abū Mūsā (AL-ASHʿARĪ), is not clear from the text of the
tradition. The verse reads: “O, you who believe, wherefore do you say what
you do not do? A testimonial will be written on your neck, and on the Day of
Resurrection you will have to explain.”91 The first half of the text is identical
with sūra 61:2. Because of the rhyme, the second part cannot have belonged
to either sūra sixty-one or another of the musabbiḥāt. Even if this part does
not offer an argument raising doubt on its authenticity, this is still not likely,
as all the other traditions about lost verses of the Koran turned out to be
unreliable.92

We have no clue as to how the sūras in the pre-canonical codices were [ii/46]
separated: Was this done merely by empty space, or by some other sign or
word? According to al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 106, sūras 105 and 106 consti-
tuted one single sūra without separation in the codex of Ubayy b. Kaʿb,93
whereas ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn,94 s.v., says that between the two of them the sign of
division, basmala, was missing.95 This formulation presupposes that all the
other sūras were preceded by the basmala. If this were correct, the basmala
ought to have been used already in Ḥafṣa’s codex, on which—as has been
demonstrated above—the other pre-canonical codices are dependent.

Obscure and Dubious Codices of the Koran

It is not inconceivable, and possibly even probable, that apart from the
renowned collections of theKorandiscussed above, therewere still others of
less repute, which therefore left no mark on literature. If it is claimed, how-
ever, that some of the Companions of the Prophet, such as ʿAlī, had the sūras

89 Muslim, K. al-Zakāt §26 (al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī, Cairo edition, 1303/1885, vol. 4,
p. 444sq., in the margin).

90 Under this name the sūras 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, and 64 are subsumed.
91 Cf. the Arabic text above, p. 196.
92 For details see loc. cit., above, p. 196sq.
93 bi-lā faṣl.
94 The German original does not distinguish between the two ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn: al-Khāzin

al-Baghdādī and al-Muttaqī al-Hindī. There is no reference to part 2 in the index, which in
any case is limited to the first five occurences.

95 wa-lam yufṣal baynahumā fī muṣḥafih bi-bismillāh al-Raḥmān al-Raḥīm.
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in a chronological arrangement, this tradition96 lacks credibility; for such an
arrangement presupposes somewhat lengthy, learned, exegetic activity and
would have been difficult to realize, since even Muḥammad himself com-
bined earlier and later revelations in the records he commissioned.97 For the
same reason, the chronological lists described above, p. 48sq., also belong
to a much later period than the isnāds would suggest. For internal reasons,
however, they must be older than the chronologically arranged codices of
the Koran, if indeed such works had ever existed. The alleged sequence of
the first six [sic] sūras in ʿAlī’s chronological Koran (sūras 96, 74, 68, 73, and
111, according to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 145) incidentally does not agree with
any of the above-mentioned chronological lists, in which generally sūras 68
and 73 are placedbefore sūra 74. In any case, it is certain that ʿAlī cannot have
produced such a codex. By the same token, such a scholarly and historically
orientated type of arrangement can neither be expected of a contemporary
of the Prophet nor can it escape our notice that all traditions regarding ʿAlī’s
activity as compiler or editor of the Koran are from the outset suspect of
Shīʿite fabrication.98

This, however, is not to say that ʿAlī did not have his own codex of the[ii/47]
Koran.On the contrary, it is extremely probable not only that he did, but also
several of his contemporaries from the theocratic elite possessed records of
Muḥammad’s revelations. Yet these codices, as far as they were reasonably
complete, were basically modelled on those renowned collections. This
group would also have to include the codex of ʿĀʾisha, which is said to have
been arranged differently, even though she attached little importance to it.99

96 al-Qurṭubī, fol. 22v; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 145.
97 Cf. below, next chapter, “The arrangement of the sūras in the ʿUthmānic Koran,” p.

263sqq.
98 Cf. above, p. 219sq., regarding the collection of the Koran which ʿAlī allegedly produced

immediately after the death of Muḥammad; in addition, below, p. 293, about the so-called
Sūra of the Light.

99 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part 2.



THE GENESIS OF THE AUTHORIZED REDACTION
OF THE KORAN UNDER THE CALIPH ʿUTHMĀN

The Established Tradition1 [ii/47]

During the campaigns in Armenia and Azerbaijan the warriors from Iraq
and Syria quarrelled about the genuine form of the text of the Koran. The
soldiers from Ḥimṣ (Emesa) considered their text traced back to Miqdād b.
al-Aswad to be the best. The Damascenes and the Syrians respectively pre-
ferred their own text.2 The Kūfans recognized as the authority only the read-
ing of ʿAbd Allāh IBN MASʿŪD, and the Baṣrans only that of Abū Mūsā AL-
ASHʿARĪ.3 When the renowned commander Ḥudhayfa [Ibn al-Yamān]4 was
back at Kūfa after his campaign in Armenia and Azerbaijan, he complained
to the governor, Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ, about this situation which, according to
his view, seriously threatened the future of Islam. Many members of the
theocratic elite agreed with him; only the followers of Ibn Masʿūd stub-
bornly insisted on the authority of their master. Upon Ḥudhayfa [Ibn al-
Yamān’s] return to Medina, he reported to Caliph ʿUthmān on what he had
observed. After he had consulted with the old Companions of the Prophet,
there was unanimous agreement with the commander’s view of the sit-
uation. Thereupon the Caliph appointed a commission consisting of the
Medinan Zayd b. Thābit and three respected Quraysh, ʿAbd Allāh b. al-
Zubayr, Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ, and ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ḥārith,5 and ordered them

1 al-Bukhārī, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān §3; al-Tirmidhī in the Tafsīr on sūra 9 at the end; al-Khaṭīb
al-Tibrīzī,Mishcát, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, faṣl 3 §5; Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 24sq.; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-
ATHĪR, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 3, p. 85sq.; Ibn Khaldūn, al-ʿIbar, Cairo ed., vol. 2, p. 135sq.;
al-Naysābūrī, Gharāʾib al-Qurʾān in al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, 1st edition, vol. 1, p. 23; ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn, vol. 1,
p. 6sq.; al-Dānī, Muqniʿ; K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, fol. 6sqq.; al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20r; al-
Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 138sq. Cf. Silvestre de Sacy, “Mémoire sur l’origine et les anciens monu-
ments de la littérature parmi les Arabes,” p. 426sqq.

2 These are the general terms used by Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 3, p. 86, to describe
it. al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20, says that the Syrians followed the reading of Ubayy b. Kaʿb. Cf.
also, above, p. 237 n. 17.

3 Cf. above, p. 235sq.; A. Jeffery,Materials for the history of the text, pp. 209–211.
4 “He was appalled by the different ways in which his warriors and those from Syria

recited the Qurʾān,” Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 231, col. 2.
5 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 232, col. 1; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 6.
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to procure copies of the codex of the Koran in the possession of Ḥafṣa
bt. ʿUmar.6 After the work was completed, Ḥafṣa’s original was returned,
and the copies were dispatched to various foreign destinations to serve
as the authorized, model recension. The older collections, however, were
destroyed. It seems that the populace everywhere obediently accepted this
decision. Only the ever-unruly Kūfans under the leadership of Ibn Masʿūd
offered resistance.

When exactly this happened can only be guessed. The respective cam-[ii/49]
paigns are usually dated 30/650.7 But their connection with other battles
reported by the chroniclers in the same regionwith identical actors8 is by no
means explicit. If IbnMasʿūd indeed lived to see the completion of the ʿUth-
mānic recension, this must have happened before 32/652 or 33/653,9 dates
which are given as the years of his death. The latest date is the death of ʿUth-
mān, which occurred at the end of 35/655 (18 Dhū l-Ḥijja).

According to the unanimous tradition, the initiative for the project came
not from the Caliph but from one of his most renowned commanders who,
in the wake of disagreements about the correct recitation of the Holy Text,
feared for the unity of Islam and for the Islamic theocratic government.10 In
any case, it remains the undeniablemerit of ʿUthmān to have followed upon
the advice and sped up the realization of the plan. He thus accomplished
his most reasonable act of government, and the only one through which he
won fame. The insurgents, of course, later reproached him for this benef-
icent decision (al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 2952). On the other hand, outstand-
ing persons like ʿAbdAllāh b. ʿUmar and ʿAlī, although personal and political
opponents, allegedly agreed with him in this particular case.11

6 Cf. above, pp. 225sq., and 228sqq. In Ibn ʿAṭiyya, and al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20r it reads after
al-Ṭabarī: “The leaves in the possession of Ḥafṣa served as a model (juʿilat imānan) for this
second collection.”

7 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 2856; Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, ed. Tornberg, vol. 3, p. 85; Ibn Khaldūn,
ed. Cairo, vol. 2, append. 135; al-Dhahabī, Taʾrīkh al-Islām, vol. 1, cod. Paris, fol. 151 [sic]
(according to Caetani). Cf. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur ältesten Geschichte des Islams,
p. 110.

8 Cf. L. Caetani, Chronographia Islamica, 32/652 §4; Ibn Taghrībirdī, Annales, ed. Juyn-
boll, vol. 1, p. 97; Abulfedae Annales moslemici, ed. Reiske, vol. 1, p. 204; and al-Nuwayrī
(Nihāyat al-arab) give the year 29/649. When al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 139 (according to al-
Qasṭallānī, vol. 4, p. 438) mentions 26/646, this is confused with an earlier campaign. Cf.
Leone Caetani, loc. cit., 25/645, §3.

9 This would correspond to Eutychios, Annales, ed. Cheikho, vol. 2, p. 341.
10 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 231, col. 2.
11 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, vol. 3, p. 87.
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The tradition just paraphrased has been called “established” in the chap- [ii/50]
ter heading because it is the most widespread in literature, ḥadīth, Koranic
commentators, and works of history. The verification is not as sound as in
the case of the tradition of the first collection, where the isnād ends with
the renowned traditionist Anas b. Mālik12 and does not go back to an eye-
witness. The criticism of that other tradition has particularly demonstrated
how little reliable such formalities are.

Deviating Traditions and Their Value

Deviating traditions are outwardly no less attested than the so-called estab-
lished traditions, since the authorities to which they are traced back, like
ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr, Kathīr b. Aflaḥ, and [Muḥammad b. Muslim] AL-
ZUHRĪ, d. 124/742,13 are among the most respected traditionists. For this
reason, in the case of each of the following traditions the question of their
intrinsic reliability will immediately pose itself. A tradition in al-Dānī’s al-
Muqniʿ omits Saʿīd (Ibn al-ʿĀṣ) and replaces himwith both ʿAbdAllāh b. ʿAmr
b. al-ʿĀṣ14 and ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿABBĀS.15 The former is known for asceticism,
great competence in ḥadīth and literacy, and he is the alleged author of a
collection of ḥadīth.16 It is nevertheless unlikely that he was a member of
the Commission, since his father, whom ʿUthmān had deposed as governor
of Egypt in 28/648,17 joined the forces of the opposition to the Caliph. ʿAbd
Allāh IBN ʿABBĀS, on account of his considerable theological and exegetic
erudition,18 would have been well suited for this task. The fact that his name
is mentioned evidently relates to the tendentious goal of having at least one
man of the Prophet’s family be associated with the establishment of the
canonical text.

12 Muḥammad b. Muslim AL-ZUHRĪ (d. 124/742) from Anas b. Mālik (d. ca. 90/708).
13 EI2; EQ; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia of canonical ḥadīth, pp. 690–730; F. Sezgin,Geschichte

des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 1, pp. 280–283.
14 Died 65/684; EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 2–3; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 84.
15 EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 1; F. Sezgin, Geschichte, vols. 1, and 8.
16 Cf. Ibn Qutayba, p. 146; al-Nawawī, p. 361sq.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien der

Genossen, die sich noch vor der Eroberung Mekka’s bekehrten (vol. 4, part 2), p. ۸sqq.; Ibn
al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 3, p. 33; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 2–3.

17 Cf. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur ältesten Geschichte des Islams, p. 127.
18 For details see the literary-historical appendix, p. 272.
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Another source19 adds Ubayy b. Kaʿb20 to those four men; he was one of [ii/51]
the most renowned experts on the Koran and the editor of a special col-
lection.21 This must be rejected, however, because according to the reliable
report of al-Wāqidī, who had made inquiries among his family, he died
in 22/642 or, according to other informants, even two or three years ear-
lier.22 The statement that he died in 30/650 or 32/652 is strongly suspect of
being a forgery for the sake of making it plausible that he collaborated with
the ʿUthmānic recension.

As is claimed in two traditions, Zayd (Ibn Thābit) was given only a single
assistant from the Quraysh. One of these two traditions mentions Saʿīd
b. al-ʿĀṣ,23 whose name was already on the above-mentioned list of four.
ʿUthmān, it is said, put the question to the Companions of the Prophet of
who knew Arabic best and who had the most beautiful hand. They then
decided on Saʿīd as linguist, and Zayd as calligrapher. Thus, the former
dictated, and the latter wrote. If I am notmistaken, we are here dealing with
a simplification of the established tradition. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ḥārith
was probably left out, as no appropriate job could be found for him. If this
were the case, then the respective tradition would be dependent on the
established tradition and therefore of later origin.

The second of those two traditions24 mentions Zayd besides one Abān b.[ii/52]
Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ, probably an uncle of the frequently mentioned Saʿīd. Abān,
who had served as the Prophet’s amanuensis,25 although according to al-

19 Silvestre de Sacy, Antoine I. “Commentaire sur le poëme nommé Raïyya … intitulé
Akila”, p. 427.—Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3, part 2). Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer,
p. 62, merely mentions that ʿUthmān ordered him to collect the Koran, then follows a tradi-
tion which reckons him among the members of the commission of twelve.—al-Itqān, p. 430
at the top, mentions a tradition, in which Hāniʾ al-Barbarī, a slave of ʿUthmān, relates that his
master once sent him to Ubayy b. Kaʿb with several passages of the Koran (sūras 2:261, 30:29,
and 86:17) written on the shoulder bone of a sheep, to have them corrected, which he did.

20 EI2; A. Jeffery, Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, pp. 114–116; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 93, col. 2, p. 265, col. 2, p. 479, col. 2.

21 Cf. above, p. 235sqq.
22 Cf. Ibn Qutayba, p. 134; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3 part 2): Biographien der medinis-

chen Kämpfer, p. 62; Ibn Taghrībirdī, Annales, ed. Juynboll, vol. 1, pp. 58 and 97; Ibn Ḥajar
al-ʿAsqalānī; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 50; al-Dhahabī, Tadhki-
rat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 15.

23 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad (IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ); Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part 3; G. Weil,
Geschichte der Chalifen, vol. 1, p. 167, note 3, according to al-Dhahabī, Geschichte des Islams
[Taʾrīkh al-Islām], cod. Gothan., p. 171 [sic].

24 Ibn ʿAṭiyya, fol. 25; al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20r; al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd
al-ghāba, vol. 1, p. 37.

25 al-Balādhurī, Futūḥ al-buldān, p. 473; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1782; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba
fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 50, etc.
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Ṭabarī, Tafsīr (vol. 1, p. 2349), he died previously in 14/637 in the Battle of
Yarmūk. The latest date of his death that I can find, 29/649, is likely to have
been calculated later with consideration of his alleged collaboration with
the ʿUthmānic recension, although it is still dated two years too early. Ibn
ʿAṭiyya and al-Qurṭubī are thus certainly right when they consider the entire
tradition weak (ḍaʿīf).

Yet another genre is represented by a transmission for which we are
indebted to the erudition of al-Suyūṭī:26

“Ibn Abī Dāʾūd al-Sijistānī27 from Muḥammad IBN SĪRĪN al-Anṣārī28 from
Kathīr b. Aflaḥ.29 When ʿUthmān was ready to have copies of the Koran pro-
duced, he gathered around him twelve men from the Quraysh and the Anṣār.
He then had the container with the Koran30 brought from ʿUmar’s house, and
administered the oath to the group: whenever they were at variance with
themselves, they waited with the decision until it was determined who was
authentically the last person to have heard the passage.”

The truth of the report that ʿUthmān did not hesitate to consult men, even
though they were living three days from Medina,31 and whether this can be
connected with this tradition, is doubtful. Al-Qasṭallānī,32 using the same
source as al-Suyūṭī, includes among the twelve men both Ubayy b. Kaʿb and
Muṣʿab b. Saʿd,33 whereas Ibn Saʿd ((al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3, part 2): Biographien
dermedinischen Kämpfer, p. 62, l 19sq.) mentions Zayd b. Thābit in addition
to Ubayy, while al-Muttaqī,Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4763, still adds to both
of them Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ, but reckons all to be Quraysh.

Not a word of this tradition is true. For all intents and purposes, the [ii/53]
story of this large commission simply aims at a better representation of
the Medinan community in establishing the Koran. The number twelve is
conspicuous, as it reminds us of the twelve chieftains (naqīb) of theChildren
of Israel (sūra 5:15). The silence regarding most of the names also arouses
suspicion. Finally, as we shall see, the description of the procedure for the
establishment of the text starts from false assumptions.

26 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 139.
27 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 174–175.
28 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 633–634.
29 According to al-Khazrajī’sKhulāṣat tadhhīb al-kamāl he transmitted from ʿUthmān and

Zayd, and was killed in the battle of al-Ḥarra.
30 rabʿa.
31 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 139; al-Qurṭubī; al-Muqniʿ.
32 Vol. 7, p. 449, draws from Kitāb al-maṣāḥif of Ibn Abī Dāʾūd al-Sijistānī.
33 Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 167; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 506.
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The greatest deviation from the established tradition is definitely the tra-
dition that al-Suyūṭī34 adopted from the muṣḥaf work of ABŪ BAKR (Mu-
ḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ASHTAH AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ.35

“ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr said: ‘One day amanwent to ʿUmar and told him that
people were at variance with the Koran. ʿUmar therefore decided to produce
the Koran in a unique reading, but he was murdered before he could embark
uponhis project. Theman thenapproached theCaliph ʿUthmānand repeated
this offer. Thereupon ʿUthmān collected the codices, and orderedme to fetch
the codex belonging to ʿĀʾisha. After we had checked and corrected it, he had
the other codices torn up’ ”.36

This is likely also the reference in another source37 that ʿUmar was mur-
dered before he had collected the Koran. The tradition evidently endeav-
ours to belittle ʿUthmān in preference to his great predecessor, not unlike
the Biblical story of the Temple at Jerusalem that plays David off against
Solomon.38 That the model codex originated from the private property of
ʿĀʾisha is also tendentious, as this woman was the aunt of the Zubayrī
through her sister Asmāʾ.

Critique of the Established Tradition:
The Biographies of the Members of the Commission,
and the Qualification of the Members for Their Task

Given that our investigation led us to reject all the divergent traditions as
well as their details about the composition of the Koran Commission, the
reliability of the established tradition must now be determined.

As far as the biography of the four members of the Commission is con-[ii/54]
cerned, Zayd b. Thābit was a Medinan of the Banū Najjār, a sub-clan of the
Khazraj. As a youngster he often acted as an amanuensis to the Prophet, par-
ticularly for his revelations,39 and later produced the codex of Ḥafṣa.40 Under
ʿUthmān, he held office as a qāḍī,41 while according to others he was in

34 al-Itqān, p. 430.
35 Died 360/970; cf. G. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen [schools of grammarians],

p. 299.
36 shuqqiqat.
37 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographien dermekkanischen Kämpfer [Biographies of theMec-

can combatants], ed. by E. Sachau, p. 212, l 14.
38 Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels, 2nd ed., p. 187sq.
39 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, p. 836; above, p. 37.
40 Cf. above, p. 223sqq.
41 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 3058; Ibn al-Athīr, [al-Kāmil,] vol. 3, p. 150.
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charge of the treasury,42 or perhaps the chancellery.43 As an intrepid fol-
lower of the Caliph,44 he remained loyal to the cause of the Umayyads, and
refused to pay homage to ʿAlī.45 The year of his death is usually given as
45/665.46

Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ was born shortly after the hijra. He was an Umayyad and a [ii/55]
favourite of the Caliph ʿUthmān. Among the numerous women he married
throughout his life, two daughters of this caliph are also mentioned.47 After
Walīd b. ʿUqba was deposed in 29/649, Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ became governor of
Kūfa, a post he held until the end of 34/654.

ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ḥārith was of about the same age, and belonged to
the prominent family of theMakhzūm.After his father died by thenotorious
plague of Emmaus, ʿUmar married the latter’s widow Fāṭima. Among ʿAbd
al-Raḥmān’s women, apart from a daughter each of Abū Bakr and Zubayr,
a daughter of ʿUthmān is also mentioned, namely the same (Maryam) who
is also named among the women of Saʿīd. According to the sources, he did
not play a part in politics. His connection with the Umayyads seems to have
been permanent and good since two of his daughters entered the harem of
respected members of these families, of Muʿāwiya and Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ.48

ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr, who was of about the same age as ʿAbd al-Raḥ-
mān, also belonged to a prominent Meccan family. Through his mother
Asmāʾ bt. Abī Bakr’s49 side hewas not only the grandson of Abū Bakr and the
nephew of ʿĀʾisha, but subsequently became a stepson of the Caliph ʿUmar.
He is said to have distinguished himself not only as a soldier but also by his
great religious fervour, and his assiduous praying and fasting. As the son of

42 al-Nuwayrī, p. 259; al-Yaʿqūbī, vol. 2, p. 195; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 222.
43 Ibn al-Athīr, vol. 3, p. 154.
44 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 2937; Ibn al-Athīr, vol. 3, p. 119.
45 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 3070, 3072; Ibn al-Athīr, [al-Kāmil,] vol. 3, p. 154; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd

al-ghāba, vol. 2, p. 222.
46 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod [Final illness and death of

Muḥammad], ed. F. Schwally, p. 116; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, p. 222 [sic]; Ibn al-Athīr
(al-Kāmil), vol. 3, p. 378; Ibn Qutayba, [al-Maʿārif,] p. 133. If it is true (Ibn Hishām, p. 561)
that in the Battle of the Trench (at the end of 5/626–627) he was fifteen years old, he can
have been only twenty years old when Muḥammad died.

47 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina [biographies of the
successors at Medina], ed. by K.V. Zetterstéen p. 19sq.

48 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt):BiographienderNachfolger inMedina [the successors atMedina],
edited by K.V. Zetterstéen (vol. 5), p. 1 sqq.; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 3, p. 283sq.

49 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
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a man who later played an ambiguous role, to say the least, in the rebellion
against ʿUthmān, and then himself reached for the caliphate, he cannot be
counted upon to have been exactly a follower of the caliph.50

The Procedure of the Establishment of the Text of the Koran, and the
Qualification of the Members of the Commission for Their Task

Judging by Zayd b. Thābit’s former activity, his qualification for ʿUthmān’s[ii/56]
Koran Commission is beyond doubt. Unlike anyone else, he belonged here,
and is therefore also the only person on whose collaboration with the Com-
mission there is unanimous agreement.

It is extremely rare that Muslim scholars express surprise that the first
choice did not fall upon Ibn Masʿūd, who had embraced Islam at a time
when Zayd had not yet been born and who was endowed with still other
merits.51 Yet they finally took solace in the thought that Zayd b. Thābit knew
the entire Koran by heart, whereas Ibn Masʿūd knew only seventy sūras.
This view is totally untenable and is based on the misinterpretation of a
tradition that states that the Prophet had already personally recited seventy
sūras before Ibn Masʿūd52 when Zayd was still a youngster. This, however,
neglects the fact that Ibn Masʿūd himself was the author of his own Koran
recension. On the other hand, this tradition fails to recognize the fact that
the ʿUthmānic Koran is nothing but a copy of the codex of Ḥafṣa, and that
therefore therewas no one better qualified to head the copywork than Zayd
b. Thābit, the former copyist and editor of the model codex.

Conversely, it is extremely difficult to pass judgement regarding the rea-
son that led to the election of the three Qurayshites. Saʿīd (Ibn al-ʿĀṣ) had
beengovernorofKūfa since 29/649.Wedonot knowwhetherhewas atMed-
ina when the Commission was constituted, nor whether he was summoned
by the Caliph for precisely this project, nor the reason for the appointment.
The fact that Saʿīd was well acquainted with the conditions in Iraq, and
that he had earlier received Ḥudhayfa [Ibn al-Yamān’s] complaints53 right
then and there, can hardly have been the reason, since these advantages
were irrelevant to a collaboration with the Koran Commission. Since the

50 Ibn Qutayba, p. 116; al-Nawawī, p. 34sq.; Ibn al-Athīr,Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba,
vol. 3, p. 161sqq.; Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur ältesten Geschichte des Islams, p. 131sq.

51 al-Qurṭubī, fol. 19r.
52 Cf. above, p. 235.
53 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 231, col. 2.
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biographies of the other two Quraysh supply no facts as to why they were
included in the Commission, we must look and see whether the tradition
itself might supply a clue.

This is indeed the case. ʿUthmān issued the following guideline for the [ii/57]
Koran Commission: “If you disagree, write in the dialect of the Quraysh,
which was used in the revelations.”54 These words apparently justify the
conclusion that the Quraysh majority of the Commission should vouch for
the dialectical accuracy of the text. Another tradition also recognizes these
threemen as the greatest authorities on theQuraysh idiom, although in case
of disagreement leaving the final decision to the Caliph. For example, when
Zayd b. Thābit once wanted to write هوب (with (ه whereas the rest of them
preferred توب withت (sūras 2:249, 20:39), ʿUthmān declared the latter form
to be the true Quraysh form.55 This interpretation is wrong, however. The
example alone is an unfortunate choice, since tābūt is not at all genuine
Arabic but anAbyssinian loan-word.Tābūhun is a gruesomedeformity. Even
the controversy about such a word formation is totally against the spirit
of that early period. Neither the Prophet nor his closest successors and
followers had the least idea of scrupulous, philological exactitude.56

The view ofMuslim scholars is closely connectedwith the frequently dis-
cussed question of the relation between the canonical recension and the
first collection of Zayd b. Thābit. Since both redactions were theoretically
identical,57 according to their dogmatic prejudice founded on the divine ori-
gin of the Koran, Muslim doctors devised the theory of the seven aḥruf, or
the “variant readings” within the limits of the seven sets of readings, to jus-
tify the preparation of the second edition.58 Accordingly, the first collection
contained the variants in seven different Arabic dialects,59 while the ʿUth-
mānic recension constitutes only one dialect, the Quraysh idiom,60 which

54 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī maʿrifat al-taʾrīkh, vol. 3, p. 86, l 24sq.
55 al-Tirmidhī in the Tafsīr on sūra 9 at the end;Muqniʿ; Ibn ʿAṭiyya, fol. 25v. A tradition in

theMabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī, fol. 7r (cap. 2) reports a controversy in the first edition between
Abān b. Saʿīd and Zayd regarding this word.

56 Nöldeke, “Das klassische Arabisch und die arabischen Dialekte,” p. 4.
57 Ibn ʿAṭiyya, cod. Sprenger 408; al-Qurṭubī, fol. 22sq.; ʿAbd al-Aḥad b. Muḥammad ʿAbd

al-Aḥad al-Ḥarrānī; Nuzhat; Leiden, cod. 653 Warner; al-Itqān, p. 145.
58 Jeffery,Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, pp. 1–2.
59 al-Muqniʿ; A. Silvestre de Sacy, “Commentaire sur le poëme nommé Raïyya … intitulé

Akila,” p. 425; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 133; al-Shūshāwī, cap. 2. As regards other interpretations
of aḥruf cf. above, p. 252sqq.

60 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 140. Ḥārith (Ibn Asad) AL-MUḤĀSIBĪ al-ʿAnazī (d. 243/857) [EI2;
EQ; Sezgin in hisGAS (vol. 1, pp. 639–642) says: “According to established opinion ʿUthmān is
the collector of the Koran, but this is not the case, rather he only initiated the acceptance
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ultimately was used by the angel Gabriel when communicating the revela-
tions to the Prophet.

Generally, any tradition connecting the ʿUthmānic text in any way with[ii/58]
dialectal questionsmust be rejected, since the Koran is not written in a local
dialect at all but rather has a language identical to that of the pre-Islamic
poems. These, however, cannot possibly have beenwritten in dialectal form,
as their authors belonged to quite different tribes, living so far apart that the
texts would have to show strong idiomatic differences. Admittedly, when
fixing a text in such a defective script as Arabic’s, where vowels are gener-
ally not indicated and many consonants are expressed by the same sign,
some idiosyncrasies of the verbal presentation were simply not recogniz-
able at all. Still, the lexical and grammatical agreement is such that an actual
uniform language must be assumed. After all, given what we know about
linguo-geographical conditions in other parts of the world, it would be a
total contradiction if such a drastic disappearance of dialects were to have
occurred in large areas of the Arabian Peninsula. We are, thus, obliged to
conclude that the ancient poems, as well as the Koran, were composed in a
generally intelligible standard language,61 the difference of which from the
local dialects of cultural centres like Mecca and Medina was naturally less
than from that in the more distant areas of the Peninsula.

If—regardless of objections—ʿUthmān indeed intended to gather the[ii/59]
best authorities of the Quraysh dialect, he should have addressed himself
to other men and not to people who, although from Quraysh families, had
actually grown up in Medina.

Another seemingly simple solution to the problem seems to be indicated
by the remark of tradition that Zayd b. Thābit and his associates copied
the codex of Ḥafṣa.62 To me it still seems extremely doubtful that the noble

of one particular variant reading which he, together with authorities from the Emigrants
(Muhājirūn) andHelpers (Anṣār) agreedupon, for he feared that the Iraqi andSyrian commu-
nities might get embroiled in disagreement because of their variant readings.” Cf. Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 231, col. 2.

61 Julius Wellhausen, Arabisches Heidentum, 2nd ed., p. 216, speaks of a “language above
the dialects” existing in the “illiterate literature” of pre-Islamic Arabia. Nöldeke comes to
a different conclusion in his Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, p. 2, and Neue
Beiträgezur semitischenSprachwissenschaft, p. 4.Otherwise I am inagreementwithNöldeke’s
critical review of K. Voller’s book, Volkssprache und Schriftsprache imaltenArabien [common
parlance and literary language in ancient Arabia] (1906).

62 Fa-nasakhūhā fī l-maṣāḥif. For references see above, p. 251 n. 1. Frequent in the biogra-
phies are expressions like fa-katabū l-maṣāḥif, e.g., Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-
ṣaḥāba, vol. 3, p. 281 and 284; al-Nawawī, p. 281; al-Khazrajī, Khulāṣa, s.v.; ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b.
al-Ḥārith.
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Quraysh would have lent themselves to such a troublesome and exacting
writing task, even if they were qualified. But since Zayd b. Thābit could not
have accomplished the enormous work single-handedly—it was a task of
three or four copies—I suspect that the actual copy work was done by a
staff of professional calligraphers, with Zayd b. Thābit’s activity limited to
the overall charge of the project. Whether the Quraysh mentioned were
indeed sufficiently qualified to assist Zayd in this activity is also shrouded
in obscurity. In any case, this combination is more plausible than the literal
interpretation of tradition.

Another conjecture can be connected with the report that ʿUthmān [ii/60]
attempted to collect as many revelations as possible.63 Nearly every ver-
sion64 of the established tradition agrees that sūra 33:23 was originally lack-
ing but was later found at Khuzayma b. Thābit al-Anṣārī’s quarters, where-
upon the verse was put in its present place. According to al-Ṭabarī (Tafsīr,
vol. 1, p. 20), this verse was missing during a first revision of the new text,
whereas, during a second revision, the end of sūra 9 was discovered on
the authority of another Khuzayma.65 In the Tafsīr, only al-Tirmidhī men-
tions this ending on the latter’s authority. For such textual investigations,
the three Qurayshites could have rendered great service, particularly since,
through their connections with the most prosperous and recognized fam-
ilies, they must have been best informed as to copies of the revelations
in their possession. Those traditions, however, are undoubtedly based on
an actual or alleged incident that occurred in the course of Abū Bakr’s
collection,66 although—like everything else reported about the ʿUthmānic
recension with regard to variant readings or dialectal forms—they are in
stark contradiction to the clearly stated fact of the established tradition
that the ʿUthmānic Koran was merely a copy of the codex of Ḥafṣa. In
such circumstances, the preconditioned familiarity with codices, that

63 In this case onemight actually refer to the passage quoted on p. 225 n. 31, but this is not
part of the “established” tradition. For this reason also the following tradition cannot be used,
which is transmitted by al-Tirmidhī and al-Bukhārī in Kitāb al-Tafsīr, and al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,
p. 142: “Ibn al-Zubayr said, I spoke to ʿUthmān: Verse 241 of The Sūra of the Cow is abrogated
by verse 234. Why do you still write it? Thereupon ʿUthmān replied: You ought to leave it,
cousin, for I do not intend to remove anything from its place.” Incidentally, these verses do
not contradict one another in any way. Verse 234 permits the widow to remarry, when four
months and ten days have passed after the death of her husband. The right of the widow to
collect aliments from the estate of the man for one year applies only—as it is clearly stated
in verse 241—if she remains unmarried this long.

64 Only Flügel’s Fihrist, p. 24, and Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh), vol. 3, p. 86, do not
mention missing verses of the Koran.

65 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 696, col. 1, n. 1.
66 Cf above, p. 223sqq.
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was expected of the three Qurayshites was of no practical importance and,
thus, could not have been the reason for their selection for the Koran Com-
mission.

I can now offer only one other alternative for consideration, namely that[ii/61]
on account of their high social esteem those Qurayshites were expected to
add prestige to the enterprise in the eyes of the public. Yet therewas no need
for such a measure, as the Caliph had made the decision in mutual agree-
ment with the old Companions of the Prophet, and it was the best possible
recommendation. If it were done without their assent, one would at least
have expected that older and more mature men would have been selected.

Whoever does not find this argument convincing has no choice but to
consider the inclusion of the threeQurayshites to be ahistorical. In this case,
he is under theobligation todemonstrate the forgery of thehistorical fact, be
it for the interests of theQuraysh party or for other ambitions.Whoever ven-
tures to make this attempt will soon run into the greatest difficulties, as the
conflicting interests of the Umayya and Zubayr [Ibn al-ʿAwwām]67 families
certainly cannot be reconciled. The appointment of the three Qurayshites
is therefore likely to be true, even if we we know nothing about the purpose
and manner of their employment.

Furthermore, thequestion is of little importance, since, in viewof the task
of simply producing several copies of a model text, the Commission could
only have played a subordinate role. Far more important was the basic deci-
sion to create auniform text of theKoran. “ʿUthmānassembled theCompan-
ions and informed them of the situation. They attached great importance to
it, and followed the opinion of Ḥudhayfa [Ibn al-Yamān.]”68 Unfortunately,
we learn nothing of the members of this council. Ḥudhayfa, who fathered
the idea, would have certainly deserved a seat. Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ, too, would have
here found a more appropriate place than in the technical commission.

After having ascertained that ʿUthmān’s role in the establishment of the[ii/62]
uniform text of the Koran consisted of no more than commissioning a copy
of the most respected codex at the time in Medina, from now on we can no
longer speak of ʿUthmān’s collection but only of his recension. As amatter of
fact, the expression “to collect” is never used in the established tradition but
rather only in isolated other traditions,69 and thereafter frequently in the his-

67 EI2; G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 273, col. 1, 462; col. 2, 510, col. 1.
68 Ibn al-Athīr (al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh), vol. 3, p. 86. When ʿAlī came to Kūfa in 36/656 he

replied—according to Ibn al-Athīr, ibid., vol. 3, p. 87, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, p. 747; al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,
p. 139 end—to those who criticized unfavourably the ʿUthmānic recension of the Koran that
the Caliph had acted in accordance with the Companions.

69 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 430 according to ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr, translated above, p. 255.
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torical70 and Koranic71 literature. It is also not appropriate to perpetuate an
expression appearing in such late sourceswhen themain purpose of the col-
lection is considered to be its destruction rather than its textual use.72 This
conjecture is supported in al-Yaʿqūbī (vol. 2, p. 196) but otherwise—as far as
I can see—tradition uniformly and exclusively considers the sole purpose
of the collection to be the establishment of the text. Moreover, that combi-
nation betrays a conception of the fate of the pre-ʿUthmānic redactions of
the Koran which, as we shall see in a later chapter, is by no means beyond
dispute.

The Arrangement of the Sūras in the ʿUthmānic Koran

The purpose of this arrangement is by nomeans obvious. Among the points [ii/63]
of view that might possibly be considered, the one of content must be
excluded from the outset. It is known that not only the sūras but also
many individual revelations are concerned with the most diverse subjects.
The chronological principle must also be excluded. It would contradict
not only the spirit of the period—as mentioned above when discussing
pre-ʿUthmānic redactions of the Koran73—but would also be impractica-
ble for archival considerations because, apart from passages Muḥammad
himself added to earlier ones, the fragments probably became hopelessly
mixed up already in the first collection of Zayd b. Thābit. For such reason
ʿIkrima could rightly reply to Muḥammad IBN SĪRĪN’s (d. 110/729) question
of whether the Koran had been arranged in chronological order that this
would have been impossible even if men and demons had joined efforts.74
Later generations prohibit outright the paying attention to the chronology
of the Koran, condemning this as heretical.

In such circumstances nothing else remains but to consider amechanical
arrangement according to the length of the sūras, a principle already sug-
gested by early Muslim scholars. “ʿUthmān collected the Koran, compiled it
(allafa), and put together the long sūras with the long ones, and the short
sūras with the short ones.”75 Disregarding the first sūra, the canonical edi-

70 al-Yaʿqūbī, ed. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 196; Eutychius, Annales, vol. 2, p. 341.
71 al-Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, vol. 1, p. 20; Ibn ʿAṭiyya; Muqniʿ; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 138, 140, 430;

al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 449.
72 Th. Nöldeke in the first edition of this work, p. 212.
73 Cf. above, p. 249.
74 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 135.
75 al-Yaʿqūbī, ed. M.Th. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 196 [ ٓنارقلانععمجو ]; similarly Eutychius, vol. 2,
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tion, indeed, begins with the longest chapters, followed by shorter ones, and
ends with the smallest ones. The system is not as strange as it might at first
seem, for when arranging chapters according to size it is equally rational to
start with the largest as well as with the shortest part. The observant reader
will likely find an equal number of examples of bothmethods in world liter-
ature. I would merely mention that the paragraphs within the order of the
Jewish Mishna are arranged by the descending numbers of the chapters.76

As measurement of length, the early Muslims cannot have resorted to[ii/64]
the verse count; instead, it must have been the obvious number of pages
of an evenly written copy. After all, the length of the verses is so different
that, for example, the seventh sūra has thirty more verses than the fourth
sūra, even though the latter one is one page longer, the twentieth sūra has
even five more verses than the ninth sūra, despite being less than half as
long, and the twenty-sixth sūra takes up approximately only one fourth of
the pages of the second sūra, while still consisting of only sixty-nine verses
less than the latter. The general guideline of the overall proportion has been
followed only very roughly and incompletely. In order to supply a tangible
illustration of these facts, I produced the following table, which lists the
sūras of the canonical Koran, including the number of verses as well as the
outer dimensions in pages and lines of Gustav Flügel’s 1858 Arabic edition of
the Koran,77 adding the perfect arrangement that corresponds to the exactly
descending proportion.

Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

1 7 - 5 2
2 286 22 11 4
3 200 13 11 3
4 175 14 4 7
5 120 10 18 6

Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

6 165 11 16 5
7 205 13 3 9
8 76 4 20 11
9 130 9 21 16
10 109 7 1 17

p. 341, and al-Itqān, p. 140: “ʿUthmān collected the leaves in a codex arranged by its sūras
(murattaban li-suwarih;”) al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 145: “ʿUthmān ordered them to have the long
sūras follow one another.”

76 H.L. Strack, Einleitung in den Talmud, p. 25; from Abraham Geiger, “Einiges über Plan
und Anordnung der Mischnah,” p. 489sqq.

77 Not counted are the headings of the sūras (name, place of revelation, basmala); the
incomplete lines are reckoned to be complete. When there is no heading the page of Flügel’s
Koran consists of twenty-two lines.
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Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

11 123 7 7 10
12 111 6 20 12
13 43 3 7 18
14 52 3 8 26
15 99 3 18 28
16 128 7 6 20
17 111 6 4 33
18 110 6 6 24
19 98 3 18 22
20 135 5 7 8
21 112 4 9 21
22 178 5 - 40
23 118 4 7 39
24 64 5 6 27
25 17 3 14 23
26 227 5 15 29
27 95 4 18 37
28 88 5 4 19
29 69 4 - 25
30 60 3 6 43
31 34 2 2 34
32 30 1 1 14
33 73 5 7 13
34 54 3 9 42
35 45 3 2 30
36 83 3 - 41
37 182 4 - 35
38 88 3 1 36
39 75 4 5 38
40 85 4 18 15
41 54 3 3 46
42 53 3 7 48
43 89 5 11 57
44 59 1 1 47
45 36 1 21 31
46 35 2 1 45
47 40 2 6 58
48 29 2 7 56
49 18 1 10 59
50 45 1 12 55
51 60 1 12 51
52 49 1 7 50
53 62 1 11 32
54 55 1 11 44

Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

55 78 1 15 53
56 96 1 18 54
57 29 2 7 49
58 22 1 20 60
59 24 1 18 48
60 13 1 9 52
61 14 - 20 67
62 11 1 - 68
63 11 - 17 69
64 18 1 - 65
65 12 1 4 72
66 12 1 - 74
67 30 1 7 76
68 52 1 7 62
69 52 1 4 64
70 44 1 - 66
71 29 - 21 70
72 28 1 3 71
73 20 - 18 61
74 55 1 2 77
75 40 - 16 73
76 31 1 1 78
77 50 - 20 79
78 41 - 18 63
79 46 - 18 75
80 42 - 14 80
81 29 - 11 89
82 19 - 8 81
83 36 - 17 85
84 25 - 10 84
85 22 - 11 88
86 16 - 10 98
87 19 - 7 82
88 26 - 10 90
89 30 - 13 92
90 20 - 8 87
91 15 - 6 96
92 21 - 8 86
93 11 - 4 91
94 8 - 3 1
95 8 - 4 93
96 19 - 7 95
97 5 - 3 99
98 8 - 9 100
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Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

99 8 - 4 101
100 11 - 4 104
101 9 - 4 94
102 8 - 3 97
103 3 - 2 102
104 9 - 4 105
105 5 - 3 107
106 4 - 2 109

Canonical edition Sequence of
the sūras of

No. No. Volume the canonical
of of edition in strict

sūra verses Pages Lines arrangement

a b c d e

107 7 - 3 103
108 3 - 1 106
109 6 - 3 110
110 29 1 11 89
111 5 - 2 112
112 4 - 2 113
113 5 - 2 114
114 6 - 2 108

This table shows that the two arrangements differ so markedly from one[ii/66]
another that actually only six sūras, namely 3, 12, 21, 51, 80, and 84, are at the
proper place; one wonders why the system has been carried out in such an
imperfect way when there were no difficulties whatsoever in its consistent
application.

Many an inaccuracy could be explained by the fact that the editor was[ii/67]
dealing with many sūras in copies of a variety of leaf sizes and hands, thus
disguising the true scope. This, however, can hardly explain themost glaring
and obvious violations of this principle, such as, for example, how sūras
13, 14, and 15, with a size ranging from 3 to 3½ pages, ended up between
sūras of seven pages, and why sūra 8 (five pages) is placed before sūra 9
(ten pages), or why sūra 32 (1½ page) stands before sūra 33 (5½ pages).
On the other hand, it is also difficult to believe that Ḥafṣa’s copy of the
Koran should not have been of the uniform shape of a codex. One is thus
tempted to assume that the current order of the sūras must go back to
the incomplete textual condition of Ḥafṣa’s copy, which Zayd b. Thābit,
either because of personal qualms or being under the spell of contemporary
prejudices, did not dare to change, or at least not drastically. It cannot even
be excluded that the hands of the compiler of this copy had already been
tied. However, when we realize that the redactions of Ubayy b. Kaʿb and Ibn
Masʿūd, although differing from one another as well as from the ʿUthmānic
Koran, reveal its general arrangement without, however, getting any closer,
it would consequently seem that the logical conclusion was conveniently
avoided. The rationale behind this strange procedure might have been the
reluctance to produce something perfect, thereby provoking the jealousy
of strange demonic powers, a superstition particularly widely-held among
primitive people.
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There are only two exceptions to the rigid arrangement, both of whichwe
can appreciate reasonably well. One of them is the most serious departure
from the principle found in the canon. It concerns the position of the
five-line Fātiḥa, immediately before the longest chapter, the so-called Sūra
of the Cow. The other exception is insignificant and concerns the fact that
the shortest sūra—the one-line hundred and eighth—is not the last one,
but rather two of the distich type. The fact that these two sūras (113 and 114),
also like the first sūra, are prayers in terms of content would support the
assumption that they are purposely placed where they now are. Although
we do not precisely knowwhat religious or superstitious ideamotivated the
editor, it does not seem unduly strange that he considered it appropriate to
open such a holy book with a prayer of thanks, and finish it with protecting
spells. The possibility that the respective sūras were originally not a part of
revelation has been previously discussed in detail.78

As far as the total number of sūras in the ʿUthmānic Koran is concerned, [ii/68]
a system is no more apparent than in the canons of Ubayy b. Kaʿb and Ibn
Masʿūd. It is purely accidental.

TheMysterious Letters Preceding Certain Sūras

Twenty-nine sūras of ourKoranareprecededby single letters of the alphabet
or by combinations of letters (logograms), which tradition considers to be
part of the Koran. They read as follows:

رلا preceding sūras 10, 11, 12, 14, 15
ملا preceding sūras 2, 3, 29, 30, 31, 32
رملا preceding sūra 13
صملا preceding sūra 7
مح preceding sūras 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 4679

قسعمح preceding sūra 42
ص preceding sūra 38
سط preceding sūra 27
مسط preceding sūras 26, 28
هط preceding sūra 20
ق preceding sūra 50
صعیهك preceding sūra 19
ن preceding sūra 68
سی preceding sūra 36

78 Cf. above, pp. 89sq, 231sq., and 245sq.
79 These sūras were thus collectively called ميماوحلا .
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Muslims took great pains to lift the veil of mystery off of these letters.[ii/69]
Many explanations refer to Ibn ʿAbbās and other celebrities of the first cen-
tury, or even to all the Companions of the Prophet, who ought to have been
well informed. However, their comments, like the exegetic tradition in gen-
eral,80 are strongly suspect of having been forged by later Muslims for the
sake of justifying better their own opinions, so that this criticismmust con-
form to internal arguments. In recent times it has become fashionable to
ignore the traditional attempts of interpretation. But this is unwarranted.
As will become evident later, Christian scholarship of the Occident—either
accidentally or by borrowing—frequently created identical or similar con-
cepts, but evenwhere they pursued their ownway they did not always arrive
at a better argument. The Muslim explanations, of which I can naturally
present only a selection from among the remarkable examples,81 can be
divided into two major groups.

The first group recognizes in the “logograms” abbreviations of words or
phrases:

(al-Itqān, p. 486) نمحرلا ; ىرٔاهللأا : رلا

(al-Itqān, p. 490) دیجمفیطلهللا (al-Itqān, p. 486) نمحرلا ; ملعٔاهللأا : ملا

(al-Bayḍāwī, on sūra 13:1) ىرٔاوملعٔاهللأا : رملا

ملٔا (Itqān, p. 486) دمصلانمحرلاهللا ; رّوصملا ; لضفٔاهللأا ; قداصلاهللأا : صملا

(al-Itqān, p. 493) كردصحرشن

(al-Itqān, p. 487) ميحرلانمحرلا مح:

(al-Itqān, p. 487) رهاقلاسودقلاميلعلانمحرلا : قسعمح

بولقدمحمداص ; ٓنارقلمعدمحمداص ; قداصلاعناصلادمصلمسقٔا ; هللاقدص ص:

(al-Itqān, p. 493) دابعلا

(al-Itqān, p. 487) سودقلالوطلاوذ : سط

(al-Itqān, p. 487) نمحرلاسودقلالوطلاوذ : مسط

(al-Itqān, p. 487) لوطلاوذ : هط

ءادٔاىلعّدمحمفق ; دمحمبلقةّوقبمسقٔا ; رمٔالايضق (Itqān, p. 487) رداق ; رهاق ق:

(al-Itqān, p. 493) اسرلا

; رّوصملازیزعلاهللاملا ; قداصميلعميكحداهميرك ; قداصزیزعنيمٔاداهفاك : صعیهك

نيمٔاىلعيداهلاريبكلأا ; قداصملاعنيمٔاداهفاك ; قداصلاملاعلايداهلايفاكلا

80 Cf. in this connection the remarks in the literary-historical “appendix.”
81 Other material can be found in O. Loth, “Tabari’s Korankommentar,” pp. 603–610.
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(al-Itqān, p. 486sq.) قداص

(Itqān, p. 486) نمحرلا (Itqān, p. 487) رون ; رص (Itqān, p. 493) توحلا ن:

(al-Itqān, p. 493) نيلسرملادّیـس : سی

It is evident that all these interpretations belong to the realm of unlimited [ii/70]
possibilities. Since every abbreviated word can be replaced at convenience
by one or several letters, the interpretation of such abbreviations is con-
versely subject to the same arbitrariness. The only interpretation that can
be substantiated is the one of ن (sūra 68) as al-ḥūt, “fish.” Because the North
Semitic nūn came to mean “fish” when assimilated to Arabic,82 and since
Jonah is otherwise also called Dhū l-Nūn,83 and in sūra 68:48 named ṣāḥib
al-Ḥūt, it is conceivable that ن might be a kind of name or heading of the
sixty-eighth sūra.

Although in the second group there is agreement that the letters do not [ii/71]
represent abbreviations, in other respects the approach is quite different.

(a) The letters are mysterious names for the Prophet, which defy fur-
ther interpretation ( هط ,84 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 492; ,مح al-Itqān, p. 493;
سی ,85 al-Itqān, p. 492); for particular sūras ( سط , Ibn al-Khaṭīb al-Da-

hsha, Tuḥfa, p. ,مح;29 Tuḥfa, p. 29,86 سی al-Itqān, p. 488, Tuḥfa, p. 29); for
a mountain ( قسعمح , al-Itqān; p. 493; ق “a mountain surrounding the
earth,” al-Itqān, p. 493); for an ocean ص) “the ocean on which there is
the Throne of the All-merciful,” or “where the dead become alive,” al-
Itqān, p. 493); or finally for “writing table”87 or “ink-well” ,ن) al-Itqān,
p. 493).

(b) The letters are signs—derived, by the way, from the numerical value
order of the North Semitic alphabet—which are here read symboli-
cally or apocalyptically; for example, ملا = 71 years (al-Itqān, p. 489sq.),
رملا = 271 years (al-Itqān, p. 489), هط = 14 = moon, on account of the cor-

responding number of the stations of the moon (al-Itqān, p. 493), etc.
(c) The letters are auxiliaries to attract attention, either to lead the busy

Prophet to the voice of Gabriel, or to astonish the Prophet’s listeners

82 Mufaḍḍaliyyāt, ed. H. Thorbecke, no. 16, l 39.
83 al-Bayhaqī, al-Maḥāsin wa-l-masāwī, ed. Schwally, p. 32, l 2.
84 As a consequence, Ṭāhā has become for Muslims a common man’s name. According

to Ibn Jubayr and Ḍaḥḥāk in al-Bukhārī, Tafsīr on the twentieth sūra, هط is said to mean in
Nabataean “o, man,” which of course is nonsense.

85 Also Yāsīn has become a commonMuslim man’s name.
86 al-Balādhurī, ed. de Goeje in the glosses s.v.; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba, vol. 4, p. 322.
87 This is inferred from the conjuration opening the sixty-eighth sūra: “By the pen, and

what they inscribe.”
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by this unusual method in such a way that they pay more attention to
the revelations (al-Itqān, p. 491sq.)

(d) The letters attest that the revelationswere put inwriting in the familiar
and generally intelligible Arabic alphabet. They are very intelligibly
chosen, together representing exactly half (14) of the alphabet, and
contain also half of every phonetic symbol (al-Itqān, p. 492).

(e) The letters are dividers (fawāṣil [ لصاوف ]) of the sūras (al-Itqān, p. 494).[ii/72]

Amere first glance reveals that the fantastic ideas, the numerical acrobatics,
and the other theories of the second group are as far-fetched as the arbitrary
interpretations of the alleged abbreviations. Moreover, the important ques-
tion why only twenty-nine sūras are preceded by such mysterious letters is
not even touched upon.

Among theWestern works on the subject, only those works that help our
understanding of the problem deserve consideration. Theodor Nöldeke, in
the first edition of the present work,88 regrets that it has not been possible
to find definite facts about the meaning of the logograms, particularly as
this would have undoubtedly led to important conclusions regarding the
composition of the Koran. They do not originate from Muḥammad at all
because it would indeed be strange if he had put such unintelligible signs
in front of his revelations which, after all, were intended for everyone;
but rather, they represent letters and clusters of letters, probably marks of
possession, originating from the owners of the Koranic copies which were
used in the first collection of Zayd b. Thābit, and which found their way
into the final version of the Koran by mere carelessness. This is supported
by the whole string of successive sūras of different periods furnished with
the sign ,مح suggesting the idea that we are dealing here with a copy of the
original that contained these sūras in the identical order. Further, it would
not be impossible that these letters were no more than monograms of the
owner. The following abbreviations are conceivable: رل = ريبزلا = al-Zubayr,
رملا = ةريغملا al-Mughīra, هط = ةحلط = Ṭalḥa or Ṭalḥa b. ʿUbayd Allāh,89مح and ن =

نمحرلادبع ʿAbd al-Raḥmān. In صعیهك the middle letter might indicate نب , the
two final letters, صاعلا , etc. But even the possibility of variant readings make
everything uncertain.

This view was well received. It is supported by the fact that the mono-[ii/73]
grams are exclusively found at the head of sūraswhich originally do not con-
stitute a unit. On the other hand, the individual explanation of the names

88 p. 215sq.
89 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
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is as arbitrary as that of the early Muslim authorities. The explanation of
the long logograms, قسعمح and صعیهك , poses insurmountable difficulties. The
assumption that the letters entered the canonical edition by mere careless-
ness is totally out of the question, since an authority like Zayd b. Thābit, who
twice had to pass judgement on the form of the text, cannot conceivably
have been capable of such a lapse.

Encouraged by the survey of the interpretation of the mysterious letters
which al-Ṭabarī supplies in the introduction to his great commentary on
the Koran, but particularly by ʿIkrima al-Barbarī’s alleged explanation that
the combination of the three monograms, رلا , مح and ,ن produce the word
al-Raḥmān, the Most Gracious, Otto Loth90 recognizes also in the other
monograms indications of “certain catchwords” of the Koran.When he then
recalls Aloys Sprenger’s conjecture91 that the letters might partly be read
also in reverse order—roughly like those on seals—he reckons, for example,

صملا to be an abbreviation of ميقتـسملاطارصلا andص of طارص , andق of ٓنارق ; and
he then puts هط , مسط , سط , and possibly also سی in relation to the familiar
words known from sūra 56:78, lā yamassuhu illā l-muṭahharūn, and قسع ,
sūra 42:1 to the words laʿalla l-sāʿata qarīb in 42:16. These combinations
are an honour to the author’s ingenuity but are too arbitrary to be taken
seriously. Particularly suspicious is the reckless transposition of letters. I
have never encountered anything like this except in Arabic calligraphy,
when an empty space had to be decorated artistically. More valuable are
Loth’s general views that serve as an introduction to his arguments. First of
all, he turns against Nöldeke. It remains incomprehensible how the editors
of the Koran could include the private notes of the former owners in the
Holy Book. On the other hand, the argument that Muḥammad’s inclination
for the wonderful and the obscure led him personally to devise such signs
would not seem to be strange. Since all the relevant sūras belong to the
late Meccan or early Medinan period, when Muḥammad was approaching
Judaism, the letters might be Kabbalistic figures. Not all of these objections
are of identical importance. For all appearances, the question of whether or
not we can imagine Muḥammad capable of such mysterious ciphers can be
answered in the affirmative as well as in the negative. Although we know
nothing definite regarding the date of the Jewish Kabbalah, most probably
it is several centuries later than the Koran.

As Loth continues in the same context on p. 603 of his article, the impar- [ii/74]
tial reflection on those sūras reveals that their beginning contains mostly

90 Otto Loth, “Tabari’s Korancommentar,” pp. 588–610.
91 Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, 2nd ed., vol. 2, p. 182sq.
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an allusion to the preceding letters. He is likely to be thinking mainly of the
frequent introductory formula, “those are the āyāt … of the Book” (sūras 10,
12, 13, 15, 28, and 31, and similarly sūra 27). It is certainly quite possible to
translate āyāt with “symbols,”92 and consider parts of the alphabet symbols
of the revelation. This, however, is in contradiction to the common Koranic
meaning of āyāt “miraculous sign” or “verse” (sūras 11:1; and 41:2 and 44), and
that in the similar introduction to sūra 2:1, “that is the revelation, wherein
is no doubt,” the demonstrative does not refer to the preceding logogram
A L M but unconditionally to what follows.93 It is more likely that in sūra
3:1 there might be a reference to the logogram A L M, provided these let-
ters can be interpreted as abbreviation of the words, Allāhu lā ilāha illā
huwa l-ḥayyu l-qayyūm. But more likely, the first verse, which is identical
with the so-called Verse of the Throne of sūra 2:256, is but an old inter-
pretation of that logogram and the original beginning of the sūra is verse
two.94

On the other hand, Loth is quite correct in his observation that in the[ii/75]
initial verses of the coded sūras their content is nearly always identified
as the revealed Word of God.95 There are, of course, considerably more
sūras with such beginnings that lack logograms (sūras 18, 24, 25, 39, 52, 55,
97), whereas other sūras are also preceded by letters but have an entirely
different beginning (sūras 29 and 30). However, the passages upon which
Loth bases his argument might possibly be too numerous to consider this a
mere accident.

Based on this and other considerations, Nöldeke subsequently aban-
doned his earlier opinion. I think—as he says—Muḥammad seems to have
wanted these letters to be a mystical reference to the archetypal text in

92 Downright “characters, letters” like LateHebrew ōt, and Syriac ātūtā, is never theArabic
equivalent of āyāt. Essentially different is the writing on the heavenly gold plates, from
which Joseph Smith translated the Book of Mormon with the help of “the stones of the seer,”
because this alphabet consists of a wild fantastical and unsystematic sequence of all possible
characters (caractors), from which no alphabet at all can be enucleated. Cf. Eduard Meyer,
Ursprung und Geschichte der Mormonen, pp. 33–83.

93 Likewise, the demonstrative pronoun in the formula, tilka āyāt Allāhi (sūras 2:253 and
3:104) refers to what follows. As far as I see, in this case as in all the other passagesmentioned
above, this is also the view of the entire exegetic tradition.

94 Although in this case, the verbal predicates had better be put into the passive voice.
95 More particulars emerge from the following compilation: sūra 2:1, dhālika l-kitābu; 3:2,

nazzala ʿalayka l-kitāba … wa-anzala l-furqāna; 7:1, kitābun unzila ilayka; 10:1, 12:1, 13:1, 15:1,
26:1, 28:1, 31:1, tilka āyātu l-kitābi; 11:1, kitābun uḥkimat āyātuhu; 14:1, kitābun anzalnāhu ilayka;
20:1,māanzalnā ʿalayka l-furqāna; 27:1, tilka āyātu l-Qurʾāniwa-kitābinmubīnin; 32:1, 40:1, 45:1,
46:1, tanzīlu l-kitābi; 36:1, 38:1, 50:1, wa-l-Qurʾāni; 41:1, tanzīlun min al-Raḥmāni l-Raḥīmi; 42:1,
ka-dhālika yūḥā ilayka; 43:1, 44:1, wa-l-kitābi l-mubīni; 68:1, wa-l-qalami wa-mā yasṭurūn.
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heaven. To amanwho regarded the art ofwriting, ofwhich at the best he had
but a slight knowledge, as something supernatural, and who lived amongst
illiterate people, an A B Cmay well have seemedmore significant than they
do to us who have been initiated into the mysteries of this art from child-
hood.96

This point of view has the advantage of better relating the logograms to [ii/76]
the opening verses of the respective sūras. On the other hand, this presup-
poses a measure of illiteracy of the Prophet that is incompatible with my
previous remarks.97

This objection does not apply if—according to Nöldeke’s additional re-
marks—the mysterious, solemn impression which Muḥammad attempted
to make is related to the mass of his listeners. If this had been the Prophet’s
only intention, it would be difficult to comprehend why the logograms are
only found at the beginning of chapters but not evenonce in front of individ-
ual revelations in the middle of sūras. This fact cannot possibly be acciden-
tal, regardless of whether normally the inconsistent use of the logograms
is based on old distortions,98 or on the imperfect condition of the texts of
the revelation at their first collection. In these conditions, Nöldeke’s more
recent opinion—which, by the way, is connectedmost closely with some of
the Muslim theories set forth above, p. 269 (c and d)—again raises doubts
and enforces the conjecture that the logograms are somehow related to the
editorial work of the sūras.

The real existence of the logograms leads back to a very early period.
Because of the connection of the ʿUthmānic Koran with its original, the
logograms must already have been part of Ḥafṣa’s copy. Apparently, Ibn
Masʿūd also had them in his recension, since it is reported that he read the
logograms of sūra forty-two without the letter ʿayn.99 When even Loth, and
nowadays Nöldeke, plead for Muḥammad’s authorship, they are in agree-
ment with tradition, which considers the logograms to be part of the reve-
lation. The knowledgeable Zayd b. Thābit would have hardly included the
strange scribble in the final redaction if he had not been convinced of
the authority of the Prophet.100 If Muḥammad is indeed the author of the
logograms then he must also be the editor of the ciphered sūras. Although

96 His article “Koran” in the Encyclopædia Britannica, 11th ed., p. 904; and Orientalische
Skizzen, p. 50sq.

97 Above, p. 209sq.; and before, p. 36sqq.
98 Nöldeke, Orientalische Skizzen, p. 51.
99 al-Zamakhsharī and al-Bayḍāwī, s.v. This is also reported of Ibn ʿAbbās.

100 Cf. above, p. 271.
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this contradicts earlier established opinion, it would conform to our previ-
ous observation that the Prophet kept an amanuensis to whom he dictated
his revelations,101 that he early set out to create his own book of revela-
tion,102 and that the way of combining pieces of different provenance but
similar content in certain sūras leaves the impression of originating from
the Prophet himself.103 Unfortunately, this point of view is in no way helpful
for the question of the importance of the individual case.

H. Hirschfeld104 still persists totally in Nöldeke’s early point of view, with[ii/77]
the exception that he associates every individual letter of the logogramswith
an explicit name. He thus arrives at the following equations, which, as he
himself admits, are purely hypothetical:

AL the definite article
M Mughīra
S Ḥafṣa
R (Z) Zubayr
K Abū Bakr
H Abū Hurayra
N ʿUthmān
Ṭ Ṭalḥa (Ibn ʿUbayd Allāh)
S Saʿd (Ibn Abī Waqqāṣ)
Ḥ Ḥudhayfa [Ibn al-Yamān]
ع ʿUmar or ʿAlī, Ibn ʿAbbās, ʿĀʾisha
Q Qāsim b. Rabīʿa

Consequently, a single letter should indicate that the sūra following goes[ii/78]
back to the copy of this owner, whereas sūras consisting of several letters
were found to be in partial or total possession of several persons. This must
have been governed by the principle of uniting the monograms, which
actually belonged in front of the fragments of the current chapters, at the
beginning together with the others. Whether the marks of possession go
back to copies of the respective owners or editors can be decided no more
than the question of why Zayd b. Thābit retained or added them. That sūras
2 and 3 are now so far apart from the four other, equally ciphered sūras 29 to
32 must be explained simply by the system of arranging according to length
that governed the collection. However, the hypothesis regarding the marks
of possession can bemaintained only if the logograms do not go back to the

101 Cf. above, p. 209sq.; and previously p. 36sqq.
102 Cf. above, p. 80, 81, 106, 117, 129, and 175.
103 Cf. also the conjecture mentioned below, p. 274 n. 105.
104 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran, pp. 141–143.
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Prophet.105 This is for Hirschfeld self-evident, since “after all that we know,
Muḥammad cannot have collaborated in the composition of the sūras.” On
the contrary, I have explained the error of this assumptionmore thanonce.106

105 Conversely, it would indeed be compatible withMuḥammad’s authorship if the names
of his secretarieswere hidden behind the logograms. However, not a single transmitted name
of the writers of the revelations can be identified.

106 Cf. above, p. 209sq. and p. 273sq.
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Whereas the afore-mentioned logograms, which are encountered in mani- [ii/79]
fold forms, can only be found in front of certain sūras and are considered
part of the text of the revelation—and are therefore reckoned to be the
first verse of the respective sūra—there is yet another unchangeable phrase
placed at the beginning of all the sūras in the Koran, excepting one, albeit
without usually being considered a part of the actual text.1 This is the for-
mula bismillāh al-Raḥmānal-Raḥīm, which is shortened and called basmala
or tasmiya. Given that it is not reported anywhere that it was introduced
only by the Caliph ʿUthmān, it must have existed already in the copies of
Ḥafṣa and other pre-ʿUthmānic recensions.2 Muḥammad was undoubtedly
familiar with the formula, as, after all, he had it placed at the head of the
Pact of Ḥudaybiyya in 6/627–628.3 Many letters and epistles to the pagans,
Jews, and Christians of Arabia also open with it.4 The basmala occurs even
once in the very text of the Koran (27:30) at the beginning of the epistle of
Solomon to the Queen of Sheba. Since the basmala otherwise occurs only
at the beginning of sūras, suggesting its editorial origin, the Prophet can be
accountable for it only in instances where a particular sūra received its cur-
rent form from him. On the other hand, an earlier origin seems again to be

1 TheMeccan andKūfan readers recognized the basmala as a separate verse,whereas the
readers of Medina and Syria hold that it is only placed there to separate the sūras (kutibat lil-
faṣl wa-l-tabarruk bi-l-ibtidāʾ). The difference is also of practical importance to the respective
school. The schools following the first opinion, like the Shāfiʿītes, pronounce the basmala in
a loud voice in the liturgy, whereas, for example, the followers of the second group of readers
utter it in a low voice. Cf. al-Zamakhsharī’s commentary on the Koran, Cairo, 1308, vol. 1, p. 21,
and above, p. 94sq., on sūra 1.

2 Cf. above, p. 249.
3 Cf. above, p. 132; Ibn Hishām, p. 747; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1546.
4 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt (vol. 1, part 2): Biographie Muhammed’s; Ereignisse seiner medinis-

chen Zeit [Biography of the Prophet; events of his Medinan period], p. 28sq.; J. Wellhausen,
Seine [Muḥammad’s] Schreiben und die Gesandtschaften, nos. 24, 30, 35, 47, 75. According
to one tradition (Sendschreiben Nr. 10) Muḥammad first wrote bismik Allāhumma like the
Quraysh—cf. also Sendschreiben Nr. 61—until the revelation of sūra 11:43, and subsequently
bismillāh until the revelation of sūra 17:110, bismillāhi l-Raḥmān until the revelation of sūra
27:30, and from then on adding also al-Raḥīm. According to a tradition in al-Wāḥidī, Asbāb
al-nuzūl, Cairo ed., pp. 6 and 10, this complete form of the basmala is the earliest revela-
tion.
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indicated by the fact that the basmala predates the logograms which, what-
ever their meaningmight be, nevertheless, in one way or another, also seem
to be connected with the redaction.5

Of all the sūras of our Koran it is the ninth sūra alone that lacks the[ii/80]
basmala. Muslims attribute this to intentional omission. Among the diverse
reasons they advance there is only one worth mentioning. According to it,
Muḥammad’sCompanions couldnot agreewhether or not to combine sūras
eight and nine into a single one and therefore reached a compromise and
left a free space between the two sections, although without placing the
sign of division, the basmala.6 This alleged lack of resolution among the
Companions is however incomprehensible, as not only is the entire content
of the two sūras considerably different and chronologically far apart, but
also the first verse of the ninth sūra stands out prominently as the beginning
of a new section. On the other hand, it appears to me that the device of the
editors to help them out of the dilemma is too ambiguous and trivial. In
this instance, it is far more natural and simple to consider an accident and
assume that in the canonical recension, or the original text, the basmala
between the two sūras was either omitted because of a writing mistake or
disappeared because of external damage and that people later did not dare
tomake any alterations in the state of the transmitted form. It is known that
the development of many peculiarities in the textual form of the Hebrew
Bible is due to similar conditions.

5 Cf. above, p. 273sq.
6 Cf. al-Tirmidhī in the chapter tafsīr on sūra 9:1; al-Bayḍāwī, and generally the Commen-

tators; al-Farrāʾ al-Baghawī; al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, Mishcát, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān at the end; Abū
l-Qāsim ʿUmar b.Muḥammad [IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ, titulus operisme latet], cod.Catalogus cod-
icumorientaliumBibliothecaeAcademiae LugdunoBatavae, vol. 4 (1864), p. 5,Ms.MDCXXXIV
= 1634 (= cod. 674 Warner); Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 16, no. 24.
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The Alleged Corruption of the Text of
the Koran by Abū Bakr and ʿUthmān:

Reproach of Christian Scholars of the West

Some Christian scholars in the West suspected the text of the Koran, both [ii/81]
the ʿUthmānic recension and its original version, to have been the subject
of deliberate forgeries. The first among European scholars to suspect the
genuineness of certain verses in the Koran was Silvestre de Sacy,1 who ques-
tioned the authenticity of sūra 3:138. G. Weil added to this both verse 182
and sūra 39:31sq.,2 later extending this to the related sūras 21:35sq. and
29:573 by blaming for these interpolations no less a person than the Caliph
Abū Bakr, who allegedly initiated the first collection. The main argument is
the tradition that ʿUmar did not want to believe inMuḥammad’s death, and
loudly proclaimed this conviction in front of all Muslims until persuaded by
Abū Bakr by reciting sūra 3:138 or 39:31sq., or both passages, which refer to
Muḥammad’s death. But it had occurred to ʿUmar, or, as other versions state,
to the Muslims, that they had never heard this revelation.4 This, however,
might be nothing but a harmless reference to the fact that at the moment
of dismay over the unexpected death of the Prophet ʿUmar and his friends
did not recall the respective verse,5 a viewwhich seems to correspond to the
tacit consent of tradition. Conversely, it is difficult to believe that a forged
quotation from the Koran—particularly something that Abū Bakr would

1 Silvestre de Sacy, “Ettaberi Annales, [review,]”, Journal des savans, 1832, p. 536.
2 Weil, Mohammed der Prophet, p. 350, and his Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den

Koran., 1st ed., p. 43.
3 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed., p. 52sqq. This enlarged revi-

sion is evidently occasioned by Nöldeke’s objections raised in the first edition of the present
work, particularly p. 199, bottom.

4 IbnHishām, p. 1012sq.; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1815sqq.; Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt vol. 2, part 2): Letzte
Krankheit, p. 52sqq.; al-Yaʿqūbī, ed. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 127; al-Shahrastānī, ed. Cureton, vol. 1,
p. 11; al-Bukhārī, al-Maghāzī, cap. 85, Bāb al-khalq, cap. 101 (Faḍāʾil Abī Bakr) §9 and the other
relevant parallels in my [Schwally’s] notes on Ibn Saʿd.

5 A similar case is reported by Ḥumayd b. Ziyād in al-Farrāʾ al-Baghawī: He asked Kaʿb
al-Quraẓʿī [EQ: b. Qurayẓa; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 343, col. 2] about Muḥammad’s Com-
panions and was told that they were all in Paradise. When in addition sūra 9:103 was cited as
proof, he said: “It seems to me that I never read this verse.”
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have invented on the spur of themoment—could easily be imposed upon a
man like ʿUmar. The evidence of Abū Hurayra, who is one of the authorities
and allegedly also did not know that verse, does not say much. After all, this
traditionist is neither “one of Muḥammad’s earliest Companions,” as he did
not become a Muslim until 7/628, nor can his words claim credibility, since
later research has exposed himmore and more as a liar.6

Weil’s interpretation also contradicts Muḥammad’s philosophy as we[ii/82]
know it. It is without a shadow of doubt that certainly during his last years
Muḥammad did not want to leave the believers in doubt about his own
mortality.On the contrary, his intentwas touse every chance todemonstrate
by way of revelation (sūras 17:95, 18:110, and 41:5) that he was only a mortal.
After all, not only verses 3:138 and 39:31, which considerMuḥammad’s death
inevitable, but also verses 3:182, 29:57, and 31:35sq., express the truism that
all men must die and thus fit perfectly into this context.

This proves the authenticity of the respective verses in every way. Yet it[ii/83]
is necessary to go further and criticize the basis and the point of depar-
ture of Weil’s error, namely the tradition itself. The whole controversy over
Muḥammad’s corpse is strongly suspect of having been invented to defend
his human nature against groups who, with reference to certain Jewish and
Christian examples,7 consider it self-evident that a prophet sent byGod can-
not die a natural death but must rather disappear in a mysterious way. If,
then,Muḥammad’s death had really been such a stumbling block, the belief
in his reappearance ought to have left more traces in tradition. However, it
was not until the reign of ʿUthmān that the man appeared who related this
concept to the person of Muḥammad, namely ʿAbd Allāh b. Sabāʾ.8

HartwigHirschfeld9 is unable either toputWeil’s lamearguments backon
their feet or to refute Nöldeke’s objections. In spite of this, Hirschfeld sticks
to the interpolation of sūra 3:138 by insisting on the new evidence that all
Koranic passages containing the name Muḥammad (3:138, 33:40, 47:2, and

6 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 56; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, pp. 51–56.
7 Let us recall Biblical and apocryphal stories of the sunset of life of Enoch,Moses, Elijah,

Isaiah, Jesus. A reference to Moses is the Islamic legend: “By God, the Messenger of God is
not dead, but only returned to his Lord like Mūsā b.ʿImrān. Verily, he will return and cut off
the hands and feet of those who believed in his death.” (Ibn Hishām, p. 1012; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,
p. 1815). Al-Shahrastānī, ed. Cureton, vol. 1, p. 11, mentions ʿĪsā b. Maryam (Jesus) instead of
Moses.

8 T. Andrae, Die Person Muhammeds, p. 23, [who has it from I. Friedländer, “ʿAbdallāh b.
Sabāʾ, der Begründer der Šīʿa” in Zeitschrift für Assyriologie, 23 (1909), p. 299; EI2; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 503, col. 1].

9 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran, pp. 138–141.
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48:29) are spurious. Following A. Sprenger10 and Fr. Bethge,11 he apparently
is of the opinion that Muḥammad is no actual name but a Messianic term.
However, the reasons supporting him and his predecessors, as well as Leone
Caetani later on,12 are invalid. In particular, there can be not a shadow
of doubt that Muḥammad had been a common man’s first name even in
pre-IslamicArabia, a fact that has alreadybeendiscussed aboveonpage6sq.

No less suspect is Gustav Weil’s13 interpretation of sūra 46:14: [ii/84]

“We have charged man, that he be kind to his parents; his mother bore him
painfully, and painfully she gave birth to him; his bearing and his weaning are
thirtymonths. Until, when he is fully grown, and reaches forty years,14 he says,
‘O my Lord, dispose me that I may be thankful for Thy blessing wherewith
Thou hast blessedme andmy father andmother, and that Imay do righteous-
ness well-pleasing to Thee; and make me righteous also in my seed. Behold I
repent to Thee, and I am among those that surrender.’ ”

Tradition attaches this verse to Abū Bakr, for among the early Companions
of the Prophet there was no one so privileged as to see not only his parents
but also his children embrace Islam. By following this interpretation, Weil’s
challenging the authenticity of the verse means no more and no less than
that the first caliph interpolated the entire verse, or at least its secondhalf, in
the codex of revelations in order to enhance the reputation of his family and
to serve base and selfish motives. This serious charge, however, cannot be
maintained. If it were justified, the impression of theCaliphAbūBakrwould
be drastically contrary to what we know from the historical sources. On the
other hand, it would be incomprehensible that Abū Bakr, if indeed he once
wanted to emphasize his excellence, would have chosen such obscure and
ambiguous expressions. These difficulties lead one to challenge the accu-
racy of the exegetic tradition on which Weil bases his argument. Whoever
follows indigenous interpreters in the case of this verse will necessarily be
forced to apply verse 16, closely related with the same authorities, to Abū
Bakr’s son, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān (Ibn Abī Bakr),15 who remained a pagan longer
than his father and rejected his first invitation to accept Islam with con-
temptuouswords. This interpretation is of course impossible.What on earth
would have prompted Abū Bakr to fabricate a tradition to rebuke his son

10 Das Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, p. 155sqq.
11 Raḥmân et Aḥmad, thesis, Bonn, p. 53sq.
12 Annali, vol. 1, p. 151.
13 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 67, 2nd ed., p. 76sqq.
14 The words “and reaches forty years” seem tome to have been added later as an exegetic

gloss.
15 Died 130/747 or 135/752. Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 284, no. 14.
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who at that time had long—since 6/627—been converted, and by including
the forgery in the Koran forever, stigmatizing him in the eyes of believers?
Reference to thewell-known integrity of this caliph is ill suited to explaining
this strange behaviour, as the virtue that indeed distinguished the historical
Abū Bakr hardly agrees with the presumed activity as a forger. Actually, the
verse does not go back to either Abū Bakr’s son or any other historical figure,
a fact that is also conceded by some interpreters.16 In this case, all precise ref-
erences in 46:14 must also be dispensed with and it must be assumed that
the words, as frequently in the Koran, merely purport to express a general
truth.

In the end, Weil denies the authenticity of sūra 17:1: “Glory be to Him,[ii/85]
who carried His servant by night from the Holy Mosque to the Further
Mosque the precincts of which We have blessed, that We might show him
some of Our signs ….”17 This is to say that the verse was rhymed only after
the death of Muḥammad, and possibly incorporated in the Koran in the
time of Abū Bakr. Muḥammad cannot possibly have claimed to have made
the mysterious journey to Jerusalem, since he always maintains throughout
the Koran that he is a messenger and warner but not a miracle worker.
The objection is quite legitimate—compare only sūras 13:8 and 27, 17:95,
25:8sqq., and 29:44—yet it becomes untenable when the night excursion
is regarded as a dream. Traces of this opinion are to be found even in
Muslim tradition, which in other cases clings to the miracle.18 The text of
the Koran does not supply a hint that it was a dream but speaks of the
Night Journey as a fact. In order to escape from these contradictions one
may assume that the Prophet’s excited fantasy, which here touches upon
the thinking of primitive man, experienced the dream as reality, the same
way as Muḥammad’s visions (sūras 53:6sqq., and 81:23sq.) are depicted
as true events. Given that we learn nothing else from this episode of the
Koran—and sūra 17:62 cannot be related to this—and that the traditions
referring to verse 1 are inconclusive, one might want to consider the night
excursion to representmerely another hero of the past. Here, unfortunately,
newdifficulties arise, sinceno suchmiracle is reported fromBiblical persons
who, as far as we know, legend associates with the Kaʿba, such as Adam and
Abraham, whereas Ezekiel—of whom it is said that a spirit once took him
by a lock of his hair and lifted him up between the earth and the heaven,

16 al-Zamakhsharī, and above, p. 130 n. 101.
17 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 1st ed., p. 65sq., 2nd ed., pp. 74–76.
18 Cf. above, p. 110sq.
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and brought him… to Jerusalem19—has nothing to do with the Kaʿba in any
legend we know of.

Weil’s observation20 that the verse does not continue into the following [ii/86]
verse is true but irrelevant in terms of its authenticity, as this applies to
many other verses of the Koran that so far have not been objected to. The
circumstances can be explained by the fact that the verse lacks its original
continuation. The different rhyme with īr, in contrast to all the other 110
verses that rhyme with a without exception, would suggest that the entire
section was previously placed somewhere else.

The fact that the verse is part of the revelation cannot be contested. Its [ii/87]
alleged linguistic inaccuracy exists only inWeil’s mind. Whether the phrase
asrā laylan can be considered a pleonasm seems extremely doubtful, as
laylan can equally be translated “one night.” In this case laylan is equally
dispensable, as is al-laylī, laylihim or laylahum in passages such as sūras 11:83
and 15:65, Abū Tammām, al-Ḥamāsa, 744, v. 5, al-Mubarrad, al-Kāmil, ed.
Wright, p. 62, l 9, al-Ḥamāsa, 384, verse 3. In any case, the passage to which
Weil is objecting is also found in sūra 44:25; even if his stylistic interpretation
of the phrase were correct, all this would not argue against the authenticity,
as pleonasms are common to all the languages of the world. Furthermore,
the usage of the fourth verbal form asrā, with or without a preposition, is
quite common. Finally, the transition from the third person singular to the
first person plural, when Allāh is talking about himself, can be documented
in the Koran with hundreds of examples.21 Within a single verse this seldom
occurs, but from sūras 30 to 50 I identified two instances (35:25 and 40:77;
in reverse order, 39:2), while in two other cases (48:1 sq., and 8sq.) this
change of person spreads over two verses, forming a single period.Whoever
seeks to avoid recognizing the weight of these arguments by imagining an
extraordinary imitator of the Koranic style would immediately encounter
new problems, as such an ingenious forger would be expected to supply a
more appropriate connection to what follows and a more suitable rhyme.
Most importantly of all, the motive for the interpolation would have to be
discovered, which no one has succeeded in doing.

19 Ezekiel 8:3; cf. also above, p. 110 n. 104, at the end.
20 In the first edition of his Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, Weil supplies no

evidence; this is only found in his review “Nöldeke … über Mohammed und den Koran” in
Heidelberger Jahrbücher der [sic] Literatur, 1862, p. 7, which constitutes a review of Nöldeke’s
1860 edition of the Geschichte des Qorāns.

21 It would be useful to collect all the material. It would tell us much about the composi-
tion of the sūras.
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LikeAbūBakr, ʿUthmān is also accused of forgery.He allegedly omitted all[ii/88]
the passages in which Muḥammad earlier came up against the Umayyads.
Weil,22 however, neither produces evidence for this assertion nor even ex-
plains it properly, so that we do not even know whether he meant the dele-
tion of entire passages or only of the names of individual persons. The elim-
ination of anonymous polemics naturally would have been futile, because
the respective addressee could later no longer be identified with certainty;
this also applies to the commentaries that identifymanypassages of the cur-
rent text23withmembers of theUmayyad family,which ʿUthmānwouldhave
had to have overlooked at the time. The deletion of individual names is quite
conceivable, althoughBanūUmayya—certainly in the earlier period—were
no worse opponents to Muḥammad’s sermons than other eminent Meccan
families, with the result that there was no cause to attack them more fre-
quently or violently than other families of the town. We must thus assume
that the names of many other enemies of Islam have also been suppressed,
including, for instance, some of the Jews and the munāfiqūn, whom the
Prophet hated from the bottom of his heart. However, no reason at all can
be supplied for this. There still remains the fact that it is completely con-
trary to Muḥammad’s habit to mention names of his surroundings, be they
personal or geographical. This can hardly be an accident but must rather be
the deliberate intention of the document of revelation, which was destined
for all of humanity, to minimize as far as possible the particular in favour of
the general. If occasional revelations, inwhich names are likely to have been
found more frequently, were later incorporated into the Koran, such names
are likely to have been omitted at this occasion by the Prophet himself. This
system, however, is not rigorously applied.

Place names in the Koran are mentioned five times: Mecca twice (sūras[ii/89]
48:24, 3:90), andonce eachBadr,Ḥunayn, andYathrib,24 (sūras 3:119, 9:25, and
33:13) respectively. The names of contemporaries—other than Muḥammad
himself (sūras 3:138, 33:40, 47:2, and 48:29)25—occur twice, i.e.Muḥammad’s
mawlā and adopted son, Zayd b. Ḥāritha,26 (sūra 33:37) and his uncle Abū
Lahab IBN ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB (sūra 111), whereas not even a single man of

22 Geschichte der Chalifen, vol. 1, p. 168.
23 E.g., sūra 49:6 to ʿUthmān’s cousin Walīd b. ʿUqba (Ibn Abī Muʿayth). As I explained

above, p. 178sqq., this interpretation is very doubtful.
24 al-Madīna (sūras 9:102, and 63:8), is not yet a proper name; the same applies to umm

al-qurā (6:92) or al-qaryatāni—Mecca and al-Ṭāʾif—(sūra 43:30).
25 Sūra 61:6 has instead Aḥmad.
26 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Enclyclopedia, p. 452, col. 1.
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the most trusted of Muḥammad’s friends or the most steadfast supporters
of the young community is mentioned by name.

This fact can be explained in various ways. It could have been on account
of the incomplete textual condition in which Muḥammad left at least parts
of the Koran, or some special motivation which prompted him to deviate
from the rule, or, finally, the penetration of old exegetic glosses into the text
proper. Which of these possibilities deserves first priority must be deter-
mined in each particular case. In conformity with the start of this discus-
sion, I can here limit myself to the personal names. The mention of Zayd
(Ibn Ḥāritha, d. 8/630)27 in sūra 33:37, some people28 consider an honour
that was awarded since he had let the Prophet have his wife Zaynab bt.
Jaḥsh.29 Conversely, the mention of Muḥammad’s uncle, Abū Lahab (IBN
ʿABD AL-MUṬṬALIB), aims permanently to stigmatize him for his disbelief.
The purpose in each of the cases, however, eludesme. As far as we can judge
the conditions of the time, neither did the compliant adopted son deserve
such mild consideration, nor did the disbelieving uncle merit such a sharp
denouncement. In these circumstances one ought to take into considera-
tionwhether thenameZayd [IbnḤāritha] in this instance (sūra 33:37)might
not be an old exegetic gloss, particularly as the cumbersome reference to
this person by the relative clause at the beginning of the verse30 gives no hint
that shortly thereafter his namewill bementioned. Furthermore,when ʿAbd
al-ʿUzzā IBN ʿABDAL-MUṬṬALIB received the nicknameAbū Lahabmerely
on the basis of sūra 111, we are dealing in this passage not with a personal
name. On the contrary, it is doubtful if the interpretation of that designa-
tion of Muḥammad’s uncle is correct at all, no matter how unambiguous
this tradition may be.31

Weil’s other attempts at finding ʿUthmān guilty of intentional suppres- [ii/90]
sionof larger portions of theKoran32 also failed.When in al-Dhahabī’s histor-
ical work33 the rebels accuse ʿUthmān of having combined the Koran, which
originally consisted of books (kutub), into one single book (kitāb), they prob-
ably intended to say no more than that he replaced previously common

27 Ibid.
28 Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 121.
29 Cf. above, p. 168; Hirschfeld, New researches, p. 139.
30 “When thou saidst to him whom God has blessed and thou hadst favoured, ‘Keep thy

wife to thyself, and fear God,’ and …”
31 Cf. above, pp. 74–75.
32 Geschichte der Chalifen, vol. 1, p. 168.
33 Taʾrīkh al-Islām, cod. Paris, 1880, fol. 164. On the author cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2,

p. 46sq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 504, l 7.
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different recensionswith a uniform edition of one reading, a scenariowhich
corresponds to historical truth.

Weil’s other contention34 does not deserve a separate refutation, i.e., that
from the various Koranic versions on the same subject existing in the doc-
uments collected by Zayd (Ibn Thābit) under Abū Bakr, ʿUthmān included
only a single one of them, paying little or no attention to other collections
or fragments found in the hands ofMuḥammad’s old Companions.We have
earlier35 furnished evidence that both of Zayd’s codices are identical, and
that ʿUthmān’s recension is nothing but a copy of the codex of Ḥafṣa.

In the final analysis, there are several general historical considerations[ii/91]
that speak in favour of ʿUthmān. Although the old Caliph remained a tool in
the hands of his family, he was still an upright, pious, and religiousmanwho
cannot possibly have been suspect of falsifying the word of God. Further-
more, in the Koran Commission36 there was only one Umayyad representa-
tive. Of the other members, ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr, a member of a family
jealous of the Banū Umayya, and Zayd b. Thābit, the former amanuensis of
the Prophet, are above suspicion of illegally favouring ʿUthmān.

Even if the character of these individuals were somewhat less favourable,
any attempt at a tendentious change of the text on their part would have
failed for other reasons.During thenearly twenty years sinceZaydb. Thābit’s
first redaction, the number of circulating codices of theKoranhad increased
markedly, and we have identified no less than five famous collections from
the period before ʿUthmān. From one of them, the codex of Ḥafṣa, the
ʿUthmānic editionwas copied. The originalwas returned to the owner. Thus,
there were so many references to the original text available that any serious
change in the text would have been noted immediately and, particularly
when malicious tendencies were suspected, a storm of indignation would
have followed.

In addition to the written means of control there were the oral ones.[ii/92]
Even after all the copies of the pre-ʿUthmānic collections had either been
destroyedordisappeared,37 theremusthave remaineda sufficientnumberof
people to reconstruct any suppressed passages from memory.38 This would
have been no problem, as it was possible to have recourse to the collabo-
rators in that redaction—in so far as they were still alive—particularly to

34 Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed., p. 56sq.
35 Cf. above, pp. 251sq. and 262sq.
36 Cf. above, p. 256sqq.
37 Cf. above, pp. 252 and 256–257.
38 Cf. below, p. 235sq.
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Ibn Masʿūd, who was so proud of his Koranic competence and was deeply
hurt by the preference given to Zayd (Ibn Thābit).39 Although Ibn Masʿūd
had ample reason to be angry with ʿUthmān for having rejected his collec-
tion of the Koran, he never accused ʿUthmān of forgery.40 How much more
would the innumerable other enemies of this generally unpopular ruler
have exploited the slightest suspicion and spread it throughout the Islamic
world. Nevertheless, the older sects and opposition parties, though they
were largely recruited from among the circles of reciters of the Koran, were
apparently unable to charge the Caliph with anything more serious than
being a “man who dismembered the Koran,”41 and a “man who burned the
Koran,”42 epithets that refer to the destruction of the pre-ʿUthmānic codices.
For this reason, all attempts at justification put into themouth of the Caliph
lead in this direction.43

Thus everything seems to indicate that the ʿUthmānic text was as com- [ii/93]
plete and reliable as could be expected. It was primarily these merits that
facilitated its quick and easy acceptance in theMuslim community. Official
force alone would have never succeeded.

39 Cf. above, p. 235sq.
40 The following words are commonly put into his mouth: “People of Iraq (variant: of

Kūfa)! Hide the copies of the Koran in your possession and defraud them, for Allāh, the
Exalted says: ‘Whoso defrauds shall bring the fruits of his fraud on the Day of Resurrection’
(sūra 3:155)—and then approaches Allāh with these copies.” Cf. Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, ed.
Tornberg, vol. 3, p. 87; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): LetzteKrankheit, TodundBestattung,
p. 105; al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, fol. 6v; al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, fol. 20r. This
interpretation of the Koranic passage departs far from its proper sense. Although this address
by Ibn Masʿūd is unhistorical, it corresponds more or less to what can be expected, given
our knowledge of the situation. Conversely, there is a very derogatory remark of this man
concerning ʿUthmān’s editorial activity in the following tradition in Mālik’s al-Muwaṭṭaʾ,
p. 62: Ibn Masʿūd said to a man: “You are living at a time when there are many jurisconsults
(fuqahāʾ) but few readers of the Koran; though the laws of the Holy Book are observed, its
very letters however being neglected.” Its continuation with its reference to the future when
inversely the laws of the Koran are violated, but its letters being observed, clearly indicates
that the entire tradition is fabricated from the point of view of a much later period.

41 Shaqqāq al-maṣāḥif, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, p. 747.
42 Ḥarrāq al-maṣāḥif, al-Qurṭubī, fol. 20r.
43 This becomes obvious from the followingpassage of the Persian translationof al-Ṭabarī,

cod. Leiden [no number supplied:] ىسكرهوذوبمدرمتسدردكدناكدناكٓنارهبزامتخوسبنارقدنیوكىم
همهورٓخاردكجوكونایمردهنایمومذاهنلّواردزاردةروسومدركعمجارهمهنمسپتسارتهبنمِٓنازاتفكىم

متخوسبومذتـسبدنتشادناشیاه�ٓ�اومذاهنمدرمتسدردمدركتسرد . “They say that I burned the Koran;
(this I did) because people only had fragments in their hands, and everybody considered his
own to be the best; thereupon I collected them all, placing a long sūra in front, another of
medium length in the middle, and a short one at the end, properly arranged them all, and
handed them over to the people; whatever they had in their possession I took and burned.”
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Reproach of Muslim Sectarians,
Particularly the Shīʿites, against ʿUthmān

The doubts voiced within Islam about the integrity of the Koran are an
entirely different matter. They are not based on scholarly facts of historical
criticism but on dogmatic or ethnic prejudices. Pious Muʿtazilites consider
as spurious all passages that curse the enemies of Muḥammad, since this
cannot possibly be, as they say, “a lofty revelation from the Well-Guarded
Table.”44

The Khārijite sect of the Maymūniyya takes exception to including the[ii/94]
Story of Joseph in the Holy Book, since a love story is ill suited to it.45

Far more numerous and diverse are the objections to the canonical text
by the party of ʿAlī, the so-called Shīʿa, the Shīʿites. These exceptions refer
not only to the insertion or omission of entire sūras but also to verses and
single words.46 Whereas other sects apparently considered passages that
they contest to have entered the Koran by accident or mistake, the Shīʿites
suspected everywhere nothing but bias and malice. Since nowhere in the
Koran did they find expressed the sanctity to which ʿAlī and his family were
entitled to in their own view, they accused Abū Bakr and ʿUthmān of having
changedor totally suppressed thesepassages, nomatter hownumerous they
might have been.47 Additionally, all the passages that were considered lost
by Sunnite tradition the Shīʿites claim dealt with ʿAlī. By the same token,
verses in which the anṣār, Muḥammad’s old Medinan followers, and the
muhājirūn, i.e. the Companions who emigrated with the Prophet to Yathrib,
were accused of disgraceful treatment, were allegedly deleted. But since the
crime of these men consisted of refusing to vote for ʿAlī in the election of
the first caliph, the Prophet would have reproved his most trusted followers

44 Cf. Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, Mafātīḥ al-ghayb, Būlāq edition, 1289, vol. 1, p. 268, according
to Goldziher, Vorlesungen über den Islam, pp. 207 and 260, no. 11; translation: Introduction to
Islamic theology and law (1981).

45 al-Shahrastānī, Religionsparteien, translated by Haarbrücker, vol. 1, pp. 143 and 145
(Cureton’s edition, vol. 1, p. 95sq.) Ibn Ḥazm, Milal wa-niḥal, in: Israel Friedlaender, “Het-
erodoxies of the Shiʿites …,” vol. 1, p. 33.

46 The technical term is tabdīl, cf. I. Friedlaender, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 61.
47 ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm. Tafsīr, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Berlin, cod. 929; Muḥammad b. Mur-

taḍā, al-Ṣāfī; ibid., cod. 899. Journal asiatique, 4e série (1843), p. 406sqq. [This reference is
to “Extraits du Modjmel al-tewarikh, relatifs à l’histoire de la Perse,” traduits par J. Mohl,
pp. 385–432. As Mohl is not even mentioned by Nöldeke-Schwally, it does not seem to be
relevant at all.] Still more ridiculous are the fables which are mentioned in this connection,
for example, when it is said that ʿAlī offered Abū Bakr his complete Koran in order to deprive
him of any excuse at the Final Judgement; or that Abū Bakr allegedly wanted to kill him, etc.
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for an action that did not occur until after his death, and could not possibly
have entered the ken of the parties concerned. What an accumulation of
impossibilities!

It is quite evident that the other contentions are untenable. The notion [ii/95]
of ʿAlī’s and his descendants’ sole title to the caliphate, which is supported
neither by the religion of Islam nor its national origin, crystallized only
quite some time after ʿAlī’s death. Furthermore, the Shīʿite deification of ʿAlī
sprung up on Iranian soil. If ʿAlī had even only once been suggested as suc-
cessor in the Koran, this would have likely been binding on the electoral
college. A departure from such a guideline would have created complica-
tions that would have left clearmarks on tradition. Even numerous passages
of the Holy Book allegedly pleaded for ʿAlī as the most exalted of men with-
out even one singlemember of the electoral college or some other Compan-
ion interceding for the candidate of the Prophet! Let him believe who is so
inclined. By the same token, ʿAlī never inhis life referred to suchKoranic pas-
sages,48 althoughhewas later twice passedby, and, having finally secured the
caliphate, he was obliged to defend his right againstMuʿāwiya, the governor
of Syria, with sword and word. Yet even the Shīʿites make use of the ʿUth-
mānic recension to this very day, irrespective of all insinuations. According
to their faith, however, this is nothing but a temporary solution until the
coming of the Messianic kingdom. The genuine and unadulterated text is
in the possession of ʿAlī’s mysterious successors, the Twelve Imāms, who
keep it hidden49 until the last imām, the Shīʿite Messiah, or as he is called by
the Shīʿites, al-Mahdī l-qāʾim, brings it forth from occultation.50 Some Shīʿite
sects, like the Imāmiyya, accept this and patiently await the expected reap-
pearance in the distant future.51 Others, pretending foresight, are obliged to

48 This argument the author of al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī uses against the Shīites. Ibn
Ḥazm in Isr. Friedlaender, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 62, says that otherwise it would have been ʿAlī’s
duty to fight the interpolators.

49 Many questions in this context are explained in Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā, K. al-Ṣāfī
(tafsīr al-Qurʾān), in Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, cod. 929 (= cod. 1
Petermann, no. 553), but after listing the contradicting opinions of scholars, in the end he
himself does not know what to say.

50 Muḥammadb.Murtaḍā,K. al-Ṣāfī, Ahlwardt, cod. 929; Journal asiatique, 4e série (1843),
pp. 399 and 402sq.; cf. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 178.

51 Mirza A. Kazem-Beg, “Observations …”, p. 403. According to Ibn Ḥazm in I. Fried-
laender, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 51sq., there are few authorities of the respective sect who repu-
diate interpolations in the Koran. According to a confession in Mirza A. Kazem-Beg, loc. cit.,
p. 401sq., the Imāmiyya generally follow the ʿUthmānic Koran, with the exception that they
combine to one chapter each the sūras 93 and 94 as well as 105 and 106. In this case they are
approaching the Koran of Ubayy b. Kaʿb where, according to al-Itqān, p. 154, either the one
or the other of these Koranic pairs formed one chapter. Cf. also above, p. 239.
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obtain evidence of the forgery by dangerous exegetic conjectures or free
inventions, unless they even have the audacity to attribute their knowledge
of the true reading to wonderful encounters. One of these narrators main-
tains that he received a codexof theKoran fromoneof the above-mentioned
imāms, and, though he was forbidden to look at it, he did nevertheless and
thereupon found his own reading.52

According to fourth-century writers, altogether some five hundred pas-[ii/96]
sages of our Koran are allegedly forgeries.53 Whether the material available
comes even close to this figure I do not know. In any case, a complete list-
ing of this would serve no useful purpose for this investigation, and thus
we limit ourselves to pointing out the various types and documenting them
with typical examples.

There are first of all reports of lacunae in the ʿUthmānic redaction, the[ii/97]
text of which is not known or, in any case, not supplied. Among the sūras
which originally were much longer, sūra 24 allegedly had over one hundred
verses, and sūra 15 even one hundred and ninety.54 As far as the original
length of sūra 33 is concerned, the Sunnite sources supply fantastic particu-
lars.55 In sūra 25:30,where there is a reference to fulānan, “a somebody,” a par-
ticular name is alleged to have been supplied originally.56 In sūra 98, which,
according to some Sunnite sources, was also originally much longer,57 the
names of seventy Quraysh men and their fathers are alleged to have been
purposely omitted.58 It goeswithout saying that there is no truth to this at all.
Muhạmmad, who displayed such a strong aversion to themention of names
in the Koran,59 cannot possibly have decided to list seventy all at once, and
even included the names of their fathers. On the other hand, if AbūBakr had
the audacity to omit thismanynames, he certainlywould not have hesitated
to include his own name once.

According to a conspicuously similar tradition,60 sūra 9:65originally listed
the names of seventy munāfiqūn (hypocrites) together with the names of
their fathers. This would suggest that we not interpret the word in its usual,

52 Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā K. al-Ṣāfī (Tafsīr al-Qurʾān), Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 899.
53 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part 4, fol. 32r; Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 109.
54 Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā, K. al-Ṣāfī, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, cod. 929.
55 Cf. above, p. 204.
56 Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, Mafātīḥ al-ghayb, vol. 4, p. 470, according to Goldziher, Muslim

studies, vol. 2, p. 109, and his Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 270sq.
57 Cf. above, p. 193 and 195.
58 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, part 4.
59 Cf. above, p. 284sq.
60 “Ibn ʿAbbās says: GodMost High revealed themention of seventymen from among the
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generalmeaning but rather consider it a particular reference to theQuraysh
of the other tradition, who, according to Shīʿite opinion, were the leaders of
the Muslims who did not permit ʿAlī to succeed to the leadership. This is
particularly appropriate because the first two caliphs, who also belonged to
the circle of ʿAlī’s enemies, were frequently referred to by the Shīʿites with
the abusive word,munāfiq.61 This equation, however, is untenable, since the
second part of the tradition,62 which presents the children of themunāfiqūn
as believers, cannot be Shiʿite. Furthermore, the alternative argument, that
a Sunnite tradition was grafted onto a Shīʿite one, is too far-fetched.

The individual readings which the Shīʿites fabricated and presented [ii/98]
against the alleged forgeries of Abū Bakr and ʿUthmān all deal with the sub-
ject of ʿAlī and the imāms. This corresponds to the familiar bias that the
Imām Abū ʿAbd Allāh [JAʿFAR AL-ṢĀDIQ] (d. 148/765)63 allegedly once put
like this: “If you had read the Koran in its original version you would have
found us (i.e. the imāms) mentioned by name.”64 This saying must originate
from before the beginning of the fourth century, since it occurs already in
ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm AL-QUMMĪ’s commentary on the Koran65 and, according to
Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 327/939 or 328/94066), such readings were already in circu-
lation during his time.67 If we knew more about Shīʿite literature we would
most likely arrive at much earlier dates and could possibly trace back the
beginnings of this exegesis to the second century.

The majority of the readings consist of the words ʿAlī and Āl Muḥam- [ii/99]
mad (Muḥammad’s family) being inserted without consideration for the

munāfiqūnbynameand that of their fathers;He thenabrogated (nasakha) thementionof the
name for compassion for the believers so that they would not slander one another because
their children had become believers.” Cf. al-Baghawī, and al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī, Tafsīr on
sūra 9:65. TheArabic text canbe foundabove, p. 204. It is difficult to saywhether the reference
to the tradition in al-Itqān, p. 527, that sūra 9 was originally four times the size, has also these
names in mind.

61 Thus already ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm AL-QUMMĪ, Tafsīr. (W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, cod. 929).
62 It is obvious that the entire tradition is a fabrication. The mention of so many names is

as unthinkable as their omission once they had been included, regardless of whether this is
blamed on the Prophet or on one of the first caliphs.

63 I.e., JAʿFAR [AL-ṢĀDIQ] b. Muḥammad b. ʿAlī b. al-Ḥusayn. In Shīʿite ḥadīth sources
often called only by his kunya, Abū ʿAbd Allāh, the sixth imām of the Twelver Shīʿa; EI2; EQ;
Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 260–266; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 528–531.

64 Law qaraʾa l-Qurʾān ka-mā unzila la-alfaytanā fīhi musammayn. [Juynboll, Encyclope-
dia, pp. 260–262.]

65 Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, cod. 929, Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm b. Hāshim AL-QUMMĪ,
Tafsīr. About the author cf. Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 45–46.

66 Cf. EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 144–147.
67 Stated by al-Qurṭubī, fol. 31r.
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respectivemeaning.68Where the text hashādhā ṣirāṭunmustaqīmun69 (sūras
3:44, 19:37, 36:61, 43:61 and 64), we now read for no rhyme or reason ṣirāṭu
ʿAliyyin. In the case of sūra 3:119, the phrase bi-sayfi ʿAliyyin, “by the sword of
ʿAlī,” is added after words “and Allāh most surely helped you at Badr.”70 Like-
wise, in sūra 4:67 “if, when theywronged themselves, they had come to thee,”
is augmented by the address “O ʿAlī.”71 In sūra 4:164, fī ʿAliyyin is inserted
after anzalahu, just as it is in sūra 5:169 after fa-inna. In sūra 4:166 after wa-
ẓalamū, as well as in sūra 26 at the end after ẓalamū, Āla Muḥammadin
ḥaqqahum is inserted as an object. Instead of (kuntum khayra) ummatin
(sūra 3:106) it is readaʾimmatin; insteadwaʾjʿalnā lil-muttaqīna imāman (sūra
25:74)waʾjʿal lanāmin al-muttaqīna imāman. In sūra 11:20 thewords imāman
wa-raḥmantan are placed behind shāhidun min-hu.72 Where in the Koran
the phrase, “verily, ʿAlī is guidance,” is to be inserted, the source does not
say.73 Complaints about large parts or entire sūras of the ʿUthmānic redac-
tion do not seem to have been voiced in older Shīʿite literature. What little
has become known in more recent times lacks precise dating, since the
sources have not yet been examined. However, a systematic survey of Shīʿite
literature is likely to reveal many strange details.

According to a work of the Turkishmufti Asad Efendi against the Shīʿites,[ii/100]
quoted in a seventeenth-century Occidental work,74 we read: “You deny the
verse called the covering in the Alchoran [sūra 88] to be authentick; you
reject the eighteen Verses, which are revealed to us for the sake of the holy
Aische.” These verses apparently refer to the beginning of sūra 24, where
this wife of the Prophet was defended for her dubious behaviour during the
campaign against BanūMuṣṭaliq.75 It is understandable that Shīʿites are less
than happy to see the vindication of the mortal enemy of their saint, ʿAlī,
in the Koran. On the other hand, I have no idea what might have been the
reason for their lack of confidence in the case of sūra eighty-eight.

68 Thus the description inMuḥammad b. Murtaḍā, al-Ṣāfī, adding, however, that in other
such passages the names of the “doubters” [munāfiqūn] have now disappeared.

69 In sūra 15:41 there is the variant reading, hādhā ṣirāṭun ʿalayya mustaqīmun.
70 From al-Qurṭubī.
71 al-Qummī, Tafsīr, W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, cod. 929, s.v. Here, as in many of these

passages, there is an allusion to events from the period after the death of Muḥammad.
72 The last seven examples have been taken from Kazem-Beg’s article, p. 407sqq.
73 Goldziher, “Beiträge zur Literaturgeschichte der Šīʿa und der sunnitischen Polemik,”

p. 14;Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 109.
74 Sir Paul Rycaut, Histoire de l’ état présent de l’ empire ottoman, translated from the

English (Paris, 1670), from Goldziher, Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 109. [Here quoted from the
original, The Present State of the Ottoman Empire (London, 1668), pp. 119 and 121].

75 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 720, cols. 1–2.
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The Shīʿite Sūra of the Two Lights ( نیرونلاةروس )

According to some Shīʿite authorities, several sūras originally in the Koran
were later eliminated from the book.76 Only one of them has so far become
known. This is the so-called Sūra of the Two Lights. The first person to
bring news of the text—from the Persian Dabistān-i maẕāhib of the mid-
seventeenth-century Muḥsin FĀNĪ—to Christian Europe was the French
Orientalist Garcin de Tassy.77 The edition of the Kazan professor Kazem-
Beg78 offers the same text, with corrections of obvious textual and printing
mistakes, including the orthography, vocalization, and division of verses as
is common in more recent manuscripts of the Koran. In the introduction
Kazem-Beg expresses his pleasure finally, after eighteen years, at being in
possession of the complete chapter, whereas up to then only fragments had
been known.79 It thus appears that Kazem-Beg did not learn of the complete
text until its French publication. Conversely, Garcin de Tassy maintains in
his epilogue80 that Kazem-Beg succeeded after eighteen years of research in
acquiring a copy of the complete text. It is difficult to tell whether this claim
is caused by a misunderstanding of the above-mentioned words of Kazem-
Beg, or possibly by a private letter that ismore precise than the introduction
to his article. In the latter case, one ought to be extremely sceptical, since
Kazem-Beg keeps the provenance of his discovery a secret and, secondly,
does not supply a single variant. Additionally, it is unlikely that two such
discoveries are made shortly one after another.

Although I cannot offer a better text, for a better understanding of the [ii/101]
research it seemed tomeuseful to present theArabic original of the sūra81 to-
gether with a translation.

76 Kazem-Beg, loc. cit., p. 424; Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 172.
77 His “Chapitre inconnu du Coran, publié et traduit pour la première fois.”
78 Journal asiatique, 4e série, 2 (1843), p. 414sqq. (Kazem-Beg apparently found the sūra.

He first handed it over to Garcin de Tassy for publication, but later edited it once more him-
self more accurately; from A Fischer’s “additions and corrections” on p. 220 of the German
edition.)

79 P. 373sq.: “Je suis enfin assez heureux pour posséder dans cemoment, après dix-huit ans
écoulés, tout le chapitre inconnu du Coran, dont je n’avais lu précédemment que quelques
fragments, et de communiquer mes idées sur cette découverte. M. Garcin de Tassy, auquel
nous sommes redevables de la publication de ce chapitre, dit dans son introduction,” etc.

80 Loc. cit., p. 428: “… le chapitre que j’ai publié est si peu répandu dans le monde
musulman, que ce n’est qu’après dix-huit ans de recherches que le savant professeur de
Kazan a pu s’en procurer une copie exacte.”

81 Kazem-Beg’s text is reproduced without changes. Critical remarks and suggestions for
correctionare tobe foundeither in the foot-notes to theGerman translationor in the append-
ed lexical and stylistic juxtapositions. I supply vowels only where the pronunciation is not
self-evident or where it differs from previous forms. Kazem-Beg’s division of verses has been
retained. Conversely, the numeration of the verses is new in order to facilitate their location.
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The Sūra of the Two Lights82

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate83

(1) O you who believe, believe in the two lights which We have sent down
to recite to you My signs, and to warn you of the penalty of a mighty day.
(2) It is two lights, one of them emanating from the other. Verily, We hear
and know. (3) Those who keep the pact of God and his Messenger,84 they
will share delightful gardens. (4) And those who renounce their belief after
having become believers by breaking their pact and the agreement with the
Messenger will be thrown into hell-fire. (5) They have brought outrage upon
themselves and opposed the agent of the Messenger, these will be made to
drink from the bottomless pit. (6) It is God who illuminates heaven and
earth with what He wanted,85 made a selection from among the angels and
messengers and ranked them with the believers. (7) These are part of His
creatures, God does what He wills, there is no god but He, the Merciful, the
Compassionate. (8) Already earlier peoples were perfidious vis-à-vis their
messengers, so I seized them for their perfidy, verily, my seizure is strong and
hurts. (9) God destroyed the ʿĀdites and Thamūdites because of what they
(how they) deserved (it), andmade theman example for you;will you not86 be
god-fearing? (10) And Pharaoh I drowned with all his followers, because he
rebelled against Moses and his brother Aaron so that he (it) may be a sign
for you, most of you are truly wicked. (11) Verily, God shall assemble them
on the Day of Judgement, then they do not have an answer when they are
asked. (12) Verily, the bottomless pit is their abode, andGodknows and iswise.
(13) OMessenger, let My warning reach them, they will soon know.87 (14) Lost
are those who turned away fromMy signs and My judgement.88 (15) They are
unlike89 those who keep their pact, andwhom I recompensedwith gardens of
bliss. (16) Verily, God offers forgiveness and large recompense. (17) ʿAlī is truly
one of the god fearing. (18)On theDayof JudgementWe shall give himhis due.
(19) We shall not ignore that he was wronged. (20) We also distinguished him
and bestowed honour on him before his entire family. (21) He and his family
are waiting confidently. (22) But their enemy is the imām of the sinners. (23)
Speak to those who renounce their belief after having become believers: You
desired the splendour of this life, you were in a hurry and forgot the promises
of God and his messengers, and broke the contract after you had concluded

82 In this translation I tried to retained the abruptness of the style as well as the ideas.
83 For the most likely meaning of raḥīm cf. above, p. 92.
84 The words fī āyātin do not make sense.
85 Bi-mā shāʾa cannot mean “according to his will” as translated by both, Kazem-Beg, and

G. Weil, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed., p. 93.
86 I read like Garcin de Tassy and GustavWeil a-fa-lā instead fa-lā of the text; cf., e.g., sūra

7:33.
87 Instead yaʿmalūn I read yaʿlamūn like sūra 15:3 and 96 as well as Gustav Weil.
88 Muʿriḍūn is wrong formuʿriḍīn.
89 As also others have noted before, the beginning of the verse ought to start with some-

thing likemataluhum lā ka-(mathali).
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it, so Wemade parables that you might be guided. (24) Omessenger, We sent
you down conspicuous signs in which is a …90 who accepts him (it) or who
after your death91 turns away from it, they all shall see the light. (25) So turn
away from them, they are apostates. (26) Verily, they shall be summoned on a
day when nothing shall help them, and they shall not find mercy. (27) In hell
they will be assigned a place from which there is no escape. (28) So praise
the name of your Lord and be one of the adorers. (29) We sent Moses and
Aaron with that which …92 they used violence on Aaron,93 but steadfastness
is good. Afterwards We made them apes and swine, and cursed them to the
Day of Resurrection. (30) So be patient, one day they shall be afflicted.94 (31)
We gave you power like those of the messengers that were before you. (32)
From among them95 We gave you one as guardian, perchance they rescind.
(33) Who turns away from my command, I shall bring him back. May they
enjoy the brief period of their unbelief! Do not ask the perfidious! (34) O,
messenger, on theneckof thosewhobelievewehaveput apact for you.96Keep
to it and follow the thankful ones! (35) During his vigil ʿAlī is afraid of the
hereafter and is looking forward to the recompense of his Lord. Say! Are those
indeed equal who … and those who committed outrage? But they will come
to know my punishment.97 (36) Chains will be put around their neck, and
they shall repent their deeds. (37)We announced to you pious98 descendants.
(38) They shall not disobey our command.99 (39) Upon them fromMe prayer
and compassion, may they be dead or alive like on the Day of Resurrection.
(40) Upon those which they violate after your death,100 be My wrath, they
are wicked people who perish. (41) But those who follow the right path upon
them is My compassion, and they are terraced gardens101 [lofty chambers] of
Paradise. (42) Praise be to God, the Lord of the World; Amen.

90 At least one word is missing here. Gustav Weil thinks, ʿahd or mīthāq. This and similar
expressionswould of course be un-Koranic. TheKoran, though, frequently speaks of happen-
ings which might be a hint, but never of hints which contain something.

91 I read innahum la-muḥḍarūn perhaps to be added fī l-ʿadhābi following sūras 30:15 and
34:37. As an absolute the word stands in all the other passages, but always with reference to
the Final Judgement.

92 The words bi-mā istukhlifa by no means make any sense to me.
93 Baghā with the apparently intended meaning “to use violence” is usually constructed

in the Koran and elsewhere with ʿalā, which in this case should be added.
94 If the graphic outline is correct, it can read only yublawna. In this case the word cannot

represent the end of the verse.
95 This naturally does not refer to the earlier messengers of God mentioned previously as

waṣiyy undoubtedly refers to ʿAlī. Possibly something ismissing between the verses 31 and 32.
96 The idiom “to put a pact on someone’s neck” is nowhere found in the Koran.
97 The verse is tailored to fit sūra 39:12. Something seems to bemissing between alladhīna

and ẓalamū. The last little phrasemight also have a concessivemeaning: “although they know
my penalty.”

98 It is a faulty text: either it is ṣāliḥīnwithout article or bi-l-dhurriyyati.
99 Read yukhālifūna.

100 A totally un-Koranic notion, cf. above on verse 24.
101 This meaning of ghurufāt arises from sūra 39:21 [but not according to Arberry].
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نیرونلاةروس

ميحرلانمحرلاهللامسب

.1ااّهئااونِٓمااونَٓمانیامكیلعناولتیامهانلزنٔانیرونل�ٓ�ميظعمویباذعمكنارّذحيويت

ميلععیمسل�ّ�ٕاوضعبنمامهضعبنارون2.

ميعنتّانجمهلت�ٓ�ايفوسروهللادهعبنوفوینیاّنٕا3.

ميحجلايفنوفذُقیهیلعلوسرلامهدهاعامومهقاثیممهضقنباونٓماامدعبنماورفكنیاو4.

ميمحنمنوقسیكئلؤالوسرلاّيصولاوصعومهسفنٔااوملظ5.

نملعجو]اذك[لسولاوةكئالملانمىفطصاوءاشامبضرٔالاوتاوامسلارّونياهللاّنٕا6.
نينمؤملا

ميحرلانمحرلاوهّالٕإاالءاشیامهللالعفیهقلخنمكئلؤا7.

ميلٔادیدشيذخٔاّنٕامهركمبمهتذٔخافمهلسربمهلبقنمنیاركمدق8.

نوّقتتالفًةركذتمكلمهلعجواوبـسكامبَدومثواًداعهٔادقهللاّنٕا9.

مكرثكٔاّنٕاوًةٓیامكلنوكیلنيعمجٔاهعبتنموهتقرغٔانوراههیخٔاوىسومىلعىغطامبنوعرفو10.
نوقساف

نؤلاسینيحباوجلانوعیطتـسیالفرشحلامویمهعمجيهللاّنٕا11.

ميكحميلعهللاّنٕاومهأوامميحجلاّنٕا12.

.13نوملعیفوسفيراذنٕاّغلبلوسرلااّهئا

نوضرعميمكحويت�ٓ�انعاوناكنیارسخدق14.

ميعنلاتّانجمهتیزجّينٕاكدهعبنوفوینیالثم15.

ميظعرجٔاوةرفغموهللاّنٕا16.

نيّقتملانملایلعّنٕاو17.

نیامویّهقحهّیفونل�ّ�ٕاو18.

نيلفاغبهملظنعنحنامو19.

نيعمجٔاهٔاىلعهانمّركو20.

نورباصلهّتیّرذوّهنٕاو21.

نيمرامامٕامهّودعّنٕاو22.

وسروهللامكدعواممتیسنواهبمتلجعتـساوایناةایحلاةنیزمتبلطاونٓماامدعباورفكنیللق23.
نودتهتّمكلعللاثمٔالامكلانبرضدقواهدیكوتدعبدوهعلامتضقنو

.24اكیلٕاانلزنٔادقلوسرلااّهئا�ٓ�وتینموًانمؤمّهفوتینماهيفتاّنیبت�ّ�نورهظیكدعبنم

نوضرعممّهنٕامهنعضرٔعاف25.

نومحریمهالوءيشمهنعينغیالمویيفنورضحممهل�ّ�ٕا26.

نولدعیالهنعاًماقمّمنيفمهلّنٕا27.
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نیدجاسلانمنكوّكبرمسحّبـسف28.

ریزانخلاوةدرقلامهنمانلعجفلیمجربصفنوراهاوَغبففِلخُتـساامبنوراهوىسومانلسرٔادقلو29.
نوثعُبیمویىلٕامهّانعلو

نَولُبیفوسفربصاف30.

نيلسرملانمبقنمنیاكمكحلاكبانیٓتادقلو31.

نوعجریمّهلعلایصومهنمانلعجو32.

نيثكانلانعٔلاستالفًالیلقمهرفكباوّعتمتیلفهعجرُمّينٕافيرمٔانعّلوتینمو33.

.34انلعجدقلوسرلااّهئااقانعٔايفنیركاشلانمنكوهذخفاًدهعاونٓمانی

مهواوملظنیايوتـسیلهلقّهبرباوثوجریوةرٓخالارذحياًدجاسلیللًاتناقایلعّنٕا35.
نوملعیيباذعب

نومدنیمهلامعٔاىلعمهومهقانعٔايفلالغٔالالعجیـس36.

نيحلاصلاّةیرذبكّرشب�ّ�ٕا37.

نوفلُخيالرمٔالمّهنٕاو38.

نوثعبیمویو�ً�اومٔاوًءایحٔاةمحروةالصّينممهيلعف39.

نیرساخءوسموقمّهنٕايبضغكدعبنممهيلعنوغبینیاىلعو40.

نونٓماتافرغلايفمهوةمحرّينممهكلسماوكلسنیاىلعو41.

نيٓمانيملاعلاّبردمحلاو42.

It cannot be denied that a first glance at this sūra leaves onewith the impres- [ii/107]
sion of good Koranic Arabic; most of the sentences and idioms are found
literally or with minor differences in our Koran. However, it is particularly
this fact that Kazem-Beg cites as proof of the forgery.102 One may say by way
of objection that the Koran, as already shown by Garcin de Tassy in his epi-
logue,103 also abounds with repetitions, and that it contains passages that
look almost as though they have beenmade up of scattered phrases of other
passages. These arguments are thus not unambiguous, and do not allow a
safe conclusion. They can be seen in their proper light only after we have
traced back the relation of the Sūra of the Two Lights to the Koran according
to other points of view. Nevertheless, the substantial congruency is in fact
facedwith a considerablenumber of lexical, stylistic, and factual exceptions.

Lexical cases: anzala “to send down” is connected in the Koran with
objects only, whereas nūrayn in v. 1 indicates persons, Muḥammad and
ʿAlī.—Nūr “light”, v. 1, is actually a common and harmless word (in the
Koran “religious illumination”), but the application to persons, as in this

102 Loc. cit., p. 425.
103 Loc. cit., p. 429.
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case, seems to have been used first among Shīʿite circles.104 In the Koran
only Allāh is once called “the Light of the heavens and the earth” (sūra
24:35.)—Nawwara “to illuminate” (v. 6) as well as the verbum finitum, na-
dima “to repent” (v. 36) are foreign to the Koran.—For tawaffā, v. 24, the
context demands themeaning “to comply with an agreement or obey a per-
son,” whereas in the Koran it applies only to God’s acceptance of man after
death.—Waṣiyy (vv. 5 and 32) “testator, mandatory” does not occur in the
Koran.105—Imām is here unlikely to have the general meaning used already
in the Koran of “model” or “leader”; rather it refers specifically to the head of
a religious community who is empowered by birth and divine providence,
except that in this case theword is not applied, as it usually is, to the pope of
the Shīʿite community but rather, with sarcastic connotation, to the ruling
caliph, who is the master of the secularized, ungodly, state church only by
arbitrary human action.106

—ʿAṣā “to renounce one’s obedience,” which here (v. 5) is constructed
with the dative, is in the Koran regularly followed by the accusative. The
construction of the words, wa-lā aʿṣī laka amran (sūra 18:68) is not quite
clear.—Khalafa with the dative of the person, and with the meaning re-
quired by the text (v. 38) “to disobey” is neither Koranic nor Arabic at all;
correctly it ought to be the III. Form, khālafa, with the accusative.—The
phrase yawm al-ḥashr (v. 11) is never used in the Koran for the Final Judge-
ment, although the verb ḥashara “to assemble the people in Allāh” is very
frequently used.—That the plural ʿuhūd (v. 23) cannot be documented in
the Koran is surprising, particularly as the singular ʿahd occurs so often. In
the parallel passage, sūra 16:93, which thewriter has inmind, we find aymān
instead ʿuhūd.—Baghā “to violate” (v. 39) is connected in the Koran and
everywhere in Arabic with ʿalā of the person, whereas with the person in
the accusative it means “to seek.”—Maslak “path” (v. 41) does not occur in
the Koran, although the corresponding verb is found quite frequently.

Also stylistically the text leaves something to be desired. If the words[ii/109]
bi-mā shāʾa (v. 6) are indeed intended to mean “as he wanted”, it would be
a poor substitute for mā shāʾa.—The phrase ataynā bi-ka l-ḥukma “we gave
you power” is definitely not Arabic; correctly it ought to read ataynā-ka bi-
l-ḥukm.—The connection balligh indhārī “be warned” (v. 13) does not quite
seem like Koranic Arabic, although ballagha as well as andhara are com-
mon; still, insteadof the infinitive onewould rather expectmāandhartu(nā)

104 Cf. below, p. 301sq.
105 For details see below, p. 301.
106 For this interpretation of imām cf. Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology, p. 183.
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bi-hi. If the text of the “Two Lights” had been better transmitted, perhaps
some of these linguistic problems would not be present.

Not affected by this limitation is the mixture of style which runs through
the entire chapter of the “Two Lights.” This consists of short verses, reminis-
cent of the late Meccan sūras, whereas the addresses “O, you who believe”
(v. 1), and “O, Messenger” (vv. 13, 24, and 34) are peculiar to the Medinan
sūras.

The least harmless among the violations of Koranic thought is probably
the equation of theworshippers of idols, who aremade apes and swine, with
the enemies ofMoses andAaron (v. 29),whereas the corresponding sūra 5:65
does not supply a historical connection. Farmore important is the thematic
double character corresponding to the above-mentioned stylisticmixture of
the chapter. Thus, the admonition to the Prophet to bear calmly the insults
(v. 30) as well as the strong emphasis on the Final Judgement (vv. 1, 11, 18,
26, and 39) and the early peoples with their messengers107 (vv. 8, 9, 10, 29),
are some of the pet ideas of the Meccan sūras. On the other hand, ignor-
ing the infidels completely and—to the author’s mind—dividing humanity
exclusively into believers and those who renounced their belief (vv. 4 and
23), does not make sense, even on the basis of Muḥammad’s late Medinan
period. On the contrary, this seems to refer to the conflict within Islam,
which did not arise until long after the death of the Prophet (vv. 24 and 39).

This conjecture is confirmed by several comments in this chapter, which [ii/110]
all culminate in the person of ʿAlī, the saint of the Shīʿa,108 addressing him
sometimes by his actual name (vv. 17 and 35), and sometimes by the com-
mon Shīʿite by-word waṣiyy.109 This way the fate of ʿAlī and his house is
predicted (vv. 5, 17sqq., 24, and 40). The favourite Shīʿite name of honour,
imām, for ʿAlī and his descendants does not occur in this sūra, yet the hos-
tile caliph is once mockingly inserted as the “imām of the sinners” (v. 22110).
The name nūr “light,”111 added to the names of Muḥammad and ʿAlī (vv. 1
and 2), is related to a well-known Shīʿite theory under somewhat gnostic
influence.112 According to this, “since creation a divine, luminous substance

107 The chapter always uses the designation rasūl for Muḥammad as well as for earlier
prophets. Nabī is not even used once.

108 Cf. above, p. 291.
109 Cf. Th. Nöldeke, “Zur tendenziösen Gestaltung der Urgeschichte des Islāms,” p. 29;

Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 114; Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology, p. 175.
110 Cf. above, p. 300.
111 The Koranic meaning of nūr, cf. above, p. 300.
112 Goldziher, “Neuplatonische und gnostische Elemente”, pp. 328–336; Tor Andrae, Die

PersonMohammeds in Lehre und Glauben, p. 319sqq.
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has been passing from one chosen descendant of Adam into the next until
reaching the loins of Muḥammad’s and ʿAlī’s common grandfather; here,
this divine light split in two; one part entered ʿAbd Allāh, the father of
Muḥammad, and another the former’s brother, Abū Ṭālib (IBN ʿABD AL-
MUṬṬALIB), the father of ʿAlī. From him this divine light passed on from
one generation to the next into the particular imām.”113 From this easily fol-
lows the idea of the miraculous union of Muḥammad and ʿAlī, which finds
expression in the words “two lights, one from the other,” similarly to what
ʿAlī says about himself in al-Shahrastānī:114 “I am fromAḥmad like light from
light.” The first verse of the Sūra of the TwoLights also says that it is intended
to recite to man the Signs of God, and threaten torment and affliction. The
functions here ascribed to ʿAlī theKoran reserves exclusively toMuḥammad,
the greatest and last of the prophets. Equally audacious is the invitation to
“belief in the two lights” (v. 1). Muḥammad, of course, is met several times
in the Koran as the subject of belief, but every time only after Allāh (sūras
7:158, 24:62, 48:9, 49:15, 57:7 and 28115).

This ought to be the overwhelming evidence that the so-called Sūra of[ii/111]
the Two Lights is a Shīʿite falsification, just as Kazem-Beg also recognizes it
to be.116 For the time being the exact date of its origin cannot be determined
with precision, since little research has been done in Shīʿite apocryphal lit-
erature. The Shīʿite exegetes (Abū l-Ḥasan) ʿAlī b. IbrāhīmAL-QUMMĪ117 and
Muḥammad b.Murtaḍā [AL-KĀSHĪ118] (d. 911/1505 or 6) do not seem to have
known the sūra, or else they would have mentioned it in the introduction
to their commentaries to the Koran.119 According to Kazem-Beg, there is no
authenticwork on the Imāmite tradition thatmentions this sūra; and before
the sixteenth century there is no writer who knows nūrayn as its title; after
all, nūrāni as the name of the twin-constellation Muḥammad-ʿAlī does not
appear until the fourteenth century.120

113 Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology, p. 183; Sprenger, Leben und Lehre des Mo-
hammad, vol. 1, p. 294sq. Somehow connected with this is likely to be the light (nūr) which
according to Sunnite tradition (Ibn Hishām, p. 101; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1078; Ibn Saʿd, Biogra-
phie Muḥammads bis zur Flucht, p. 58sq.) became visible in the face of ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAbd
al-Muṭṭalib, and another which appeared when Muḥammad was born, and radiated a long
way. (Ibn Saʿd, Biographie Muḥammads bis zur Flucht, p. 36, with three variants.)

114 Translated by Haarbrücker, vol. 1, p. 128. Cf. also Kazem-Beg, loc. cit., p. 411.
115 Believe then in Allāh, and in His Messenger.
116 Loc. cit., p. 428.
117 A student of al-Kulīnī (d. 328/939); Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 45, no. 29.
118 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 200.
119 Cf. the literary-historical appendix, p. 310sq.
120 Loc. cit, p. 424.
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Just as obscure as the dating of the Sūra of the Two Lights are the name[ii/112]
and person of its author. In any case, he masters his Koran as well as any
theologically trained Muslim. Nevertheless, as we have seen, he confuses
the literary periods of Muḥammad and occasionally fails to keep with the
linguistic usage of the Koran and even, at times—assuming the accuracy of
the transmitted text—against the rules of Arabic grammar in general, even
in cases where it was not demanded by the formulation of new ideas or
concepts. The overwhelming congruence with the language of the Koran
is, thus, not natural and accidental but rather artificially created with the
intentional aim to disguise the falsification.





ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES
FOR THE REALIZATION OF THE

ʿUTHMĀNIC TEXT

This is a case where we are again faced with a dearth of information. Most [ii/112]
of the sources for ʿUthmān’s undertaking1 utilized up to this point contain
nothing but insignificant remarks about the number of copies produced
or the places to which they were distributed, except the statement that
a codex was sent to every region under the sun.2 More precise informa-
tion can be obtained almost exclusively from Muslim works related to the
Koran. According to the most widespread view, one copy was retained at
Medina and the three others were dispatched to Kūfa, Baṣra, and Damas-
cus.3 Other writers addMecca, considering this to be in accordancewith the
general opinion.4 Still others mention seven places, adding Yemen and Baḥ-
rayn.5 IbnWāḍiḥ [al-Yaʿqūbī] mentions even Egypt andMesopotamia in his

1 Cf. above, p. 251 n. 1.
2 Fa-arsala ilā kull ufq bi-muṣḥaf, from al-Fihrist, Ibn al-Athīr, al-Bukhārī, al-Tirmidhī,

al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān; and ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn AL-KHĀZIN al-Baghdādī [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 232,
col. 1, n. 3]. The scholiast of theRāʾiyya (Silvestre de Sacy, “Commentaire sur le poëmenommé
Raïyya”) puts it somewhat differently, but is equally general, arsalaʿUthmān ilā kull jund min
ajnād al-Muslimīn muṣḥafan.

3 al-Dānī settles for these four places in al-Muqniʿ, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 419, fol. 5r
(cf. Silvestre de Sacy, “Commentaire … Akila”, p. 344) cited by al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī,
Bulaq edition, 1303, vol. 7, p. 449. This edition is considered the best or most common
edition by al-Nuwayrī (cod. Lugdun., 273), and (Abū l-Qāsim b. Firrukh b. Khalaf AL-SHĀṬIBĪ
[Sezgin, Geschichte, vol. 9, p. 41 ii]); cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 400; in the Rāʾiyya (cf.
Silvestre de Sacy, loc. cit., vol. 5 = p. 431), Ibn ʿAṭiyya, al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, fol. 21r, the scholia of
Muḥammad IBN AL-JAZARĪ (d. 833/1429–1430, cf. Brockelmann,Geschichte, vol. 2, p. 201) on
the Muqaddima of Abū ʿAmr ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1053–1054, cf. Brockelmann,
loc. cit., p. 407) and Sharḥ al-Muqaddima al-Jazariyya, MSWien, no. 1630, fol. 309 b, in Flügel,
Die arabischen, persischen und türkischen Handschriften … zuWien, vol. 3 (1867), pp. 65–66.

4 ʿUmarb.Muḥammad IBN ʿABDAL-KĀFĪ, cod. Lugd., 674Warner, no.MDCXXXIV (1634),
fol. 2, versus al-Dānī, Muqniʿ; Silvestre de Sacy, “Mémoire …”, p. 432. According to al-Suyūṭī,
al-Itqān, p. 141, and al-Qasṭallānī, loc. cit., this was the general opinion. [Brockelmann, GAL,
suppl. vol. 2, p. 212 (sic)] it was already found in al-Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1044–1045,
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 251).

5 ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ, fol. 2v; al-Dānī, Muqniʿ; al-Nuwayrī, Ibn
ʿAṭiyya; al-Qurṭubī. According to al-Tibyān fī ādāb ḥamalat al-Qurʾān (according to cod.
Sprenger 403, W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften) by al-Nawawī (d. 676/
1277–1278, cf. Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 394) and according to al-Itqān, p. 141, this view
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historical work.6 (Ibn) al-Jazarī’s statement that there were originally eight
copies seems altogether to be a misunderstanding, as he makes no com-
ments whatsoever.7

Among these different views preference should be given to the one that[ii/113]
corresponds best to the most reliable tradition on the genesis of the ʿUth-
mānic redaction. This tradition is known to connect with a disagreement
between Iraqi and Syrian contingents during a military campaign over the
different ways of reciting the Koran.8 Most appropriate for our purpose is
the very first of the afore-mentioned views, which mentions among the for-
eign places only Kūfa, Baṣra, and Damascus. They were the most important
cities and garrisons of the period in the provinces Iraq and Syria. It would
thus seem that the Caliph merely had in mind the settling of a dispute
among his troops. There was apparently no need at all for the more distant
goal of favouring his entire dominion with a uniform text of the Holy Book,
although the idea was attributed very early to ʿUthmān that since there was
in Islam only one God and one Prophet there ought to be also only one
Koran. Such dogmatic considerations are likely to be primarily responsible
for the growth of the oldest demographic statistics, even if all the minutiae
cannot be explained this way. The mention of Mecca evidently owes to its
importance as the birthplace of the Prophet and seat of the ancient sanctu-
aries, even though the people there likely always followed the first recension
of Zayd b. Thābit, just as in Yemen. The province of Baḥrayn9 probably fol-
lowed the custom of Iraq, just as Egypt followed Syria, from where it had
been conquered. The mention of seven localities might reflect the goal of
making the number of standard texts equal to the number of aḥruf, or vari-
ant readings of the Koran, and the later Koranic recitations.10

It is not recorded whether, according to the unanimous tradition, the[ii/114]
copy retained atMedinawas the codex ofḤafṣa or one of its newly produced
copies. Incidentally, this codex was allegedly destroyed by the Umayyad

concurred with the renowned grammarian ABŪ ḤĀTIM Sahl b. Muḥammad AL-SIJISTĀNĪ
(d. 255/869 or 250), [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 93–96; vol. 9, pp. 76–77]; (cf. Fihrist, p. 58sq.;
G. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 87sqq.).

6 Ibn Wadhih qui dictur al-Jaʿqubi Historiae, ed. Houtsma, vol. 2, p. 197, where al-Jazīra
takes the last place, and Miṣr (sic!) between Mecca and Syria.

7 Ibn al-Jazarī, K. al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 657, fol. 3r, bottom.
8 Cf. above, p. 251sq.
9 The scholiast of the Rāʾiyya thinks that tradition does not report that Yemen and

Baḥrayn where places to which copies were dispatched. Cf. Silvestre de Sacy, “Mémoire sur
l’origine et les anciens monuments de la littérature parmi les Arabes”, p. 432.

10 Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, pp. 26–28.
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Marwān b. Ḥakam while governor of Medina (45/665 or 47/667), since
he suspected non-ʿUthmānic variant readings.11 This account, however, is
doubtful, for the stated motive cannot possibly be reconciled with the fact
that the ʿUthmānic redaction was a copy of that codex.

The destruction of the codices of divergent recensions of the Koran, [ii/115]
which ʿUthmān ordered, according to the same account in traditions, is
likely to have been also limited to Iraq and Syria, given what was argued
previously. As far as this concerned public property, the governors certainly
had the means to enforce such a measure, although copies in private hands
were practically beyond their reach. Some traditions state that the method
employed was tearing up12 the codices. This cannot possibly have been the
case, as this would not have protected the individual pieces and shreds from
further profanation. This interpretation could possibly be designed to load
the obnoxious caliph with yet another sacrilege. The superstitious reserve
and reverence displayed by Islam vis-à-vis the word of God demanded
total destruction, best accomplished by burning. This is indeed what
most authorities report.13 If, according to the commentary on the Koran by
Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā [AL-KĀSHĪ] (d. 911/1505), ʿUthmān had those
codices first torn up (mazaqa) and then burned, this tale—as the Shīʿite
character of the work would suggest—evidently aims to make the sacrilege
appear even worse, although the burning might also have served as com-
pensation for the mischievous tearing it up.

It would seem that the general public recognized the utility of the admin- [ii/116]
istrative measures. Difficulties allegedly arose only at Kūfa. The old Com-
panions living there were gladwhen the newmodel copy arrived,14 although

11 So Abū Muḥammad Makkī, al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt wa-ʿilalihā wa-ḥujajhā, Ahl-
wardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578; al-Qasṭallānī, vol. 7, p. 419, from IBN ABĪ DĀWŪD—probably
from K. al-Maṣāḥif of Abū Bakr ʿAbd Allāh b. Sulaymān AL-SIJISTĀNĪ (Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
pp. 174–175, d. 316/971–972)—says Marwān: “I have done this only because I was afraid that
in the course of time someone might doubt it.”

12 Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, ed. Tornberg, vol. 3, p. 87, and Abū Muḥammad Makkī, loc.
cit., p. 503 express this with kharaqa, al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, p. 430, and al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, p. 747,
unmistakably with shaqqa, and Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā [AL-KĀSHĪ], K. al-Ṣāfī, Wilhelm
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no. 899, withmazaqa.

13 al-Bukhārī, al-Tirmidhī, al-Khaṭīb al-Tibrīzī, al-Khāzin, Mishcát, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,
p. 138, al-Fihrist, Ibn Wadhih qui dicitur al-Jaʿqubi Historiae, vol. 2, p. 196, Ibn Khaldūn, al-
Muqaddima, vol. 2, p. 135. For this reason this view is defended quite rightly in al-Muqniʿ, Ibn
ʿAṭiyya, fol. 25v, and al-Qurṭubī, vol. 1, fol. 20r. As the word for to burn, ḥaraqa is in Arabic
writing ( قرح ) distinguished from kharaq, to tear up ( قرخ ), only by the omission of one dia-
critical point, the written transmission is somewhat uncertain. It is commendable that some
transmissions have instead of kharaqa unequivocal synomyms like shaqqa andmazaqa.

14 Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, ed. Tornberg, vol. 3, p. 87; al-Tirmidhī, Tafsīr on sūra 9, end.
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in other respects they were hostile to the Caliph. Ibn Masʿūd, however,
requested his supporters to resist and furtively hide their Korans.15 In
retaliation—according to one source—he was called to Medina and there
subjected to heavy corporal punishment on the order of ʿUthmān.16
Not much credibility ought to be attached to this account, as the same
source contains another conspicuous note. Accordingly, the governor who
demanded the copy of the Koran from Ibn Masʿūd was ʿAbd Allāh IBN
ʿĀMIR17 who, however, according to most accounts, was since 29/649 gover-
nor of Baṣra, whereas at that time Saʿīd b. al-ʿĀṣ ruled at Kūfa, being recalled
at the end of 34/654 and replaced by Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ.18 Among the
other great Koranic authorities of the age who produced their own recen-
sions Ubayy b. Kaʿb was no longer alive.19 A reflection of Miqdād b. ʿAmr’s
attitude is the fact that, when he died in 33/653, ʿUthmān said the prayer
for the dead.20 If only we knew the year the canonical Koran was intro-
duced.21 It is certain that the third of the renowned collectors, Abū Mūsā
AL-ASHʿARĪ,22 saw the introduction of the ʿUthmānic Koran, as he did not
die until 41/661 or 42/662.23 However, we do not know whether this hap-
pened before his appointment as governor of Kūfa. In any case, preparations
for a new redactionmust have been well under way at that time. The Caliph
would hardly have entrusted AbūMūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ with such a high office,
particularly in permanently unruly Iraq, if he had not been sure that the lat-
ter would carry out the anticipated innovation.

The accounts of the disposal of the pre-ʿUthmānic codices of the Koran[ii/117]
reflect such certainty and unanimity, and are provisioned with so many
details that could not easily have been fabricated, that it is difficult to doubt
their historicity. For Christian scholars, this fact is so firmly established that
they cannot visualize the enforcement of the new redaction without the
support of the police. Conversely, I cannot quite see either the necessity of
the measure or its purpose.

15 Cf. above, p. 287 n. 41.
16 IbnWadhih qui dictur al-Jaʿqubi Historiae, vol. 2, p. 197.
17 ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR b. Yazīd al-Yaḥṣubī, d. 118/736; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 6–7.
18 L. Caetani, Chronographia Islamica on the respective years.
19 Cf. above, pp. 235–236 and pp. 253–254.
20 Cf. above, pp. 236–237.
21 Cf. above, p. 251–252.
22 A. Jeffery, Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, pp. 209–211; Juynboll, Ency-

clopedia, s.v.
23 Cf. above, pp. 236–237.
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Most importantly, however, the objective, the realization of the canonical
redaction, was not at all achieved by the destruction of the earlier recen-
sions. In order to understand this onemust begin with the conditions of the
present. Our present reciters of the Koran present the revelation by heart,
even if during the service they keep a copy in front of them in order to pre-
serve its solemn form.24 In teaching, too,writtenor lithographed copies serve
only as an auxiliary; the important aspect is and remains the free verbal
presentation of the teacher.25 If this is the case still today, when there are
numerousmanuscripts and innumerable lithographs26 available, howmuch
more importance must have been attached to recitation from memory in
the time of ʿUthmān, when complete codices of the Koran were a great rar-
ity. Thus, it must apply to the past what can be observed everywhere in the
Islamic Orient today, i.e. that the reciter of the Koran who once memorized
his text according to a certain reading (qirāʾa) is unable to learn anew. In
such circumstances, the new recension could not prevail until a new gener-
ation of reciters had grown up. But in order to encourage this it would have
sufficed to prescribe the use of the canonical recension in the public schools
of the Koran. The older recensions would then gradually disappear of them-
selves, without the necessity to destroy them.

Another reason that would have made the disposal appear inexpedient [ii/118]
is the consideration for the rarity and price of leather and parchment, the
only contemporary writing materials for books, particularly in the case
manuscripts of high quality and oversize. In view of such circumstances one
could have simply corrected individual textual variants, rearranged pages or
signatures, and, at worst, obliterated all writing and rewritten the page, a
method that was common throughout theMiddle Ages in the Orient as well
as in the Occident.27

24 In Egypt many of the reciters of the Koran are totally blind.
25 Quite similar, possibly even more so is the system of transmission among the Indians.

In the History of Indian literature (vol. 1, p. 29) Maurice Winternitz says: “It is an interesting
phenomenon that in India from time immemorial up to the present day what mattered for
the whole literary and the scientific activity was the spoken word and not the script. Even
todaywhen Indians have known the art of writing for centuries, when there are innumerable
manuscripts and these manuscripts enjoy even a certain degree of sanctity and veneration,
when themost important texts are accessible even in India in cheapprint—theentire literary
and scientific activity in India is based on the spoken word. Not from manuscripts or books
do they learn the texts, but from the mouth of the teacher—today as millennia ago.”

26 Ordinary printing of the Koran is prohibited.
27 This is probably behind the idea in Ibn Wadhih qui dictur al-Jaʿqubi Historiae (vol. 2,

p. 196, bottom)when he reports that ʿUthmān had the oldmanuscripts of the Koran cleansed
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However that may be, after the introduction of the ʿUthmānic redaction[ii/119]
all forms of the older recensions, regardless of their reputation, disappeared,
save some uncertain traces. This was undoubtedly a great blessing for the
unity of the Islamic Church, but an irreparable loss for our knowledge of the
beginnings of Islam and the genesis of its Holy Book.

“with hot water and vinegar.” When once under the ʿAbbāsid ruler Amīn the chancellery was
ransacked the people of Baghdad used the parchment documents for writing purposes after
they had washed them; cf. Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 21, l 18sqq.



THE ISLAMIC CANON
AND ITS RELATION TO ITS CHRISTIAN

AND JEWISH COUNTERPARTS

The Founders of Judaism

The Jewish religionwas not founded by a single person but rather developed [ii/119]
gradually over the course of several centuries from an older first stage, the
religion of the Israelites. The mutation of important religious documents of
various periods of this development toward an authentic ritual prestige also
proceeded gradually over a period of some five hundred years. The historical
development, however, remained so much alive that the different parts of
the canon, namely law, prophets, and hagiographies, retained a sequence
corresponding to their chronological origin and were never amalgamated
into one entity within Judaism.

The Position of Jesus in Christianity

Although the foundation of Christianity emanated from one person, Jesus
cannot be considered its founder. In the Messianic community that sprang
up after his death, Christ immediately became the object of religion.1 Since
Jesus left neither revelations nor other writings, nascent Christianity had
no holy document of its own and instead had to content itself with the
canon of its origin, the Synagogue. The New Testament, consisting of a great
variety of Christian writings from different periods, did not reach a kind
of literary completion in the Occident until the end of the fourth century,
whereas the process in the Oriental Church took even longer. Afterwards, it
also became customary for Christianity to recognize the triple Jewish canon
as a unit and, unlike the New Testament, combine it under the name of the
Old Testament.

1 Valuable related ideas can be found in Eduard Meyer, Ursprung und Geschichte der
Mormonen, p. 279.
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The Development of Canonical Islam

The genesis of the Islamic canon is entirely different; one might even say[ii/120]
that it was the product of the opposite development. It is not the work of
several authors but of only oneman, andwas therefore accomplished in the
span of a lifetime. The form of the Koran as we now have it was essentially
complete two to three years after the death of Muḥammad. The ʿUthmānic
redaction is only a copy of the collection of Ḥafṣa and was completed under
Abū Bakr or in the reign of ʿUmar at the latest. This redaction was probably
limited to the composition of the sūras and their arrangement. As far as the
individual revelations are concerned, we can be certain that their text is
transmitted generally in the form in which it was found in Muḥammad’s
literary bequest.

Added to this considerably different development is a difference of liter-
ary form. The writings of the Jewish as well as the Christian canon are the
work of man, although very early the conception prevailed that the Bibli-
cal writers “weremoved by the Holy Ghost” (2Peter 1:21) in an extraordinary
way. The direct word of God is found only where He speaks to prophets or
other chosen, pious men. In the Koran, the situation is entirely different.
Muḥammad is, of course, objectively and actually the writer of the revela-
tions recorded in this Book, although he does not consider himself to be
the author but rather only the mouth-piece of Allāh and mediator of His
word and will. In the Koran, therefore, only God is speaking, and God alone.
Although the historian of religion will recognize this as mere fiction, for the
Prophet it was utterly true, given his enthusiasm for the divine origin of the
revelations, and his congregation believed it.

Muḥammad was as familiar with Judaism and Christianity as one could[ii/121]
be during his time, becoming so dependent on these religions that hardly
a single religious idea in the Koran is not derived from them. He was also
aware that both religions were in possession of sacred writings and for this
reason called their followers the “People of the Book.” In other respects,
he had the strangest notions about historical relations. He imagined, for
example, that Jews and Christians had received the same revelation, which
in each case was falsified. For this reason, he, the Arab Prophet, was chosen
by Allāh once again to recite the text of the ancient revelation from the
Celestial Tablets. As soon as he was certain of his divine mission, he had
those revelations recorded the way he received them.

The creation of a particular holy document was consciously envisaged
at the birth of Islam. This is an artificial and unoriginal trait of the reli-
gion that would indicate close connections with certain gnostic sects. Islam
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is also connected with them—in sharp contradistinction to Judaism and
Christianity—insofar as Islam goes back to a particular person as its
founder.

The peculiar theory of the relation of the Koran to the earlier revelation
apparently stems from Muḥammad’s accurate realization that all his reli-
gious and ethical ideas are borrowed from the “religions of the Book.” As far
as we know, this theory is certainly original. We would probably arrive at a
different conclusion if the sectarian original literature of the first Christian
centuries had been better preserved.





THE ISLAMIC SOURCES
ON THE ORIGIN OF THE REVELATIONS AND THE

GENESIS OF THE BOOK OF THE KORAN

TheMuslim Sources: The Foundations of the System of Transmission

Islamic literature, insofar as it is relevant for our study, is almost exclusively [ii/122]
in Arabic. It comprises biographies of Muḥammad and his Companions,
canonicalḥadīth, history of the first caliphs, contemporary poetry, commen-
taries on theKoran, andprolegomena. It goeswithout saying that this survey
must be limited to the most important works used in this History of the
Qurʾān. The form and content of these works must be more thoroughly dis-
cussed than is possible in a general history of literature. Awelcomeaid in the
field of canonical ḥadīth comes from Ignaz Goldziher,1 and for the history of
theProphet the excellent studies of Eduard Sachau,2Carl Brockelmann,3 and
Leone Caetani are of great assistance.4 In spite of this, the number of works
devoidof details about concepts and sources still remains enormous. In such
circumstances, and in order not to reduce this appendix to a scanty list of
names and titles, I had no choice but to attempt myself, even without the
support of comprehensive monographs, to establish the bare minimum in
the hopeful expectation of the indulgence of the experts.

It is in the nature of the subject that modern Christian studies take up [ii/123]
only one fourth of the appendix.Works still important for the present [1918]
generally do not date from before the middle of the nineteenth century. I
shall consider older works only occasionally, provided they are of perma-
nent influence on subsequent development, and endeavour to present all
results and their characteristics, including their merits and shortcomings,
objectively and impartially, so as to enable general historians and scholars
of religion also to orientate themselves in the subject, even if they are not
Arabists.

1 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2 (1977).
2 Sachau in the introduction to his edition of Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3, part 1): Biogra-

phien der mekkanischen Kämpfer Muhammeds in der Schlacht bei Bedr [Biographies of Mu-
ḥammad’s Meccan combatants in the Battle of Badr], pp. vi–xl.

3 C. Brockelmann, Das Verhältnis von Ibn el-Aṯīrs Kāmil fiʾt-Taʾrīẖ zu Tabaris Aḥbār
er-rusul waʾl-mulūk [sic,] Dr.phil. thesis, Straßburg, 1890.

4 Annali, vol. 1 (1905), pp. 28–58.
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The Foundations of the System of Transmission

The most reliable part of the extant sources on Muḥammad’s life and work
are undoubtedly archival documents such as treaties, letters, and official
lists.

Arab chroniclers write with a confidence unknown in similar world liter-
ature, evenwhen not supported by documents. As a sign of authenticity, the
individual transmissions are normally headed by nomore than the isnād, or
chain of authorities. This consists of the strand of intermediaries between
the author of a work and the eyewitness of the reported event. An illustra-
tion can be found in the section concerning Muḥammad’s final illness in
FerdinandWüstenfeld’s edition of IbnHishām,DasLebenMuhammed’s ( ةريس

هللالوسر ), p. 1005, l 16–19:

“Said (qāla) Ibn Isḥāq (d. 151/768): Iwas told (ḥaddathanī) fromYaʿqūbb. ʿUtba
al-Thaqafī (d. 128/745) fromMuḥammad b. Muslim al-Zuhrī (d. 124/741) from
ʿUbaydAllāh b. ʿAbdAllāh b. ʿUtba (d. 94/712) from ʿĀʾisha,Muḥammad’s wife,
she said: ‘TheMessenger of Godwent out between twomen of his family, Faḍl
b. ʿAbbās and another man, with his head bandaged and his legs trailing on
the ground, until he entered my room.”

Such an account attested by a chain of authorities is called ḥadīth. These
ḥadīths are connected with one another corresponding to the disposition
followed by the authors, and the chronology of the events.

The chain of transmitters is not always as complete as in this example.[ii/124]
Not infrequently one link or another is missing, less because of negligence
than because of literary principles, as shall be demonstrated in detail in the
following two chapters. Still more typical of the isnād is that no distinc-
tion is made between oral and written transmission, with the result that a
literary dependence upon an earlier work is considered a verbal account
of its author. This is connected with the fact that the content (matn) of
the tradition originally goes back to oral reports. It also has to do with the
fact that later on, when transmitting had become a literary profession, a
pupil’s oral instruction by the teacher was of utmost importance, whereas
the accompanying written notes were considered as no more than an aid
to memory.5 Consequently, no distinction is made between that part of the
isnādderived fromwritten sources and that part from their authorities, even
though it is obvious that the former are a far more reliable guaranty, as they
can be referred to at any time.

5 For a different point of view see F. Sezgin, “Goldziher and hadith,” pp. xivsqq.
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By no means did Muslim scholars accept an isnād uncritically,6 although[ii/125]
they applied formal criteria only andwere generally satisfiedwhen the chain
of authorities was sound, when the individual reporters were known to have
been in contact with one another, and when, at the end of the chain, the
name of a Companion appeared. When these formalities were met, even
the most glaring logical or historical absurdities of the text, called (matn),
was quietly accepted. Christian research in the Occident only gradually
freed itself from this spell during the last two decades of the nineteenth
century. In reality even the most perfect isnād from the Arab point of view
represents no more than the history of transmission of a given event and is
thus of only textual-historical importance without any value judgement. It
can be demonstrated that the names of eyewitnesses are not infrequently
falsified and that, even more frequently, they are likely the fabrication of
traditionists, who often recognize in this a legitimate means of stamping
their accountswith the seal of absolute reliability. It is rather suspicious that
those Companions who most frequently serve as authorities belong to the
younger generation, whereas the earliest and most respected followers of
the Prophet appear only rarely in such a role. For example, in the isnāds
of Ibn Isḥāq according to Wüstenfeld’s edition, Ibn ʿAbbās is mentioned
thirty-eight times,7 AbūHurayra eight times,8 Anas b. Mālik six times,9 while
ʿUmar, the caliph, only twice.10 In al-Ṭabarī’s Annals the testimony of Ibn
ʿAbbās is referred to 286 times, Abū Hurayra’s fifty-two times, and Anas
b. Mālik’s forty-seven times; the first four caliphs, however, are not even
mentioned once.11 Muslims, who are quite aware of these facts, think that
the early Companions were preoccupied with spreading Islam, religious
wars, and the salvation of their own souls.12 This is certainly a pertinent
observation.

The first generation of believers was too involved in the events to reflect
on them historically. In spite of this, Muslims hold in no less esteem the reli-
ability of the younger generation. Objections were raised only occasionally

6 Cf., e.g., Muslim in the introduction to his ṣahīḥ; al-Suyūṭī, Tadrīb al-rāwī, Cairo, 1307/
1889; Goldziher,Muslim studies, pp. 135–144.

7 Pages 131, 138, 204, 207, 227, 302, 323, 368, 371, 376, 395bis, 428, 446, 449, 450, 470, 484,
551, 585, 604, 642, 749, 750, 789, 790bis, 796, 810bis, 927, 943, 960, 965, 1010, 1013, 1017, 1019.

8 Pages 368, 400, 468, 579, 765, 964, 996, 1012.
9 Pages 261, 571, 574, 757, 849, 903.

10 Pages 64 and 463.
11 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 139sq.; Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 43.
12 Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 3, top.
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against individuals such as Anas b. Mālik and Abū Hurayra. The criticism,
however, was not directed against the subject of their traditions but rather
against their lower social standing, for both of themhad been servants; after
all, the sameMuslim criticism accepts without hesitation the most obvious
falsehoods and farces of other authorities. To the younger generation also
belongs ʿĀʾisha,who is frequently referred to,withmore than 1,200 traditions
to her credit. Although she had beenmarried toMuḥammad for eight years,
she was a young girl of eighteen years at his death. She became a mature
woman and influential person only as a widow. What we know of her later
life and career as an unscrupulous, political, scheming woman certainly
raises serious doubts about the reliability of her statements. For Muslims,
however, as the “mother of thebelievers,” and the apparent favouritewife13of
the Prophet, she has always been held in high, almost sacred esteem. Thus,
so many fabricated traditions were placed in her mouth that she cannot
possibly be held responsible for everything that is currently attributed to
her.

For obvious reason, and in contradistinction to theprocedure ofMuslims,
the isnād can only be considered the secondary or final criterion when
judging the historicity of the matn; the main criterion, of course, remains
the criticism of the content of the tradition.

The reliability of the Arab chroniclers is generally no greater or less than[ii/127]
other early historical sources that cover related matters from the same dis-
tant remove. Accordingly, critical research is in every case governed by iden-
tical principles. For instance, the accounts from the timewhenMuḥammad
was the recognized head of theMedinan ecclesiastic state are more reliable
than those concerning his childhood and the beginning of his career, since
interest in his vicissitudes during the Meccan period can have developed
only much later. With respect to both periods it must not be forgotten that
outstanding personalities, particularly founders of religions, are, for per-
sonal, political, or dogmatic motives, affected especially early and easily by
the tendentious twists of transmitted material. Since the driving forces are
rarely evident or extant, it is alwaysdifficult todetermine the formanddirec-
tion of the transformation. It is likely to require decades of work until the
most glaringdistortions of theProphet’s biographyhave all been recognized.

The early development of proper historical writing in Arabic is nearly
inconceivable without the mighty impetus of Islam, although, on the other

13 This wide-spread opinion, too, must be tantamount to a colossal swindle of the enter-
prising widow.
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hand, this presupposes the existence of an Arabic national literature. In the
first instance there is poetry, which was quite advanced, even in pre-Islamic
Arabia. Without this background, the Holy Book of the new religion would
have rather appeared in a Syriac or Ethiopic form. The transmission of
poetic products from one place to another, and from one generation to the
next, was in the hands of professional men whom we might even consider
rhapsodists. The indigenous name is rāwī, which originally meant “water
carrier” and later became “transmitter;” their profession thusbecameknown
as riwāya. Since these technical terms later became common expressions in
the historical field of tradition as well—even though they did not penetrate
the isnād scheme—from a practical point of view a dependence on the
rhapsodist guild cannot be excluded.

But all these facts—provided they are correct—are at best nothing but an [ii/128]
explanation of certain peculiarities of historical prose, like the Arabic dic-
tion and the isnād, the poetic accessories and some technical terms, but not
at all conducive to the rise of historiography. Given the cultural situation in
Arabia of the time, suchanactivity cannothave appeared spontaneously but
must have arisen from a related literary genre. The question that poses itself
is: where should one look for it? In this regard, there is nothing available
on Arab soil except an ancient narrative prose that, being an explanation
of the songs, was likely also recited by the rhapsodists. It generally dealt
with the armed quarrels of individual heroes and the feuds between fam-
ilies and tribes. A dependence on foreign literature, which one finds among
contemporary Byzantine chroniclers of foreign lands, seems to be absent in
the Orient, unless one considers theMiddle Persian chronicles, of which we
know hardly anything at all.

Joseph Horovitz14 attempted to trace the isnād back to a Jewish origin.
Although he offers some surprising parallels, the evidence leaves something
to be desired. On the one hand, the chain of authorities never played the
same role in Jewish literature as it did the Arabic ḥadīth, even at the end
of the first century ah. On the other hand, the Jewish usage has no history
either within Jewry proper or in Israelite thinking, facts which are likely to
point to a foreign influence. And finally, the question of theArabic isnād can
hardly be separated from the older historical literature of the Arabs, which
no one would want to blame the rabbis for.

14 “Alter und Ursprung des Isnād” in der Islam, vol. 8, pp. 39–47.
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The Biography of the Prophet

The interest in the life of the Prophet first centred on the military cam-[ii/129]
paigns. Among the earliest authors of such maghāzī books there is men-
tion of Abān, a son of Caliph ʿUthmān (d. 105/723–724), ʿUrwa,15 the son
of the familiar Companion al-Zubayr b. al-ʿAwwām (d. between 91/709–710
and 101/719–720) as well as the two freed slaves, Shuraḥbīl b. Saʿd [Saʿīd16]
(d. 123/740–741) andMūsāb. ʿUqba17 (d. 141/758–759). Their books, apart from
a small fragment of the latter,18 have been lost, although they have partially
survived in later works and are now their most precious parts.

The predominance of that interest becomes evident immediately in the
earliest extant work of Muḥammad IBN ISḤĀQ, a Medinan client, who,
however, was writing at the court of the second ʿAbbāsid caliph and died in
151/768–769. Since more than half of the work is devoted to the campaigns,
though it is usually entitled Sīra, it is occasionally also called “Book of the
Maghāzī”.19 The book is no longer extant in its original version but only

15 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 278–279.
16 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 279.
17 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 286–287.
18 See E. Sachau, “Das Berliner Fragment des Mūsā b. ʿUḳba.”
19 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, Hyderabad edition, vol. 1, p. 155; al-Dhahabī, Tajrīd

asmāʾ al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 4; ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba,
vol. 1, p. 11; according to J. Horovitz, “Aus den Bibliotheken von Kairo, Damaskus und Kon-
stantinopel,” (p. 14sq.) in a manuscript of the Köprülü Kütüphanesi, Constantinople; al-
Masʿūdī, Les Prairies d’or (vol. 4, p. 116) it reads Kitāb al-Maghāzī wa-l-sayr. However, I am
sceptical of the reading and think that ريس ought to be changed to ارس .

(August Fischer adds the following remarks: Ibn Isḥāq’s work is not “occasionally,” but
commonly called “Book of the Maghāzī.” As far as I know, Sīra it is called merely in Yāqūt,
Irshād, vol. 6, p. 399, l 4 [ ةريسلابحاص ]. Conversely, Ibn Hishām’s excerpt regularly has this
title.) Cf. M. Hartmann, “Die angebliche sīra des Ibn Isḥāq”; further, Ibn Saʿd in Ibn Hishām,
Das LebenMuḥammad’s, vol. 2, p. vii, bottom; Ibn Qutayba, Handbuch der Geschichte, p. 247,
M. [sic]; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 399, ll 10 and 16, 400, l 9, 401, l 9; Ibn al-Athīr, Chronicon, vol. 5,
p. 454; Ibn Khallikān, Būlāq ed. 1299/1881, vol. 1, p. 612, l 15; Abū l-Fidāʾ, Annales moslemici,
vol. 2, p. 26; Ibn Sayyid al-Nās [EI2], Ibn Hishām, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 19, l 16; al-Suyūṭī, Ṭabaqāt
al-ḥuffāẓKl. V. 12 [sic]; IbnTaghrībirdī,Annales, vol. 1, p. 388, l 4;Ḥājjī Khalīfa, vol. 5, p. 646, etc.,
[and the following additions: “Loc. cit., same note: The form of the title, ريسلاويزاغملاباتك is
found not only at the passage indicated by Schwally but also in Ibn Khallikān, vol. 1, p. 611, 1st
line, p. 365, l 13; Abū l-Fidāʾ,Annales, vol. 2, p. 150; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 156,
l 1, and Khulāṣa, p. 326, l 2 from bottom (cf. also َريِسلاويزاغملاملع , Ḥājjī Khalīfa, vol. 5, p. 646)].
Yāqūt, Irshād, p. 401, l 9, reads instead يزاغملاوَريِسلا . ريسلا alone in Ḥājjī Khalīfa, vol. 3, pp. 629
and 634; al-Fihrist, p. 92, l 1, has يزاغملاو (in IbnHishām, vol. 2, p. x, Ibn Sayyid al-Nās’ biography
of the Prophet is entitled ريسلاويزاغملايفرثٔالانویع ). This establishes the accuracy of ريسلا .
But this is not, as Schwally wants, to be read al-sayr but al-siyar (= ‘way of life’, ‘biography’;
see Brünnow-Fischer, Chrestomathie aus arabischen Prosaschriftstellern (1913), the available
translations of the passages cited, as well as Martin Hartmann, loc. cit.”).
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in the edition of ʿAbd al-Malik IBN HISHĀM,20 a South Arabian scholar
later living in Egypt (d. 218/833–834), from a copy made by Ziyād b. ʿAbd
AllāhAL-BAKKĀʾĪ,21 aprivate pupil of themaster. Unfortunately, IbnHishām
did not limit himself to comments and additions, instead considerably
abridging the text as well. As he himself stated in his preface,22 he omitted
all accounts that did not mention Muḥammad, which are unrelated to
Koranic verses, and which can be considered neither cause, explanation
nor evidence of other events mentioned in the book; furthermore, he left
out poems which no other scholar knew, and, finally, passages which to him
seemedobjectionable or likely to offendothers orwerenot authenticatedby
al-Bakkāʾī. Still, it might be possible to establish Ibn Isḥāq’s original version,
since other copies circulated thatwere usedby later historians like al-Ṭabarī,
Ibn Saʿd, and Ibn al-Athīr.23

The abundant literary use of Ibn Isḥāq by outstanding writers is a reflec- [ii/130]
tion of posterity’s gratitude. Nevertheless, derogatory remarks about the
author were also current among Muslims. In the science of tradition he is
allegedly “weak” or “unsound”, frequently merging several traditions with
one another without supplying details of the deviation, citing useless ac-
counts of unknown persons, attributing false names, and being called an
outright liar.24 Since these verdicts aim at the form of the isnād, they are
based on the pertinent observation that Ibn Isḥāq does not conform to the
requirements that were instituted a century later. Whereas a model isnād
of al-Bukhārī or al-Ṭabarī consists of an uninterrupted chain of transmit-
ters from a reported event down to these two authors, Ibn Isḥāq follows no
fixed system, sometimes omitting links, sometimes supplying an allusion

20 Das Leben Muhammed’s, Arabic text edited by F. Wüstenfeld, Göttingen, 1858–1860,
p. 1026 [followed by an illegible rest of a numeral, possibly 8, referring to line?]. G. Weil’s
1864 translation is awkward, and philologically leavesmuch to be desired. The importance of
the work would warrant a new translation. In English there is now the translation by Alfred
Guillaume, The Life of Muḥammad (1955), a work which has been repeatedly reprinted.

21 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 119: al-Bukāʾī.
22 Wüstenfeld’s edition, p. 4, l 6sqq.
23 Cf. Sachau’s lucid exposition in his edition of Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 3, part 1): Biogra-

phien der mekkanischen Kämpfer Muhammeds, p. xxivsq. This desideratum has now been
realized by Gordon D. Newby with his The Making of the last prophet; a reconstruction of the
earliest biography ofMuḥammad, the Kitāb al-Mubtadaʾ (1989). This is a work of great impor-
tance. Prof. Newby hasmanaged to reconstructmuch, perhaps nearly all, of the lost first book
of Ibn Isḥāq’s Sīra. This reconstruction should encourage scholars to look again in detail at
the early development of Muslim attitudes to the older religions.

24 Wüstenfeld’s edition, ibid., pp. xx–xxiii.
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instead of the actual name25 or even omitting everything.26 These irregu-
larities and inconsistencies cannot be attributed to Ibn Hishām’s irrespon-
sibility. Instead, they are connected with the mutation of the isnād from
the undefined to the particular form, so that Ibn Isḥāq is the intermedi-
ary in the historical development. This had already been known not only to
his principle predecessors (Muḥammad b. Muslim) Ibn Shihāb AL-ZUHRĪ
and ʿUrwa b. al-Zubayr,27 but most likely can be traced back to the very
beginning of the ḥadīth. No matter how complete or incomplete the isnād
might be, the historical value of the respective account will never depend
on it.

The other objection of Muslim criticism, which concerns the form of[ii/131]
the account, also appears to be immaterial. Although it is correct that Ibn
Isḥāq frequently created a coherent account, consisting of a variety of tra-
ditions,28 this is not serious since the variants are frequently very minor and
do not affect the meaning. But even where greater deviations are glossed
over by harmonizing methods, it is hardly appropriate to criticize outright
a method that would be applauded as artistic expression in other types of
literature.

Ibn Hishām’s importance is not only based on the chronological prece-[ii/132]
dence by being the author of the earliest extant maghāzī history, but also
in his unrivalled abundance of good information, which is far from being
sufficiently explored by research. I am thinking first of all of the numer-
ous genuine contemporary poems. The fact that he permits the opposi-
tion to give vent to their partially malignant abuses of the Prophet is evi-
dence of an astounding impartiality. These and his other merits are best
reflected in his recognition by his successors. He demonstrated his sense of
historicity by transmitting the most important document of early Islam in
its entirety, the so-called constitution of Medina,29 whereas later writers—

25 For example, “aman”, “men”, “a shaykh”, “a client”, “some one”, “some” (fifty-three times),
“someone who I trust” (four times), “someone who I do not distrust” (thirty-three times),
according to the lists compiled by Wüstenfeld in his edition, ibid., pp. lviii–lxix.

26 Most of the time it merely says: “Ibn Isḥāq says.”
27 Goldziher, “Neue Materialien zur Literatur des Überlieferungswesens,” p. 474.
28 For example, in Wüstenfeld’s edition, p. 263, Muḥammad’s Night Journey; p. 428, the

Battle of Badr; p. 555, the Battle of Uḥud; p. 699, the siege of Medina; p. 725, the cam-
paign of al-Muraysīʿ; p. 894, the campaign of Tabūk; I. Goldziher, “Neue Materialien zur
Literatur des Überlieferungswesens,” p. 474, points out that already al-Zuhrī (d. 124/741) did
not list the individual authorities separately, instead he combined them whenever he saw
fit.

29 Edition by F. Wüstenfeld, ibid., pp. 341–344.
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because of dogmatic prejudices, it would seem—either ignored it altogether
or have only poor references to this document.30Theonlywork that contains
the unabridged text after Ibn Isḥāq appears in the Prophet’s biography by
Muḥammad b. Abī Bakr IBN SAYYID AL-NĀS (d. 734/1333–1334).31

The second oldest extant historical work on the Prophet was written in [ii/133]
Baghdad by the Medinan Muḥammad b. ʿUmar AL-WĀQIDĪ32 (d. 207/822–
823) and contains nothing but the campaigns. Alfred von Kremer’s edi-
tion33 has the text proper only up to page 369, line 16; the rest is nothing
but a worthless addition of a later period.34 Thanks to two newly discov-
ered Londonmanuscripts, JuliusWellhausen then published a brilliant Ger-
man version.35 This, however, cannot be a substitute for the Arabic original,
particularly since the Calcutta edition is philologically insufficient and rep-
resents only a third of the actual work. As is the case with Ibn Isḥāq, we
also do not have al-Wāqidī in its original form but only in the recension
of (Muḥammad b. al-ʿAbbās) IBN ḤAYYUWAYH,36 a scholar of the fourth
century [295/907–381/991]. The omission of several poems promised in the
text must be ascribed to him or to one of his predecessors. Wherever there
are deviations from Ibn Isḥāq, in most cases Ibn Ḥayyuwayh offers the bet-
ter or more original alternatives. In general, numerous passages look like
shortened versions of Ibn Isḥāq, although he is never mentioned as author-
ity.37 Al-Wāqidī’s main merit is the complete collection of the material but
not its chronological parts, where his comments are not infrequently con-
tradicted by odd remarks in the accounts. Although the material added is
largely legendary and anecdotic, it still offers much local flavour and natu-
ral colour. The isnād is a bit more regular and complete than in Ibn Isḥāq.
The general indication of sources, which are so dear to the latter, are totally
wanting. Where the majority of the sources agree, he refers to them at the

30 The passages from biographers have been collected by Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 376sq.
A.J. Wensinck, Muḥammad and the Jews of Medina, p. 59sqq. completed them, particularly
with parallels from the collections of ḥadīths.

31 The book is entitled ʿUyūn al-āthār (fī funūn) al-maghāzī wa-l-shamāʾil wa-l-siyar Cod.
Leiden, 340, fol. 62v; W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, nos. 9577 and 9578. Cf. Brockelmann, GAL,
vol. 2, p. 71; F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schriftums, vol. 1, p. 301; EI2.

32 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 294–297.
33 Calcutta, Bibliotheca Indica, 1856.
34 In addition, also p. 7, l 9 (qāl al-Wāqidī) to p. 9, 2 (al-āya) is an unknown substitute.
35 Muhammed in Medina; das ist Vakidis Kitab al Maghazi in verkürzter deutscher Wie-

dergabe. The following description I took partly literally fromWellhausen’s preface.
36 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 206, no. 247.
37 The only passage of Kremer’s edition where he is mentioned is not genuine; cf. above,

foot-note 29.
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beginning of the section, followed by the common text.38 Variant readings
he indicates in between, supplying their origin; and he introduces the con-
tinuation of the main text by qālū “they said.”

The Baṣra-born Muḥammad IBN SAʿD (d. 230/844–845), a pupil and sec-[ii/134]
retary of al-Wāqidī, is the author of a biography of the Prophet, which has
been transmitted as manuscript together with a book of classes (ṭabaqāt),
but originally probably did not constitute an independent work. In the
Fihrist (on page. 99) it is called Akhbār al-nabī, a name that fits the sub-
title, which in the LondonMs. appears in the colophon;39 but it is commonly
called Sīra. The Berlin [i.e. Leiden] edition (al-ṭabaqāt al-kabīr) consists of
vol. 1, part 1 (161 p.), vol. 1, part 2 (186 p.), vol. 2, part 1 (137 p.), vol. 2, part 2
(pp. 1–98). As far as the volume is concerned, the work ranks even consider-
ably behind Wüstenfeld’s abridged Ibn Isḥāq. The missing portion, accord-
ing to my estimate, amounts to 213 and 152 pages respectively, depending
on the page size of Ibn Hishām or Ibn Saʿd. The abridgements apply to the
first part—early history,40 Muḥammad’s childhood,41 first events after the
hijra, where Ibn Hishām has nearly twice as much—as well as the cam-
paigns, where Ibn Saʿd has three times as much. On the other hand, Ibn
Saʿd is again more comprehensive in early Biblical history (vol. 1, part 1,
pp. 5 to 26), Muḥammad’s genealogy (pp. 2–8 and 27–36), and the signs of
prophethood (pp. 95–126). He treats Muḥammad’s character in particular
detail [ṣifa] (vol. 1, part 2, pp. 87 to 186,42 appearance, dress, habits, etc.) to
which Ibn Hishām (pp. 149sq. and 266sq.) devotes but two pages, the last
illness and Muḥammad’s death (vol. 2, part 2, pp. 1 to 98, which get five
times less coverage in Ibn Hishām, pp. 999–1027), and Muḥammad’s cor-
respondence, including the messages43 to him (vol. 2, part 2 (pp. 15 to 86),
which receive twice as many pages as in Ibn Hishām). The great value of
the Sīra is its last mentioned section, consisting almost exclusively of doc-
uments. Although the content is by no means complete, and some parts

38 Caetani, Annali, vol. 1, p. 34sq.
39 Ākhir khabar al-nabī, Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und

Bestattung [final illness, death and funeral], edited by Fr. Schwally, p. 98.
40 Totally omitted is nearly everything related to pre-Islamic Arabia, and which, in Ibn

Hishām up to p. 100, takes up so much space.
41 Still, also in in this part there are complete legends, or legendary traits that are missing

in Ibn Hishām. All these problems await monographic research.
42 In this section to page 166 al-Wāqidī is not even oncementioned as a source, conversely,

repeatedly on the last twenty pages.
43 The most recent study of Muḥammad’s letters is Jakob Sperber’s thesis Die Schreiben

Muḥammads an die Stämme Arabiens (1916).
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are wanting, which have been preserved in Ibn Hishām,44 here—as Well-
hausen45 says—you get amuch better idea of the course of conversion of the
Arabs. This is partially the result of the systematic presentation of themate-
rial, for which Ibn Saʿd displays an undeniable inclination. Let me recall the
list of persons named Muḥammad before the rise of Islam,46 then the chap-
ter on the signs (ʿalāmāt) of prophethood, which later became the impetus
to the extensive literature of dalāʾil al-nubuwwa, and, finally, the chapter on
Muḥammad’s character (ṣifa), which likely served al-Tirmidhī as amodel for
his al-Shamāʾil.

Ibn Saʿd’s main source for the campaigns is of course al-Wāqidī, his lord [ii/135]
and master. How he made use of him cannot be determined until this work
is completely available in the original Arabic version. Not only in the cam-
paigns47 but also in other parts of the sīra48 the pupil vindicates Ibn Isḥāq’s
work, which al-Wāqidī made use of without advertising so. In this case, it is
of great importance that he had at his disposal two different versions,49 nei-
ther of which was identical with the one available to Ibn Hishām, for in
this case we can avail ourselves of the important help for the reconstruc-
tion of Ibn Isḥāq’s original text. As far as the composition of the isnād is
concerned, Ibn Saʿd is roughly equal with al-Wāqidī, although the latter’s
compressed narratives aremade still more uniform by his consistently plac-
ing the variants at the end, which Ibn Saʿd spreads over the entire article.
In this respect, the comparison of larger sections is extremely informative,
especially the presentation of the battles of Badr and Uḥud in both writers.

44 Ibn Hishām, pp. 963sq., 940sq., 971sq., and 944.
45 Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, 4th Heft (1898), p. 88.
46 Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, part 1): Biographie Muḥammads bis zur Flucht [biography of

Muḥammad to his flight], p. 111 sq.
47 For example, Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 1):Die FeldzügeMuhammeds [Muḥammad’s

campaigns], p. 1, l 11; p. 3, l 2; p. 39, l 7; p. 40, l 13; p. 57, l 9; p. 134, l 16.
48 For example, Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, part 1): BiographieMuḥammads, p. 25, 4; p. 29, l 11;

p. 108, l 4; p. 122, l 21; (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2):LetzteKrankheit, TodundBestattungMuḥammads
[Muḥammad’s last illness and death], p. 19, l 19; p. 48, l 6; p. 78, l 20; p. 105, l 10; p. 171, l 5;
(Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muḥammads [Muḥammad’s
last illness and death], p. 3, l 12; p. 35, l 4; p. 44, l 26; p. 79, l 18.

49 These are the copies of IBRĀHĪM IBN SAʿD b. Abī Waqqāṣ al-Zuhrī al-Madanī (d. 183/
798–799) [Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 1, p. 95, no. 14], and Hārūn b.
Abī ʿĪsā al-Shaʾmī. Cf. the passages listed in the preceding notes 43 and 44; Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt,
vol. 3, part 2): Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer Muhammeds in der Schlacht bei Bedr
[Medinan combatants at Badr], pp. 17–19; and E. Sachau in the introduction to Ibn Saʿd, vol. 3,
part 1, Biographien dermekkanischen KämpferMuhammeds in der Schlacht bei Bedr [Meccan
combatants at Badr], p. xxv.
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In that case also the structure of the composition is most solid in the
chapters on the early history as well as in the letters and missives, whereas
the Prophet’s characteristics (ṣifa) and his death constitute somethingmore
like a loose conglomeration of traditions.50

Amost useful complement to the sīra are the biographies of theCompan-[ii/136]
ions in the ṭabaqāt. The relevant sections of Ibn Saʿd’s Berlin (Leiden) edi-
tion, al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr, are as follows: vol. 2, part 2, pp. 98–136; vol. 3, parts 1
and 2; vol. 4, parts 1 and 2; vol. 5, pages 328–341, 369–379, 382–390, 400–403,
406–412; vol. 6, pp. 6–43; vol. 7, part 1, pp. 1–63, part 2, pp. 64–65, 99–101,
111–151, 176–177, 188–199; and vol. 8, whichdeals exclusivelywithwomen. The
total of these accounts (1213 pages) constitute nearly three times the size of
the entire sīra (445 pages).

The entry for the Prophet in IbnQutayba’s51 Kitāb al-Maʿārif (IbnCoteiba’s
Handbuch der Geschichte) is too short (pp. 56–83) to be of any help. The
author does not present a cohesive account of the events and limits himself
to compressed statistical surveys, devoting a disproportionally large space,
two thirds of the pages (pp. 56–74), toMuḥammad’s character—his descent,
family relations, women, children, slaves, and riding animals. The sources
are rarely supplied: al-Wāqidī (p. 59), and Ibn Isḥāq (p. 75) once each, Abū
l-Yaqẓān52 three times (p. 69, ll 1 an 6, p. 76), Zayd b. Akhzam (d. 257/870)
with following isnād (pp. 80 and 83). ʿAbdAllāh b. [al-]Mubārak53 (d. 181/797,
p. 77, l 4) and, unknown tome, one Jaʿfar of Ibn Abī Rāfiʿ (p. 83). More useful
are the chapters on Muḥammad’s Companions (pp. 83–174), which contain
many important details.

The compendium of world-history, Ibn Wadhih qui dicitur al-Jaʾqubi His-[ii/137]
toriae, by al-Yaʿqūbī (d. 278/891–892), edited by M.Th. Houtsma (1883), is
remarkable not only because it is the only Shīʿite work of history from the
earlier period but also because it is based on sound, early sources. In its
interest in cultural-historical matters it reminds us of Ibn Qutayba and the

50 This connection becomes evident in some similarities to the linguistic usage. For
example, the phrases rajaʿa l-ḥadīth ilā and dakhala l-ḥadīth baʿduh fī baʿḍ never once occur
in Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt) Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattungen (vol. 2, part 2), pp. 1–98, and
only once each in (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammeds; Ereignisse seiner medinischen Zeit
(vol. 1, part 2), pp. 87–187. Conversely, in Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt), vol. 1, part 2, pp. 1–86, the
first phrase is found nine times and the last twice in (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muhammeds;
Ereignisse seinermedinischen Zeit (vol. 1, part 2), whereas both phrases together occur twelve
times in (al-Ṭabaqāt): Biographie Muḥammads bis zur Flucht (vol. 1, part 1).

51 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9. pp. 154–158.
52 Sezgin, ibid., vol. 1. pp. 266–267, no. 3.
53 118/736–181/797; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. xxxii, col. 2, etc.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 95.
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later al-Masʿūdī.54 The section on the life of the Prophet (vol. 2, pp. 1–141)
contains nothing new. Still, it does contain some compilations that were
not taken into account in earlier biographies, such as, for example, a list
of the Meccan and Medinan sūras (pp. 32–34), of Muḥammad’s amanuen-
sis (pp. 87–92), and a rich anthology of his alleged sermons (pp. 98–121). As
regards astrology—which here probably makes its first appearance in the
biography of Muḥammad—there is the regular reference to one Muḥam-
mad b. Mūsā al-Khwārizmī55 (pp. 5, 21, and 126). This is an invented nar-
rative and refers only now and then to the sources listed systematically
at the beginning of the second volume (p. 31). Following his Shīʿite lean-
ing, the author most frequently quotes the sixth imām of the Twelver Shīʿa
(d. 148/765), Abū ʿAbd Allāh JAʿFAR b. Muḥammad AL-ṢĀDIQ (d. 148/765)56
—pp. 7, 8, 21, 34, 44—conversely, he cites Ibn Isḥāq—whom, according
to the preface, he used in the recension of Ibn Hishām from [Ziyād] al-
Bakkāʾī—as well as al-Wāqidī but only twice each (pp. 20, 45; 43, 121) and
four other traditionists57 twice each. He otherwise refers to his sources; in
the case of a difference of opinion he resorts to general expressions.58

On the history of the caliphs the reports on the recension of the Koran [ii/138]
by Abū Bakr—ʿUmar (p. 152) and ʿUthmān (p. 196sq.) deserve particular
attention as well as—his presentation is again typically Shīʿite—a detailed
description of ʿAlī’s collection of the Koran (pp. 153–154).

The famous work, “the conquest of the countries” (Futūḥ al-buldān),
of Aḥmad b. Yaḥyā AL-BALĀDHURĪ59 (d. 279/892–893)—a Persian-born
resident at the court of the ʿAbbāsid caliphs Mutawakkil and Mustaʿīn—
refers to the Prophet (pp. 1–94), although not exclusively, since the con-
quests are dealt with beyond the Umayyad period. Also relevant are some
sections of the final chapter, “penmanship,” about literate men and wom-
en among Muḥammad’s acquaintances (p. 472sqq.). The work abounds in

54 Sezgin, ibid., vol. 1, pp. 332–336.
55 In the introduction to the second volume, p. 4 l 6, called al-munajjim, “the astrologer.”

This of course cannot refer to a namesake of his who died in 428/1036–1037, to whom
C. Brockelmann refers in GAL, vol. 1, p. 225.

56 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 260–262.
57 Abū ʿAbdAllāh Faḍl b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān,Muḥammad IBNKATHĪR,Muḥammad b. Sāʾib,

and Abū l-Bakhtarī.
58 For example, wa-rawā baʿḍuhum, wa-qad ruwiya, wa-qīla, wa-yuqālu, pp. 7, 8, 15, 18–23,

33, 34, 37, 40–46, 49, 52, 58, 59, 64, 73, 79, 92, 97, 98, 121, 125, 127.
59 Liber expugnationis regionum (Leiden, 1866). There is a cheap Cairo reprint, and a Ger-

man translation by Oskar Rescher, El-Belāḏori’s “kitāb futūḥ el-buldān” (Buch der Eroberung
der Länder), based on de Goeje’s edition.
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valuable additions to the accounts of older works. The form of the chain
of authorities is very precise. The numerous sources used would warrant a
separate investigation. Among the parts that are relevant for us, he refers
six times to Ibn Isḥāq,60 seven times to Ibn Saʿd, and twenty-three times to
al-Wāqidī.

In al-Ṭabarī’s (d. 310/923 in Baghdad) world-history, the era of Muḥam-[ii/139]
mad is covered in vol. 1, pp. 1073–1836, of the Leiden edition.61 What Ibn
Isḥāq relates in his early history naturally appears in al-Ṭabarī spread over
different places. For a comparison of the two works it is best to limit one-
self to the sections dealing with the Medinan period, namely al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, pp. 1227–1836 (609 pages), and Ibn Hishām, pp. 314–1026 (712 pages).
But since al-Ṭabarī’s 609 pages—without the foot-notes—are equivalent
to only 430 pages of the layout of the Wüstenfeld edition, al-Ṭabarī’s pre-
sentation is 282 pages shorter. Of his predecessors he uses primarily Ibn
Isḥāq—who, with two hundred references, far outdistances al-Wāqidī (47)
and Ibn Saʿd (15)—and it is to him that the strand of the narrative always
returns.62 Included in his numerous references aremany that are wanting in
Wüstenfeld,63 since al-Ṭabarī made use of a different recension.64 Because of

60 On p. 10, Ibn Isḥāq refers to two transmissions that are not found in either Ibn Hishām
or al-Ṭabarī.

61 Annales [Akhbār] quos scripsit… cumaliis ediditM.J. deGoeje, 13 volumes totalling 8054
pages in Arabic. The period relevant for us has been edited by Pieter de Jong. The Arabic title
of the Leiden edition is given as Akhbār al-rusul wa-l-mulūk, or simply Taʾrīkh (Fihrist, p. 234;
al-Masʿūdī, vol. 4, p. 145.)

62 Rajaʿ al-ḥadīth ilā ḥadīth Ibn Isḥāq: p. 1299 l 5; p. 1301 l 6; p. 1308 l 9; p. 1315 l 3; p. 1389 l 18;
p. 1392 l 6; p. 1398 l 1; p. 1465 l 13; p. 1487 l 13; p. 1492 l 14; p. 1514 l 17; p. 1532 l 6; p. 1540 l 3; p. 1620
l 12; p. 1770 l 18.

63 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1126 l 11–1127 l 8; 1142 ll 16–19 and 1143 l 3 respectively; 1162 l 8–1163 l 2;
1171 l 1–1173, l 1; 1192 l 4–1191 l 10; 1253 ll 7–16; 1318 ll 2–6; 1321 ll 13–15; 1340 l 10–1341 l 15; 1344 l
9–1345 l 6; 1357 ll 10–14; 1365 l 15–1366 l 9; 1369 ll 8–15; 1398 ll 14–16; 1400 ll 9–14; 1416 l 9–1417 l
6; 1419 ll 8–12; 1441 l 5–11; 1454 l 9–1455 l 2; 1496 ll 9–14; 1560 ll 3–6 and 17–19; 1561 l 8–1568 l 2;
1569 l 1–1570 l 7; 1572 ll 10–13; 1574 l 4–1575 l 5; 1576 ll 2 and 3; 1578 ll 5–9, 13–1579 l 1; 1617 ll 4–7;
1640 l 17; 1641 l 7; 1642 l 17–1644 l 13; 1657 ll 11 and 12; 1683 ll 3–12; 1705 ll 14, 15; 1809 l 17–1810 l 1;
1834 ll 13–16. Best known of these passages is p. 1190sqq. on the temporary acceptance of the
Meccan idols in the Islamic cult, and p. 1441 on the capture of ʿAbbās [IBN AL-MUṬṬALIB],
Muḥammad’s uncle, in the Battle of Badr. The historicity of this event—for which Sprenger
pleaded at the time in his Leben und die Lehre, vol. 3, p. 131—Leone Caetani tried to challenge
in his Annali dell’Islam, vol. 1, p. 517. Cf. against this, Nöldeke’s review of Annali dell’Islam in
WZKM, 21 (1907), p. 309sq.

64 The isnād consistently runs as follows: “Ibn Ḥumayd from Salāma b. al-Faḍl from
Muḥammad b. Isḥāq.” The former’s full name is Muḥammad b. Ḥumayd b. Ḥayyān Abū
ʿAbd Allāh al-Rāzī (d. 248/862.) Salāma b. al-Faḍl Abū ʿAbd Allāh AL-RĀZĪ died after 170/786
(Khulāṣa).
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such circumstances, and because of the numerous variants in the two texts,
al-Ṭabarī is the most important aid in the re-establishment of the original
Ibn Isḥāq.65

Al-Ṭabarī’s next merit is the communication of new material as well [ii/140]
as the conscientious separation of divergent reports, either by listing all
traditions known to him directly one after another or only a single tradi-
tion but including all the divergent readings.66 Before a group of related
transmissions—or occasionally at the end—he readily supplies a compar-
ative or statistical table of contents,67 whereas a direct personal comment
on the respective question is rare.68 It happens occasionally that general
references like “some people think,” “others say,” “it is claimed,” etc.69 are
not followed up with a reference to a specific source. On the other hand,
al-Ṭabarī avoids altogether the favourite habit of previous writers, namely
incorporating various traditions into a uniform narrative, unless such a har-
monization is already part of his original, in which case hemakes an appro-
priate note.70

As can be seen, al-Ṭabarī’s traditionalist formalism took a shape that had [ii/141]
never existed before. Although this is a step back artistically, it enhances the
usefulness of his work for the historian.

Other parts of his world-history that deal with the first caliphs contain
many important reports concerning Muḥammad and his time. Of prime
importance are, for example, the accounts of the appearance of the prophet
Maslama, which, despite their fragmentary condition, are unique in their

65 See above, p. 325sq.
66 Cf., for example, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1565 l 12sq.
67 For example, from the text pp. 1245 l 7–1247 l 3, the following scheme can be uncovered:

qāla Abū Jaʿfar wa-ikhtalaf al-salafmin ahl al-ʿilm fī … dhikrman qāl dhālik … fa-qāl baʿḍuhum
… wa-qad wāfaq qawl man qāl … dhikr man qāl dhālik … wa-qāl ākharūn … qāl Abū Jaʿfar
wa-qad wāfaq qawl man qāl. This system is changed in the most variant ways as becomes
obvious from the following passages: p. 1227 l 16sqq.; p. 1242 l 10sqq.; 1249 l 16sqq.; 1250 l
12sqq.; 1256 l 12sqq.; 1259 l 10sqq.; 1281 l 8sqq. [sic;] 1262 l 12sqq.; 1263 l 4sqq.; 1270 l 12sqq.;
1273 l 6sqq.; 1276 l 15sqq.; 1279 l 9sqq.; 1281 l 4sqq.; 1296 l 13sqq.; 1357 l 15sqq.; 1362 l 1sqq. and
16sqq.; 1367 l 9sqq.; 1375 l 8sqq.; 1502 l 9. sqq.; 1767 l 14sqq.

68 For example, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1259 l 14, wa-al-ṣahīḥ ʿindanā fī dhālik. In other parts of
the annals still other expressions are to be found, for example, ana ashukk, “I have doubts”
(vol. 1, p. 522 ll 3 and 13).

69 For example, p. 1297 l 12, wa-qad zaʿama baʿḍuhum, qāl ākharūn, qīl, yuqāl, p. 1233 and
1245 l 5, p. 1248 l 9.

70 For example, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1291 l 17–1292, l 1 = IbnHishām, p. 428 ll 2 and 3; al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1384 ll 3–6 = Ibn Hishām, p. 555 l 12sqq., hence follows the account of the battles of Badr
and Uḥud.
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form.71 Al-Ṭabarī everywhere shows himself to be an industrious and consci-
entious collector, although nowhere does he display a particular historical
aptitude.

We have a Persian adaption from 352/963 of al-Ṭabarī’s annals by Abū ʿAlī[ii/142]
Muḥammad AL-BALʿAMĪ,72 vizier of the Sāmānid ruler, Abū ṢāliḥManṣūr b.
Nūḥ, or possibly by an unknown author on the order of this vizier. Although
this translation is considerably abridged and omits the chain of authorities,
it adapted much from other sources. If we had a critical edition of the
work it would be of no small usefulness for the Arabic original. Its French
translation by H. Zotenberg73 does not serve the purpose, particularly as it
is based solely on Paris manuscripts,74 whereas other manuscripts seem to
contain significant variants. Hence, a text edition on a broad manuscript
base still remains a desideratum. The Turkish edition, which is said to have
been printed in 1260/1844 in Constantinople,75 remained inaccessible tome.

The famousworkMurūj al-dhahab (Meadows of gold), by thewidely trav-
elled, learned and intelligent Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. al-Ḥusayn AL-MASʿŪDĪ
(d. 345/956), is a mine of political, cultural, and literary history. The space
allotted to the Prophet in the French edition, including a translation, pp.
114–175,76 is, however, far too limited to permit the author to present new
material, not to mention his literary qualities. He narrates freely and rarely
makes use of the cumbersome technicality of the isnād. Of the earlier biog-
raphers hementions Ibn Hishām, p. 116, Ibn Isḥāq, p. 144 ll 6 and 11, p. 145 l 4,
al-Wāqidī, p. 144 ll 6 and 10, p. 145 ll 1 and 8, Ibn Saʿd, p. 145 l 8, and al-Ṭabarī,
p. 145, l 8. The details of the first caliphs are also inadequate. The author’s
interest is not aroused until he comes to ʿAlī, whose brief rule takes up three
times as many pages as that of his three predecessors in office.

In the great world-history (al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh) of (ʿIzz al-Dīn) Abū l-[ii/143]
Ḥasan ʿAlī IBN AL-ATHĪR (d. 630/1232–1233), which consists of twelve vol-
umes in the Leiden edition,77 the life of Muḥammad takes up only a little
space, namely vol. 2, pp. 1 to 252. As the author states in the preface (vol. 1,

71 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, pp. 1738, 1916sq., 1933sq., and 1951.
72 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 327.
73 Chronique deAbou-DjafarMohammedbenDjerir benYezid Tabari, traduite sur la version

persane d’Abou ʿAli Moʾhhammed Belʿami par Herm. Zotenberg, t. I–IV, Paris, 1867–1874.
74 Here, Schwally overlooked the subtitle, traduite sur la version persane d’Abou-ʿAli

Moʾhammed Bel’Ami d’après les manuscrits de Paris, de Gotha, de Londres et de Canterbury.
75 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 143; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 327, Auszüge.
76 Maçoudi, Les prairies d’or, texte et tradution par Barbier de Meynard et Pavet de

Courteille (1861–1877).
77 Ibn-el-Athiri Chronicon quod perfectissimum.
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p. 4), he complements and continues al-Ṭabarī, whose annals he uses as the
basis of his own work. Unlike the latter, he does not attempt to list as many
traditions as possible on one event, instead opting for a coherent account.
To this end, he fuses the traditions and tries to express himself as simply
and briefly as possible, omitting unimportant secondary details in order
to streamline the narrative. In the interest of this presentation he likewise
omits the chain of authorities and citations. If, for exceptional reasons, he
does want to supply a reference, he adds only the author of the work or one
of his authorities. For example, regarding the life of the Prophet, he refers
only ten times to Ibn Isḥāq,78 eight times to al-Wāqidī,79 and only once to his
main source, al-Ṭabarī.80 Even the general indications of sources like qīla,
“it is said,” are rare.81 Disproportionately many authorities are cited in the
chapters on the prophetic mission, the early converts, and Muḥammad’s
biography.82 Brockelmann, to whom we are indebted for an excellent [doc-
toral] thesis on the relation of Ibn al-Athīr’sal-Kāmil to al-Ṭabarī’sAkhbāral-
rusul wa-l-mulūk, documents numerous passages that have been borrowed
directly andwithout credit from IbnHishāmand al-Wāqidī.83All things con-
sidered, Ibn al-Athīr is a great advancement, although he cannot claim inde-
pendent recognition vis-à-vis older works. On the other hand, the sections
on the first caliphs contain important material not found in his predeces-
sors, such as, for example, the detailed account of Abū Bakr’s and ʿUthmān’s
collection of the Koran.84

The Canonical Ḥadīth85 [ii/144]

The biographic ḥadīth, including their origin and development, which we
traced through the centuries in the preceding chapter, are quite different
from the canonical ḥadith.86 The former lists the sayings and deeds ascribed

78 Vol. 2, pp. 29, 42, 43, 44, 86, 107, 111, 112, 144, and 155.
79 Pp. 28, 36, 44, 86, 107, 111, 174, and 131 [sic].
80 P. 144.
81 For example, pp. 33, 34, 36, 234, 236, 237, 238, and 239.
82 Pp. 32–36, 41–44, and 231sq.
83 Straßburg thesis, 1890, Das Verhältnis von Ibn el-Aṯīr’s Kāmil fiʾt-taʾrīẖ zu al-Ṭabarīs

Aẖbār …, p. 31sq. (see above, p. 315).
84 Vol. 3, pp. 85–87.
85 There is now themost usefulEncyclopediaof canonical ḥadīthbyG.H.A. Juynboll (2007).
86 The canonical ḥadīth is occasionally called in Western Islamology “ḥadīth proper” or

“in the proper sense.” Whenever there is mention of the literature of ḥadīth in general, this is
meant.
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to the Prophet Muḥammad, which are the binding models for Muslims’
religious exercises and ritual behaviour, and which also serve as the basis
for the canonical and ethical handbooks.87 The public events, which dom-
inate the sīra, yield far less for such purposes than the Prophet’s private
affairs. Although this is not altogether without interest for the sīra as well,
it remains much in the background. The canonical ḥadīth, however, are
in their proper element here and do not stop at either private matters,
like the secrets of intercourse, or relieving oneself.88 If in both ḥadīth and
sīra the same material is being used, it is not arranged chronologically but
rather according to dogmatic, ethical, or ritual aspects, with the result that
what is grouped together in the sīra is widely dispersed in the ḥadīth. The
public events in the life of Muḥammad, which earlier works of ḥadīth still
consider, gradually recede and have totally disappeared when we come
to sunna-books. As we can see, there is a basic difference when dealing
with the two types of ḥadīth—not in the subject itself but in the way it is
treated.

Although reports on the behaviour of historical persons at home and in[ii/145]
the family are generally quite suspicious because of problems of evidence,
Western scholars have been particularly impressed by this aspect of the
canonical ḥadith. What struck themmost was the unbelievably broad spec-
trum of the traditions, the long chains of authorities, the intimacy of the
content aswell as the often touching, naïve, and candid style.89Even a distin-
guished scholar like R.P.A. Dozy, the historian of theMoors of Spain, without
hesitation used half of al-Bukhārī as a historical source.90 But as had been
shown by Goldziher—to whom we are indebted for the basic criticism of
the canonical ḥadīth91—all movements and counter-movements in the life
of Islamhave been precipitated by the formof the ḥadīth, including not only
the dogmatic and canonical party rivalries of the first centuries, but also
the political confrontations. This is to say that theological defenders of doc-
trines or customs traced their opinions back to freely fabricated traditions,
and to alleged sayings and deeds of the Prophet, all for the purpose of more

87 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, German pagination in the margin, p. 5.
88 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v. (46 and 4 references respectively).
89 Cf. for example, the frequently used phrases wa-ka-annī arā l-nabiyya, “it seems to me

as if I were seeing the Prophet,” wa-ka-annī wāqif bayn yadayh, “it seems to me as if I were
standing before him.”

90 Dozy, Essai sur l’histoire de l’ islamisme, Leiden, 1879, p. 124.
91 Muslim studies, vol. 2, “On the development of the ḥadīth” (1977), pp. 17–251. See also

Fuat Sezgin, “Goldziher and ḥadīth,” translated from his GAS, vol. 1 (1976), pp. 53–84, in
Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators (2006).
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effective popularization of their view. The public in general did not per-
ceive this as a pious trick but merely as a legitimate literary device. The rise
of Muslim criticism of the tradition—which has almost always been con-
cernedwith the formonly, swallowing themost absurd content provided the
isnādwas sound—was unable in this case, as in the case of the biographical
ḥadīth, to effect a change for the better. This, however, is not to deny that
underneath the learned veneer of errors and lies there might still lie hidden
some credible traditions. Still, until mention is made to the contrary, every
canonical ḥadīthmust a priori be considered a falsification.

This ḥadīth takes an exceptional position also as far as the treatment of [ii/146]
the isnād is concerned. Despite all the changes undergone by the judgement
of authorities in the course of history—whichwill be shownwhen reviewing
individual works—the canonical ḥadīth remained all along the domain of
the complete and uninterrupted chain of authorities. In contrast, within the
biography of the Prophet, as well as historiography in general, this form
reached its pinnacle in al-Ṭabarī, later declining to the point that, in the
end, all reference to the sources disappears. On the other hand, the isnād
of the canonical ḥadīth is even far more conspicuous, since here the text
(matn) consists of many small sections, each required to be preceded by its
verification. This is why, in collections of ḥadīth, the isnād takes up at least
the same space as the actual text.

The Literature of Ḥadīth92

The high esteem accorded to isnād in the canonical ḥadīth, as just shown,
led early on to the development of the so-called musnad literature, where
the traditions are arranged according to isnāds, more particularly to the
Companion in its final link. The earliest of the musnad works, and the
only one up to now that is available in a printed edition, is by Aḥmad b.
Muḥammad IBN ḤANBAL (164/780–241/855).93 Within the general frame-
work of this arrangement some individual categories are listed in additional
subsections according to either relationship or sex, such as, for example,

92 The following presentation is based mostly on Ignaz Goldziher’sMuslim studies, vol. 2,
“The hadīth literature,” pp. 189–251, as well as his article, “Neue Materialien zur Literatur des
Überlieferungswesens” [new facts on the literature of ḥadīth]. Cf. also F. Sezgin, “Goldziher
and hadith,” in: Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators (2006), pp. xiii–xxxviii.

93 Cairo, 1311/1893–1894, four volumes in large quarto amounting to 2,888 pages. F. Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, pp. 504–505.
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the traditions of the Companions of Muḥammad’s family, of the anṣār, of
women, or according to place of residence or birth, such the Companions
from Iraq, Baṣra, Kūfa,Mecca, andMedina, etc. Aswemight guess, this struc-
ture is not an invention of the author but rather a remainder of an earlier
period when the literature of ḥadīth consisted of such small, independent
collections. This is the easiest way to explain that not only the complete
work of Ibn Ḥanbal, but also each one of the above-mentioned categories
of tradition, is called musnad. The content “extends to all matters that have
ever been the subject of ḥadīth information, to ritual laws and regulations,
legal norms, moral sayings, legends, and fables. Also, historical transmis-
sion,maghāzī, takes up a large space.” Criticismnever exceeds the bounds of
moderation commonamongMuslims, clinging to themere external aspects,
and usually stops far short of the limits. Yetwhen IbnḤanbal goes so far as to
include even sayings of the Prophet in praise of the generosity of al-Saffāḥ,
the first ʿAbbāsid caliph, or which predict the conquest of India or proclaim
the fameof his hometownMerv, one is tempted to think of a joke rather than
carelessness.

The concept of themusnad books complicatesmatters greatly, especially[ii/148]
since the general system of arranging by Companion’s94 name, as pointed
out above, is then further subdivided into special groups of people, so that
a tradition might appear in different places or, if it appears only once, in
a place that no one would expect it. These difficulties were conducive to
the appearance of another type of ḥadīth literature, the so-calledmuṣannaf
books, in which the transmissions are arranged by content and brought
together in chapters.95 Of course, this system also has its drawbacks, for
when a tradition’s content suits two different subject categories it is usually
assigned to different places, either partially or wholly, whereas if secondary
considerations determined its classification, it ends up in a place where one
would never expect to find it.

Themost esteemedmuṣannafwork is al-Ṣaḥīḥ96 ofMuḥammad b. Ismāʿīl
AL-BUKHĀRĪ (194/810–256/870). The title of the book, meaning “sound,”
might be an indication that the author endeavoured to present his material
in a better form than his teacher Ibn Ḥanbal. In any case, he made it a point
to eliminate traditions from suspicious authorities or of doubtful content, to
present both the text of the tradition as well as the isnādwith conscientious

94 ʿalā l-rijāl so the Arabic technical term.
95 ʿalā l-abwāb.
96 It is also called al-Jāmiʿ al-ṣaḥīḥ, cf. al-Qasṭallānī in the preface to his Irshād, Bulaq, 1303.
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fidelity, to identify explanations and additions, particularly if they were his
own, and to list at the end, and under his name, his personal opinions
regarding various parallel transmissions. Yet all these improvements are
nothing but external features and are not in the least related to what we
call historical criticism. Even if we credit him with having considerably
reduced the learned jumble of tradition-related material—his book makes
up only one third of Ibn Ḥanbal’s Musnad—one must not believe that the
remainder is worth more than the discarded material. His teacher’s pet
authorities, Anas b. Mālik, the mendacious ʿĀʾisha, and the evil-disposed
Abū Hurayra, are also preferred by al-Bukhārī. The second part of the book,
Badʾ al-khalq,97 and, most of all, the great maghāzī book, which has no
equal among the ḥadīth works, contain considerable historical material.
This is followed by commentary on the Koran. All the rest—in the edition I
used,98 670 and 856 pages—is made up of the canonical ḥadīth, intermixed
with historical material here and there.

Another of IbnḤanbal’s pupils, Abū l-ḤusaynMUSLIM IBNAL-ḤAJJĀJ al- [ii/149]
Naysābūrī (d. 261/87599), also left us a highly esteemedcollection entitled [al-
Jāmiʿ] al-ṣaḥīḥ.100 The order of chapters differs from that of al-Bukhārī. Addi-
tionally, the latter’s characteristic headings are missing, although [Yaḥyā
b. Sharaf] AL-NAWAWĪ (d. 676/1277)101 later added these to his own com-
mentary.Whereas al-Bukhārī often sprinkles identical traditionswith differ-
ing isnād throughout the respective chapters,102 Muslim b. al-Ḥajjāj lists all

97 Startingwith the chapter “manāqib aṣḥābal-nabī.” The chapter headings (bāb) are from
al-Bukhārī himself and constitute an integral part of the work, only the text differs according
to the respective recension. Conversely, the overall appellation, book (kitāb), seems to be a
later addition. Cf. Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 220.

98 Cairo (Ḥalabī), 1309, in 4v. On the numerous other editions cf. Brockelmann, GAL,
vol. 1, p. 158, [and Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 118, no. 4, etc.] The Leiden edition by L. Krehl and
Th.W. Juynboll (1862–1908) is not particularly good. Ever since this first attempt no Christian
scholar tried to edit a work of ḥadīth, probably for the proper realization that Orientals are
best qualified for this task. We should restrict ourselves to producing alphabetical indices to
the traditions. TheFrench translation,LesTraditions islamiques, byO.Houdas andW.Marçais
does not conform with modern requirements.

99 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 136–143.
100 Goldziher, Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 226sqq. On the various editions see Sezgin, GAS,

vol. 1, pp. 136–143. I quote books and chapters according to al-Nawawī’s usage.Only in the case
of voluminous works I supply volume and page numbers of the edition I am using—in the
margin of the Bulaq edition of al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī, Irshād al-sārī ilā Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī
… (Bulaq, 1303) 10v. [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 123, no. 29.]

101 Cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 394; Goldziher, The Ẓāhirīs (1971), p. 97.
102 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. xxx, col. 1.
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variants in the first relevant place, without later again using this material.
The work is of little merit for our purpose, since, apart from a partial sec-
tion of Kitāb al-faḍāʾil and isolated passages, it does not contain a historical
section. The concluding chapter, “interpretation of the Koran,” is a miser-
able truncation which even in the marginal edition I used—as well as the
equally long commentary—amounts to nomore than ten pages. The rather
extensive introduction to the science of tradition, which precedes Muslim
b. al-Ḥajjāj’s collection,103 deserves considerable praise.

The sunanworks of AbūDāʾūd [al-Sijistānī] (d. 279/892 [or 275/888]), Ibn[ii/150]
Mājah104 (d. 273/886), and Aḥmad b. ʿAlī b. Shuʿayb AL-NASĀʾĪ (d. 303/915)105
display a far greater interest in canonical and ritual affairs, but they are
referred to only when they preserve a tradition that does not appear else-
where.

Abū ʿĪsāMuḥammadb. ʿĪsāAL-TIRMIDHĪ (d. 279/892or 3) canpridehim-
self on being the pupil of three famous traditionists: IbnḤanbal, al-Bukhārī,
and Abū Dāʾūd [al-Sijistānī]. His work is entitled sometimes Sunan, some-
times more appropriately al-Jāmiʿ al-sunan,106 as from its content it is more
related toMuslimb. al-Ḥajjāj. Like the latter, it also contains historicalmate-
rial in the abwāb al-manāqib,107 albeit with a much longer commentary on
the Koran.108 Its special place in the critical science dealing with the isnād
is remarkable. Al-Bukhārī and Muslim recognize only such authorities on
whose reliability there is unanimous agreement among scholars. AbūDāʾūd
[al-Sijistānī] andhis pupil al-Nasāʾī, however, are evencontentwhen the sole
witness is not generally rejected. Al-Tirmidhī goes still one step further and
accepts any tradition which, at any time, has been the accepted canonical
practice. On the other hand, he feels obliged to grade the reliability of any
tradition he is using.109 However, as in all Muslim criticism, this applies only
to the form of the tradition, so that the most audacious fabrications might
receive a splendid grade.

103 In the edition which I used, vol. 1, pp. 60–184.
104 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 147–148.
105 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 1, p. 225sqq.; Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 161sq.
106 In the edition which I used—Delhi, 1315/1897, two folio volumes—the title page has

Jāmiʿ, whereas the body of the text has the heading, Sunan. The introduction to the science
of tradition (al-Risāla fī fann uṣūl al-ḥadīth), which now commonly appears at the beginning
of the edition, is not from al-Tirmidhī but from the well-known scholar ʿAlī b. Muḥammad
AL-JURJĀNĪ (d. 816/1413;) EI2.

107 Vol. 2, pp. 201–234.
108 Vol. 2, pp. 111–172.
109 For example, good (ḥasan), weak (ḍaʿīf), sound (ṣaḥīḥ), strange (gharīb), sounder

(aṣaḥḥ). Combined grades are: ḥasan ṣaḥīḥ, and ḥasan gharīb.
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Al-Tirmidhī also composed a short study on the person and character[ii/151]
ofMuḥammad (al-Shamāʾil), consisting of fifty-six chapters.110 Monographic
editions seem to exist only in connection with commentaries.111 The copy
I used was printed as an appendix to al-Ṣaḥīḥ but with separate pagina-
tion.112 It is entitled simply al-Shamāʾil or now al-Shamāʾil al-muṣṭafā or al-
Shamāʾil al-nabawiyya wa-l-khaṣāʾil al-muṣṭafawiyya. The isnāds are numer-
ous and extensive, although, unlike al-Ṣaḥīḥ, without critical comments.
The content is a lively reminder of the compilation Ibn Saʿd placed at the
end of his Sīra, entitled Ṣifat rasūl Allāh on this subject,113 and likewise con-
sists almost solely of apocryphal, useless bits of historical information. The
arrangement of the material, as well as the headings, is quite different.
The number of chapters—al-Shamāʾil, fifty-six, and Ibn Saʿd, fifty-eight—
is remarkably similar. The more exact relation of the two works would be
worth particular research.

Walī l-Dīn Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh [AL-KHAṬĪB] AL-TIBRĪZĪ’s Miścát- [ii/152]
ul-maṣábiḥ114 is a 737/1336 revision of Abū Muḥammad al-Ḥusayn b. Masʿūd
al-Farrāʾ AL-BAGHAWĪ’s (d. 510/1117 or 516/1122)115 Maṣābīḥ al-sunna. It pur-
ports to educate non-specialists, yet it also serves specialists well. Themate-
rial is selected accordingly. What remained of a sense of historical matters
was included in the chapters “Faḍāʾil al-nabī” and “Manāqib.”116 In the indi-
vidual sections we find first the traditions from al-Bukhārī andMuslim b. al-
Ḥajjāj, classed as ṣaḥīḥ, followedbyexcerpts fromthe sunanworks classed as
ḥasan, and finally some strange (gharīb) orweak (ḍaʿīf) traditions appear on
occasion.117 Thanks to this arrangement, the book offers convenient access

110 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 156.
111 Ibid., pp. 154–159.
112 30 lithographed folios of the afore-mentioned Indian lithograph.
113 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt), vol. 1, part 2: BiographiesMuhammed’s; Ereignisse…, pp. ۸۷ - ۱۸۶ ;

see above, p. 325sq.
114 Mishcát-ul-maśábìh; or,Acollectionof themostauthentic traditions, regarding theactions

and sayings of Muhammed… translated by A.N. Matthews, vol. 1, pp. 510–584.
115 EI2; EQ; Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 247sq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 155.
116 In my Indian lithograph (Dehli, 1310/1892), pp. 510–584.
117 According to a pencil note in Schwally’s manuscript he here wanted to comment on

the sunanwork to which he repeatedly referred, Kanz al-ʿummāl fī sunan al-aqwāl wa-l-afʿāl
of ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn ʿAlī AL-MUTTAQĪ al-Hindī (d. 975/1567), Hyderabad, 1312–1314, parts 1–8. (2707
pp.) Thiswork is basedon the following three collections of traditions: First.—Jamʿal-jawāmiʿ
(or al-Jāmiʿ al-kabīr), a work which was planned to include possibly all of the ḥadīths. Its first
part was alphabetically arranged by the first line of the sayings (aqwāl) of the Prophet; the
secondpartwas basically arranged alphabetically by thenames of the earliest authorities and
presents the traditions of Muḥammad’s deeds (afʿāl); (cf. on this Ḥājjī Khalīfa, vol. 2, p. 614,
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to extant transmissions on a given subject in the seven main collections of
ḥadīth. Given the lack of other systematic reference works, the book is quite
useful for research.

All the works treated in this chapter are preceded chronologically by
al-Muwaṭṭaʾ of Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795.)118 This, however, is not a ḥadīth
book but a corpus juris which presents law and justice, rites and praxis
of the cult according to the consensus and usage at Medina. Of course
it refers to ḥadīth, although by no means in every chapter, and without
attaching decisive importance to them. For this reason, the work deserves
to be referred to only when it is necessary to prove the prevalence of a
particular transmission in such an early period.

The Biographies of the Companions of Muḥammad[ii/153]

The earliest sources regarding the Companions of the Prophet are his own
biographies, compendiums, and world-histories, as well as works of ḥadīth,
particularly their chapters entitledmanāqib or faḍāʾil. Nowhere in the early
literature are the Companions treated in such detail as in Ibn Saʿd’s book
of classes (al-ṭabaqāt).119 Although al-Ṭabarī also devoted a greater work
to this subject, it seems that only an insignificant excerpt survived, which
now appears at the end of his Annales.120 More convenient reference works
are the writings of the subsequent period, which are arranged alphabeti-
cally.

The latest of these, which is available in a printed edition, is al-Istīʿāb
fī maʿrifat al-aṣḥāb, by the famous Spanish scholar, Abū ʿUmar Yūsuf IBN
ʿABD AL-BARR al-Qurṭubī (d. 463/1071.)121 More comprehensive is Usd al-

and W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, vol. 2, p. 155). Second.—al-Jāmiʿ
al-ṣaghīr, an excerpt of no. 1 (repeatedly printed in Egypt, partly with the commentary of ʿAlī
b. Aḥmad al-ʿAZĪZĪ or the one of Munāwī). Third.—Zawāʾid (or Ziyādat, also Dhayl) al-Jāmiʿ
al-ṣaghīr. Al-Muttaqī al-Hindī in his Kanz al-ʿummāl presents the complete compilation of
the ḥadīths contained in these three collections but—for the convenience of jurisconsults—
in a systematic arrangement conforming to the prevailing legal categories, however, retain-
ing the separation of aqwāl and afʿāl, and in the case of the aqwāl differentiating between
those from al-Jāmiʿ al-ṣaghīr and Zawāʾid. [FromA. Fischer’s additions and corrections, Seite
ii/222–223.]

118 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 197sq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 457–464.
119 See above, p. 326.
120 Cf. M.J. de Goeje in the introduction to the Leiden edition of Annales quos scripsit Abu

Djafar Mohammed Ibn Djarir At-Tabari, p. xiii sq.
121 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 363sq.; printed, Hyderabad, 1318/1895.
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ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba (“lions of the thicket”)122 of ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-
ATHĪR (d. 630/1232) the author of a world-history.

123 As he remarks in his
preface, he depends on the above-mentioned Ibn ʿAbd al-Barr as well as
three Isfahani scholars, Abū ʿAbd Allāh IBN MANDAH (d. 395/1004)124 ABŪ
NUʿAYM Aḥmad b. ʿAbd Allāh AL-IṢFAHĀNĪ (d. 430/1038)125 and Abū Mūsā
Muḥammad b. Abī Bakr b. Abī ʿĪsā [al-Madīnī] (d. 581/1185).126 For this rea-
son he acknowledges at the start which articles he borrowed from one
or several of these authors, using the corresponding letters ,د) ,ع ,ب (.س
It is very strange that Ibn al-Athīr developed the principles of the alpha-
betical arrangement to such detail,127 as if it were something new, when
already Ibn ʿAbd al-Barr, who lived a hundred and fifty years before him,
was familiar with this method.128 Of the historical works consulted by Ibn
al-Athīr, I merely mention Ibn Isḥāq’s al-Maghāzī, which he used in the
recension of Yūnus b. Bukayr [Ibn Wāṣil al-Shaybānī],129 so that we have
here yet another aid for the reconstruction of the original text of this impor-
tant book.130 Whereas Ibn Saʿd’s book of classes treats some 1,860 Com-
panions, this number grew to 7,554 in Ibn al-Athīr.131 This was achieved
by including a wider circle of contemporaries in addition to the Compan-
ions.

Shams al-Dīn Abū ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAlī AL-DHAHABĪ (d. 748/1347) produced [ii/154]
from Ibn al-Athīr’s work a short excerpt132 entitled Tajrīd asmāʾ al-ṣaḥāba,
using also other books that he meticulously enumerates in his preface,
and to which—by means of particular letters—he traces back every new
contribution to its source. In the case of women, he made particular use
of the last part of Ibn Saʿd’s famous book of classes (vol. 8: Biographien der
Frauen [biographies of the women]). In this way al-Dhahabī seems to have

122 Cairo edition, 1280/1863, in 5 volumes.
123 Cf. above, p. 330sq.
124 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 214–215.
125 Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 1, p. 362; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. xxxiii; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1,

p. 88 etc., vol. 8, pp. 83, and 273.
126 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 355, last line; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 205, 215, 504.
127 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 5 l 20 to p. 6 l 11.
128 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 6 l 22 and 23, would indicate that the arrangement had predecessors (“and

I saw much of the latest as soon as a book was arranged alphabetically …”).
129 Cf., ibid., vol. 1, p. 11 l 9sq. The same recension has partially been used also by al-Wāḥidī

in Asbāb al-nuzūl, cf. Cairo edition of 1315/1894, p. 165 l 12. [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia,
s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 289 l 3.]

130 Cf. above, p. 321sq.
131 According to Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, al-Iṣāba fī tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 3.
132 Two volumes, Hyderabad, 1315/1897.
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succeeded in increasing the number of listed entries vis-à-vis Ibn al-Athīr
by four to five hundred.133 Because of its extreme brevity, the book can only
serve as an index to the works he was using.

Themost comprehensive of all the known collections is al-Iṣāba fī tamyīz
al-ṣaḥāba by Abū l-FaḍlMuḥammad b. ʿAlī IBNḤAJAR (d. 852/1448),134 from
al-ʿAsqalān in Palestine. Here, the number of entries has again been in-
creased, since, as stated in the preface, vol. 1, p. 4, he also has included those
who might possibly have seen the Prophet, either shortly before his death
or during the first years of their life. The Calcutta edition,135 despite its vol-
ume, displays not inconsiderable gaps, since no perfect manuscript could
be procured.

Since chains of authorities are rarely supplied in the later historical lit-[ii/155]
erature of the Arabs, as pointed out above, and yet Ibn al-Athīr and Ibn
al-Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānīmade an effort to produce a coherent description;136 the
isnāds in their large biographical collections take up much space. The rea-
son for this conspicuous phenomenon is that these works are not the result
of independent historical interests; they are, rather, totally in the service of
the critical tradition.137 The traditions on which religious judgements hinge,
the knowledge of what is permitted and what is not, as well as other mat-
ters, are considered sound only when the strands of their isnāds and the
transmitters are known beforehand. First and foremost, there are the Com-
panions of the Messenger of God. When someone does not know them, his
ignorance regarding other matters will be even greater. It is therefore nec-
essary to “determine their origin and their circumstances of life; otherwise
one cannot know whether the application of what the authorities transmit
is correct, and the evidence ascertained. In this respect, transmissions from
unknown persons must not be used.”138 That a book pretending to be an aid
in the criticism of isnāds follows this formality also in its own presentation
hardly comes as a surprise.

133 Cf. the preface, vol. 1, p. 4 l 3, where the total is estimated to amount to be eight
thousand.

134 Cf. Brockelmann, GAL, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 67sq. EI2; EQ.
135 Calcutta, 1856–1873, 4v, 4,800 p. (Bibliotheca Indica.)
136 Cf. above, p. 330sq.
137 Connected with this is the small biographical compendium, Maʾāl fī asmāʾ al-rijāl,

of Muḥammad AL-KHAṬĪB AL-TIBRĪZĪ (d. 737/1336) that was destined particularly for his
ḥadīthwork entitledMishkāt al-maṣābīḥ, and is appendixed to the Indian edition. Cf. above,
p. 330sq.

138 Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 1, p. 3 ll 14–19.
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The Peculiarity of the Islamic Exegesis[ii/156]
of the Koran: The Exegetic Ḥadīth

The analysis of the sūras in the first part of our work offers hundreds of
examples139 that allow us to appreciate properly the Muslim interpretation
of the Koran. Here it is necessary to summarize systematically the mistakes
that, it would seem, had appeared already in the earliest period:

1. Verses are attributed to historical events on the basis of a more recent
tradition, even though they had already been revealed earlier.140

2. Insufficient attention to the sense of a word leads to overlooking the
obvious. For example, the words of sūra 7:184 qad iqtaraba ajaluhum
(that it may be their term is already nigh), which clearly indicate the
general fate awaiting men after death, is considered in al-Wāqidī (ed.
byA. vonKremer, p. 132) to be a reference to theBattle of Badr,141where-
as verses that undoubtedly prophesy a military success—like sūra
110—are interpreted as an announcement of the death of Muḥam-
mad.142

3. The origin of many sayings and laws in Jewish or Christian sources is
not realized and leads to distorted explanations as well as the presup-
position of impossible situations.143

4. The habit of attributing every single revelation to a definite event [ii/157]
of contemporary history when in fact this attribution is based on a
misunderstandingof the general senseofmost of theKoranic passages.

This mistake must be considered the most serious and disastrous of all, not
only because it is the one that occurs most frequently and is the most pecu-
liar mark of the Muslim commentaries, but also because it includes what is
for us themost important part of its content, namely information on the life
of Muḥammad. As Aloys Sprenger once remarked, the traditions contained
in the commentaries are so numerous and detailed that apart from geneal-
ogy and military campaigns, it would almost be easier to write the life of
Prophet without the biographies than without the commentaries.144

139 Cf. above, pp. 63–188.
140 For example, loc. cit., p. 108, on sūra 16:126sq; and pp. 147–148 on sūra 65:1.
141 Asimilar inaccurate interpretationby the exegetes occurswith the imperativesadkhilnī

and akhrijnī in sūra 17:82; cf. the Commentators.
142 The commentaries; Ibn Qutayba, p. 82; note on Ibn Hishām, p. 933; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,

pp. 45 and 910.
143 For example, above, p. 161sq. on sūra 4:46.
144 Sprenger, Leben und Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 3, p. cxx.
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The traditions of the Commentators that are somewhat sound can be
divided into two groups. (1) Those that relate verses to important pub-
lic events, such as, for example, parts of sūra eight to the Battle of Badr;
parts of sūra three to the Battle of Uḥud; parts of sūra fifty-nine to the
expulsion of the Jewish tribe of the Naḍīr; sūra 48:1 to 7, to the Pact of
Ḥudaybiyya; sūra 49:1 to 5, to the embassy of the Tamīm; sūra 9:1 sqq., to
the pilgrimage of 9/630; and sūra 5:1 sqq., to the Farewell Pilgrimage of
10/631. (2) Those that relate to private affairs and throw an unfavourable
light on the reputation of the Prophet or members of his household and
which for this reason are considered particularly reliable. Here belong the
occasions of narration of sūra 24:11 sqq.; ʿĀʾisha’s145 escapade with Ṣafwān b.
al-Muʿaṭṭal of sūra 33:37; Muḥammad’s marriage to Zaynab [Bint Kaʿb b.
ʿUjra], the wife of his adopted son Zayd [Ibn Ḥāritha]; and sūra 66:1 sqq.,
Muḥammad’s treatment of his slave girlMary(am) in the quarters of his wife
Ḥafṣa.146

The reliability of the transmissions of these passages we may indeed
not generally doubt, even if some details might be fictitiously embellished.
On the other hand, the meaning of the first sentence of sūra 3:155 is too
vague for us to give the least amount of credibility to any of the transmit-
ted traditions.147 Muḥammad’s encounter with the blind Ibn Umm Mak-
tūm148 of a respected Meccan family, can hardly be the background to sūra
eighty, since the blind man, whose despicable treatment was the reason
that the Prophet was rebuked by God, was a poor man from the lower
class. The tradition, which reproaches the Prophet for having temporarily
included the pagan goddesses in the Islamic cult, must still remain suspi-
cious although no cogent proof for its inaccuracy has been supplied—so
far. But so long as the contemporary circumstances are not better known,
and, in the final analysis, the judgement is dependent solely on the two
questions of whether or not such a crude throw-back to paganism can be
attributed to Muḥammad, or the fabrication of such an accusation against
Muslims—questionswhich in all appearances can equallywell be answered
negatively or affirmatively—research will never come up with an unani-

145 According to one ḥadīth ʿĀʾisha is affectionately reminded on her death bed of her early
accusations fromwhich shewas splendidly exculpated. But in her old age she does not care to
hearmuchof the event. Cf. Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt vol. 8):BiographienderFrauen, p. 25; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 721, col. 1.

146 See above, p. 171, 168, and 175sq; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 396, col. 1.
147 Loc. cit., pp. 139.
148 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 494, col. 1.
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mous agreement.149 As far as the declarations of the two respective groups
are applicable, they are based not only on accompanying traditions but also
on Koranic hints that were clear enough to protect these traditions from
falling into oblivion, and, at the same time, serve as their confirmation.

Conversely, the great majority of the original narratives is quite suspi- [ii/159]
cious, for to all appearances most of the revelations of the Koran are of a
rather general nature and give no indication that they were revealed on
a particular occasion, which, in the rarest of cases,150 Muslim exegetes will
admit. That this cannot be called an accompanying tradition becomes evi-
dent from setting the most contradictory traditions side by side, which we
did in numerous examples previously,151 as well as from the routine-like pat-
tern of fabrication. It is thus popular to present the same typical persons,
such as Ṭuʿma b. Ubayriq as the thief,152 for example, or Ibn Umm Maktūm
as the blind man153 or ʿAbd Allāh b. Ubayy as the hypocrite.

Generally, the number of persons who are claimed to be the subject of
revelations is extremely large. They belong to the most diverse classes and
circles, freedmen and slaves, Meccans andMedinans,muhājirūn and anṣār,
believers and hypocrites, Jews and pagans. ʿAlī is reported to have said that
there is no Quraysh who was not the subject of revelation.154 Some have
attempted to explain this fact by remarking that the creators of the exegesis
of the Koran were largely slaves or freedmen who, in order to enhance the
prestige of their patrons or belittle their enemies, inserted the respective
names in the earlier ḥadīths or simply coined new ones.

The mania to discover at all costs a precise historical occasion for every
revelation was, it seems, not influenced from outside, as Jewish exegesis
of the Bible was too far away from the events of its creation to dare to
offer descriptions of situations. On the contrary, this mania is of genuine
Arab growth, with roots intimately entwined with those of ḥadīth. Since the
Koran contains a certain number of totally reliable contemporary allusions,

149 Loc. cit., pp. 72–74. Apart from Leone Caetani, all scholars have opted for the tradition,
lately Th. Nöldeke, “Die Tradition über das Leben Muhammeds,” p. 164. I only met with
reservations from Leopold von Ranke, who says in Weltgeschichte, part 5, vol. 1, p. 64: “The
narrative is in sharp contradiction with everything authentically known of Muḥammad so
that I dare not accept it.”

150 For example, loc. cit., p. 100 on sūra 17:32.
151 Cf. above, pp. 72, 75–76, 101–103, 104–105, 108–109, 119–120, 121, 126, 132–133, 151, 156–157,

159–161, 163–167, 170, 173–174, 176–177, 178–179, 182, and 184–188.
152 Loc. cit. p. 145sqq., 165 on sūra 4:106sqq., and 5:141.
153 Loc. cit. p. 96 on sūra 80.
154 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 822.
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which are connected with incontestable accompanying traditions, this led
to a general exegetic principle. As a consequence, the exegetes, on the one
hand, search for ḥadīths that are best suited to shedding light on a revelation
and, if need be, go even further by incorporating in the ḥadīth words from
the respective Koranic passage. On the other hand, if these attempts were
futile, people did not hesitate freely to invent suitable situations (exegetic
ḥadīth in the wider sense). So long as we lack more precise investigations,
it is difficult to determine where one or the other precondition is appli-
cable. Yet this does not mean much, since both cases are untenable and
historically worthless combinations. Our judgement attains greater reliabil-
ity only when a legend can be shown in a satisfactory way to have derived
from the text of a Koranic passage (exegetic ḥadīth in the narrow sense), as
applies to some traditions on Muḥammad’s childhood and the beginnings
of his prophetic activity. This reminds me of the legends of Muḥammad’s
cleansing of the heart and the splitting of the moon, as well as the circum-
stances of the revelation of sūra 74, all of which have probably been derived
from sūras 94:1, 54:1 and 74:1.155 But these reliable cases are rare. Henri Lam-
mens156 far overshoots the mark when he has the entire ḥadīth relating to
Muḥammad’s life and appearance originate from Koranic indications; it is,
after all, unlikely a priori that a literature so diverse in content, form, and
tendency should have sprung up from one root.

The Exegetic Ḥadīth

Whereas the bulk of the exegetic ḥadīths—nomatter what sort ofmiserable[ii/161]
invention they might be—still rests on the facts of contemporary history,
some others can occasionally be found that transcend the barriers of time
and space without hesitation, and see the occasion of revelations in the
conditions of a remote future. Strictly speaking, we are dealing here with
prophecies andnot, by anymeans, revelationsonaparticular occasion.Here
belong, for example, AbūUmāma Ṣudayy al-Bābilī’s157 solemn declaration to
have personally heard Muḥammad saying that sūra 54:47–49 was revealed
with reference to the Qadarites.158 Whether the claim—ascribed to Ibn

155 Cf. above, p. 77–78, 99, and 72.
156 “Qoran et tradition, comment fut composée la vie de Mahomet,” according to C.H.

Becker, “Islam: [bibliographischer Jahresbericht,”] p. 540sq.
157 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 160, 170, 286, 627.
158 al-Wāḥidī. Asbāb al-nuzūl (Cairo, 1315/1897), s.v., p. 300. Cf. also Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī in
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al-Kalbī—that sūra 6:100 goes back to the Zindīq159 reflects nothing but the
personal opinion of this scholar or is covered by a ḥadīth, I cannot say. Such
interpretations are on the same level as the numerous prophecies about the
future of the Muslim empire, which ḥadīth literature puts in the mouth of
Muḥammad.160

The legends concerning the occasion of revelation are customarily intro-
duced with the formula nazalat al-āya fī, “the verse was revealed about.”
When al-Suyūṭī believes that the narrated event was placed in merely an
approximate relation to the text of the Koran,161 his opinion is untenable, as
it not only contradicts the wording of the phrase but would also be difficult
to reconcile with its very sense, given that this type of literature generally
does notmake concessions or limitations, instead presenting even themost
audacious lies as simple and plain facts. However, we can also identify al-
Suyūṭī’s basic inclination, which apparently amounts to putting into amore
favourable light the responsibility of the earliest authorities, usually that of
the Companions, for what he considers to be inaccurate interpretations.

It is extremely rare that authorities present statements about the occa- [ii/162]
sion of a revelation as being nothing but their own subjective views, or limit
their comments in any way. Al-Suyūṭī points out such an instance when the
familiar al-Zubayr (Ibn al-ʿAwwām) sayswith reference to sūra 4:68, “ByGod,
I reckon (aḥsibu) that the verse was revealed only on this occasion.”162 Ibn
ʿAbbās on sūra 2:278, says: “The news reached us—but God knows best—
that this verse was revealed with reference to Banū ʿAmr b. ʿUmayr.”163 It
seems tobe equally rare that authorities confirm their truthfulness. The only
reference that I recall concerns the preposterous tradition that relates sūra
54:47–49 to the sect of the Qadarites, where each of the nine links of the
isnād substantiate their evidence with a solemn ashhadu bi-Allāhi, “I swear
by God.”164

his commentary, s.v. The old Persian—non-Shīʿite—commentary of the Koran—originating
probably from the end of the third century ah—of Cambridge University Library—formerly
ownedbyThomas vanErpe(nius)—considers 54:53 to be from theQadarites, cf. E.G. Browne,
“Description of an old Persian commentary of the Ḳurʾān,” p. 504. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.

159 Loc. cit., p. 165.
160 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, pp. 121–125.
161 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 70 toward the end.
162 al-Itqān, p. 70; al-Wāḥidī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, s.v., p. 122; al-Suyūṭī, Lubāb al-nuqūl fī asbāb

al-nuzūl, in the margin of Tafsīr al-Jalālayn (Cairo, 1301), vol. 1, p. 3; al-Bukhārī, musāqāt, §7;
al-Tirmidhī in the tafsīr, p. 65, l 2.

163 al-Wāḥidī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, p. 65, l 2.
164 Cf. above, p. 344 n. 158.
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Whenexplanations ofKoranic verses are put in themouthofMuḥammad
they deserve no more credibility than all of his apparent sayings in ḥadīth.
SomeMuslim authorities think that, apart from the last revealed verse (sūra
2:276), he continually interpreted all of the Koran. According to others, how-
ever, this activity applies only to a certain number of verses.165 The rather
long list that al-Suyūṭī put together in al-Itqān (pp. 918–954) does not con-
tain a single remark that goes beyond the common ground of the Commen-
tators. How little comprehensive the list really is can be seen from the fact
that, of the four interpretations attributed to Muḥammad by al-Wāḥidī in
relation to sūras 2:275, 5:71, 54:47sqq., and 73, not a single one is listed in
al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān.

The Creators of the Exegesis: Ibn ʿAbbās and His Pupils[ii/163]

Asa result of the close relationbetween the exegeticḥadīth, thebiographical
ḥadīth and canonical ḥadīth—as well as the congruence of the content
of tradition in the widest sense—the interpreters of the Koran are, to a
large extent, identical with the leading personalities of the other two types
of ḥadīth. Consequently, Muḥammad’s earliest Companions here recede
farther off from the members of the younger generation, such as ʿĀʾisha,
ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿUMAR [IBN AL-KHAṬṬĀB], Abū Hurayra, Anas b. Mālik, and
IbnMasʿūd.166 No one is mentionedmore often than ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿABBĀS,
however.

A direct cousin of Muḥammad, he was thirteen or fifteen years old at
the time of the prophet’s death, or, according to others, ten years old.167 He
never played a role in politics. The governorship of Baṣra, to which he was
appointed in 39/659 under ʿAlī, he seems to have received only on account of
his family relation to the ruling caliph.168 However, he left this post one year
later, retiring to al-Ṭāʾif in theḤijāz, either in tacit agreementwithMuʿāwiya,
the governor of Syria,whowas reaching for the caliphate, or to ascertainhow

165 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 955.
166 Ibid., al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 908, says that ten Companions in particular made them-

selves a name in exegesis, and in this class reckon the four first caliphs, the editors of the
pre-ʿUthmānic recension of the Koran, Ibn Masʿūd, Ubayy b. Kaʿb, Abū Mūsā, and Zayd b.
Thābit, further ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Zubayr, and Ibn ʿAbbās. This is a rather unfortunate selec-
tion as ʿĀʾisha, Abū Hurayra, Ibn ʿUmar, and Anas appear infinitely more often as sources of
exegetical opinions than the eight persons reckoned by al-Suyūṭī at the first place.

167 al-Masʿūdī, Les prairies d’or, vol. 5, p. 232; Ibn Qutayba, p. 32; al-Nawawī; Ibn al-Athīr,
Usd al-ghāba; Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ.

168 al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, p. 3449.
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hemight in time ingratiate himselfwith the rising dynasty. There he lived for
another twenty or thirty years, enjoying the large income he received from
the Umayyads in exchange for his betrayal of the family of the Prophet. He
devoted himself entirely to scholarship, the exegesis of the Koran and the
related historical, antique and philological studies, becoming a celebrity in
his field.169 Despite his prominent social position, he did not disdain teach-
ing. It is said that he lectured every day on a different subject, sometimes
canonical law,170 sometimes exegesis or Muḥammad’s campaigns or poetry
or the battle days of the pagan Arabs. Finally, mention must be made of
genealogy and pre-Islamic Arabia, which, strangely enough, he intermixed
with Koranic and biblico-apocryphal elements, tracing them back to the
time of the patriarchs.171 Everywhere, however, his main field is always given
as the exegesis of the Koran and the related ḥadīth. Muḥammad himself
is said to have asked Allāh to teach Ibn ʿAbbās taʾwīl. No wonder that he
excelled in this field andwas honouredwith the by-name “interpreter of the
Koran.”172 Nevertheless, whenever biographers take a close look at the type
and dimension of his exegetic activity, they display no little contradiction.
It is claimed sometimes that he interpreted the second sūra verse by verse
and sometimes that he did this with the entire Koran.173 Others even have
him count the verses and letters of the Holy Book.174 He acquired his enor-
mous proficiency in traditions by persistent interviews with the old Com-
panions who, no matter how reserved and peevish they might have been
otherwise, they readily supplied information to the cousin of the Prophet.
He received other material from Jews who frequented his home.175 Among
his authorities we also encounter the learned Yemenite rabbi Kaʿb [Ibn al-
Aḥbār],176 although we do not known whether the two men met in person.
Some writers ascribe no less than 1,660 ḥadīths to Ibn ʿAbbās, of which

169 The particulars are based on Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod
und Bestattung Muḥammads [last illness and death], pp. 119–124; Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba;
Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī; and al-Nawawī.

170 Particularly mentioned among them were law of inheritance, permissible and prohib-
ited matters as well as ceremonies of the pilgrimage.

171 As far as I canmake out, nothing on this can be found in the biographies. Still, the fact is
firmly established by traditions on the legendary history of ancient Arabia in al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,
and the book of idolatry of Ibn al-Kalbī in Yāqūt, the isnāds of which generally are headed by
the name of Ibn ʿAbbās. Cf. also J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2nd ed., p. 15.

172 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt), loc. cit.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 709sq.
173 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 80, 11; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien

der Nachfolger in Medina, p. 343, 22; al-Nawawī, p. 541.
174 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 157 and 164.
175 al-Ṭabarī, Annales, vol. 1, pp. 62sq., and 424; al-Wāḥidī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, p. 141 l 10.
176 al-Nawawī, p. 523 l 7.
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ninety-five are transmitted fromboth al-Bukhārī andMuslim (Ibn al-Ḥajjāj),
apart from one hundred and twenty and forty-nine, respectively. Some one
hundred exegetic ḥadīths are said to come from Ibn ʿAbbās.177

Ibn ʿAbbās aided his memory with notes on leaves that eventually[ii/165]
amounted to an entire camel’s load.178 Yet he left nothing actually written.
The results of his collecting and research are rather to be found in the books
of his pupils and their successors. Nevertheless, if we were to attempt to
reconstruct his opinion from the remarks of those writers who refer to him,
this attemptwouldbe condemned to failure, as thesepersons contradict one
another in nearly every verse. In order to explain this conspicuous fact, sev-
eral avenues are open to us. Onemight think that the teacher’s opinions are
either erroneously or purposely misrepresented by the pupils, or that Ibn
ʿAbbās himself permanently changed his opinion. But one of these views is
as unlikely as the other, since nowhere are there any clues to be found for
such a senseless and arbitrary action. Thus, there remains no other answer
but to consider this reference to Ibn ʿAbbās’ authority a fiction. This would
correspond to a common contemporary literary habit that exegetes—even
if not pupils of that master—be it because of modesty or in order to honour
the oldest andmost respected head of the profession, forgo their own claim
to authorship and attribute to him what they themselves devised.

There is yet another consideration that necessitates such a decisive cor-[ii/166]
rective of the Muslim tradition on Ibn ʿAbbās. It is totally unthinkable that
he really mastered all the fields of knowledge ascribed to him—canon law,
pre-Islamic history and antiquity, philology, and poetry—and cultivated
research and teaching. This would not only be beyond the ability of a sin-
gle person but would also apply to branches of knowledge that were either
not yet established or still at their inception. We must thus conclude that
for partisan motives the achievements of several younger scholars are, in
many cases, shifted back to the past and attributed to a single person. Nat-
urally, tradition could not have followed this course if Ibn ʿAbbās had not
made himself a name in one or several of the respected fields, although on
account of his high social standing, his reputation exceeded the bounds of
his true merit. That his main field was exegesis seems to be proved by the
unanimous agreement of biographies, commentaries, and literary as well as
historical works; but the extent of this activity, on which there are variant
reports, remains to be seen.

177 al-Nawawī, p. 353.
178 Ibn Saʿd, (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 8): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, p. 216, 16.
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Whereas Ibn ʿAbbās’ authority within Islam remains untouched and un-[ii/167]
shakeable to this veryday, ever sinceAloys Sprenger179 it has becomecustom-
ary in theWest to consider him a liar. This judgement could not be accepted
even if all the lies and nonsense attributed to him were really true, since in
most cases it would be just as difficult to identify the motive of the falsifi-
cation as it would be to contest the credulity of their authors. On the other
hand, the justification of an opinion with a fictitious saying of the Prophet
or a Companion was at that time a legitimate form of voicing subjective
truths.180

Of the immediate pupils of Ibn ʿAbbās, the most frequently mentioned
are:181 Saʿīd b. Jubayr (died 95/713),182 Mujāhid b. Jabr (d. 103/721),183 ʿIkrima
[al-Barbarī] (d. 106/724),184 ʿAṭāʾ b. Abī Rabāḥ (d. 114/732),185 and Abū Ṣāliḥ
Bādhām.186 Apart from Saʿīd b. Jubayr, they were all of slave origin. Only
ʿIkrima and Saʿīd seem to have left independent works,187 whereas the lec-
tures of the others were published as books by later editors only. There
are, for example, different commentaries that are traced back to Ḍaḥḥāk
b. Muẓāḥim (d. 105/723),188 a pupil of Saʿīd,189 or to Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/767),190 a
pupil of ʿAṭāʾ.191 Mujāhid b. Jabr’s interpretation must have been highly

179 “Notes on Alfred von Kremer’s edition of Wakidy’s Campaigns,” p. 72.
180 Cf. above, pp. 317 and 333.
181 A more comprehensive list can be found in Ibn al-Athīr, Usd al-ghāba fī maʿrifat

al-ṣaḥāba, vol. 3, p. 194; cf. also al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 909sqq.
182 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, pp. 178–187; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat

al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, pp. 65–67 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 430–431.
183 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina [biographies of

the Followers at Medina], p. 343sq.; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 80sq.; EI2; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, pp. 430–431; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 22.

184 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, pp. 212–216, al-
Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 29, Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung, p. 133; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat
al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 83sq.; al-Nawawī; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 241.

185 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung, p. 133sq.;
(al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, pp. 344–346 al-Dhahabī, Tadhki-
rat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, pp. 85–87; al-Nawawī; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 139–140; Sezgin, GAS,
p. 31.

186 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 207, but without date of death.
Cf. also EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 516, n. 4.

187 al-Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 34 ll 1 and 7. Regarding later recensions of ʿIkrima compare
A. Sprenger,Mohammad, vol. 3, p. cxiii, no. 1.

188 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 210sq.
189 al-Fihrist, p. 33, and al-Itqān, p. 914; A. Sprenger, loc. cit., p. cxvi, no. 2.
190 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, p. 361; al-Dhahabī,

Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 152; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 212–225; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
p. 91.

191 Sprenger, loc. cit., p. xciv. Numerous isnāds in al-Wāḥidī, Asbāb al-nuzūl, attest to this.
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appreciated, as al-Fihrist knows of three different recensions of this work
alone.192

Let usmention only a fewof theCommentators of the first centurywhose[ii/168]
scholastic background is somewhat uncertain. Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728)193
has no documented relation to the school of Ibn ʿAbbās, but his commen-
tary is frequently cited; in the recension of ʿAmr b. Ubayd [d. 143/760194] it
is heavily used by Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm AL-THAʿLABĪ (d. 427/1035).195 As
for Qatāda b. Diʿāma (60/679–118/736),196 born blind but endowed with a
splendid memory, the biographers are at variance as to whether or not he
heard lectures from Ibn ʿAbbās’ pupils, such as ʿIkrima,197 Saʿīd b. Jubayr and
Mujāhid b. Jabr.198 His commentary circulated in several recensions.199 Con-
versely, a man of Jewish descent, Muḥammad b. Kaʿb AL-QURAẒĪ (d. 118/
736),200 whose commentarywas frequently consulted byAbūMaʿshar [Najīḥ
b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Sindī] (d. 170/786)201 as well as by other biographers of
the Prophet,202 is alleged to have studied under Ibn ʿAbbās.203

Of the representatives of the younger generation deserving of particu-
lar mention are Muḥammad b. Sāʾib AL-KALBĪ204 (d. 146/763), Sufyān b.
ʿUyayna205 (d. 198/814), Wakīʿ b. al-Jarrāḥ206 (d. 197/812), Shuʿba b. al-Ḥajjāj207
(d. 160/776), Yazīd b. Hārūn al-Wāsiṭī208 (118/736–206/821), ʿAbd al-Razzāq b.

192 al-Fihrist, ed. Flügel, p. 33, ll 21–23; Sprenger, loc. cit., p. cxvsq.
193 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 7, part 2): Biographien der Basrier, vol. 7, part 1, pp. 116–129;

Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 176–177.
194 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 31–32; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 568, col. 2.
195 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 67.
196 Juynboll, loc. cit., pp. 438–449; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 31–32.
197 al-Nawawī, p. 509, l 15.
198 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 110, l 6.
199 al-Fihrist, Flügel’s edition, p. 34, ll 3 and 4; Sprenger,Mohammad, vol. 3, p. cxvi, no. 7.
200 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 32; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 61, col. 2, p. 505, col. 1.
201 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 291–292.
202 al-Ṭabarī,Annales, vol. 1, p. 575, l 4, p. 1195, l 2, p. 1721, l 14; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, pp. 291–292.
203 al-Nawawī, p. 116, l 12.
204 al-Fihrist, p. 95; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 249sq. In the

selection of the following name I am following al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 916, centre.
205 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, p. 364; al-Dhahabī,

Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 238sqq.; al-Nawawī, p. 289; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 569–622.
206 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt) (vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 275; al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat

al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 280sqq.; al-Nawawī, p. 614sqq.; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 646–649.
207 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 174sqq.; al-Nawawī, p. 315sq.; EI2; EQ; Juynboll,

Encyclopedia, pp. 471–566; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 92.
208 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol 1, p. 290sqq.; al-Nawawī, p. 636sq.; EI2; Juynboll,

Encyclopedia, pp. 684–685; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 40.
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Hammām209 (126/749–211/827), Ādam b. Abī Iyās210 (132/749–220/835), etc.
With the exception of Sufyān b. ʿUyayna and Ādam b. Abī Iyās, all these
scholars were slaves or freedmen. That they left independent works is par-
tially attested elsewhere, although none of them has come down to us.211

Since the first somewhat reliable traces of grammatical studies among [ii/169]
the Arabs point to the middle of the second century,212 even the latest of the
aforementioned commentaries cannot have containedmuch of this branch
of science. Etymology seems to have been older than actual grammar. It
is thus quite conceivable that the lexical remarks in al-Bukhārī’s tafsīr are
correctly attributed to Mujāhid (Ibn Jabr). Conversely, it is by no means
certain that Ibn ʿAbbās was a scholar in this field.

In contrast to Ibn ʿAbbās, whose reputation was always above suspicion,
his pupils and their successors had to suffer adverse judgement. This, how-
ever, contains little importance for us, since, as we pointed out above when
discussing ḥadīths,213 Muslim criticism is partly personal prejudice, partly
adherence to different political or religious parties, and partly formalities of
the construction of the isnād. Thus, while ʿIkrima is recognized as an expert
in the Book of God,214 his reliability is neverthless questioned,215 probably
becausehisḥadīthdoesnot serve as evidence in canon law, sincehewas con-
sidered a Khārijite.216 Abū Ṣāliḥ Bādhāmwas held in low esteem because he
was no “reciter of the Koran.”217 Even al-Kalbī, the great expert in genealogy
and pre-Islamic history, is considered weak in transmission (riwāya),218 or
even an outright liar;219 the isnād of Muḥammad b. Marwān AL-SUDDĪ—
Muḥammad AL-KALBĪ—Abū Ṣāliḥ Bādhām is called the chain of lies.220 By

209 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina, p. 399; al-Dhahabī,
Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 333; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp, xxxii, 24–38.

210 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 375; Sezgin, GAS vol. 1, p. 102, no. 32.
211 Whether there is really aPersian translationof Yazīdb.Hārūn’s commentary in an Istan-

bul library—Nuruosmaniye, no. 474—still needs to be investigated. al-Fihrist lists among the
aforementioned commentaries only those of al-Kalbī andWakīʿ b. al-Jarrāḥ.

212 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 99.
213 Cf. above, pp. 317sq. and 333.
214 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, p. 84 l 7; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien

der Nachfolger in Medina [biographies of the Followers at Medina], p. 212, l 19sqq.
215 Ibn Qutayba, p. 224 l 5, and p. 231sq.; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der

Nachfolger in Medina, p. 213 l 9 and 12.
216 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5): Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina [biographies of the

Followers at Medina], p. 216, ll 6, 10, and 12.
217 O. Loth, “Tabari’s Korankommentar,” p. 598.
218 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 250, l 9.
219 al-Qurṭubī.
220 Silsilat al-kadhib, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p 914, beginning. Al-Suyūṭī uses equally strong
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the same token and without further substantiation, the reproach of false-
hood is brought againstMuqātil b. Sulaymān221 (d. 150/767),who transmitted
from Ḍaḥḥāk b. Muzāḥim and, according to others, from Abū l-Ḥajjāj IBN
MUJĀHID as well,222 and whose commentary is given as an independent
work.223

The Extant Commentaries

The oldest remains of the exegetic literature can be found in the historical[ii/170]
worksof Ibn Isḥāq224 (d. 151/767) andal-Wāqidī (d. 207/822),who,when relat-
ing events, not only refer to pertinent passages of theKoran and occasions of
revelation but also supply detailed explanations of entire sūras.225 As a rule,
these explanations consist of brief paraphrases and narratives of occasion.
Only now and then—in al-Wāqidī more frequently than in Ibn Isḥāq—are
rare words glossed with better known synonyms. Lexical notes of philologi-
cal relevance first appear in Ibn Hishām’s (d. 213/828) usually very extensive
additions and are accompanied there by examples from poetry.

The fragment of a commentary on the Koran ascribed to al-Kalbī226 offers[ii/171]
a paraphrase of the text but pays little attention to historical aspects, ignor-
ing altogether variant readings and grammar. The isnāds point to an origin
in the third century ah. It still awaits more precise investigation to deter-
mine whether the work really goes back to this famous scholar. In any case,
al-Kalbī’s transmissions included in other exegetic works are usually longer
than this one.

language in his Lubāb al-nuqūl fī asbāb al-nuzūl on sūra 2:13: “This isnād is disabled (wāhin)
because al-Suddī, the Younger, is a liar, and al-Kalbī likewise, andAbū Ṣāliḥ (Bādhām) isweak
(ḍaʿīf).”

221 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 36–37; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 431–432.
222 al-Nawawī, p. 574sq.; al-Khazrajī, Khulāṣat tadhhīb, p. 386; EI2; EQ, Goldziher, Schools of

Koranic commentators, pp. 38, 39, etc.; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 431–432; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1,
pp. 36–37.

223 al-Fihrist, p. 34, l 5.
224 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 419–423.
225 For example, sūra 2 (Ibn Hishām, Sīra, pp. 363–380); sūra 3 (Ibn Hishām, pp. 403–411,

592–607, al-Wāqidī, al-Maghāzī, edited by A. von Kremer, pp. 310–317 =Wellhausen,Muham-
med, p. 145); sūra 8 (IbnHishām, pp. 476–485, al-Wāqidī, edited byA. vonKremer, pp. 126–132,
Wellhausen, p. 77sq.); sūra 9 (Ibn Hishām, pp. 919–929, Wāqidī Wellhausen, p. 415sq.); sūra
18 (Ibn Hishām, pp. 193–202); sūra 48 (Ibn Hishām, pp. 749–751, Wāqidī Wellhausen, p. 260).

226 Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no. 732 (= Sprenger, 404); Tafsīr
al-Qurʾān: This riwāya goes back to Hishām b. Muḥammad al-Kalbī, d. 204/819; other Mss,
Ayasofya, 113–118, and Nuruosmaniye, 167–183; C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen
Literatur, vol. 1, p. 190, lists a Bombay printed edition of 1302/1884, which I have not been
able to locate; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 34–35.
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Important Writings Containing
Commentaries on History and Exegesis

The two oldest systematic collections of ḥadīth that we have, those of al-
Bukhārī (d. 256/869),227 and al-Tirmidhī (d. 279/892),228 both contain a rela-
tively extensive commentary on the Koran. They are in the same vein as the
exegeses of Ibn Isḥāq and al-Wāqidī.

Al-Ṭabarī’s (d. 310/922) great work229 is the turning point in the history
of interpretation. Unlike its two precursors, this work does not limit itself
to advancing the comprehension of the text through convenient paraphras-
ing, lexical explanations—the first work to do so since IbnHishām, and also
by means of poetic examples—and narratives of origin, but also deals with
grammatical questions and the connections between dogma and canon law.
On the other hand, the book endeavours to be a synopsis of the work of ear-
lier generations and thus cites for each revelation every other interpretation
available, even listing insignificant, divergent traditions. At the same time,
when reproducing the authenticated strands of authorities he observes the
same, painful exactitude familiar to us from his annals. “The isnāds are gen-
erally the same as in his annals. In general, the traditions can be identified
with the schools of Ibn ʿAbbās—within which Mujāhid b. Jabr occupies an
independent position—of Qatāda (Ibn Diʿāma) (Muḥammad b. Marwān)
AL-SUDDĪ, and Ibn ʿAbbās (on legends).” At the end of an entry al-Ṭabarī
finally giveshis ownopinionon theproper ormost likely interpretation.230 In
the introduction to the commentary (vol. 1, p. 1 sqq.), he lists the vague out-
line of his plan: the language of the Koran, the “seven readings,” the collec-
tion, sources, and history of interpretation, the names of the Koran and its
individual parts, such as sūras, verses and the logograms. He disregarded the

227 Cairo edition, 1309/1891, vol. 3, pp. 63–144.
228 Delhi folio edition of 1315/1897, vol. 2, pp. 119–172. Whereas al-Bukhārī deals with all the

sūras, al-Tirmidhī lacks altogether no less than twenty-one, viz. sūras 45, 65, 67, 71, 73, 76, 77,
78, 79, 82, 86, 87, 90, 100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, and 109.

229 Commonly entitled Tafsīr. In the author’s world-history, vol. 1, p. 87, l 2, the title reads
Jāmiʿ al-bayān fī taʾwīl al-Qurʾān; cf. M.J.de Goeje’s edition, introduction, p. xii. This is one
of the oldest examples of a bombastic title of a book in rhymed prose I know of. The
fashion—starting with the fifth century ah—which became firmly established in Arabic
literature, is likely to originate from Persia. The work was first published in thirty volumes
atMaymūniyya Press, Cairo, 1321/1903. An improved edition appeared a few years later at the
bookseller ʿUmar Ḥusayn Khashshāb.

230 We have an excellent appreciation of the work from Ibn ʿAsākir by M.J. de Goeje in his
introduction to al-Ṭabarī’s Annales, p. lxxix. Otto Loth was the first European to present an
exposition of the commentary, based on manuscript studies at the Viceroyal Library, Cairo;
cf. his “Tabari’s Korancommentar,” p. 588sqq.
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variant readings, probably because he devoted amonograph to this subject,
which unfortunately seems to have been lost. Muslims consider al-Ṭabarī’s
commentary an unequalled achievement.231 Given its scope, versatility, and
the reliability of its content, it is indeed the most instructive work of its
type that the Muslim world produced. Yet we must immediately voice our
reservation that, for us, it is only useful as a collection of data, since it is com-
pletely under the spell of dogmatic prejudice and therefore cannot reach the
heights of an objective historical approach. Historical criticismwas also for-
eign to Muslims in subsequent times—even down to the present day.

The way al-Ṭabarī summarized the achievements of earlier generations[ii/173]
of exegetes made his thesaurus the eternal source from which later schol-
ars derived their wisdom. Such a mammoth work, which can have circu-
lated in only a few complete copies at a time, frequently occasioned the
preparation of excerpts. One of the best known is the Tafsīr (al-Qurʾān)
of ABŪ LAYTH Naṣr b. Muḥammad AL-SAMARQANDĪ, who died 373/983,
375/985, or 393/1002.232 The work has survived in manuscripts, mostly frag-
mentary, and has not yet found an editor. Abū Isḥāq Aḥmad b. Muḥam-
mad AL-THAʿLABĪ’s (d. 427/1035)233 al-Kashf wa-l-bayān ʿan tafsīr al-Qurʾān
is based not only on al-Ṭabarī but also on some one hundred other works.
Al-Thaʿlabī maintains in his preface234 that his predecessors either followed
newer or false directions, were uncritical and restricted themselves to the
riwāya, or omitted the isnād, thus raising doubts as to the reliability of their
facts. Others, like al-Ṭabarī and Abū Muḥammad ʿABD ALLĀH IBN ḤĀMID
AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ, would present all sorts of superfluous information, intimi-
dating potential critics by sheer overload.235 Still others offer nothing but
explanations without descending to the overwhelming factual difficulties.
Because of the lucidity of these reasons, the commentary—which does not
spare examples from poetry, and is of moderate volume, twice the size of al-
Bayḍāwī—is likely to be one of the most useful, which makes it surprising
that it has not yet been published in the Orient.

TheMaʿālimal-tanzīl ofḤusayn b.Masʿūd al-Farrāʾ AL-BAGHAWĪ236 (died[ii/174]
510/1117 or 516/1122), whom we already met as the author of a clear com-

231 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 2, p. 278, l 10sq., alladhī lam yuṣannaf mithluh;
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 916, centre, ajall al-tafāsīr wa-aʿẓamuhā.

232 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 446, lists a Turkish translation by Ibn ʿArabshāh.
233 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 350; EQ; EI2.
234 Cf. Ahlwardt in his Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, vol. 1, no. 739 (= cod.

Sprenger, no. 409).
235 I know no more of this author.
236 Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, p. 155, “Kommentare” (2). There is a Bombay lithograph of 1269/1852.
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pendium of ḥadīth,237 is said to be an excerpt from al-Thaʿlabī. ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn
ʿAlī b.Muḥammad [AL-KHĀZIN] al-Baghdādī (d. 727/1326), who in his com-
mentary made much use of the Maʿālim al-tanzīl, is full of praise for this
work.238

It comes as no surprise thatMaḥmūd b. ʿUmar AL-ZAMAKHSHARĪ (died
538/1143), the author of excellent grammatical, lexical, and stylistic works,239
also devotes much space to these subjects in his commentary on the Koran,
al-Kashshāf ʿan ḥaqāʾiq al-tanzīl,240 which pays attention to the variant read-
ings. When it comes to explanations of individual words, he, like al-Ṭabarī,
refers not infrequently to evidence (shawāhid)241 from poetry. Nevertheless,
he displays little interest in the origin of the legends. If he does refer to them,
it is extremely briefly, omitting the isnād by using, typically, the empty for-
mula “it is transmitted” (ruwiya). In rare instances, however, particularly
when he contrasts different divergent traditions, he likes to identify the
individual tradition by the name of a prominent link in the chain of author-
ities.242 The reader looks in vain for a section that, like al-Ṭabarī, discusses
introductory questions; the author does not even hint at the relation to
his predecessors. He focuses his attention on theological and philosophi-
cal matters, which he handles competently, wisely, and with spirit. These
deliberations, which take up most of the space, are unfortunately with-
out value for the exegesis, as they impose ideas from a later period onto
the Koran. It is precisely for this reason, accompanied by splendid dialec-
tics,243 that theKashshāf attained great eminence anddisplaced theprevious
commentaries, despite the fact that its author was not orthodox, being a
rather outspokenMuʿtazilite. Consequently, thework saw frequent editions,
excerpts, and glosses.244The orthodoxhadno scrupleswhatever inmeddling

237 Cf. above, pp. 337–338.
238 Cairo, al-Khayriyya, 1309/1891, in 4v. Vol. 1, p. 3, ll 9–12:

فیحصتلاوهبـشلانع�ً�راعلیواقٔالانمحیحصللاًعماج،اهانـسٔاواهلبنٔاواهالعٔاوريسفتلاملعيفتاّفنصملاّلجٔانم
نسٔحاباًعّصرمةبیجعلانيضاملارابخٔاوةبیرغلاصصقلًّىشومةّیعرشلاماكحٔالاًزّرطمّةیوبنلاثیداحٔالًّىلحملیدبتلاو

لاقملاحصٔفابلامجلابلاقيفًاغّرفمتارابعلاحضٔواباًجّرخمتاراشٕالا .
239 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 135, etc.
240 There are a Calcutta edition of 1856, and many Egyptian editions.
241 It is for this reason that frequently books explaining these verses and supplying refer-

ences to the relevant diwans are added to the Kashshāf.
242 Cf., for example, on sūra 17:1.
243 Amuch likedwording—alsowhen discussing other kinds of questions—is the formula

fa-in qulta … qultu.
244 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 289sqq. lists sixteen glosses alone and five excerpts. Be-

cause of the not insignificant difficulties frequently posed by the author’s sophistic line of
argument, the glosses are preferably put in themargin. For example, the editionwhich I used,
Cairo, 1308/1890, contains the glosses of ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-JURJĀNĪ (d. 816/1413).
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with the text in order to hide the sectarian position of the celebratedmaster
and to deprive the literary polemics of arguments. For example, the begin-
ning of the commentary,which al-Zamakhsharī, being a trueMuʿtazilite had
openedwith thewords “Glory toGodWho created theKoran,” theword “cre-
ated”was later changed to “sent down.”245As far as IbnKhaldūn is concerned,
al-Zamakhsharī’s work is a towering model far beyond the so-called tafsīr
naqlī, the exegesis laden with traditional material.246

ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿUmar AL-BAYḌĀWĪ’s (died 685/1286, 692/1292, or 710/[ii/176]
1311)247 commentary, though largely dependent on al-Zamakhsharī, evi-
dently uses so many other sources that Ḥājjī Khalīfa,248 with some exagger-
ation, called him an epitomist. Unfortunately, he does not identify these
sources, neither in the brief and general preface nor anywhere else in the
book. The problem can thus be solved only by a detailed literary-historical
analysis. The bulk of the subject matter is overwhelming and covers every-
thing that needs to be considered in a commentary of the Koran. However,
both accuracy and comprehensiveness leave something to be desired. Al-
Bayḍāwī pays more attention to readings and grammar than al-Zamakh-
sharī; philology is probably best represented. When it comes to informa-
tion concerning traditions, he is shorter and more casual, citing far less
frequently the authenticated strand of transmitters. The Muslim view that
considers this commentary to be the best249 andmost sacred is unwarranted.

The merit of the first printed edition of the work is due to a Christian,[ii/177]
the great Leipzig Arabist, Heinrich L. Fleischer,250 whereas the editions of
Būlāq (1282/1865) and Constantinople (1296/1878) seem to be reprints. Still,
it is unfortunate that hewasted his splendid linguistic competence on a task
that any Egyptian or Indian scholar of average intelligence could also have
achieved. As in the field of ḥadīth, Islamic science is best qualified to deal
with the traditional literature of tafsīr, whereaswhen it comes to the edition
of secular works in history, geography, and poetry it fails completely.

Although the later commentaries are instructive for the history of exege-
sis or for theology in general, we can hardly expect them to contain new or

245 Cf. al-Kashshāf, Cairo ed., 1308, vol. 1, p. 2, glosses of al-Jurjānī.
246 al-Muqaddima, Beirut edition of 1886, p. 384sq.
247 Cf. Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 416. The book is entitled Anwār al-tanzīl wa-asrār

al-taʾwīl, or short, Tafsīr al-qāḍī.
248 G. Flügel’s edition, vol. 5, p. 192.
249 Ḥājjī Khalīfa, loc. cit., calls him “the shining sun in the height of the day.”
250 Two volumes, Leipzig, 1846–1848. Very valuable are the alphabetical indeces which

Winand Fell contributed in 1878.
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unknown matters regarding tradition. Foremost among them251 is prob-
ably the Jāmiʿ aḥkām al-Qurʾān of Muḥammad b. Aḥmad AL-QURṬUBĪ
(d. 671/1272 or 668/1268).252 However, none of the known collections of
manuscripts seems to have a complete copy.

We next come to two large works printed in the Orient. The first, enti-
tled “The great tafsīr” (al-Tafsīr al-kabīr) or “The keys to the secret” (Mafātīḥ
al-ghayb), is from the pen of the Persian FAKHR AL-DĪN Muḥammad b.
ʿUmar AL-RĀZĪ253 (d. 606/1209). According to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 917, it
is full of sayings from wise men and philosophers, jumping from one sub-
ject to another and leaving the reader at a loss, since he lacks a presentation
that conforms with the verses of the Koran. As ABŪ ḤAYYĀN Muḥammad
b. Yūsuf (d. 654/1256 sic) remarks, Imām Rāzī combined in his commentary
several scattered subjects that are, unfortunately, unrelated to exegesis. Oth-
ers even claim that this book contains everything except tafsīr.

Amid such speculative excesses, the Egyptian scholar Jalāl al-Dīn AL- [ii/178]
SUYŪṬĪ254 (d. 911/1505) re-established the honour of old-fashioned exegesis
based on the good old tradition. The giant work, Tarjumān al-Qurʾān fī l-
tafsīr al-musnad, seems to have been lost, although its excerpt, entitledDurr
al-manthūr fī l-tafsīr al-maʾthūr, has only the titles of the literary sources
instead of the isnāds. The work still consists of six volumes in the only
Cairene edition (1314/1896) I am aware of.

Most widespread in the contemporary Islamic Orient—particularly
among educated laymen—is a compendium entitled “Tafsīr of the two
Jalāls.”255 In this work the exegesis of sūras 18 to 114 and the Fātiḥa is from

251 The greatest commentary of all times was probably the Tafsīr of Abū Yūsuf ʿAbd al-
Raḥmān b. Muḥammad AL-QAZWĪNĪ (d. 488/1095 in Egypt [EQ]) about whom nothing else
is known. The work is said to have consisted of three hundred or four hundred, according
to other sources even seven hundred volumes (mujallad) and was a waqf of the mausoleum
of Abū Ḥanīfa (d. 150/767) near Cairo. Cf. Abū l-Maḥāsin IBN TAGHRĪBIRDĪ, ed. by Popper,
p. 313 top. According to Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, ed. by Tornberg, vol. 10, p. 173, the
author died in 486/1093. Typical for the way Muslims speak of the volume of a commentary
of the Koran is that ʿAlī allegedly boasted that the tafsīr on the first sūra alone would amount
to seventy camel loads [Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 143 n. 127]. Al-Suyūṭī
in al-Itqān, p. 906sq., does not even consider this an exaggeration as this sūra practically pro-
vokes vast excurses.

252 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 415.
253 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 506. The work has been repeatedly printed in the Orient,

lately at Cairo in eight volumes (1307–1309/1889–1891).
254 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 145.
255 Tafsīr al-Jalālayn, of which there are numerous Oriental editions. The one I used was

published at Cairo in 1301/1883 in two volumes.
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JALĀL AL-DĪN Muḥammad b. Aḥmad AL-MAḤALLĪ256 (d. 864/1459), while
the remainder was completed by his well-known pupil, Jalāl al-Dīn AL-
SUYŪṬĪ. The peculiar position of the Fātiḥa at the end of the book can
be explained by the goal of not separating the contributions of the elder
scholar. Thework is farmore useful than its brevitywould suggest—approx-
imately two fifths of al-Bayḍāwī’s commentary. Since the work supplies
not only a continuous paraphrase and grammatical, particularly syntactic,
explanations but also considers the narratives of occasion and variant read-
ings, it is—especially in comparisonwith the poor arrangement of the great
commentaries—an excellent aid when trying to understand the Muslim
view of a particular Koranic passage.

Shīʿite Commentaries

The earliest Shīʿite scholar to whom a commentary of the Koran has been[ii/179]
ascribed is Muḥammad b. ʿAlī b. Ḥusayn b. ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib, called AL-
BĀQIR (d. 114/732, 117/735 or 118/736).257 It is by no means certain that the
book ever existed as an independent work and not only in the recension of
his blind258 student, Abū l-Jārūd Ziyād b. al-Mundhir.259 Somewhat younger
is Abū Ḥamza Thābit b. Dinār Abī Ṣafīya,260 who died in the reign of the
ʿAbbāsid Caliph Manṣūr.261 These works probably do not reflect the Shīʿite
leanings of their authors anymore than theMaghāzī of al-Wāqidī who, after
all, was also suspected of tashayyuʿ.262 The peculiar Shīʿite tendency of con-
sidering the ahl al-bayt to be the only true source of all tradition and of
connecting half of the Koran with the family of ʿAlī and the creed of the sect
infiltrated into the exegesis only in later times, or at least emerged only later
in literature. For example, ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm AL-QUMMĪ,263 the fourth-century

256 Cf. Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 114; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 232, no. 18.
257 al-Nawawī, p. 113; Ibn al-Nadīm, Fihrist, ed. by Flügel, p. 33; Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 5):

Biographien der Nachfolger in Medina [biographies of the Medinan Followers], p. 235sqq.;
EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 260, col. 2.

258 al-Ṭūsī, Fihrist kutub al-Shıʿa, p. 178.
259 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 33; al-Shahrastānī,Religionsparteien undPhilosophenschulen

[religious parties and schools of philosophy], vol. 1, p. 178; al-Ṭūsī, Fihrist kutub al-Shīʿa,
no. 308; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 528, 552.

260 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 33; Ḥājjī Khalīfa, Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 357; al-Ṭūsī, Fihrist kutub
al-Shīʿa, p. 71; Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der Kufier, p. 253.

261 al-Khazrajī, Khulāṣat tadhhīb al-kamāl fī asmāʾ al-rijāl, s.v.; Tusy, no. 308.
262 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 98.
263 al-Ṭūsī, Fihrist kutub al-Shīʿa, p. 209; Tafsīr in Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 929 (= cod.

Sprenger, no. 406;) Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 45, no. 29.
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commentator, interprets the words of sūra 2:1, dhālika l-kitāb, to refer to ʿAlī,
ascribes actions during the Battle of Uḥud to ʿAlī that in reality were per-
formed by ʿUmar, and, in the same vein, understands the frequent Koranic
expression, munāfiqūn (“doubters”), as referring to the first caliphs, so that
Nöldeke calls the book “a miserable interweaving of lies and stupidity.” A
Shīʿite ḥadīth mentioned by al-Suyūṭī interprets the sun at the beginning
of sūra 91 as Muḥammad, the moon as ʿAlī, the day as al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī and
Ḥusayn b. ʿAlī, and, conversely, the night as the Umayyads.264 Others apply
the “kinsfolk” of sūras 42:22, and 59:7 to the ʿAlid family, but the “cursed
tree” [zaqqūm, Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 552] of sūra 17:22 to the House of
Umayya;265 in sūra 16:78, thewords khayr and ʿadl to ʿAlī, jibt and ṭāghūt (sūra
4:54) to Abū Bakr and ʿUmar; and finally, the religious duties of the prayer
liturgy, alms, and pilgrimage to the accomplishments of the Imāms.266

If the benefit of Sunnite commentaries for the historical contextualiza- [ii/180]
tion of revelations turn out to be rather limited, that of the Shīʿite counter-
parts we saw is absolutely null. In view of the eccentric allegory (taʾwīl),267
which totally ignores the context of the texts, one might be inclined to raise
the question ofwhether audacity or stupidity predominates in each lie. Nev-
ertheless, the extravagancesof the Shīʿa are supportedby such systemization
andmethod that one is hard-pressed to challenge their intelligence. Itwould
also be difficult to prove that the Shīʿite exegetes were less honest than their
Sunnite counterparts who, when it came to fabricating traditions, were by
no means timid. If, in spite of this, the sunna does not present the facts in
quite such a distorted form, this is not due to the superior character of their
literati but rather to the sounder historical grounding of their entire school
of thought. In contrast, the starting point of the Shīʿite interpretation was a
smack in the face to the true facts, a disadvantagewhich the representatives
of this sect had to compensate for with a still more fanatic presentation of
their point of view.

Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā AL-KĀSHĪ’s268 (ca. 911/1505) book, al-Ṣāfī fī tafsīr [ii/181]
al-Qurʾān, deals in particular with the dogma of the ambiguity of Koranic
passages, a point on which Shīʿites approach Sufis, whose treatment of the

264 al-Laʾālī l-maṣnūʿa fī l-aḥādīth al-mawḍūʿa, Cairo, 1317/1899, vol. 1, p. 184, according to
I. Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology and law, p. 182 n. 43.

265 Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 110sq.
266 Isr. Friedlaender, Heterodoxies of the Shiʿites I 35 [sic]. Cf. also above, pp. 254–266,

regarding Shīʿite reproaches of the ʿUthmānic Koran and the apocryphal Sūra of the Two
Lights.

267 al-Jurjānī, Definitiones, edited by Gustav Flügel, p. 52.
268 Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 200. The Berlin manuscript [Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der
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Koran al-Suyūṭī considered to be devoid of any exegetic merit.269 The great
mystic poet, Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī (d. 672/1273), expresses this theory with the
following words:

Know that the words of the Koran are simple, yet they conceal beneath the
outward meaning an inner, secret one.

Besides this secretmeaning there is yet a third one that bewilders the subtlest
intelligence.

The fourthmeaning none has discerned but God,Who is beyond comparison
and is the source of all sufficiency for all.

In this way one can advance to seven meanings, one after the other.

So, my son, do not confine your view to the outward sense as the demons did
who saw only clay in Adam.

The outward sense of the Koran is like Adam’s body; only its exterior is visible,
but its soul is hidden.270

One of the oldest Sufi commentaries is the Ḥaqāʾiq al-tafsīr of Abū ʿAbd[ii/182]
al-Raḥmān AL-SULAMĪ from Naysābūr271 (d. 412/1021). The earliest printed
tafsīr is from Muḥyī l-Dīn IBN AL-ʿARABĪ (d. 638/1240) from Murcia.272 In
the Middle Ages, the dogma of the ambiguity of the Scriptures was also
decisive for Christian, Biblical exegesis and dominated the field until the
Reformation.273 It is also to be found in Jewish writings of the thirteenth
century, such as, for example, the commentary on the Pentateuch of Baḥyā
ben Asher of Zaragoza [died 1340] and the Book Zohar.274 It is amazing how
much spirit and sagacity mankind occasionally displayed in the name of
warding off the plain sense of religious documents.

arabischen Handschriften, no. 8607,8] (= 1 Petermann, 653) is incomplete and contains only
the interpretation of the sūras 1 to 17.

269 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 901: ammā kalām al-Ṣūfiyya fī l-Qurʾān fa-laysa bi-tafsīr.
270 Masṉavī (Whinfield), p. 169, after Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology and law,

p. 223.
271 Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology and law, p. 139 n. 74; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,

pp. 671–672.
272 Goldziher, loc. cit., p. 139 n. 74.
273 The hermeneutic handbooks commonly condense this wisdom in the following verse:

“littera esta docet,
quid credas, allegoria,
moralis, quid agas,
quid speres, anagogia.”

Thus, for example, Jerusalem actually means the city, allegorically, the Church, morally, an
orderly community, and analogically, eternal life.

274 J. Frederic McCurdy, “Mystic exegesis,” in Jewish encyclopedia, vol. 3, p. 171.
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Writings on the Occasion of Revelation

The writings entitled asbāb al-nuzūl differ from the commentaries in so far
as they contain only material relevant to the occasion of revelations. How-
ever, since this constitutes themost important religious and literary parts of
the commentaries, and is liberatedhere fromall the annoying additions that
often stand in the way of quick survey, the merit of these books for research
purposes is obvious. Muslims seem to have had less appreciation of this or
the number of known relevant works would not be so small. Ibn al-Nadīm’s
Fihrist275 knows of only two such works. The author of the first one, Ḥusayn
b. Abī Ḥusayn, is not otherwise known, although in the case of such names
not much reliance should be attached to a hand-written transmission. The
second work is said to have been composed by ʿIkrima from a sermon by
Ibn ʿAbbās. However, given the dubious role played by the Prophet’s cousin
in the history of Arabic literature,276 this statement is to be approached with
utmost caution. Al-Suyūṭī apparently does not know of an earlier book than
that of ʿAlī b. al-Madīnī277 (died 234/848), one of al-Bukhārī’s278 authorities.
According to him, themost famous of its kind originates from ʿAlī b. Aḥmad
AL-WĀḤIDĪ of Naysābūr279 (d. 468/1075); it is also the oldest of which we
have a printed edition.280 As the author explains in the preface (p. 3sq.), he
considers familiarity with the occasion of revelations to be the basis of exe-
gesis and, for this purpose, opposes the excessive prevarication of his time,
instead endeavouring to re-establish expertise based on the study of tradi-
tion. The sources to which he usually refers are the works of biography, exe-
gesis, and ḥadīth. Whether he concurrently resorted to actual books of the
asbāb type can be brought to light only after thorough research. Wherever
he relies on literary sources, it is rarely done without supplying in each and
every case the complete strand of authorities. Al-Suyūṭī (d. 911/1505) follows
in his footsteps with his Lubāb al-nuqūl fī asbāb al-nuzūl.281 As the intro-
duction boasts, the work is distinguished by excellent points. It omits all
of al-Wāḥidī’s material that is not strictly relevant. In exchange, it incorpo-
rates new material from other sources, ḥadīth as well as the commentaries,

275 Flügel’s edition, p. 38.
276 See above, p. 348sq.
277 al-Nawawī, p. 443sq.; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 423, col. 1, l 3.
278 al-Qasṭallānī on al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, p. 33, l 6.
279 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 411sq.; EI2; EQ.
280 Cairo, al-Hindiyya, 1315/1897, 334 p.
281 Printed in themargin of the commentary on the Koran, Jalālayn, Cairo, 1301/1883, vol. 1,

152 p., vol. 2, pp. 1–144.
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although—quite remarkably—not from the asbāb type of works. It devotes
more attention to identifying the literary sources used than the isnāds, and
contains assessments of the content of the traditions listed. There cannot be
any doubt that thiswork represents quite a useful supplement to al-Wāḥidī’s
work. Conversely, we could readily do without the last of the contentions,
namely the harmonization of contradicting traditions.

The Introductions to the Koran

Whereas most commentaries proceed immediately to the actual task, fol-[ii/184]
lowing the customary praise of the Prophet and a brief exposition, there are
others that include chapters of Koran-related material. Aḥmad b. Muḥam-
mad AL-THAʿLABĪ,282 for example, treats on a few pages the merits of the
Koran and its science as well as the difference between ordinary and alle-
gorical exegesis. ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn ʿAlī b. Muḥammad (AL-KHĀZIN) al-Baghdādī283
also examines the collection of the Koran, the so-called seven readings, and
the prayer of danger (ṣalāt al-khawf), used when reciting revelations. The
earliest commentary to display a comprehensive exposition of the Koranic
sciences is, as far aswe know, al-Ṭabarī’sTafsīr.284Thework is followed by the
K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī,285 which, according to the manuscript, was
started in 425/1033. It contains so much useful information that a printed
edition is a desideratum. Equally valuable is the introduction to K. al-Jāmiʿ
al-muḥarrar al-ṣaḥīḥ al-wajīz fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿazīz of ʿAbd al-Ḥaqq b.
Abī Bakr b. ʿAbd al-Malik al-Muḥāribī al-Gharnāṭī IBN ʿAṬĪYYA286 (d. ca. 542/
1147), whereas al-Qurṭubī’s287 Jāmiʿ aḥkām al-Qurʾān follows it pretty closely,
even literally in some places.

Such encyclopaedic treatiseswere occasionally published independently[ii/185]
as well, i.e., without connection to exegesis. If the work listed in al-Fihrist,
p. 34, l 14sq., Madkhal ilā l-tafsīr, of Ibn [al-]Imām al-Miṣrī—who cannot
be later than the fourth century ah—is indeed such an introduction, it
apparently was of no influence upon the production of the subsequent

282 See above, p. 354sq.
283 Vol. 1, pp. 3–11; cf. above, p. 355 n. 238.
284 Vol. 1, p. 1 sqq.; see above, p. 353.
285 Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no. 8790 (= cod. 1 Wetzstein, no.

94). In this manuscript the introduction consists of fol. 1–89r in ten sections (faṣl); this is
followed by the commentary to sūras 1–15; the rest is wanting.

286 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 412; EI2. The introduction in the Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no. 800 (= Sprenger, 408), consists of fol. 1–92ª.

287 Berlin, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 810 (= cod. Sprenger, 436), fol. 2ª–36ª; cf. above, p. 356sq.
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period. Al-Suyūṭī288 is outright surprised that the early period did not pro-
duce a book on the types (anwāʿ) of Koranic science when so much atten-
tion had been paid to the science of ḥadīth. Of the works of the fifth, sixth,
and seventh centuries ah al-Suyūṭī can mention289 only those that display
a very distant resemblance to al-Itqān. These are: Funūn al-afnān fī ʿulūm
al-Qurʾān of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBN ʿAlī AL-JAWZĪ290 (d. 597/1200), Jamāl al-
qurrāʾ of ʿAlī b. Muḥammad ʿAlam al-Dīn al-Sakhawī291 (died 643/1245), al-
Murshid al-wajīz li-ʿulūm tataʿallaq bi-l-Qurʾān al-ʿazīz of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b.
Ismāʿīl ABŪ SHĀMAH292 (d. 665/1266), and al-Burhān fī mushkilāt al-Qurʾān
of Abū l-Maʿālī ʿAzīzī b. ʿAbd al-Malik SHAYDHALAH293 (d. 494/1100). On
the other hand, al-Suyūṭī294 considers his direct predecessors to be two later
appearances, Mawāqiʿ al-ʿulūm min mawāqiʿ al-nujūm of Jalāl al-Dīn AL-
BULQĪNĪ295 (d. 824/1421), a brother of his teacher ʿAlam al-Dīn AL-BULQĪ-
NĪ296 (d. 868/1463), and an untitled work of Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥyī l-Dīn
al-Kāfījī (AL-KĀFIYAJĪ, d. 851/1447), of whom I cannot find a reference else-
where.297 None of these works seems to have come down to us. It is so
much more commendable, therefore, that al-Suyūṭī supplies from each of
them the table of contents, and from the first three also part of the pref-
ace. Accordingly, the last named work consisted of only two chapters (bāb),
whereas the first work comprised forty-seven sections (nawʿ). When al-
Suyūṭī’s literary ambition impelled him to offer the public his own ency-
clopaedia of the Koran, he used these books as preliminary studies. Of the
work that he thus created in 872/1467,298 Taḥbīr fī ʿulūm al-tafsīr, we know
only the headings of the one hundred and two sections (nawʿ).299 When al-
Suyūṭī decided later to compose a secondwork on the same subject, al-Itqān
fī ʿulūm al-Qurʾān, he also consulted the work of a second contemporary,

288 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, p. 2.
289 al-Itqān, p. 13.
290 Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 1, p. 504, knows of an excerpt from this work. Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1,

p. 130, vol. 9, p. 156. [Edited by Ḥasan Ḍ. ʿItr, Beirut, 1987/1408].
291 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 94, knows of a manuscript at Cairo. EI2.
292 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 317; the work seems to be lost.
293 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 433; the work has probably been lost. EI2; EQ.
294 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, pp. 2–10.
295 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 112, calls him Jamāl al-Dīn; EI2.
296 Brockelmann, GAL, loc. cit., p. 96; EI2.
297 A. Fischer, “Nachtrag”: Muḥyī l-Dīn Abū ʿAbd Allāh appears eighteen times in Ḥājjī

Khalīfa (see index, no. 6403), furthermore Lubb al-lubāb, p. 218, where al-Suyūṭī says that the
proper pronunciation of the nisba is “Kāfiyajī.” EI2.

298 al-Itqān, p. 7, towards the end.
299 al-Itqān, pp. 4–7.
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al-Burhān fī ʿulūm al-Qurʾān of Badr al-Dīn Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh AL-
ZARKASHĪ300 (d. 794/1391). The Itqān has survived in several manuscripts
and exists also in printed editions.301 As far as one can judge from the differ-
ent tables of contents, he not only sticks to the framework of the subject-
based scheme, as established by his predecessors, but also follows them
partially in the arrangement as well. Naturally, nothing can be said about
the proportions, since we are only informed about the number of sections
and not about their volume.

The structure of al-Suyūṭī’s al-Itqān is appropriate, as the number of the[ii/187]
eighty sections (nawʿ) can easily be divided into larger groups. The arrange-
ment is as follows: (1) the external circumstances of the revelation, nos. 1–17;
(2) the collection and redaction of the text, nos. 18–19; (3) the reading of the
Koran, nos, 20–42; (4) the style, rhetoric, and writing; nos. 43–76. (5) exe-
gesis and exegetes, nos. 77–80. As can be seen from the preface (pp. 13–17)
and the citations, it is clear that, apart from those encyclopaedias, al-Suyūṭī
also utilized a great number of special works on history, tradition, exegesis,
grammar, etc. The bulk of material that displays his erudition to the reader
is immense and can, in fact, only be fully utilized once we have an alphabet-
ical list of names and subjects, including biographical and bibliographical
references. The content of such a work will leave little to be desired, leav-
ing out, for instance, only the minutiae of the older textual history, which
must have fallen into oblivion in the ninth century. The author’s judgement
is generally more reasonable than can be expected from a Muslim theolo-
gian, although he, too, was unable to transcend the scholastic methodology
and the dogmatic partiality of his time. In any case, Islam did not produce a
better handbook of Koranic sciences, making the eulogy of the vain scholar
in his postscript (p. 955) not unwarranted. Although al-Itqān was originally
issued as a monograph, the author still intended for it to be an introduc-
tion (muqaddima) to his commentary on the Koran,Majmaʿ al-baḥrayn wa-
maṭlaʿ al-badrayn.302

300 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 91, Suppl. 2, p. 108; recent editions in, 1957 and 1988.
301 The Indianeditionwas an ideaofAloys Sprenger.At its endwe finda remarkof al-Suyūṭī

from a different source according to which al-Itqān was completed on 13 Shawwāl 878 (3
March 1474), which are my references. I also know of the 1306/1888 Cairo edition.

302 Since Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 145sq., does not know this commentary, it must
likely be considered not to have survived. Perhaps it was never completed at all. However,
a comment on the Jalālayn of al-Karkhī has the identical title.
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Poetry as Source of History: The Poetical Examples
in the Biographic and Exegetic Literature

A peculiarity of the Arabic books of history, which as far as we know cannot [ii/188 ]
be found in any other literature,303 are the numerous interspersed verses.
They are either put into the mouth of the actors or loosely inserted, serving
not only to embellish the speech but also to substantiate the subject. Of
Muḥammad’s biographers Ibn Isḥāq is the one with the most plentiful
poetical insertions. Even though IbnHishāmeliminated a great deal of them
in his edition, the rest still amounts to one fifth of the entire work when
the indented lines of the verses are counted as full lines.304 In this respect,
later writers exercised more restraint. It is difficult properly to evaluate
al-Wāqidī’s method, since so far we do not have a complete edition of the
Maghāzī, and the elimination of many poems seems to be due to later
editors. Ibn Saʿd has in his Sīra not even three hundred lines of poetry. Most
of them consist of elegies on the death ofMuḥammad and are collected in a
separate chapter at the end.305 In al-Bukhārī’s chapter on themaghāzī these
verses take up only nineteen lines. Far more copious is al-Ṭabarī, although
the number of verses (314) he includes in his section of his chronicle on
Muḥammad’s Medinan period is far less than what Ibn Hishām includes on
the Battle of Badr alone.

As far as the conclusiveness of the poetical citations is concerned, it is
undeniable that verses that accidentally and casually refer to a certain event
represent a very valuable testimony. But it is not unusual that verses are not
at all related to the facts that are reported. In the field of elegies in particular
one must be prepared for large-scale falsification. As far as authenticity is
concerned, particularly solid trust may be given to the rather mischievous
verses of Muḥammad’s enemies, such as ʿAbd Allāh IBN AL-ZIBAʿRĀ, which
the earliest biography has preserved with praiseworthy candour.306

Naturally, complete poems or even entire collections (dīwān) of a poet’s [ii/189]
work are far more valuable than short fragments. By far the most important

303 On the other hand, it is difficult to consider this anArab invention. The question cannot
be separated from the genesis of historical prose; see above, p. 318sq.

304 Nearly one third of which are elegies, namely Wüstenfeld’s edition of Ibn Hishām,
pp. 108–114, 516–539, 611–638, 704–714, and 1022–1026.

305 Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung Muḥammads
[Muḥammad’s last illness and death], pp. 89–98.

306 Cf. Th. Nöldeke, “Die Tradition über das LebenMuhammeds,” p. 160sq. Ibn al-Zibaʿrā is
frequently quoted by Ibn Isḥāq. Other fragments can be found in al-Aghānī, vol. 14, pp. 11–25.
EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 275–276, vol. 9, p. 276.
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document, the dīwān of Ḥassān b. Thābit,307 who was the poet laureate of
Muḥammad, is extremely rich in historical allusions. The connection with
Koranic exegesis, the particulars of the historiography, aswell as the authen-
ticity of the transmitted poems, are all problems that still await a solution.

Among the men who were not from Medina but who had personal con-
tact with Muḥammad there are three who deserve special mention. Labīd
b. Rabīʿa came with an embassy from his tribe, the Kilāb, to Muḥammad
in Medina in 9/630 and converted to Islam.308 Kaʿb b. Zuhayr, a son of the
well-known poet of the muʿallaqa, at first made fun of Muḥammad in satir-
ical poems. However, when he realized that from that time forward his life
was in danger, he changed his mind and became a Muslim so that the Mes-
senger of Godwould forgive him. The captivating ode, Bānat Suʿād,309 which
he then recited, pleased Muḥammad so much that he presented him with
his robe. Yet another famous ode to Muḥammad is from (Maymūn b. Qays)
AL-AʿSHĀ of al-Yamāma, who had close relations to Christianity, although
we have nothing reliable about the circumstances of its origin.310

Pre-Islamic paganpoetry, whether contemporary or prior to the advent of[ii/190]
Islam, is one of themain sources for the foundations of the cultural environ-
ment onwhich the remarkable phenomenon of Islam is based. The Jāhiliyya
did not produce anything that deserves the designation of national liter-
ature. The religio-historical aspect of this literature has never been suffi-
ciently appreciated, since it presents itself—at least in the qaṣīdas—clad
in images that are obscure and difficult to understand. This, for example,
applies to al-Nābigha, ʿAntara, Ṭarafa b. al-ʿAbd, ʿAlqamab. ʿAbada, and Imruʾ
al-Qays,311 to mention merely their most prominent poets.

307 The earliest printed edition appeared in Tunis, 1281/1864; the Indian lithograph, Bom-
bay, 1281, seems to be a reprint of this edition, andwith a fictitous date. I have no information
as to theCairo edition, 1904. [Cf. Sezgin,GAS, vol. 2, p. 292,with commentary by ShukrīMakkī,
Cairo, 1321/1903–1904, and with commentary by al-Barqūqī, Cairo, 1331/1912–1913.] Hartwig
Hirschfeld’s European edition, 1910, leaves much to be desired. The text is bad. The frag-
ments and their variants in literature have not been collected. No attempt has been made
to determine the authenticity. August Fischer, “Nachträge”: Apart from Ḥassān b. Thābit a
second early Medinan poet deserves mention, Qays b. al-Khaṭīm [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2,
pp. 285–286,] whose dīwān is important for the conditions at Medina immediately before
the rise of Islam. Th. Kowalski edited the dīwān together with a German translation (Leipzig,
1914).

308 J. Chalidi (1880) A. Huber and C. Brockelmann (1891) deserve credit for the publication
of his dīwān.

309 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, 230–235; R.A. Nicholson, Literary history of the Arabs, s.v.
310 Regarding the poetical heritages of Kaʿb and al-Aʿshā cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1,

pp. 37–39; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 229–235, and 130–132 respectively. [August Fischer in
“Nachträge”: cf. F. Krenkow, “Tabrīzī’s Kommentar zur Burda des Kaʿb b. Zuhair.”]

311 The Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets, edited by W. Ahlwardt (London, 1870).
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Umayya b. Abī l-Ṣalt,312who is fromal-Ṭāʾif, nearMecca, occupies a unique
position within this literature. He displays an unprecedented preference
for Biblical and post-Biblical subjects, not only outside the Koran but also
confessing to the Unique God and the Hereafter. Consequently, he, more
than anyone else, has attracted the attention of recent research,313 which a
number of years ago produced an excellent edition of his extant fragments
accompanied by a translation and commentary.314 A study on his relation-
ship to the Koran is also in preparation.315 However, further advances cannot
be expected until other contemporary poetic works have also been investi-
gated.

Whatever ancientwriters did not gather in special collections of the intel- [ii/191]
lectual heritage of individual poetsmust be extracted from the entire histor-
ical, belletristic, and grammatical literature. The main sources are antholo-
gies, a favorite of the Arabs.316 Best known among them is the Ḥamāsa of
Abū Tammām Ḥabīb b. Aws as well as of al-Buḥturī,317 al-Mufaḍḍalīyāt, the
Jamharat ashʿār al-ʿArab and the Dīwān of the Hudhalites. Most prominent
of all is probably theKitābal-AghānīofAbū l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī (d. 356/966). It
must be remembered, however, that in this invaluable collection the biogra-
phies of the poets take up far more space than the poems, so that the prose
sections are generally more informative than the poetry. On the other hand,
the historical accounts of Muḥammad are of no interest, since the relevant
sources are now extant in the original version.318

The historical exploitation of poems or fragments of poems runs parallel [ii/192]
to references to individual verses purporting to explain rare Koranic words,
word formations or semantics from the language of poetry. This is not done

312 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 298–300, vol. 9, 277.
313 Sprenger, Leben und Lehre des Mohammad, vol. 1, pp. 76–81, 110–119; Cl. Huart, “Une

nouvelle source du Qorân” considers all Umayyah’s 130 verses in al-Muṭahhar b. Ṭāhir AL-
MAQDISĪ’s Arabicwork, Le livre de la création et de l’histoire [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 7, pp. 277–288],
to be genuine, which is by no means the case. Fr. Schultheß, “Umajja ibn Abi-ṣ-Ṣalt” must be
credited to have prepared the ground for historical criticism.

314 Umajja ibn Abi ṣ-Ṣalt; die unter seinem Namen überlieferten Gedichtsfragmente (col-
lected and translated by) Friedrich Schultheß.

315 I.G. Frank-Kamenetzki, Untersuchungen über die dem Umajja ibn Abi l-Ṣalt zuge-
schriebenen Gedichte zum Qorān [research in Umayyad’s poems on the Koran].

316 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, pp. 17–21.
317 EI2; EQ; R.A. Nicholson, Literary history of the Arabs (1907); Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, 560–564.
318 Two huge historical sections regarding the battles of Badr and Uḥud are copied verba-

tim from al-Ṭabarī’s chronicle, and this including the chain of transmitters: al-Aghānī, vol. 4,
p. 17 l 23–34, l 14 = al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1291 l 14–1348 l 5; al-Aghānī, vol. 14, p. 12 l 1–25, l 6 = al-
Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 1383 l 17–1430 l 12. Al-Ṭabarī’s omitted passages and some modifications have
been disregarded.
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because the interpreters—contrary to the Prophet’s explicit denial (sūras
21:5, 36:69, 52:30, 69:41)—considered the Prophet a poet, but is rather based
onwhat has been said repeatedly, namely that apart frompoetry the ancient
Arabs did not possess a proper national literature.319 We do not know who
initiated themethodology. The tradition which claims to know for sure that
Ibn ʿAbbās made use of poetry to explain the Koran320 does not deserve
unconditional confidence, given what has become known of this man’s
personality.321

Although Ibn Hishām (d. 218/833) omitted many verses when editing
Ibn Isḥāq’s Sīra,322 it is precisely he who introduced all the lexicographic
explanations of the Koran based on poetic quotations. As far as I can tell,
thismethodwas not imitated in the exegetic comments on later biographies
of the Prophet, although it was adopted in later commentaries, as becomes
obvious in al-Ṭabarī, al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Bayḍāwī. As a consequence, yet
other books appeared that extracted the pieces of evidence (shawāhid) from
the commentaries and then explained them philologically and historically
(sharḥ).

319 Cf. above, p. 318–319sq, and 321.
320 “I have it fromSaʿīdb. Jubayr andYūsuf b.Mihrān that Ibn ʿAbbāswasoften consultedon

the Koran. He then used to reply: Thematter is such and such; did you not hear the poet who
expressed himself in such and such away?” Ibn Saʿd (al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte
Krankheit, Tod und BestattungMuḥammads [Muḥammad’s last illness and death], pp. 2–5.

321 Cf. above, p. 348sq.
322 Cf. above, p. 365.
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Criticism of the System of Tradition

Even as Christian scholars throughout the entireMiddleAges and even right [ii/193]
up until the modern era labelled the founder of Islam a swindler, impos-
tor and false prophet, they still never thought to challenge the credibility
of the Islamic tradition as such. The first European not only to acquire
a precise knowledge of the vast material of the Arabic tradition but also
to work successfully on the critical examination of its content was Aloys
Sprenger. His pioneering work was published in 1856 in a variety of peri-
odicals.1 He later presented his ideas once more in the introduction to the
third volume of his great work on the life of Muḥammad.2 According to
Sprenger, the systematic biography of the Prophet at its earliest stage con-
sists almost totally of legends and stories that evolved not only from naïve
beliefs but also from audacious fraud. Here the reports about Muḥammad’s
Companions are more reliable than those about him. The military cam-
paigns that constitute the second part are generally not compiled, like the
others, for entertainment and edification but rather for a candid interest in
the course of events. The most important of the extant works are appropri-
ately characterized, and the most valuable materials competently singled
out. Finally, there is the recommendation to scholarship to dispose of dog-
matic biography.3 According to Sprenger, the canonical ḥadīth or the sunna
evolved from the civil wars, but between 40/660 and 80/699 it advanced
as rapidly as the conquests had earlier. One might safely assume that at
the end of the first century ah the largest portion by far of the store of
traditions was in the hands of competent men, and had already been for-
mulated. Although the work of forgers like Ibn ʿAbbās and Abū Hurayra
cannot be underestimated, the sunna contains more truth than falsehood

1 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bombay, vol. 25, pp. 53–74, 199–220, 303–329, 375–381,
andZDMG, vol. 10, pp. 1–17. [Biographical data on all of the scholarsmentioned in this section
can be found in Concise Biographical Companion to Index Islamicus, by W.H. Behn (Leiden,
2004–2006).]

2 Leben und Lehre des Moḥammed, vol. 3 (1865), 2nd ed. (1869), pp. i–clxxx.
3 Cf., loc. cit., pp. lvviii, lxi, lxiv, and lxxxvi.
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and is—after the Koran and the documents—the most reliable of the his-
torical sources.4

William Muir follows in the footsteps of Sprenger, both of whom were[ii/194]
members of the Anglo-Indian Civil Service. Muir, in his introduction to
the first volume of his Life of Mahomet,5 lucidly explains the reasons that
determined ormight have determined the rise and change of the traditions.
He strongly emphasizes the tendencies that grew out of party, tribal or
family policies, nationalist interests, dogmatic prejudice or Christian and
Jewish influences. Whatever he lacked in the way of geniality, imagination,
and erudition compared to his predecessor he made up for with sober
judgement, better historicalmethodology, andorderly presentation, looking
far more critically at the sources and abandoning many things that were
beyond the least doubt to Sprenger.Nevertheless, the confidencewithwhich
Muir approached transmitted reports is still very considerable, and this
mood prevailed as a common heritage among scholars almost to the end
of the nineteenth century. As late as 1879 the important Dutch Arabist
and historian, R.P.A. Dozy, still considered nearly half of al-Bukhārī to be
a historical document.6

A decisive change, and a new course, did not occur until the publica-[ii/195]
tion of the second volume of Muhammedanische Studien7 of the brilliant
Hungarian scholar, Ignaz Goldziher, whose erudition surpasses that of even
Sprenger, and who had mastered the Islamic history of state, culture, and
dogmas better than anyone else. Based on such a broad spectrum, he was
able not only to deepen our knowledge of the tendentious nature of ḥadīth
and illuminate with a multitude of convincing examples, but also to inves-
tigate the theoretical and practical developments of the manner of trans-
mission throughout the centuries. Every current and counter-current in the
life of Islam found expression in the form of ḥadīth. This applies to political

4 Cf., loc. cit., pp. lxxxii sq., lxxxvii, lxxxix, and civ.
5 Pp. xxvii–cv.
6 R.P.A. Dozy, Essai sur l’histoire de l’ islamisme, p. 124.
7 Halle, 1890, pp. 1 to 274; English translation, Muslim studies, Chicago, 1977, pp. 1–251,

under the special subtitle, “On the development of the ḥadīth.” The course of the study is
evident from the chapter headings: (1) Ḥadīth and sunna; (2) Umayyads and ʿAbbāsids; (3)
The Ḥadīth in its relation to the conflicts of the parties in Islam; (4) The reaction against
the fabrication of ḥadīths; (5) The ḥadīth as a means of edification and entertainment;
(6) Ṭalab al-ḥadīth; (7) The writing down of the ḥadīth; (8) The Ḥadīth literature. A valu-
able addition is Goldziher’s article “Neue Materialien zur Litteratur des Ueberlieferungswe-
sens.”
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parties and social schools as well as to canonical differences and dogmatic
quarrels. Up to a certain degree, Muslims of the second century admit to
the existence and justification of false ḥadīths, and that it was legitimate for
the moral benefit of the people and the advancement of piety to fabricate
and circulate sayings of the Prophet. Among the rich content of this epoch-
making workmight also be noted the exposition of the basis of Islamic criti-
cismofḥadīth, which clings to the formalities of the isnād, aswell as the vivid
descriptionof themain collections ofḥadīth, a taskwhichnoonebefore him
ever attempted.8 Although Goldziher was mainly concerned with the legal
ḥadīth, his methodology could easily be applied to the historical tradition,
where it would exert an extraordinary influence and result in a complete
revolution in approach. Whereas up to his time every tradition was sound
until proven otherwise, research has gradually gotten used to the reverse
point of view.

The first scholar to apply Goldziher’s methodology to prominent person- [ii/196]
alities of the early Islamic periodwas Theodor Nöldeke.9 In the Prolegomena
to the first volume of the Annali dell’islam, Leone Caetani enlarged upon
Goldziher’s principles, with special reference to historical sources. Cae-
tani paid particular attention to the isnād, investigating more deeply these
peculiar introductions to the transmissions in the most important sources
and trying to learn details about the individualities named in the trans-
mitting links in the chain of authorities, particularly the suspected forgers,
Ibn ʿAbbās and Abū Hurayra, and their reputation as collectors and liter-
ates.10 Based on this preliminary investigation, Caetani submitted several
incidents in the biography of the Prophet to an original and severe criticism,
even though he occasionally went a bit too far.11

Themost radical contemporary scholar in this respect is Henri Lammens,
S.J., who continues Goldziher and Caetani, combining enormous erudition
with splendid powers of discernment. He put down his views in the follow-
ing sentences:

1. The Koran supplies the only historical basis of the sīra.
2. The tradition does not offer an addition but rather an apocryphal

development.

8 Cf. pp. 125, 149, 136–144, and 189–251.
9 “Zur tendenziösen Gestaltung der Urgeschichte des Islam’s.”

10 Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, pp. 28–58.
11 Nöldeke pointed outmany of these exaggerations in his review of the first two volumes

of Caetani’s work in WZKM, 21, 297–312. I replied to some of Caetani’s remarkable findings
above, p. 229sq. and 281. See also above, pp. 83sqq. on sūras 53:19sqq., and 22:51.
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3. Themerit of a tradition corresponds to the extent of its independence
from the Koran.

4. As far as the Medinan period is concerned, the existence of a vague
oral tradition must be admitted.12

These theses are partial and exaggerated because the body of traditions[ii/197]
needs to be enlarged, because there are traditions that accompany Koranic
revelations,13 and because the fabricated traditions are so diverse that a
Koranic source alone would seem most unlikely. The investigation of Lam-
mens’ evidence is no more than a confirmation, for among the different
groups into which he classifies the subjects of narration, there is only one—
the first of Muḥammad’s revelations—which can be traced back to Koranic
allusions, while in the case of the others—childhood history, age,14 number
of sons, campaigns—there are still other non-Koranic sources to be consid-
ered, including the case of the names, wives, and personality of the Prophet
(shamāʾil), where there is hardly any connection with the Koran at all. Lam-
mens’ main mistake is that, for no apparent reason, he generalizes correct,
individual observations, partly already made by others, and inexplicably
overextends them as a principle.15 I referred previously to the narratives of
origin that are not, as they would have us believe, based on an accompa-
nying tradition; rather they are the product of the learned exegesis of the
Koran.16

The Christian Biographers of the Prophet[ii/198]

Corresponding to the judgement of the Arab tradition, with which we have
just acquainted ourselves, the Occidental works on the life of Muḥammad
can be divided into three periods: (1) the unbroken rule of tradition until
the middle of the nineteenth century (Sprenger); (2) the period of incipi-
ent criticism of individual parts of the transmission; and (3) the period of
systematic criticism of the entire tradition.

12 H. Lammens, “Qoran et tradition, comment fut composée la vie de Mahomet.”
13 See above, p. 341sq.
14 This topic Lammens treated a bit later in a separate article, “L’âge de Mohamet …”
15 C.H. Becker in “Islam”: annual bibliographic report, p. 540sq., anticipates the out-

right self-dissolution of historical criticism because of Lammens’ excessive scepticism. For
more detailed criticism of Lammens’ exaggerations see Th. Nöldeke, “Die Tradition über
das Leben Muhammeds” in Der Islam [the tradition about the life of Muhammad], vol. 5.
pp. 160–170.

16 Cf. also above, p. 341sqq.
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I.

The first period covers the entire Middle Ages to the middle of the nine-
teenth century. A comprehensive exposition of the periodwould be aworth-
while socio-historical research project.17 Relevant for us are only those writ-
ers who had access to Oriental sources and who tried to reach a compe-
tent judgement free of prejudice. Among the earliest of them we count
Johann H. Hottinger of Zürich,18 the Italian L. Marracci,19 and the Dutchman
Reland (Reeland).20 No one, however, regardless of personal prejudice—
consideringMuḥammad to be themost criminal of all men and the greatest
sworn enemy of God—was more objective than the Frenchman Jean Gag-
nier.21 He thought that he would best serve truth if he could acquaint Euro-
peans with whatMuslims themselves said about the Prophet, and therefore
considered it appropriate to add a series of translations fromArabic sources.
Of course, he only had access to latewriters likeAbū l-Fidāʾ (d. 732/1332), and
al-Jannābī (d. 999/1590). He personally added nothing, neither praise nor
blame, neither doubt nor conjecture; only the connecting sentences of the
different accounts are his own. Nearly four generations of writers learned
from this wealth of information, each of them deriving what he considered
correct according to his subjective opinion and omitting what was contrary
to his views or prejudice.

The Essai sur l’histoire des Arabes (1847–1848) of Armand P. Caussin de [ii/199]
Perceval can be considered a modern version of Gagnier. In addition to
enlarging the scope to include pre-Islamic Arabia in more detail and cov-
ering the conversion of Arabia down to the time of Abū Bakr, he also dis-
tinguishes himself from Gagnier by using more comprehensive and older
sources, which he presents with more liberty, albeit while retaining all the
peculiarities.

The first scholar to apply the historical-critical method to the history of
the Prophet is the Heidelberg Orientalist, GustavWeil.22 That I still consider
him part of the first period is because he knew only very little of the Arabic

17 August Fischer in “Nachträge”: An exposition of the Occidental appreciation of the
Prophet as suggested by Schwally is now available from Hans Haas, “Das Bild Muhammeds
im Wandel der Zeiten,” [the image of Muḥammad in the course of time] and from Ernest
Renan, Études d’histoire religieuse, 2nd ed. (1857), p. 222sqq.

18 Historia orientalis (1651), 2nd ed. (1660); see also Concise biographical companion to
Index Islamicus, by W.H. Behn (2004–2006), s.v.

19 Ibid., s.v.
20 Adriaan Reland, 1676–1718; ibid., s.v.
21 La vie de Mahomet (1732).
22 Mohammed der Prophet, sein Leben und seine Lehre (1843).
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sources, did not have a clue about the Muslim criticism of traditions, and
therefore could conceive the idea of taking a position in all of this. The
main sources he used are three late Arabic works: an excerpt from Ibn
Hishām by ʿImād al-Dīn (Aḥmad b. Ibrāhīm) AL-WĀSIṬĪ (711/1311),23 the
Taʾrīkhal-khamīs (982/1574)24of al-Diyārbakrī, andal-Ḥalabiyya (1043/1633)25
of ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm AL-ḤALABĪ, the last two works containing much old and
good information. Weil’s lasting merit is that he recognized the importance
of the Koran as a historical source for the life of the Prophet and made use
of it accordingly. Although his book represents a great advance, it became
conspicuously out-dated soon after its appearance. The reason for this is
that other biographies of the Prophet quickly appeared whose authors had
better sources at their disposal, criticizing not only the reported facts but
also making the very sources the object of their criticism, and who, last but
not least, substantially surpassed the complacent Heidelberg professor in
terms of knowledge, ability, and sense of history.

II.

These advantages become immediately apparent in Aloys Sprenger’s Life[ii/200]
of Mohammed, even though it covers only the period up to Muḥammad’s
appearance at Medina. Apart from the prime sources of Ibn Hishām and al-
Ṭabarī, Sprenger knowsnot only all the importantArabicworks enumerated
above but also many more, both from manuscripts and from lithographs
of ḥadīth collections. He displays an unrivalled knowledge of the sources,
combined with a penetrating critical approach to the literature, illuminat-
ing its genesis and character as no one had before him. Although his book in
English remained unfinished, ten years later he produced a far more com-
prehensive work in German26 that opened a new era of biography of the
Prophet. It is of epic importance, as it is the first attempt to utilize not only
the whole spectrum of native tradition but also to determine its merit as
a source of history. Even apart from this, however, the work eclipses every-
thing hitherto written, both in form as well as content. Since he attributes
the influence of Islammainly to the spirit of the age, he attempts to supply as
many details as possible, and presents as many actors as possible, with their
words and actions. The only thing he seems to have learned fromWeil is the

23 Ibn Hishām, ed. F. Wüstenfeld, p. xlvi; and Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 162.
24 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 381.
25 Ibid., p. 307.
26 Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad (1861–1865). See already above, p. 369.
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utilization of theKoran as themain source for the biography ofMuḥammad.
Yet he goes far beyondWeil and includes nearly two thirds of the Holy Book
in translation. He was the first scholar to recognize (vol. 3, p. 20sqq., and
pp. 359–475) the importance of Muḥammad’s Constitution of Medina (Ibn
Hishām,p. 341sqq.)27 for thedevelopmentof the ecclesiastical state aswell as
the usefulness of the section onMuḥammad’s diplomatic negotiations with
the Arab tribes in the Sīra of Ibn Saʿd for the history of Islamic missionary
activity. Additionally, there is his natural perception for the driving forces of
life and history, his eminent ability to understand the soul of the actors of
the past, his startling, brilliant inspirations, and his vivid, intelligent style.
Opposing these brilliant virtues there are—albeit not as importantly—still
considerable deficiencies. Most annoying is the chequered medley of nar-
rative and critical discussion, a clear indication that the author had not yet
mastered the material. His animated spirit continuously interferes with the
course of the methodical investigation. In the case of the fundamentals of
Muslim criticism of tradition, his unbelievable familiarity with the sources
tempted him to a greater calm than permissible. His rationalism is unable
to comprehend Muḥammad’s naïve, religious self-confidence. And, finally,
his philological precision when interpreting Arabic texts leaves something
to be desired.

This unbelievable erudition, which Sprenger had already displayed in
1851, when he published his Life of Mohammad, he could obtain only in a
country like India, where a goldmine of manuscripts could be had and the
most important collections of ḥadīth were readily available as lithographs.
His inquisitive character enabled him to discover in dusty libraries impor-
tant works by, among others, al-Wāqidī, Ibn Saʿd, and portions of al-Ṭabarī’s
annals, to encourage others to publish them alone or in cooperation with
Indian scholars,28 and then to animate the editors of these works. When
he finally returned to Europe in 1858, he brought back with him probably
the most systematic and comprehensive collection of Oriental manuscripts
and printed books that have ever come from the Orient. After the collection
passed to the Königlische Bibliothek, Berlin, it was instrumental in inaugu-
rating a new era of Islamic studies in Germany.

In the same year that the first volume of Sprenger’s German biography of [ii/202]
Muḥammad was published, the last—fourth—volume of an English work

27 An English translation from the Dutch appears as an appendix to A.J. Wensinck’s
Muhammad and the Jews of Medina (1975), pp. 128–138.

28 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, 1852–1854; al-Ṭūsī, Fihrist, 1855; Ibn Ḥajar al-Asqalānī, al-Iṣāba fī
tamyīz al-ṣaḥāba, 1856–1893.
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on the same subject appeared.29 Its author,WilliamMuir, was also amember
of the Anglo-Indian Civil Service. He naturally bases his work on Sprenger’s
earlierwork, towhomhe is also indebted for pointing out the classic sources
al-Wāqidī, Ibn Hishām, and al-Ṭabarī. He otherwise pursues completely
independent research and insists on his own judgement. As far as erudition,
powers of discernment, and spirit is concerned, however, he is no rival to his
predecessor. Compensating somewhat for this inferiority, he displays more
composure in the line of argument, more methodology, and a great deal
more common sense—supposedly so rare among scholars—which inmany
cases gives him a better conception of events and the reliability of tradition
than Sprenger possesses.30 For this reason Muir is the better guide for the
layman. The dogmatic prejudice that prompted him to claim in earnest
that Muḥammad was moved by the spirit of Satan and not of God is not
disturbing, since it has no bearing on the course of his exposition and, in
general, he interprets properly the contradictory actions of the Prophet.

Nöldeke’s popular booklet,Das LebenMuhammeds,31 is based on his inde-[ii/203]
pendent research, which is explained in the first edition of his Geschichte
des Qorāns. With its fortunate combination of critical approach and a plain
and charming style, it is unsurpassed to this day. As Wellhausen expressed
it at the time,32 anyone wanting to study the historical Muḥammad with-
out access to the Arabic original sources would be well advised to resort
to this little book along with Wellhausen’s abridged German version of al-
Wāqidī rather than consulting Sprenger’s great work. It goes without saying
that after more than fifty years, and the great advances in our knowledge,
particularly in the criticism of tradition, some of the views are outdated.

Reinhart Dozy33 has an eye for the characteristics of personality of the
historical actors, although without the ability to penetrate deeper, with the
result that too often he succumbs to tradition and frequently includes it
verbatim in his narration. He is constantly surprised that there are so many
authentic reports in the collections of ḥadīth, and hemaintains that even by

29 WilliamMuir, The Life ofMahomet. See already above, p. 370. [August Fischer in “Nach-
träge”: William Muir, The Life of Mahomet from original sources, 2nd ed., London, 1876, 3rd
ed., London, 1894, andWilliamMuir, The Life of Mohammad from original sources, a new and
rev. ed. by T.H. Weir, Edinburgh, 1912, cxix, 556 p. constitute a one-volume excerpt from the
author’s great work.]

30 Cf. Muir, Life of Mahomet, vol. 1, p. lii, and Sprenger, Leben und die Lehre, vol. 1, p. xiv.
31 Das LebenMuhammeds nach den Quellen populär dargestellt.
32 Muhammed inMedina; das ist Vaqidi’s Kitab alMaghazi in verkürzter deutscherWieder-

gabe, preliminary excursus, p. 20.
33 Essai sur l’histoire de l’ islamisme, pp. 1–132.
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strictest criteria half of al-Bukhārī ought to be included (see already above,
p. 332). Conversely, the best of sources, like Ibn Hishām, who had long been
published, he by no means explores sufficiently.

Of his predecessors Ludolf Krehl34 utilizes mostly Sprenger and Weil. He [ii/204]
allots a disproportionally large space to psychological reflections on the
reasons that guided the Prophet in his actions. He does not seem to have
been able to deal with the subject adequately.

Leopold von Ranke35 makes use of not only the entire literature but also
the sources that were available in translation, and he generally presents an
accurate picture.Despite the conciseness of the presentation, however, even
our great historian was unable to advance research; due to the peculiarity
of the subject, the universal approach was of little help. Where excessive
brevity might lead can best be seen on p. 84sq., where the merciless slaugh-
ter of the Jewish Qurayẓa36 is considered typical of Muḥammad’s treatment
of the Jews.

Chapters two to four on Muḥammad in August Müller’s well-known Der
Islam im Morgen- und Abendland [Islam in Orient and Occident], vol. 1,
pp. 44–207, are a bright and elegant summary of earlier research rather than
a product of a thorough study of the sources. In several instances this offered
the clever author the opportunity to view old facts from new and surprising
perspectives.

Hubert Grimme, in the first part of his Mohammed; das Leben nach den [ii/205]
Quellen,37 is more or less limited to the Koran, taking hardly any notice of
tradition, even in the case of important and controversial problems. The
goal of reaching his own conclusion independently of predecessors is com-
mendable. Unfortunately, not all of his original interpretations are equally
well documented. This applies particularly to hismain argument that “Islam
did not at all appear as a religious system but rather as a socialist attempt
to counteract a certain predominantly bad secular state of affairs.”38 He
prettymuch gets the logic reversed here that from the beginning, and exclu-
sively, Muḥammad’s sermons at Mecca had a religious orientation, and

34 Das Leben und die Lehre des Muhammad. The projected second part of the study on
Muḥammad’s teaching has never been published.

35 Die arabische Weltherrschaft und das Reich Karls des Großen, pp. 49–103.
36 Cf. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 508, col. 1.
37 Darstellungen aus dem Gebiete der nichtchristlichen Religionen, no. 7: A Catholic com-

pilation.
38 Grimme, p. 14; cf. in general pp. 14–21, 29–31, and 39sqq. The book has been thoroughly

reviewed by Chr. Snouck Hurgronje in Revue de l’histoire des religions, 30 (1894), pp. 48–70,
and 149–178.
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that zakāt (= ṣadaqa, sūra 9:60) was not introduced as communal tax until
Medina, and even in this case not mainly as a relief for the poor but in order
to cover the expenses of the military campaigns. The second part of the
author’s projected work was conceived as a supplement to the biography
and would have followed up the genesis and development of Muḥammad’s
religious ideas throughout his life, and explained the inner as well as outer
causes. But instead, after a brief survey of the origin of theKoran, he supplies
us with the system of Koranic theology.39

In another monograph that was published ten years later,40 Grimme[ii/206]
firmly maintains the erroneous opinion that Muḥammad was a social
reformer (pp. 48, 54, 58, 64, and 73). In the later work, however, this opinion
recedes into the background behind his new discovery of the South Arabian
origin of Islam: based on an image of South Arabia that is both subjective
and fantastic, and which he creates for himself, he considers Muḥammad’s
earlier Meccan ideas as a reflection of the South Arabian spirit (p. 48). His
concept of God resembles that of the South Arabian monotheists (p. 49),
whose owndesignation is preserved in the “Sabians” of theKoran (p. 49). His
concept of the Other World—Paradise, Hell—is neither Jewish nor Chris-
tian, but rather continues the South Arabian idea of the “thither world”
(p. 50). Islam and devotion are considered the renewal of the South Ara-
bian divine slavery (p. 60), zakāt going back to South Arabian temple taxes
(p. 60) and the prayer ritual also going back to similar ceremonies at the
temple (p. 50). Also in other respects, Christian and Jewish influences are
considered to have been totally absent from early Islam (p. 53). It is peculiar,
however, that Muḥammad sent the hard pressed believers to Abyssinia but
not to monotheistically inclined South Arabia (p. 55).

Grimme did not supply evidence for any of these daring assertions. Of
course, centuries before Muḥammad’s appearance in the Yemen there had
been Christian and Jewish settlements, and Jewish ideas in particular left
their mark in the odd places of heathendom. It is extremely unlikely, how-
ever, that Jewish and Christian ideas did not directly influence Muḥam-
mad but rather reached him only in the watered down form in which they
reached Yemenite heathendom. It would be equally unbelievable that, in
this respect, Mecca was exclusively influenced from the south. After all,
therewere still many other Jewish and Christian centresmore readily acces-

39 Mohammed; 2nd part: Einleitung in den Koran; System der koranischen Theologie. The
pages 1 to 29 are devoted to the introduction of the Koran.

40 Mohammed; die weltgeschichtliche Bedeutung Arabiens (1904). [Muḥammad, the uni-
versal importance of Arabia.]
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sible to the Meccans through their lively trade connections, not to mention
Syria and particularly Abyssinia, which was so easily accessible by sea. The
channels by which knowledge of the old revealed religions reached Mecca
were as numerous and manifold as the meanderings of trade to this centre
of commerce and pilgrimage. Grimme’s attempt to eliminate this diversity
in favour of the one “South Arabian” trail cannot be justified and must be
considered a total failure.

Frants Buhl41 very carefully utilizes European literature as well as the [ii/207]
most important Arabic sources, reaching his own conclusions based on crit-
ical verification and producing a largely penetrating, acute, and thoughtful
investigation. The first third of the work is devoted to Arab paganism; the
rest consists of an appropriate survey of the original sources. His success-
ful disentanglement of the contradictory statements regarding the Battle of
Badr, and the emigration to Abyssinia may be added in passing. Such an
objective and comprehensive book was long overdue, although its Danish
garb will always be an obstacle to its wide recognition.

David S. Margoliouth42 makes the mistake of not appropriately consid-
ering all the important problems. The introduction of new material from
hitherto untapped sources is no substitute, since the critical edition leaves
something to be desired. On the other hand, it is an undeniable service that
he—the very first scholar as far as I can see—draws a parallel betweenMor-
monism and Islam.

III.

The third period of Christian biographical writing on Muḥammad, which
was inaugurated by the publication of the second volume of Ignaz Goldz-
iher’s Muslim Studies (1977), originally published in 1890 under the title
Muhammedanische Studien (1890),43 can be recognized first in the section
on the Prophet in Annali dell’islam of Leone Caetani, Duke of Teano. This
gigantic work44 has a quite peculiar arrangement, combining the objectivity
of a Gagnier or a Caussin de Perceval with the critical spirit of Sprenger. The
author first of all mentions nearly all the sources in translation, printed as
well as in manuscript form, and lists parallels, including important differ-

41 Muhammeds Liv; med en Indledning om Forholdene i Arabien før Muhammeds Optrae-
den. København, 1903.

42 Mohammed and the rise of Islam, 1905.
43 English translation,Muslim studies, Chicago, 1977.
44 Annali dell’islam, vol. 1 (xvi, 740 p.), vol. 2 (lxxviii, 1567 p.), vol. 3 (lxxxiii, 973 p.), vol. 4

(xxxv, 701 p.), vol. 5 (xxxvi, 532 p.), vol. 6 (viii, 218 p.), vol. 7 (lv, 600 p.).
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ences. This huge collection is accompanied by pertinent explanations and,
most importantly, by thorough critical elaborations of all sorts, testifying
not only to his powers of discernment but also to his historical ingenu-
ity. It is self-evident that incontestable results cannot be attained on such
unsafe ground. Caetani supplemented and enlarged by independent obser-
vation Ignaz Goldziher’s systematic theory of the criticism of tradition, as
explained above, p. 371sq. Strictly speaking, we are not dealing with a biog-
raphy at all but rather with a preliminary study towards such an end.45 Yet it
must not be forgotten that we are still on the threshold of the third period
of the European biographies of the Prophet.

Separate Studies in History and Interpretation46[ii/208]

Recent research in the relation of the Koran to Judaism begins with Abra-
ham Geiger’s pioneering work on Muḥammad’s borrowing from Judaism.47
Its results were quickly accepted but, unfortunately, Jewish theologians
of the following generation did not continue the study, either because of
a lack of interest or insufficient Arabic studies or both. The first scholar
who wanted to follow in Geiger’s footsteps—after nearly half a century—
is Hartwig Hirschfeld, whose doctoral research focused on the Jewish ele-
ments in the Koran.48 Israel Schapiro was planning a collection of all the
Haggadic elements in the Koran but so far only the first part has been pub-
lished, i.e., his Straßburg doctoral thesis on the Sūra Joseph (12).49Everything
that he offers does not serve to throw light on the Koran itself but only on
its interpretation. A timely rewriting of Geiger’s work would be highly desir-
able. Its 1902 reprint, falsely called a revised edition, is a regrettablemistake.

The situation is far worse when it comes to Christian elements of the[ii/209]
Koran, which have not seen any comprehensive treatment at all. Karl Fried-
rich Gerock’s presentation of the Christology of the Koran of 1839,50 which

45 [August Fischer in “Nachträge”: The main features of a biography of Muḥammad are to
be foundonpp. 1 to 325 of the third volumeofCaetani’s “Studi di storia orientale” (Milano, 1914,
ix, 431 p.). The content of this volume is supplied on the title page: “La biografia di Maometto
profeta ed nomo di stato.—Il principio del califfato.—La conquista d’Arabia.”]

46 In view of the large scope of the relevant writings an exact subject arrangement is
impossible. For this reason the following observations appear in chronological order.

47 Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?
48 Jüdische Elemente im Korân (1878). [August Fischer in “Nachträge”: a revised and en-

larged edition entitled Beiträge zur Erklärung des Ḳorâns appeared in 1886.]
49 Die haggadischen Elemente im erzählenden Teil des Korans (1907).
50 Versuch einer Darstellung der Christologie des Koran (1839) is probably a recast of his

1833 doctoral thesis, Al-Coranus prophetici muneris Christi laudatur.
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after the progress in ecclesiastic history is completely insufficient, should
havebeen replaced long ago. It still hasnot dawnedon theologians, however,
that Islam is part of Church history.

An enormous advance in every respect is the work of the Dutch scholar
Christiaan SnouckHurgronje, distinguishedbyprofoundacquaintancewith
the sources, a sense of historicity, penetrating criticism, and persistent log-
ical line of argument. In his doctoral study on the Meccan pilgrimage51 he
convincingly demonstrates that all Koranic passages referring to Islam as
the “religion of Abraham” make sense only in the context of Muḥammad’s
Medinan period. When he experienced there the disappointment that the
“People of the Book,” whose religion he had considered his own, did not
want to recognize him, he started to look for an alternative that, on the one
hand, did not in principle contest his earlier Meccan revelations but, on the
other hand, could not as easily be challenged by the People of the Book as
were his statements regardingMoses and Jesus. So he clung to the religion of
Abraham, who, on account of his justice and faith, was equally respected by
Jews and Christians, but who both had only vague notions of his religion. In
another important article52 he explains the genesis of the word zakāt, which
was originally used with the meaning of charity and only later applied to
the new institution of communal tax. In the detailed review of Grimme’s
Mohammed,53 Snouck Hurjronje does not limit himself to pointing out the
errors in the book but also considers also other problems of the biography
of the Prophet.

IgnazGoldziher’s pioneeringMuhammedanische Studien, aswell as other [ii/210]
writings that treat the bases of the contemporary criticism of tradition, have
been acknowledged above in connection with research on the reliability of
the Arabic sources.54

To the classic researchers belongs also the late Julius Wellhausen, who
most successfully combined ingenious intuition with all conceivable mer-
its in his research and descriptive power. His very first Arabist work, the
German version of al-Wāqidī,55 displays in the preface a remarkable com-
petence regarding the sources, their European editors, and the ability to
present profitable remarks even on thorny subjects like chronology. In the

51 Het Mekkaansche feest (1880), pp. 28–48. Cf. also above, pp. 106, 127, 135. [An English
translation is being prepared by the translator, and expected to be published in 2012.]

52 “Nieuwe bijdragen tot de kennis van den Islam,” pp. 357–421.
53 “Une nouvelle biographie de Mohammed” see above, p. 377 n. 38.
54 Muhammedanische Studien, zweiter Teil (Halle, 1890), and its English translation,Mus-

lim studies, vol. 2 (Chicago, 1977.)
55 Muhammed inMedina (1882); cf. above, p. 323.
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last chapters of his study on the remnants of Arab heathendom, Reste ara-
bischen Heidentums,56 he supplies an illustrative survey of the cultural and
religious preconditions for the development of Islam, concluding with the
proof that the most decisive influences upon Muḥammad at Mecca came
from Christianity and not from Judaism. The fourth part (Heft) of Skizzen
und Vorarbeiten57 consists of three consecutively paginated fundamental
treatises. In the first of these—Medina vor dem Islam [pre-Islamic Med-
ina]—he disentangles the most complicated conditions of settlement and
the political conditions of the tribes aroundMedina. The other two parts—
Muhammads Gemeideordnung von Medina [Muḥammad’s constitution of
Medina] and Ibn Saʿd’s Seine [Muḥammads] Schreiben, und die Gesandt-
schaftenan ihn [Muḥammad’s correspondence and official letters to him]—
supply evidence of the authenticity of these documents and put in proper
perspective the importance of the political and diplomatic means which
Muḥammad used to establish the Medinan theocracy. These pioneering
works might have been still more important if his distinct artistic and aes-
thetic inclination had not led him to supply presentations of his view rather
than investigations.

Otto Pautz displays scrupulous accuracy but little spirit in his doctoral[ii/211]
study on Muḥammad’s dogma of revelation.58 He is able neither to master
his material nor to work out problems. The work can be recommended only
as a collection of source material.

Herman Theodorus Obbink’s Utrecht doctoral study on the Holy War[ii/212]
according to theKoran59 relates themanifold phases of thenotion of jihādby
connecting them with Muḥammad’s changing mood in his conversion and
martial policies, and finally notices that the establishment of the obligatory
jihād for proper salvation can be observed only in the latest of the Koranic
passages.

Hartwig Hirschfeld60 is the first scholar after Gustav Weil61 and Theodor
Nöldeke62 to study independently and thoroughly the construction, con-
tent, and style of the sūras. His sagacity, however, generally degenerates
into excessive subtlety, losing track of the simple and obvious things. Unfor-
tunately, his work also displays such a glaring lack of historicity that my

56 1st ed. (1887), pp. 171–212; 2nd ed. (1897), pp. 208–242.
57 Berlin, 1889.
58 Muhammeds Lehre von der Offenbarung quellenmäßig untersucht (Leipzig, 1898).
59 De heilige oorlog volgens den Koran.
60 New researches into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran.
61 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran (1902).
62 Geschichte des Qorâns (1860).
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checking of the first and second parts nearly always led to the rejection of
his findings.63 However, no future researcher can ignore such a serious book
that, even despite its misleading elements, still remains instructive.

Charles Torrey64 collects the theological expressions of the Koran derived
from the commercial language and attempts to draw religious-historical
conclusions. But since this linguistic usage—as the authorhimself admits—
is evenly distributed throughout the Koran, it was impossible to get a lead
on either the development of Koranic ideas or the chronology of the sūras.
The researches in the law of family, slavery and inheritance in the Koran,
which Robert Roberts65 pursued, would have led to the same conclusions. In
any case, he lacked knowledge as well as ability.

The first two chapters of Arent Jan Wensinck’s Muḥammad and the Jews [ii/213]
of Medina66 (1928) produced most valuable contributions to the topography
of ancient Yathrib and Muḥammad’s constitution of Medina, the traces
of which he follows with good fortune not only in the Sīra, where Leone
Caetani67 had already achieved preliminary results, but also in the ḥadīth
collections of al-Bukhārī, Muslim, al-Nasāʾī, Abū Dāʾūd [al-Sijistānī], and
al-Dāmirī. The two subsequent chapters discuss the Jewish influence upon
the Islamic cult and subject to drastic and fruitful criticism the reports on
Muḥammad’s policy against the Jews after the Battle of Badr.

Rudolf Leszynsky, in his history of the Jews in Arabia,68 bases his study
on original sources, to which he makes abundant references. In spite of
this, the work is a popular account. He focuses mainly on the justifica-
tion of the derogatory references to Arabian Jewry in the sources as well
as in Occidental editions. In doing so, however, he transgresses the limits
of historical objectivity and becomes such a passionate panegyrist of his co-
religionists thatmost of his vindications are off themark. This applies above
all to the attempt—contrary to Sprenger, but particularly to Wellhausen—
to assign once again the first place in the development of Islam to Judaism
(pp. 36–46), which is made so much easier for him by the fact that he is
totally ignorant of the history of Christianity. Among the many follies to

63 Hirschfeld, loc. cit., cf. part 1, pp. 10, 31, 73sq., 81, 96, 108, 126, 155; and part 2, p. 77sq.
64 The commercial-theological terms in theQurʾan (Leiden, 1892), 51 p. (Dr. phil. Universität

Straßburg).
65 Das Familien-, Sklaven- und Erbrecht im Qorân (Dr. phil., Leipzig, 1907). The English

translation, The social laws of the Qorân, considered and compared with those of the Hebrew
and other ancient codes, was published in 1971.

66 Originally published in 1908 at Leiden entitledMuhammed en de Joden te Medina.
67 Annali dell’islam, vol. 1, p. 376sq.
68 Die Juden in Arabien zur Zeit Mohammeds (1910).
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which his partisanship led him let usmerely add that he considered a docu-
ment found at a synagogue in oldCairo and granting unbelievable privileges
to the Jews of Khaybar and Maqnā to be genuine even though its falseness
was materially obvious (p. 104sq).

We are obliged to Henri Lammens, S.J., professor at the Pontificio Isti-[ii/214]
tuto Biblico di Roma, for several works distinguished by splendid pow-
ers of discernment and phenomenal acquaintance with the sources, albeit
not devoid of excessive scepticism, inconsistency, and religious partiality.
Muḥammad’s sincere belief in his divinemission, which Lammens declares
to be psychologically impossible,69 is the unconditional precondition of his
lasting success and cannot be shaken by some of his moral lapses. In the
comprehensive monograph on Fāṭima and Muḥammad’s70 other daugh-
ters, Lammens, although he knows perfectly well how to present the pleas-
ant and sympathetic character traits of the respective persons as tenden-
tious flattery, blindly takes over from the sources everything ghastly and
unfavourable, making Fāṭima and ʿAlī into true caricatures. Muḥammad is
presented to us as a pompous oriental prince, a heavy eater, and doting on
children. This is naturally as exaggerated as the traditions that emphasize
the wretched poverty of the Prophet’s household. As can be seen from these
examples, Lammens’ respective works must be used with great discretion,
although even in cases where they are provocative they are yet a mine of
knowledge and stimulation. Less reproachable are the results of the first
volume of his Le Berceau de l’ Islam, l’Arabie à la veille de l’hégire; le climat,
les Bédouins, which deals with the natural and cultural presuppositions of
Islam, since this work concerns not persons but things and institutions. It is
also here that the author displays his genius in brilliant colours when creat-
ing a colourful and illustrative mosaic from thousands of notes.

Eduard Meyer,71 in his study on the origin and history of the Mormons,[ii/215]
with excurses on thebeginnings of IslamandChristianity, draws an informa-
tive parallel between the appearance of Muḥammad and Joseph Smith, the
founder of the Mormons, and with his superior historical discernment fre-
quently comprehendsmany elements better than the specialists. Yet he goes
too far when, on the basis of Smith’s visions, he attempts to throwmore light
on the meaning and course of the earliest revelations of Muḥammad. The
statements of the Koran are not unequivocal, and Muslim tradition, which
is based solely on its interpretation, is of no independent value. When the

69 “Mahomet fut-il sincère?” in Recherches de science religieuses (1911).
70 Fāṭima et les filles de Mahomet.
71 Ursprung und Geschichte der Mormonen (1912).
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author, just like August Müller, considers “the Garden of the Refuge” (sūra
53:15) to be a locality near Mecca, not only is the Arabic text of sūra 79:35
contrary to this, but so also is the total absence of a Meccan local tradition.
In insisting on the allegedmeaning of “to read” of theArabicqaraʾahewent a
bit too far, since, in spite of Wellhausen, “to recite” is the only correct trans-
lation. The other possible translation, “to read aloud,” generally also goes
too far, since the Heavenly Tablets [lawḥ maḥfūẓ] are always in the back-
ground of Muḥammad’s revelation, although it is nowhere explicitly said
in the Koran that he himself deciphered the writing of these tablets. It is
equally unclear which original the Prophet must—in sūra 96:1, the starting-
point of the entire controversy—recite or read aloud from: the Heavenly
Tablets directly or from his own written notes. In the latter case, which 96:4
would seem to suggest, it would be completely impossible to attribute the
sūra to the early period, let alone consider it the earliest revelation of all.

The Swedish scholar Tor Andrae72 traces the perception of Muḥammad’s [ii/216]
personality—as reflected in his book on the teaching and belief of Muḥam-
mad’s community—down to the final stages, culminating in the cult of the
Prophet. The author deserves credit for having dealt with a subject that was
only accidentally touched upon now and then in articles and books and
that, on the other hand, presupposes a considerable acquaintance with the
Arabic literature of several centuries. Here, I must limit myself to concen-
trating on those sections that are more closely connected with the biogra-
phy of the Prophet: this is only half of the first chapter (pp. 26–63), which
gathers the legendary parts of the earliest biographies—childhood, Night
Journey to Jerusalem, Ascent to Heaven [miʿrāj], the disappearance at the
end of the earthly course—and inquires into their origins, looking at them
under the aspect of the history of religion and comparative folklore. The
thoughtful introduction (pp. 1–25) represents a survey of the vacillations
and contradictions of Muḥammad’s self-confidence. First of all are the diffi-
culties created by his twofold conviction that he was the godlike harbinger
of the approaching Final Judgement and the vehicle of the Heavenly Book.
Equally successful is the proof that theMedinan period does not represent a
break with Muḥammad’s religious past but rather a real religious continua-
tion of his prophetic consciousness, particularly because of his military suc-
cesses, first of all the Battle of Badr, the glorious victory of which he clearly
interpreted as God’s blessing (sūra 8). Additionally, Muḥammad’s activity
as a writer—which, by the way, had already started at Mecca—and as a

72 Tor Andrae, Die PersonMuhammeds in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde (1918).
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law-giver, so characteristic for his Medinan period, are mentioned in con-
nection with his belief in revealed religion in a very appealing psycholog-
ical analysis. We must assume that the inspiration that initially appeared
isolated in the Prophet’s mental life as a super-human influence without
conscious connections in time gradually established a liaison with the nor-
mal consciousness which, to a certain measure, eventually exerted psychic
control (p. 19). This brief introduction displays such a sense of history, and
such fine religious-psychological perception, that it would be a shame if the
sketch did not lead one day to a comprehensive treatise.

The Exegesis of the Koran[ii/217]

Up until the present day, commentaries on the Koran in the proper sense
have not been written by Western scholars.73 The exegetic results of such
scholars are embedded either in the biographies of the Prophet or in a great
variety of individual studies, as well as in the translations of the Koran,
which, as a rule, are accompanied by a larger or lesser number of foot-notes.
To the most respected works of this kind belongs the very first one, the
Refutatio Alcorani of the Italian member of a religious order, Ludovico Mar-
racci,74 whose proficiency deserves particular praise as all of his Arabic was
self-taught. The first part of the work, entitled Prodromus, contains a biog-
raphy of the Prophet, an introduction to the Koran, and Refutationes made
up of many chapters. His deserving successor is the English translation of
the Koran by George Sale,75 which, apart from its 143-page “preliminary dis-
course” in eight sections, is provided with numerous foot-notes from the
best Arabic sources available at the time. The progress of scholarship after
Marracci can best be seen in the absence of refutationes and that both Sale’s
preliminary discourse and the foot-notes are based on a larger historical
knowledge and more impartial judgement. Both works are the mine that
supplied and still supplies laterwriterswith theirwisdom.Until quite recent
times, Sale’s translation saw numerous new editions in England. Already
in 1746 it was translated into German by Theodor Arnold and stimulated

73 (August Fischer in “Nachträge”: It is quite likely that Schwally here purposely omitted
E.M. Werry’s mediocre Comprehensive commentary on the Qurán, comprising Sale’s transla-
tion and preliminary discourse, with additional notes and emendations, together with a com-
plete index. London, Trübner’s Oriental Series, 1882–1886. 4 v. viii, 391, 407, 414, 340 p. New
ed., London, 1896. 4 v.)

74 Patavii, 1698.
75 London, 1734, and often reprinted until recent times in a variety of sizes and types.
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the appearance of similar works, of which the Koran of professor Samuel
F.G. Wahl76 of Halle an der Saale is probably the most deserving achieve-
ment. The dependence of later Germanworks on George Sale did not wane,
although the explanations deteriorated successively and the introductions
disappeared completely.

Ludwig Ullmann’s literal translation was first published in 1840 and is the [ii/218]
most widespread version in Germany; it can claim no other merit than that
it lists in its notes AbrahamGeiger’s 1833 study onMuḥammad’s borrowings
from Judaism.77 Some years later, the publisher commissioned the most
competentman of the day, the previouslymentioned GustavWeil,78 to write
the missing introduction to the book, who for this purpose merely had to
re-write the final chapter of his own biography of Muḥammad.79

The posthumous work of the Orientalist and poet Friedrich Rückert80 [ii/219]
is quite an independent and elegant achievement, although his scholarly
bases—since the editor, August Müller, did not bring them up-to-date
—are somewhat dated, as they reflect the state of the art in the first decades
of the nineteenth century. Rückert’s philological interpretation of the texts
is still under the spell of tradition, a basic mistake from which all the later
translations down to the present day suffer. On top of this flaw, furthermore,
not even the complete Koran was considered. The style leaves a mistaken
impression of the original insofar as the long-winded and heavy sentences
of the later sūras are subjected to an arrangement that is foreign to the
original.81 In spite of the great advances in Koranic research since George

76 His Der Koran oder das Gesetzt der Moslemen is a new translation based on Friedrich
E. Boysen’s 1773 translation, with explanations, a historical introduction, and a complete
index.

77 See above, p. 380 n. 47.
78 Historisch-kritische Einleitung in den Koran.
79 August Fischer, “NachträgeundBerichtigungen,” Seite ii/224: The lost page of Schwally’s

manuscript (cf. Vorwort, p. iv) is likely to have contained also the following three translations
of the Koran: Le Koran, traduction nouvelle par faite sur le texte arabe de Kazimirski (1840),
often reprinted with corrections; The Koran, translated by J.M. Rodwell (1876); The Qurʾān,
translated by E.H. Palmer (1880).

80 Der Koran (1888).
81 I am here in complete disagreement to August Müller who describes Rückert’s method

of translation as follows: “In any case, the rhymed prose used throughout the translation is
a stroke of genius of the poet. The speech thus becomes endowed with that dignified tenor
to which the original owes its arrangement, andmuch better than a strictly prose translation
approaches the impression which the Koran must create when solemnly recited in religious
usage.” This verdict is valid with reference to the translation of the oldest of the sūras, which
already in the original consist of short verses and more poetical buoyancy. It is known that
as a translator Rückert was not always lucky. For example, he faithfully imitated metre and
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Sale, there is to this day neither a translation nor interpretation in keeping
with that state of science, as the best experts have shunned this duty, either
because they were not interested in the easy parts or because the difficult
aspects seemed to be insurmountable, provided, of course, that they were
not simply discouraged a priori by the awful dreariness of large stretches of
the Holy Book.

rhyme of the poems of theḤamāsa but at the same time he completely destroyed the power
of the originals.



THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT OF THE KORAN1

The Consonantal Errors of the ʿUthmānic Text [iii/1]

From an early time Muslims themselves have realized that the text of the
Koran edited at the commission of the Caliph ʿUthmān was not absolutely
perfect. We possess a number of traditions that accuse it of outright errors,2
of which the best known3 says that ʿUthmān himself found incorrect expres-
sionswhen looking at a copy of the final recension ( نحللانمًافورحاهيفدجو ) and
allegedly said ّلمملاو 4 فیقث نم بتاكلا ناك ول اهتنسٔلاب اهبرعتـس 5 برعلا 6 ّنٕاف اهوّريغت 7 ال

1 Under the aspect of the Koranic exegesis Goldziher studied the history of the text of the
Koran in his Schools of Koranic commentators (2006), pp. 1–35, and 171–182.

2 Already Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 223 or 224/838 [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, s.v.; Berlin
Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 451, p. 7, l 7]) in the introduction to the section dealing with such tradi-
tions of his K. al-Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, deals with the collection of the Koran (fol. 35r, sqq.) [cf.
Das K. al-Ġarīb al-muṣannaf von Abū ʿUbaid und seine Bedeutung für die nationalarabische
Lexikographie, by Ramaḍān ʿAbd al-Tawwāb (München, 1962)]; further al-Dānī (d. 444/1052)
in Muqniʿ (see below, p. 406) (bāb 21; cf. A.I. Silvestre de Sacy, “Notice du manuscrit no. 229
de la Bibliothèque impériale …,” p. 301sqq.); the author of K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī
(fourth paragraph of the introduction); and al-Suyūṭī in al-Iqtān (nawʿ, 41, tanbīh, 3); finally
(derived from al-Itqān), Mevzuʾat ul-ʿulūm (enlarged Turkish translation of Taşköprülüzade,
Miftāḥ al-saʿāda (Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 426) of his son, Kemaleddin Mehmed, Con-
stantinople (1313) vol. 2, p. 68sqq.). Among more specific sources al-Suyūṭī cites, apart from
Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, the K. a-Maṣāḥif of ABŪ BAKR Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh
b. Ashtah AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ (d. 360/970); Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 229,
and on the nisba, al-Suyūṭī, al-Bughya, p. 59; Ibn al-Jazarī, K. al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, Ms.
[Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis,] no. 657, fol. 17v.; the author seems to be identical with [ABŪ BAKR]
Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ of Muqniʿ, bāb 18 (cf. also bāb 2, faṣl 4); but first
of all the K. al-Radd ʿalā man khālafa muṣḥaf ʿUthmān of Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. al-Qāsim
AL-ANBĀRĪ (d. 327 or 8/938 or 9; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, pp. 119; [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9,
p. 147, no. 6]) which has also been used in al-Mabānī li-naẓm هذههیفدجویمللیذهنمّلمملاو

فورحلا al-maʿānī (cf. I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 25sqq.).
3 Abū ʿUbayd and from there al-Itqān; Muqniʿ; Mevzut;—the first part slightly different

also al-Mabānī fī naẓm al-maʿānī; Nashr (Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 657, fol. 173v.);
al-Muttaqī al-Hindī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4793sq.; Ibn Khallikān, no. 516; etc.—the
second part, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4795 (Kanz al-ʿummāl, both from Ibn Abī Dāʾūd
al-Sijistānī, <see p. 22, l 4> and Ibn al-Anbārī.)

4 Thus Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim [Ibn Sallām], in other cases يلمملاو .
5 Variant (mentioned in the tradition itself) اهميقتـس , other than these two, there are differ-

ent misrepresentations.
6 al-Dānī,Muqniʿ omits the ال and has اهوكرتا .
7 al-Dānī,Muqniʿ fī maʿrifat rasammaṣāḥif al-amṣār, omits the ال and has اهوكرتا .
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فورحلا هذه هیف دجوی مل لیذه نم , “Do not change them because the Arabs will get
it straight with their tongues; if the writer had been from the Thaqīf8 and
the dictating person from the Hudhayl these forms (expressions) would not
occur there.” A second tradition9 has ʿĀʾisha say the following with reference
to the three [sic] passages, sūra 2:172 نیرباصلاو … نوفوملاو (for نورباصلاو ); sūra
4:160 نوتؤملاو … نيميقملاو … نوخسارلانكل (for نوميقملا and ّنكل respectively, and always
accusative); sūra 5:73 نوئباصلا … اونٓمانیاّنٕا (for نيئباصلاو ); and sūra 20:66 ّنٕا

نارحاسلناذه (for نیذه ), say باتكلايف 10 اؤطخٔابّاتكلالمعاذه : “This is the work of
the writers; they made errors when writing.”11 Here it is linguistic consider-
ation that raised objections to the text, while in other cases it is conceptual
consideration. Thus, some consider—not without likelihood— اوسٔناست sūra
24:2712 and سیی (= سئی ) sūra 13:3013 as a spellingmistake for اونٔذاتـست and نيبتی or

ىضقو of sūra 17:24 to result from running ink in ىصوو .14 It is quite bold when
ةاكشمكهرونلثم , sūra 24:35, because of the reservation that Allāh is too great

for His light to be compared with that of a lamp, is simply termed an ortho-
graphic error for نمؤملارون .15

All these traditions are already based on the notion that the ʿUthmānic[iii/3]
recension remains an irrevocable fact, even if it might be wrong. In the

8 Also theThaqīfiteUmayyab.Abī l-Ṣalt praises theproficiency inwriting of his clansmen
(fragment, no. 1, Schultheß.) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 298–300.]

9 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 6, p. 16, l 10; Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim and from there al-Itqān, al-Muqniʿ,
Mevzuʾat, and, somewhat shorter, al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī. Another tradition, according
to which Saʿīd b. Jubayr [EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 28]
considers at least نيميقملاو of sūra 4:160 to be laḥn in al-Itqān and Mevzuʿat. On نيميقملاو of sūra
4:160 one tradition in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 6, p. 16 l 7, and al-Mabānī li-naẓm
al-maʿānī offer the explanation that the writer, after having written the preceding text, asked

بتكٔاام , and received the reply نيميقملاو in the accusative as still being dependent on بتكا (in
which case the و is hardly compatible) and took it down as it is.

10 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim اوطلخا .
11 Also, نوتؤی sūra 23:62, ʿĀʾisha allegedly considered orthographic errors ( فّرُحءاجهلانكلو )

for نؤتای (al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān).
12 Ibn ʿAbbās (and Saʿīd b. Jubayr) in al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 18, p. 77, l 30; al-Zamakhsharī, s.v.,

al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān. Cf. I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 20.
13 Ibn ʿAbbās in al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 13, p. 91, l 7; ʿAlī, Ibn ʿAbbās, and several other Companions

in al-Zamakhsharī, s.v.; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān; cf. p. 49.
14 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 15, p. 44, l 23; al-Itqān; cf. I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators,

p. 20. Graphically this is quite possible; the و differs indeed from a د often only by separation
because in early Kūfic writings it is written on the line.

15 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān. Additional passages where occasionally the possibility of a writing
error is hinted at are sūras 63:10 (al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, and see below, p. 391 n. 22, and
352–353, and sūra 81:24, نينضب (for نينظب , in the tradition of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī [d. 128/745; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, p. 5, vol. 9, pp. 38 and 43] mentioned below, p. 391), furthermore sūra 2:131 ( لثمب
ام for امب , al-Mabānī); sūra 3:75 (Mujāhid نيببنلا for باتكلااوتؤانیا , al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 3, p. 216, l 25)
sūra 21:49 (Ibn ʿAbbās ءایض without ,و al-Itqān).
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first of the traditions this attitude is clearly stated. At the same time, they
reflect an obvious apologetic tendency: the men responsible for the text
of the Koran, ʿUthmān and his Commission, but particularly the Prophet
himself, are defended against the reproach of linguistic and substantial
shortcomings by attributing these defects to the scribes. This apologetic
approach is indeed still so naïve, and proceeds from such a simple, human
conception of the production of the authorized version, that we must date
the origin of this tradition to a very early period.

The more liberal, and therefore still earlier, attitude is that such errors [iii/4]
were not tolerated andwere simply changed, as happenedwith the passages
referred to as well as in hundreds of similar instances, of which at least
a few will be mentioned below. The changes that have come down to us
demonstrate that there were far more complaints, linguistically as well as
substantially, than is pointed out in the respective traditions.

If changes were out of the question, and if the objectionable text was
there to stay, there remained nothing but a compromise, namely to read
differently from what was written. This is evidently also the opinion of
the authors of the above-mentioned transmissions.16 This opinion becomes
even clearer in a tradition from ʿAlī,17 [when describing the joys of Paradise
in sūra 56:28.18] ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī (d. 128/74519) is named the conscious repre-
sentative of this practice. It is perpetuated down into the canonical systems
of reading.20 The practice has its counterpart on less difficult grounds in
the attitude of the readers when dealing with the peculiarities of orthogra-
phy. The well-known traditionist Ibrāhīm b. Yazīd AL-NAKHAʿĪ21 (d. 96/715)
allegedly justified this method with specific reference to the peculiarities
of orthography: Instead of ي an ا was written in ناذه , sūra 20:66, and a
و in both نوئباصلاو of sūra 5:73 and نوخسارلا of sūra 4:160.22 Most of the later

16 Cf. first of all the اهتنسٔلاب in the tradition of ʿUthmān; still clearer in a considerably
qualifying variant, which expunges the expression نحل (Itqān from [ABŪ BAKR] Ibn Ashtah
[AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ]) انتسٔلابهميقنـسًائیشىرٔامتلمجٔاومتنسحٔا (a variant appearing between this form
and the common form, al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4792 from Ibn Abī Dāwūd [see
below, p. 404 n. 109], and Ibn al-Anbārī).

17 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ 27, p. 93 l 16; al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 56:28, according to which ʿAlī
(and—according to al-Zamakhsharī—similarly Ibn ʿAbbās) in this passage explicitly reject
the change from حلط to علط , although he reads the latter; cf. I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic
commentators, p. 24.

18 I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 24.
19 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 5, last line.
20 Above all, it is Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (Baṣra) [ca. 90/709–180/796; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10,

no. 3; vol. 8, pp. 50–51; vol. 9, pp. 40–42] who reads نیذه in sūra 20:66. More later on, p. 414.
21 EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 4sqq; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 403–404.
22 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān.
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generations found it impossible to reconcile this loophole with their vener-
ation of the Holy Book. They not only adhere in writing and pronunciation
to the ʿUthmānic recension,23 but also attemptwith increasing conviction to
document an increasing number of possibilities that will reconcile the text
with the requirements of language and meaning.24

After this interpretation of the passages became generally accepted, the
old transmissions about errors in the text became most inconvenient. An
attempt had to bemade to copewith such passages bymeans of jarḥ (which
was difficult in the case of the tradition from ʿĀʾisha)25 and either give them
a new interpretation, or simply to reject them as untrustworthy. We can
give the approximate date of the beginning of these attempts: whereas Abū
ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām26 (d. 223 or 4/838) simply lists the transmissions,
Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 327 or 8/939) as well as al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923) attempt to
save the ʿUthmanic text without exception.

Variants of the ʿUthmānic Copies[iii/6]

As regards the fate of the four official copies of the Koran produced on
the order of the Caliph ʿUthmān, next to no reliable information is avail-
able,27 and in the science of the Koran they are of almost no impor-

23 An authority was found very conveniently in the person of Zayd (Ibn Thābit) who is
made to say (al-Mabānī): نيحلاصلانمنكٔاواوقدصافوهنودجتامكاؤرقافّةنـسةءارقلا (sūra 20:66), وقلثم

نارحاسلناذهّنٕا (sūra 63:10).
24 Here belongs also the attempt to rescue ناذهّنٕا of sūra 20:66 by the vocalization
ْنا because evidently in reality an = inna occurs only directly before ناك and similar verbs

(also دجوّنظ ) but not before nouns (cf. Reckendorf, Die syntaktischen Verhältnisse, p. 129;
Sibawayh’sKoranic references in §136 cited for the oppositemust be interpreted in a different
way; cf. Bergsträßer’s particles of negation and question, Verneinungs- und Fragepartikeln,
p. 14sqq.). The old scholars of the Koran will have objected to the text not without good
reason.

25 According to al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān (and Mevzuʾat) the isnād conforms with the require-
ments of al-Bukhārī and Muslim.

26 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, p. 367.
27 The earliest source for them seems to be the apology of al-Kindī [GAS I, 612]—(used

in the London editions of 1880 and 1885: Risālat ʿAbd Allāh b. Ismāʿīl al-Hāshimī (!) ilā ʿAbd
al-Masīḥ b. Isḥāq (!) al-Kindī yadʿūh bi-hā ilā l-Islām, wa-Risālat ʿAbd al-Masīḥ ilā l-Hāshimī
yaruddbi-hā ʿalayhwa-yadʿūh ilā l-Naṣrāniyya) if it was indeedwritten in 204–205/820–821, as
P. Casanova,Mohammed et la fin dumonde, 2ème fasc., I (1913), p. 112, tries to prove. According
to al-Kindī, p. 80, and Casanova, p. 121, respectively, the Damascus copy was at that time still
at Malaṭya (without saying how it got there) whereas the Meccan copy burnt during the
rebellion of Abū l-Sarāyā, [EQ,] the Medinan copy was lost during the conquest of Medina
underYazīd I in 683, and theKūfan copy—contrary to the assertion that itwas still extant—in
the rebellion of Mukhtār [EI2]. (Thus, al-Kindī, contrary to common tradition, presupposes a
different distribution of the four copies.)
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tance,28 with the sole exception of the Medinan copy, which is mostly re-
ferred to as Imām29 muṣḥaf ʿUthmān. In spite of this, it is this particu-
larly copy that is shrouded in darkness. One could try somewhat to rec-
oncile the contradicting reports by assuming—with a certain degree of
probability—that ʿUthmān’s copy, which because of the mention in the
history of his murder attained such fame, was different from the autho-
rized Medinan copy.30 Yet this attempt also leads nowhere. According to
Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889),31 it was passed on in the family, first to his son
Khālid—to whom a report seems to refer32—and later to other members.
ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ (d. 128/745)33 supplies a number of details.34
Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795) considered it lost ( بّیغت .35) According to the apol-
ogy of al-Kindī (see above, p. 392 n. 27) it did not disappear in the flames
until the rebellion of Abū l-Sarāyā in 200/815. And, finally, Abū ʿUbayd al-
Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 223 or 4/838)36 has it fished out min baʿḍ khazāʾin al-
umarāʾ, and finds as a sign of authenticity still traces of ʿUthmān’s blood,37 a

28 Once (al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, cap. 21, beginning) the Damascene copy—also known as the
Imām—is mentioned on the authority of HĀRŪN b. Mūsā AL-AKHFASH al-Dimashqī (d.
ca. 292/904, Sezgin, Geschichte, vol. 9, p. 200), as regards the text of the others we lack any
explicit and direct reference. The frequent expression, fī muṣḥaf ahl al-Kūfa, etc., means no
more than “in the Kūfan consonantal text.”

29 Following sūra 36:11: نيبممامٕايفهانیصحٔاءيشّلكو . (Less frequently all the ʿUthmānic copies
are referred to under this title.)

30 When later writers occasionally try to differentiate between ʿUthmān’s private (khāṣṣ)
copy and the Medinan (ʿāmm) copy, this is based on mere misunderstanding.

31 K. al-Maʿārif, p. 101 [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vols. 7, 8, 9, s.v.,] and then Shams al-Dīn AL-
SAKHĀWĪ [d. 902/1497; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 117, last line] in the commentary on al-ʿAqīla
(see below, p. 406sq.); cf. P. Casanova, p. 130.

32 Aḥmad b. Muḥammad AL DIMYĀṬĪ AL-BANNĀʾ (d. 1117/1705), Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar
(see below, p. 407) on sūra 63, with reference to the traces of blood still visible. EI2; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, p. 592, no. 2.

33 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 5, last line, etc.
34 al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 1, bāb 19 and 21. Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām lists them

as the authority on the Imām in the first of these passages as well as in his Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān,
fol. 40r.

35 Silvestre de Sacy “Commentaire sur le poëme nomméRaïyya… intitulé Akila, …” p. 344.
36 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, p. 367; from among other sources in particular al-Nawawī, [Tahdhīb

al-asmāʾ]TheBiographical dictionary of illustriousmen, edited by F.Wüstenfeld, p. 744; Yāqūt,
Irshād al-arīb, vol. 6, p. 162.

37 al-Muqniʿ, bāb 2, faṣl 1. Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim inhis Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, fol. 40r, on the other
hand, refers only to زیزعلادبعنبرمعةفالخ لبقينوربخٔافمهيلٕا (read: هبثُعب ) هثعبميدقرغثلفحصم .
Thaghr is likely to refer to Tarsus where he spent eighteen years as a qāḍī. Furthermore, it
is noteworthy that occasionally (see below, p. 396 n. 52) the identical statement regarding
the Imām is traced back from al-Dānī’s al-Muqniʿ to the personal inspection of Abū ʿUbayd
al-Qāsimb. Sallāmwhohimself however has it from ʿĀṣimal-Jaḥdarī. All thismakes any trans-
mission suspicious that states that Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim himself has consulted the Imām.
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recurring theme in the innumerable later reports of alleged ʿUthmānic
copies.38 The tradition of the text of this copy is therefore extremely weak,
since Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim is the main source in both, al-Muqniʿ39 and also
al-Zamakhsharī.40

This is not to say that the particulars of the tradition about the text of this[iii/8]
copy of the Koran and the three others produced on ʿUthmān’s initiative are
necessarily unreliable. The actual differences of the text of the Koran of the
four towns—whence originate the variants of the Koran and towhich alone
they naturally refer41—permit safe clues regarding the original copies since
the respective local variants have been preserved withmeticulous accuracy.
For everything beyond strict orthographicmatters, thewritten transmission
of the text found solid support in the oral transmission, since the readers
of the Koran of the respective towns followed their authorized version,
and wherever this was occasionally not the case at least the awareness of
the deviation remained alive.42 This explains why the transmission of these

38 Regarding old copies of the Koran in literature and libraries that are claimed to be the
one of the Caliph ʿUthmān see now P. Casanova, Mohammed et la fin du monde, pp. 129–139
(sixteennumbers) as a continuationofQuatremère in Journal asiatique, “Sur le goût des livres
chez les Orientaux,” p. 41 ff., and his Mélanges d’histoire et de philologie orientale, p. 41sqq.;
some additions in Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 173; A. Mez, in his Renais-
sance of Islam, p. 138, points out a reference to another such copy in 369/979 at Baghdad.
The so-called Samarqand Koran of which Sergeĭ N. Pisarev published a reproduction in 1905,
I intend to treat later at the appropriate place; for the time being cf. A.F. Shebunin’s article
“Куфическій Коранъ Имп. СПб. Публичной Ђибліотеки.” To use the near certain spuri-
ousness of all these copies as an argument against the historicity of the ʿUthmānic recension
as done by Casanova is of course totally out of the question.—Safer still is the forgery in the
case of the alleged Korans from the hand of ʿAlī; cf. Quatremère, p. 47sqq.; N.V. Khanykov in
Mélanges de l’Académie de St. Pétersbourg, t. 3, p. 63sqq. [not identified], a facsimile of the
sub-title of the manuscript here discussed in Berlin as Ms. 366, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis (= cod.
Mss. Or., folio no. 532); but,most of all, I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 173sq.

39 Once—apart from the above-mentioned ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī—also ABŪ ḤĀTIM (Sahl b.
Muḥammad) AL-SIJISTĀNĪ (Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, pp. 367–368, d. 250/864), namely at the end
of chapter 18.

40 See on sūras 29:27, 33:10, 38:2. Without naming his authority, al-Zamakhsharī supplies
a detail on sūra 5:59 about the reading of imām, which al-Muqniʿ, bāb 21, traces back to Abū
ʿUbayd al-Qāsim [Ibn Sallām].

41 Cf. the titles Ikhtilāf maṣāḥif ahl … (Fihrist, p. 36, l 9, al-Kisāʾī, see below), and Ikhtilāf
ahl … fī l-maṣāḥif (ibid., l 10, Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ d. 207/822 [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9,
pp. 131–134]). Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim [Ibn Sallām] introduces his list of variants inna ahl
al-Ḥijāz wa-ahl al-ʿIrāq ikhtalafat maṣāḥifuhum fī ḥādhih al-ḥurūf; only al-Mabānī li-naẓm
al-maʿānī replace this by ikhtalafa muṣḥafā (!) ahl al-Madīna wa-l-ʿIrāq …, and close the
first list hākadhā hijāʾuhā fī l-imām muṣḥaf ahl al-Madīna, whereas al-Muqniʿ still gives the
individual variants with fī maṣāḥif ahl al-Madīna, etc.

42 Cf. al-Dānī, al-Muqniʾ, bāb 21, where Abū ʿAmr (al-Māzinī) in the case of sūra 43:68
follows the Medinan variant with particular reference to the Medinan Korans.
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variants43 is subject to almost no variations; it can be considered entirely
sound. The written formwas likely established in the second century, possi-
bly first by al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804).44

Twoancient lists of these variants have comedown to us. One is fromAbū [iii/9]
ʿUbayd (al-Qāsim b. Sallām), entitled Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān (Ahlwardt, Verzeich-
nis, Ms. 451, fol. 44rsqq.), in which he gathers the various sources. On the
authority of Ismāʿīl b. Jaʿfar AL-MADĀʾĪNĪ45 he enumerates twelve differ-
ences between Medina and Iraq, then on the authority of the Damascene
reader, Abū l-Dardāʾ (died toward the end of the caliphate of ʿUthmān)
as well as (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ʿĀMIR (Ibn Yazīd al-Yaḥṣubī, 21/641–118/736)
twenty-eight peculiarities of Damascus (i.e., comparedwith Iraq), and final-
ly,without supplying sources, five peculiarities of Kūfa vis-à-visBaṣra.Mecca
is ignored. This list is enlarged in the first and third row by a single con-
troversial difference each. In the second row, however, the list is distorted
by the addition of several simple differences of variant readings,46 and is

43 In what follows, “variants” always refers to the different orthography (of the manu-
scripts of the Koran) whereas “variant readings” refers to the oral recitation (qirāʾāt).

44 Fihrist, p. 36, l 9, considers only the manuscripts of Medina, Kūfa, and Baṣra (cf. below,
p. 404 n. 107). It is unlikely that already (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ʿĀMIR (Ibn Yazīd al-Yaḥṣubī,
d. 118/736) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 6–7] wrote on the differences of all the copies (ibid., l
12). As far as I know no such work is attributed to him in his biography. The reference in the
Fihrist is either a misunderstanding or it is falsely attributed to al-Kisāʾī. [EI2; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 9, pp. 127–131.]

45 Probably identical with al-Madāʾinī of al-Fihrist, p. 36, l 12, where a book, Ikhtilāf
al-maṣāḥif wa-jamīʿ (?) al-qirāʾāt, is ascribed to him.

46 Cf. the words of introduction qaraʾ ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī … This concerns the
following reports of the differences between Damascus and Iraq respectively: sūras 6:52, and
18:27 ةودغل against ةادغل (in reality throughout ةودغل , cf. al-Muqniʿ, bāb 18, which is only dif-
ferently vocalized by ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR bi-l-ghudwa, and by the other Seven Readers,
bi-l-ghadwa); sūras 24:31, 43:48, and 55:31, هیا against اّهئا (in reality throughout هیا which ʿAbd
Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR vocalizes ayyuh against ayyah of the others <see below, p. 409>); sūra 27:69
(also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām) اّننٔا against —thisٔا is evidently intended by the vague
references in Abū ʿUbayd and al-Mabānī—(in reality ّانئٔا [but without any diacritical marks
of the two middle letters], cf. al-Muqniʿ, bāb 9, which both ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR and al-
Kisāʾī (Kūfa) recite innanā, the others however aʾinnā, which might equally be expressed
ا ;) sūra 43:18 نمحرلادنع against نمحرلادابع (text دنع [but without diatrical mark on the mid-

dle letter], which ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR as well as NĀFIʿ (b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Abī Nuʿaym
al-Laythī (Medina) [d. 169/785; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 9–10], and Ibn Kathīr (Mecca),
45/665–120/738, read دنع against دٰبِع of the others); sūra 43:37 ااج against اج (in reality اج ,
cf.Muqniʿ, bāb 2, faṣl 7, which might be read as dual—ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR as well as again
Nāfiʿ, and ʿAbd Allāh IBN KATHĪR, further Abū Bakr ʿan ʿĀṣim (Kūfa)—or as singular). Also
the difference—included by Nöldeke in his list of variants on the authority of al-Mabānī li-
naẓm al-maʿānī— ّهنـستی Damascus against ّنستی the “others” (i.e., Iraq) sūra 2:261, of which in
addition to that (except in IbnMasʿūd, see below) nothing at all is known, belongs here: The
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reproduced in a slightly rearranged form in al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī
(fifth paragraph of the introduction). The other list is furnished by al-Dānī,
al-Muqniʿ (bāb 21); it enumerated all the differences arranged according to
the position in the Koran, considering also Mecca.47 That both lists are sub-
stantially in agreement increases the reliability of their content, although a
textual interdependence cannot be ascertained.48

The following list of variants is basically that of al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ fī[iii/11]
maʿrifat rasm maṣāḥif al-amṣār, with recourse to those of Abū ʿUbayd al-
Qāsim b. Sallām and al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī;49 accordingly also the
Meccan variants are listed; they are likely also to go back to an old copy.

Sūra 2:110, اولاق , Damascus; اولاقو , the rest.

Sūra 2:126, ىصواو , Medina,50 Damascus,51 (and the Imām52); ىصوو , the rest.53

Sūra 3:127, اوعراس Medina, Damascus (and the Imām54), اوعراسو , the rest.[iii/12]

Sūra 3:181, ربزلو , Damascus; ربزلاو , the rest (controversial whether Damascus
also باتكل for باتكلاو ).55

هنـستی of the text both Ḥamza and al-Kisāʾī (Kūfa) consider a pausal form and consequently
read in context ّنستی . Whereas the rest of them retain the h also in context. Abū ʿUbayd al-
Qāsim b. Sallām, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, Ms. Berlin no. 451, fol. 37r; and after him al-Ṭabarī, pp. 3, 24,
23sqq., report that the h originates from Ubayy, who was consulted—this from the identical
source also al-Itqān, nawʿ 41, tanbīh 3—according to yet another version added on the order
of ʿUthmān’. As can be seen from the other passagesmentioned in the same context, this does
not at all purport to indicate a variant without h, rather it is simply an explicit observation
that the peculiar form with h is really part of the text). Further cf. below, p. 400 notes 78–80,
and p. 401sq.

47 As source might have served the above-mentioned ABŪ ḤĀTIM (Sahl b. Muḥammad)
AL-SIJISTĀNI, above, p. 394 n. 39, to which reference is made in al-Muqniʿ, bāb 13, about a
remark on Meccan manuscripts of the Koran.

48 But see below, p. 400 n. 80, on sūra 43:68.
49 As a safety check the following odd variants have been taken into consideration:

al-Zamakhsharī as well as the rather numerous references in Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt of
Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578) further the ʿAqīla and the Itḥāf,
and finally the works on variant readings since generally the qirāʾa are indicative of the text
of the home region of the respective reader.

50 al-Zamakhsharī vague, Ḥijāz.
51 Wanting in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
52 The fact that frequently the text of the Imām is explicitly identified parallel to that of

Medina shows again that the details regarding the variants do not refer to the original copies
but to the text of the Koran as common in the respective towns (see the previous page.) After
what has been said on p. 344sq., the references to the Imām cannot claim strictly historical
importance.

53 Both forms are common to the Koran.
54 So al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar fī qirāʾāt al-arbaʿat ʿashar.
55 al-Mabānī, and al-Zamakhsharī only the first one; Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim, both; al-Dānī,
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Sūra 4:69, الیلق , Damascus; لیلق , the rest.

Sūra 5:58, لوقی , Medina, Mecca, Damascus; لوقیو , the rest.

Sūra 5:59, ددتری , Medina, Damascus (and the Imām); دتری , the rest.

Sūra 6:32, ةرٓخالاراو , Damascus; ةرٓخالارالو , the rest.56

Sūra 6:63, انیجنٔا (i.e اجنٔا ),57 Kūfa; انتیجنٔا , the rest.

Sūra 6:138, مهياكرش Damascus (i.e. مهئاكرشمهدالؤالْتق ); the rest (i.e. مهدالؤالْتق
مهؤاكرش ).58

Sūra 7:2, نوركذتت ,59 Damascus; نوركذت , the rest.

Sūra 7:41, ام , Damascus; امو , the rest.

Sūra 7:73, لاقو , Damascus; لاق , the rest.

Sūra 7:137, مكیجنٔا (i.e., مكاجنٔا )60 Damascus; مكنیجنٔا (i.e., مكانیجنٔا ), the rest. [iii/13]

Sūra 9:101, اهتحتنم , Mecca; اهتحت , the rest.61

Sūra 9:108, نیا , Medina, Damascus; نیاو , the rest.

Sūra 10:23, مكرشنی , Damascus; مكريسی , the rest.

Sūra 18:34, امهنم , Medina, Mecca, Damascus; اهنم , the rest.

Sūra 18:94, يننكم , Mecca; ينكم (i.e., ّّينكم ), the rest.

Sūra 21:31, ریملٔا , Mecca; ریملؤا , the rest.

al-Muqniʿ, opts for bi- in both passages; ʿAqīla, vol. 5, p. 62sq. is undecided on the question.
According to al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, some of the Damascus manuscripts have bi- also
in the second case. As regards the variant reading of the Damascene reader, ʿAbd Allāh IBN
ʿĀMIR, tradition varies.—As in the word order باتكلاوربزلاوتاّنیبل the bi-, occurring in both of
the first parts, could also very easily enter the third part—whereas the erroneously omission
of a bi- existing in the third placewould be difficult to explain—more probable is the rejected
reference in al-Muqniʿ which in addition is supported by HĀRŪN b. Mūsā AL-AKHFASH’s
reference to the Damascene imām (in al-Muqniʿ).

56 Apart from after la-, the Koran knows the attributive connection al-dār al-ākhira;
accordingly also راةرخ , sūras 12:109, and 16:32 must be viewed as a short form of رال (see
below, p. 425sq.). In our passagewe are thus really dealingwith a purely orthographic variant.

57 When the sources occasionally speak directly of forms with ا this is nothing but an
inaccurate expression.

58 The Damascene variant is linguistically hardly possible.
59 So Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (bi-tāʾayn); al-Muqniʿ: bi-l-yāʾ wa-l-tāʾ, and likewise

al-Mabānī.
60 When the sources occasionally speak directly of forms with ا this is nothing but an

inaccurate expression.
61 TheMeccan variant is reminiscent of several parallel passages; the less unusual reading

without min is preferred. In other passages, too, the Meccan variant puts the more common
form over the more unusual of the other manuscripts.
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Sūra 23:89 and ,هللا,91 Baṣra;, the rest (and the Imām.62)63

Sūra 25:27, لزننو , Mecca; لزنو the rest.

Sūra 26:217, لكوتف , Medina, Damascus; لكوتو , the rest.

Sūra 27:21, يننٔتایل , Mecca; ينیٔتایل (i.e., ّينیٔتایل ), the rest.64

Sūra 28:37, لاق , Mecca; لاقو , the rest.

Sūra 36:35, تلمع , Kūfa; هتلمع , the rest.65

Sūra 39:64, يننورٔمات , Damascus; ينورٔمات (i.e., ّينورٔمات ), the rest.66

Sūra 40:22, مكنم , Damascus; مهنم , the rest.[iii/14]

Sūra 40:27, نٔاؤا , Kūfa; نٔاو , the rest.67

Sūra 42:29, امب , Medina, Damascus; ف , the rest.

Sūra 43:71, هیهتـشت , Medina, Damascus68 (and the Imām); يـهتـشت , the rest.

Sūra 46:14, انـسحٕا (i.e., اسحٕا 69); Kūfa, انـسح the rest.

Sūra 47:20, مٔهتاتنٔا , Mecca (also نٔا ), مهئتاتنٔا ; the rest (also نٔا )70 (disputed).

Sūra 55:11, اذ , Damascus; وذ , the rest.

Sūra 55:78, وذ , Damascus; يذ , the rest.

Sūra 57:10, دعوّلكو , Damascus; دعو�ّ�و , the rest.71

62 So already ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, Ahl-
wardt, Verzeichnis 451, fol. 40r (cited also in al-Muqniʿ, bāb 21), and also according to Muqniʿ,
bāb 2, faṣl 1; bāb 21 Abū ʿUbayd himself after personal inspection; the opposite version of Itḥāf
fuḍalāʾ al-bashar fī qirāʾāt al-arbaʿat ʿashar is an error.

63 Verse 87 unanimously . Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim, and al-Mabānī mention erroneously
the passage only among theDamascene peculiarities (with three times).—The Baṣran text
allegedly is an innovationofNaṣr b. ʿĀṣimal-Laythī [d. 89/708or 90;EI2;EQ; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 9,
pp. 32–33] (so also Abū ʿUbayd, loc. cit.) or on the order of the governor of Iraq, ʿUbayd Allāh
b. Ziyād (Muqniʿ, bāb 21, who takes exception to these traditions). Abū ʿUbayd, loc. cit., states
that also Ubayy allegedly had everywhere.

64 Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt, s.v. describes the second form as the writing of the muṣḥaf
without indicating a variant.

65 Wanting in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, and in al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī.
66 Wanting in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
67 So alsoKashf ʿanwujūh al-qirāʾāt, s.v.; according toAbū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim, and al-Mabānī

also Baṣra, aw; al-Zamakhsharī for wa unspecific only Ḥijāz.
68 Wanting in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
69 Mostly, precisely this is vaguely mentioned.
70 So al-Kisāʾī (in al-Muqniʿ) and al-Zamakhsharī; according toKhalaf b. Hishāmal-Bazzāz

[150/767–229/844; EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p, 43, col. 1; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 12, no. 9]
(in al-Muqniʿ) مٔهتات also Kūfa. Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, and al-Mabānī li-naẓmal-maʿānī
do not mention the difference, and thus do not know of any Kūfan variant that departs from
the other text.

71 Wanting in Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
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Sūra 57:24, ّينغلاهللا , Medina, Damascus; ّينغلاوههللا , the rest.

Sūra 91:15, الف , Medina, Damascus; الو , the rest.72

This list of the variants which, of course, cannot claim to be comprehensive,
given that the possibility of early losses of discrepancies cannot be entirely
excluded, contains somevariants that for internal reasons alonemust not be
considered to be as reliable as those on the other side of the spectrum.73Con-
versely, by looking at the reciprocal relation of the manuscripts we can
identify the original manuscript with a great degree of likelihood. When
we realize (1) that the Damascus manuscript, which represents so many
unique variant readings, always corresponds with theMedinanmanuscript,
whereas the latter differs from the others, but never agrees with them
against theMedinanmanuscript; (2) that furthermore the Baṣran never dif-
fers from all the others at the same time;74 and (3) that finally, except for a
few very peculiar variant readings, the Kūfan manuscript is identical with
the one from Baṣra, it would follow that under the aspect of tradition the
Medinan manuscript was most likely the original one, and that from this
copy both the Damascene and the Baṣran copies evolved, and in turn the
Kūfan copy resulted from the latter.75

Medina

↙ ↘

Damascus Baṣra

↓

Kūfa

Most remote from the original are the Damascus variant readings, which
show quite clearly that they are not as good as the others. Only the Meccan
manuscript—which is less important than the others, as it does not belong
to the initial four copies—is a bit difficult, since in some places it displayes
totally indiosyncratic variant readings, but in other cases follows either the

72 The possibility of recognizing all these variants as equally divine was assured by the
dogmaof the Seven aḥruf (see above, p. 38sqq.; I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators,
pp. 26 and 28). Totally different is the equally apologetic explanation of al-Mabānī regarding
these variants; here, only an attempt is made in each case to show the two rivalling forms to
be possible, linguistically as well as sensibly.

73 But see above, on sūras 6:138, and 9:101.
74 Except sūras 23:89 and 23:91, on which above.
75 This result fits perfectly the arrangement of the variants in Abū ʿUbayd’s list; cf. above,

p. 395sq.
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practice of Medina and Damascus or, in still other cases, that of Baṣra and
Kūfa. We are here looking at an eclectic text (though by no means critically
eclectic) which might have been put together quite some time after that of
the other manuscripts.

The above-mentioned list of variants, however, does not exhaust the[iii/15]
differences of the local texts of the Koran, which are not entirely negligible.
There are still two additional types of differences, standing between those
true variants enumerated with great precision and the purely orthographic
deviations.

The first group includes only a few passages that are also contained in[iii/16]
the list of variants, but not quite rightly so, particularly when considering
the point of view of at least one of the variant readings. These are the fol-
lowing sūras: 10:96, تاملك Damascus, ةملك the rest;76 17:95, لاق Mecca and Dam-
ascus, لق the rest; 21:4, لاق Kūfa, لق the rest; 23:114, and 23:116, لق Kūfa, لاق the
rest.77 Here, for example, the writing لق is compatible with the variant read-
ings ( َلٰق ) لاق as well as لُق , the writing لاق , however, only with the first of the
two.78Thus, thedifference actually goesbeyondmereorthography.79To these
passages belongs sūra 43:68 يدابع Medina, Damascus, and دابع Baṣra, Kūfa
(Mecca uncertain):80 it ought to have been omitted from the list because it
is controversial only from the orthographic point of view.

The second group of differences consists of passageswhich, when viewed[iii/17]
from the aspect of the type of variant, belong either to those of the above-

76 So Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; in the list of variants in al-Mabānī sūra 10:34 is
erroneously cited instead of 10:96. Al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, who does not mention the difference
in his list of variants, states in bāb 17 with respect to sūra 10:96 a tradition going back to Abū
l-Dardāʾ (d. 31 or 2/651) regarding theDamascenewriting (plural), and his own findings in the
manuscripts of Iraq (singular with .(ه In both passages as well as sūra 40:6 the plural is read
not only by ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR (Damascus) but also by Nāfiʿ (Medina).

77 al-Zamakhsharī mentions the variant only in the case of sūra 23:114, but erroneously in
reversed order of the two orthographies. al-Mabānī add sūra 43:23 لاق Damascus, لق the rest;
otherwise known only as a difference of variant readings. Cf. above, p. 395 n. 45.

78 But it is said that it taqdīran (implicitly) fits also the second one.
79 That the numerous other passages where also لاق or لق is read are missing from the list

of variants might justify the conclusion that the text originally was uniformly written لق and
that many of the variants outside the list, لاق , originate from carrying the actual reading into
the text.

80 The uncertainty regarding the Meccan version might be explained in such a way that
the passage found its way by secondary means from al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī—where it
is added as being controversial to the list of Abū ʿUbayd—into the one of al-Muqniʿ, where
originally it had been missing. It must also be noted that al-Muqniʿ mentions the version in
a second passage, namely bāb 3, faṣl 1, where Ibn al-Anbārī says of the controversial word:

ءريغبانفحاصميفووهفءایبةنیدملالهٔافحاصميف upon which al-Dānī replies: لهٔافحاصمينعی
قارعلا .— يدابع is offered in the Koran fragment Ms Gotha, no. 462.
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mentioned list or at least to those of the first group, with less certainty, but,
more importantly, transmitted with more uncertain and more incomplete
distribution over the four (or five) towns. Here belong: from al-Muqniʿ مهربا ,
Iraq andDamascus, for rest ميهربا ;81 sūra 2:92, لاكیم for لیكیم ;82 sūra 4:40, اذ Kūfa,
occasionally for ىذ ;83 sūra 76:4, َلسالس for السالس ;84 sūra 76:16 (not verse 15)

ریراوق Baṣra for اریراوق Medina (and Ḥijāz, respectively) and Kūfa;85—from
Itḥāf sūra 55:24, تیشنملا (i.e., تائـشنملا )86 Iraq for تشنملا (i.e., ٓتاشنملا ); sūra 63:10,

نوكٔاو for نكٔاو ;87—fromKashf, sūra 47:16, نسی for نسا ;88—fromSībawayh,89 sūra

81 Abū ʿUbaydal-Qāsimb. Sallām,Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān (Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis, no. 451, fol. 38r),
claims to have found the spelling مهربا only in sūra 2, which is confirmed in al-Muqniʿ, bāb
19. مهربا also (the Koran fragment) Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 307, firsthand in sūra 22:43.
The shortened spelling refers to the pronunciation ماهاربا (so the Damascene ʿAbd Allāh IBN
ʿĀMIR—certain in sūra 2; other passages are controversial).

82 Muqniʿ, bāb 2, faṣl 1, mentions the lacking ا in the Imām, evidently comparing it with
لیاكیم (i.e.,Mīkāʾil—so Nāfiʿ—orMīkāʾīl, like the majority of the readers). لاكیم (so Abū ʿAmr)

(Ibn al-ʿAlāʾ and Ḥafṣ [Ibn Sulaymān, d. 180/796; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 3] ʿan Āṣim)
is thus not attested there, but it is already presupposed as the standard spelling (assured by
the metre) in ʿAqīla, v. 51, so that the sense of the comment is reversed. Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ bashar
somewhat reconstitutes the meaning by saying مامٔالءاهناكممسرو .— لیكیم (Koran fragment),
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 305.

83 al-Farrāʾ in the list of variants in al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ fīmaʿrifa, bāb 21, but where disputed
(again against [Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. ʿUthmān (ʿUmar)] AL-JAʿBARĪ (d. 732/1331) [Brockel-
mann, GAL, Supplement 1, p. 725, l 7, from bottom] in the Itḥāf), and ʿAqīla, v. 64; as a variant
reading also in al-Zamakhsharī.

84 لسالس (so Flügel) exists in the written form (it is read by themajority) only on account
of Abū ʿUbayd’s, statement in al-Muqniʿ, bāb 2, faṣl 1, that the (final) ا was washed out in the
Imām—evidently a fabrication to justify the grammatically correct reading. السالس , without
variant, is presupposed by al-Muqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 1, and Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ (printing wrong, لسالس ).

85 Bāb 5, faṣl 1; ʿAqīla, v. 125; cf. al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ bashar; also in the list of
variants of al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī as additional difference between Kūfa and Baṣra as
transmitted by some scholars. According to Abū ʿUbayd in al-Muqniʿ, bāb, 2, faṣl 1, the ا was
erased (!) in the Imām. The distribution of the variant readings is not clear. V. 15 consistedly

اریراوق (Flügel ریراوق is wrong).
86 As a variant reading, Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and Sulaymān b. Mihrān AL-AʿMASH [Juynboll,

Encyclopedia, pp. 78–126]; according to some, also Abū Bakr (Shuʿba) ʿan ʿĀṣim b. [Abī
l-Najūd] Bahdala, [d. 127/745; EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 42]
(all Iraq).

87 Themanuscripts evidently have consistently نكٔاو ; thismeans that a difference in general
is out of the question, and that most of the readers follow this orthography, though they
consider it linguistically very uncomfortable, in cases even imperfect (see above, p. 390 n. 14).
Also Abū ʿUbayd claims to have see it in the Imām (al-Muqniʿ, bāb 21; al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ,
Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar); next to it Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar, mentions about the Imām an
account of “Khālid” (see above, p. 393) expounding نوكٔاو which seems to have been fabricated
to justify the proper linguistic variant reading,wa-akūna, upheldmainly byAbū ʿAmr (Baṣra).

88 Unknown as a variant reading.
89 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 51–63.
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17:78, اوثبلی for نوثبلی 90 and sūra 68:9, اونهدیف for نونهدیف ;91—from al-Zamakh-
sharī, Kashshāf, sūra 12:7, ةربع for ت�ٓ�ا ;92 sūra 17:40, ٔایـس for هئیس ;93 sūra 20:15,
added at the end of the verse هیلعمكرهظٔافیكفيسفننم .94 Affixed as a semi-
orthographic variant fromMuqniʿ sūra 20:80, فختال instead of فاختال .95

The uncertainty of the transmission becomes quite evident from the dis-
tribution of the copies, which partly contradicts the results of their relation
as shown above. There is nearly always the chance that we are not deal-
ing with early differences of ʿUthmānic codices of the Koran, but with the
penetration into the written text of largely non-ʿUthmānic variant readings.
The number of semi-orthographic variants (predominantly with or without
(ا could easily be enlarged if all those would be considered about which
nothing has come down to us regarding the distribution of the different
orthographies. In the case of these there is the likelihood that the secondary
development of the unequivocal form (for example, above لاق , فاخت ) from
the ambiguous form ( لق , فخت ) is still greater when carrying the correspond-
ing variant reading into the text.

The Orthography and Its Sources[iii/19]

The problems we face in the case of the textual transmission are nothing
comparedwith those of orthography. The number of passageswhere contra-
dictory spellings are transmitted is quite considerable, be this in caseswhere
the ʿUthmānic copies differ, or where the early spelling was abandoned.
Yet it is not as great as might have been expected. The overall orthogra-
phy is firmly established, and in a great many cases even the distribution
of rival spellings is limited to individual Koranic passages. The variations
and uncertainties are essentially restricted to two main problems, the writ-
ing of ā with or without ,ا and the separation or combination (al-maqṭūʿ

90 §237, also as a variant reading; al-Zamakhsharī, s.v., only as text of Ubayy, butMufaṣṣal
§594 as a variant reading. Otherwise not known as such.

91 §241 quoted from al-Zamakhsharī, s.v., and (without name) Mufaṣṣal §592; unknown
as a variant reading.

92 This variant is totally different fromall theothers so that it is likely that fī baʿḍal-maṣāḥif
in al-Zamakhsharī is a vague expression for “in themuṣḥaf of Ubayy,” to whom this variant is
usually ascribed. It is unknown as a variant reading.

93 Unknown as a variant reading.
94 The first two words also Ubayy. Shown to be a difficult passage by the use of an

inaccurate rhyme serving as explanation.
95 In a second (earlier) list of variants, bāb 19, containingmainly orthographic differences.

The first form as variant reading in Ḥamza (Kūfa), etc.
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wa-l-mawṣūl) of shorter words (particles, etc.). Orthography was undergo-
ing changes in both fields. In contradistinction to the underlying Aramaic
orthography it had become custom to treat ا as a vowel-letter, and to bemore
observant in the word division. In both fields the number of the respec-
tive Koranic cases was so great that it was quite difficult to keep sight of
them. That also the orthographic transmission is very definite and pretty
uniform can be explained by the fact that interest in orthographic ques-
tions started so early—in the middle of the second century ah—that there
were undoubtedly still sufficient copies from the time immediately after the
ʿUthmānic recension available to settle controversial points of view. In these
two fields it was, of course, not possible immediately to settle all points of
contention by explicit textual evidence (naṣṣ). This explains why in default
of naṣṣ the ijmāʿ of the copyists of the Koran96 was consulted, and that still
ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1052)97 was at times obliged in his studies
to refer to ancient manuscripts of the Koran (mainly from Iraq). That this
source was insufficient for the reconstruction of the earliest orthography is
evident from extant old fragments of the Koran, where none of the impor-
tant copies agree in every detail with the transmitted rules.

There were two reasons that led to the study of the orthography of the [iii/20]
Koran in the second century. There was first Mālik b. Anas’ (d. 179/795) deci-
sion98 ةبتكلاىلعالٕااللاقفءاجهلانمسانلاهثدحٔاامىلعفحصملابتكیلهاملئـس

ىلؤالا . The awareness that Arabic orthography would continue to change led
to the question whether or not the new orthography could be applied to the
Koran, and in case of its negation, could it be applied to a stricter obser-
vation of the Koranic orthography. Mālik’s and his supporters’ prohibition
was of no consequence. Whereas the traditional restraint in the develop-
ment of Koranic variant readings continued to lessen—already the Kūfic
fragments of the Koran display an increase in deviations from the rules of
scholars, although againmainly in the case of the with—ا the appearance of
modern styles in Koranicmanuscripts more andmoremodern orthography
appeared, so that in our texts of the Koran only remnants of the old orthog-
raphy remain. This divergence of the direction of development is explicable
in so far as from the second century onward the emphasis of transmissions
of the Koran again shifted towards oral reading.

96 al-kuttāb, occasionally aṣḥāb al-maṣāḥif; also ʿādat al-kuttāb.
97 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, pp. 719–720; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 17, no. 28, etc.
98 al-Dānī,al-Muqniʿ, bāb 1, and then al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,nawʿ 76, faṣl 2;Mevzuʾat, vol. 2, p. 6;

al-Damyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf at the beginning of the faṣl, Fī dhikr jumla min marsūm al-khaṭṭ.
Similarly Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal (Itqān,Mevzuʾat).
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The second reason is recognizable from the transmission of the orthog-
raphy of the Koran itself; it is the question of the discrepancy between the
variant readings and thewritten text. A long list going back to the frequently
referred to Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī (d. 169/785)99 has been pre-
served in al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ fī al-maʿrifa,100 which does not contain any .ا
Nearly everywhere it can be shown that itwas read ā aswell as a.101The fixing
of writing without ا thus serves to establish the scriptual conformity of the
reading with ä. It is rare to find the reverse relation, namely that the estab-
lishment of a spelling serves to reject a reading which cannot be reconciled
with a variant reading.102

Already Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān’s contemporary, Yaḥyā b. al-Ḥārith al-[iii/21]
Dhimārī (d. 145/762)103 wrote on spelling (hijāʾ) in the Koran.104 Al-Dānī105
frequently refers to a related book dealing particularly withMedinanmanu-
scripts of the Koran by (AbūMuḥammad) AL-GHĀZĪ IBNQAYS al-Andalusī
(d. 199/815) entitledK.Hijāʾ al-sunna.106Books on ikhtilāf al-maṣāḥif,107which
were mentioned above on p. 345sq., on ittifāq al-maṣāḥif,108 on gharīb al-
maṣāḥif109 or simply al-maṣāḥif110 also deal with orthography apart from

99 One of the seven canonical readers, [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 9–10].
100 Bāb 2, faṣl 1.
101 In the very isolated instances when our research aids fail to provide proof we might be

more successful if wewere better acquaintedwith the great oldworks of the variant readings.
102 Examples mainly in bāb 5: bāb dhikr mā rusima bi-ithbāt al-alif li-maʿnan, and similar

bāb 7 with reference to yāʾ. Cf. also al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 76, faṣl 2, qāʾida 6: fī-mā fīh
qirāʾatān fa-kutibat ʿalā iḥdāhumā.

103 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 200.
104 Fihrist, pp. 36 l 24. He is casually referred to in al-Dānī,Muqniʿ, bāb 18, toward the end.
105 Bāb 2, faṣl 4, bāb 5, faṣl 4, faṣl, bāb 7, 8, 9, 12 and 16, and thereafter ʿAqīla, v. 187, and

repeatedly. Itḥāf (of al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ) seems to have used it directly, in any case not by
way of al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ; cf., for example, the remark on sūra 30, which apparently cannot
be located there. On the author cf. al-Suyūṭī, Bughya, p. 371.

106 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 661.
107 From among the authors of such books listed in the Fihrist, p. 36, l 8sqq., al-Dānī refers

to some of them in his al-Muqniʿ, although he most likely did not use them directly: al-Kisāʾī
(particularly bāb 13, 16, 19), al-Farrāʾ (mainly bāb 4 and 21), and Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār
[Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 12, no. 9] (bāb 5, faṣl 1, bāb 21).

108 From [Abū l-Mundhir] NUṢAYR b. Yūsuf [AL-RĀZĪ, d. ca. 240/854]; (who according to
Fihrist, p. 30, l 8, transmitted fromal-Kisāʾī and thus is likely to be identicalwithhis pupil, Naṣr
b. Yūsuf [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 8, p. 119], <see, for example, Flügel,Die grammatischen Schulen der
Araber, p. 128>); al-Muqniʿ, bāb 9, 12, 16 (here the title) 18 (fī mā ijtamaʿa ʿalayh al-maṣāḥif),
19 and 20; he takes into consideration also Baghdad (but not Mecca), and includes the
differences.

109 Fihrist, p. 35, l 5 and 8, probably from the author of the one hijāʾ book, ibid., p. 36, l 24.
110 E.g., Fihrist, p. 33, l 6. Regarding the book with this title by [ABŪ BAKR] b. Ashtah [AL-

IṢBAHĀNĪ (d. 360)], which was used by al-Suyūṭī in al-Itqān, nawʿ 76, faṣl 1, and elsewhere,
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other subjects. Special treatment is accorded to the subject of separation
and combination of words (al-maqṭūʿ wa-l-mawṣūl), which has already been
described above on p. 352 as a particularly difficult field. The first writer to
deal with the subject was probably Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb (80/699–156/773),111 to
whom also al-Dānī refers112 in the relevant section.113 Another question
treated in a monograph is the writing of the feminine ة asت; the paragraph
in al-Muqniʿ regarding this orthography114 is likely based on the K. al-Hāʾāt fī
kitāb Allāh115 of Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. al-Qāsim (IBN) AL-ANBĀRĪ (d. 327
or 8/939 or 940).116 The earliest extant survey of the entire field of rasm
(or marsūm al-khaṭṭ) is the K. al-Muqniʿ fī maʿrifat khaṭṭ maṣāḥif al-amṣār
allatī jumiʿat fī zamān ʿUthmān b. ʿAffān117 of Abū ʿAmr ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd
AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1052),118 which Silvestre de Sacy119 studied in detail. The
Muqniʿ is unlike al-Dānī’s works on the variant readings—and particularly
the Taysīr, a precisely arranged and minutely constructed compendium.

see above, p. 389 n. 2. Of a different character seems to be the book with identical title of
Abū Bakr ʿAbd Allāh IBN ABĪ DĀWŪD Sulaymān b. al-Ashʿath AL-SIJISTĀNĪ (d. 316) [EI2; EQ;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 174–175] (d. 316/929), which is mentioned in Fihrist, p. 233, l 1 (proba-
bly identical with the K. Ikhtilāf al-maṣāḥif li-Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, and which is the main
source of Itqān, nawʿ 76, faṣl 3: Fī adab kitābat al-muṣḥaf).

111 [Ḥamzab.Ḥabīb b. ʿUmār al-Kūfī;EI2; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, p, 9.] Fihrist, p. 36, l 26, forwhat
is here said regarding the book of (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ʿĀMIR (AL-YAḤṢUBĪ) applies to what has
been said above, p. 395 n. 44.

112 The work with the identical title by al-Kisāʾī—if the title variant, al-Mawṣūl lafẓan
wa-l-mafṣūl maʿnan (cf. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 125) proves to be
correct—dealt with the questions discussed in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 29.

113 al-Muqniʿ, bāb 16.
114 Bāb 17.
115 Which in any case was a small work.
116 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 151–154, and vol. 9, pp. 144–147. al-Muqniʿ in the respective

paragraph mentions his name twice, but not the title of the work. Also the other writings
on hāʾāt and yāʾāt of the Koran (Fihrist, pp. 31, 18, 32, and 21) are likely to have been on
the subject of orthography. Al-Kisāʾī’s work on the hāʾāt (Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen,
p. 126), however, dealt with grammar, provided the addition, al-mukannā bi-hā, is correct,
and likewise all the works on lāmāt (Fihrist, pp. 35, and 27sqq.; cf. also G. Bergsträßer, “Das
Kitāb al-Lāmāt,” p. 77sqq.). Other important authorities of theMuqniʿ that have not yet been
mentioned are MUḤAMMAD IBN ʿĪSĀ b. Ibrāhīm b. Razīn AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ (d. 253 or 243/867
or 857); cf. for example, al-Suyūṭī, Bughya, p. 88) (bāb 5, faṣl 1 and 2, bāb 9, 12, 16 and 18), by
whom, among others, excerpts from Nuṣayr b. Yūsuf have been transmitted, and Abū Ḥafṣ
[Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 103 (f.), no. 4] رارحلا (?) (bāb 12, 13, 16 and 18).

117 So the title in A.I. Silvestre de Sacy (see below); otherwise shortened and rasm or
marsūm instead of khaṭṭ.With a slightly different sub-title in theConstantinoplemanuscript,
Waqf Ibrahim, 31, fol. 81v: Muqniʿ fī hijāʾ al-maṣāḥif (cf. above, pp. 404–405).—Utilized in
al-Dānī’s Berlin manuscript, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 419.

118 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 42, no. 2, and foot-note 1.
119 “Commentaire sur le poëme nommé Raїyya,” pp. 290–306, 330–332.
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Rather, it is more like a collection of sources for such a book, a differ-
ence which perfectly displays the insufficient development of the science
of Koranic orthography—which for practical purpose had nearly fallen into
oblivion—when compared with the science of the variant readings. Even
when by and large there is a subject classification of the material, the sub-
jects nevertheless frequently overlap, and large parts are taken over in toto
from the original, interspersed only by isolated critical remarks. Several of
the sources have already been mentioned. The most important authority
seems to be—not only for the alleged copy of the Caliph ʿUthmān—the
above-mentioned Abū ʿUbayd.120 Unfortunately, from this title none of his
works we know of can be attributed to the subject under discussion. The
same applies to Muḥammad IBN al-Qāsim AL-ANBĀRĪ, unless his writings
mentioned on p. 340 n. 2, might be considered. Entirely different from al-
Muqniʿwas the related book of Abū l-ʿAbbās al-Marrākushī entitled ʿUnwān
al-dalīl fī marsūm khaṭṭ al-tanzīl. According to the excerpts supplied by al-
Suyūṭī121 it dealt with the proof of an alleged meaning of the orthographic
differences.

The Muqniʿ is the main basis of a work with an unknown title, but of[iii/24]
similar arrangement, by ʿAbd al-Aḥad b. Muḥammad al-Ḥanbalī al-Harrānī
(8th cent.),122 and most of all the versified treatment of the subject by Abū
l-Qāsim al-Qāsim b. Firruh AL-SHĀṬIBĪ (died in 590/1193)123 ʿAqīlat atrāb al-
qaṣāʾid fī asnā l-maqāṣid (because of the rhyme also called al-Rāʾiyya),124 but
other sources have been consulted as well (ʿAqīla, verse 46). From its com-
mentary by ʿALAM AL-DĪN Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-SAKHĀWĪ
(d. 643/1245)125 Silvestre de Sacy, too, published excerpts with translation in
his “Mémoire sur l’origine et les anciens monuments de la littérature parmi
lesArabes.”126The ʿAqīla—with the same commentary and an additional one

120 al-Zamakhsharī is likely to have made direct use of him in the Kashshāf. It is nearly
certain that al-Zamakhsharī did not make use of al-Muqniʿ; cf. below, p. 409 n. 143, and also
below, p. 423 n. 225; and also frequently above in the second section.

121 al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,nawʿ 76, faṣl 2. Alsomentioned inMevzuʾat, vol. 2, p. 7, andHağīQalfa
[sic,] both without further details.

122 Nuzhat al-ʿālim fī qirāʾat ʿĀṣim, Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 165. Used by Nöldeke in
his first edition of the present work from the only known Ms., Leiden, no. 1640, [al-Ḥarrānī,
Nuzhat al-ʿālim fī qirāʾāt ʿĀṣim.]

123 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 41, no. II.
124 Used in the printed edition inMajmūʿa fī l-qirāʾāt, Cairo, 1329/1911.
125 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 410.
126 pp. 419–434, 327–342; cf. further his “Recueil de différens traités relatifs à l’orthographie

et à la lecture de l’Alcoran,” pp. 333–354.
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byAbū Isḥāq Ibrāhīmb. ʿUthmān [or ʿUmar] AL-JAʿBARĪ (d. 732/1331)127 (and
also probably al-Muqniʿ itself)—constitutes the basis of the brief but very
useful study—in the work on variant readings, Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar fī
qirāʾāt al-arbaʿat ʿashar128 by Aḥmad b. Muḥammad AL-DIMYĀṬĪ, called
al-Bannāʾ (d. 1117/1705)129—in a chapter of the introduction, and contin-
ued with one section each at the end of the discussion of the individual
sūras.130 An even more drastic rearrangement of the subject into a contin-
uous orthographic commentary on the Koran was produced by Muʾmin b.
ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Rūmī al-Qalkābādhī (d. 799/1396) in his Jāmiʿ al-kalām
fī rasm muṣḥaf al-imām,131 which also considers the alleged reason for the
orthographic differences. Al-Suyūṭī in his Itqān (nawʿ 76, faṣl 2) supplies a
brief survey, mainly based on al-Muqniʿ, though arranged in a better order.
According to Ibn Khaldūn,132 al-Muqniʿ and ʿAqīla were displaced in the
Maghreb by the rajaz-poem of Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Muḥammad
AL-KHARRĀZ(Ī) [d. 711/1311], on which several commentaries have come
down to us.133

127 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 164 (with a different kunya [Burhān al-Dīn Abū l-ʿAbbās]).
128 Printed in Cairo, 1317/1899. The title of the print is erroneously fī l-qirāʾāt. [Edited by

Shaʿbān Muḥammad Ismāʿīl, Beirut and Cairo, 1407/1987].
129 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 592, no. 2.
130 Other works on the variant readings as well as the commentaries on the Koran, as far

as I know, consider orthography only occasionally, and supply only useless references to
the sources. The short presentation of the rasm—in vol. 1, pp. 28–34, in the margin of al-
Ṭabarī’s commentary on Gharāʾib al-Qurʾān wa-raghāʾib al-furqān [ed. by I. ʿA. ʿAwaḍ, Cairo,
1962–1971] of Niẓām al-Dīn Abū l-Qāsim al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad al-Qummī AL-NĪSĀBŪRĪ
(d. probably 706/1306, cf. P. Schwarz, “Wann lebte der Verfasser,” p. 300sqq.), which Schwarz
used as the basis for his article, “Der sprachgeschichtliche Wert einiger älterer Wortschrei-
bungen im Korān,” p. 46sq.—does not, as Schwarz thinks (p. 47), reflect the seventh century
condition of the manuscripts of the Koran in Khurāsān, rather it is a peculiarly arranged,
and partly imperfect, collection (see below, p. 416 n. 179, p. 419 n. 203) from the same mate-
rial which is available in a more complete and correct form in Muqniʿ, etc. The quite iso-
lated instances of details (see below, p. 423 n. 234) missing from Muqniʿ and not obviously
incorrect shows that al-Muqniʿ cannot be the sole source. It is more likely that a Dama-
scene secondary transmission (see below, p. 423 n. 234) has been used, which we also find
in al-Sakhāwī (see below, p. 424 n. 245) and in Nashr of Ibn al-Jazarī (see below, p. 426
n. 254).

131 Constantinople, Wakf Ibrahim, Ms. 31, fol. 1–39 (which contains from fol. 81 onward
some related smaller writings of more recent times). Related is the somewhat more recent
work [on the orthography of the Koran], Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 429. Yet
another brief anonymous work on the orthography of the Koran without title is the Con-
stantinople Ms., Fatih Camii Kütüphanesi, no. 73, fol. 21vsqq. Cf. also Silvestre de Sacy,
“Recueil de différens traités relatifs à l’orthographie et à la lecture de l’Alcoran,” pp. 355–359;
and Ibn ʿAlawān al-Muqriʾ in: Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 420.

132 al-Muqaddima, faṣl 6, section 5.
133 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 248.
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The Cardinal Orthographic Peculiarities of the ʿUthmānic Text[iii/26]

As the early orthography of the Koran is of prime importance for the his-
tory of the text—which to a large extent is made up of such trifles—and
allows not insignificant deductions about the language of the Koran and
the origin of the new orthography, and, furthermore, as it is interesting
to observe how people handled an imperfect script, which was adapted
from a foreign people—although from the outset some improvements had
been introduced—one still notices how clumsily this was occasionally han-
dled.134 Here, themain cases of this orthography have been listed essentially
according to the details in al-Muqniʿ in the light of the spelling in the extant
Kūfic fragments of the Koran, where they either confirm peculiar references
in literature or else depart from the following six rules of scholars.135

First.—In Arabic orthography words generally136 do not appear in the[iii/27]
form they take in context but in the pausal form.137 But Koranic orthography
occasionally retains the form in context.138 It is thus written:

(a)ت instead of ة in:
تمعن in eleven cases; تمحر in seven cases; تٔارما in seven cases; ّتنم in five

cases; تنعل sūras 3:54 and 24:7; تیصعم sūra 58:9 and 58:10; تملك sūra 7:133;
ّتیقب sūra 11:87; تّرق sūra 28:8; ترطِف sūra 30:29; ترجش sūra 44:43; ّتنج sūra

56:88; تنبا sūra 66:12.
In other cases it is disputed whether the singular or the plural is meant

(which in most cases is indicated merely byت instead of تا ). For example,

134 Later Islamic interpretation recognizes in every clumsiness a profound wisdom (cf.
above, pp. 406 and 407sq.). This opinion is strictly opposed by Ibn Khaldūn in his Muqad-
dima, faṣl 5, section 30. The attempt of P. Schwarz in his article “Der sprachgeschichtliche
Wert” (above, p. 407 n. 129) to recognize in most of the written peculiarities an expression of
oral phenomena presupposes among the earliest scribes of the Koran a sensitivity for sounds
and a precision and consistency in the rendering of sounds which was hardly attained by
Arab grammarians centuries later.

135 In citations from Kūfic manuscripts diacritical signs have been added, except in cases
when more accuracy is required. [Here this is limited to the possibilities of the computer.]

136 An exception are words like ٍداه which in analogy to the genitive nunation are written,
although the pausal form is hādī—but see below, this page and pp. 362–363.

137 Therefore عف for تلعف* , اًرمٔا for نرمٔا* , رمٔا for نرمٔا* , etc. For this reason the Sandhi
phenomena are not expressed in writing, for example, يلنَم not يللم* , and نَمْنم* , not *

نممم (only when written in one word نّمم ).
138 In such instances Koranic scholars disagree as to what happens to a word not written

in pausal form when it occurs in pause (what even happens when spoken separately); does
it receive the ordinary pausal form or not? For example, in pause, is it to be pronounced
raḥmah or raḥmat? ( ءاتلاىلعماءاهلاىلعفقویٔا .) The respective rules constitute themain part of
the chapter Fī l-waqf ʿalā marsūm al-khaṭṭ of the books on variant readings.
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تملك , sūras 6:115 and 10:96 (see above, p. 400); and frequently, تٓیا sūra 29:49;
ترمث sūra 41:47, etc.
After ā: تاضرم sūra 2:203, and quite frequently; تاللا sūra 53:19 (instead [iii/28]
ةاللا < ةهاللا < ةهلٕالا ), تاهيه , تاذ .139

(b) The consonantal letters و and ى are frequently omitted if the vowel is
shortenedbecause of a followingwaṣl (inwhich case itmust be remembered
that the final ī frequently also in other cases remains unwritten, see below,
pp. 413–414):
ى in fifteen cases:140 هللاِتؤیفوس , sūra 4:145; قحلاِضقی , sūra 6:57;141

نينمؤملاَّجُنن , sūra 10:103; … لاِداولا , sūras 20:12, 28:30, 79:16, … لاِداو , sūra 27:18; ِداهل
نیا , sūra 22:53; and يمعلاِداهب , sūra 30:52;142 ميحجلاِلاص , sūra 37:163; ّسنكلاراوجلا ,

sūra 81:16;— نیاِدابع , sūra 39:19;— هللاِنا , sūra 27:36; نمحرلاندُری , sūra 36:22.
و : ناسنُعدیو , sūra 17:12; عااُعدیموی , sūra 54:6; ةینزلاُعدنـس , sūra 96:18; ُحميو

,هللا sūra 42:23.143 According to al-Zamakhsharī it is permitted to put here also
نينمؤملاحلاص , sūra 66:4 (for وحلاص ), and indeed this is certainly correct.

ا as a vowel letter in the identical case is omitted only occasionally in اّهئا ,
namely before لا , sūras 24:31, 43:48, and 55:31 (cf. also above, p. 395 note 46).

(c) The nunation is written as ن in �ٔ�نی (i.e., �ٔ�ّنی or نئاك ),144 its origin from ّئا + [iii/29]
ك has been lost.

(d) Regarding the way to express hamza at the end of a word cf. below,
p. 421sqq.

Second.—Small particles are assimilated in speech as well as in writing.
In the Koran this is more common than in later orthography. There are,
however, no set rules, and many occurrences are uncertain. The Koran
writes:

139 This word ought not have been included as by nature it cannot occur in pause and thus
cannot be written in pausal form (irrespective of the late artificial form تاا , “the being”).

140 al-Muqniʿ, bāb 6, faṣl 2; still, in the various sections of the Muqniʿ I have been able to
find only the above-mentioned fourteen passages.

141 Others read in this case ّصقی .
142 Others read داهل ¸ ىمعلاِداهب [the first and the last words have the vowel marks “in”].
143 al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 42:23 omits the passage in sūra 54:6 and states that also in other

cases spellings with و occur.—According to al-Farrāʾ also هللاوسن sūra 59:19 is to be written
“without ”,و which al-Dānī contests. According to the reading of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī ṣālu (for ṣālū),

ميحجلالاص sūra 37:163 ought to be here.
144 In poetry kāʾin is far more frequently encountered than kaʾayyin. The word appears

also in other forms ( �ٔ�ن , Ibn Muḥayṣin, [d. 123/740, EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 202–203] and
occasionally al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī; cf. al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf on sūra 3:140).
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نّمِم

اّمِم , but three times امنِم .145

نّمع , but twice نمنع .

اّمع مع) ), but sūra 7:166, امنع .

اميف , but mainly ف .146

ّالٔا , but ten times النٔا .147

ّالٕا .

ّنلٔا for َْنلنٔا .

ملْنَا .

ا


ملن , but ّملٕاف , sūra 11:17.148

نّمٔا , but four times نممٔا .

اّمٔا (also sūra 6:144 = “or what”).

اّمٕا , but sūra 13:40, امنٕاو .[iii/30]

ّامنٕا (as well = “only,” as = “verily, was,”) but sūra 6:134, امنٕا .149

ّامنٔا , but in some passages امّنٔا .150

�ٔ�ّامن .

اّمعن , امهَم , ّامبر .

امَنیٔا , somewhat infrequently یٔا .151

امثیح .

امُلك 152

امسئِب , but several times امسئِب .153

ّنٔیو .

Twice اليكل , four times الیكل ( اليك , sūra 59:7).

145 Sūra 63:10 is controversial (Ms no. 1 in: J.G. Ch. Adler, Descriptio cod. quorundam cufico-
rum (1780), امنم ).

146 The distribution is very uncertain since according to some اميف is found in eleven
passages, whereas according to others, only once.

147 Sūra 21:87 is controversial.
148 In the Kūfic Koran fragment, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 328, it is written in one word.
149 Sūra 16:97, controversial (al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf).
150 The references to some of the passages vary.
151 Ibid.
152 Only sūra 14:37, and according to some, sūras 4:93, 23:46, and 67:8, امّلك .
153 The references to some of the passages vary.
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 is always affixed (as simple (ي to the following vocative.154 The assim-
ilation proceeds even one step further in مونبی 155 for ّمٔانبا , sūra 20:95, so
that here not only is  connected with the following word but also ّمٔانبا “full
brother” is written like a single word.

A peculiar writing is ءالؤهِلاَمف , sūra 4:80; باتكلااذهِلام , sūra 18:47; اذهِلام
لوسرلا , sūra 25:8; اورفكنیاِلامف , sūra 70:36; here, the preposition ـِل , which can-

not stand alone, is inappropriately attached to the preceding word (assimi-
lation with the noun لام ) instead of the following word.

Stranger still is the writing نيحتالو for نيحتالو , sūra 38:2, which Abū [iii/31]
ʿUbayd [al-Qāsim] claims to have seen in his copy of the ʿUthmānic recen-
sion. Al-Zamakhsharī does not doubt its existence, but al-Dānī says it is not
found in any manuscript, and it also does not seem to occur in extant Kūfic
fragments.

Third.—The systematic use of vowel letters to indicate the long vowels
gives Arabic orthography a great advantage over the other Western Semitic
orthographies, with the exception of Ethiopic, but they are still now and
then omitted.

(a) The ,ا which the old orthographies never use medially as a simple vowel
sign—or only in certain cases—is frequently omitted in theKoran aswell as
in other ancient Arabic antiquities. This omission is the first orthographic
peculiarity which the reader of Kūfic texts encounters. Although Koranic
scholars attempted to introduce certain rules according to which ا was
used now and then, their recommendations are precarious and at times
contradictory, and in addition, Kūfic Korans frequently depart from the
rule.156 Of course, those manuscripts which, with the exception of the words
that also later omit the ا (like ,هللا نمحرلا )157 and always use the 158,ا originate
from a somewhat later time, and are rewritten in accordance with more

154 Likewise اه , not only in اذه , etc. but also in متناه = متنٔااه sūra 3:59, and frequently.
155 The Gotha Koran fragment, W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften der Herzoglichen

Bibliothek zu Gotha, no. 451, مونب , and so also occasionally in literature (unspecific).
156 Karabacek’s statement in his “Ein Koranfragment des neunten Jahrhunderts,” p. 36sq.,

that with respect to the use of ا in the VienneseMs., Ser. nova, no. 4742, concurs with the rules
of al-Muqniʿ, is open to discussion.

157 But even نامحرلا is to be found in Kūfic Korans, for example, the Gotha fragment of the
Koran,W. Pertsch’s Verzeichnis, no. 427; J. Ch. Lindberg, Lettre sur quelquesmédailles cufiques,
table 12; D.S. Margoliouth,Mohammed and the rise of Islam, plate to p. 218.

158 Nearly so the magnificent Berlin fragment of the Koran, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 301;
B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography, plates 31–36; and in addition the Ahlwardt manuscripts,
numbers 303, 306, 309, and 315, from the transition stage to naskhī.
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recent rules. Still, alsomany others that do not display intentional deviation
from ancient usage frequently put an ا where according to those recom-
mendations it ought to be omitted, for example in باتك that according to
scholars ought to be written with ا in four instances only, but everywhere
else always بتك . Conversely, the case that a required ا is omitted is rare159 as
most of the manuscripts demonstrate the attempt of its increasing usage.
Moreover, these rules that go back to good old copies are generallymore reli-
able than our extant manuscripts, which are far from being carefully edited
model codices, but rather are mainly calligraphic artifacts.

This is not the place to discuss all the cases where ا is either written[iii/32]
or omitted. Let us only present a few principal examples. Naturally, ا is
omitted where its omission is customary, or at least tolerated, also in later
orthography; thus, for example, ام also for ًءام . Following that tradition, it is
mostly omitted also in the plural ending āt, in the dual ending āni, in the
afformative -nā, when it is followed by a suffix (e.g. هنلعف = هانلعف ), in the forms

تالعافنولعافنيلعاف (thus تلعف )—but not in لعاف and inmost of thewordswith
ā between the second and third radical—after an l (in order to avoid the
conglomeration of similar long letters), in the vocative particle  ( ىسومي , أّهيای ,
etc.), in the particle of invocation اه ( متٔناه = متنٔااه , sūra 3:59 and frequently),
etc. An interesting isolated case is ىلٕا ,160 the Medinan and Iraqi spelling of
the relative pronoun ِءّاللا (onى see below, p. 421sq.).

Still, this learned tradition overlooked several words where ا has been
omitted, although it is the bearer of a resting hamza. The omission of the
ا also in this case must be explained by the fact that theMeccans, andmany
other Arabs, abandoned the laryngeal in such cases and pronounced aʾ as ā
(see below, p. 420sq.). This orthography is to be found in the following cases:

انطخٔا instead �ٔ�اطخٔا , sūra 2:286, in B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography, plate 19;
متننمطا instead متنٔنامطا , sūra 4:104, in W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen

Handschriften, no. 313, and Wilh. Pertsch, Die arabische Handschriften zu
Gotha, no. 433; اسبل instead ءأسابل , sūra 6:42, inAhlwardt, no. 314; لیوت instead

لیٔوات , sūra 12:102, Ahlwardt, no. 331; ترجتـسا instead ترٔجاتـسا , sūra 28:26, in
B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography, plate 39; متطخٔا instead ٔمتاطخٔا , sūra 33:5, in
Ahlwardt, no. 349; نذتـسیو instead نٔذاتـسیو , sūra 33:13, in the samemanuscript;

159 For example, Wm. Wright, Facsimiles of manuscripts and inscriptions, plate 59, where
sūra 27:1 reads بتكو although the passage is one of the four where according to al-Muqniʿ
ا ought to be written.

160 So the Berlin Koran fragment, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 350, sūra 33:4; conversely, the
Berlin Mss., nos. 349, and 351, at the same place ى .
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نورختـست instead نورٔخاتـست , sūra 34:29, in W. Pertsch, Gotha, no. 457.161 This
peculiar orthography of partially very old manuscripts might be ascribed
without hesitation to the earliest time. Literature mentions only two cases
of this kind: sūra 2:67, متراداف instead of متٔاراّداف , and sūra 50:29, تلتما instead of

ِتٔالتما (in most of the manuscripts).162

(b) The ي designating the vowel ī is omitted163 when two ي come together, [iii/33]
for example in نيبنلا instead of ّنيیبنلا . Exceptions are sūra 83:18, نيّّیلع , and the
forms of the causative of ييح with afformative or suffix,164 for example, مكییُحي ,
as well as the corresponding انییعفٔا , sūra 50:14.

This purely graphic loss of a medial ي is juxtaposed with the dropping
of the final ى conditioned by the pronunciation. One not only suppresses
many a final ī in writing and speech in pause—frequently for the sake of the
rhyme (for example, ْلاعتملا , sūra 13:10; رُُذنو , six times in sūra 54; ْنیِدََهيـس , sūra
43:26, etc.)—and shortens the possessive suffix of the first person singular
in the vocative—aphenomenon that according to the other rules governing
the Arabic vocative can easily be explained—(e.g., موٰقی , sūra 2:51)165 as well
as final ī generally before waṣl (also in writing, see above, p. 409). Rather,
the shortening goes far beyond these limits. From the well-known Quraysh
name صاعلا instead of يصاعلا , and possibly also from the existence of similar
forms in ḥadīth, it follows that this pronunciation was common to the
Quraysh dialect. We thus find in the Koran ِعاا in sūras 2:182, 54:6, 54:8;

ِٔتایموی in sūra 11:107; ِدتهملا in sūras 17:99, and 18:16; ِغبن in sūra 18:63; ِباوجلاك in
sūra 34:12; ِدانملا in sūra 50:40, etc.; with the nominal suffix of the first person
singular, ءاعد in sūra 14:42; and, above all, with the verbal suffix of the first
person singular, for example, ِناعد in sūra 2:182, نوّقتاو in sūra 2:193, ِْنٔلاست in
sūra 11:48, etc. Particularly frequent is this omission (for similar reasons as
with the vocative) with the imperative and jussive.

161 Further اوسنتـست instead اوسٔناتـست , sūra 24:27, in A.S. Lewis’ Sinai Palimpsest, A (see below,
p. 426sq.).

162 Further فلیل , sūra 106:1, in the variant reading فٔلایل (ʿIkrima).
163 The spelling نيموملا instead نينمؤملا , W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, Gotha Ms,

no. 460, sūra 37:111, is a spelling mistake; but cf. Lewis’ Sinai Palimpsest, below, p. 426sqq.,
section The orthography of Agnes S. Lewis’ Sinai Palimpsest.

164 The sources are vague and contradictory about the orthography of the forms without
ending.

165 The only exception is ايدابعنی (which apparentlymeans the pronunciation ibādiya)
sūras 29:56, and 39:54 (here thus also in the Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 352); as far as the
contentious passage sūra 43:68 is concerned, see already above, p. 400.—In poetry the
shortened form is not unusual, for example in ِموق .
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In all these cases which, taken as a whole, elide or shorten166 a great many[iii/34]
of the final ī,167 we must recognize the orthography as the expression of the
pronunciation. Also the inconsistency of orthography as far as writing with
or without ى in completely parallel cases is nothing but a reflection of the
actual variation in the pronunciation.

Most of the readers of the Koran recognize the disappearance of the[iii/35]
ي only in rhyme and pause, and restore it in context in a larger or smaller
number of cases; others even do this in pause.168

(c) Except before waṣl, و as a sign of ū is elided only in the case when two
و meet, for example, in نولینوتـسی for نووَلینووَتـَسی , and in the word ر for
�َ�ور < ؤُر .169

(d) The original long final vowels of the pronominal suffixes ُـه and ِـه 170 fol-
lowing pausal pronunciation ْـه are written defectively.171

166 In some of the cases the statements are contradictory.
167 Itḥāf offers at the beginning of the chapter Fī l-yāʾāt al-zawāʾid (p. 71, bottom) the

following statistics: Apart from rhyme,ى is missing in thirty-five cases, twenty-two of which
with the suffix of the first pers. sing.; in rhyme, in eighty-six cases, eighty-one of which with
the suffix of the first pers. sing.; thus, altogether in 121 cases. This statistic, however, considers
only those cases with contentious pronunciation; their total number is considerably greater
(Itḥāf, p. 7, bottom: excluding the vocatives with suffix of the first pers. sing., 133). I am not
aware of a statistic of the cases whereى is not dropped; Itḥāf enumerates at the beginning of
the chapter Fī l-yāʾāt al-zawāʾid (p. 68sq.) 796 cases with written ى of the suffix, although it
must be observed that in 230 cases also the pronunciation -iya is maintained.

168 Most daring in the restitution is Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī (Baṣra), [EQ; Sezgin, GAS vol. 1,
pp. 11–12] who even in rhyme mostly again inserts ي (with -iyah as context pronunciation
of the suffix); most closely related to him are Ibn Kathīr (Mecca)—who treats similarly a
considerable part of these places—andAbū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (Baṣra) who, still somewhatmore
frequently than Ibn Kathīr, restitutes ي at least in context. The Kūfans (ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī,
Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb, al-Kisāʾī, Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār) are the most rigid followers of the
consonantal text, who, apart from a few places, shorten the vowel in context and pause
whenever it is written defectively.

169 The only explanation for this peculiarwriting seems to be that in the dialect of theḤijāz
hamza had so early and completely disappeared that the word could be effected by the rules
of sound ūi ̭ › īi.̭ Less likely is the assumption that for the word by nature in the dialect of the
Ḥijāz the nominal form fuʿlā instead the nominal form fiʿlā was the custom. In any case, the
writing must be considered rīyā; this is indeed transmitted (Itḥāf on sūra 12:5) as a variant
reading of Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀ AL-MAKHZŪMĪ (Medina, d. 130/747; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 9, l 5). The writing ر can be found in the BerlinMs., no. 363, on sūra 48:27, and in the
Gotha Ms., no. 460, on sūra 37:105.

170 Cf. now the detailed study of A. Fischer, “Die Quantität des Vokals des arabischen
Pronominalsuffixes hu.”

171 The readers of theKoran unanimously retain the length except after resting consonants
(i.e.,mainly after a long vowel anddiphthong)where only IbnKathīr and IbnMuḥayṣin (both
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Also the old forms, humū -humū (-himū -himī) -tumū -kumū, were[iii/36]
changed—at least in pause—in ordinary language to the shorter hum -hum
(-him) -tum -kum which are likewise found in all poets, although not as fre-
quently as the long ones; and for such reason the Koran writes مهمتمك .172

Whether the ا in ا indicates only the pausal form or whether in the Ḥijāz
the old length, which is only occasionaly found in the poets,173 was still alive
cannot be determined with certainty.174

Fourth.—The long vowel whichwe read ā is frequently expressed byي or
و in the Koran.

Wherever ى is the third radical (as in ىتا ) or appears in inflexion (as in
ىعادت , 2ndpers., َتیَعادت ; ىوعد , dual, نوعد ), the final stemāwhennot followed

by 175ء is expressed byى; and this not only at the end of aword but also before
suffixes. Further written withي is the ending -ā in the feminine ending and
in ىتٰرسح , etc., and in a number of particles ( ىلا etc., ّىنٔا [ٰ]).

This practice cannot be explained from any consideration for etymol- [iii/37]
ogy because, if for some strange reason this would have been effective,
also وٰعد* for اعد ought to have been written. This practice must rather be
explained by a particular pronunciation of the vowel, namely words like
ىتا were not enouncedwith a pure ā but “approaching ī” (imāla naḥw al-yāʾ),

thus an äwith or without a stroke above. This explanation is supported not
only by orthography but also by rhyme. If we consider the large number of
verses terminating in اَـ , ,ٰى and اهيٰ it cannot be considered an accident that
only very few rhyme اَـ with 176.ٰى These few cases, however, do not matter
very much given the well-known inaccuracy of the Koranic rhyme, which
takes various liberties.177

Mecca) pronounce -hū and -hī respectively (chapter hāʾ al-kināya of the works on variant
readings).

172 But Nāfiʿ (according to parts of the transmission) and Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ
AL-MAKHZŪMĪ (Medina) as well as Ibn Kathīr and IbnMuḥayṣin (Mecca)—thus, precisely
the Ḥijāzi readers—read the forms with final -ū (Itḥāf, etc., on sūra 1:6).

173 Nöldeke,ZurGrammatikdes classischenArabisch, p. 14, §13. Cf. also J. Barth,DiePronom-
inalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen [the pronominal formation in the Semitic lan-
guages], p. 3.

174 Anā is considered a pausal form in Koranic reading aswell as in Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān
al-Laythī and Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd (Medina) before hamza (al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, etc. on
sūra 2:260). Therefore also the writing لقآانا , Berlin Ms., 338, sūra 18:37.

175 ةروصقمفلٔا in contrast to ةدودممفلا ( ءَا ).
176 Sūra 18:12 (where the Damascenes do not assume the end of a verse); 65:6; 99:5 (where

the vowel occurs in the antepenultimate, where the rules of rhyme are less strict). Sūra 20:125
would not even rhyme perfectly if it were pronounced َى ā. (Cf. below, p. 417sq).

177 In any case, the rhyme from ā to äwith a stroke above is easier than the ordinary rhyme
from ū to ī.
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The imāla is of great importance also in the recitation of the Koran but
there it does not merely follow the apportionment of the writings of اَـ and
178.ٰى

This way of writing is changed only in the following instances:[iii /38]

(a) Occasionally, when a waṣl follows and the vowel is shortened so that
the difference disappears:179 بابلاا , sūra 12:25 (disputed رجانحلاا sūra
40:18); يااصقٔالا , sūra 17:1,180 ةنیدملااصقٔا , sūra 28:19, and 36:19; ءاملااغط , sūra
69:11; further disputed نيتنجلاانجو , sūra 55:54;181—or before nunation
where the same happens as in اَوط , sūra 20:12 (although controversial).
But here as everywhere else orthography expresses the pausal form.

(b) When another ي precedes or follows (in order to avoid the repetition
of the same vowel letter), for example, اینديارشب , انیطخ = اطخ ; never-
theless ىيحي (as a name as well as a verbal form, in contrast to other

178 Cf. M.Th. Grünert, Die Imāla, der Umlaut im Arabischen, particularly pp. 36sqq., and
84sqq. (Excerpt from the relevantnawʿ 30 of al-Itqān, which, however, is by nomeans exhaus-
tive).—Orthography is most strictly observed by the Kūfans (Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb, al-Kisāʾī,
al-Aʿmash, andKhalaf b.Hishām); there are, however, considerable differences between them
so that they go far beyond the limits of orthography inmanyways, occasionally also failing to
attain them (cf. below, p. 418 n. 193, p. 417 n. 186 and 187). Ḥamza and al-Aʿmash read ten per-
fect tenses of verbs II Inf. with imāla. On the other hand, the imāla of the Baṣrans, Abū ʿAmr
and [Abū Muḥammad] al-Yazīdī, [d. 202/817; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 63–64] is based strictly
on (combinative) phonetics, conditioned mainly by an r neighbouring ā (similarly, going
beyond the orthographic imāla, Abū ʿUmar AL-DŪRĪ [d. 240/854; EQ; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, p. 13
no. 11] ʿan al-Kisāʾī and, to a lesser extent, according to some transmitters [ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd]
WARSH, d. 197/812 [EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 11] ʿan Nāfiʿ). The remaining readers have the
imāla only to a lesser extent. The details of grammarians regarding the imāla, which vary con-
siderably, deviate very considerably from the practice of all the readers of the Koran. In this
field a particularly great diversity of dialects attests to this. (Cf. also K. Vollers, Volkssprache
undSchriftsprache imaltenArabien, p. 101sq.; Chr. Sarauw, “Die altarabischeDialektspaltung,”
p. 31sqq., particulary, pp. 33–42, attempts to interpret the Koranic orthography with ىي as
rendering ay and ī respectively, but it is the result of erroneous assumptions regarding their
distribution).

179 Recognized also in the recitation of the Koran.—The different explanation of P.
Schwarz, “Der sprachgeschichtlicheWert einiger ältererWortschreibungen im Koran [philo-
logical value of select early orthography in the Koran],” p. 52 (cf. above, p. 417 n. 134)—that it
produces the effect of impeding imāla in the preceding consonants—is untenable given the
great number ofى’s after the identical consonant in the Koran. The explanation of the ا of ا

بابلا from the “particle-nature” of the word is in contradiction to the writing withى in all the
other places. As far as I know, there is no word ءانج which is referred to in order to explain انج .
The spelling اضمو cited with reference to al-Naysābūrī, 1, 32, and 40, sūra 43:7, in my opinion,
must be considered a mistake, copied by Schwarz from a manuscript like the Berlin Ms. 354
(see below, last line) since it appears nowhere else in literature.

180 Unlike Schwarz, loc. cit., only in al-Naysābūrī but also in al-Muqniʿ, bāb, 19.
181 So the Berlin Mss. 305, and 337.
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forms of the verb like ایحنایحٔا ) and اٰهيیقُس , sūra 91:13 (because of the unin-
terrupted rhyme with اهيـ ).

(c) The verb ىٔار is written ار ; only sūra 53:11 and 18 write ىار . Some cases [iii/39]
can be explained with rule “a” (and thus it reads ناعمجلاءارت in sūra
26:61 for ىءارت ) but this does not apply to all, and for such reason one
must probably imply an assimilation of this verb to rā,182 which thus
frequently looses its In—.ء the same way the verb ٔىان is changed to
و in sūras 17:85 and 41:51.183

(d) In some isolated words: هالوت , sūra 22:4, مهـس , sūra 48:29, as well as
controversial اشخن , sūra 5:57.184

The Kūfic manuscripts go one step further when replacing ى with ;ا so
اتح Berlin Ms. 333 (sūra 15:99); Gotha Ms. 460 (38:31); الع Berlin Mss. 323

(sūra 8:51), and 362 (often), GothaMs. 458 (often);185 انغٔا Berlin Ms. 346 (sūra
26:207); اضمو BerlinMs. 354 (sūra 43:7); مكاده BerlinMs. 301 (sūra 16:9),Ms. 305
(sūra 2:181); مهاده Berlin Ms. 301 (sūra 16:39); مكا Berlin Ms. 346 (sūra 27:36);

مكاجنٔا GothaMs. 447 (sūra 14:6); هاقلی BerlinMs. 333 (sūra 17:14); كاری Wright, Fac-
similies ofmanuscripts, plate 59 (sūra 26:218); الوم B.Moritz,Arabic palaeog-
raphy, plate 31 (sūra 2:286); etc. This usage is to be explained by the prepon-
derance of another pronunciation over the transmitted orthography;186 this
is later found particularly in manuscripts from the Maghreb.

On the other hand, only in isolated instances do we find ى where the [iii/40]
inflexion has ,و because from among the relevant cases cited in support of
this, the roots of ىُحض , of اٰهيـحد , sūra 79:30, and of اهيٰـحط , sūra 91:6, also have
ى as a third radical, not only ;و and in the case of ٰيـكَز , sūra 24:21, perhaps a
change effected by َيكَز must be presupposed187 so that only two cases remain,

اهيلٰـت , sūra 91:2, and ىٰـجس , sūra 93:2, both occasioned by the rule of rhyme.
In the middle of a word we findی for ا regularly only in the foreign word
ةیرٰوت , where the explanation by means of a different vocalization cannot be

182 This is actually how al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī reads and, according to others, also (ʿUthmān b.
Saʿīd) WARSH [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 11] ʿan Nāfiʿ (Medina). Cf. Itḥāf on sūra 12:28, and 27:10.

183 There are, though, the secondary forms rāʾa and nāʾa (this also as variant reading).
184 Further mentioned ارتت sūra 23:46, controversial as to variant reading and meaning,

and—to rule “a”— نيتنجلااتلك , sūra 18:31, from the erroneous assumption that this is a feminine
form, ending in ā (in respect of imāla, though, it is treated as such).

185 Several times in this fragment in Joh. H. Möller, Palaeographische Beiträge aus den
herzoglichen Sammlungen in Gotha, plate 12, no. 2 (1844).

186 As far as the particles are concerned even Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb follows this pronunciation;
cf. M.Th. Grünert, Die Imāla, p. 78sqq.

187 Although also the representatives of themost far-reaching imāla exclude precisely this
word (a single opposite transmission regarding Ḥamza and al-Kisāʾī is rejected in Itḥāf, s.v.).
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excluded;188 further, in ةیٰـقت 189 sūra 3:27 (against sūra 3:97, هتاقت or هتقت );190 ةیٰـجزم ,
sūra 12:88 (Iraq).191 The feminine ending is in these forms treated in anal-
ogy with the suffixes (see above, p. 415sq.). Added to this are two transmis-
sions not recognized by al-Dānī: ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī reports from the Imām the
spelling بیط for باط sūra 4:3, and Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī (d. 250/864) from
Meccanmanuscripts the spelling ایج for ءاج , etc.192 Both orthographies agree
with the extended imāla—likely unjustified in the Koran—as advocated
among the readers of the Koran by Ḥamza.193

The representation of ā by ى has as an alternative ,و but this is limited[iii/41]
to a few particular words. Since the grammarians explicitly state that the
pronunciation of these words is broader ( ظیلغت , ميخفت ) and leaning to و (imāla
naḥw al-wāw) in the Ḥijāz, we must assume that the vowel was here pro-
nounced like (a long) å or ō. The words are the following: ةولص , ةوكز ,194 ةویح ,

ةوكشم , sūra 24:35,195 ةوجن , sūra 40:44, and ةونم , sūra 53:20,196 as well as اوبرلا .197 But
writing with و applies only when the word has no suffix, whereas when it
does have one, the vowel is indicated by an ا or written defectively.198

The Kūficmanuscripts of the Koran occasionally restitute the ,ا for exam-
ple, Berlin Ms. no. 352 (sūra 39:27); Gotha Ms. no. 442 (sūra 9:38), and Ms.
no. 446 (sūra 14:3); ةالص , B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography, plate 33 (sūra 8:3).

Fifth.—Every final و is followed by an 199.ا The phonetic explanation for
this spelling—the ا expresses “the broader soundof the finalū and aw”—not
only fails owing to the improbability of the identical phonetic appearance
in the case of the long vowel ū, and the diphthong aw, but more so because

188 Cf. the Aramaic form אתירוא [vowels omitted by the editor], and similar forms (Schwal-
ly).

189 Whichmight also indicate the pronunciation taqiyyatan supported by YAʿQŪB b. Isḥāq
AL-ḤAḌRAMĪ [EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 11, no. 6] (Baṣra) and al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī.

190 Although in the Berlin Ms. no. 308 هتیقت ; but in Berlin Ms. no. 305, made to read هتاقت .
191 So also Gotha Ms. no. 445.
192 al-Kisāʾī transmits this orthography also from the Koran of Ubayy [Ibn Kaʿb] (likewise

لیجرللو for لاجرللو ).
193 Cf. above, p. 415sq., and Chr. Sarauw, “Die altarabische Dialektspaltung,” p. 35sq.
194 In these two words the vowel is likely to be influenced by the Aramaic basic forms

אתולצאתוכז (Fr. Schwally); cf. Nöldeke, Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft
[new contributions to Semitic philology], pp. 25, and 29.

195 Ethiopicmaskōt (orignally probablymashkōt), Nöldeke, Neue Beiträge, p. 51.
196 Also Nabatæan ותונמ (Schwally).
197 Some transmit sūra 30:38 �ً�ر (the only place with nunation; cf. above, p. 415). Regarding
ةودغ see above, p. 395 n. 46.

198 Sūras 9:104, and 11:89,where كتولص iswritten, and likewise sūra 23:9 ( مهتولص ) the common
reading is the plural.

199 The old Koranic orthography thus does not differentiate between وعدی , Sing. Ind. or
Subj., and اوعدی Plur. Subj., and apocope.
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this ا is also found in اوبرلا which ends in (long) -å (-ō), in the subjunctives in
َوُـ 200 as well as inmany formswith final hamza (see below, p. 422sq.).201 Thus,

we are here dealing with a purely graphic phenomenon—probably a rem-
nant of a word division—which survived particularly after و and might be
explained from the fact that the importance had already occurred to Arab
grammarians that usually و is to be attached to the following word.

Most of the exceptions to the rule can easily be explained: In ؤ , ؤاج , ؤاف , [iii/42]
sūra 2:226,202 the final ا is omitted because of the preceding one, in رااؤوبت ,
sūra 59:9, because of the immediately following ;ا in وذ 203 because of the
elimination of the word division on account of its proclitic circumstances
in اوُتُعوَتَعو , sūra 25:23,204 possibly because of the inconsistency with the
otherwise identically looking following word.205 There remains only ْوَعَس ,
sūra 34:5, وفعی , sūra 4:100,206 and the disputed passage ْوَٓذا , sūra 33:69.

Sixth.—The words with hamza pose the greatest difficulties. In this case
there was a time when the pronunciation frequently varied greatly, and
there were intermediate stages, from full glottal stop to its total loss, which
are difficult to comprehend. Further, there was no unambiguous sign avail-
able for cases when hamza was pronounced as a full consonant since the
actually designated ا increasingly lost its purpose because of its use as a
vowel letter. Thus, the clumsiness of the ancient Koranic scribes becomes
particularly apparent in the graphic representation of hamza.

When looking at the old orthography one must start from the principle [iii/43]
that only where ا is written a hamzamay be added but that the existence of
an ا is no guaranty that hamza is pronounced. Looking at the old orthog-
raphy of the Koran from this point of view it follows that their authors
pronounced hamza only in very few instances, and that in many cases it
had completely disappeared, and in others, it had been replaced either by
ي or ,و or by respective intermediate sounds between these consonants and
hamza. This conclusion is in complete agreementwith the statements of the

200 Where, though, the spelling is likely to constitute the pausal form in -ū.
201 The attempt of P. Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 54sqq., phonetically to explain this, sets out from

classical orthography and the insufficient details of al-Naysābūrī instead the old Koranic way
of writing.

202 And likewise ْواَر sūra 40:84, Berlin Ms. no. 354, sūra 62:11, and Ms. no. 1 in J.G. Adler,
Descriptio codicvm; ْوَول sūra 63:5; ibid.

203 Conversely the plural اولؤا with al-Naysābūrī’s—.ا statement, pp. 1, 31, and 40 (Paul
Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 56) that وذ is written everywhere with ا except in six places stands
completely alone.

204 Berlin Ms., 345 اوتعاوتعو .
205 P. Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 57.
206 But sūra 2:238 اَوُفعی , which Berlin Ms. no. 313 offers also in the other passage.
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grammarians about the Ḥijāzī dialect in general and the Quraysh dialect in
particular.

After vowelless consonants ء is omitted; it is thus written لسی for ٔلاَسی ,
etc.,207 لم for milʾun, milʾin, هطش , sūra 48:29, for ٔهاْطَش ; and also after a diph-
thong, ةدوملا , sūra 81:8,208 for ةدووملا , and this again for al-mawʾūdatu. That also
in نارق the ء disappeared, and that the ا is thus nothing but a vowel letter,
is evident from the spelling رق in sūras 12:2, and 43:2209 (by omission of the
ا in the middle of a word because of the beginning ا of the nunation), to
which al-Dānī—probably unjustly—objects because of the strength of Iraqi
manuscripts.210

As exception is listed ةاشن = ٔةاَشن sūra 29:19, and frequently, which, however,[iii/44]
as already al-Dānī noted, represents rather the other variant readings ةءاَشن ,
and ًالئْوَم , sūra 18:57, where between the diphthong and the heterogeneous
vowel possibly also another phonetic treatment occurred. Further, initial
ا is retained after the article for consideration for the form without article,
except in the enigmatic words ةكیلباحصٔا , sūra 26:176, and 38:12 (next to ةكیٔالا ,
sūras 15:78, and 50:13), and نلٔا = ٓنالا .211

Well-known is the disappearance of the vowelless hamza with auxiliary
prolongation of the preceding vowel; it is recognizable after a by the occa-
sional omission of the ا (see above, p. 413), after i and u by the spelling with
ى and و (with aى: ر , sūra 19:75, for اًیئِر thus pronounced rīyan; with a :و ىوت :
sūra 33:51 [similarly 70:13] for يوُؤت , thus pronounced tūwī).

Hamza can occasionally disappear between vowels when they both have
an a sound. Thus are explained—although by nomeans unanimously—the
transmitted spellings نلمال for ّنَٔالمٔال , sūra 7:17 and often, اونمطاو , sūra 10:7,
for اّؤنامطاو ,212 تزمشا , sūra 39:46, for تّٔزامشا 213 as well as partially متیرٔامكتیرٔا for

متیٔارٔامكتیٔارٔا ,214 and before ā تشنملا for ٓتاَشنملا , sūra 55:24 (see above, p. 400sq.),

207 Sūra 33:20 transmits also the spelling نؤلاسی . Gotha Ms. no. 443, writes sūra 10:94, ْلاَْسف .
208 Thus here B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography, plate 30.
209 In the BerlinMs. no. 305, we also find نرقلا , to which only a later hand added an ;ا further
نرقلا , Wm. Wright, Facsimilies and manuscripts and inscriptions, plate 59 (sūra 27:1). رق also

in A.S. Lewis’ Sinai Palimpsest A (see below, Abschnitt c, p. 375) sūra 41:2, Sinai Palimpsest B
sūra 13:30. Ibn Kathīr (Mecca) reads everywhere qurān (al-Dānī, Taysīr, etc. on sūra 2:181).

210 ء has even disappeared in the space after aw in نول for نٔاول , sūra 7:94, Berlin Ms. 305,
although a later hand resurrected the common form.

211 Sūra 72:9 has ن (according to Itḥāf in somemanuscripts only). Cf. in this respect also
ىلولاداع or ىلولداع , which is cited by al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 53:51 as a variant to ىلؤالااًداع .

212 So here also Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms., no. 325.
213 In addition نذختل for ّنذّختٔال , sūra 4:118, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. 313.
214 So متیرٔا in Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Mss. no. 307, 1st hand (sūra 10:60), no. 327 (same place),

no. 359 (sūra 46:3), and no. 364 (sūra 67:28).
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further, the forms ار and  treated above on p. 365. The strict spellings,
without exception, تنٔا for تنٔأا (with the interrogative a-) and even متنٓما for

متنٓمأا , sūra 7:120 (and often), انتهلا for انتهٓلأا , sūra 43:58, etc., permit also the
interpretation—less likely—of the mere graphic omission of one .ا

The same uncertain explanation applies to the rendering of the combi- [iii/45]
nations iʾī in نيكتم for نيئكتم , and نيطاخ for نيئطاخ , etc.

Generally, the orthography among different vowels corresponds to what
later became customary; the following exceptions must be noted:

After prefixes the initial ا remains unchanged; only ʾaʾi- becomes ʾayi- ( اذِئٔا
ّنِئا ; ًاكفِئٔا , sūra 37:84), as well as occasionally aʾu to awu ( ُمكّئبنؤٔا , sūra 3:13). But

since in a number of passages, where also the interrogative particle ا would
be expected before نٕا and اذٕا ,215 only نااذا is written,216 also the retention of
hamza ( نااذا for ناااذاا )217 must likely have been possible. In other cases,ي is
found in the sound sequence aʾi only in نئلذئمویذئنیح ; -iʾa- becomes -iya- only
in the combination الیل = ّالئِل , which is considered one word. In sūra 106:1 sq.
the consonantal outline was مهفلا … فلیل ; it is completely uncertain how this
is to be vocalized. Cf. below, p. 423sq.

In the combination iʾū of Form III ء verbs, the hamza is omitted, for
example, كنوبنتـسیو for كنوئبنتـسیو , sūra 10:54. Here we are dealing with a far
advanced transition of Form III ء verbs into the inflexion of Form III verbs
Infinitive. This also determines the interpretation of forms like مكّئبُنی (pro-
nounced probably ī, not iyu).

Also after ū or ī hamza remains unspoken, and has thus very likely dis- [iii/46]
appeared. An exception is ىٔاوسلا , sūra 30:9,218 but not اوبت for ءوبت , sūra 5:32,
and اونتل for ءوُنَتل , sūra 28:76,219 where it concerns only the word division after
a final 220.و

Thewords ending in -āʾu, -āʾi, and -āʾa (including nunation) ought to have
only an ا at the end; but they are frequently written in the nominative with
,و and in the genitive with .ى For example, ؤازج , sūras 5:32 and 37, 42:38,
59:17;221 ئاقلت , sūra 10:16, ئاتیاو , sūra 16:92; ئا , sūra 20:130,222 ئارو , sūra 42:50

215 In several instances it is debatable whether this constitutes a question or a predicate.
216 Accordingly هللاعما , sūra 27:61 = ٕأا , etc.
217 This actually occurs inAhlwardt,Verzeichnis,Ms. 349 (sūra 32:9), and inA.S. Lewis’ Sinai

Palimpsest, B (see below, p. 426sqq.) sūra 17:52.
218 ءوسلا in Flügel is wrong.
219 So here also Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. 348.
220 Already al-Suyuṭī recognized this, al-Itqān, nawʿ 76, faṣl 2, qāʿida 3, at the end.
221 Tradition is ambiguous about some other cases. وازج to be found in Ahlwardt, Verzeich-

nis, Ms. no. 313 (sūra 5:32), Ms. no. 316 (same sūra) Ms. no. 317 (sūra 5:88), Ms. no. 355 (sūra
41:28), Ms. no. 356 (same sūra, and often), first Ms. in J. Adler, Descripio codicvm (sūra 59:17).

222 Cf. ىنا sūra 3:109,Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis,Ms. no. 308 (for ء�ٓ�ا ); against sūra 20:130 theBerlin
Ms. 341 reads ا .
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as well as the above-mentioned (p. 361 n. 160) ىلا . Here the proper orthogra-
phy of the medial letter (e.g., before a suffix: هوایلوا , sūra 8:34, awliyāwuhu <
awliyāʾuhu) is transferred to the final letter. In contrast, in the medial posi-
tion both, و and ,ي are occasionally missing; thus ایلوا with suffix ( مهایلوا etc.)
in the nominative aswell as in the genitive223 everywhere, except in the place
referred to, certainly in Iraqi manuscripts.224 This probably purports to indi-
cate a contractible pronunciation awliyāhum, etc., which is perhaps derived
from the accusative awliyāʾahum < awliyāhum (see above).

In order to render a final -āʾu use is made of وا but also of its reverse,[iii/47]
او :225 اوفعضلا , sūras 2:268, 14:24, and 40:50, اوبنا , sūras 6:5 and 26:5, اوكرش , sūras
6:94226 and 42:20, اوشن , sūra 11:89, اوملع , sūra 26:197,227 اوعفش , sūra 30:12, اولبلا ,
sūra 37:106, and اولب , sūra 44:32, اوعد , sūra 40:53, اورب (for ُٓءاُرب ) sūra 60:4.228 Here
the ا is to be considered a word divider (see above, p. 418sq.) that displaced
the vowel letter whichا is presupposed before the ,و whereas in the spelling
وا the opposite happened.229
Thus, easily intelligible is the identical spelling او (instead of (ا for the final

-aʾu with short vowels in the verbal forms اودبی for ؤَدبی ; اوتفت , sūra 12:85; اویفتی ,
sūra 16:50; اوكوتا , sūra 20:19; اومظت , sūra 20:117; اوردی , sūra 24:8; اوبعی , sūra 25:77;

اوشنی , sūra 43:17; اوبنی , sūra 75:13; and in the nouns اولملا , sūras 23:24, 27:29, 37:32
and 37:38;230 and اوبن for ۇَبن , sūras 14:9,231 38:20,232 and 64:5 aswell as for ٌؤَبن , sūra
38:67.

223 Thus مكیلوا , Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. no. 349, sūra 33:6.
224 al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf on sūras 2 and 6.
225 This spelling also caught the attention of al-Zamakhsharī; he discusses this with ref-

erence to sūras 14:24, 26:197, and 30:12.—The reciprocal delimitation of the spellings وا and
او is not entirely certain since al-Dānī in al-Muqniʿ leaves it at the fact whether or not with
,و without explicitly stating the order but, on the other hand, the Berlin manuscript of al-
Muqniʿ itself is not reliable in its orthography. Al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf has او through-
out, which according to the Kūfic fragments is certainly wrong, at least in the case of
jazāʾu.

226 So here also Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. no. 314.
227 Regarding the orthography of sūra 35:25 the details (al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf) vary.
228 In addition controversial اونبا sūra 5:21, and so here Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. 316 and

W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, Gotha Ms. no. 437.
229 There is much to be said for this opinion, particularly since the writing ىا for -āʾi lacks

a respective conterpart .
230 Against Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms. 346, sūra 27:29 ولملا , sūra 27: 32 and 38 but اولملا .
231 So here Gotha Ms., W. Pertsch, Arabische Handschriften, no. 447 (also in J. Möller,

Palaeographische Beiträge, plate 7, no. 2). This is also the passage referred to by al-Naysābūrī,
pp. 1, 32, 35, not sūra 9:71 (so P. Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 57).

232 According to al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf only in some manuscripts.
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Completely according to rule is the identical group of signs او in اولولو for [iii/48]
ؤلؤلو sūra 22:23,233 and in اورما for ٌؤُرما sūra 4:175; the spelling here represents

simply the pausal formwith -ū and the usual alif of separation after this final
vowel.

It is not quite as simple to explain some additional spellings of the inter-
vocal hamza that appear next to one another—and in partially unexpected
sequence—ا, و andي, respectively (or even two .(s’ا They can be divided into
two groups.

(1) Prefixes ending in -a before initial ء written with ,ا and this in both
cases, before ʾa-: ّهنحبذٔاال , sūra 27:21, for ّهنحبذٔال ; اوعضؤالو , sūra 9:47,234 as well as
before ʾi:235 نیافا (for َِنئفٔا ), sūras 3:138236 and 21:35; ٰىلاال (for ٰىلٕال ) sūras 3:152 and
37:66; and before ʾu:237 مكیرواس , sūras 7:142 and 21:38;238 مكنبلصوالو , sūras 20:74
and 26:49.239 In all these cases we may assume an actual vowel lengthening
under the influence of the following hamza240—although passing over to
some kind of i ̭and ṷ, respectively—as it seems to bemetrically documented
in similar instances in poetry, but particularly in the Meccan ʿUmar b. Abī
Rabīʿa241—after prefixes or in the word interval before hamza.

(2) In the second group, on the other hand, it indeed seems to be a purely [iii/49]
graphic particularity when here the sound sequence aʾi—in ىابن for ٔابن ٍ , sūra
6:34; هیالممهيالم for هَِئلَممَهئلَم —or reversed iʾa— ةیام , also in the later orthogra-
phy; دیی for ٍْدٔیاب sūra 51:47, مكیی for ّمكٔیاب , sūra 68:6; and in many manuscripts

233 So also in the Imām according to ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī. Likewise in the manuscripts of Kūfa
and Medina in the parallel passage, sūra 35:30. In the two passages referred to, orthography
prompted someof theKoranic readers to the affectedpronunciation as accusative. According
toAbū ʿUbayd, already the grammarian and reader Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (d. ca. 154/770 [Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 8, pp. 50–51]) supplied the correct explanation for the ;ا also al-Kisāʾī considered the
ا to be purely graphic. (al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 1.)

234 Controversial.—According to al-Naysābūrī, 1, 32, 2, the Damascene manuscripts add
ةماالو sūra 2:220 (Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 50). Also مكارداال (sūra 10:17) Ibn Kathīr considers to be
مكاردٔال .

235 Not all the passages entirely in agreement.
236 So here GothaMs. no. 433; plate in J. von Karabacek, “Ein Koran Fragment.” In addition
انیاف (for �ّ�ٕاف ) sūra 19:36, Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 339, left hand.
237 Not all passages entirely in agreement.
238 Others, though, read saʾūrīkum (from ىرو Form IV) or even مكثرٔواس .
239 In the Berlin Ms. no. 305, here without و (in agreement with sūra 7:121). According to

al-Zamakhsharī, inversely the Imām, sūra 75:1, has مسقٔال for مسقٔاال .
240 Paul Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 49sq.
241 Paul Schwarz, Der Diwan des ʿUmar Ibn Abi Rebiʿa, part 4, p. 174.
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تیی 242 for ت�ٓ�اب and ميی for م�ٔ�اب sūra 14:5—or even īʾa— ىاج for �ِ�َء , sūras 39:69
and 89:24 in Andalusianmanuscripts allegedly modelled after theMedinan
muṣḥaf—is rendered ىا or the order of the letters ا andى is changed— ىا =
aʾi- instead aiʾ- in ىاشل for ٍءيشل , sūra 18:23243 and the forms of the Imperfect
of سئی :244 سی , sūra 12:87, etc.245

Whether according to these spellings in ءالؤا , كئالؤا , مكئالؤا , اولؤا , ىلؤا , تالؤا it[iii/50]
is intended to express a simple ʾŭ- by means of وا or whether indeed ū- was
pronounced, can hardly be determined; in poetry the long first syllable does
not seem to occur.

The initial sound appears generally in the form it would have in the
isolated word; deviations from the principle are found only in isolated in-
stances.246 It is the rule only after و andف, e. g., اوتٔاَو , sūra 2:185.

In Koranic reading the treatment of hamza is by far the most difficult
chapter, complex as such, and heightened by the reciprocal relation to
the orthography of the Koran, going hand in hand with the phonetical
and purely graphic appearance. But the assumption that the presumed

242 al-Dānī considers this spelling to be the less common, but in our extant Kūfic fragments
it is the one that abounds, even in the singular: ةیی , Berlin Ms. no. 310 (sūra 3:44) and Gotha
Ms. no. 446 (sūra 13:38). On the other hand تییا in the headings of the sūras (i.e. without
preceding bi-) in the Berlin Ms. no. 305, as well as in others, is an erroneous generalization
of the old orthography (possible only after bi-). The orthography of the plural without ى is
extremely rare in true Kūfic manuscripts; I find this only in the Berlin Ms. no. 305 ( انت , sūra
2:37), and Gotha Ms. no. 446 ( انت , sūra 14:5). In the somewhat later Berlin Ms. no. 303, sūra
23:47 انتیی is corrected انت .

243 To this ىاش sūra 16:37, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Berlin Ms. no. 335; sūra 4:62, B. Moritz,
Arabic palaeography, plate 44. According toMuḥammad b. ʿĪsā in al-Muqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 2, Ibn
Masʿūd always wrote ىاش . I cannot find any reference in the literature on the variants for the
pronunciation of ā; however, the Berlin Ms. no. 338, has ىشایـش [with a ˜ over each .[ش Cf.
further below, p. 428sq.

244 To which there is the secondary form سیا .
245 According to some, equally in Form X اوسیاتـسا , sūra 12:80, سیاتـسا , v. 110. It is read

yāyas, etc. by (Abū l-Ḥasan Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh b. Abī Bazza) AL-BAZZĪ
(d. 250/864) ʿan Ibn Kathīr (Mecca)—disputed by some; equally according to some in the
waqf Ḥamza—(see below, p. 425 n. 247).—The alleged omission of و and ى as the bearer
of hamza next to a second و and ى respectively (in cases when not this other و or ى can
be the one that was omitted because it is a full consonant) is based solely on the examples
mentioned above onpp. 368 and 369, andon the spelling ٓتاَّیـس , butwherehamza is expressed
by the .ا In the singular �ّ�ـسةّئیس , and the same way in �ّ�هو sūra 18:9, �ّ�هيو sūra 18:15 the
tradition differs only with these spellings and such with ا ( ٔاّیـس , etc.) the latter of which is
quoted by al-Ghāzī [Ibn Qays, Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 661] (p. 21) from Medinan manuscripts,
and ascertained by al-Sakhāwī (in-Itḥāf, chaptermarsūm al-khaṭṭ, section ḥadhf al-yāʾ) from
the Damascenemuṣḥaf.

246 Asexample serves ىنوتالاق , sūra 18:95 insteadof ىنوتْـئالاق (so sūra 12:59), and ىنوتاامدر ibid.
vv. 94–95. Although here too it is read ىنوٓتا , and it is probably thiswhich the consonantal form
wants to express.
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pronunciation based on the Koranic ways of writing is most likely to be
discovered in theḤijāzī localqirāʾāt is less disappointing in this chapter than
in its treatment of the final ī and ū, and the imāla.247

Seventh.—Apeculiar form of writing is ىجن which ought to be read ىجنن — [iii/51]
in sūra 12:110 likely so, and in sūra 21:88, safely so; added to this, according
to some statements, are the spellings رظنل for رظننل , sūra 10:15, and رصنل for

رصننل , sūra 40:54 (Medina), which, however, al-Dānī did not find in any
manuscript;248 cf. also the variant to sūra 25:27, above, p. 398. In these cases it
is unlikely tobe simply a carelessness inwritingbut adissimilative reduction
of the second n preceding a consonant.249

Eighth.—The ل of the article is surpressed not only in all the relative [iii/52]
pronouns (and this in all forms)—thus ىا , etc., ناا , ىلا = ءاللا —but also
in لیلا for لیللا ;250 in addition probably را for را�ّّ�ل (see above, p. 397).

The connecting alif is dropped: in the frequent formula هللامسب (for مس );
after َِا before an article (e.g., نیرفاكلل for نیرفاكلال )—similarly after َا in تذّختل ,
sūra 18:76251—after the interrogative particle َا (e.g., متذّختا sūra 2:74); in لَئـسو
etc. For ٔلاساَو ,252 and in the above-mentioned spellings مونبی (see above,

247 Of course, most perfect to the orthography of the Koran fits the one of the two sys-
tems of the pausal pronunciation going back to Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb (Kūfa) which received
its designation rasmī precisely for this reason. How unnatural this system is can best be
seen from the endeavour to represent the entire consonantal outline, including the purely
graphic peculiarities by the pausal pronunciation. Also the second system of pausal pro-
nunciation (taṣrīfī)—which alone Abū ʿAmr AL-DĀNĪ considers in his Taysīr (fī l-qirāʾāt al-
sabʿ)—is still close to the Koranic orthography—less so the systems of Hishām b. ʿAmmār
al-Sulamī (153/770–245/859) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 111–112] ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir (Damascus), and
al-Aʿmash (Kūfa.) All these systems—treated in the works on variant readings in the chapter
entitled madhhab Ḥamza wa-Hishām fī l-waqf ʿalā l-hamza or similarly—represent a com-
promise between the consonantal outline and the actual pronunciation of the respective
readers, whereby with the help of the greater licence which pause accords, the former is
helped to its right. Warsh ʿan Nāfiʿ (Medina) is the one who most strictly observes the actual
(darj)-pronunciation, and follows the true phonetic peculiarities of the text of the Koran; he
is the only one who recognizes the disappearance of hamza after a consonant; in some other
details he is still surpassedby anotherMedinan scholar, Abū Jaʿfar IBNAL-QAʿQĀʿ. Apart from
this, amitigation of the hamza occurs in [AbūMūsā ʿĪsā b.Mināʾ b.Wirdān]QĀLŪN [EQ; Sez-
gin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 12, no. 8] ʿanNāfiʿ (Medina), Ibn Kathīr (Mecca), and, most of all, Abū ʿAmr
b. al-ʿAlāʾ, and AbūMuḥammad al-Yazīdī (Baṣra), who distinguish themselves by the greatest
abandonment of vowelless hamza.

248 So far they have not been identified in the extant Kūfic manuscripts either.
249 Similarly P. Schwarz, loc. cit., p. 48.
250 The Berlin Ms. no. 301 [Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis] has exceptionally لیللا (sūra 16:12).
251 In which case, though, some read تذِخَتل (from a secondary verb ذخت ).—In Ahlwardt,

Verzeichnis, Berlin Ms. no. 331 also متذختفا for متذختاف , sūra 13:17.
252 The transmitted spelling naturally indicates the pronunciation wa-sal.
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p. 360), and ةكیل (see above, p. 420), ىلول (cf. see above, p. 420sq.253), اوتٔاَو (see
above, p. 424);254 but not dropped in نبا ( ميرمنباىسیع ).

Ninth.—There are some irregularities to be found in the orthography of
the sibilants where on account of assimilation س is replaced by ص ( طارص ;

طصبیو , sūra 2:246, and ةطصب , sūra 7:67;255 رطیصم , sūras 52:37 and 88:22), or that
ض andظ are mixed up ( نينضب , sūra 81:24, for نينظب ).256

Tenth.—Finally, it must be noted that although the somewhat changed
pausal pronunciation of the rhyme ismostly also expressed in the script, like
in ونظلا , sūra 33:10, الوسرلا v. 66, الیبسلا v. 67; هیناطلس , sūra 69:29, etc., but not
always (e.g., دیزا , sūra 74:15, azīdā).

If we add to all these spelling possibilities the fact that the script did not[iii/53]
generally257 differentiate between بتثني in the initial and medial
positions, and between بتث at the end of aword, betweenف andق in the
initial and the medial positions, جحخ , د and ,ذ ر and ,ز س and ,ش ص and
,ض ط and ,ظ ع and ,غ and that, moreover, next to no signs assisted in the
pronunciation, and that the words were insufficiently separated from one
another,258 we come to the conclusion that this graphic representation of
the Holy Text was still extremely imperfect.

The Orthography of Agnes S. Lewis’ Sinai Palimpsests

The orthography of Lewis’ Koran palimpsests259 requires detailed treatment
since, by and large, it corresponds to the transmitted orthography of

253 Ibid.
254 Further, اودجسی , sūra 27:25, if you read previously َالا (instead ّالا ) and then consider

اودجسی to be اودجسا . According to a note in Nashr, the form with connecting alif, اودجس , is
said to have been in the Imām, and in Damascene manuscripts, and was fabricated solely in
order to support this variant (cf. al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, s.v.).

255 So here also the Gotha Ms. no. 441.
256 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām in al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, s.v., points out the insig-

nificance of the difference in the Kūfic script.
257 But as final letter not only ن and ى but alsoف and ق have their individual shapes that

cannot be confused with one another.
258 Kūfic writing does not leave a larger space between words as is customary between the

average ligatures of the same word so that only the sense can tell whether one ought to read
نماورفك or نماورفك or نماورفك .

259 Leaves from three ancient Qorâns, edited by A.S. Lewis and A. Mingana. The leaves con-
sist of three groups, A, B, and C, which according to their style are uniform (A and B possibly
not entirely). According to the likely accurate opinion of the editors, A and B are approxi-
mately of the same period, B somewhat later. However, the editors misjudged the charac-
ter of the orthography of their texts—which could have easily been accurately determined
had they consulted Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Qorâns—as well as many details. In addition,
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the Koran260 (particularly its sparse use of the prolongation of the alifwhich
likely goes beyond the literary transmission and the Kūfic Korans)261 but
still shows a number of deviations which are listed here in the order of the
section on the orthography of the ʿUthmānic Korans.

II. The writing in one word goes considerably further, namely words with [iii/54]
final -m are preferably connected to the following word (A: sūras 41:40 and
41:41, C: sūra 7:146 and 7:155, and often), once even و and still attached to the
preceding word (A: sūra 41:38).262

On the other hand, at the end of a line, even after letters that potention-
ally can connect two letters, the word can be separated; thus in A after ,ك
sūra 45:12; in B after ,ع sūra 11:33 (?); after ,ش sūra 13:36; after ,ل sūra 16:17;
after ,ن sūra 16:26; after ,ك sūra 17:16; in C after ,ل sūras 7:153, 154, 156, and
9:37; after ,ك sūra 9:72. That the phenomenon is relatively rare in A is occa-
sioned partly by the fact that here many ends of line and beginnings of line
are illegible. But also in other respects, the three groups display considerable
differences.

III. As is the case with ,ا for no apparent reason alsoى and و are occasion-
ally missing as vowel letter: Thus, A: مث , sūra 44:44, for ميثالا ; B: نضع , sūra
15:91, for نيضع ; ا , sūra 16:92, for ءاتیا ; C: انتقمل , sūra 7:154, for انتاقیمل ; تش , sūra 7:154,
for تیش ( تئش );—B: مجنلا , sūra 16:12, for موجنلا ; C: ادنج , sūra 9:26, for ادونج .263

IV. Instead of ي before a suffix we frequently encounter ,ا which later
became accepted practice (or, what amounts to the same, entirely without
a vowel letter); thus, A with ,ا sūra 44:56, without vowel letter, sūra 29:23; B:
with alif, sūra 11:29 and 30, andwithout vowel letter, sūras 13:18, 14:6 and 17:14
(but with ى sūra 11:31, 11:37 and often); C: with alif, sūra 7:139, and without
vowel letter, sūras 7:156 and 9:51 and often (so also ةروتلا , sūra 7:156); occa-
sionally also at the end ا instead ofى; so A: اَحُوی , sūra 41:5; B: �َ�ْرٔا , sūra 16:94.264

some of their readings are extremely unlikely. The edition needs expert verification. The
use of brackets, square brackets or none at all when referring to the three groups has been
retained from the German edition.

260 Also the writing of رت sūra 16:14 (B) for ىََرت and دهي sūra 9:24 and 9:37 (C) for ىدهي , both
with connecting alif, fit here; see above, p. 409.

261 E.g., in group B, where ا still dominates, sūra has 13:38 بتك , where the transmission
demands باتك ; although conversely sūra 15:87 كانیٓتا and sūra 17:14 هرئاط . C always writes
contrary to the rule اّهئا , e.g., sūra 7:157 and 9:23.

262 Conversely B امنٕا , sūra 13:40, for اّمٔا .
263 The alleged spellings ملیع , sūra 13:43 (B), and ةولیصلا , sūra 9:72 (C)which in contrast ought

to have a superfluousي still need to be confirmed.
264 Conversely B: اىصقي , sūra 17:1, where it ought to be اصق .—The apparent imāla

in the middle of the word in مكتميقا , sūra 16:82 (B) for مكِتماقِا ( مكتمقا ) and ددیحي , sūra 9:64 (C) for
دداحي ( ددحي ) where, as far as I know, no reader reads with imāla, seems as equally incredible as

the spellings mentioned above in note 263.
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V. The alif of separation is more frequently missing before a word that[iii/55]
begins with alif; thus A: sūra 24:22; B: sūra 13:19; C: sūras 9:34 and 9:68.265

VI. The hamza remains still more frequently unmarked, namely in the
middle of the word also in the connection aʾi ( ذموی for ذئموی sūra 24:25 [A];
16:89 [B], اوسی for اوسئی sūra 29:22 [A], نمطت , sūra 13:28 [B], and نمطم , sūra 16:108
[B] for ِّنئمطت and ّنئَمطُم ), āʾi ( ةكلم , sūra 41:13 [A] for ةكئالم , راج , sūra 16:9 [B] for
رئاج ); iʾa ( ةیـسلا sūra 13:22 for ةئیسلا , هیـس , sūra 17:40 [B] for ُُهّئیس ), iʾā ( تیس , sūra

45:20 [A], 16:36 [B], 7:152 [C] for ٓتاّیـس ); in addition also āʾu in اكرش , sūra 16:88
[B] for ؤاكرش , cf. above, p. 421sq.266

Not all of the peculiarities of the hamza orthography are repeated; it is
written ا , sūra 16:92 [B] for ءاتیا , not ىاتیا ; مكیٔراس , sūra 7:142 (C), not مكیرواس ;

اوعضؤالو , sūra 9:47 (C), not اوعضواالو ; تی , etc. A sūras 29:22, 41:14, and often, B
sūras 14:5, 16:106, and often, C sūras 7:144 and 7:155 for ت�ٓ�اب , not تیی .

Conversely, the spelling ىاش for ءَْيش , which occurs only once in the trans-[iii/56]
mitted orthography of the Koran, is here the rule—(A: sūra 29:19; B: sūras
16:91, 17:13, and often; C: sūras 7:142 and ىش;7:155 only B sūra 16:37)—whereas
for سی , sūra 13:30 (B) سیی 267 (e.g. سئَْیی ) is written.

The context form at the beginning of the word also اَیِتاِضراللو , sūra 41:10
(A: for ایتْـئا ).268

VII. A simplified writing of two n’s is ذا , sūra 41:4 (A) for انِـنآذا , reproduc-
ing the pronunciation ādhānnā, which is represented by al-Muṭawwiʿī ʿan
al-Aʿmash (Kūfa). Corresponding abbreviations can be found in the ʿUth-
mānic consonantal text as variants to sūras 18:94, 27:21, and 39:64; see above,
p. 397sq.

VIII. B writes in sūras 16:12 and 17:13 لیللا .—The connecting alif is several
times ostentatiously omitted: A, ِلصَفلَموی , sūra 44:40; B, نورسخلمه , sūra 11:24
(for نورسخٔالاُمه ).269

A quick glance will indicate that here we are apparently dealing with a
mixture of discrepancies in the Palimpsests from the orthography of other
oldKorans, displaying traits of great antiquity interspersedwith quite recent

265 In addition irregularly once B وُعْدا , sūra 13:36.
266 In addition perhaps after the article in نورسخل , sūra 11:24 (B) for نورسخٔال ;(ا) see below,

p. 428 n. 268.
267 That this spelling is very old is evident from the transmission referred to above onp. 341,

according towhich yayʾas is amistake for yatabayyan, which presupposes the graphic outline
سىى for the former.

268 The identical graphic outline اىىا is presupposed by al-Zamakhsharī’s reading اًـیِـٓتا ; per-
haps this applies also in this case.

269 If it is not rather a case of a variant: نورساخلْمه ; in support of this is perhaps the fact that,
unlike the previous example, them is written together with the second word.
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ones, the most ostentatious being the preference for َاـ instead ـیـٰ in a medial
position, corresponding entirely to later orthographic usage. In this case we
would be dealing with a text that is not really old but has adapted some
antique habits, probably from non-ʿUthmānic secondary sources. From this
point of view, however, it remains inexplicable that particularly the more
recent group B displays a decisive retreat of َاـ in favour of ـیـٰ . This makes
sense only if AC represents an old parallel text to the ʿUthmānic text, which
is already incorporated in B. Thus, we here find the converse of the devel-
opment also in the field of orthography, which we shall encounter later
repeatedly not only in the field of the variant readings but also in the field
of orthography.

There is one peculiarity that points in the same direction as these con- [iii/57]
siderations, namely the frequency of the almost exclusive writing of ىاش in-
stead of 270,ىش which has been documented precisely in the Koran of Ibn
Masʿūd (see above, p. 424 n. 243). But it is hardly conceivable that the
Palimpsests belong directly to this recension. This, at least, is the result of
the examination of the variants. We must conclude that Ibn Masʿūd is not
the only onewith this orthography so that ىاش in the ʿUthmānicKoran is not
an accidental peculiarity, rather it is the casual adaptation of a rarely used
but otherwise quite common orthography.

When we thus arrive at an early origin for the Palimpsests we must con-
sider variants like َاـ for يٰ to be the influence of a somewhat different dialec-
tical basis or, at least, a different interpretation of the identical dialectical
basis. The sameconclusionwill apply to thedisappearance ofhamza inwrit-
ing; age alone is no explanation.

The Non-ʿUthmānic Orthographic
Variants and Readings: The Sources

We have seen that the ʿUthmānic text itself was not completely uniform
because of the multitude of equally recognized copies; it contained already
a number of variants, even a still greater variety of orthography, and at least
the latter could easily multiply by copying. In spite of this, the ʿUthmānic
text represents a relatively compact unity in view of the considerably large
number of consonantal variants or variant readings which presupposed the
existence of a divergent consonantal text.

270 It is typical that againىش occurs only in B.—That the absence of the ʿUthmānic writing
سی is no indication of the age has already been determined above, p. 428 n. 267.
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The earliest extant collection of such variants is contained in the sec-[iii/58]
tion, Bāb al-zawāʾid min al-ḥurūf 271 allatī khūlifa bi-hā l-khaṭṭ of Abū ʿUbayd
al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 223 or 4/838) in his above-mentioned K. al-Faḍāʾil
al-Qurʾān (Berlin Ms. no. 451, fol. 37rsqq.). It contains slightly more than
one hundred variants and variant readings that depart from the ʿUthmānic
consonantal text. In strictly traditional habit, nearly all of them are traced
back to Companions, and thus partly to the Prophet. The copies of the
Koran of Ibn Masʿūd and Ubayy b. Kaʿb are frequently mentioned, with-
out being favoured above the other authorities. The collections of tradi-
tions,272 although they include special sections on variant readings—or at
least commentaries of the Koran—contain relatively little pertinent mate-
rial and—apart from their more or less rigid critical standards—recognize
only what has been ascribed to the Prophet and, less so, to his most promi-
nent Companions, particularly ʿUmar. Al-Ṭabarī, on the other hand, in-
cluded a great deal of such material in his commentary on the Koran.
From among the later commentators it is al-Zamakhsharī273 who stands
out with his extraordinary mine of relevant details, which offers far more
than he could have adapted from al-Ṭabarī, whom he undoubtedly utilized.
It is likely that Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām also resorted to an older
shawādhdhwork; (seemore details, below).274 In so far as the non-ʿUthmānic
readings belong to closed systems of Koranic recitation of which we have
descriptions, they represent a valuable addition to the data recorded by al-
Zamakhsharī. Isolated references to non-ʿUthmānic variant readings are to
be found not only inmany passages in the literature of traditions, commen-
taries, grammar, and lexicography,275 but also in relatively extensive refer-
ences in works on variant readings that are not limited to listing them, but

271 The list is not at all limited to additions to the ʿUthmānic text.
272 Cf. the summary in the chapter on the variant readings in al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl,

vol. 1, p. 284sqq., where are considered—apart from the literature of tradition, and also
al-Ṭabarī’s commentary on the Koran as well as several special relevant writings—first of
all al-Faḍāʾil of Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, and the maṣāḥif-books of Ibn Abī Dāwūd
al-Sijistānī, and Ibn al-Anbārī (see above, p. 405 n. 110, and p. 389 n. 2).

273 Being a Muʿtazilite, he seems to have listed with a certain purpose extra-canonical
variant readings. Unfortunately, his statements are by no means complete, neither as far as
the variants are concerned, nor the names of the readers. The lacunae increase in the second
part of his work.

274 Most likely from the one of Aḥmad b. Mūsā IBN MUJĀHID [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 14]
because on sūra 19:85 he refers toMuḥtasab (thus, notMuḥtasib, the onlyMs. in Constantino-
ple, Ragıb Paşa Kütüphanesi, no. 13) of ʿUthmān IBN JINNĪ [EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9,
pp. 173–182], to whom he frequently refers. Whether this might be the sole source can be
determined only after scrutiny of the manuscript.

275 I did not list the material scattered throughout this literature, except the Mufaṣṣal
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are searching for their underlying causes, and for this purpose utilize also
non-ʿUthmānic variant readings that concur with them.276 For the first sūra
some passages are added, that serve as a model for a rich apparatus of vari-
ants.277

The Text of IbnMasʿūd278 [iii/60]

Among the mass of non-ʿUthmānic variants and variant readings there
are above all two groups that deserve a separate treatment, namely those
ascribed to ʿAbd Allāh IBNMASʿŪD and Ubayy b. Kaʿb, because we have the
reliable transmission that both men had their own collection of the Koran
(muṣḥaf; cf. above, p. 234sq.). The question therefore poses itself whether
those variants and variant readings279 ascribed to them might derive from
their very own recensions of the Koran.

In order to get at the core of this question it is necessary first of all
to list280 the transmitted variants and variant readings in so far as they
differ281 from the ʿUthmānic consonantal text, and briefly explain them. We
begin with those of Ibn Masʿūd.

of both Sibawayh and al-Zamakhsharī. Whatever I collected offers nothing new from the
commentaries or works on tradition, and variant readings.

276 From among them I utilized mainly the Kitāb al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt wa-ʿilalihā
wa-ḥujajihā of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī (d. 437/1045; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 406) in
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, BerlinMs., 578 (Petermann, no. 17). It represents a commentary on the
same author’s Tabṣira; [edited at Damascus, 1974, by Muḥyī l-Dīn Ramaḍān].

277 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī, Maʿānī l-qirāʾāt (appendixed to his Kashf ʿan wujūh al-
Qurʾān), Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578, p. 517sq.; al-Jazarī, al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt
al-ʿashr; Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 657, fols. 18r–19r.

278 About him, cf. above, p. 235sq.; and also A.J. Wensinck in E.I., s.v.; Goldziher, Schools of
Koranic commentators, p. 5; Jeffery,Materials for the history of the … text, pp. 114–116; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, pp. 7–8; Caetani, Annali, vol. 7, year 32, nos. 126–144.

279 Nodifferentiation is heremade between these two types since also the variant readings
—if, indeed, they can be traced back to Ibn Masʿūd and Ubayy b. Kaʿb, respectively—must
have been in their respective copies (the later separation of writing and reading cannot be
presupposed in this case) thus being true variants at the same time. Tradition usually does
not differentiate, it rather uses completely synonymous expressions like fī qirāʾat IbnMasʿūd,
fī ḥarf IbnMasʿūd, fī muṣḥaf IbnMasʿūd, and similar ones, referring to him and Ubayy b. Kaʿb.

280 This list and the following list are based on al-Zamakhsharī’s Kashshāf; other lists
are explicitly referred to as the case may be, but, conversely, the absence of a variant in
al-Zamakhsharī is particularly mentioned.—I think I can offer the material of the Kashshāf
pretty comprehensively. I cannot dare claim to have exhausted al-Ṭabarī with any degree of
completeness. Other commentators have not been systematically consulted.

281 Whereby also those deviations have been omitted that agree with the ʿUthmānic text
not lafẓan, but as the scholars of the Koran say, taqdīran, and this in the way that thanks to
the liberties of the old Koranic orthography an acceptable spelling for both variant readings
could become possible.
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Sūra 1:5 دها : دشرا ;282 | 1:6 نیا : َنـم .
Sūra 2:19 فطخي : فطتخي , cf. 2:153283 (and similarly, 180): عّوّطی (besides vari-[iii/61]

ant reading عّوطت ): عّوطتی ; 2:222, نرهطیىتح : نرهطتیىتح ;284 6:125, دعصی : دعصتی ; 4:142,
نيبذبذم : نيبذبذتم ; then also 7:170, اوركذاو : اوّركذتو (Imper.), but cf. 10:25, تنیزاو :
تنیزتو . In this case the ʿUthmānic text permits everywhere the variant read-

ing as reflexive ( فِّطـََخي , دّعَّصی , etc.), which Ibn Masʿūd demands; thus, his
writing is clearer. This explanation, however, is not entirely satisfactory;
it is impossible in the case of the parallel variant 2:22 تّدعا : تدتعا ; and
even more so in the reverse relation, 23:103, نولءاستی : نولءاّسی 285 | 2:29 مهضرع ,
namely the objects authenticated by name ( ءامس ): نهضرع ,286 referring to

ءامس ; smoother, but wrong, thus unwarranted correction. | 2:34, امّهلزاف or
similar: امهلسوسوف ; explaining. | 2:46, نوحبذی : نولتقی . | 2:58, اوفو : اوثو ,287 thus,
the literary form of the word for the dialectical or individual form. | 2:58,

اًرصِم : َرصم ,288 the correct form. | 2:63, ُعْدا : لس . | 2:77, نودبعتال : اودبعتال , clear
prohibition. | 2:94, هذبن : هضقن ,289 better known synonym. | 2:98 انِعار : وعار .290 |
2:100, ؤااهنمريخبِٔتاناهسننؤاٍةٓیانمخسننام291:اهلثمبءئجناهخسننؤاةٓیانمكِسُننام
اهلثم plain text and easy to understand of the very controversial passage. |

2:113, الو : نلو , to prevent the vocalization ْٔلاَستالو .292 | 2:122, انكسانمرٔاو : مهرٔا
مهكسانم ةٓیانم:ؤاةٓیانمكسننام ,293 ْخسننام (namely the descendants, in the

mouth of Abraham and Ishmael). | 2:126, بوقعیو : then added ْنا as intro-
duction of the direct speech, likewise 79:17; conversely ْنا of the ʿUthmānic
text omitted, 41:30,294 55:7, 68:24, 71:1.295 | 2:131, املثمب : امب ,296 dogmatic correc-
tion (Goldziher, Schools of Koranic Commentators, p. 16). | 2:153, ْنَا : الْنَا ;297

282 Also appendix to Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt; Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr fī
l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr; etc.

283 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 2, p. 30, l 19; al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf.
284 Also Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf, al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf.
285 In addition also sūra 16:39 ىدَْهي : ىّدهي = ىدتهي , one of the attempts to re-interpret this

passage (cf. below, Ubayy b. Kaʿb, s.v., whose correction produces the same artificial sentence
construction as well as the variant reading ىَدُْهي ).

286 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 167, l 5.
287 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 237, l 26.
288 Also al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf.
289 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 333, l 22, from Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
290 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 357, l 7.
291 So al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 359, l 16; al-Zamakhsharī has only the first part of the sentence.
292 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 389, l 12.
293 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 414, l 7.
294 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 24, 67, 13 [sic].
295 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 29, 49, 35 [sic].
296 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 422, l 16 only in Ibn ʿAbbās, whom also al-Zamakhsharī mentions.
297 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, 29, 8.
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correction to safeguard the former licence against the slowly penetrating
opinion that the ceremony of saʿy between al-Ṣafāʾ and al-Marwa is indis-
pensable. | 2:172, ْنَا : ْٔناب ,298 elimination of the odd construction. | 2:183, َثفَرلا :

ثوفرلا .299 | 2:194, behind مكبر added هللاىقتانملمثاالفرجنمو ;300 illustrative
addition. | 2:209, after ةدحاو added اوفلتخاف ,301 explanatory addition going back
to the parallel passage from sūra 10:20 (Goldziher, Schools, pp. 7–8). | 2:214,
before لاتق added نع ;302 repetition of the preposition before the apposition to
determine the grammatical relation, cf. the quite frequent repetitions after
:و 2:239, 4:1 and 5:62 (see below), and cf. 51:46, موقو : موقيفو , after دومثيف v. 43. |
2:226, نولؤی : اوٓلا ; equally perfect instead of imperfect after نیا 3:20303 ( اولتاق for
the second نولتقیو , where the past tense is substantially more appropriate).
7:169 (see below), and after َنـم 79:36. | 2:226 after اؤاف added نهيف ,304 explana-
tory addition. | 2:229 افاخي : اوفاخت ,305 parallel to the following متفخ ; smoothing
correction. | 2:241 ماوزال — نیاو : مكجاوزالةیصولامكیلعبِتُك ,306 elimination of
a hard ellipsis by shortening rearrangement | 2:261, ِكـبارشو : كُـبارشاذهو .
2:261, ّهـنستی : ّنستی , the standard form (cf. above, p. 395 n. 46). | 2:269, اومميت :

اؤممات ,307 the original and literary form. | 2:276 after ّسـملا complementary addi-
tion, ةمایقلاموی .308 | 2:281, نوعَجُرت : نوّدَُرت , necessarily to be read as passive. | 2:282,

راضی :309 رراضی , clearly apocope. | 2:285, قرفی : نوقرفی , following preceding 3. pers.
plural.

Sūra 3:1 مویقلا : ميقلا 310 (i.e. مایقلا .) | 3:5, هللایوملعیامو : هللادنعیوْنِا 311 in [iii/63]
order to prevent that the following نوخسارلاو is contracted as a second subject
to ملعی . | 3:16, ّهنَا : ْنا 312 (before direct speech.) | 3:16, امئاق : مئاقلا 313 a ḥāl very difficult
to accommodate. | 3:43 هیفخفناف : اهخفناف 314 with better attachment to the
preceding ريطلاةئیهك and the clearer ruling (inflate). | 3:44 after هللاوقناف added

298 Also Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf.
299 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 9, 91, 5.
300 Abū ʿUbayd; not al-Zamakhsharī.
301 Probably also means Ṭabarī, vol. 2, 188, 30.
302 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 2, 194, 18.
303 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 3, 132, 28; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf.
304 By Abū ʿUbayd apparently rather ascribed to Ubayy b. Kaʿb.
305 Also al-Ṭabarī, 2, 261, 22.
306 Cf. also al-Ṭabarī, 2, 338, 16.
307 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 51, 2.
308 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
309 al-Ṭabarī, 3, 83, 15; al-Zamakhsharī without names.
310 So, explicitly as writing, Abū ʿUbayd; al-Ṭabarī, 3, 101, 8 مایقلا . Not in al-Zamakhsharī.
311 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 113, 29.
312 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 128, 31.
313 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 129, 18.
314 al-Ṭabarī, 3, 173, 2, leaves it open whether Ibn Masʿūd or Ubayy (fī iḥdā al-qirāʾatayn).
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as explanation تنمهبمكتئجامل , and after نوعیطاو added هیلامكوعداف (cf.
Goldziher, Schools, pp. 7–8). | 3:75 نيیبنلا : باتكلااوتوانیا ,315whichmuch better
fits the context, which for the “prophets” would result in an unfounded
criticism. | 3:86 امم : ضعبام , clearer. | 3:114 تدب : ادب , immediately preceding
feminine; conversely, in the identical case feminine instead of masculine of
the ʿUthmānic text, 68:49. | 3:127 اوعراسو : اوقباسو . | 3:165 او


هللان : هللاو ,316 clearer;

the same 8:19,317 and cf. 6:154 (see below). | 3:169 فّوخي : مكفّوخي , whereby the
misunderstanding shall be avoided that هَءایلوا shall be frightened (instead
of becoming the object of frightening). | 3:177 لوقیو [the letter after و has two
dots underneath and one above] : لاقیو (and evidently before, َبتكُیـس ) so that
Allāh is not directly the subject; similarly 50:29.

Sūra 4:19 ةشحافلا : ةشحافل , after ىتا the more ordinary construction; cf. 6:57[iii/64]
قحلا : قحل 318 after ِضُقی = ىضقی (whereby at the same time excluding the reading
ّصقی ), 27:84 ّنا [anna or inna]: ٔناب after مّـلك (whereby at the same time the

conjunction is identified as نا , and the verb as II. Form = “to speak”), and
49:2 مكتاوصا : مكتاوص after عفر . | 4:38 تاظفاحتاتناقتاحلاصلاف : sound plural. |
4:38 after the second هللا added نهيلااوحلصاف , complement to the ellipsis
parallel to the Imperfect of the second half of the verse. | 4:44 ةّرذ : من , better
known synonym. | 4:56 نوتؤی : اوتؤی ,319 after الاًذٕاف . | 4:81 after كسفننمف added

كیلعاهانبتكّاـناو ,320 to mitigate the rather strong indeterminate expression
“from yourself.” | 4:102 متفخنا missing,321 the following ْنا than = so that
not. The “when you fear” of the ʿUthmānic text might be from the parallel
passage 2:240. | 4:109 هنع : مهنع : unwarranted change in favour of reference to
a particular person. | 4:127 احلصی : احلصا ,322 whereby the governing نا becomes
definite by ْنِا . | 4:134 اريقفوااّـینغ : ريقفواّينغ , after نكی which would otherwise
bewithout subject; similarly 10:2 بجع : ابجع . | 4:160 نوميقملاو : نيميقملاو ,323 correction
of a famous mistake (see above, p. 390sq.)

Sūra 5:2 ّنيـٓما : ّىـٓما , before object and genitive, respectively; conversely,[iii/65]
19:94 ٓىتا : ٍٓتا , 22:36 ىميقملاو : نيميقملاو . | 5:3 مكوّدص : مكوّدصی ,324 after ْنِا [alif with both,
fatḥa and kasra,] this as ْنِا identifying ( نَا = “therefore that” would require

315 See above, p. 390, n. 14; Mujāhid b. Jabr refers to Ibn Masʿūd’s reading.
316 Also al-Ṭabarī, 4, 109, 15.
317 al-Ṭabarī, 9, 131, 12, rather the equivalent ٓا … ّنٕاو .
318 Also Abū ʿUbayd.
319 Cf. Ubayy on 17:78.
320 Abū ʿUbayd (the manuscript has اهىبتك thus at best also اهتبتكٔاو might be read); not

al-Zamakhsharī.
321 Probably by mistake ascribed to Ibn Masʿūd; al-Ṭabarī, 5, 144, 7, rather Ubayy.
322 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī, Kashf; not al-Zamakhsharī.
323 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 6, p. 16, l 12.
324 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 37, 15.
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perf.) | 5:4 ةحیطنلاو : ةحوطنملاو , eliminating the grammatical objection, which is
occasioned by the passive faʿīl with feminine termination; conversely 5:69

ناتطوسبم : ناطسب ,325 the more idiomatic and possibly more original expres-
sion. | 5:42 collective singular ةقراسلاوقراسلاو : تاقراسلاونوقراسلاو ,326 cf. 6:155

نسحاىا : اونـسحانیا ,327 here at the same time excluding the true sin-
gular and elative. | 5:42 امهيدیا : امهنامْـیا ,328 more closely identified (Goldziher,
Schools, p. 10). 5:60 ّمكـیلو : مكالوم ; conversely, 47:12 ىلوم : ىلو .329 | 5:62 رافكلاو :

اوكرشانیانمو ,330 correction because “unbelievers” would include oncemore
also the aforementioned People of the Book. | 5:65 دبعو : اودبعنــَـمو ,331 pick-
ing up the relative and, as in the preceding words, constructed according to
sense. | 5:73 ّنا : اهيا , whereby eliminating the serious grammatical objec-
tion of the verse (see above, p. 390sq.). | 5:91 after ما added تاعباتتم ,332 better
defining and settling a controversy (cf. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic Com-
mentators, pp. 9–10). | 5:96 ءازجف : هؤازجف ,333 clearer and linguistically smoother. |
5:114 نوكت (as ṣifa) : نكت (as concluding sentence to imperative).

Sūra 6:16, after فرصی added 334,هللا clearer than ْفَِرصی without subject [iii/66]
or passive فُرصی . | 6:70 اِنـتْـئا , only by artificial explanation: انّـیب .335 | 6:94
after عطقت added ام , whereby the hard substantival usage of the following

مكنیب is elided. | 6:105 تسرد : سرد ,336 which excludes the interpretation of
the much disputed word as 2. person. | 6:140 ةصلاخ , vaguely congruant with
ماعن instead of with ام : صلاخ .337 | 6:154 ىطارصاذه ٕا] or] نٔاو : طارصاذهو
مكبر ,338 rejecting the reading نٔاو , and corresponding to continuing in 3. person.

325 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
326 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 133, 1 [sic].
327 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, 8, 61, 20.
328 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 133, 2sqq.; al-Zamakhsharī, Mufaṣṣal, §233. The Cairo Kashshāf has
مهناميا , probably an unwarranted correction.

329 Both also al-Ṭabarī, 26, 27, 31sq.
330 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 166, 27, from Abū ʿUbayd; not in his Faḍāʾil.
331 al-Ṭabarī, 6, 169, 3, but without نم , identical with the text of Ubayy b. Kaʿb.
332 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 7, p. 19, ll 11 sqq.; cf. Abū ʿUbayd: Ibrāhīm (al-Nakhaʿī), see at the

end of the section.
333 Also al-Ṭabarī, 7, 27, 3.
334 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī, Kashf; not al-Zamakhsharī, where only Ubayy b. Kaʿb

maintains the variant, who is mentioned in the Kashf.
335 Abū ʿUbayd; al-Ṭabarī, 7, 142, 18sqq., among others also Abū ʿUbayd; not al-Zamakh-

sharī.
336 al-Ṭabarī, 7, 189, ll 13, 21, here from Abū ʿUbayd (thus to be read); but next to it l 16,

where the same opinion is maintained, but which is in agreement with the reading تَسرد of
the ʿUthmānic consonantal text. Not al-Zamakhsharī.

337 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 8, p. 34, l 4.
338 In al-Ṭabarī, 8, 60, 16sqq.; Ibn Masʿūd, however, cites the verse in the usual form.
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Sūra 7:19, َيرُوو : ىروا , dialectically different. | 7:25, ذ missing before ريخ ;
it is redundant and annoying since it is immediately repeated; its dele-
tion was quite obvious. Cf. the deletion of the first مكنا 23:37,339 of the first
ْنِا 33:49,340 and the restituting هناف 62:8. | 7:38 after لمجلا added رفص .341 | 7:38

طایخلا : طیا . | 7:103 ىلع missing before ْنَا ; after قیقح it does not fit the con-
struction, a difficulty which it was tried to avoid by the vocalization ىلع . |
7:169 نوكسمي : اوكسمتـسا .

Sūra 8:1 نع missing;342 it is then intended that ُلافن = نّاـبشلا is the sub-[iii/67]
ject of كنؤلاسی but the word apparently does not have this meaning. In
reality َلافن is likely to be meant; in this case the ʿUthmānic text quali-
fied this rather hard construction by inserting نع , without changing the
meaning. | 8:2 تلجو : تقرف ; common synonym. | 8:39 مهل : مكل the punctuation
of the preformative must be changed accordingly.) | 8:61 before اوقبـس add
مهنا ,343 which after superordinated بسح could easily be inserted before per-

fect.
Sūra 9:51 نل : له . | 9:107 ميكحميلع : ميحرروفغ , whereby the preceding مهيلع
بوتی prevails over مهبذعی . | 9:111 عطقتنا : تعطقولو ,344 stronger. | 9:118 غیزت / داك

غیزی : تغاز ; the ʿUthmānic text is a moderation!
Sūra 10:12 ىضقل (active or passive): انیضقل (clearly active, although hardly

fitting the preceding subject .(هللا | 10:81 رحسلا : رحس ,345 as predicate more
common. 10:98 الولف : ّالهف ,346 whereby the former is used as explanation in the
commentaries.

Sūra 11:30 see in Ubayy b. Kaʿb. | 11:60 هنورضتالو : هورضتالو (continuation of a[iii/68]
conditional subordinate clause beginning with دقف ). | 11:74 after ةمئاق addition

دعاقوهو 347 (cf. Goldziher, Schools, pp. 8–9). | 11:75 اخیـش : خیـش ,348 this is what
makes more sense. | 11:83— الو missing is دحا ;349 the sentence might have
come here from the parallel passage 15:65. | 11:113 , very difficult to explain:
لك . | 11:113 امل : more unequivocal and common,.

339 Also al-Ṭabarī, 18, 14, 2.
340 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 22, p. 14, l 19.
341 Abū ʿUbayd, and al-Ṭabarī, 8, 121, 4; not al-Zamakhsharī.
342 Also al-Ṭabarī 9, 110, 19sqq.
343 Also al-Ṭabarī, 10, 18, 28.
344 Also al-Ṭabarī, 11, 23, 15.
345 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, 11, 95, 1.
346 Also al-Ṭabarī, 11, 111, 11; the sentence that follows there, and despite the similar intro-

duction, cannot be intended as a variant but only as an explanation.
347 al-Ṭabarī, 12, 41, 21 سلاجوهو .
348 Sībawayh §119; al-Zamakhsharī without name.
349 Also al-Ṭabarī, 12, 53, 24sqq., from Abū ʿUbayd (not in his Faḍāʾil).
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Sūra 12:31 ارشب , which as predicate of ام is suspect because of its accusative
which is seldom found in the Koran: رشب ;350 cf. the other passage with accu-
sative (others, nominative) after ام 58:2 مهتاا : مهتا . | 12:35 ىتح : ىتع 351 con-
sidered a dialectical form of the Hudhayl (Ibn Masʿūd was a Hudhalī) but
appears at this place evidently under the dissimilative influence of the fol-
lowing نيح . | 12:36 ارمخ : ابنع ,352 after رصع more obvious. | 12:64 اظفاحريخ (and

اظْـفِـح respectively) : نيظفاحلاريخ ,353 likely an unwarranted assimilation to the
following نيمحارلامحرا . | 12:70 لعج : لعجو . | 12:105 نوّرمي : نوشمي but then preced-
ing ُضرو required; the inclusion of the other verb safeguards this reading
which was purported also in other ways.

Sūra 14:47 ناك : داك ,354 a moderation of the sense which results from the
interpretation of نٕاو as conditional.

Sūra 15:66 before ّنا added انلقو 355 in order to qualify the strong direct [iii/69]
connection of رم with dependent نَا .

Sūra 16:9 اهنمو : مكنمو ,356 more likely. | 16:78 هّهـجوی : هجوی .
Sūra 17:1 الیل next to ىرسا tautologic: لیللانم 357 (partitive). | 17:24 ىضقو .

considered a spelling mistake by some (see above, p. 390sq.): ىصوو .358 | 17:95
فرخز : بهذ ;359 cf. Goldziher, Schools, p. 10sq.

Sūra 18:14 before اوثبلو added اولاقو ,360 dogmatic correction because of the
اوثبلامبملعاهللا in the continuation. | 18:31 اتلك : ,لك and then اهلكاتٓتا : هلكآىتا ,

eliminating the disagreement between اتلك and the singular predicate. | 18:36
اّـنكل , peculiar form : اْنكل . | 18:36 هللاوه : وهاال , an insertion of the

shahāda formula which is difficult to understand. | 18:62 هركذانا before 
ناطیـشلا ,361 the more natural position. | 18:76 تذختل : تذختال ,362 clearer spelling

350 Also al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the introduction.
351 Also al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4821. ʿUmar allegedly protests against the

pronunciation in a letter to Ibn Masʿūd!
352 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 12, p. 119, l 7sqq.
353 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt; al-Zamakhsharī, rather Abū Hurayra.
354 So al-Ṭabarī, vol. 13, p. 147, l 2 and 8 (also intended, 145, 28 and 146, 2, where, as

frequently in this section, by mistake ناك instead داك has been printed), Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim
b. Sallām, andMakkī b. Abī ṬālibKashf; not al-Zamakhsharī, after IbnMasʿūdwith امو instead
ناو excludes the certainly correct conditional interpretation. This variant—and the negative

interpretation in general—owe the origin to the same attempt to moderate, like the variant
داك supported by many old authorities.
355 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 14, p. 27, l 10.
356 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 14, p. 54, l 4.
357 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 15, 3, 7.
358 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 15, p. 44, l 18; not al-Zamakhsharī.
359 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 15, p. 102, l 5sqq.; not al-Zamakhsharī.
360 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 15, p. 142, l 3; not al-Zamakhsharī.
361 So al-Ṭabarī, vol. 15, p. 164 l 27; al-Zamakhsharī not this but only هكركذا instead of هركذا ,

hardly correct.
362 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
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(cf. above, p. 425 n. 251). | 18:78 after ةنیفس add ةحلاص ,363 motivating addition. |
18:102 بسحفا : ّنظفا , rejecting the reading ُبْسََحفَا .

Sūra 19:35 لوق : لاق ,364 allegedly synonym. | 19:65 رم : لوقب , likely intention-[iii/70]
ally more general.

Sūra 20:32 ددشا : ددشاو , suffixed to the preceding Imperatives and thus
itself identified as Imperative (not also read as such, 1. pers. singl. apocopa-
tive.) | 20:66 نارحاسل : نارحاس 365 (and preceding ْنَا as introduction of the direct
speech); eliminationof a serious grammatical offence (see above, p. 390sq). |
20:83 لحیف : َّنلحيال . | 20:96 after رثا added سرف , corresponding to themore com-
mon variant of the narrative. | 20:97 هنقرحنل : هنقرحنلوهنحبذنل .366

Sūra 22:28 قیمع : قیعم . | 22:37 فاوص : َنِفاوص ,367 probably correct, and only
incorrectly written in the ʿUthmānic text ( ٍفاوص instead of the pausal form

نفاوص ). | 22:45 اهناف (conditional pronoun): هناف ,368 obvious correction of the
feminine explainable by attraction.

Sūra 23:20 نهتبنت : نهاجرخت ,369 verb better fits the object. 23:20 نيلكالل
غبصو : نيلكغبصو , determination because of preceding نها .
Sūra 24:14 هنوقلت : هنوفقثت , unusual synonym! | 24:37 اوسناتـست (rather recognized

mistake, see above, p. 390sq.): اونذاتـست and this positioned after اهلها .370 | 24:35
behind هرون added نمؤملابلقىف ;371 cf. above, p. 390sq.

Sūra 26:19, نيلاضلا : نيلهاجلا ,372 weakening. | 26:166, قلخ poorly fits مكجاوزا as[iii/71]
object : حلصا .373

Sūra 27:25 اودجسی : نودجستاله ; cf. p. 373 n. 247. | 27:25 َءْبخلا : ابخلا (i.e.,
likely اْبخلا by retaining hamza).374 | 27:32 ةعطاق : ةیضاق , a synonymwhich is a bit
easier to understand. | 27:36 ءاج : اؤاج , corresponding to the preceding plural. |

363 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 16, p. 3 l 6.
364 So al-Ṭabarī, vol. 16, p. 55 l 20 (cf. also line 10); in al-Zamakhsharī this is followed by لاقو

.هللا
365 Also al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the introduction.
366 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 16, p. 138 l 12, مث for .و
367 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, 17, 107, 28; al-Zamakhsharī without name.

اوركذیل , where in Abū ʿUbayd begins the quotation from the Koran, is likely to be a simple error
for اوركذاف .

368 Also al-Ṭabarī, 17, 117, 10.
369 Also al-Ṭabarī, 18, 10, 19.
370 Also al-Ṭabarī, 18, 78, 10, from Abū ʿUbayd; not in his Faḍāʾil.
371 Nöldeke in the first edition of this work on p. 273, in a source unknown to me.
372 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 19, 38, 33.
373 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 19, 59, 13.
374 al-Zamakhsharī considers the spelling ابخلا to be rather the rendering of a pausal form

with ā. This can only mean that the transmission is based on a written copy of the Koran,
with an orthography that already in its beginning was no longer comprehensible.
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27:37 اهب relating to دونج : مهب . | 27:40 after ا added مثيبرباتكيفرظنا .375 | 27:83
ىداهبتنا : ىدهتنا ?376

Sūra 28:8 هولنقتال before ةرق whereby this receives a bearer. | 28:14 هزكوف :
هزكلف . | 28:28 نيلجامّـیا : امنيلجىا ; cf. 71:25 اّـمممهنائیطخ : اممهتائیطخنم .
Sūra 29:24 before ةدوم added is امنا , whereby the امنا at the beginning be-

comes inna +mā “what.”
Sūra 31:26 رحبلاو : رحبو ,377 peculiar and therefore perhaps original.
Sūra 33:6 behind مهسفنا added is مهلباوهو ;378 cf. Goldziher, Schools, pp. 7–8.

| 33:40 متاخ [second last vowel a or i] وهللالوسر : متخایبن ,379 simplification in the
sense of the reading ِمـتاخ . | 33:49 before نرجاهىتاللا added is 380,و difficult with
regard to content, which can hardly be attributed to an intentional change. |
33:49 نِا missing before تبهو (which is followed immediately by a second
parallel نِا ).381 | 33:51 نهلك before امب , the usual position.

Sūra 34:13 نانجلا : نجلاناسن ,382 conformity with the common form of [iii/72]
narrative.

Sūra 35:41 ـسلاركمو : ائیساركمو ,383 which is more likely, particularly next
to indeterminate ارابكتـسا .

Sūra 36:7 مهقانعا : مهنامـیا ,384 supplies a plastic illustration. | 36:28 ةحیص :
قیقز ,385 unusual synonym! | 36:30 مك : ْنَم .386 | 36:38 ّرقتـسمِل : رقتـسمال .387 | 36:52
انثعب : اّنـبها ,388 unusual synonym! | 36:56 نوئكتم : نيئكتم , both equally possible;

375 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
376 For وـُـلْـتا , 27:94, al-Zamakhsharī has لتا , Abū ʿUbayd, اولتا (which is no variant, cf. above,

p. 418sq.); common base possibly the Imperative اوـُـلْـتا .
377 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf—probably wrong—rather ascribed to Ubayy b. Kaʿb.
378 Cf. al-Ṭabarī, 21, 70, 8sqq., where Ibn Masʿūd is not mentioned, and where the variant

of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī is considered the original text ( ىلوةءارقلا ).
379 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 22, p. 11 l 28.
380 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 22, p. 14, l 7sqq.; not al-Zamakhsharī.
381 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 22, p. 14, l 19.
382 According to al-Ṭabarī, 22, 45, 8sq., it is rather the text of Ibn ʿAbbās. For Ibn Masʿūd

al-Ṭabarī, line 27, supplies the qirāʾa ًالماكًالوحهتومدعبنمنوبٔادیاوثكمف , without indicating the
passage in the regular text. What follows … نجلاناذدنعسانلانقٔیاف is a paraphrase of the
text of Ibn ʿAbbās, which thus also presupposes this tradition in Ibn Masʿūd.

383 Also al-Ṭabarī, 22, 85, 22.
384 Also al-Ṭabarī, 22, 88, 17.
385 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the

introduction.
386 Also al-Ṭabarī, 23, 3, 22.
387 A tradition in al-Bukhārī, Kitāb al-tawḥīd, bāb 22 (Goldziher, Schools, p. 7, note 33),

rejects this statement;Muslim,Kitāb al-īmān, bāb 71, which ends: thummaqaraʾa (the Proph-
et) “dhālika mustaqarrun lahā” fī qirāʾat ʿAbd Allāh; but al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 23, 4, 35, it says in
the same tradition, merely as a continuation of the words of the Prophet, wa-dhālika.

388 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 23, 11, 7.
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cf. 59:17, conversely نیاخ : نااخ .389 | 36:58 مالس : امالس ,390 grammatically
equally difficult, but next to the accusative is الوق still more likely.

Sūra 37:45 ءاضیب : ءارفص ,391 cf. Goldziher, Schools, pp. 11–12. | 37:54 نیدرتل :[iii/73]
نیوغتل | 37:66 مهعجرم : مهبلقنم .392 | 37:123 سایلا : سیردا (and accordingly v. 130, نيسایلا :
نيساردٕا ),393 | 37:171 دابعل : دابعىلع ,394 clearer. 37:177 ءاسف : سئبف .

Sūra 38:5 اوربصاواوشماِنا : اوربصاِنَانوشمي .395 | 38:22 after ةجعنىلو 396 added is
ىثنا , peculiar. | 38:38 ؤاطع after كسما ;397 extremely unusual word order.
Sūra 39:4 after ءایلوا added is اولاق ,398 as introduction to the following direct

speech.
Sūra 40:16 هللاىلع : هیلع , without clear connection. | 40:37 بلقلك : لك
بلق ,399 excluding the attributive connection of بلق with ربكتم .
Sūra 42:1 قسع : قس .400
Sūra 43:58, وه : اذه ,401 ascertaining the connection with Muḥammad. |

43:77, ام : ِلام .
Sūra 44:54, ٍروحب : سیعب ,402 thus, hardly a more common synonym, which,

particularly in this frequently cited expression, must be very old. | 44:57
before توملا added is معط , that better fits as object of the verb نوقوذی .

Sūra 45:23, ایحنوتومن : تومنوایحن ,403 the more natural order.[iii/74]
Sūra 47:22, for ةمكحم as explanation ةثدحم .404
Sūra 48:9, هوحبـست : هللاوحبـست ,405 to exclude connection with وسر . | 48:26

اهلهاواهبقحا : اهبقحاواهلها ,406 perhaps inversion to express a comparison.

389 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 28, 33, 4, drawing on the Kūfan grammatical tradition, rather gives
نیاخ , and then رانلايف for اهيف .

390 Also al-Ṭabarī, 23, 13, 26.
391 al-Ṭabarī, 23, 31, 18sqq.; not in al-Zamakhsharī.
392 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, 23, 38, 6; not in al-Zamakhsharī.
393 al-Zamakhsharī mentions the name of Ibn Masʿūd only in the first instance, and al-

Ṭabarī only in the second one (23,55, 35.) According to al-Ṭabarī, 7, 158, 14, belongs IbnMasʿūd
to those who consider سایلا and سیردا to be identical. Cf. Goldziher, Schools, p. 11.

394 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 23, p. 65 l 26.
395 Also al-Ṭabarī, 23, 71, 29.
396 According to al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 23, p. 81, l 24 rather after the first ةجعن .
397 Also al-Ṭabarī, 23, 94, 14.
398 Also Sībawayh §269; al-Ṭabarī, 23, 110, 26 and 28.
399 Abū ʿUbayd and from him al-Ṭabarī, 24, 38, 17sqq.; not al-Zamakhsharī.
400 Also Fihrist, p. 26, l 29; al-Ṭabarī, 25, 5, 11.
401 According to al-Ṭabarī 25, 47, 27sqq., rather the text of Ubayy b. Kaʿb.
402 Also al-Ṭabarī, 25, 75, 12sqq.
403 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
404 Also al-Ṭabarī, 26, 31, 28.
405 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, not al-Zamakhsharī; al-Ṭabarī, 26, 43, 19sqq. without

mentioning names. هورعى at the beginning of the quotation from the Koran in Abū ʿUbayd is
likely a mistake.

406 According to al-Zamakhsharī this is how it was written in the manuscript of al-Ḥārith
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Sūra 49:2, طبحتنا (after expression of prohibition) : طبحتف ,407 clearer. | 49:11,
ىسع : اوسع and نيسع , respectively (both types occur in the Koran). | 49:17,

ْنَا before مكاده : ذا .
Sūra 50:18, قحلتوملا : توملقحلا ,408 more natural.
Sūra 51:58 وههللانا : اىنا ,409 continuing the 1. Pers. of the preceding verses.
Sūra 55:6, عضوو : ضفخو .410 | 55:8 طسقل : ناسلل ;411 cf. Goldziher, Schools,

pp. 10–11. | 55:27, وذ : ىذ ;412 both possible, cf. verse 78 where both as variant
in the ʿUthmānic text (see above, p. 398sq.). | 55:43, نومرااهببذكی which
violates the rhyme: ناییحتالواهيفنومتالاهنایلصت * نذكتاهبنك 413 with a dual that
is difficult to understand (where the continuation fits only when in verse 44
it is read نافوطت instead نوفوطی ).

Sūra 57:23, مكا , I. or IV. Form with vague subject: متیتوُا , clearly IV. Form. [iii/75]
Sūra 58:8, وه (three times): ,هللا clearer. | 58:8 after مهعبار added ةعبراالو

مهسماخهللا , pedantic filling of an apparent gap. | 58:8 ىندا : ّلقا . | 58:8 after
مهعم added is اوجتنااذا 414 or انتلاىفاوذخااذا ,415 cf. Goldziher, Schools, p. 7sq.
Sūra 60:11, ءىش : دحا , more suitable to the continuation مكجاوزانم ; similarly

92:3, ام : ىا .416
Sūra 61:11, نودهاجتو … نونمؤت : اودهاجو … اونٓما ,417 clearer. | 61:14, after اونوك added

to intensify متنا ; cf. 87:16, before نورثؤت added is متنا ,418 here, at the same time,
safeguarding the 2. Pers.

b. Suwayd [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 8, col. 1, p. 95, col. 2, p. 96, col. 2] (see section c at the
end, note); al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 26, 61, 26, says only fī qirāʾat ʿAbd Allāh.

407 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 26, 69, 16.
408 Also Makkī b. Abī Tālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt, appendix; apparently also al-Ṭabarī,

26, 91, 14.
409 al-Dhahabī, Tadhkirat al-ḥuffāẓ, vol. 1, ṭabaqa, 7, no. 76 (Goldziher, Schools of Koranic

commentators, p. 29, note 47); al-Zamakhsharī only as qirāʾat al-nabī and as such, however,
transmitted by Ibn Masʿūd, also Abū Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, Sunan, kitāb al-ḥurūf, no. 25, and
al-Tirmidhī, Abwāb al-qirāʾāt ʿan rasūl Allāh, no. 14.

410 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 27, p. 62 l 32.
411 Goldziher from al-Ghazzālī, Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn, K. al-kasb wa-l-maʿāsh, bāb 3, qism 2,

no. 3; not in al-Zamakhsharī.
412 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 27, p. 70, l 25; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh on 55:78.
413 Also al-Ṭabarī, 27, 75, 19. Al-Zamakhsharī has, probably bymistake, نایلصت instead اهنایلصت .
414 al-Zamakhsharī only this.
415 Goldziher from Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, s.v.
416 So al-Zamakhsharī. Although according to the prevailing tradition—Abū ʿUbayd al-

Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Bukhārī, Kitāb faḍāʾil al-aṣḥāb, bāb 27, and Kitāb al-tafsīr, s.v. (Goldziher,
Schools, p. 7 n. 38); al-Tirmidhī, loc. cit., no. 15; al-Ṭabarī, 30, 119, 33sqq.; Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr,
Berlin Ms. no. 657, fol. 6r—the reading of Ibn Masʿūd agrees rather with the one of Abū l-
Dardāʾ, which he traces back to the Prophet, namely ىثنوركاو (without امقلخ ). al-Ṭabarī,
30, 120, 20, offers ىا for ام as the interpretation of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī.

417 The first part also al-Ṭabarī, 28, 54, 27.
418 According to al-Ṭabarī, 30, 86, 30, rather the text of Ubayy b. Kaʿb.
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Sūra 62:9, اوعساف : اوضماف ,419 correction because hastening ( ىعس ) to prayer
was considered objectionable.

Sūra 66:4, تفص : تغاز .420 | 66:12, هیف : اهيف , as it saysmore appropriately in the
parallel passage 21:91.

Sūra 68:24, ْنَا (continuation of the direct speech already introduced by[iii/76]
ْنَا verse 22, but interrupted by verse 23) missing | 68:51, كنوقلزيل : كنوقهزيل .421
Sūra 69:9, بق : هنم , better suits the context.
Sūra 74:6, before رثكتـست added is ْنَا ;422 an elucidation interfering with the

poetic expression. | 74:43, at the beginning of the verse added رافكلااهيا ,423 as
an explanation. | 74:43, مككلس : مككلسا .424

Sūra 76:30 ءاشینا : ءاشام .425 | 76:31, نيملاظلاو : نيملاظللو ,426 picked up again with
مهل what in the case of نيملاظلاو is grammatically hardly possible.
Sūra 77:17, مهعبتن [ḍamma and sukūn on theع] : مهعبتنـس , to reject the reading

with ْ.
Sūra 81:11, تطشك : تطشق ,427 dialectical variant; cf. conversely, 93:9, رهقت :
رهكت .428 | 81:24, نينضب : نينظب , the correct form (see above, p. 425sq.).429
Sūra 89:29, before ىدبع (so) added دسج , elucidation which, at the same

time, safeguards the reading of the followingword as a singular, but reverses
the meaning.

Sūra 93:5, كیطعیفوسلو : كیطعیـسلو .430
Sūra 94:6, missing, as repetition of verse 5 it could easily be omitted; this

way, however, verse 5 would lose its corresponding rhyme.
Sūra 95:2, نينیـس : ِءانیس ;431 against the rhyme, like 23:20. | 95:5, نيلفاس : نيلفاسلا ,

conforming to regular Koranic usage.
Sūra 96:15, اًعفسنل : اًعفسٔال , less well fitting to ُعْدنـس verse 18.

419 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 28, p. 60, l 32; and 28, 61, 9sqq;
al-Zurqānī on al-Muwaṭṭaʾ (which even Ibn Masʿūd himself does not mention), vol. 1, p. 197;
and others.

420 Also al-Ṭabarī, 28, 93, 15.
421 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsimb. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 29, p. 26 l 20; al-Zamakhsharīwithout

names.
422 Also al-Ṭabarī, 29, 81, 34.
423 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; missing in al-Zamakhsharī.
424 Ibid.
425 So al-Ṭabarī, vol. 29, p. 122, l 24; al-Zamakhsharī probably by mistake ءاشی .
426 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 29, p. 122, l 29.
427 Also al-Ṭabarī, 30, 40, 21.
428 Also al-Ṭabarī, 30, 128, 31.
429 Also al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, s.v.
430 al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 19:67; not s.v.
431 al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4813; not al-Zamakhsharī.
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Sūra 98:2, لوسر : الوسر , grammatically better following the preceding text. |[iii/77]
98:4 نید : نیا ,432 perhaps the original (because of the rhyme ةّمـیقلانیا instead
of Masc.).

Sūra 99:4, ثدحت : نت .433
Sūra 101:4, نهعلاك : فوصلاك ,434 better known synonym.
Sūra 103, totally different text:

ىوقتلاوصاوتواونٓمانیا*رهارٓخاىلاهیفهناو*رسخلناسنانقلخدقل*رصعلاو
*ربصلاوصاوتو 435

Sūra 107:1 تیٔارا : كتیٔارا .436 | 107:7, نوهاس : نوهال .
Sūra 109:1 نیرفاكلااهيالق : اورفكنیللق ,437 which does not fit the rhyme, but

is unlikely to be intended to be an independent verse.
Sūra 111:1 ّبتو : ّبتدقو ,438 thus a clear statement in contrast to the wish ّتبت .
Sūra 112:1–2 هللادحاهللاوهلق : دحاولاهللا .439
As an example of orthographic peculiarity cf. the spelling ىاش instead of

ءىش , above, p. 424 n. 243.
Goldziher considered all of IbnMasʿūd’s different variants—like Koranic

readings in general—under the aspect of the deviations from the genuine
text of theKoran. Indeed, evenamongboth the variants andvariant readings
that can be traced back to IbnMasʿūd, there are plenty of instances inwhich
the ʿUthmānic text has erroneously been changed,440 or where at least a
motive for the deviation from the ʿUthmānic text can be recognized, the text
of Ibn Masʿūd thus being of secondary importance. For Goldziher the most
important of thesemotives—although not themost frequent one—is prob-
ably the elimination of substantial offences,441 or factual comments,442 or

432 al-Ṭabarī, 30, 145, 31 doubtful ( ىراف ); al-Zamakhsharī without names.
433 Also al-Ṭabarī, 30, 147, 18.
434 Also al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the introduction.
435 Fihrist, p. 26, l 23; not al-Zamakhsharī. Verses 1 to 3 alsoKanzal-ʿummāl fī sunanal-aqwāl

wa-l-afʿāl, vol. 1, no. 4770, but there verse 2, رسخیلناسننا .— رها — هناو is listed in al-Ṭabarī,
30, 160, 19sqq., as the text of ʿAlī as well as l 23 as anonymous.

436 Apparently meant also al-Ṭabarī, 30, 173, 9.
437 al-Fihrist, p. 26, l 25; not al-Zamakhsharī.
438 Also al-Fihrist, p. 26, l 25; note on Ibn Hishām, Sīra, p. 231; al-Ṭabarī, 30, 190, 26.
439 Soal-Fihrist, p. 26, l 26; according to al-Zamakhsharī only لق ismissing,which is perhaps

a confusion with the text of Ubayy b. Kaʿb, which he supplies at the same time.
440 See on sūras 2:29, 4:109, 14:47, 74:6, 89:27, 95:2; cf. 94:6, where there is hardly an inten-

tional change, but still an obviously corrupted text.
441 See on sūras 2:131 and 153, 3:75 and 177, 4:109, 5:62, 9:107, 14:47, 17:1, 18:14, 24:27, 34:13, 62:9;

by additions to the text, see on sūras 4:81, 24:5, 58:8. Included are also passages that merely
purport to smoothen contextual roughness. [Cf. Goldziher, Schools, pp. 22–24.]

442 For explanatory, also descriptive touches, supplemental, smoothing additions see on
sūras 2:194, 209, 226 and 276, 3:44, 4:38, 11:74, 18:78, 20:97, 27:40, 33:6, 44:57, 58:8, 74:43, 89:29;
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linguistic elucidation443 of the text; added to this are the removal of peculiar-
ities or mistakes,444 stylistic heaviness, and a general polishing and improve-
ment.445 But Ibn Masʿūd’s text must not be considered a correction even
where it reads smoother than the ʿUthmānic text. A study of the synonyms
used for the individual words of the ʿUthmānic text alone—also Goldzi-
her points out the great number of synonyms in the non-ʿUthmānic variant
readings—shows that frequently the word used by Ibn Masʿūd was the bet-
ter known and more convenient expression,446 but not always.447 There is
no other explanation than that in the latter cases the ʿUthmānic text, con-
versely, is secondary with regard to that of Ibn Masʿūd, or more properly
speaking, that many Koranic passages were circulating in different versions
differing—among other things—by their respective use of synonyms, and
that IbnMasʿūd’s text—or both texts directly and independently—draw on
this transmission. Still more probable is the direct take-over from the oral
transmission in most of the cases, in which Ibn Masʿūd offers448 an unam-
biguous449 alternative vis-à-vis the ambiguous form or orthography of the
ʿUthmānic text. In this case the relation between the text and the variants is

further, a decisive addition settling a controversy, sūra 5:91; another one effecting a variant
to a narrative, sūra 20:96; averting an ambiguity by textual changes, see on sūras 3:5 and 169,
43:58, 48:9.

443 See on sūras 2:214, 3:86, 5:42 and 65, 6:16, 11:113, 20:83, 27:25, 49:2, 58:8, 61:11, 74:6.
444 See on sūras 2:58, 261 and 269, 4:134 and 160, 5:4 and 73, 6:140, 11:113, 17:24, 18:36, 20:66,

22:45, 76:31, 81:24.
445 See on sūras 2:29, 100, 172, 229, 241 and 285, 3:16 and 20 (in 2:226) as well as 43, 4:19, 5:65

and 96, 6:70, 94 and 154, 7:25 and 103, 8:61, 10:81, 11:75, 12:64, 15:66, 16:9, 18:31 and 62, 23:20, 27:36,
28:8, 33:40, 49 and 51, 35:41, 36:58 (?), 39:4, 45:23, 48:26 (?), 50:18, 51:58, 57:23, 60:11, 61:14, 66:12,
68:24, 69:9, 95:5, 98:2.

446 See on sūras 2:34 and 94, 4:44, 8:2, 10:98, 12:36, 17:95, 23:20, 26:166, 27:32, 28:14, 36:7, 47:22,
101:4; twisting see on sūras 19:65, 26:19; qualification with regard to content, see on sūra 5:42.
Further, elimination of ambiguities, see on sūras 2:281, 12:105, 18:102.

447 No noticable improvement results from the use of synonyms in sūras 1:5, 2:46, 63 and
100, 3:127, 33:40, 37:54 and 177, 55:6, 58:8, 66:4, 68:51, 99:4, 107:7; more difficult to explain are
Ibn Masʿūd’s synonyms in sūras 24:14, 36:28 and 52, 44:54, deviation from subject, sūra 37:45,
and 55:8.

448 Even in cases in which Ibn Masʿūd certainly made changes, this need not necessarily
be based on an already fixed written ʿUthmānic text; also in such instances it might have
been derived directly from the oral transmission. Graphical—but perhaps accidentally—are
possibly the variants to sūras 28:14, 68:51, and 107:7.

449 Form, see on sūras 2:77 and 282, 6:155 (in 5:42), 11:113, 29:24, 37:171, 57:23, 111:1 (cf. also
2:214); orthography, see on sūras 2:19, and 18:76, in particular remoulding in a way that
the existing possibility of double vocalization (or punctuation) in the ʿUthmānic text is
eliminated, see on sūras 2:113 and 281, 3:165, 4:127, 5:3, 6:57 (in 4:19), 105 and 154, 10:12, 12:105,
18:102, 20:32, 27:84 (in 4:19), 77:17, 87:16 (in 61:14), 89:29. Establishing unambiguous syntactic
connections by change, see on sūra 40:37.
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not that theoriginator of IbnMasʿūd’s variantshad theactual ʿUthmānic text
at his disposal, realized its ambiguities, and settled for one particular inter-
pretation which he then put down in script. Rather, it is that he was vividly
aware of the meaning of the passage and tried to reproduce it as clearly as
possible inwriting.450 He distinguished himself from the authors of the ʿUth-
mānic text by a stronger determination to a clearwritten expression, at least
as far as this was possible in view of the imperfection of the script. In the
case of the numerous variants, which are too insignificant and unimportant
to be interpreted as deliberate changes451 (including the purely orthographic
cases),452 one must ultimately assume that one is dealing with an indepen-
dent concurrent transmission of the ʿUthmānic text, displaying the obvious
mark of either originality453 or—particularly with some greater differences
in the last sūras—of total independence from the ʿUthmānic text.454 If thus
the origin of many a variant from the oral transmission is to be admitted,
the possibility must be recognized that also more elegant and easier, nay,
even linguistically more correct variant readings might have been derived
from it. Of course, a safe verdict regarding the individual passages cannot
be reached.

It is probable that the greater part of the variants traced back to Ibn [iii/81]
Masʿūd is of a relatively uniform origin. This forms a unit by the frequent
repetition of similar traits in different passages.455 In this process, however,
no principle is artificially established that would have been followed con-
sistently. However, we are unable to determine if this form of the text goes
back to Ibn Masʿūd, and to what extent he himself really took down gen-
uine oral transmissions in the form that has come down to us, and, at the

450 This circumstance gives the text of Ibn Masʿūd—apart from the deliberate addtions
of explanation, etc., pointed out by Goldziher—the character of a commentary on the
ʿUthmānic text. Cf. the alleged saying of Mujāhid نبألاسٔانٔالبقدوعسمنباةءارقتٔارقتنكول

هنعهتٔلاساممريثكنع�ٔ�اسٔانٔاتجتحاامسابع (note to Ibn Hishām Sīra, p. 231.)
451 See on sūra 1:6; 2:126, 183 and 226; 3:16 and 114; 4:38 and 56; 5:2, 60 and 114; 7:38 and 169;

9:51; 12:70; 20:83; 22:28; 23:103 (in 2:19); 27:37; 36:30; 38:56; 43:77; 49:11; 55:27; 74:43; 76:30; 93:5;
107:1; in addition dialectical deviations in the phonetic field, see on sūras 7:19; 12:35; 27:25;
66:4 (?); 81:11; cf. also on sūras 2:58 and 269; and 81:24.

452 There is the theoretical possibility that some copies of the Koran with considerable
differences to the ʿUthmānic text might have erroneously been considered to be the famous
recension of Ibn Masʿūd; in this case, the alleged variants of Ibn Masʿūd could partially
constitute ordinary mistakes of the copyist. But chances that this is the case are negligible.

453 See on sūras (4:102), 5:69 (in 5:4); 8:1; 9:118; 11:83; 12:31; 22:37; 31:26; 98:4; cf. further the
peculiar—even if not original—variants of sūras 11:60; 33:49; 38:22 and 38; 40:16; 109:1.

454 See on sūras 2:22 (in 2:19), 98, 122 and 261, 3:1, 8:39, 9:111, 16:78, 18:36, 19:35, 27:83, 28:28,
37:123, 38:5, 42:1, 49:17, 96:15; 103; 112:1–2; and the additions 7:38, and 55:43.

455 See sūras 2:19, 126, 214 and 226; 3:165 and 177; 4:19 and 134; 5:2 and 42; 7:25; 28:28; 60:11.
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same time, also recording changes in the true text, indeed, perhaps even
occasionally making changes himself. At any rate, his authorship cannot be
excluded. First of all, there are no chronological objections because the ter-
minus ante quem applies to the variants produced by the deliberate change
of the text, because this emerged for us from all the non-ʿUthmānic vari-
ants (see above, p. 391). The only aid available to ascertain the authenticity,
the isnāds—which Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām supplies for all variants,
and al-Ṭabarī for roughly half of them—and other information regarding
their origin, naturally cannot produce reliable results, particularly as the
variants, certainly in instances containing difficulties or giving rise to dif-
ferences of opinion, are closely linked with the entire exegetic material of
tradition, and thus subject to the identical criteria. Still, the isnāds leave
a favourable impression since they are not traced back too far, only to the
second century ah; and their critical investigation456 confirms this impres-
sion. The isnāds of both Abū ʿUbayd, in his Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān and in al-Ṭabarī
generally, lead through Ḥajjāj b. Muḥammad al-Aʿwar (d. 206/821)457 to Abū
ʿAbd Allāh HĀRŪN IBNMŪSĀ al-Aʿwar458 al-Azdī in Baṣra (grammarian and
expert in variant readings, particularly the uncanonical ones, d. ca. 170/786)
or, less frequently, to the expert in the Koran (ʿAbd al-Malik b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz)
IBN JURAYJ, lately of Baṣra (d. 149 or 151/ca. 767);459 another Baṣran authority
is Qatāda b. Diʿāma (60/679–118/736),460 who does not appear in Abū ʿUbayd
al-Qāsimb. Sallām.Next to this Baṣran group there is yet another group from
Kūfa, neglected by Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim, but prevailing in al-Ṭabarī, which
includes Ibrāhīmb. YazīdAL-NAKHAʿĪ,461 the famous traditionist (d. 96/715),
Abū Isḥāq ʿAmr b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Hamdānī AL-SABĪʿĪ (d. ca. 127/745),462 and
(Ismāʿīl b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān) AL-SUDDĪ (d. 127/745);463 they are all equally
renowned exegetes.464 If in the case of Abū ʿAbd Allāh HĀRŪN (IBN MŪSĀ)

456 It cannot be their task to reach results regarding the individual passages by checking
the isnāds, rather this must be limited to the general character of the transmission.

457 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 153sq.; Sezgin, GAS, vols. 1 and 9.
458 EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 43–44; Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentaries, p. 26.
459 Who frequently refers to older authorities, particularlyMujāhid, who also in otherways

appears as a follower of Ibn Masʿūd. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 438–449, Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
p. 31.

460 In al-Ṭabarī there are several additional Baṣran readers who are not mentioned by
name.

461 Who occasionally refers to his maternal uncle ʿAlqama b. Qays al-Nakhaʿī (d. 62/681);
(Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 398).

462 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 47–50; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 283, no. 12.
463 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 1, 470, 630, 640; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 32–33.
464 In addition again occasionally undisclosed readers and grammarians.
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we find ourselves on more solid interest in the text of the Koran and out-
side the dubious subject of exegetic ḥadīth; the Kūfan authorities, on the
other hand, lead us to a place and time when the qirāʾa that followed in Ibn
Masʿūd’s footstepswas still alive.465 In the case of the greatmass of traditions
without isnād in al-Ṭabarī, but most of all in al-Zamakhsharī as well as Sīb-
awayh466 (d. before 180/796), we are probably dealingwith an origin from the
living practice or fromKoranic-grammatical transmission, both ofwhich are
likely to deservemore confidence than the transmission from the science of
tradition.467

There is certainly the possibility, if not probability, that a not inconsid- [iii/83]
erable core of variants traced back to Ibn Masʿūd do indeed go back to his
copy of the Koran. It needs no proof that at best we know only an insignifi-
cant portion of the deviations of his text from that of ʿUthmān.

The Text of Ubayy b. Kaʿb468

We again start with a summary and short explanation of the transmitted [iii/83]
material.

Sūra 1:4, at the beginning of the verse مهللا is added as the beginning of a
new sūra.469

Sūra 2:19, فطخي (I. or VIII. Form, cf. IbnMasʿūd): فطختی ; cf. belowon2:261. |
2:19, هیفاوشم : هیفاورمهیفاوشم 470 هیفاوعس (?), accumulation of synonyms. | 2:29,

مهضرع : اهضرع ;471 cf. Ibn Masʿūd. | 2:105, ىراصنواادوهناكنم : singular دوهي and
اینارصن .472 | 2:113, الو : امو ;473 cf. IbnMasʿūd. | 2:120, هُعتٔماف and هرطضا (ofGod) : 1. pers.

plur., whereby excluding reading as imperative.474 | 2:131, املثمب : ى ; cf. Ibn

465 Cf. al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 6, p. 133, l 2, and juzʾ/vol. 7, p. 19, l 13 fī l-qirāʾatinā, l 14 fī qirāʾat
aṣḥāb ʿAbd Allāh (i.e. Ibn Masʿūd), l 18, and juzʾ/vol. 9, p. 110, l 21, kāna aṣḥābu ʿAbd Allāhi
yaqraʾūna(hā); juzʾ/vol. 16, p. 55, l 10, Kānū yaqūlūna … fī qirāʾati ʿAbd Allāhi.

466 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 51–63.
467 Somesubstantiations canbederived fromthe totally isolated transmission in theFihrist

which makes a reliable impression.
468 For details about him see above, p. 235sq.; Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators,

p. 5; L. Caetani, Annali, year 19, no. 91–101; A. Jeffery, Materials for the history, pp. 114–116;
Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 93, col. 2, p. 265, col. 2, p. 479, col. 2.

469 Fihrist, p. 27, l 16; not al-Zamakhsharī.
470 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ, 16,masʾala 3, qawl 9; not al-Zamakhsharī.
471 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 167, l 6.
472 Also al-Ṭabarī, 1, 371, 20.
473 al-Ṭabarī, 1, 389, 12 only ام .
474 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 407, l 14 lists Ubayy as authority only when considered 1. Pers.,

but not for a variant.
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Masʿūd. | 2:139, رطش : ءاقلت , explanation. | 2:143, ةو : بق , the same. |475 2:180
after رخا added تاعباتتم , likewise 2:192 after ما ; cf. Ibn Masʿūd (and Ubayy
himself) sūra 5:91. | 2:181, اوموصتناو : مایصلاو , the reading نٕاو is excluded. |
2:200, دهشیو : دهشتسیو , whereby the reading دهَشیَو (instead the usual ُدِهُشیو )
is precluded. | 2:201, هيو : هيلو ,476 with resumption of the conjunction
after ;و cf. above, Ibn Masʿūd on 2:214. | 2:216, ربكا : برقا ; the ʿUthmānic text
is easier but suspected to be influenced by the preceding ريبكمثا . | 2:228,

نهّدرب : نهتّدرب . | 2:229, افاخي : اّـنظی ,477 more suitable in the context. | 2: 239, after
ىطسولا added is رصعلاةولص ;478 addition which purports to settle a related con-

troversy (Goldziher, Schools, p. 9sq.). | 2:241, ةیصو : عاتم (according to others,
عاتمف ), probably outright to exclude the idea of an extended application. |

2:249, توباتلا : هوباتل (cf. above, p. 259). | 2:250, الیلق : لیلق , constructed according
to sense, contrary to the general grammatical rule. | 2:261, ّهـنستی : ّهـّنـسی ,479 but
in reverse 9:57, الخدم : الخادتم , 19:68, 25:63, ركذی : ركذتی , 57:17, تاقدصملاو نيقدصملا :

تاقدصتملاو نيقدصتملا ,480 63:10, قدصاف : قدصتاف , all safeguarding the derivation
from the V. Form; cf. above on sūra 2:19, and in addition Ibn Masʿūd. | 2:276,
هءاج immediately before ٌةظعوم : هتءاج . | 2:280, وذ : اذ ;481 linguistically more nat-

ural. | 2:281 نوعجرت : نوريصت ; cf. Ibn Masʿūd. | 2:283, َنِمَا : َنموُا which produces a
very heavy construction.

Sūra 3:5, نولوقی … نوخسارلاو : نوخسارلالوقیو ;482 cf. Ibn Masʿūd. | 3:17, مالس :[iii/84]
مالسالل , fixing the vocalization نِا (not نَا , dependent on هللادهش ). | 3:20,

نیانولتقیوقحريغبنيیبنلانولتقیو : نیاونيیبنلانولتقیو ,483 thus elimination of
the obvious قحريغب and establishing the meaning “to kill” (not “to fight,”
cf. Ibn Masʿūd on 2:226) also in the case of the second object. | 3:32, اهلفكو :

اهلفكاو in order to eliminate the reading as I. Form. | 3:147 after نودعصت added
is ىداولاىف ;484 explanatory addition which identifies the verb as IV. Form (not
I. Form). | 3:185, اوتا : اولعف , a clear synonym which at the same time excludes
the variant اوتوا (Passive).

475 2:172, Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh has the variant ٔناب , which otherwise derived
only from Ibn Masʿūd.

476 al-Ṭabarī, 2, 179, 8; not al-Zamakhsharī.
477 Also al-Ṭabarī, 2, 261, 15.
478 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī. Cf., however, al-Ṭabarī, 2, 327, 15

and 328, 23, where Ubayy rather approves of the variant رصعلاةولصو .
479 Cf. in this connection the account above, p. 395 n. 46.
480 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt; al-Zamakhsharī without name.
481 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 3, p. 67, l 29; not al-Zamakhsharī.
482 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 113, 27; Itqān, nawʿ 43, faṣl 2 (according to al-Farrāʾ).
483 In al-Zamakhsharī the first و is missing, probably unintentionally.
484 Also al-Ṭabarī, 4, 82, 16.
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Sūra 4:15, after تخا added is منم , a necessary clarification of the [iii/85]
meaning and therefore easily added. | 4:92, وا missing, which makes the
heavy construction of the ʿUthmānic text evenmore difficult. | 4:102 see Ibn
Masʿūd. | 4:128, ةقلعملاك : ةنوجسملاك , one of the interpretations of the disputed
word.485 4:134 امهب ,486 referring to two duals: مهب . | 4:157, هتوم : مهتوم ,487 to be
vocalized according to the following مهيلع (and then previously ُننمؤیل ); this
form of the text excludes the reference of the suffix to ʿĪsā, as it is often
claimed. | 4:162, an accusative السرو (twice): ٍلسرو ,488 which is out of place in
this construction, and can be explained only as a preceding object picked up
againby a suffix, thus either a combinednominal sentenceor a continuation
of the preceding ميهرباىلا , etc.

Sūra 5:49, مهيلعانبتكو : لیارساىنبىلعهللالزناو , a better continuation of the
preceding هللالزنا , and avoiding an incorrect reference of the suffix. | 5:49,

حورجلاو : حورجلاّنٔاو , with clear expression of the dependency. | 5:51, : ْمكحیلوْنٔاو

ْمكحیل ,489 whereby both the character of summons and the dependency on the
preceding sentence is to bemade explicit. | 5:62, رافكلاو : رافكلانمو ,490 with the
resumption of the preposition after ;و cf. above, Ibn Masʿūd on 2:214. | 5:73,

نوئباصلاو : نيئباصلاو ;491 cf. Ibn Masʿūd, and above, p. 397sq.
Sūra 6:16, see in Ibn Masʿūd. | 6:74, رٓزا : رٓزا ,492 clearly vocative. | 6:109, [iii/86]
اهنا : اهلعل ,493 better fits the context. | 6:111, البق : الیبق ,494 establishing the interpre-

tation of the word (like 17:94) and better fits the preceding singular than a
plural الُبُق .495 | 6:144, زعملا : ىزعملا . | 6:154, ىطارصاذهنا [with fatḥa or kasra on
the first alif] : كبرطارصاذهو ; cf. Ibn Masʿūd.

Sūra 7:103, ناىلع : ن ; cf. Ibn Masʿūd. | 7:124, كرذیو : كودبعیناكوكرتدقو ,496

daring correction of a rather obscure text. | 7:169, نوكسمي : اوكسم , after نیا (cf.
Ibn Masʿūd on 2:226), clearly II. Form, not IV. Form.

485 As such, e. g., al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 5, p. 187, l 16sq.
486 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 18, 16.
487 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 13, 35.
488 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 18, 16; al-Zamakhsharī says nothing about the vocalization, al-Ṭabarī

presupposes a nominative.
489 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 153, 24, who, however, explicitly doubts the reliability of the transmis-

sion.
490 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 166, 31.
491 According to Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, fol. 37r, rather نوئباصلاو , and اهيا for نا ;

this, however, is the variant that is normally ascribed to Ibn Masʿūd!
492 Itḥāf, s.v.; not al-Zamakhsharī.
493 Also al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, s.v.
494 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
495 Abū ʿUbayd’s Faḍāʾil in the Berlin Ms., no. 451, has as a variant ثرحوماعناهذه , sūra 6:139,

but which is identical with the ʿUthmānic text, probably a mistake in the manuscript.
496 Also Abū ʿUbayd, and from him al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ^/vol. 9, p. 16, l 4; not al-Zamakhsharī.
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Sūra 9:49, اوطقس : طقس , corresponding to the preceding singular لوقی .
Sūra 10:2 ( رحاسل ) رحَسلاذه ّنٕا: رحساذهام ; cf. below on 20:66. | 10:25,

added اهلهابونذباهانكلهاامو .497 | 10:28, املظملیللانماعطقمُهُهوجُوتیشْغا : …ٌعطق
ملظممهَهوجوىشغی ,498 active insteadof the requiredpassive construction. | 10:59,

اوحرفیلف ; اوحرفاف ,499 ascertaining the interpretation as 2. pers. (= اوحرقتلف .) | 10:72,
مكَءاكرشو : مكءاكرشاوعْداو , since مكءاكرش poorly suited as object of the preceding

verb. | 10:81, متئج : متیتا ,500 and reverse, 21:48, انینا : انئج which, of course, at
the same time rejects the punctuation انبثا , as well as the interpretation as
IVth form.

Sūra 11:30, تیمعف : اهاّمعف ,501 establishing the reading as II. Form (and this[iii/87]
way Allāh as the originator).

Sūra 12:7, ةٓیا : ةربع 502 (cf. above, p. 402 n. 92). | 12:18, لیمجربصف (nominative
without coherence of the sentence, difficult to understand) : الیمجاربصف . |
12:90, تنالكنا 503 (predicate) : تنٔاؤاكنئا 504 (the surprised question that better
fits the context).

Sūra 13:2, اهنورت : هنورت (referring to دمع which in this case is the only possi-
bility, and this considered singular).

Sūra 14:43, ياولو : يوبٔالو , excluding the readings يولو and ياولو . | 14:47,
مهركمناكناو : هللاةملكالولو , and هنم : مهركمنم ;505 very daring correction of the

passage which in Ibn Masʿūd is only lightly softened.
Sūra 16:39 نميدهي : نملَيِداه (“for Allāh—has no leader, whom He leads

astray,” i.e., “whomAllāh leads astray, he has no leader,”) whereas in the ʿUth-
mānic text Allāh is concurrently the subject of the non-rightful-guidance
and the leading astray. (Cf. Ibn Masʿūd, p. 379, note 285). | 16:39, لضی :

لضا ,506 rejecting the reading as Ist form which serves the same purpose as
just mentioned.

497 So Abū ʿUbayd and al-Ṭabarī, 11, 65, 22, here, after سمال of the text; al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 11,
p. 65, l 15sqq., but rather اهكلهيلهللاناكامو , etc., after اهيلع of the text; not al-Zamakhsharī.

498 Also al-Ṭabarī, 11, 70, 16.
499 According to Abū Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, Sunan, kitāb al-ḥurūf, no. 12; al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 11,

p. 80, l 6sqq., and al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, s.v., rather اوحرفتلف , in agreement with the
ʿUthmānic consonants.

500 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Ṭabarī, 11, 94, 31.
501 Also al-Farrāʾ; Maʿānī l-Qurʾān (Ms., Constantinople, Vehbi, 60), s.v.; according to al-

Ṭabarī, 12, 17, 21, rather the text of Ibn Masʿūd.
502 Abū ʿUbayd; not al-Zamakhsharī.
503 So the ʿUthmānic consonantal text even though most people read كننا , in which case,

however, َد is hardly suitable.
504 Also al-Ṭabarī, 13, 32, 18.
505 Makkī b.Abī Ṭālib,Kashf ʿanwujūh; not al-Zamakhsharī. At thebeginningof theKoranic

passage the Ms. has اوركمو instead اوركمدقو ; probably by mistake.
506 The wording in al-Zamakhsharī is not quite clear.
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Sūra 17:14, جرخنو : هارقی (?)507 | 17:17, اوقسففاهيفرتمرما : [iii/88]اهيمرجمرباكاانثعب
اوركمف ;508 likely a moderation of the hazardous idea that Allāh induces sin in

order then to be able to punish it. | 17:35, فرست [first letter tāʾ or yāʾ] : اوفرست ,
plural 2. pers. as before and after, whereas the ʿUthmānic text suggests the
wording as 3. pers. sing., referring to the preceding ّىلو . |509 17:78, نوثبلی : اوثبلی ,
after اًذاو , cf. above, p. 402 n. 90, and Ibn Masʿūd on sūra 4:56. | 17:104, اروبثم …

ّكنظٔالّينٕاو : اروبثمل…اخٔاْنٕا ,و with the good old construction of ْنٕاو = ّنٕا (see
above, p. 392 n. 24).

Sūra 18:24, نينـس , after ةئام contradicting the general rule: ةنـس . | 18:76,
تذختل : َتیتوال ,510 introduction of a synonym, probably because of the pecu-

liarity of the spelling (cf. Ibn Masʿūd).
Sūra 19:35, after ىا added سانلاناك in order to establish the نورتمي as 3.

pers., and past tense. | 19:37, ناو [with hamza above and kasra below the alif]
: نِا ,511 excluding the reading نٔاو .

Sūra 20:15, at the end of the verse added ىسفننم ,512 cf. above, p. 402, n. 94. |
20:32 and 20:33 reversed, and the و before verse 32 (cf. in this connection Ibn
Masʿūd). | 20:66, نارحاسلناذهّنا : نارحاسناذْنٕا ,513 see above on 10:2; cf. Ibn
Masʿūd.

Sūra 22:77, وه ,هللا: preventing the reference to Abraham.
Sūra 23:20, تبنت : رمثن ; cf. Ibn Masʿūd. [iii/89]
Sūra 24:14, هنوقلت : هنوقلتت ,514 the more explicit form. | 24:35, هرون : نٓمانمرون
 (or instead of  only هب );515 cf. Ibn Masʿūd.
Sūra 26:129, مكلعل : �ٔ�مكن ,516 explanation. | 26:202, مهئتایف : هوریو .
Sūra 27:8, رانلاىفنمكروب : ضرتكرابت , or رانلاتكروب ,517 both serving to

eliminate ْنَم which could only refer to Allāh, and then affect a new inter-
pretation. | 27:25, تاومسلاىف : ءامسلانم ,518 better suitable to the IVth form of

507 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
508 Abū ʿUbayd; not al-Zamakhsharī.
509 To ةّئیس , 17:40, whichmany people in order to attain consistencywith اًهوركم read ُُهّئیس (cf.

also the variant above, p. 401sq.), Abū ʿUbayd refers to a variant which the Ms. suggests as
هىایـس ; meant is perhaps al-Zamakhsharī’s anonymous reference to the reading ٓتایـس .

510 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; not al-Zamakhsharī.
511 Also al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 16, p. 56, l 27.
512 al-Ṭabarī, 16, 99, 17, anonymous (fī baʿḍ al-ḥurūf).
513 Also al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the introduction.
514 al-Ṭabarī, 18, 69, 30; al-Zamakhsharī, anonymous.
515 al-Zamakhsharī, and al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 18, p. 94, l 33, only هب , Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b.

Sallām, has both. Al-Ṭabarī, however, juzʾ/vol. 18, p. 94, l 28, seems to offer نمؤملارون .
516 al-Ṭabarī, 19, 54, 26, anonymous (fī baʿḍ al-ḥurūf).
517 Thus two forms of the text excluding one another.
518 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 19, p. 85, l 15, cites as the text from Ubayy امكرسملعیى , so that thus

وضر — جرخي would be missing; likely a mistake.
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the verb جرخ . | 27:25, نوفختام : مكرس ,519 a more explicit synonym which, how-
ever, destroys the parallelism. | 27:30, ّهناو [with hamza above and below [ا
… ُهنٕا : نٔاو … ْنٔا , better continuing the preceding باتك “letter.” | 27:84, مهملكت :

مهئبنت ,520 cf. Ibn Masʿūd (on 4:19). | 27:94, َولتانا : اذهمهيلعُلتاو ;521 cf. also above,
p. 439 n. 376.

Sūra 34:13, نجلا : سن , whereby the allusion is eliminated, which impedes
the appreciation of a legend that is no closer identified, but destroys the
sense of the narration; cf. Ibn Masʿūd. | 34:23, ىلعَـل : ىلعاّـمار , more forcefully
emphasizing the disjunction (followed by وا ).

Sūra 36:29, ىلع is missing,522 whereby also the explanation, which also
appears523 as a variant, اهسفناىلعدابعلاةرسح , is alluded to. | 36:72, مهبوكر :

مهتبوكر ;524 more explicit ( = بوكر , not بوكر ).
Sūra 39:4, مهدبعن : مكدبعن 525 (and further preformative ت instead ,(ي consis-[iii/90]

tently keeping the direct speech.526
Sūra 43:58, see in IbnMasʿūd. | 43:61, مْـِلـعل : رْـك ,527 a difficult word replaced

by another one that is hardly better.
Sūra 48:26, after ةیلهاجلا added is مارحلادجسملادسفلاومحامكمتیمحولو ,528 an

additional explanation of the situation.
Sūra 53:29, هب (vague, referring to ةكئالملا ) : اهب .
Sūra 55:31, مكل : مكیلا , in order to provide an acceptable meaning to the

governing verb, غرف .
Sūra 56:22, نيعروحو : ًانیعاروحو ,529 very peculiar.
Sūra 57:29, : المهنا ,530 to avoid the construction of نا with indic. imperf.
Sūra 65:1, نيت : مكیلعنشحفی , more definite (against you, not against Allāh).
Sūra 72:21, ارض : ّاـیغ , better fitted for the contradistinction ادش .
Sūra 74:39, اریذن : ریذن , grammatically more transparent.
Sūra 87:16, see in Ibn Masʿūd on 61:14.

519 Identical reference to the previous note.
520 Also Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
521 Also Abū ʿUbayd, but without اذه . It is not quite clear how the variant is supposed to fit

the context.
522 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām; al-Zamakhsharī without name.
523 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 23, p. 3, l 8 and 11.
524 Abū ʿUbayd; al-Zamakhsharī, anonymous.
525 Also al-Ṭabarī, 23, 110, 26.
526 Cf. Ibn Masʿūd who has اولاق precede.
527 Also al-Ṭabarī, 25, 49, 26.
528 al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, section 4 of the introdution; al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl

fī sunan, vol. 1, no. 4823sq.; not al-Zamakhsharī.
529 Sībawayh, §27; not al-Zamakhsharī.
530 Sībawayh, §276; not al-Zamakhsharī.
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Sūra 89:27, before ةنئمطملا , ةنٓمالا is added as an explanation.531 | 89:28, : يعجرا
ْيتئاىلا , intentionally more general.

Sūra 112:1, لق missing; cf. Ibn Masʿūd.
In addition there is a number of passages, where Ubayy’s text is identical [iii/91]

with that of IbnMasʿūd:532 Sūra 2:58 ( رصم ),533 2:77,534 2:126 and 2:172,535 2:209,536
2:222 (see above, p. 432, l 12);537 3:75,538 3:127; 4:81,539 5:65 (only اودبعو without
نم ),540 5:91,541 6:105,542 6:154 (but كبر instead مكبر ), 7:25, 10:81,543 10:98,544 11:113

(onlyلك), 17:24,545 18:36 (only انكل ), 18:78,546 24:27 (without change),547 27:25
(only نودجسن ),548 69:9.

It must be observed that Ubayy frequently appears as the defender of the
ʿUthmānic text against deviations; so in the case of sūras 4:160,549 9:101 ( نیاو ,
not نیا ),550 62:9,551 and 81:24. Here also belongs the report552 that during the
collation ( ضرع ) of the copies of the Koran ʿUthmān sent his client, Hāniʾ
al-Yazdī, to Ubayy with a shoulder-blade of a sheep, containing the three
passages, sūras 2:261 (see above, p. 395 n. 46, at the end) 30:29, and 86:17,
and he changed نستی to هنـستی , قلخلل to هللاقلخل , and لاف to لهمف , i.e., restoring
the ʿUthmānic form of the text.553

531 Also al-Ṭabarī, vol. 30, p. 105, l 16sqq.
532 Only such passages have been listedwhere at least one source documents the same text

for both so that in case there should have occurred a confusion this must be older than the
source.

533 al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf; not al-Zamakhsharī.
534 Also al-Ṭabarī,1, 295, 13.
535 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh; not al-Zamakhsharī.
536 al-Ṭabarī, 2, 188, 16; cf. 29; not al-Zamakhsharī.
537 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Kashf ʿan wujūh, and Itḥāf; not al-Zamakhsharī.
538 Also al-Ṭabarī, 3, 217, 2.
539 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (see above, Seite 64, note 310); not al-Zamakhsharī.
540 Also al-Ṭabarī, 6, 169, 3.
541 Also al-Ṭabarī, 7, 19, 7sqq.
542 al-Ṭabarī, 7, 189, 20; not al-Zamakhsharī.
543 Also Abū ʿUbayd; al-Ṭabarī, 11, 94, 31.
544 Also al-Ṭabarī, 11, 109, 10.
545 al-Ṭabarī, 15, 44, 18; not al-Zamakhsharī.
546 Also al-Ṭabarī, 16, 3, 7.
547 Also al-Ṭabarī, 18, 78, 3. Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, s.v., has a different text for the entire second

part of the verse روماوةیلهاجلاّةـیحتنممكلريخميلستلاومكلاونٔذاتـستىتح . This is an explanatory
version of the ʿUthmānic text that violates the rhyme.

548 Also al-Ṭabarī, 19, 85, 15.
549 al-Ṭabarī, 6, 17, 1; not al-Zamakhsharī.
550 Also Abū ʿUbayd; al-Ṭabarī, 11, 6, 14 and 29 (here from Abū ʿUbayd); al-Muttaqī, Kanz

al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, nos. 4831, and 4866sq.
551 Also Abū ʿUbayd; al-Ṭabarī, 28, 60, 22; Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, s.v.; al-Muttaqī,Kanz al-ʿum-

māl, vol. 1, nos. 4816, and 4830.
552 See above, p. 395 n. 46.
553 On the other hand, ʿUmar opposes Ubayy on several occasions, both when deviating
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It is reported that Ubayy’s orthography went further than the ʿUthmānic[iii/92]
imāla, recognizing in themiddle of a word the spellingی; e.g. لیجرلل (instead
of لاجرلل ), ایج (instead of ءاج ), and مهتایج (instead of مهتءاج );554 (cf. above, p.
417sq.).

The impressionweget from the text goingback toUbayy is less favourable
than that of Ibn Masʿūd’s text. Even a quick look reveals the close relation
of the two texts,555 particularly in cases where this is secondary. That both
recensions should have so frequently arrived at the same changes indepen-
dently fromone another is hardly less unlikely than that they independently
drew on the same differences from the ʿUthmānic text from oral transmis-
sions. But if one of the recensions is dependent on the other, it is likely to be
Ubayy’s from the one of Ibn Masʿūd, which is the richer and safer transmis-
sion.

When attempting to characterize the variants going back to Ubayy, and
disregarding all those that touch upon Ibn Masʿūd, we first find as the
most prominent trait the endeavour to attain a smoother and more cor-
rect linguistic expression;556 secondly, a more precise and distinct formu-
lation or the resolution of possible doubts557 (and most of all a decision in
the case of rivalling vocalizations, etc.)558 and accordingly the elimination
of substantial offences and objections559 or, less frequently, more precise
definitions by means of additions,560 which otherwise also serve as mere
explanation.561 The frequent use of synonyms also makes for an easier and
simpler562 or a clearer, more explicit and appropriate563 text. In all these
instances the incentive for change is evident, and therefore the change,
the non-originality of the variant, is likely; occasionally the text obtained

from the ʿUthmānic text (see on sūra 48:26), and when approving it (see on sūras 9:101 and
62:9); cf. further, Kanz, vol. 1, no. 4827. ʿUmar says of him (regarding sūra 62:9) ٔارقٔاناكاـیـبٔاّنا

خوسنملل .
554 al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, bāb 13.
555 Apart from the above list of literal agreements there are contacts in sūra 2:19, 29, 113, 131,

201 and 281; 3:5; 5:62, 73 and 154; 7:103; 9:57, etc; (in sūra 2:261); 14:47 and 66; 23:20; 24:35; 27:84;
34:13; 112:1.

556 Sūras 2:105, 229 and 276, 3:20; 4:134, 157 and 162; 5:49; 6:109 and 111; 9:49; 10:68; 12:18 and
90; 13:2; 17:35; 18:24 and 27; 25:30; 39:4; 53:29; 55:31; 57:29; 74:39.

557 Sūras 5:49, 51 and 157; 6:16 and 111; 17:35; 19:35; 22:77; 34:23; 36:29; (43:58.)
558 Sūras 2:120, 181 and 200; 3:17; 20 and 32; 6:74; 7:169; 10:59; 11:30; 16:39; 19:35 and 37; 24:14;

36:72; (87:16).
559 Sūras 16:39, 17:17, 27:8.
560 Sūras 2:180 and 239, 4:15, 19:35.
561 Sūras 7:124, 10:25 and 72, 20:15, 48:26; 89:27.
562 Sūras 2:139 and 143; 4:128; 18:76.
563 Sūra 2:241; 3:185; 26:129; 27:25; 65:1; 72:21; 89:28; exclusion of possibilities in vocalization,

sūras 3:147; 14:43; 21:48 (in 10:81).
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can be demonstrated to be outright wrong.564 It is peculiar that compared
with Ibn Masʿūd the motives with regard to content recede considerably,
whereas the linguistic-stylistic aspects very much come to the fore. Signs of
truly oral transmission are much less numerous and less clearly to be found
than in Ibn Masʿūd. There remains, though, a remainder of grammatically
difficult565 and unintelligible566 variants as well as difficult synonyms,567 and
a still somewhat larger residue of variations568 and replacements of syn-
onyms,569 for which at least no plausible motivation can be found. But this
rest is not considerable, and, most of all, hardly a single instance can be
found where the text going back to Ubayy would have in its favour the like-
lihood of greater originality vis-á-vis the ʿUthmānic text.570 One must add
that this recension is void of internal cohesion, which we have been able to
identify in Ibn Masʿūd: there is next to no trace of homogeneous treatment
of different passages,571 and one of the very few is even congruentwith a case
that is typical for Ibn Masʿūd.572

The conclusion that the form of the text ascribed to Ubayy falls far short [iii/94]
of the originality and coherence of IbnMasʿūd’s text has in itself no bearing
on thequestionofwhether it really originates fromUbayy.573But the external
evidence is also weaker. Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām relies almost exclu-
sively on HĀRŪN (b. Mūsā) AL-AKHFASH who was also the main author-
ity for Ibn Masʿūd; in al-Ṭabarī, who in approximately half of his examples
refers to the latter’s authorities, this isnād is dominated by another per-
son, leading through the intermediary of ABŪ JAʿFAR ʿĪsā b. ʿAbd Allāh
AL-RĀZĪ, from Merv, living at al-Rayy (d. ca. 160/776) through al-Rabīʿ b.
Anas [al-Bakrī] from Baṣra, living in Khurāsān (d. 140/757 or earlier),574 and
occasionally through the famous scholar of the Koran, ABŪ AL-ʿĀLIYAH
Rufayʿ b.Mihrān al-Riyāḥī at Baṣra (d. 90/708 or later).575 Comparedwith the
rich transmission of Ibn Masʿūd—one portion of which was derived from
Kūfan readers, grammarians, and traditionists of the circle of the immediate

564 By mistake in the rhyme, sūra 20:15; by interference with the parallelism, sūra 27:25.
565 Sūra 2:250 and 283, 4:92, and 56:22.
566 Sūra 1:4, 2:249, 10:2, 17:14, 26:202, and 27:94.
567 Sūra 2:216, and 17:104.
568 Sūra 2:228 and 261, 6:144, and 20:32sq.
569 Sūra 2:19, 10:81, 12:7, and 43:61.
570 Possibly sūra (4:102), and 17:104.
571 Still, see on sūra 2:180 and 261, and 10:2.
572 See on sūra 2:261.
573 Cf. the opposite view, A. Jeffery,Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, p. 116.
574 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 34, no. 13.
575 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 34.
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followers of Ibn Masʿūd’s text—we here have an insufficient, purely Baṣran
transmission, collected far from its origin, and which does not display any
repercussions of a living practice.576

Thus, the probability that our variants derived from Ubayy represent[iii/95]
genuine remnants of his codex are rather negligible. It is of course possible
that a part of the variants—and also those which appear in Ibn Masʿūd in
the same or similar form—really derive from them. But we have no way of
ascertaining this.577

This difference in the character of transmission from Ibn Masʿūd and
Ubayy iswell founded in thedifferenceof the external conditions for the sur-
vival of the two recensions. As can be seen from the uncertainty of Ubayy’s
date of death, he played no important role after the death of Muḥammad,
and soon disappeared from the political scene, either because of an early
death or because of other circumstances. The distribution of his codexmust
have remained a strictly private matter. Ibn Masʿūd, on the other hand, had
the opportunity, as the governor of Kūfa, to enjoy the official sanction of
his codex of the Koran; and he made good use of it.578 Accordingly, also the
fate of these two copies of the Koran seems to have been dissimilar. Ubayy’s
copy vanished early; copies were hardly ever made.579 On the other hand,

576 Also Muslim criticism values the transmission of the text of Ibn Masʿūd higher than
Ubayy b. Kaʿb’s text; according to Saʿd al-Dīn Masʿūd b. ʿUmar AL-TAFTAZĀNĪ (d. 792/1390;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 427: e) the muṣḥaf Ubayy is transmitted bi-ṭarīq al-āḥād, the muṣḥaf b.
Masʿūdhowever (bi-ṭarīq) al-shuhra (al-Talwīḥ, qism 1, rukn 1, beginning (Cairo ed., 1327/1909,
pp. 1, 27, note 3)).

577 Most authentic are perhaps those that are derived from statements of a special arrange-
ment of the Fihrist (see above, p. 237sq.; from this originates also the reference to the variant
on sūra 1:4).

578 That the qirāʾa of Ibn Masʿūd was legitimized at Kūfa (or in Iraq in general) is pre-
supposed by the attempts to derive the claim of ʿĀṣim b. al-Jaḥdarī from it (see below), and
documented by accounts regarding the motivation for ʿUthmān’s text (see above, p. 251sq.),
and regarding Abū l-Dardā’s reading of sūra 92:3 (see above, p. 441 n. 416). This account in its
earliest version (Abū ʿUbayd, Faḍāʾil, Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 451, fol. 42r) reads as follows:
… ʿan ʿAlqamata qāla: laqītu Abā l-Dardāʾi fa-qāla lī: mimman anta? qultu: min Ahl al-ʿIrāq.
qāla: a-taqraʾūna ʿalā qirāʾat ʿAbd Allāh? qultu: naʿam. qāla: fa-iqraʾ “wa-l-layli idhā yaghshā”!
fa-qaraʾtu: “wa-l-layli idhā yaghshā, wa-l-nahār idhā tajallā, wa-l-dhakari wa-l-unthā.” qāla: fa-
ḍaḥika wa-qāla: hākadhā samiʿtu rasūl Allāh … yaqraʾuhā (on this several parallel versions in
Abū ʿUbayd); further, by the statement that themother and thematernal grandfather respec-
tively of Sufyān b. ʿUnayna (d. 198/813–814) followed the text of Ibn Masʿūd (Ibn Mujāhid
in Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab, on sūra 24:14, and—probably from there—al-Zamakhsharī, s.v.). Cf.
finally, above, p. 447 n. 465.

579 Reliable related reports have comedownonly through al-Kisāʾī (see above, p. 418 n. 192),
and an otherwise unknown Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Malik al-Anṣārī who, because of the
remark rawaynāh (i.e., the muṣḥaf Ubayy) ʿan ābāʾinā is to be looked for among Ubayy’s
descendants (Fihrist, p. 27, l 3). These facts are in contrast to the information derived from
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copies of Ibn Masʿūd’s text are definitely known to have existed for quite
some time.580

[After I completed the preceding sections, new material regarding the [iii/97]
text of the Koran became available to me, which I published in 1933 under
the titleNichtkanonischeKoranlesearten im “Muḥtasab” des IbnĞinnī [unca-
nonical variant readings in Ibn Jinnī’s al-Muḥtasab]. As far as the text of Ibn
Masʿūd and Ubayy is concerned, I refer to the index of that publication.]

The Text of the Lewis’ Palimpsests

From among other pre-ʿUthmānic recensions of the Koran mentioned by
tradition581 none, or hardly any, have left traces in literature. The manu-
scripts of the Koran, as far as they have been investigated, all display the
ʿUthmānic consonantal text,582 the only exception being the afore-men-
tioned Lewis’ palimpsests (see above, p. 53). In the same way that they dis-

Ubayy’s son, Muḥammad, that ʿUthmān confiscated (qabaḍah) Ubayy’s copy (Abū ʿUbayd,
Faḍāʾil [Berlin Ms. no. 451, fol. 36v; Kanz, vol. 1, no. 4789].—Additional claims of personal
inspection of Ubayy’s codex in section 3 of the introduction to al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī
are questioned by the author with reference to a possible falsification ( نمذنوكینٔانٔمانال

بحينمضعبةراختفبیرغل ). al-Ṭabarī, 15, 44, 20, mentions an alleged copy (muṣḥaf …ʿalā
qirāʾatUbayy) from the property of Ibn ʿAbbās, which still Yaḥyā b. ʿĪsā (d. 201/816–817) claims
to have seen.

580 That Ibn Masʿūd successfully refused to hand over his copy to Uthmān is attested by
Abū ʿUbayd (Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, Berlin Ms. no. 451, fol. 36v) and the apology of al-Kindī (see
above, p. 392 n. 27, p. 444sq., and below, p. 486, respectively), according to which, still at
the time of composition (204–205?/819–821), it was passed down in the family (pp. 446sq.,
and 488 respectively). A copy of it is likely to be the manuscript of the ṣāḥib of Ibn Masʿūd,
al-Ḥārith b. Suwayd (d. after 70/689), which, according to al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 48:26, was
hidden in the ground during the time of Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf [EQ; EI2, d. 95/714]. A manuscript
allegedly containing a copy of Ibn Masʿūd’s codex, to which the Baghdād Shīʿites refer, was
burnt in 398/1007–1008; (cf. Goldziher, Schools, p. 172; A. Mez, The Renaissance of Islam,
pp. 195–196). Ibn al-Nadīm has seen a number of manuscripts (Fihrist, p. 26, l 29); others are
mentioned in Muqniʿ (see above, p. 424 n. 242), and al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī (section 3
of the introduction). The manuscripts that Ibn al-Nadīm has seen differ considerably from
one another, but this does not come as a surprise, because the codex of Ibn Masʿūd was not
copied for scholarly interest but for practical purposes, and could hardly escapemixturewith
other forms of the text, primarily with the ʿUthmānic codex.

581 See above, 192sqq., and 206sqq.; in addition the version of ʿUqba b. ʿĀmir al-Juhanī [EI2;
Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 15sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 341, d. 58/678]; cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān,
nawʿ 20 [Sprenger ed., p. 169, l 22] which allegedly had been in the possession of Abū l-Qāsim
ʿAlī b. al-Ḥasan IBN QUDAYD (d. 312/925) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 356]. Cf. R. Guest in the
introduction to al-Kindī’s The Governors and judges, p. 18; quoted by A. Mingana in his “An
ancient Syriac translation of the Kurʾān,” p. 9.

582 The occasional differences are throughout erroneous misspellings of the ʿUthmānic
text. For details see below, the chapter on manuscripts of the Koran.
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play an older orthography compared with that of the ʿUthmānic text as well
as a different dialectical basis, they also differ in content. If we ignore the
mere orthographic differences ofMingana’s list (p. xxxvii sqq.),583 the follow-
ing variants remain:

Fragment A: Sūra 29:24, our text لاقو : palimpsest لاق ,584 insignificant. |
41:4, اننا : امن ;<ا> senseless, possibly misreading. | 41:10, لاقف : لیقف ; fits poorly,
perhaps the لمـڡ of the text has been interpreted incorrectly.585 | 45:18, هللانم

ًٔایـش : امكه (or مكللا ) لانم ; completely senseless and impossible,586 probably an
erroneous reading.

Fragment B: sūra 11:25, اوتبخا : اوتبخ , vary between Ist (IInd) and IVth form[iii/98]
as so frequently in the literature of the variant readings; however, the Ist
(IInd) form is here very unlikely. | 11:34, انتلداج : تلداج ; somewhat hard, but
not impossible, and therefore noteworthy. | 13:26, هللا : هللاو ; hardly fitting,
probably amistake in copying. | 13:33, نیز : نیزف , hardly possible after لب ; expla-
nation? | 14:3, لالض : لض , misreading for للض = لالض ? | 15:94, ضرعاو : نضرعاو ;
insignificant, perhaps wrong reading (copying). | 16:17, الفا : الوا , insignifi-
cant. | 16:30, ىلب : لب , very inappropriate and is likely a mistake in copying. |
16:36, مهباصاف : مهتباصاف , insignificant. | 16:38, اورظناف : اورظناو , insignificant. 16:87
and 16:88, اذاو : ذاو ; the two sentences aremistakenly assimilated to the narra-
tives of theProphet introducedby ذاو . | 16:95, مكلعجل : مكلعج , insignificant. | 16:95,
after لضی added ,هللا results from the irregular position—it ought to stand
before لضی —recognizable as an addition. | 16:112, تلمع : هتلمع ; the more com-
mon syntax, but differing from the Koranic linguistic usage. | 16:124, ميهربا :

مهربا ;587 might be an orthographic difference, but also constitute the form
ماهاربا which occurs in the ʿUthmānic text (see above, p. 401 n. 82). | 17:24,

الا : الف , whereby the preceding هللاىضق loses its indispensable object; likely a
mistake in copying.

FragmentC: Sūra 7:153, ةمحر : ملس , one of the typical confusion of synonyms;
objections to the ʿUthmānic text might be that its ةمحروىده is a common
formula, and thus might possibly be an adaptation from another passage;
but ملس ( مالس ) is too much out of place in this context. | 9:23 نمو : نمف ,

583 To these also belongs مهعفننكی sūra 40:85 (A) against مهعفنیكی of the ʿUthmānic text: The
scriptio continua مهعمـىىكى is incorrectly divided; further, likely also the difference not included
in Mingana’s list لقو , sūra 16:32 (B) instead لیقو (cf. above, p. 427, section III.) اوللىى sūra 9:75
(C) instead اولانی Mingana himself seems to have considered an error.

584 The diacritical marks are by the editor [of the text.]
585 Cf. above, n. 583.
586 The attempts of interpretation by Mingana, p. xxxvii, are as useless as those of W.S.C.

Tisdall in “New light on the text of the Qurʾân” inMoslem world, 5 (1915), p. 149.
587 Missing fromMingana’s list.
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insignificant. | 9:33, وه added only by another hand, but it is indispensable. |
9:36, نهيف : اهيف , the more common syntax. | 9:36, the first ةفاك is missing; next
to the second one it could have been omitted by accident. | 9:37, ءيسنلا :

يسانلا ,588 wrong interpretation of the orthography of ىسىلا , which in this case
really expresses al-nasīʾ. | 9:38, مكلام which is indispensable for the idea is
missing. |9:43, ملعتو : مهنمو Mingana correctly interprets as مهنَمو ;589 remarkable
variant. | 9:54, امو : ام , insignificant.

The gain in important variants is thus limited. Most of the deviations [iii/99]
are of the kind that can be sufficiently explained as accidental variations
of the oral or written transmission; some of them clearly indicate a writ-
ten original. This agrees with the fact that according to the character of the
writing the Palimpsest itself does not seem to be as old as the character of
the orthography of the text590 on which it is based. The few more serious
variants make it at least likely that we are not merely dealing with defor-
mations of the ʿUthmānic text but with repercussions of a non-ʿUthmānic
transmission.591 Ahistorical connectionwith it cannot be established on the
basis of the literature available to us. In any case, there is no trace of the
text of either Ibn Masʿūd or Ubayy b. Kaʿb in the Palimpsests. In group A,
sūras 24:27, and 44:54 against Ibn Masʿūd; group B, sūras 16:9, 17:1, and 17:24
against Ibn Masʿūd, and 11:30, 16:39 (twice), 17:17 and 17:35 against Ubayy;
group C, sūra 9:51 against Ibn Masʿūd, and 9:49 and 9:57 against Ubayy but
agreeing with the ʿUthmānic text. The fact that the Koranic excerpts con-
tained in the Palimpsests—even in our fragmentary transmission—consist
of such a large number of important variants of Ibn Masʿūd and Ubayy also
shows how relatively close Lewis’ Palimpsests are to the authorized text of
the Koran.

The Alleged Syriac Translation of a Non-ʿUthmānic Text of the Koran [iii/100]

Mingana592 speculates that he has unearthed large pieces of a pre-ʿUthmānic
text of the Koran at an unexpected place, going beyond the literary trans-

588 Missing fromMingana’s list.
589 This requires نوبذاكلا as continuation instead of the ʿUthmānic نيبذاكل ; the passage in the

Palimpsest does not seem to be legible.
590 Cf. Mingana, p. xxxii sq. about the palaeological character.
591 Differences of the character of the text of the three groups, A, B, and C cannot be

identified with certainty; striking is the large number of omissions in the relatively short
group C.

592 “An ancient Syriac translation of the Ḳurʾān …,” with facsimile of the relevant sections
(fol. 73a to 84b) of the Ms. Mingana, no. 89.
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mission. He claims that the anti-Islamic polemics of Dionysios Bar Ṣalībī
(d. 565/1171),593 the Jacobin polyhistorian of the late period of Syriac litera-
ture, contain remnants of a Syriac translation of the Koran from about the
time of the Umayyad ʿAbd al-Malik b. Marwān (seventh century ad) and at
any rate represent a quite different text than ours. Bar Ṣalībī arranges chap-
ters 25 to 30 of his work, which constitute the last of the threemēmrē, in two
columns: The first of which contains almost exclusively quotations from the
Koran, and the second one now and then mostly brief refutations. Rather
than subjecting Mingana’s interpretation of these quotations to negative
criticism, pointing out the individual errors and the historical impossibility
of his assumptions, we shall immediately proceed to the positive presenta-
tion of the facts.

The quotations have not been taken from a Syriac Koran at some indeter-
minable time. It is rather that an Arabic-writing Christian apologist incor-
porated them in the original version in polemics against Christianity as
documentation. They were only later taken from a Syriac translation or edi-
tion of the polemics and put together separately as a kind of Koranic flo-
rilegium.594 This becomes sufficiently clear from the arrangement and the
type of passages, but particularly from the abruptness ofmany of the adduc-
tions, which show that they are ruthlessly taken out of context for which
they were tailored from the undivided whole of the text of the Koran. How-
ever, evidence beyond doubt is the fact that on several occasions the iden-
tical verse of the Koran is referred to in different passages and in different
translations.595 Indeed, even in one instance a verse is followed immediately
by a translation variant596 with the introduction “in a different place it is
written (!)”. All this makes sense only if the translator encountered the same
verse several times in his original text, and on the second occasion trans-
lated anewwithout regard for the first one. Theorigin of the translation from
polemics against Islam, which—as is commonwith such writings—are not
particularly conscientiously documented, explains not only the deviations

593 A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, p. 297, note 1.
594 Not to be excluded, but it is far more unlikely that the quotations were first collected

and later translated into Syriac.
595 Sūra 2:130 in fol. 77a, l 10sqq., and fol. 81a, l 13sqq.; sūra 5:77 in fol. 82b, l 13sq., and fol. 84b,

l 5sq.; sūra 10:94 in fol. 79a, l 24sqq., fol. 83a, l 11 sqq., and fol. 84b, l 16sq.; sūra 17:96 in fol. 83b,
l 7sqq., and fol. 84a, l 20sq.; sūra 41:10 in fol. 77b, l 16, and fol. 84b, l 2; sūra 66:12 in fol. 82b, l
1 sqq., and fol. 84a, l 27sqq.

596 Sūra 11:9 in fol. 77b, l 5sqq.; the first of the two variants is an inaccurate quotation
influencedby sūra 41:8.WithMingana, p. 20, to find anotherwise unknownverse of theKoran
here is superfluous.
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from the Arabic text but also the fact that among the genuine quotations
from the Koran all sorts of things from tradition have been intermingled.597

Thus, these quotations say nothing about the earliest history of the text
of the Koran. We can leave them aside, although they deserve an unbiased
and competent investigation.598

The Victory of the ʿUthmānic Text

The variants mentioned in the preceding sections by no means exhaust the [iii/102]
store of transmission; the rest of them, however, cannot be grouped coher-
ently. They are traced back to a large number of the Companions of the
Prophet as well as to members of the following generation.599 The names
of the authorities vary frequently, sometimes in a way that one source lists
a younger authority whereas another one lists an older authority to whose
pupils and transmitters the former belongs, so that both references must
originate from the identical isnād, differing only in their place in the strand
of transmission. According to the more traditionally minded interpretation
of later times, essentially all variants originate from the Prophet,600 or else

597 Mingana, pp. 21–22, who, following his general attitude, assumes that also these sen-
tences had beenpart of the underlying basis of the text of theKoran, although in one instance
(fol. 82b, l 14) the introductory formula, “Muḥammad has said,” is used. Of the four sentences
referred to by Mingana (pp. 19–20) that cannot be ascertained in either Koran or tradition,
the first one (Mingana, no. 4) has been discussed in the preceding note no. 594; the second
one (no. 3), fol. 84a, l 1 sq., is sūra 3:5, which Mingana did not recognize because, against the
punctuation, he applied thewords of the Syrian towhatwas said before; the third one (no. 2),
fol. 84b, l 3sq., seems to be an inaccurate quotation from sūra 16:104, mixed up with 5:50,
which explains the connection with passages like sūras 2:81, 2:254, and 5:109; and the last one
(no. 1), fol. 84a, l 7sqq., carries—as Mingana himself admits—the distinct mark of tradition,
even if until then it had not been documented in ḥadīth (the Koranic model is sūra 17:90).
Moreover, it would in no way weaken the above-mentioned opinion if also some material
would be found that could not be documented elsewhere.

598 Nöldeke in a letter of 13 April, 1925, gives the following opinion. “I have now looked
carefully at the deviations of the Syriac text that Barṣalībī presents to us, but have not found
anything that supports the existence of a variant in the Arabic original of the Syrian author.
This Syrian rather added some things for the better explanation of the meaning, even if in
most cases unnecessarily so; and some things he simply misunderstood. … But that Barṣalībī
inserts many brief, but also some longer, additions not derived from the Koran—either
ḥadīths or entirely different material—adds to the confusion of everything. In any case, the
Syriac text that the person used is not from the early period of Islam … The language of the
Syriac Koran does not leave me with the impression of great antiquity.”

599 Cf. the list in the first edition of this book Seite 267sq., and the index tomy (Bergsträßer)
Nichtkoranische Koranlesearten imMuḥtasab des Ibn Ğinnī.

600 Cf., for example, Ibn Jinnī in his al-Muḥtasab on sūra 9:57: ẓāhir hādhā anna l-salafa
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they would not have been included in the Koran. It thus does not come
as a surprise, and did not create astonishment in Islam, that some vari-
ants that deviatemarkedly from the ʿUthmānic text were explicitly ascribed
to the Prophet himself.601 It is strange that ʿUthmān himself is mentioned
as authority for forms of the text that are in contradiction to his recen-
sion;602 but no one considered it necessary to reconcile the contradiction.

Even if ʿUthmān might have made an attempt to destroy the copies[iii/103]
of deviating recensions,603 and even if al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf might have been
more successful in this respect,604 the total destruction of all the copies

kānū yaqraʾūna l-ḥarf makān naẓīrihmin ghayr an tataqaddamal-qirāʾatu bi-dhālik, lākinnah
li-muwāfaqat ṣāḥibihī fī l-maʿnā; wa-hādhā mawḍiʿ yajid al-ṭāʿinu bih idhā kān hākadhā ʿalā
l-qirāʾati maṭʿanan wa-yaqūl: laysat hādhih al-ḥurūf kulluhā ʿan al-nabīī …, wa law kānat ʿanh
la-mā sāgha ibdāl lafẓin makāna lafẓin …; illā ḥusna l-ẓanni bi-Anas yadʿū ilā iʿtiqadih taqad-
dum al-qirāʾati bi-hādhih al-aḥruf al-thalātha … fa-naqūl iqraʾ bi-ayyihā shiʾta, fa-jamīʿuhā
qirāʾa masmūʿa ʿanī l-nabī; Anas would not have read this way if he did not think that also
this formwas derived from the Prophet (although he does not refer to this, only to the equal-
ity of the importance, see below, p. 463!)

601 Cf, for example, Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Faḍāʾil (Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 451)
38v to 42r (on sūra 5:85, qissīsīna : ṣiddīqīna; 24:64, ʿalīmun : baṣīrun; 39:54; 65:1; 92:3, see to
this above, p. 441 n. 416, and Seite 953 [but there is no foot-note no. 3 in the German original]).
Abū Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, Sunan, Kitāb al-ḥurūf wa-l-qirāʾāt, trad. 24 (on sūra 43:77, trad. 25
(on sūra 51:58; both like Ibn Masʿūd), trad. 27 on sūra 104:3, yaḥsibu: aḥsibu;) al-Muttaqī,
Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4823sq. (on sūra 48:26), no. 4880 (on sūra 18:76), and no. 4883 (on
sūra 18:78); al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 39:54, 51:58, 56:81, 65:1, 91:15, 92:3, and 112:1; index to my
(Bergsträßer) Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten.

602 Cf., for example, Abū ʿUbayd, Faḍāʾil (Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 451) 38v–39v (on sūra
5:120 as conclusionwa l-arḍiwa-Allāh samīʿ baṣīr; 18:78 after safīnatin added ṣāliḥatin—intro-
duced by kataba ʿUthmān, or something similar); al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4836
(on sūra 5:120); al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 2:280; index to my (Bergsträßer) Nichtkanonische
Lesearten; and see p. 412 n. 528 (on sūra 3:100).

603 See above, p. 307sqq.
604 It is the undeniable merit of P. Casanova (Mohammed et la fin du monde, 2éme fasc.,

vol. 1 (1913), pp. 110 and 121–129) vigorously to have pointed out that similar to ʿUthmān’smea-
sures aiming at uniformity of theKoran such endeavours are reported to have beenmade also
by al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf [EI2]. But the conclusion that “la recension d’al-Ḥadjdjādj a existé; celle
de ʿOuthmân est une fable” (p. 127) far overshoots the mark. The endeavours at vocaliza-
tion going back to al-Ḥajjāj’s suggestion—to which we shall return later—presuppose the
existence of a written consonantal text; this is the result of the state of the transmission
of the Koran as we have been able to observe in the qirāʾa of al-Ḥajjāj’s contemporary, al-
Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (see G. Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Hasan,” pp. 51 and 54). Apart from
these endeavours, it is a fact that al-Ḥajjāj tried to suppress the text and the qirāʾa of Ibn
Masʿūd (Casanova, p. 128; and cf. above, p. 457 n. 581); a report from a local Egyptian tradi-
tion with unsuspicious connection makes it rather certain that he dispatched a model copy
of the Koran to Egypt (Casanova, p. 124sqq.; Mingana, “An ancient Syriac translation of the
Ḳurʾān,” p. 16). All this is a plausible continuation of ʿUthmān’s efforts which the Umayyad
administration followed throughout. The dispatch of a model copy makes sense since al-
Ḥajjāj was governor of Kūfa, the centre of the qurrāʾ and the home of the “Kūfan” Korans,
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of non-ʿUthmānic variants—which had certainly never been achieved—
would not have totally eliminated all the copies of non-ʿUthmānic variants
since they themselveswere far fromhaving disappeared. This becamepossi-
ble onlywhen also the recitation of the ʿUthmānic recensionwas recognized
as binding; but such a theoretical recognition of the ʿUthmānic text could
have practical repercussions only when the careless licence of the treat-
ment of the text—characteristic of the earliest period—was abandoned,
and respect for the minute rendering of the word of God was awakened.

The Companion of the Prophet, Anas b. Mālik, is reported as saying [iii/105]
that in sūra 73:6 he recited aṣwabu instead of aqwamu and when this was
criticized he replied: aqwamu wa-aṣwabu wa-ahyaʾu wāḥidun.605 The same
leniency is expressed in the tradition inna l-Qurʾān kullah ṣawāb mā lam
yajʿal raḥmatan ʿadhāban aw ʿadhāba raḥmatan,606 or in the account that
the Prophet left it to the copyist to choose from among the formula type of
verse endings like ʿazīz ḥakīm or samīʿ ʿalīm or ʿazīz ʿalīm,607 culminating in
the classic example in the anecdote of IbnMasʿūd and his pupil who cannot
pronounce “th.”608 That this was indeed howpeople felt is quite evident from

and, furthermore, that Egypt had not received a copy of the ʿUthmānic recensions (see above,
p. 305sqq.), and generally—also later—was behind the other amṣār as far as Koranic studies
was concerned. For al-Ḥajjāj’s subsequent and more basic activity there is only one rather
dismal source in the form of al-Kindī’s apology (see above, p. 392 n. 27) fromwhich Casanova
derives too much. Al-Kindī’s account that al-Ḥajjāj jamaʿa l-maṣāḥif (1885 edition, p. 131, l 12,
similarly p. 137, l 6)—not the Koran—is explained by the continuation, wa-asqaṭa min-hā
ashyāʾa kathīratan … (he collected the copies of the Koran in order to delete passages) and
at the same time mark them as tendentious lies. The report that he dispatched six copies to
different cities (p. 137, l 10sqq.), is a duplication of ʿUthmān’s account.—Alphonse Mingana,
“The transmission of the Ḳurʾān,” follows Casanova.

605 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 17, l 8 (here انها instead ایها ) and s.v. 29, 71, 24sqq.; IbnMujāhid in
theMuḥtasab of Ibn Jinnī, s.v., to which Ibn Jinnī procures a parallel tradition on Abū Sarrār
al-Ghanawī on sūra 17:5 (Muḥtasab, s.v., rather Abū l-Sammāl [of Banū Asad; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 2, pp. 228–229; EI2]) then both also al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 73:6; similarly on Anas b.
Mālik on sūra 9:57: Ibn Mujāhid in theMuḥtasab, s.v., and afterwards al-Zamakhsharī, s.v.

606 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 10, 19, following the seven aḥruf tradition; etc.
607 al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 17, l 25sqq.
608 See above, p. 41 n. 131, and apart from the passage cited there, for example, Abū ʿUbayd,

Faḍāʾil (cites al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 16, qawl 9 [Sprenger ed., p. 109, l 11;] thanks to the
kindness of Herrn Studienrat A. Schachner, Schwetzingen, who is preparing an edition of
the Faḍāʾil, the passage is missing in the Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 451); (Aḥmad b. ʿAlī)
AL-JAṢṢĀṢ (d. 370/981, Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 444–445), Aḥkām al-Qurʾān (Constantino-
ple, 1335), vol. 3, p. 445, l 3. Elsewhere the same is reported from Abū l-Dardāʾ; al-Ṭabarī,
juzʾ/vol. 25, p. 71, vol. 29, p. 33, and subsequently al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 44:44. In the
Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī passage cited by Schwally (section 9 of the introduction), apart
from these two, also Ubayy is mentioned; but he alone, al-Muttaqī, Kanz al-ʿummāl, vol. 1,
no. 4884.—Schwally did not properly understand the passage; the pupil, a Persian, “lightens”
not only the hamza—this alsomanyArabs did, and this was not particuarly noticed—rather,
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the large number of old variants,609 despite Abū l-Khayr IBN AL-JAZARĪ’s
(d. 833/1429610) strong opposition: wa-ammāman yaqūl: inna baʿḍa l-ṣaḥaba
ka-Ibn Masʿūd kāna yujīz al-qirāʾa bi-l-maʿnā fa-qad kadhaba ʿalayhi.611 It
was possible to reflect upon these matters only when they were no longer
obvious. Thus, the reports cited are likely to originate from a time when the
controversy on the genuine Koran broke out. This was precisely the reason
that the authorized versionwas established.Whereas ʿUthmān and al-Ḥajjāj
radically deprived the controversy of its basis—the differences of the texts
of the Koran—therewere othermenwho tried to achieve this by cultivating
tolerance.612 This was the aim of tradition and related reports, namely that
the Koran had been revealed in seven aḥruf and that the Prophet allegedly
declined to mediate between contradictory versions of the text.613

Bothof these contradictory tendencies achieved their goal; inpractice the[iii/107]
ʿUthmānic text prevails, and in theory also the ancient non-ʿUthmānic forms

most important, he could not pronounce th so that al-ʾathīm in his pronunciation sounded
like al-yatīm; to avoid the annoying wrong meaning, a word with the proper meaning had
therefore to be inserted so that he, too, could pronounce (like fājir, ẓālim).

609 Here belongs also the report that Abū Ḥanīfa gave permission to recite the Koran in
Persian (al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 44:44; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 35, masʾala 20 [Sprenger
ed., p. 256, l 14]; in the Ḥanafite fiqh literature, for example, al-Kāsānī [sic, d. 587/1191–1192],
Badāʾiʿ ṣanāʾiʿ [Cairo, 1327/1909], vol. 1, p. 112, l 24sqq.), one of the archaic characteristics of
his teaching. How it actually happened that verses of the Koran were recited in Persian is not
clear from the juridical discussion.

610 EI2.
611 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr (Damascus, 1345/1926—from here onwards all citations refer

to this edition) vol. 1, p. 31, l 21, cites al-Suyūṭī, Itqān, nawʿ 27 (Sprenger ed., p. 182, l 16.)
Ibn Jinnī, on the other hand, states completely correctly in Muḥtasab on sūra 73:6: hādhā
yuʾannis bi-anna l-qawm kānū yaʿtabirina l-maʿāniya wa-yukhlidūna ilayhā, fa-idhā ḥaṣṣalūha
wa-ḥaṣṣanūhā sāmaḥū fī l-ʿibārāt ʿanhā.

612 Ibn Masʿūd might have been one of them; in his farewell message to the Kūfans, which
at the coremight be genuine, he displays a lenient disposition (al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 10, l 25sqq.;
cf. Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna, [Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 578], p. 515).

613 See above, p. 38sqq.; the material could easily be enlarged. The interest of these tradi-
tions, particularly the latter group, is abstract and political, by nomeans specifically directed
to the Koran; proof is that they never cite the passage of the Koran which is the source of the
controversy, butmention only the nameof the sūra. They clearly distinguish themselves from
those transmissions which, although involved themselves in the controversy on the text of
the Koran, report differences of opinion among old authorities regarding a certain passage.
Best known are those on sūra 62:9 (cf. above, p. 441 n. 409), and the accounts of the dispute
between ʿUmar andUbayy (see above, p. 453 n. 553); further, for example, according toMakkī,
Kashf, s.v. (cf. al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 6, p. 72, l 20), ʿAlī in sūra 5:8 reprimands his sons for reading
arjulikum and demands the accusative. It is rare that the Prophet himself makes a decision;
according to Makkī, Kashf; al-Dānī, Taysīr fī l-Qurʾān; Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr on sūra 30:53 (also
Aḥmad IBN ḤANBAL, Musnad, vol. 2, p. 58, l 26sqq.), here, the Prophet rejects ʿAbd Allāh b.
ʿUmar’s vocalization, ḍaʿf and insists on ḍuʿf.
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of the text have been recognized as divine, i.e., as Koran. [Abū ʿAmr] ḌIRĀR
IBN ʿUmar [i.e., ʿAMR] is accused of heresy for dogmatically rejecting the
texts of IbnMasʿūd and Ubayy b. Kaʿb.614 The doctrine of naskh, namely that
the non-ʿUthmānic forms of theKoran aremansūkh, “abrogated,” offered the
possibility of mediating between the two schools.615 According to the most
radical interpretation, this had already been the case after the ʿarḍ616 akhīr:
During every Ramaḍān the Prophet recited to Gabriel what had been
revealed of the Koran up to that time; in the year before his death he did
this twice. According to a more tolerant interpretation it was only the free
choice (ikhtiyār) of the survivingCompanions of theProphet,whoagreedon
the ḥarf laid down in ʿUthmān’s Koran—thus the ijmāʿ—that the remaining
six aḥrufwere abrogated.617 Their modest fragments have been transmitted,
and even retained a certain importance, if not for the qirāʾa but at least for
the tafsīr: After all, the dogma of the Seven aḥruf presupposes that in prin-
ciple their sense is identical. Thus the task emerged to prove this in the
non-ʿUthmānic forms of the text in each and every case and, at the same
time, there arose the possibility of using them as a means to interpret the
canonical text, which indeed facilitated their disposition.618 This is essen-
tially the spirit of al-Ṭabarī’s treatment of the variants of the ʿUthmānic text.
Occasionally people went further and claimed that from the outset the vari-
ants were intended to be nothing but explanations,619 but the science of the
Koran abandoned this attitude.

614 al-Shahrastānī, translated by Haarbrücker, vol. 1, p. 95 = Cairo printed edition, 1317–1321
(in the margin of Ibn Ḥazm), vol. 1, p. 115, l 15; [EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vols. 1 & 5 (brief)].

615 Already in the saying of ʿUmar, above, p. 453 n. 553.
616 Teaching term, see below, p. 494 n. 157.
617 Both are possible interpretations, Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 833/1429–1430), Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt,

vol. 1, p. 14, l 16 (both connected, vol. 1, p. 31, l 19sq.); only the second one in the reverse
(maḥḍar) of Abū l-Ḥasan Muḥammad b. Aḥmad IBN SHANNABŪDH of 323/935 (… muṣḥafi
ʿUthmāna … al-mujmaʿi ʿalayhi; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 302, l 20) and the qāḍī Ismāʿīl b. Isḥāq
al-Mālikī, d. 282/895–896), in Makkī, Ibāna (Ms Berlin, Ahlwardt, no. 578), p. 501 (without
using the expression mansūkh) as well as Makkī himself, ibid., p. 497 (he says cautiously
ka-annahā mansūkhatun and points out the difficulty that al-naskh fī l-Qurʾān bi-l-ijmāʿ fīhi
ikhtilāf); cf. Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad b. Muḥammad AL-ṬAḤĀWĪ (d. 321/933, Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
pp. 439–442), Abū ʿUmar Yūsuf IBN ʿABD AL-BARR (d. 463/1070–1071, Brockelmann, GAL,
vol. 1, p. 367), and the qāḍīAbūBakrMuḥammad b. al-Ṭayyib AL-BĀQILLĀNĪ [EI2; EQ; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, p. 608] (d. 403/1012–1013) in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 16,masʾala 3, qawl 9 (Sprenger
ed., p. 109, l 11).

618 See above, pp. 444sq., 445 n. 450, 454sq.
619 Aḥmad b. ʿAlī AL-JAṢṢĀṢ (305/917–370/981), Aḥkām al-Qurʾān, vol. 3, p. 445, l 3; Fakhr

al-Dīn al-Rāzī, Tafsīr on sūra 73:6; cf. also below, p. 488sq. (The citation from Ibn Jinnī in the
Tafsīr of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, loc. cit., to which Goldziher refers in his Muslim studies, vol. 2,
p. 224, note 2, does not belong here; the passage has been supplied above, p. 464 n. 611.)
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Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795620) is the first person strictly to reject the use of [iii/108]
Ibn Masʿūd’s recension in prayer. Later fuqahāʾ are influenced by this point
of view since the question changed: It was no longer a question whether
or not traditional forms of the text are admissable, but rather whether
intentional or unintentional deviation from the ʿUthmānic textus recep-
tus—presumed to be binding in principle—invalidates the prayer. For a
long time, at least the Ḥanafites were surprisingly tolerant621 on this ques-
tion, despite the strict conditions imposed on the recitation of the Koran in
ritual prayer as well as in private. From among the earliest Koranic scholars
whomwe can identify is al-qāḍī (Abū Isḥāq) ISMĀʿĪL (IBN ISḤĀQ al-Mālikī
al-Azdī al-Baghdādī, d. 282/895–896) who for his time rejects the non-ʿUth-
mānic forms of the text;622 al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923) shares this opinion.623 By
that time, and in face of the realities of cult and teaching, they are likely
to have fallen into oblivion. One stage on this road becomes apparent from
Ḥasan al-Baṣrī’s (d. 110/728) reading of the Koran: Here, a considerable num-
ber of variants is still to be found, but the typical interchange of synonyms
is almost totally absent. Most of the variants are limited to one letter of the
word, and very many amount to no more than simple orthographic differ-

620 al-Mudawwana, section al-Ṣalāt khalf ahl al-ṣalāḥ … (Cairo, 1324/1906, vol. 1, p. 84, l
14sqq.): suʾila Mālik ʿamman ṣallā khalfa rajulin yaqraʾu bi-qirāʾat Ibn Masʿūd; qāla yakhruju
wa-yadaʿuhu wa-lā yaʾtammu bi-hi … (cf. also below, p. 499). According to Ibn al-Jazarī,
al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 14, l 12sqq., also the reverse is transmitted from him, likewise also both
views are represented in the other madhāhib. The use of non-ʿUthmānic variants in and out
of prayer is prohibited by the Shāfiʿite Taqī l-Dīn AL-SUBKĪ (d. 756/1355; Brockelmann, GAL,
vol. 2, p. 86; EI2) by Ibn al-Jazarī,Nashr, vol. 1, p. 44, l 5 (cited by al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22–27,
tanbīh 3 [Sprenger ed., p. 191, l 20]).

621 The decisive criteria for the judgement of khaṭaʾ in prayer is that only such a change
in the meaning of the recited passage of the Koran—which in itself represents neither
duʿāʾ nor thanāʾ—annuls the prayer. (The most detailed casuistry I know of is al-Fatāwī
l-khāniyya [Būlāq, 1310/1892 in the margin of al-Fatāwā al-ʿĀlamgīriyya, vol. 1, pp. 139–161].)
The recensions of Ibn Masʿūd and Ubayy are still referred to (Khāniyya, vol. 1, p. 156, l 1 sqq.;
ʿĀlamgīriyya, vol. 1, p. 82, l 1 sqq.) but only by way of example; there is no uniform opinion,
rather the rules governing deviations are applied to all deviations from the ʿUthmānic text
that might be contained in them. The axiom cited nearly amounts to the toleration of the
qirāʾa bi-l-maʿnā.; this becomes quite obvious from photocopies in my possession of the end
(Leiden Ms. 1861, fol. 131vsqq.) of the furūq book of al-Naysābūrī al-Qummī, which Schacht
analysed in “Aus zwei arabischen Furūq-Büchern,” p. 505sqq.

622 Makkī, Ibāna (Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, no. 578), p. 501, from his Kitāb al-Qirāʾāt.
623 In the introduction to his commentary on the Koran, vol. 1, p. 21, l 20sqq. (l 26: fa-lā

qirāʾat al-yawm lil-Muslimīn illā bi-l-ḥarf al-wāḥid alladhī ikhtārah la-hum imāmuhum,
namely ʿUthmān) and in the commentary itself (vol. 1, p. 112, l 28, p. 239, l 31; vol. 2, p. 30, l
16; etc.), as well as in his work on variant readings, al-Bayān; (cf. Makkī, Ibāna [Berlin Ms.,
Ahlwardt, no. 578,] p. 500).
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ences.624 Within the transmission of Hasan al-Baṣrī’s reading the tendency
further to push back the variants asserts itself.625

Quite some time after the controversy had been decided against the [iii/110]
non-ʿUthmānic variants, a respected626 teacher (muqriʾ) of the Koran at
Baghdad (Abū l-Ḥasan Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Ayyūb b. al-Ṣalt) IBN
SHANNABŪDH (d. 328/939) attempted627 oncemore to defend their correct
status by using them in the ritual prayer (fī l-miḥrābi) while imām,628 but

624 Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 50.
625 Ibid., p. 48.
626 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt: shaykh al-iqrāʾi bi-l-ʿIrāqi ustādhan kabīran, and in the brief

biography, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 122: kāna imāman shahīran wa-ustādhan kabīran; he is one of
the two transmitters of [Abū ʿAmrMuḥammadb. ʿAbd al-Raḥmānb.Muḥammad, d. 280/893]
QUNBUL ʿan Ibn Kathīr (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 118sqq.). The unfavourable opinons
of him—fi-hi … ḥumq, … kathīr al-laḥn qalīl al-ʿilm (in the Ṭabaqāt Ibn al-Jazarī says explicitly
maʿa … al-ʿilm)—are likely derived from his enemies.

627 Sources for what follows: Fihrist, p. 31sq.; al-Samʿānī, al-Ansāb, fol. 339r; Yāqūt, Irshād
al-arīb, vol. 6, p. 300sqq.; Ibn Khallikān, no. 639; al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt (BerlinMs. Or. Fol. 3140
(not yet catalogued in 2008) fol. 42vsq.); Abū l-Maḥāsin IBN TAGHRĪBIRDĪ, ed. T.G.J. Juyn-
boll, vol. 2, p. 266sq.; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms., cod. simul. 55),
176vsq. (repeatedly mentioned in the Nashr, particularly vol. 1, p. 39, l 17, where al-qāḍī ʿIyāḍ
b. Mūsā al-Yaḥṣubī [d. 544/1149, al-Shifāʾ, vol. 2, p. 290, EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 136, etc.]
is cited); Tāj al-ʿarūs, s.v.; I. Goldziher, Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 222, and Schools of Koranic
commentators, p. 30sq.; A. Wiener, “Die Farağ baʿd aš-šidda-Literatur,” p. 292; A. Mez, Renais-
sance of Islam, p. 194sq. In Tāj al-ʿarūs also the spelling Shannabūdh, and commonly Shan-
būdh.

628 He seems to have collected them personally; thus, in his Kitāb Infirādātihi (Irshād,
vol. 6, p. 302, 3). The list of the reading violations he was charged with can still be found
in its original form in the minutes of the proceedings in Ibn Khallikān and al-Dhahabī,
introduced by suʾila … Ibn Shannabūdh ʿammā ḥukiya ʿan-hu anna-hu yaqraʾuhu, and with
fa-tarafa bi-hi after each passage; further, without this framework in the Fihrist, in the Irshād,
and in the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn al-Jazarī; some portions also in Abū l-Maḥāsin IBN TAGHRĪBIRDĪ.
Verification shows that Ibn Shannabūdh followed the variants of Ibn Masʿūd in sūras 18:78
(not Ibn Khallikān), 34:13 (not Irshād; al-Fihrist erroneously سانلا instead سن [thus var.],
Abū l-Maḥāsin IBNTAGHRĪBIRDĪ, likely also erroneously, tayaqqanat insteadof tabayyanat);
sūras 62:9, 92:3 (see above, p. 441 n. 416), 101:4 (not al-Fihrist), 111:1 (neither al-Fihrist nor
al-Dhahabī); further, those of Ibn ʿAbbās in sūra 18:78 (amāmahum instead of warāʾahum, cf.
al-Ṭabarī, vol. 16, p. 2, l 11; neither al-Dhahabī nor Ibn al-Jazarī); 25:77 (kadhdhaba l-kāfirūna
instead of kadhdhabtum, cf. Ibn Mujāhid in Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab s.v.; Ibn ʿAbbās and Ibn
al-Zubayr); 34:13 (after labithū add ḥawlan, cf. al-Ṭabarī, vol. 22, p. 45, l 9; not Irshād); 56:81
(shukrakum instead of rizqakum, cf. Ibn Mujāhid in Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab s.v.: ʿAlī, Ibn ʿAbbās
and the Prophet, not al-Fihrist); and, finally, an addition of ʿUthmān and Ibn al-Zubayr in
sūra 3:100 (after al-munkari added wa-yastaʿīnūna Allāh ʿalā mā aṣābahum, see al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 4, p. 24, l 19sqq.; al-Muttaqī, Kanz, vol. 1, no. 4833;—in the Fihrist, nāhūna is an error
in the preceding part of the verse, and the continuation is a misplaced portion of sūra 16:80;
not Irshād). Only two deviations cannot be documented, but are undoubtedly based on old
authorities: sūra 8:74, ʿarīḍun instead of kabīrun, and sūra 5:118—only Irshād, vol. 6, p. 304, l
1, and al-Dhahabī outside the list—al-ghafūr al-raḥīmu instead of al-ʿazīzu l-ḥakīmu (cf. to it,
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without avail. In 323/934 hewas summoned before a special court of justice,
consistingofqāḍīs, fuqahāʾ, andqurrāʾpresidedover by thewazīr al-Ḥasanb.
ʿAlī IBNMUQLAH,629 who demanded repentance (tawba).When he refused,
he was subjected to corporal punishment until he finally signed the reverse
(maḥḍar),630 promising to respect the ʿUthmānic text. The populace, un-
doubtedly incited, bore so much resentment against him that under the
cover of darkness he secretly had to leave631 the house of thewazīr, where he
had been held, and took temporary refuge atMadāʾin (or Baṣra). The person
who brought him to court and pursued his punishment was his old oppo-
nent,632 IbnMujāhid (d. 324/935),633 themost successful of all the teachers of
the reading of the Koran, and the founder of strict orthodoxy in the field of
the science of variant readings.

Only very few and rather unimportant deviations from the ʿUthmānic[iii/112]
text in their canonical form634 found their way into the systems of the “Seven
Readers”—apart from the extensive use made of variants as well as ortho-
graphic licence. Some readers635 did not recognize in sūra 8:44 that �َ� 636 is
constructed according to Form II and replaced it with ḥayiya. This is compa-
rable with the case when some scribes637 read ātāniyah Allāhu in sūra 27:36,
although the text has نيتا = ātāni <ātānī (see above, p. 413sq.).638 In the case
of sūra 18:95 it was obvious to replace the second ينوٓتا with Form I; this was

above, p. 463, and IbnMasʿūd on sūra 9:107). Onedeviation remains not clear in sūra 10:92; the
lists are different, and the literature of the variant readings does not permit a sound verdict.

629 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 386, l 3 from bottom.
630 The text has survived, the most detailed version of which with signatures, is in the

Irshād.
631 This is in contradiction to the report in the Fihrist, which is also mentioned by Ibn

Khallikān, with wa-qīla, that he died in prison; this report might explain that the year of his
death is also given as 323/934 instead of 328/939.

632 Details are reported by Ibn al-Jazarī, but first of all by Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 207, l
8sqq., as well as al-Dhahabī, according to whom Ibn Shannabūdh did not accept students
who had taken classes with Ibn Mujāhid. Another opponent was Abū Bakr IBN AL-ANBĀRĪ
(d. 327/938); he had polemized against him (al-Samʿānī; Ansāb; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 347
and 353.; Irshād, vol. 6, p. 300, l 5, and vol. 7, p. 77, l 2;—the name Ibn Shannabūdh is mis-
represented in the title of the work in al-Fihrist, p. 75, l 23, and G. Flügel, Die grammatischen
Schulen, p. 170, no. 10).

633 Most clearly in Irshād, vol. 6, p. 302, l 7.
634 Additional deviations from the consonantal text beyond these canonical forms of their

qirāʾāt are ascribed to some of the “Seven;” cf., for example, the index to my (Bergsträßer’s)
Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten.

635 Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān, al-Bazzī ʿan Ibn Kathīr, Abū Bakr SHUʿBAH (EI2; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, pp. 10–11) ʿan ʿĀṣim (Ibn Abī l-Najjūd).

636 Thus al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, bāb 8.
637 Nāfiʿ al-Laythī, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, Ḥafṣ b. Sulaymān ʿan ʿĀṣim (Ibn Abī l-Najjūd).
638 Thus al-Muqniʿ, bāb 3, faṣl 1.
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partly done also in the case of the first ينوٓتا 639 where Form I is ill-suited. In
sūras 11:71, 25:40, 29:37 and 53:52 the form اًدوَمث 640 (triptote) violated the com-
mon rule so that it was changed to Thamūda.641 All this is within the bounds
of orthographic licence. Stronger interferences are found most frequently
in Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, whose text, despite all purges, retains remnants of
its sometime originality. All this remains on the border of what was ortho-
graphically possible. Operating on the very fringe of what is perhaps ortho-
graphically still tolerable, he interprets642 the اهسنن of the text643 (sūra 2:100)
as nansāhā = nansaʾhā “we postpone it”—the verse of the Koran—i.e., we
do not yet make it binding, in order to avoid the offensive common reading
nunsihā “we consign the verse of the Koran to oblivion.” Also transgressing
these last orthographic limits, he corrects the grammatical error ناذه , sūra
20:66 (see above, pp. 390 and 391 n. 20), deletes in sūra 77:11 the dialectal
form َتّتقا 644 for wuqqitat, and honours Allāh’s privileges in sūra 19:19 by li-
yahaba “may He grant you a pure boy”645 instead the first Person بهال of the
text.646 In accordance with the majority of the readers647 he interprets the
most obscure مهفلا … فلیل , sūra 106:1–2 (see above, p. 421) by sheer force as
li-īlāfi … īlāfihim.

In addition to these few passages the canonical interpretation of the [iii/113]
Koran insists on the licence of the old compromise to read differently from
what is written (see above, p. 418sq.). Everywhere else the text of the Koran
came out as the winner. If—as is nearly always the case—one does not
adapt the reading to the text, at least one invents an alleged consonantal
variant in support of the variant reading.648 The subjugation to the letter of

639 In the second case Ḥamza, and according to most scholars Abū Bakr ʿan ʿĀṣim, in the
first case only this one. Cf. above, p. 424 n. 244.

640 Thus al-Dānī, al-Muqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 1.
641 ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī (only in the first three cases, according to the transmission of Ḥafṣ [Ibn

Sulaymān] and Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb).
642 The same way here Ibn Kathīr.
643 ThusMuqniʿ, bāb 21.
644 ThusMuqniʿ, bāb 21.
645 Here likewiseNāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān; (Qālūn’s transmission fromhim is controversial).
646 ThusMuqniʿ, bāb 5, faṣl 2.
647 Only ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR al-Yaḥṣubī [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 6–7] reads li-īlāfi …

īlāfihim (sic!)
648 Thus sūra 63:10 (see above, p. 401 n. 87), where again Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ corrected the

text; sūra 76:4 (see above, p. 401 n. 84), where Ibn Kathīr, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, Ibn Dhakwān
ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir, Ḥafṣ b. Sulaymān ʿan ʿĀṣim b. al-ʿAjjāj and Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb read salāsila, but
Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and, according to a widely differing transmission, also part of the others
recognize the السالس of the true text, at least in pausal pronunciation salāsilā; probably also
sūra 76:16 (see above, p. 399 n. 79), where Ibn Kathīr, Abū ʿAmr, Ibn ʿĀmir, Ḥafṣ ʿan ʿĀṣim, and
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the word reaches its apex when the ambiguity of the script is disregarded
and, by slavishly following the closest interpretation, senseless forms of the
text are construed that have never existed in genuine oral transmission.649

Generally speaking, Ibn ʿĀmir’s variant reading is themost dependent on[iii/115]
the consonantal text. In comparison, the most independent one is that of
Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, followed by that of Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb. Some remnants of
liberty can still be found in the only two remaining systems today, Ḥafṣ b.
Sulaymān ʿan ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ, and ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd WARSH
ʿan Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī: Even in our days, the ʿUthmānic
consonantal text has not yet been totally established.

Ḥamza assume ریراوق , althoughHishāmb. ʿAmmār ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir only for the pronunciation in
context (verse 15 has اریراوق at the end of the verse, might thus be considered a rhyme; in spite
of this, Ḥamza ignores the ا even in pause). As to the possiblity of using the changes in pausal
pronunciation for a closer connection to the consonantal text, see above, p. 425 n. 247. There
are numerous similar cases, even if less spectacular.—Also in sūra 23:89 and 91, the Baṣran
هللا instead of everywhere else seems to supportAbū ʿAmr’s—justified—correction,Allāhu;
cf. above, p. 398 n. 63.

649 Sūra 6:32, see above, p. 397 n. 56 (Ibn ʿĀmir reads la-dāru l-ākhirati); Sūra 6:57, see
above, p. 409 n. 141 (meant was yaqḍī, but Nāfiʿ Ibn Kathīr and ʿĀṣim read yaquṣṣu); sūras
12:110, and 21:88 (see above, p. 425) Ibn ʿĀmir and ʿĀṣim read nujjiya (in the second passage
only according to the transmission of Abū Bakr); sūra 18:36, Ibn ʿĀmir reads also in context
lākinnā although the final ا of انكال is likely to correspond to the one of ا (lākinna <lākin ana,
cf. above, p. 437sq.) the others, -ā only in pause; sūras 22:23, and 35:30, see above, p. 423 n. 233
(accusative read Nāfiʿ and ʿĀṣim); sūra 27:25, the اودجسیالٔا , which must somehow include an
affirmative invitation in a peculiar form of speaking and writing (cf. above, p. 438sq.), which
themajority interpretedasallā yasjudū “in ordernot toprostrate,” and fromamong the “Seven
Readers” only by al-Kisāʾī interpreted as a-lā yā isjudū, “prostrate!” (see above, p. 426 n. 254);
sūra 49:14, six of the “Seveners” aremisledby the spelling مكتلی , andonlyAbū ʿAmrb. al-ʿAlāʾ has
the correct form, yālitkum = yaʾlitkum (seeNöldeke in C.C. Torrey,The commercial-theological
terms, p. 33 note 1); sūra 75:1, Ibn Kathīr reads la-uqsimu because of the spelling مسقال (see
above, p. 424 n. 239). Here, too, belong the forms yāyas, etc., sūra 12:80, etc. in al-Bazzī ʿan
Ibn Kathīr (see above, p. 424 n. 245), even if indeed there had been beside yaʾisa a secondary
form ayisa, its Imperfect ought to read in Ibn Kathīr *yaʾyas, since the deletion of hamza at
the end of the syllable is unknown to him.Most likely also the reading la-takhidhta, sūra 18:76
(Ibn Kathīr, Abū ʿAmr) ought to be here (cf. above, p. 425 n. 251).



THE VARIANT READINGS1

Basic Problems: The Sources

The question whether deviations from the ʿUthmānic consonantal text are [iii/116]
permitted is only one of themany basic problemswhich developed early on
from the practice of reciting of the Koran—beginning approximately with
the tradition of the Seven aḥruf2 and its family. The changing response to
this question became in turn a permanent influence upon its praxis. It is
such problems and their history that determine the place that the history of
the Koran takeswithin Islamic history of ideas, andwhich, beyond the value
of preliminary work for the establishment of the text of the Koran, creates a
scientific merit of its own.

Discussions of principles found their literary expression in introductions
to commentaries of the Koran—certainly since al-Ṭabarī, but not yet in the
time of Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ (d. 207/822)3—and in the works on vari-
ant readings. Our most precious source is the introduction to one of them,
the great al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, by Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 833/1429),4 whose
wealth of citations from relevant older literature make it particularly valu-
able for historical research.

Ibn al-Jazarī previously5 treated the subject in a monograph entitled
Munjid al-muqriʾīn6 wa-murshid al-ṭālibīn;7 the following chapter headings8
might serve to illuminate the range of the relevant questions: (1) qirāʾāt,
muqriʾ and qāriʾ as well as their functions; (2) al-qirāʾa al-mutawātira, al-
ṣaḥīḥa, and al-shādhdha, scholars’ differences of opinion, and the truth

1 Although I am quite aware of the imperfection of this translation I continue to use it
for lack of something better, equally convenient. It must be observed that qirāʾa is used in the
double sense, for the individual type of variant reading (reading of one particular passage) as
well as the totality of variant readings and pronunciations of one reader (qāriʾ); in the latter
meaning the translation (Koranic) reading is been used. Muqriʾ is rendered also teacher of
the Koran.

2 See above, p. 463sq.
3 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 7, pp. 343–344, vol. 8, pp. 123–125, vol. 9, pp. 131–134.
4 Printed, Damascus, 1345/1926; there, vol. 1, pp. 1–53; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 201.
5 See below, p. 504 n. 219.
6 Muqarrabīn is taṣḥīf.
7 Manuscripts also in Istanbul, Ragıp Paşa Kütüphanesi, 14, 2v–27v, and 15, 219vsqq.
8 With the exception of the first one, also in W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen

Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, no. 656.
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about the matter; (3) the Ten Readings have been recognized (mashhūra)
from their origin down to the present; (4) a list of the famous readers who
recited and taught according to the Ten Readings; (5) citations of scholars’
comments on those; (6) the Ten Readings constitute only one part of the
Seven aḥruf; (7) scholars who rejected the limitation to the Seven, and who
therefore reproved Ibn Mujāhid.

The survey shows that Ibn al-Jazarī’s purpose is not purely academic but
rather that—as in al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr—he struggles for the equal
treatment of the three readings beyond the seven readings. This saves his
discussion from scholastic dryness.

The second part of the title seems to allude to a work of Abū Shāma[iii/117]
(d. 665/1266),9 which, despite its more comprehensive title, one tends to as-
sociate with the Munjid al-muqriʾīn wa-murshid al-ṭālibīn precisely because
Ibn al-Jazarī repeatedly cites10 al-Murshid al-wajīz fī ʿulūm tataʿallaq bi-l-
Qurʾān al-ʿazīz. As for the range and tenor of the subject, a precursor—
probably the earliest—is Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s11 Kitāb al-Ibāna,12 which was
heavily used by Ibn al-Jazarī. As for substance, it remains far behind the
introduction to al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, but is the next most important
source on account of its greater age.

TheNashr itself is themain source of the relevant chapters13 of al-Suyūṭī’s[iii/118]
(d. 911/1505) al-Itqān fī ʿulūm al-Qurʾān, although it is not the sole source.

The Connection with the Consonantal Text

Even if most of the Koran were written down during the lifetime of the
Prophet,14 indeed even on his orders, nevertheless the Koran still had to
remain first of all the orally revealed Word of God, knowledge of which

9 Actually Shihāb al-Dīn Abū l-Qāsim ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Ismāʿīl al-Maqdisī al-Dimashqī
(d. 665/1266), Brockelmann, GAL, vol 1, p. 317.

10 al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʾashr, vol. 1, p. 9, l 22; vol. 13, p. 9; and vol. 38, p. 9.
11 Full name: Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB Ḥammūsh al-Qaysī, d. 437/1045,

Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 251; and vol. 9, pp. 214–215.
12 The title is not quite certain. On the one hand, Ibn al-Jazarī cites in his al-Nashr, vol. 1,

p. 46, l 17, a passage entitled al-Ibāna which is contained in W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Berlin
Ms. no. 578 on page 517sq.; on the other hand, he everywhere else cites the introductory work
of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, without specific title, as “supplement to al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt”
which actually is in the Berlin Ms. (pp. 494–519). On page 491, Makkī explicitly states that
it was published separately, although without supplying its title. The content of al-Ibāna is
given byHajī Qalfa [sic], s.v.: Fīmaʿānī l-Qurʾān; Yāqūt, The Irshad, ed. D.S.Margoliouth, vol. 7,
p. 174, l 19, however, hasMaʿānī l-qirāʾa, andpreciselymaʿānī l-qirāʾāt is according toKashf, p. 2,
the content of the supplement.

13 Nawʿ 22–27, and parts before nawʿ 16, 18, 20, and 21.
14 See vol. 2, p. 1 sq.
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was passed on by word of mouth. That this was actually the case becomes
evident from themany deviations from the ʿUthmānic text originating from
the oral tradition—and even in written forms fixed at an early date.15

In order to collect the revelations, one could have memorized them as a
rāwī does poetry. Yet this task would have been far more difficult; it thus
makes sense that, according to tradition, Zayd b. Thābit preferred to use
written sources16whenproducing his first collection of theKoran under Abū
Bakr or ʿUmar. The other collectors are likely to have followed suit.

The emphasis of the transmission of the Koran thus shifted toward writ-
ten books. The ʿUthmānic recension must have followed the same method,
particularly as it claimed to be the officially sanctioned Koran. The oral
transmission alone would have hardly been sufficient to spread knowledge
of the Koran. Among the old followers of the Prophet there can hardly have
been more men who had memorized considerable portions of the Koran
than there had been among the Arabs who transmitted the ancient poems
and narratives of the ayyām al-ʿArab. The number of men who knew indi-
vidual parts of the Koran must have varied greatly, although on average it
was probably not considerable, and in the case of less important parts it
could well have been extremely small. During the turbulent years of Abū
Bakr and ʿUmar, the activities of the Prophet’s Companions did not allow
them to pass on their Koranic knowledge to many other men. In Medina
the source of oral transmissionsmight have beenmore abundant, but in the
new centres of Islam in the conquered territories it would have been diffi-
cult for men desiring to know all of the Koran to find an expert in all of its
parts. At the same time, it was precisely in those centres of Kūfa, Baṣra, and
Damascus that theurgentneed for competence in theKoranmusthavebeen
felt, given the aim of establishing an Islamic communal life in close contact,
and in rivalry with, the People of the Book. This was facilitated by the writ-
ten collections—in Kūfa the one of IbnMasʿūd—but, most of all, ʿUthmān’s
recension.17 The Battle of Ṣiffīn (37/657) illuminates the situation: some five
years after ʿUthmān’s recension was issued, the Syrians are in possession of
maṣāḥif which they fixed on their lances;18 and among the Irāqīs the qurrāʾ
constitute an influential party.

15 See above, p. 444sqq., and 454sq.
16 See vol. 2, p. 13sq.; A. Jeffery, Materials for the history of the text of the Qurʾān, p. 223;

Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 401–402.
17 Onemay ask whether this was not the purpose or at least one of their purposes next to

the uniformity of the text.
18 This can hardly have beenmeant literally; a Kūfanmuṣḥaf is usually rather voluminous.
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A number of facts suggest that the oral distribution of the Koran during[iii/120]
the early period was followed by a period when the study of the written
text prevailed. The variants of the ʿUthmānic copies survive in the qirāʾāt of
those cities to which these copies had been dispatched.19 Some mistakes of
the copyist, for example, in the qirāʾa of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728),20 appear
in the text, but, most importantly, a vast number of variant readings devel-
oped that interpret identical consonantal forms in different ways. Naturally,
it is conceivable that multiple versions of the text appeared when orally
transmitted but their differences remained unexpressed in the consonantal
script, with the result that, for example, someone who had heard sūra 11:48,
inna-hu ʿamalun ghayru ṣāliḥin, would say instead inna-hu ʿamila ghayra
ṣāliḥin or vice versa. Yet it is infinitelymore probable here that the same con-
sonantal form حلاصريغلمعّهنٕا is read differently, and that conversely, in the
case of oral variation, duplicates appear that also vary in consonantal form,
as is the case, for example, in the interchange of synonyms. There is a whole
group of variant readings in which the origin from the consonantal text is
made still more likely. These are those that obviously result from the search
for, and joy in, the unexpected aspects of the consonantal text. These types
of variant readings are clearly visible in Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728).21 The
half century that separates Ḥasan’s prime of life from ʿUthmān’s recension
(approximately 32/652) is likely to have been the period when the bulk of
variant readings were created on the basis of the written text.

In the first half of the second century ah, the Baṣran grammarian (Abū
ʿUmar) ʿĪSĀ IBN ʿUMAR AL-THAQAFĪ22 (d. 149/766) could still attempt to
establish23 a strictly purist reading of the Koran (ʿalā qiyās [or madhāhib]
al-ʿArabiyya),24 which undoubtedly means that he wanted to introduce new

19 See above, p. 394sq.
20 G. Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 51.
21 Ibid., p. 54.
22 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 37–39, etc.
23 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, p. 161r (Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. simulata orientalia, no. 55).

Abū ʿUbayd (al-Qāsim b. Sallām) finds it typical for this reading of the Koran that Ibn al-
Jazarī prefers the accusative, for example, sūra 111:4, ḥammālata (among the Seven only
ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, and therefore in the common text); sūra 24:2, al-zāniyata wa-l-zāniya; sūra
5:42, wa-l-sāriqa wa-l-sāriqata; sūra 11:80, aṭhara. The passages have been the subject of
further discussion at Baṣra; still Sībawayh treats them (§§33, 116, and regarding the lat-
ter passage cf. al-Zamakhsharī) and says (§33): wa-lākin abati l-ʿāmmatu illā l-qirāʾata bi-l-
rafʿi.

24 Similarly characterized is the much older reading of Ibn Muḥayṣin (d. 122/739 or
123/740) in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Ṭabaqāt, p. 207r (Berlin, Staatsbibliothek,Mss. simulata orientalia,
no. 55).
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types of variant readings that better suited his linguistic inclination, and
which were a novelty to tradition. In the second century the reverse ten-
dency, the restrictionof licence, also sets in in this city. In the third century, it
is aggravated by the renewed battle against raʾy in fiqh and Koranic exegesis,
initiated by Dāwūd (Ibn Khalaf) al-Ẓāhirī, d. 270/884.25 The introduction of
new types of variant readings, too, was nothing but an exercise in free judge-
ment.26 Al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898), as an outsider, was still assuming that the
mature reader was permitted to use discretion;27 al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923), on
the other hand, also shares the opinion of all orthodoxy in this case.28 There
are two main currents in this direction that run parallel: concurrently with
the disappearance of the non-ʿUthmānic variants, independent interpreta-
tion of the consonantal text begins to wane. The latter current comes to an
end shortly before the first one in a surprisingly similar fashion, namely the
proceedings against IbnMiqsam,29 a pupil30 of Ibn Shannabūdh, and the last
representative of non-ʿUthmānic forms of the Koran.

Abū Bakr (Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan b. Yaʿqūb b. al-Ḥasan) IBN MIQSAM [iii/122]
al-ʿAṭṭār (d. 354/965 in Baghdad), a respected teacher of the Koran and

25 EI2; I. Goldziher, The Ẓāhirīs, p. 27sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 521, no. 10.
26 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 59, l 20, states: mā shadhdha min al-qirāʾāti ʿammā jāʾat bi-hi

l-ummatu naqlan ẓāhiran mustafīḍan, fa-raʾyun li-l-ḥaqqi mukhālifun …; and regarding (Mu-
ḥammad b. al-Ḥasan) IBN MIQSAM (265/878–354/965, Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 149–150)
his contemporary ABŪ ṬĀHIR (ʿAbd al-Wāḥid b. ʿUmar b. Muḥammad) b. Abī Hāshim
(d. 349/960) AL-BAZZĀR [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 167–168] and a pupil of Ibn Mujāhid says:
jaʿala li-ahli l-ilḥādi fī dīni Allāhi bi-sayyiʾi raʾyihi ṭarīqan … yatakhayyaru l-qirāʾāti min jihati
l-baḥthi wa-l-istikhrāji bi-l-ārāʾi dūna l-iʿtiṣāmi wa-l-tamassuki bi-l-athari l-muftaraḍi (Yāqūt,
al-Irshād al-arib ilā maʿrifat al-adib, vol. 6, p. 499, l 18sqq.).

27 His statement about sūra 2:172 (in al-Zamakhsharī, s.v.), law kuntu mimman yaqraʾu
l-Qurʾāna la-qaraʾtu “wa-lākinna l-barra” (instead of birra), Ibn al-Munayyir (d. 683/1284, EI2)
properly interpreted in hisK. al-Intiṣāf (in themargin of the CaireneKashshāf) anna ikhtilāfa
wujūhi l-qirāʾati mawkūlun ilá l-ijtihādi wa-annahu mahma iqtaḍāhu qiyāsu l-lughati jāzati
l-qirāʾatu bi-hi li-man yuʿaddu ahlan lil-ijtihādi fī l-ʿArabīyati wa-l-lughati and strictly rejected
it. Cf. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, p. 32sq.

28 The recognition of independent types of variant readings would be as little in agree-
ment with the ijmāʿ that he always emphasizes as is the case with the naql; cf. above, p. 475
n. 26, and p. 484sq., and also p. 477 n. 42.

29 Sources for what follows are: Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-alibbāʾ fī ṭabaqāt al-udabāʾ,
p. 360sqq. (with wrong name); Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 498sqq. (excerpts: al-Suyūṭī, Bughyat
al-wuʿāt fī ṭabaqāt al-lughawiyyīn wa-l-nuḥāt; s.n. [not identified]); Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr,
vol. 1, p. 17, l 4sqq., p. 167, and Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. cod. Or. simul. 55), fol. 195vsq.; al-Fihrist,
p. 33, has only a brief note (with thediffering year of death, 362). Cf. Goldziher,Muslimstudies,
vol. 2, pp. 221–222, his Schools of Koranic commentators, pp. 31–32; A. Mez, The Renaissance
of Islam, pp. 195–196; G. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 179sq., does not
mention the proceedings against him; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 20.

30 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, Berlin Ms. cod. simul. 55, fol. 177r.
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grammarian of the Kūfan School,31 was of the opinion that any faithful and
grammatically correct type of variant reading in agreement with the con-
sonantal text is permissible, even if none of the ancestors ever read it this
way. The sultan summoned him in 322/933 to appear before an assem-
bly of fuqahāʾ and qurrāʾ who unanimously disapproved of his teaching,
and threatened to punish him; Ibn Miqsam then recanted and signed a
maḥḍar, promising to abandon his particular types of variant readings.32 But
he later resumedhiswayof reading. The only example of this variant reading
together with the subsequent discussion that has come down to us33 shows
that it was not only the theory that caused the ill-feeling against him, but
also the way it was applied: Ibn Miqsam read sūra 12:80, nujabāʾa instead
najīyan, which his opponents declared senseless, and disapproved of partic-
ularly because not only did the vocalizationdiffer from the commononebut
also the diacriticalmarks were displaced (taṣḥīf).34 Strictly speaking the des-
ignation bidʿa did not apply to Ibn Miqsam’s teaching because his applica-
tionof irtijāl35—the liberal inventionof possible readings of the consonantal
script—had been common practice long before his time;36 but it seems to
have been considerably different37 from the practice of younger predeces-
sors to whom he refers as authorities38—Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām
(d. 223 or 24/838), Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār (d. 229/844), andAbū Jaʿfar al-
Ḍarīr MUḤAMMAD IBN SAʿDĀN39 (d. 231/846). Themanwho opposed him,
and who started the proceedings against him, was again Ibn Mujāhid.40 It
was probably after the latter’s death in 324/936 that Ibn Miqsam reportedly
returned to his early variant readings.

31 Different from Ibn Shannabūdh’s case, the verdict regarding IbnMiqsamwas generally
appreciative. Apart from his writings on the science of the types of variant readings, he is
important for his role as one of the four transmitters of Idrīs al-Ḥaddād ʿan Khalaf b. Hishām
ʿanḤamza (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 55, l 13, and p. 159sq.).

32 According to Miskawayh, Tajārib, vol. 1, p. 285, l 13; and ʿIzz al-Dīn IBN AL-ATHĪR,
al-Kāmil fī l-taʾrīkh, year 322ah, also his books were burned.

33 Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 499, l 1 sqq.; the variant reading is derived from IbnMiqsam’s
Kitāb al-Iḥtijāj lil-qurrāʾ.

34 Cf. below, p. 490.
35 Ibn Jinnī,Muḥtasab, on sūra 9:42.
36 See above, p. 474sq.
37 Cf. above, p. 481sq.
38 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 500, l 13.
39 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 135–136.
40 One tends to consider Ibn Mujāhid’s interference, and possible the entire proceedings

against Ibn Miqsam, a duplicate to the reports about Ibn Shannabūdh if it had not already
been witnessed by one of Ibn Mujāhid’s younger contemporaries and pupil, ABŪ ṬĀHIR b.
Abī HāshimAL-BAZZĀR (d. 349/960); in Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 499, l 12sqq.; cf. above, p. 475
n. 26.
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The independent interpretation of the graphic outline of the script re- [iii/123]
gardless of the existing oral transmission is recommended by statements—
mostly ascribed to IbnMasʿūd—like dhakkir al-Qurʾān, i.e., in case of doubt
—particularly when it concerns the imperfect preformatives—one ought
to prefer themasculine to the feminine.41 Frequently, hypothetical forms for
one’s own readings, not taken from tradition, are supplied, e.g., law quriʾa…
(la-) kāna jayyidan (ṣawāban, jāʾizan, awjaha) and similar ones.42

Linguistic Accuracy

Of the two conditions for the admission of a Koranic reading established [iii/124]
by Ibn Miqsam,43 linguistic accuracy and the agreement with the ʿUth-
mānic muṣḥaf,44 the second one has already been discussed;45 and the first
of them is of no importance. In the face of the huge influx of mawālī into
Islam mistakes in the recital of the Koran must have occurred frequently
but could never claim recognition, and could hardly inadvertently become
established, given the number of genuine Arabs,46 and the fact that their lin-
guistic self-confidence was too strong. Arabs, too, were prone to mistakes,

41 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf, on sūra 2:45 (Abū ʿUbayd from Ibn Masʿūd; in a slightly
different form from Ibn Masʿūd and Ibn ʿAbbās) and more often; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 35,
masʾala 18 (Sprenger ed., p. 255, l. 4sqq.). al-Suyūṭī (Sprenger ed., p. 256, l 7) points out that
the qirāʾāt of Ibn Masʿūd’s followers conforms with this rule. According to another version
(al-Itqān, loc. cit., Sprenger ed. p. 255, l 9sqq.) Ibn Mujāhid (!) suggests that in case of doubt
to prefer the form with preformative y-to that with preformative t-, the one without hamz to
the onewith hamz, the onewithwaṣl to the onewith qaṭl, the onewithmadd to the onewith
qaṣr, and the one with fatḥ to the one with imāla.

42 Sībawayh §264 (twice); Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ (d. 207/822 [sic]), Maʿānī l-Qurʾān
on sūra 11:29 and 11:37, and often; [N. Kinberg, A Lexicon of al-Farrāʾ’s terminology]; Ṭabarī,
juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 295, l 14 (more explicit: law kāna maqrūʾan ka-dhālika); Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab
often (cf. the introduction to my [Bergsträßer’s] Nichtkoranische Lesearten); al-Zamakhsharī
on sūra 25:22 and 34:19, and often. Also la-kāna jāʾizan of IbnMiqsam (Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6,
p. 499, l 2) is likely to presuppose a law.—Already Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ is ascribed to have said:
law lā an laysa lī an aqraʾa illā bi-māquriʾa, la-qaraʾtu ka-dhāwa-ka-dhā (al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt,
Berlin Ms. Or. fol. 3140, 14r, twice; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, Berlin Ms., cod. simul. 55, 76v;—Ibn
al-Jazarī reports something similar also about Nāfiʾ al-Laythī in al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 17, l 16). The
absence of a reference (cf. above, p. 464 n. 613) clearly indicates the tendency which is trying
to present Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (Nāfiʿ) as the champion of the principle of tradition.

43 See above, p. 476.
44 The third type, faithfulness, can be ignored as being obvious.
45 Page 342sqq.; and p. 407sqq.
46 From among the Seven Readers Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī are still

true Arabs (al-Dānī, al-Taysīr, introduction).
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either through inadvertence in difficult passages47 or through pressure of
particular readings or interpretations;48 more frequently still—and particu-
larly in face of the great variety of the dialects—what appeared to be correct
for one person someone else might have considered wrong.49 There were
thus plenty of variant reading possibilities open to linguistic discussion. But
this controversy never attained fundamental importance.

Readers and grammarians are sometimes at variance in their approach.[iii/125]
In the early period, at Kūfa as well as at Baṣra, several readers were gram-
marians at the same time;50 whoever wanted to go beyond the mere rou-
tine of Koranic teaching turned to grammar or exegesis.51 When people
turned to collecting the variant readings as a purpose of itself, and trans-
mitted them—thus establishing a proper science of variant readings—
the confidence of the qurrāʾ was strengthened, and the preponderance of
grammar declined. The outstanding exponent of this stage is Ibn Mujāhid
(d. 324/936).52The sameway that he is aware of his superior familiarity in the
field of transmission compared with that of the grammarian and exegete
al-Farrāʾ (d. 209 [sic]);53 conversely Ibn Jinnī (d. 392/1002) looks down on
Ibn Mujāhid’s linguistic judgements54 with the proud conviction of newly
established virtuosity of linguistic explanation which makes it possible to
recognize much that was previously difficult to accommodate in grammar
but, at the same time, obliged one to reject other things that one previously

47 al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 5, pp. 225–226], who was proud of his faṣāḥa [elo-
quence,] once read in sūra 9:24, aḥabbu instead of aḥabba—separated from the governing
kāna by twelve words—(Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 7, p. 296, l 17sqq.).

48 For example, li-ittibāʿ al-muṣḥaf; the most glaring case being al-takhfīf al-rasmī of
Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb (see above, p. 425 n. 247) to which Ibn al-Jazarī replies: lā yajūz fī wajh min
wujūh al-ʿArabiyya (al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt, vol. 1, p. 16, l 23).

49 In the passage of the first edition of this book (Seite 285, note 1) al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ
22–27, tanbīh 6 (Sprenger ed., p. 195, l 1 sqq.), it reads iʿrābāni “two vowel possibilities for case
and modus.”

50 See below, p. 510sqq. Later, for example,Muḥammadb. Saʿdān (d. 231/846, [Sezgin,GAS,
vol. 9, pp. 135–136]; below, p. 484 n. 96), Abū l-ʿAbbās AL-FAḌL IBN IBRĀHĪM (p. 430), Ibn
Miqsam (p. 420sq.)

51 Differences of opinion regarding linguistic accuracy among grammarians and readers
of the Koran existed already at that time; cf. above, p. 474sq.

52 His elder contemporary, al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/922), also knows his grammarians—it comes
as no surprise in view of his comprehensive scholarship—and frequently compares Kūfan
and Baṣran grammarians (for example, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 59, l 28sqq.).

53 He says, for example (in Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab, on sūra 2:19) about a variant reading
which al-Farrāʾ had referred to as Medinan: wa-lā naʿlamu anna hādhihi l-qirāʾa ruwiyat ʿan
ahl al-Madīna.

54 See the introduction to my (Bergsträßer) Nichtkanonische Lesearten im Muḥtasab des
Ibn Ğinnī.
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had blindly accepted; still, he considered himself phonetically superior to
the readers.55 The same feeling of superiority over the simple qurrāʾ is also
evident in al-Dānī (d. 444/1052),56 although he himself is a representative
of the science of variant readings. In the intervening period this science
went beyond the mere familiarity with the text and the variant readings,
and began to incorporate grammar as a propaedeutic science.57

In the same way that some deviations from the ʿUthmānic muṣḥaf were [iii/126]
perpetuated in the Seven Readings, this also happened to some linguistc
mistakes,58 with the exception that they are far more difficult to identify. It
was obvious when something deviated from the muṣḥaf, but that a variant
reading was linguistically wrong could always be challenged. It was hardly
possible to agree beyond the fact that something was correct to a greater or
lesser degree.

Perhaps the following variant readings might be cited as being pretty
much unanimously rejected by the grammarians: Sūra 2:58, etc., nabīʾīna
instead of nabiyyīna, etc., and to this, sūra 98:5, al-barīʾatu instead of al-
bariyyatu (Nāfiʿ [b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī], the second one also Ibn
Dhakwān ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī),59 sūra 2:247, and frequently, ʿasītum
instead of ʿasaytum (Nāfiʿ);60 sūra 10:5, and often, ḍiʾāʾun instead ḍiyāʾun
(Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān QUNBUL [d. 291/904, Sezgin, Geschichte
des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 9, p. 200, l 16] ʿan Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī);61

55 With this point of view Ibn Jinnī is not the only one among the grammarians; already
Sībawayh reproached the rāwī of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ to have considered ikhtilās (reduction)
of a vowel to be taskīn (elision; Abū l-Baqāʾ AL-ʿUKBARĪ on sūra 2:51); similar renarks can be
found in al-Zamakhsharī (for example sūras 49:9, and 94:1, both not taken from Ibn Jinnī).

56 He only compares the naḥwiyyīnwith the ḥudhdhāqmin al-muqriʾīn (al-Taysīr, chapter
al-idghām al-kabīr) and criticizes the phonetics of the readers (ibid., further on sūras 41:15,
69:9, and more often).

57 Thus Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045) in his al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt quotes gram-
marians on a large scale, particularly Sībawayh and al-Akhfash, further, from the Baṣrans,
Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad [al-Farāhidī, died ca. 715/791; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2,
p. 613, vol. 8, pp. 51–56], Yūnus b. Ḥabīb, died 182/798 [EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 57–58],
Muḥammad b. al-Mustanīr QUṬRUB [died 206/821; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 61–67], Abū Zayd
(al-Anṣārī Saʿīd b. Aws b. Thābit [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 67–68]), Abū ʿUbayda (Maʿmar b. al-
Muthannā), Abū ʿUthmān Bakr b. Muḥammad AL-MĀZINĪ [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 75–76],
andMuḥammad b. Aḥmad IBNKAYSĀN, d. 299/911 [EI2; Sezgin,GAS, vol. 9, pp. 158–160], and
from the Kūfans al-Kisāʾī, and Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ.

58 See above, p. 468sq.
59 Sībawayh §411: qalīlum radīʾun.
60 al-Zamakhsharī on sūra 2:247: ḍaʿīfatum, on sūra 47:24: gharībun; al-Baghawī on sūra

2:247: wa-hiya (ʿasaytum) al-lughatu l-faṣīḥatu.
61 Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab (Ragıb Paşa Kütüphanesi, Istanbul, Ms 13, p. 2) as an example for

ḍaʿfu iʿrābin.
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sūra 24:35, durrīʾun instead of durriyyun or dirrīʾun (Abū Bakr ʿan ʿĀṢIM
(b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ) and Ḥamza (b. Ḥabīb)),62 sūra 34:9, yakhsibbi-
him instead of y/nakhsif bi-him (al-Kisāʾī),63 in addition two variant read-
ings, which at least the Baṣran grammarians unanimously reject: sūra 4:1,
wa-l-arḥāmi instead of wa-l-arḥāma (Ḥamza),64 and sūra 6:138, zuyyina …
qatlu awlādahum shurakāʾihim instead of zayyana … qatla awlādihim shu-
rakāʾuhum (Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī).65

The Principle of Tradition

Ibn Miqsam’s principles, which we discussed in the preceding pages, are[iii/127]
almost more important from their negative point of view than their posi-
tive aspects. By their claim to uniqueness they exclude other claims regard-
ing permissible types of variant readings, particularly the one represented
by Ibn Mujāhid—and finally established—that all must be traced back
through an isnād to old authorities, and finally to the Prophet. Through
the introduction of the principle of tradition evolves the classic dogma of
the three criteria to which the variant readings must conform. Makkī b. Abī
Ṭālib (d. 437/1045) formulates this as follows:66 an yunqala ʿani l-thiqāt ʿani
l-nabiyyi …, wa-yakūna wajhuh fī l-ʿArabiyya … sāʾighan, wa-yakūna muwā-
fiqan li-khaṭṭ al-muṣḥaf. Here, the dogma of tradition has first priority, right-
fully67 so as far as importance is concerned, but not age. The dogma of al–

62 al-Baghawī: qāla akthar al-nuḥāt: huwa laḥnun li-annahu laysa fī kalām al-ʿArabī
fuʿʿīlun …; qāl Abū ʿUbayda: wa-ana arā la-hā wajhan…

63 al-Zamakhsharī: laysat bi-qawiyyatin.
64 Regarding the accusative, al-Ṭabarī says in juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 141, l 31: al-qirāʾa allatī lā nastajīz

al-qāriʾa an yaqraʾa ghayra-hā, and al-Baghawī: afṣaḥu; with reference to al-Mubarrad and
others; al-Ḥarīrī dismisses the genitive (al-Ḥarīrī, Durrat al-ghawwāṣ, ed. Thorbecke, p. 62, l
5sqq.), al-Zamakhsharī calls it laysa bi-shadīd, and even al-Bayḍāwī, daʿīf. Cf. Ibn al-Anbārī,
K. al-Inṣāf, ed. G. Weil, p. 192, l 7sqq.

65 Cf. above, p. 397 n. 56 (where the non-Damascene variant مهواكرش is unfortunately miss-
ing); al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 8, p. 31, l 5, of the common reading: al-qirāʾat allatī lā astajīz ghayra-
hā;—the variant reading of Ibn ʿĀmir (al-Yaḥṣubī) in Ibn Jinnī like above, foot-note 60, in
al-Bayḍāwī, ḍāʿīf fī l-ʿArabiyya; al-Zamakhsharī says about it fa-shayʾ law kāna fī makān al-
ḍarūrāt wa huwa l-shiʿr la-kāna samijan mardudan …, fa-kayf bi-hi fī l-kalāmi l-manthūri fa-
kayfa bi-hi fī l-Qurʾāni …? Cf. Ibn al-Anbārī, Inṣāf, p. 179, l 17sqq.; cf also above, p. 389sqq.;
p. 468sqq.

66 al-Ibāna (Berlin Ms., no. 578), p. 500, cites Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 13, l 21sq.; in
detail about the whole subject, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 9sqq. (excerpt in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ
22–27).

67 The two other criteria must accept limitations; Ibn al-Jazarī defines the three criteria:
kull qirāʾa wāfaqati l-ʿArabiyya wa-law bi-wajh, wa-wāfaqat aḥad al-maṣāḥif al-ʿUthmāniyya
wa-law iḥtimālan (= taqdīran, see above, p. 400 n. 78, and p. 431 n. 281)wa-ṣaḥḥa sanadu-hā, fa
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qirāʾa sunnamuttabaʿa68 in this sense is to be found already in Sībawayh69 (d.
ca. 177/793). EvenAbū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (d. ca. 154/771) allegedlymade a similar
comment;70 but it became the rule only gradually, as is evident from Ibn
Miqsam’s opposition still in the fourth century ah. For Ibn Jinnī, who died
in 392/1001, it already seems a matter of course that he dismisses strong
linguistic reservations in its favour.71

The more scholars felt inclined towards tradition, the more they had to
forgo their personal criticism that the other two criteria offered. Ibn al-Jazarī
(d. 833/1429), who displays everywhere a true scholarly attitude, in theory
upholds the three criteria.72 Al-Jaʿbarī (d. 732/1331) had already stated that
the two other factors are included in the principle of conformity to tradi-
tion,73 and ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-NŪRĪ AL-ṢAFĀQUSĪ (1053/1643–1118/1706)
limited himself explicitly to the latter.74

Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib75 contrasts the three variant readings that are in accor- [iii/129]
dance with the three criteria with two other less reliable groups, i.e., variant
readings that are transmitted ʿan al-āḥād and, although grammatically cor-
rect, do not conform to the muṣḥaf, and those that are either not transmit-
ted by reliable traditionists (thiqa) or grammatically wrong. These variant
readings are to be rejected (lā yuqbal) even if they are identical with the
muṣḥaf. Those of the preceding group must be recognized (yuqbal), but are
practically not used (lā yuqraʾu bi-hi); only those thatmeet all three require-
ments are perfect.76 In this division another fact clashes with the principle

hiya l-qirāʾaal-ṣaḥīḥa…(al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 9, l 12, citedby al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,nawʿ 22 [Sprenger
ed., p. 176, l 12sqq]).

68 An alleged comment by Zayd b. Thābit, see al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22 (Sprenger ed.,
p. 176, l 16sq.).

69 §34: illā anna l-qirāʾa lā tukhālaf li-anna-hā l-sunna. [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 51–63].
70 See above, p. 477 n. 42.
71 Muḥtasab on sūra 55:76, about the reading ʿabāqiriyya, transmitted from the Prophet

and other men: ammā tarku ṣarfi ʿabāqiriyya, fa-shādhdhun fī l-qiyās, … wa-laysa lanā an
natalaqqā qirāʾata rasūl Allāh … illā bi-qabūlihā; similarly on sūra 36:52 concerning the
reading of Ubayy b. Kaʿb, habbanā; and similarly often.

72 See above, notes 67 and 68.
73 In the introduction to his commentary on the Shaṭibiyya; cited by Ibn al-Jazarī, al-

Nashr, vol. 1, p. 13, l 14sqq., and then al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22 (Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 19sqq.).
74 Ghayth al-nafʿ fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ (printed, Cairo, 1341/1922, in themargin of Abū l-Qāsim

ʿAlī b. ʿUthmān IBN AL-QĀSIḤ’s commentary on the Shāṭibiyya), p. 6, l 1 sqq.; (Brockelmann,
GAL, vol. 2, p. 461; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, 74).

75 Ibāna (Berlin Ms no. 578), p. 500, cited in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 13, l 17sqq.,
abbreviated in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22 (Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 21sqq.).

76 According to this classification grammatical accuracy would be the decisive crite-
rion (variant readings which are grammatically wrong belong to the lowest group without
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of tradition, which is alluded to in the mention of āḥād, but is expressed in
an aside, ukhidha ʿan ijmāʿ; this is the ijmāʿ.

The Principle of Majority

The canon of the three criteria for the admission of a reading variant is at
variance with another canon of three criteria for preference—ikhtiyār—
which Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib77 ascribes to the two main representatives, more
properly speaking, the founders of the science of variant readings in the
early third century, Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 223 or 4/838)78 and
ABŪḤĀTIM (Sahl b. Muḥammad) AL-SIJISTĀNĪ.79 The criteria of grammat-
ical accuracy and congruence with the muṣḥaf are common to both; the
role of conformitywith tradition is subsumed in the second criterion, ijtimāʿ
al-ʿāmma ʿalayhi, namely that the majority opted for the particular variant
reading.

Certainly down to the fourth century al-ʿāmma80—also named al-ja-[iii/130]
māʿa,81 al-kāffa,82 al-jumhūr,83 al-nās84—means in the science of variant read-

consideration for their other qualities). Agreement with the muṣḥaf is the least important
element (its deficiency cannot even be compensated by the most reliable chain of transmis-
sion). It is obvious that the following three conclusions: (1) yuqraʾu bi-hi (2) yuqbalu wa-lā
yuqraʾu (3) lā yuqbalu, result in a clearer picture than the preconditions, namely that the
purpose is not to investigate how variant readings of diverse quality are to be judged, rather
on the basis of the relevant criteria theymust be assigned somehow to one of the three estab-
lished grades of recognition.—Cf. also al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22–25.

77 Ibāna (Berlin Ms no. 578), p. 500.
78 See above, p. 393 n. 30.
79 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, pp. 367–368, and others, particularly Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 4, p. 258.
80 Already Sībawayh, see above, p. 474 n. 23; Yaḥyā b. ZiyādAL-FARRĀʾ (d. 207/822),Maʿānī

l-Qurʾān on sūra 11:30, and often (ʿāmmat al-qurrāʾ on sūra 11:48); Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b.
Sallām in Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms, cod. simul. 55), fol. 161r; Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī
in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf on sūra 2:12, and often; al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 238, l 20, and often:
ʿāmmat al-qurrāʾ (ʿāmmat al-amṣār fī jamīʿ al-aqṭār, vol. 1, p. 306, l 18); Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab
(cf. the introduction to my [Bergsträßer] Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten). The word is used
with a different meaning in Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 2, p. 118, l 8; here iftataḥ al-qirāʾa ʿalā rasm
al-ʿāmmameans “in the commonway” not according to IbnMujāhid beforewhom the recital
was performed.

81 Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf on sūra 16:30; al-qāḍī Ismāʿīl b.
Isḥāq al-Mālikī (d. 282/895) inMakkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (BerlinMs. no. 578), p. 501; al-Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 307, l 26; Ibn Mujāhid in Ibn Jinnī,Muḥtasab, and this itself, ibid.

82 Ibn Jinnī,Muḥtasab.
83 Ibn al-Sīrāfī (d. 368/979) in Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 301, l 7; al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf

fuḍalāʾ al-bashar on sūra 2:6, and often. Cf. EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 98–101.
84 IbnMujāhid in Ibn Jinnī,Muḥtasab, and this itself, ibid.; cf.Ahl al-Islām, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1,

p. 296, l 8.
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ings not the totality but the majority, and accordingly al-ijmāʿ,85 al-ijtimāʿ,86
al-ittifāq,87 not unanimity but majority vote.88 Unanimity89 is a borderline
case and not even particularly important. As majority vote ijmāʿ was able
to attain far-reaching significance for standardizing the text of the Koran
for it could be used to displace small minority readings completely. But as
unanimity it can have served only to state that such variant readings had
already completely disappeared, and to prevent their reappearance, which
in view of the convergent tendency of the Islamic development was in any
case unlikely to happen. In order to arbitrate in cases when an overwhelm-
ing majority was in opposition to an imperceptible minority, Abū ʿUbayd
al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī and others set up special guide-
lines as towhat constituted amajority.90These guidelines recognize not only
the diverse local variant readings and readers but also their importance.
Thus, who should be considered as ʿāmma: both the Medinans and Kūfans
together or the Medinans and the Meccans (ahl al-ḥaramayn) or Nāfiʿ al-
Laythī as well as ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ?91

85 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 230, l 15 and p. 285, l 17: ijmāʿ al-qurrāʾ; vol. 1, p. 87, l 15: ijmāʿ
al-ḥujja, vol. 1, p. 266, l 15: in additionminal-qurrāʾ (thus tobe read), vol. 1, p. 187, l 5: in addition
still wa-ahl al-taʾwīl min ʿulamāʾ al-salaf wa-l-khalaf (al-ḥujja, the proper authorities, is a pet
phrase of al-Ṭabarī, which in connection with ijmāʿ emerges more strongly also in his Ikhtilāf
al-fuqahāʾ, for example, [ed. by Friedrich Kern], vol. 1, p. 1, l 5; p. 11, l 10; p. 24, l 18; p. 44, l 1,
etc.)—Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 498, l 20; and p. 499, l 3 and 7, in the version of Ibn Miqsam
(in a somewhat more general sense);—cf. below, p. 496.

86 Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām and Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī see previous page; Ṭabarī,
vol. 1, p. 307, l 24: ijtimāʿ al-ḥujja min al-qurrāʾ wa-ahl al-taʾwīl.

87 al-Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 240, l 2: ittifāq qirāʾat al-qurrāʾ, vol. 1, p. 87, l 14: ittifāq al-ḥujjamin
al-qurrāʾ wa-l-ʿulamāʾ al-umma.

88 One is tempted to interpret the frequent comparison of individual readers (identified
byname, baʿḍal-qurrāʾ, or similarly) on the one side, and al-ʿāmma,al-ijmaʿ, etc., on the other,
to mean that an earlier minority variant reading might have been repealed by a later ijmāʿ =
agreement of all the authoritative readers. This fails in cases like Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 295, l 23,
where the ʿāmmat qurrāʾ al-Kūfa is confronted precisely by ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ,
the future authoritative Kūfan reader; or vol. 1, p. 187, l 5, where Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī’s variant
reading is rejected by ijmāʿ (sūra 2:35, Ādama … kalimātun instead Ādamu … kalimātin), or
vol. 1, p. 285, l. 17, where it is the reading of Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBNAL-QAʿQĀʿ (sūra 2:73, amāniya
instead amāniyya).

89 For example, al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 51, l 16: ijmāʿ jamīʿ al-ḥujjamin al-qurrāʾ wa-ʿulamāʾ, and
similarly, vol. 1, p. 169, l 22.

90 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Berlin Ms. no. 578), p. 509.
91 Similar rules are applied also elsewhere, for example, by Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889;

Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 120), in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf on sūra 16:30; by Makkī
himself, al-Kashf (BerlinMs. no. 578) p. 28; also by al-Zamakhsharī (likely from an old source)
on sūra 1:3.
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The principle of the majority attained its greatest significance precisely[iii/132]
since Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām and AbūḤātim al-Sijistānī made it the
basis of their ikhtiyār, i.e., their selection fromamong different possible vari-
ant readings. FromMakkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt92 we are
familiar with this ikhtiyār, which in its totality constitutes a complete read-
ing of the Koran. That it was applied in practice is evident from al-Maqdisī’s
statement written in the 370s ah93 that the province of Jibāl read accord-
ing to the ikhtiyār of Abū ʿUbayd (al-Qāsim b. Sallām) and Abū Ḥātim (al-
Sijistānī). Conversely, it is purely hypothetical when in a quite similar sense
still ABŪ ṬĀHIR b. Abī Hāshim [al-Baghdādī AL-BAZZĀR]94 (d. 349/960)
has an ikhtiyār, and even Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045) in al-Kashf rec-
ognizes the variant reading of the ʿāmma and his own ikhtiyār and defends
this in cases of doubt. Certainly since Ibn Mujāhid (d. 324/936) in theory
and soon thereafter in practice the principle of tradition in a new, more
unrestricted form carried the day over the principle of majority. Even later
on there is occasionally mention of the majority.95 It remains moderately
important in the layout of many works on variant readings, for example, al-
Dānī’s (d. 444/1052) al-Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ: Only the champions of the
minority variant readings are mentioned, but the majority variant readings
are treated as “miscellaneous,” the bāqūn-system.

Like Abū ʿUbayd (al-Qāsim b. Sallām) and Abū Ḥātim (al-Sijistānī) also
Ibn Qutayba practised ikhtiyār mainly according to the majority of the
readers, and concurrently according to practical-linguistic considerations.
Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib96 lists Ibn Qutayba’s occasional deviations from the for-

92 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib states it frequently in cases of doubt. Both of them are nearly always
in agreement; the only exception being sūra 2:9 where Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām—
as well as al-Ṭabarī, vol. 1, p. 95, l 30—opt for yakdhibūna whereas Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī,
for yukadhdhibūna. Al-Ṭabarī’s detailed and objective arguments make it probable that in
this case also Abū ʿUbayd followed objective considerations. The majority is undoubtedly
against yakdhibūna, which from among the Seven is held only by the Kūfans. The principle
ofmajority is thus for Abū ʿUbayd—and equally for AbūḤātim al-Sijistānī—themost impor-
tant aspect for the formation of ikhtiyār, although not the only one.

93 al-Muqaddasī/al-Maqdisī, ed. de Goeje (1906). Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 230.
94 See above, p. 474 n. 23. In the Kashf of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib he mostly goes together with

Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.
95 al-āmma also in Tafsīr al-Jalālayn, for example, on sūra 31:2, further, see above, p. 482

n. 83; ijmāʿ frequently also in Ibn al-Jazarī, for example, al-Nashr, vol. 2, p. 212, l 15.
96 For example, sūras 14:2, 20:12; 26:176, and 38:12 (in sūra 15:78). It is precisely because

such occasional deviations are emphasized that it is probable that the basic reason remains
the same.—From the period between Abū ʿUbayd and al-Ṭabarī we know still some other
mukhtārīn: Muḥammad b. Saʿdān (d. 231/846) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 135–136]; Yāqūt, al-
Irshād, vol. 1, p. 7, l 12; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. cod. simul. 55), fol. 200v; Abū ʿAbd
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mer two, partly supplying the reason. Al-Ṭabarī97 (d. 310/923) takes a simi-
lar position as well,98 but, following his excessive inclination towards har-
monizing, he amalgamates ijmāʿ with naql to create a uniform, sublime
dogma.99 He thus paves the way for the tawātur teaching of later ortho-
doxy.100 However in other cases, when there is nearly an equilibriumof opin-
ions, he dispenses with decisiveness and pronounces both variant readings
to be equal.101—Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ102 (died 207/822) seems to have
been the same kind of precursor as Abū ʿUbayd was.

Allāh MUḤAMMAD IBN ʿĪSĀ b. Ibrāhīm b. Razīn AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ (d. ca. 242–253/856–867);
Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 177, l 17, and p. 180, l 15; Ṭabaqāt, fol. 222v. Nothing is known
about their ikhtiyār; an investigation of (Ibn) al-Ṣafrāwī’s [d. 636/1238] Taqrīb wa-l-bayān fī
maʿrifat shawādhdh al-Qurʾān (a fragment, Berlin Ms. no. 613), where both are considered,
might be helpful.

97 In his commentary on the Koran al-Ṭabarī ends every information about variant read-
ings by stating which type of reading is to be preferred, thus his ikhtiyār. He occasionally
says outright ikhtartu (for example, vol. 1, p. 296, l 6). He states it quite clearly in the work
on the types of variant readings that he himself established his ikhtiyār (vol. 1, p. 49, l 5);
we may assume that the same way his Ikhtilāf al-fuqahāʾ is no mere learned and compar-
ative work but serves the establishment of his own madhhab so that the establishment
of his “Koranic reading ikhtiyār” was the actual purpose of his work on the variant read-
ings.

98 He says (vol. 1, p. 307, l 25): wa-qad dalalnā ʿalā annamā jāʾat bi-hi l-ḥujjat muttafiqatan
ʿalayhi ḥujja ʿalā man balaghahu wa-mā jāʾa bi-hi l-munfarid fa-ghayr jāʾizi l-iʿtirāḍ bi-hi ʿalā
mā jāʾat bi-hi l-jamāʿa allatī taqūm bi-hā l-ḥujja naqlan wa qawlanwa-ʿamalan fī ghayri hādhā
l-mawḍiʿi. The reference seems to apply to a passagewhere al-Ṭabarī elaborated on the dogma
of ijmāʿ in general, not limited to the variant readings, namely very likely a passage in the
Ikhtilāf al-fuqahāʾ. According to this basic point of view, al-Ṭabarī is quite outspoken in his
rejection of minority variant readings; for example, vol. 1, p. 240, l 1, … al-qirāʾa allatī lā
yajūzuʿindī ghayruhā (similarly vol. 1, p. 285, l 16, and p. 307, l 23, etc.; cf. above, p. 480 n. 64
and 65).

99 For example, vol. 1, p. 266, l 2: … al-qirāʾati l- jāʾiyat majīʾ al-ḥujja bi-naql man lā yajūz
ʿalayhi fī-mā naqalūhu mujmiʿīna ʿalayhi l-khaṭaʾu wa-l-sahw wa-l-kadhib; further, cf. the fre-
quently repeated requirement of transmission that it must be mustafīḍ, “widely-held.” (For
example, above, p. 475 n. 26, and below, p. 485 n. 101).

100 See below, p. 502sqq.
101 For example, vol. 1, p. 300, l 30, lughatān maʿrūfatān wa-qirāʾatān mustafīḍatān (cf.

p. 428 n. 96) fī amṣār al Islāmī; vol. 28, p. 30, l 17, qirāʾatān maʿrūfatān ṣaḥīḥatā l-maʿnā;
vol. 13, p. 105, l 28, qirāʾatān mashhūratān qad qaraʾa bi-kull wāḥida min-humā aʾimma min
al- qurrāʾ maʿnā-humā wāḥid (on sūra 14:2; it is typical that this is one of the passages where
Ibn Qutayba differs from Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, see above, p. 484 n. 96); cf. further,
vol. 1, p. 214, l 6, and p. 293, l 23, etc.—That the decision is optional (takhyīr) happens
also in older authorities, for example, Abū ʿAmr in AL-DĀNĪ, Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ on
sūra 89 at the end; al-Kisāʾī, according to some of the transmitters, in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib
al-Qaysī, al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt wa-ʿilalihā wa-ḥujajihā, on sūras 1:3, 55:56, 67:11, and
79:11.

102 For example, he states (Maʿānī l-Qurʾān on sūra 2:1) that sūra 3:1, هللاملا al-qirāʾa bi-ṭarḥ
al-hamz.
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Ikhtiyār103 is not necessarily tied to the dogma of the majority, and does[iii/134]
not even mean selection from a more narrow circle of variant readings.104
The older technicalmeaning of theword refers to a readerwho ismainly fol-
lowing an older authority, but departs from it in some isolated instances and
follows his own way. We thus hear of the ikhtiyār of Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad
b. Abī Sāra AL-RUʾĀSĪ105 and (AbūMuḥammad) al-Yazīdī (d. 202/817106) who
generally followAbū ʿAmr (b. al-ʿAlāʾ), or of the ikhtiyār of Khalaf (b. Hishām
al-Bazzār, d. 229/843)107 (based on Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb),108 and of (Abū l-ʿAbbās)
AL-FAḌL IBN IBRĀHĪM al-Naḥwī al-Kūfī (based on al-Kisāʾī).109 The verb
ikhtāra also applies to transmitters like Warsh ʿan Nāfiʿ110 or Ḥafṣ (b. Sulay-
mān) ʿan ʿĀṢIM (b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ)111 who more seriously modify the
qirāʾa of their teacher. In a wider sense ikhtiyār is used nearly synonymously
with qirāʾa112 = the closed and independent Koranic reading of a particular
authority. The only difference seems to be the low opinion associated with
the expression ikhtiyār.113

Ijmāʿ and ikhtiyār are common terms of the science of variant read-[iii/135]
ings as well as of fiqh, and originate most likely from the latter field. The
technical terms of this provenance include the afore-mentioned raʾy114 (its

103 Or its equivalent, takhayyur, e.g., al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. Or. folio, 1340), 18r of
al-Kisāʾī; Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 500, l 1, from Ibn Miqsam.

104 E.g., also Ibn Miqsam (see above, p. 475sq.) considers his procedure to be ikhtiyār as is
evident from Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 500, l 13.

105 Fl. 170/786–193/809; a well-known Kūfan grammarian; cf. Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin
Ms., cod. simul., 55) 193v. [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 125–126].

106 E.g., Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms., cod. simul. 55), fol. 266r.
107 E.g., his expression is used by Ibn Miqdam in Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 500, l 13.
108 Because of the dependency on Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb it is also said of al-Kisāʾī ikhtāra

and takhayyara, respectively (al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt [Berlin Ms. or., folio 3140] 17v, and see
below, p. 486 n. 103; and below, p. 490). The same way the reading of Ḥamza represents the
background for the ikhtiyār of Muḥammad b. Saʿdān (see above, p. 484 n. 96sq., and Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 9, pp. 135–136), and still the one of al-Ṭabarī.

109 Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 134; cf. Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms, cod. simul. 55), fol.
165 r.

110 E.g., al-Dānī, al-Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ on sūra 6, end.
111 E.g., al-Dānī, Taysīr on sūra 30:53.—Othermukhtārīn see below, p. 510sqq.
112 E.g., Ibn al-Jazarī (Ṭabaqāt [Berlin Ms., cod. simul. 55] fol. 85r) considers (Abū Ḥaywa)

Shurayḥ b. Yazīd al-Ḥaḍramī (d. 203/818) the ṣāḥib al-qirāʾa al-shādhdha, and then speaks
about his ikhtiyār. Cf. also below, p. 494sq.

113 Later it was differentiated between the recognized readings, qirāʾa or riwāya, and
the non-recognized readings called ikhtiyār; thus ʿAbd al-Raḥmān (b.) AL-ṢAFRĀWĪ (died
636/1238 [Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. 2, p. 727]), Taqrīb (Berlin Ms no. 613), fol. 4 vsqq.; Niẓām
al-Dīn al-Ḥasan AL-NĪSĀBŪRĪ (d. ca. 706/1306; see above, p. 406 n. 129) in the section dhikr
al-aʿimma al-mukhtārīn in the introduction to his commentaries on the Koran.

114 See above, p. 474sq.
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verb is also tobe found115), further, istiḥbāb,116 synonymouswith ikhtiyār, then
qiyās,117 and the verb akhadha (with bi-118) with the meaning “to accept a
variant reading, etc., to decide on it,” thus, to exercise ikhtiyār to one’s advan-
tage. The term ijtihād,119 as might have been expected, is missing. This is
based on the fundamental difference between fiqh and the Koranic read-
ings. In fiqh there are given facts, and on the basis of uṣūl the mujtahid
passes the appropriate ḥukm, but still on the basis of his individual judge-
ment. If the decision consists of choosing between different possibilities,
these themselves are thus construed by him and his equals at the timewhen
the problem is considered. In the science of Koranic variant readings differ-
ent possibilities exist a priori, which, according to the prevalent dogma, are
all equally divine120 so that the reader need do no more than choose from
among them.121

Part of thedogmaofmajority is thedivisionof variant readings intomash- [iii/136]
hūr122 and shādhdh,123 canonical and uncanonical. Shādhdh might be con-
sidered a borrowing from grammar, where the expression plays an impor-
tant role. However, there it is a relative concept that becomes meaningful
only by its complement: In grammar shādhdh ʿan al-qiyās “contrary to anal-
ogy,” in the science of variant readings—as al-Ṭabarī puts it—124 (shādhdh)
ʿan qirāʾat al-amṣār “remaining outside the variant readings recognized by
the leading Islamic centres.” Possibly even older is the expression, al-qiraʾāt

115 E.g., al-Dānī (d. 444/1052), Taysīr, chapter al-idghām al-kabīr, section al-ḥarfayn al-
mutaqāribayn says: kāna Ibn Mujāhidīn jarā l-idghām fī …, “he considered it to be right.” I
have not come across older references.

116 al-Dānī, Taysīr, chapter al-waqf ʿalā awākhir al-kalim.
117 See below, p. 487.
118 E.g., al-Dānī, al-Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ on sūras 41, 44, and 89 end.
119 Isolated instance: Anyone could say, ʿalā mā huwa l-aḥsan ʿindahu ijtihādan (Nöldeke

in the first edition of this book, Seite 279, from a source unknown to me [Bergsträßer]). As a
rule, the application of ijtihād to the variant readings of the Koran is explicitly rejected (see
above, p. 475 n. 27). In the above-mentioned passage (on sūra 6:138), p. 424, Ibn al-Munayyir
blames al-ZamakhsharĪ for the conception, anna l-qurrāʾ aʾimmat al-wujūh al-sabʿa ikhtāra
kull minhum ḥarfan qaraʾa bi-hi ijtihādan lā naqlan wa-samāʿan.

120 In so far as they are not forged (mawḍūʿ); cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 26.
121 Cf. Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 51, l 17sqq.
122 An approximate synonym formaʿrūf, see, e.g., above, p. 485 n. 101.
123 AlreadyAbū ʿUbayd al-Qāsimb. Sallām (d. 223/838); further, e.g., Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6,

p. 302, l 11 (from older source).
124 E.g., Ṭabarī, juzʾ/vol. 8, p. 61, l 4; cf. vol. 13, p. 147, l 25, and see above, p. 475 n. 26. Al-Ṭabarī

also applies theword to the reader, not the variant reading… shudhūdhal-qāriʾ ʿammā ʿalayhi
l-ḥujjamujmiʿatun fī dhālika, vol. 1, p. 285, l 18; cf. vol. 1, p. 87, l 15; and p. 307, l 24, etc. (similarly
Nāfiʿ, below, p. 489).
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al-shādhdha al-khārija ʿan al-muṣḥaf:125 deviations from the ʿUthmānic text
that were first excluded by ijmāʿ.126

When shādhdh is substantially related to the notion of “deviation from[iii/137]
the ʿUthmānic muṣḥaf”—but more than this—one must expect that the
approach (more precisely the ḥukm) of the shawādhdh, in so far as they
do not deviate from the muṣḥaf, will be related to the non-ʿUthmānic vari-
ants127 but more lenient. Indeed, even later generations prohibit al-qirāʾa
bi-l-shawādhdh only at the ritual prayer, but otherwise tolerate it;128 like the
non-ʿUthmānic versions of the text they might serve as explanations of the
recognized readings.

Standardization of Variant Readings

The elimination of the variants of the ʿUthmānic muṣḥaf, as well as the
reading variants freely construedwithout consideration for tradition, is only
part of the great process of the standardization of the text of the Koran, its
reading, and the establishment of a textus receptus. The driving force in this
endeavour is the doctrine of the majority, or more generally, the catholic
tendency, the convergence within the development of Islam. The process of
standardization prevails in the history of the text of the Koran throughout
the first centuries, and is nearly completed at the time of Ibn Mujāhid
(died 324/936), when the rigid form of traditionalism was triumphant.

Even apart from the non-ʿUthmānic variants, the most superficial com-[iii/138]
parison of the superabundance of uncanonical variant readings in a list,129
and the inadequacy of the variants in one of the well-known works on

125 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 39, l 19, referring to Ibn Shannabūdh (d. 328/939; see
above, p. 467sqq.); in Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 6, p. 302, l 10, Ibn Shannabūdh himself promises:
lā ukhālif muṣḥaf ʿUthmān wa-lā aqraʾu illā bi-mā fīhi min al-qiraʾāt al-mashhūra.

126 See above, p. 464sq.
127 See above, p. 464sq.
128 Cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ, 35, masʾala 21 (ed. Sprenger, p. 256, l 22), and further Taqī

l-Dīn AL-SUBKĪ (d. 756; Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 2, p. 86); in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 44,
l 6, cites al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22–27, tanbīh 3 (ed. Sprenger, p. 191, l 22). The question
whether or not it is permissible to read what deviates from the muṣḥaf is frequently not
explicitly answered. (e.g., al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 1, l 14sq.)

129 The material contained in the Muḥtasab of Ibn Jinnī (mainly from Ibn Mujāhid) and
in the Shawādhdh of al-Ḥusayn b. Aḥmad IBN KHĀLAWAYH (d. 370/980) [EI2; EQ; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 9, pp. 169–171], I [Bergsträßer] intend to present shortly in the Nichtkanonischen
Koranlesearten. As a complement must be considered first of all the second Seven since they
are available in the Itḥāf of al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ on the Fourteen (the Three after the Seven
also in Ibn al-Jazarī’s al-Nashr, etc.).
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the Seven Readings shows how enormously the reading of the text was
standardized. It is particularly significant that not only were variant read-
ings suppressed that touched upon the linguistic or essential interpreta-
tion of the text—one might be tempted to assume that they belong to the
freely forged (mawḍūʿ) variant readings that were abandoned as a mat-
ter of principle—but also purely dialectical differences were reduced to
a minimum. The literature of variant readings alone makes this obvious,
but the standardization is in reality still stronger than one would expect,
because the lists of uncanonical variant readings undoubtedly also repre-
sents nothing but a poor selection from among the former multiplicity of
readings. A striking example follows: The pronunciation bi-hū, fī-hu (fī-hū),
etc. instead bi-hī, fī-hi (fī-hī) etc., as far as I canmake out, has completely dis-
appeared130 from the literature of variant readings.131 Sībawayh, however, says
(§503):wa-ahl al-Ḥijāz yaqūlūna “marartubi-huqabl”wa-“laday-humāl”wa-
yaqraʾūna “fa-khasafnā bi-huwa-bi-dārihi l-arḍ” (sūra 28:81). This is in accor-
dance with the extraordinarily frequent vocalization in the Kūfī fragments
of the Koran, a fact that we shall deal with later.

The standardization canbeobservedalsowithin thebetter knownKoran- [iii/139]
ic readings, namely in the reciprocal relation of older and newer readings of
identical provenance. Among those cases, e.g., in which the Medinan Nāfiʿ
b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān (d. 169/785) deviates from his predecessor, Abū Jaʿfar
Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ al-Makhzūmī fromMedina (died 130/747 or 138/755), a
great portion ismade up of those in which Nāfiʿ abandons isolated readings.
Extremely rare are those in which he conversely changes from a common
reading to a less commonone. The rest consists of cases inwhichNāfiʿmixes
knownvariant readings.132This cannotbe anaccident.All sorts of statements

130 Anexception are only cases inwhich the followingwordbeginswithwaṣl; here (accord-
ing to al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, Itḥāf, chapter hāʾ al-kināya) Ibn Muḥayṣin pronounces bihunẓur
bihullāhu etc. (the first one, sūra 6:46), also Warsh ʿan Nāfiʿ according to one transmission.

131 Also K. Vollers, Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, does not mention
them in the section on suffixes (p. 144sqq.)

132 E.g., in the second sūraNāfiʿ abandons the following variant readings of Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd
IBN AL-QĀʿQĀʿ which none of the Seven advocates: 2:32 (and similar ones frequently) lil-
malāʾikatu isjudū (instead of malāʾikati isjudū); 2:73 (and similar ones frequently) amāniya
(instead ofamāniyya); 2:160 twice inna instead of anna; 2:168 (and similar ones frequently)al-
mayyitata (insteadofal-maytata); ibid.,manuḍṭirra (insteadofmani/uḍṭurra); 2:181 (and sim-
ilar ones frequently) al-yusura, al-ʿusura (instead of al-yusra, al-ʿusra); 2:206 wa-l-malāʾikati
(instead of wa-l-malāʾikatu); 2:209 (and similar ones frequently) li-yuḥkama (instead of li-
yaḥkuma); 2:233 (and similar ones frequently) tuḍār (not quite certain, instead of tuḍārru
and tuḍārra respectively). Only in three passages, and only Nāfiʿ, conversely changes from
Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QĀʿQĀʿs common variant reading to a variant reading that makes him the
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transmitted from himwould indicate that Nāfiʿ indeed assimilated his read-
ing to that of the majority. He is said to have stated: qaraʾtu ʿalā sabʿīna min
al-tābiʿīna fa-mā ijtamaʿa ʿalayh ithnāni akhadhtuhu wa-mā shadhdha fī-hi
wāḥidun taraktuhu ḥattā allaftu hādhihi l-qirāʾa;133 and questioned about the
pronunciation of dhiʾb biʾr he is said to have renounced his own dialec-
tal pronunciation dhīb bīr in favour of the more common pronunciation
with hamzah by replying kānat al-ʿArab tahmizu-hā fa-ihmiz-hā.134 There is
a similar report by Ibn Mujāhid through al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804): Ikhtāra min
qirāʾatiḤamzatawa-qirāʾati ghayrihi qirāʾatanmutawassiṭatanghayra khāri-
jatin min āthāri man taqaddamamin al-aʾimmati.135

Apart from the script itself, the first thing agreeduponwere thediacritical[iii/140]
marks of the consonantal letters.136 The Koranic reading of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī
(died 110/728) contained quite a number of peculiar pointings,137 although
even there theywere seemingly on theway out. Differences in pointingwere
quite rare in the Seven Readings.138

In passages in which the different vocalizations reflect the difference of
both linguistic and substantial interpretations, the standardization of the
reading did not in every case lead to a uniformity of opinion. A progressive
technique of interpretation made it now possible to interpret the standard

sole person among the Seven: In 2:113 Nāfiʿ reads tasʾal (instead of tusʾalu); 2:210, yaqūla
(instead of yaqūlu); and 2:247 (and similar ones frequently) ʿasītum (instead of ʿasaytum).

133 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Berlin Ms. 578), p. 499sq. (cf. Nöldeke in the first edition
of this book, Seite 285sq); similarly al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. cod. Or. folio, no. 3140)
fol. 15v.

134 al-Dhahabī, loc. cit.
135 Ibn al-Jazarī Ṭabaqāt (BerlinMs. cod. simul., 55) 141r = Taşköprülüzade,Miftāḥ al-saʿāda

(Hyderabad, 1328/1910), vol. 1, p. 380, l 9sqq.; similarly already Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām,
ibid.

136 Particularly the punctuation of the preformatives of the imperfect was for a long
time the source of disagreement (cf. above, p. 476); but also between -tu- and -nā- before
a suffix (the ā was not written, see above, p. 412), between -ā- and -at- before the suf-
fix of III. Form verbs yāʾ (the ā was written ,ی see above, p. 415sq.; examples, sūras 3:33,
nādahu: nādathu; 6:61, tawaffāhu: tawaffathu; 6:70, istahwāhu: istahwathu), the Seven still
vary between feminine ending and suffix ه (examples, sūras 17:40, sayyiʾatan: sayyiʾuhu; 31:19,
niʿmatan: niʿamahu); between bi-hādī and tahdī, sūra 27:83; or yatanājawna and yantajūna,
sūra 58:9.

137 Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 51.
138 Sūra 2:216, Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī read kathīrun, the others kabīrun; sūra 2:261,

the Kūfans, nunshizuhā, the others, nunshiruhā; sūra 4:96 (twice). Sūra 49:6, Ḥamza and
al-Kisāʾī, tathabbatū the others tabayyanū, the others, tabayyanū; sūras 7:55, 25:50, 27:64,
ʿĀṣimal-Yaḥdarī, bushrān, the others forms ofNSHR; sūra 10:31, Ḥamza and al-Kisāʾī tatlū and
the others tablū; sūra 29:58, the same two, nuthwiyannahum, the others nubawwiʾannahum;
sūra 43:18, Nāfiʿ, Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī, and Ibn ʿĀmir, ʿinda, the others, ʿibādu. On sūra 6:57 see
above, p. 494.
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text differently or, byway of acrobatic interpretations, achieve the same end
for which one had abandoned the most obvious vocalization or, in early
times, even changed consonants. One way or the other, sharīʿa, the Islamic
canon law, as well as faith, often established their own self-interests against
contradictory verses of the Koran. For both cases we will give one example
each.

First: In sūra 5:8,139 it reads: fa-ghsilū wujūhakum wa-aydiyakum ilā l- [iii/141]
marāfiqi wa-msaḥū bi-ruʾūsikum wa-arjulikum ilā l-kaʿbayni; though it is
required, it suffices when the feet are wiped off.140 From an early time the
stricter practice was favoured, namely that the feet be washed. This could
be read into the verse by adopting the strained reading, wa-arjulakum and
by considering wa-imsaḥū bi-ruʾūsikum a parenthesis. This controversy can
be dated by the fact that already Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728) offered a com-
promise. He read wa-arjulukum so that this would begin a new sentence
according to taste, with the predicate of either ghsilūhā or imsaḥū bi-hā. The
canonical schools of fiqh unanimously adopted the dogma that washing is
farḍ. Still, half of the Seven retain the variant reading wa-arjulikum.141 The
apparent contradiction is harmonized by explanation; al-Bayḍāwī says: wa-
jarrahu l-bāqūna ʿalā l-jiwāri. The genitive is tobe explainedby the attraction
of the case to the neighbouring ruʾūsikum.

Second: In sūra 11:44, the sinner whom tradition names Kanʿān becomes
the son of Noah by the words wa-nādā Nūḥun ibnahu; this was considered
incompatible with his dignity of a prophet. It was first corrected اهاْنبِا [ibna-
ha]: he was merely his foster son. Later, without change of the consonantal
text, it was merely vocalized differently, ibnaha ʿalā ḥadhf al-alif. The Seven
unanimously read ibnahu; one was content to interpret ibn as rabīb.142

The crystallization of the textus receptus probably developed in two [iii/142]
stages which, however, overlapped in time: At first, coming to an agreement
within each miṣr,143 and then among the amṣār. The first step had already

139 Cf. to the following, Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 24sq.
in addition also al-Jaṣṣās [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 444–445], Aḥkām al-Qurʾān, vol. 2,
p. 345sqq.

140 The passage has actually nothing to do with the masḥ ʿalā l-khuffayn, the wiping over
the feet. I. Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology, p. 207, and his Schools of Koranic
commentators, pp. 4–5.

141 Nāfiʿ, Ibn ʿĀmir, andḤafs b. Sulaymān ʿan ʿĀṣimal-Jaḥdarī and al-Kisāʾī read “a”; whereas
Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, and Abū Bakr Aḥmad b. al-Ḥusayn IBN MIHRĀN
ʿan ʿĀṣim and Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb read “i”.

142 E.g., al-Bayḍāwī, s.v.
143 A contrasting example is Ibn Muḥayṣin (d. 122/739 or 123/740) of whom Ibn Mujāhid

says (in Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt [BerlinMs., cod. simul. 55], 207r): kāna li-IbnMuḥayṣin ikhtiyār
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been completed at the time of Sībawayh (d. 177/793 or 180/796),144 as he
seems to presume a Baṣran standard reading;145 he also knows of local read-
ings in other centres,146 with the exception of Damascus, which does not
seem to have been considered.147 The ikhtiyār of Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sal-
lāmandAbūḤātim al-Sijistānī (see above, p. 482sqq.) completes the second
step. If this development had continued unabated, it would have to lead to
the acceptance of a text in the entire Orient and Europe, which would have
been far less accidental than the eventually canonized text of Abū ʿUmar
ḤAFṢ IBN SULAYMĀN ʿan ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj al-JAḤDARĪ. The development
came to a halt because with Ibn Mujāhid a narrow traditionalism arose
which had been bred within the school of Koran and which did not permit
combining variant readings of different provenance;148 rather, it demanded
that every Koranic reading be passed on unchanged in its entirety. Although

fī l-qirāʾat … fa-kharaja bihi ʿan ijmāʿ ahl baladihi fa-raghiba l-nās ʿan qirāʾatihi wa-ajmaʿū ʿalā
qirāʾat Ibn Kathīr. This establishes the development of a local textus receptus of Mecca at a
very early time.

144 Similarly also al-Farrāʾ (d. 207/822) in Maʿānī l-Qurʾān [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 124], e.g.,
ahl al-Madīna on sūra 11:43, and often; but also al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923) who, however, with his
pedantic conscientiousness mostly emphasizes that it is only a majority of the readers of
the respective city that reads this way: muʿaẓẓam ahl al-Kūfa ([Ṭabarī,] juzʾ/vol. 1, p. 95, l 2)
and … al-Madīna wa-l-Ḥijāz wa-l-Baṣra, l 3, ʿāmmat qurrāʾ al-Kūfa (vol. 1, p. 295, l 23) and …
al-Madīna, l 24, ʿāmmat qurrāʾ al-Madīna wa-l-Shaʾm (vol. 13, p. 105, l 18) and … ahl al-ʿIrāq
wa-l-Kūfa wa-l-Baṣra, l 19, etc.; but also simply ahl al-Shaʾm (vol. 8, p. 31, l 3) and al-qurrāʾ min
al-Ḥijāz wa-l-ʿIrāq wa-l-Shaʾm, l 26, and similarly often.

145 This can be seen from the fact that he does not know the Baṣrans as a unit, rather he
ocassionally mentions individual Baṣran readers, most frequently Abū ʿAmr (§§151, 304, and
often), less frequently ʿAbd Allāh IBN ABĪ ISḤĀQ AL-ḤAḌRAMĪ, d. 117/735 or 127/745 [EQ;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 36–37]; (see below, p. 513) and ʿĪsā b. ʿUmar al-Thaqafī (see above,
p. 474sq., [§269]). The conjecture ought to be verified by an investigation of the numerous
Koranic citations and discussions of anonymous variant readings in Sībawayh.

146 Ahl al-Madīna §§136, 243, and often; ahl al-Makka §§503, 506 (twice) and ahl al-Ḥijāz
§§240, 503; ahl al-Kūfa §§244, 568; and al-Kūfiyyīn §222. In the last passage Sībawayh cites
as authority for the Kūfans Abū ʿAbd Allāh HĀRŪN IBN MŪSĀ al-Aʿwar (see above, p. 446
[and Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 43–44]) who provides himwith information on variant readings
elsewhere (§§241, 503, 568.)

147 It ought to be investigated whether Sībawayh without providing names or locations
considered Damascene variant readings.—When later in the works on variant readings
Kūfans are mentioned, this has no longer anything to do with the directly identified local
variant readings, rather it is an abridgement for the congruity of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, Ḥamza b.
Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī, respectively, as well as other nisbas.

148 The question of tarkīb continues to be debated in the later science of variant readings
(cf. e.g., Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 18, l 12sqq., and from this, al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 35,
masʾala 23 [Sprenger ed., p. 258, l 10sqq.]). But here it is no longer the question whether it is
permisible to choose one’s own ikhtiyār from among the variant readings of different prove-
nance, but only in which case it is permitted or prohibited to change from the recognized
readings to yet another one.
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efforts of the science of variant readings to evaluate of the individual read-
ings critically—even if not critical in our sense of the word—continued for
some time, they remained without any outside effect.

Koranic Teaching and the Variant Readings

The teaching of the variant readings probably saw its most schematized [iii/143]
formation in the fifth and sixth centuries. Al-Qāsim b. Firruh AL-SHĀṬIBĪ
(d. 590/1193), for example, demanded from a pupil who likewise wanted to
become a teacher of the Koran, that for the study of each individual qirāʾa
of the Seven he had to recite the entire Koran (khatma) three times, once
each according to one of the two canonical transmissions (riwāya), and
then once again according to both together (jamʿ).149 But with this accom-
plished, the pupil had acquired the knowledge of the readings of only the
Shāṭibiyya; in the study of each additional school manual the Koran had
again to be recited according to this qirāʾa (bi-muḍammanihi) more or less
often. Later the requirements somewhat lessened. At any rate, a man like
Ibn al-Jazarī, who dedicated his life to the science of variant readings and
studied all the available relevant works—according to the list of isnāds150 in
his main work—must have studied the Koran extraordinarily often accord-
ing to all possible variants. Before the time of al-Shāṭibī the requirements
were, if anything, higher: ʿAlī b. Aḥmad AL-WĀḤIDĪ151 (d. 468/1075) after
innumerable khatmas still did not master the whole transmission (ṭarīqa)
of Abū Bakr Aḥmad IBNMIHRĀN (295/908–381/991);152 Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī AL-
ḤUṢRĪ (d. 488/1095),153 needed seventy khatmas to study the Seven with a
teacher.154 Already Ibn Mujāhid (d. 324/936) did not permit a pupil to get
beyond the reading of ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ for years in numer-
ous khatmas.155 But particularly in earlier days there was no lack of devia-
tions. AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1052) did not consider it superfluous to boast156 that

149 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 2, p. 188, 7sqq., in a very interesting chapter devoted entirely
to teaching, entiled Bayān ifrād al-qirāʾāt wa-jamʿihā (study of every individual reading for
itself or several together), vol. 2, pp. 187–198 (very brief also in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 34, faṣl
4 [Sprenger ed., p. 239sqq.]).

150 al-Nashr, vol. 1, pp. 57–98.
151 EQ; EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 112 and 113.
152 Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 5, p. 101, 3; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9 (1984), pp. 191–192.
153 EI2.
154 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 2, p. 187, l 11.
155 Ibid., l 16.
156 Jāmiʿ al-bayān (Istanbul Ms, Nuruosmaniye Kütüphanesi, 62), 2r: wa-afradtu qirāʾat
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he accepted the transmission of only such men who had acquired the
respective recital through practical experience, but not through theoretical
instruction or the study of manuals.

The teaching methods as described—particularly if the recital of the[iii/144]
Koran as demanded by Ibn al-Jazarī157 was prepared by learning by heart a
particular work on variant readings—could indeed guarantee the unbroken
transmission of every individual variant reading and peculiarity of pronun-
ciation; and this independent of written fixation, but how much more so
with such aid. But these methods did not exist from the very beginning.
They are unlikely to go back to before the time of Ibn Mujāhid, and are
probably created only by him, who is generally remembered for his rigorous
Koranic instruction.158 That a similarly rigid tradition does not even go back
to the authors of the Koranic readings that carry their name, emerges from
their radical differences—not only in the subtleties of pronunciation—
between both Ibn ʿĀmir’s canonical riwāya of the reading and particularly
that of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī.159 Whatever we known of the teaching methods of
the second and third centuries ah confirms and explains these phenomena.
Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBN ABĪ LAYLĀ al-Anṣārī160 does not dare to
correct the mistake of a pupil, fearing that he might be right.161 Abū ʿAmr b.
al-ʿAlāʾ162 (d. 145/762), Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān163 (d. 169/785), andmore so ʿAlī
b. ḤamzaAL-KISĀʾĪ164 (died 189/804) offer several variant readings to choose
from (takhyīr). Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī accepts any reading that
he himself has once heard, and teaches his own reading (ikhtiyār)165 only on

kull wāḥidin min al-aʾimma bi-riwāyat man akhadha l-qirāʾa ʿanhu tilāwatan wa-addā l-ḥurūf
ʿanhu ḥikāyatan dūna man naqalahā samāʿan fī l-kutub wa-riwāyatan fī l-ṣuḥuf. Synonyms
of tilāwatan and ḥikāyatan is ʿarḍan: The pupil recites, the teacher corrects (yaruddu ʿalayhi
with accusative of themistakes and bi-for the correction to be inserted). This type of teaching
is called talqīn (already al-Jaṣṣāṣ, Aḥkām al-Qurʾān [Constantinople, 1335] p. 445, l 4 of Ibn
Masʿūd); onemay therefore sayakhadha ʿanhu l-qirāʾata ʿarḍanwa-talqīnan (Yāqūt,al-Irshād,
vol. 4, p. 118, l 6).

157 al-Nashr, vol. 2, p. 191, l 21.
158 Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 2, p. 118, l 13sqq.
159 More on the subject later.
160 74/693–148/765; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 538, col. 2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 518.
161 al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms., Or. fol. 3140), 16v.
162 al-Dānī, Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ on sūra 89, the end; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf ʿan

wujūh al-qirāʾā wa-ʿilalihā wa-ḥujajihā, on sūra 28:60.
163 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt, on sūra 1:3.
164 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf, on sūras 55:56, 67:11, and often.
165 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (BerlinMs, 578), 508, in a separate chapter on the causes of the

deviations between different transmissions of the same qirāʾa; al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin
Ms, Or. fol. 3140) 15v.
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demand. Al-Kisāʾī can only cope with the throng of pupils by reciting him-
self instead of the pupils, while they are sitting and point (e.g. vocalize) their
maṣāḥif.166 As in this case, also everywhere else the written copy must have
presented considerable competition to the theory of the solely sanctioned
oral teaching. This is evident from the mass of old Koranic manuscript frag-
ments, and their conscientious provisionwith reading signs, and even refer-
ences to variants. This is also documented by separate statements of schol-
ars: No matter how esteemed a calligrapher might be in belletristic circles,
there is the equally strong warning against resorting to the muṣḥafī as the
source of Koranic wisdom.167

What the great imāms of Koranic variants, the eponyms of the Seven, [iii/146]
Fourteen, and other Readings performed was thus instruction in the Koran,
but not instruction in variant readings. More or less tolerant towards devia-
tions, they taught Koranic recitation according to oneway, namely everyone
his own. It occurred only to the very latest of them to teach other than their
own ikhtiyār and also pass on the reading of their teachers. Particularly the
earliest among them, Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār (died 229/843), was at the
same timeoneof the twomain traditionists ofḤamzab.Ḥabīb al-Taymī. The
century that separates him from Ibn Mujāhid (d. 324/936) developed these
approaches to the later “scientific” teaching of the variant readings, which
centres on the transmission of a host of compact readings side by side.

After what has been said, the purpose of the isnāds leading from the
great imāms down to the Prophet cannot represent the transmission of the
individual reading of the predecessors in its unchanged totality. All this
says no more than that the later authority in the chain of authorities took
lessons on the Koran from the preceding authority—and this according to
the opinion of posterity, which in some cases might indeed go back to his
own statement. At best, these isnāds can thus indicate the circle fromwhich
a certain reading evolved.

166 al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt, 18r. Ibn Mujāhid says: kāna l-nās yaʾkhudhūna ʿanhu alfāẓahu
bi-qirāʾatihi ʿalayhim (ibid.). Something similar is reported fromAbūYaḥyā ʿAṬĪYAHIBNQAYS
al-Kilābī al-Ḥimṣī (d. 121/738): kāna l-nās yuṣliḥūnamaṣāḥifahum ʿalā qirāʾatihi (Ibn al-Jazarī,
Ṭabaqāt [Berlin Ms, cod. simul., 55] 135r).

167 AbūḤātim al-Sijistānī (d. 248/862 or 55/869) says: lā taʾkhudh al-Qurʾān ʿani l-muṣḥaf/ī/
yīna; similar statements are ascribed to the jurisconsults al-Shāfiʿī and [Sufyān] AL-THAWRĪ
[EI2; EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 628–643] (al-Jaʿbarī, commentary on the Shāṭibiyya,
towards the end of the introduction). Elsewhere (Ibn Jinnī, Muḥtasab on sūra 37:52 and 53)
ABŪ ḤĀTIM Sahl b. Muḥammad AL-SIJISTĀNĪ speaks of baʿḍ al-juhhāl of the scribes of the
Koran.
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This much is certain: there had been instruction in the Koran already in
the first century. The oldest totally unsuspicious evidence is Ibn Mujāhid’s
statement that Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-SULAMĪ (d. 73/692 or 74/693) was
the first man to have taught al-qirāʾa al-mujmaʿ ʿalayhā at Kūfa, i.e., not
the one of Ibn Masʿūd.168 It was also al-Sulamī who transmitted the tra-
dition sanctioning the teaching of the Koran: khayrukum man taʿallama
l-Qurʾāna wa-ʿallamahu.169 There are reports going back still further, accord-
ing to which both Ibn Masʿūd (d. 32/652 or 33/653), and Abū l-Dardāʾ
(ʿUwaymir al-Khazrajī, died 32/652),170 qāḍī of Damascus, provided instruc-
tion in the Koran. As regards Ibn Masʿūd, we only have the frequently cited
legend of the pupil who could not pronouce “th”.171 It seems to be a copy of
the identical narrative about Abū l-Dardāʾ.172 It is quite likely that IbnMasʿūd
was indeed concerned with spreading the Koran in his own recension, and
that it won him a certain number of followers at Kūfa.173 However, we must
not imagine the governor of Kūfa to have been a professional instructor in
the Koran. The acquaintance with the Koran of the Kūfan qurrāʾ that we
encounter in the Battle of Ṣiffīn is likely to have resulted in the first place
from the study ofmaṣāḥif of the recension of IbnMasʿūd,174 and then also of
ʿUthmān.

As far as Abū l-Dardā’s activity as a teacher of the Koran is concerned,[iii/147]
we have a detailed report175 apart from the legend cited above. No matter
how much this reminds us of narratives of the instruction of teachers of
the Koran in historically better documented periods,176 it probably cannot

168 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms, cod. simul., no. 55) 108r.
169 Ibid., 108v; also in al-Bukhārī (K. al-Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, bāb 21) he is the only one to

transmit the tradition—from ʿUthmān. Already in Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 6): Biographien der
Kufier, p. 119, l 19sqq. is he the authority for the teaching of theKoran. [Juynboll,Encyclopedia,
p. 535, col. 1, “The most meritorious among you is he who studies the Qurʾān and instructs
others.”]

170 See above, p. 463 n. 606; EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.
171 See p. 41 n. 131, and above, p. 463 n. 608.
172 See above, p. 463 n. 608.
173 See above, p. 455 n. 575.
174 See above, p. 456 n. 578.
175 Ibn ʿAsākir, al-Taʾrīkh al-kabīr (Damascus, 1329/1911), vol. 1, p. 69; al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt

(Berlin Ms. cod. Or. folio, 3140) 3vsq.; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms., cod. simul. 55), 159r

= Taşköprüzade, Miftāḥ al-saʿāda (Hyderabad, 1328/1910) vol. 1, p. 354, l 11 sqq. = Mevzuʾat
ul-ulum, vol. 1, p. 452, l 17sqq.; the number of his pupils is here given as being over 1,600!
Cf. further the report cited below, p. 517 n. 51, where, apart from Abū l-Dardāʾ, also Muʿādh b.
Jabal (Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.) and ʿUbāda b. al-Ṣāmit (ibid.) are mentioned. According
to Ibn Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Letzte Krankheit, Tod und Bestattung, p. ۱۰۸, l 2, Muʿādh
b. Jabal was a teacher of the Koran; also Abū Mūsā AL-ASHʿARĪ, ibid., p. ۱۰۶, l 10.

176 The habit to assign a pupil first to a ʿarīf or subordinate muqriʾ is also practised by Ibn
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be rejected outright because Damascus held a special place in the history
of the transmission of the Koran later as well.177 Unlike at Kūfa, where a
pre-ʿUthmānic recension of theKoranmight have been officially introduced
at an early time, at Damascus the demand for instruction in the Koran was
likely greater than at Kūfa.

Teaching the Koran does not mean the teaching of one reading (qirāʾa) [iii/148]
but rather refers to teaching the Koran from the point of view of one par-
ticular reading; to be taught is as much part of life and the purpose of qirāʾa
as is the private and ritual recital. In early times there must certainly have
been discussions about the variant readings side by side with instruction in
the Koran. The interest must have centred on the individual passage of the
Koran with its numerous possibilities of pointing and vocalization. Who-
ever advocated the different ways of pronunciation had to take a second
seat. This was in stark contrast to later when one begins with one reader
and tries to find out how he read a passage. The textual expression of this
ancient science of the variant readings we may best look for indirectly in
the late dogmas of the Seven, the Ten, the Fourteen, etc.; it is expressed
immediately in the individual readings. For variouspurposes itwas of course
possible to select at will representations of complete readings. Moreover, a
vast number of individual readings are cited, predominantly in commen-
taries on theKoranaswell as inworks on shawādhdh178 and taʿlīl,179but also in
the grammatical-lexicographic literature and in books on qirāʾāt etc. which,
although partly attributed to one of the well-known readers,180 are either
missing from the official presentation of his reading or cannot have been
derived from any type of transmission, and which partly belong to readers
outside the circle of the Fourteen Readers.181 They show us an older schol-
arly tradition of Koranic variant readings, at home among philologists and
theologians who pursued scientific investigations in the Koran, whereas the
later science of qirāʾāt after IbnMujāhid developed basically from synopses
of different forms of practical-cultic instruction in the Koran.

Mujāhid, who employed eighty-four [deputy officials] khalīfa (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1,
p. 121, l 25).

177 See pp. 435 and p. 460.
178 Cf. p. 431sq., and p. 445.
179 = Justification of the acceptance of a variant reading. More later.
180 Among the Seven Readers it is most frequently Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ.
181 Cf. the index of my (Bergsträßer’s) Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten.
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Criticism of the Transmission

The above survey of the history of instruction in the Koran and variant[iii/149]
readings offers at the same time a starting point for an evaluation of the
reliability of the transmission of the variant readings. As far as the complete
readings of the Koran from approximately 300ah onwards are concerned,
much knowledge has certainly been lost, but serious changes have hardly
taken place. For the period from 100ah to 300ah Muslim transmission
deserves penetrating criticism; it tends to make more recent texts look
much older. After all, the investigation of the Koranic reading of Ḥasan
al-Baṣrī (d. 110/728)—the oldest surviving and, at the same time, one of
the weakest transmissions—resulted in the great likelihood that it reflects
an approximate textual form which was used by him or at least by his
immediate followers.182 No single direct transmission of any of the complete
readings of Koranic variants dates from the first century.

If the complete readings could be misrepresented by the incursion of
foreign readings, in the case of individual variant readings there was the
danger that they were ascribed to the wrong authorities.183 In addition, a
tradition which was merely taught—particularly when this was done in
writing—wasmore readily subject tomisunderstanding andoccasional cor-
ruption.184 Thus, in cases when there is a complete variant reading next to
diverse single readings from one and the same reader, in principle the lat-
ter ones must be considered more likely to be the original. In the individual

182 Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 55, cf. p. 48sqq.
183 The classic example of a duplicate in which one of the two references must be wrong is

the following: It is reported from both Ḥafṣa bt. ʿUmar and ʿĀʾisha that she particularly asked
the scribe copying for her a muṣḥaf to insert ṣalāti (or wa-ṣalāti) al-aṣr in sūra 2:239 after
al-wusṭā; both already in Mālik b. Anas, Muwaṭṭaʾ, section al-ṣalāt al-wusṭā, and Abū ʿUbayd
al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Faḍaʾil (BerlinMs. 451), 37v; cf. Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic theology
and law, p. 15, no. 8, sq. [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 393, col. 1]. This is unlikely to be a simple
error, it is rather that the two versions are competing tendentious traditions, one of which is
the favourite ʿĀʾisha, who is generally considered the highest authority, and the other is Ḥafṣa,
who in this special case was generally better qualified because of the role she played in the
first semi-official collection of the Koran. Cf. further, the frequent fluctuation between Ibn
Masʿūd and Ubayy b. Kaʿb, see above, p. 433 n. 302 and n. 314, 435 notes 331 and 334, p. 439
n. 377, p. 440 n. 402, p. 441 n. 418, p. 443 n. 439, p. 447 n. 474, p. 449 n. 491, p. 450 n. 501, and
p. 453.—Extraordinary frequently contradicting variant readings are transmitted from one
and the same reader; Ibn Mujāhid (in the Muḥtasab of Ibn Jinnī) usually points this out by
adding bi-khilāf or a similar remark.

184 Cf., e.g., above, p. 438 n. 367 and n. 374, p. 441 n. 413, p. 442 n. 425, p. 443 n. 439, p. 448
n. 483, p. 449 n. 495, p. 450 n. 505, and p. 451 n. 518; also Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des
Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 48.
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case, however, one can never be certain that the variant reading really origi-
nated from this particular person, andwhat it looked like.185 The uncertainty
becomes particularly great in the case of variant readings that are ascribed
to authorities of the first century ah; here, the danger of tendentious fab-
rications is an additional aspect, and this the more so the closer we come
to the Prophet.186 In any case, the critical investigation of the reports about
at least IbnMasʿūd’s187 Koran produced amore favourable result thanmight
have been expected under the circumstances.188

Apart from Ibn Masʿūd (and Ubayy b. Kaʿb) a special place among the
authorities of the first century ah belongs to ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿABBĀS (died
in 68/687).189 This is based on his importance for the case of tafsīr. The
statements about his variant readings are part of the statements about his
explanations and can only be appreciated together. As we cannot assume
that the earliest authorities in particular were familiar with all of the Koran,
one would expect each of them—except in indicated passages—to occur
only in particular parts of the Koran. An investigation as to whether, and
to what extent, this applies, might allow further conclusions regarding the
degree of the reliability of a transmission.

Now and then Muslims as well criticized the reliability of the transmis- [iii/151]
sion of the variant readings. Criticism of the transmission is always likely
to be of secondary importance because it was primarily the variant read-
ing itself that was the target. Already Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795) qualifies,
and at the same time explains, his rejection of IbnMasūd’s text by speaking
of al-qirāʾa allatī tunsab ilā Ibn Masʿūd.190 Al-Zamakhsharī acquits himself

185 Cf. Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Ḥasan von Baṣra,” p. 48sq.
186 See above, note 183.
187 They belong here to the transmission of individual variant readings since we no longer

have a scholastically perpetuated and complete transmission of Ibn Masʿūd’s reading.
188 See above, p. 445sq.
189 This is evident, for example, from al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib,

where from among the early representatives of the canonical variant readings listed, Ibn
ʿAbbās is the eldest. He is followed by Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-SULAMĪ (see above p. 439)
and Abū Sulaymān YAḤYĀ IBN YAʿMAR al-ʿAdwānī (died before 90/708) [EI2; EQ; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 9, pp. 33–34], who seems to have been of similar importance to Baṣra as did
al-Sulamī toKūfa. (Seebelow, the chapter “Thehistorical development.” p. 458). [EI2; Juynboll,
Encyclopedia, p. 1; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 21–22.]

190 InMakkī b.Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (BerlinMs. 578), 511. Similar, Sībawayh§119, 269, 454;al-qāḍī
Ismāʿīl b. Isḥāq al-Mālikī, d. 282/895 (Ibāna 501;)—cf. on Ubayy b. Kaʿb above, p. 455 n. 574;
Sībawayh §276. Also in other readings that were later considered shādhdh the reliability of
their isnād has been challenged, e.g., in the case of the one of [Abū ʿAbd AllāhMuḥammad b.
ʿAbd al-Raḥmān] IBN AL-SAMAYFAʿ [al-Yamanī, d. before 169/785] (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr
fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, vol. 1, p. 16, l 5; Ṭabaqāt [Berlin Ms., cod. simul, 55] 205v), the one of
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of the linguistically inconvenient variant reading of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ
baghattatan191 in sūra 47:20 (instead of baghtatan or baghatatan) by assum-
ing amistake of the rāwī, although IbnMujāhid supplies the complete isnād
in Ibn Jinnī,Muḥtasab, s.v.

Orthodox Teaching

IbnMujāhid’s (d. 324/936) crucial innovation, the great break with the past,[iii/152]
consists not so much of setting in motion the canonization of the Seven
Readings. Rather, it was evidently he192 who finally replaced the study of
individual variant readings in the science of the variant readings with the
study of complete readings as taught in the schools of the Koran. What
persuadedhimwasnot only the traditionalism that received a fresh impetus
from everywhere during this time.193 The decisive factor was that there was
a need for a tradition-based guarantee for the qirāʾāt as well as for the
Koran itself,194 which, after all, existed only in the readings: The muṣḥaf
did not suffice when it came to oral transmission. A collection of single
readings, even with perfect isnāds, was an insufficient guarantee; required
were impeccable isnāds for readings that applied to the whole of the Koran.

The preference for complete readings caused a rethinking in the entire
field of the science of variant readings. In the same way that this prefer-
ence gained ground only gradually, this rethinking, too, spread only step
by step. Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045) still formulated his canon of the
three criteria for the approach to the individual readings,195 and avails him-

Abū l-Sammāl [EI2] (Nashr, ibid., Tabaqāt, 170r) and the one of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī (Ṭabaqāt,
91v). The qirāʾa of Abū Ḥanīfa (d. 150/767) is recognized as a simple forgery, collected by
Abū l-Faḍl Muḥammad b. Jaʿfar AL-KHUZĀʿĪ (d. 408/1017) [Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1,
p. 723; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 16–17] (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, vol. 1, p. 16, l
6sqq.).

191 Not included in the canonical reading of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ.
192 On the one hand, it is certain that the change must have taken place during his time,

on the other hand, his activity was epoch-making (see below), and he was the most severe
enemy of ancient licences (see above, p. 468 and 476). Thus, the innovation is to be accorded
to him. But explicit reports supporting this are hardly available; still, cf. perhaps al-Dhahabī’s
statement, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. 9943, p. 127; missing in Ms. Or. folio, 3140, 23v). Ibn Mujāhid
preferred Abū Muḥammad al-Yazīdī from among the transmitters of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ
because he transmitted exclusively from him.

193 The end of the third century ah is the time when the door of ijtihādwas closed.
194 al-Naysābūrī, commentary on the Koran, muqaddima 3, masʾala 1; cf. Ibn al-Jazarī,

al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 13, l 2, citing al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 22 (Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 8).
195 See above, p. 480sq.
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self of ikhtiyār.196 This, however, must not be misinterpreted, because he
teaches the Seven Variant readings essentially as units. In reality, his three
criteria had already lost their meaning when he was teaching them. In the
Seven Readings not only were linguistic mistakes tolerated,197 but indeed
also deviations from the ʿUthmānic text.198 Later scholars, thus, proceeded
accordingly and abandoned the three criteria.199

The ikhtiyār outlasted Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib but in a shabby and narrow [iii/153]
form: The sameway that themajority carriedweight onlywithin a particular
variant reading,200 a reading was now not chosen for oneself, but rather
this was done for the originator of the variant reading or the riwāya of
a reading by settling the differences of the transmission,201 and filling in
the lacunae.202 In constantly weakening form the ikhtiyār survives until the
threshold of modernity: AbūMuḥammad ʿAbd Allāh b. Muḥammad YŪSUF
EFENDI-ZADE203 (d. 1167/1753) composed an entire book, al-Itilāf fī wujūh
al-ikhtilāf204 to establish and justify his ikhtiyār from pending differences
within the Ten Readings. Only a man like al-Zamakhsharī (died 538/1143),
dogmatically heterodox and not a genuine representative of the science of
variant readings, can rescue the word from losing its complete old sense.205

Lacunae in the transmission were not filled at discretion but, if possible, [iii/154]
by one’s own method, qiyās, which has little in common with the qiyās
that is one of the four roots of fiqh. It nevertheless has its roots in fiqh
and corresponds exactly to what was called there qiyās qawl fulān,206 a

196 See above, p. 485.
197 See above, p. 479sq.
198 See above, p. 468sq.
199 See above, p. 481sq.
200 Cf. ijmāʿ in al-Dānī, Taysīr, passim; jumhūr, in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 392, l 15,

and frequently.
201 Ibn Mujāhid (in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt, s.v.) thus “chooses”

sūra 18:95—where from Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq ʿan ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī both ītūnī and ātūnī are
transmitted—for him the second one; similarily in the Kashf on sūra 27, at the end, in the
Taysīr of al-Dānī, chaptermadhhab Abī ʿAmr fī tark al-hamza, and frequently.

202 E.g., nothing has been transmitted about the position of Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī and Ibn
ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī regarding waqf ʿalā marsūm al-khaṭṭ (see above, p. 408 n. 138), and al-Dānī’s
teachers filled up the gap with ikhtiyār (Taysīr, in the respective chapter).

203 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 125 and 139.
204 Lithograph, Constantinople, 1312/1894, in the margin of Ḥāmid b. ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ al-

Pālawī (BĀLAWĪ), Zubdat al-ʿirfān.
205 E.g., “maliki” huwa l-ikhtiyār on sūra 1:3, “arayta” … laysa bi-l-ikhtiyār on sūra 107:1.
206 From fiqh, e.g., al-Ṭabarī, Ikhtilāf, ed. by Kern, vol. 1, p. 45, l 12 and p. 48, l 3, and often;

from the variant readings, al-Dānī, Taysīr on sūra 39:12 and 41:44, synonymous with qiyāsan
ʿalā madhhab … ibid., qiyāsu madhhabi … ibid., chapter al-waqf ʿalā marsūm al-khaṭṭ; cf.
al-qiyāsu… ibid., chapter, al-hamzatayn fī kalima.
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a ruling based on the opinion of a particular authority or school; here as
there, the opposite is naṣṣ,207 an explicit ruling. Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib208 (d. 437/
1045) supplies a theory of qiyās in this sense: The content of his book ismade
up of three parts (1) qism qaraʾtu bi-hi wa-naqaltuhu wa-huwa manṣūṣ fī
l-kutubmawjūda (2)wa-qismqaraʾtubi-hiwa-akhadhtuhu lafẓanawsamāʿan
wa-huwa ghayru mawjūd fī l-kutub, and (3) wa-qism lam aqraʾ bi-hi wa-lā
wajadtuhu fī l-kutubwa-lākin qistuhu ʿalāmā qaraʾtu bi-hi …wa-huwa l-aqall.
Ibn al-Jazarī209 also includes within the scope of this qiyās phonetically
difficult matters (ghumūḍwajh al-adāʾ), apart from the case in which naṣṣ is
wanting. We are indebted to this method for the apparent completeness of
the variant readings that have comedown to us. In order to get an idea of the
real stock one would have to eliminate first of all the entire set of variants
qiyās, and then also the other ikhtiyārāt.

Shādhdh is now what lies outside the recognized canonical readings.210[iii/155]
The only controversy remaining is whether the canonical readings are the
Seven or the Ten or still more variants: shādhdh ʿani l-sabʿa wa-l-ʿashara
wa-ghayrihim.211 Linguistic usage which contrasts shādhdh with the Seven
can be traced back to Ibn Mujāhid (d. 324/936). He supplemented his Kitāb
al-Sabʿawith a Kitāb al-Shawādhdh.212

As its crowning event and in order to achieve a firmer framework than
that of earlier perceptions,213 the new system adopts the concept of tawātur,

207 Occasionally especially athar: al-Dānī, Taysīr, chapter al-hamzataynmin kalimatayn; or
samāʿ; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, al-Kashf on sūra 70:1. Different from naṣṣ, but in contrast to qiyās,
is adāʾ (e.g., Taysīr, chapter hamzatayn min kalimatayn; Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 17, l
19), pronunciation which is transmitted by means of enunciation and repetition (mushāfa,
for example, al-Taysīr on sūra 26:56), but not by a pronunciation that is explicitly established;
cf. further, in the text.—Qiyās, incidentally, also as one of the roots of fiqh is the antithesis to
naṣṣ, namely Koran and tradition.

208 Tabṣīra (Istanbul Ms, Nuruosmaniye Kütüphanesi, 55), 162r, cited in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-
Nashr, vol. 1, p. 17, l 1 sqq.

209 al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 17, l 18. According to Ibn al-Jazarī (ibid., l 20sqq.) all these matters are
not qiyās in the strict sense (ʿalā l-wajh al-iṣṭilaḥī) rather nisbat juzʾīyin ʿalā kullīyin.

210 The oldmeaning, somewhat reduced, is held by Abū Shāma (d. 665/1266; cf. p. 446); for
him shādhdh is the opposite of mujmaʿ ʿalayh (cf. Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 10, l 3, citing
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ, 22 [Sprenger edition, p. 177, l 5]). Also in Ibn al-Jazarī (died 833/1429)
himself we occasionally find this meaning; e.g., he says: shādhdh ʿani l-ʿāmma in Ṭabaqāt
(Berlin Ms., cod. simul. 55), p. 170r.

211 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 35, l 17.
212 Ibn Jinnī (d. 382 sic) accepts this division without hesitation and speaks of ḍarban …

sammāhu ahl zamānihā shādhdhan ay khārijan ʿan qirāʾat al-qurrāʾ al-sabʿa (al-Muḥtasab,
[Istanbul Ms., Ragıp Paşa Kütüphanesi, 13] 1.) Also Ibn al-Nadīm (writing in 377/987) bases
the disposition of the section on the readers of the Koran on this (al-Fihrist, p. 28sqq.).

213 See above, p. 485sq., [the dogma of tawātur].
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i.e. a transmission going back to several independent sources, taken from
the terminologies of the criticism of tradition (muṣṭalaḥ) and uṣūl al-fiqh
and applied to the science of the various readings.214 The canonical readings
are mutawātir, and their transmission rests with each generation, not with
the attestation of individuals (khabar al-wāḥid, al-āḥād), but on general
agreement.215 Mashhūr, too, some men now no longer use in the general
sense of “recognized” but in its terminological meaning in muṣṭalaḥ, where
it indicates the second stage of tawātur, practically an equivalent, but as far
as attestation is concerned not quite conforming to its rules.216

The last two true scholars among the representatives of the science of [iii/156]
the variant readings, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Ismāʿīl ABŪ SHĀMAH (died 665/
1266) and Ibn al-Jazarī (died 833/1429) did not submit to the orthodoxy
of the dogma of tawātur. Abū Shāma considers them applicable only to
those parts of the Seven Readings in which these do not deviate from one
another;217 with this, it loses its raison d’être. At first, Ibn al-Jazarī tolerated

214 This happened rather late; Abū Shāma (d. 665/1266) in (Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1,
p. 13, l 9sqq., citing al-Suyūṭī,al-Itqān,nawʿ 22 [Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 14), and Ibn al-Jazarī (died
in 833/1429), himself (al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 13, l 1, cited ibid., [Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 7]) attribute the
dogma of tawātur to some mutaʾakhkhirīn (modern authors). When Ibn al-Jazarī (al-Nashr,
vol. 1, p. 30, l 8sqq., citing al-Itqān, nawʿ, 22–27, tanbīh 2 [Sprenger ed. 189, p. 4]) says that the
well-known dogmatist al-qāḍī Abū Bakr b. al-Ṭayyib AL-BĀQILLĀNĪ (d. 403/1012) has (in his
Kitāb al-Intiṣār) naṣṣa ʿalā tawātur dhālika kullih (namely of the adāʾ) this can hardly be a
direct citation. It is even less likely that the content, fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ al-mutawātira, which
Haji Qalfa adds to the title, Kitāb al-Sabʿ, can originate from the author himself, IbnMujāhid
(died in 324/936).

215 Ibn al-Ḥājib (d. 646/1248; Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 1, p. 303; EI2) in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr,
vol. 1, p. 30, l 4sqq., abbreviated in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ, 22–27, tanbīh, 2 (Sprenger ed.,
p. 188, l 21sqq.); al-Naysābūrī (d. ca. 706/1306; see above, p. 407 n. 130) in the passage cited
on p. 443 n. 193; al-qāḍī Jalāl al-Dīn (Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm) b. al-Ḥājj AL-BALLAFĪQĪ
(d. 770/1368), so Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt [Berlin Ms., cod. simul., 55] 225v) in al-Itqān, nawʿ
22–27, tanbīh 2 (188, 16);—from the representatives of uṣūl, for example, Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa
al-Thānī (ʿUbayd Allāh b.Masʿūd, d. 747/1346, Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 2, p. 214, [EI2]), Tawḍīḥ,
qism 1, rukn 1, beginning; Tāj al-Dīn AL-SUBKĪ (died 711/1370; Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 2, p. 89),
Jamʿ al-jawāmiʿ, beginning of kitāb 1, and in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 44, l 12sqq.
(Citations from this passage and from Manʿ al-mawāniʿ, with a discussion—concluded with
al-Subkī’s signed expertise—between him and Ibn al-Jazarī about the question whether also
the Three after the Seven aremutawātir.)

216 Cf. al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 23 (Sprenger ed., p. 181, l 6sqq.), and nawʿ, 22–27, tanbīh,
2 (Sprenger ed., p. 188, l 16sq.). The complete scale—al-Itqān, nawʿ, 22–25—consists of the
four stages, mutawātir, mashhūr, āḥād, and shādhdh. It is a deterioration when al-Ballafīqī,
loc. cit., puts mutawātir = al-qirāʾāt al-sabʿa (sic!) al-mashhūra, āḥād = the Three after the
Seven as well as the Companions of the Prophet, shādhdh = all the rest of them.

217 See above, p. 503 n. 215. The wording is not quite clear. It could also be interpreted
to mean that Abū Shāma intended to exclude only those variant readings from tawātur on
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this, but he later rejected it with the pertinent argument that tawātur dis-
penses with the criteria of both correct grammar and agreement with the
muṣḥaf or does not allow their application.218 Both are late and impracti-
cal attempts at adhering to the individual appreciation of the variant read-
ings.219

Some scholars enjoy somewhat more licence since they remain outside[iii/157]
the guild of themuqriʾīn; this applies particularly to the commentators Abū
Muḥammad al-Ḥusayn b. Masʿūd al-Farrāʾ AL-BAGHAWĪ (d. 510/1117) and
al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538/1143).220

which the transmitters of the same qirāʾa were at variance. This way the restriction would
lose all importance. Already Tāj al-Dīn AL-SUBKĪ (Jamʿ al-jawāmiʿ, beginning of kitāb 1) inter-
preted Abū Shāma the way it was done in the afore-mentioned text. A different restriction
is the one of both Ibn al-Ḥājib (d. 646/1249) and al-Naysābūrī (d. ca. 706/1306), loc. cit., who
exclude the peculiarities of the pronunciation, adāʾ, from tawātur. This reflects the proper
recognition that these matters were settled later than the actually variant readings.—Tāj al-
Dīn AL-SUBKĪ mentions both restrictions, loc. cit.—Badr al-Dīn Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh
AL-ZARKASHĪ (d. 794/1391; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 91) recognizes tawātur only back to
the Seven Readers, but not back from them down to the Prophet (al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ,
22–27, tanbīh, 2 [A. Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 17]).

218 Munjid (al-muqriʾīn wa-murshid al-ṭālibīn), chapter 6, and in contrast al-Nashr, vol. 1,
p. 12, l 23sqq. (citing al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ, 22 [A. Sprenger ed., p. 179, l 4sqq.]), where this
particular interpretation is considered the later one.

219 Abū Shāma goes so far as to find shādhdh variant readings also within the Seven
Readings (inna l-qirāʾāt al-mansūba ilā kull qāriʾ min al-sabʿa wa-ghayrihim munqasima ilā
l-mujmaʿ ʿalayhi wa-l-shādhdh, in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 10, l 2sq.); similarly some-
what earlier al-Ḥusayn b.MasʿūdAL-BAGHAWĪ (d. 510/1117); [EI2; EQ; R.A. Nicholson, Literary
history of the Arabs, p. 337; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 155 (1)]; in Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 44,
l 10.

220 See the preceding foot-note, and p. 423sq. More details below.



THE READERS AND THE VARIANT READINGS

Sources

The biographies of readers and representatives of the science of variant [iii/157]
readings can be found in many different types of biographical collections,
primarily of grammarians, littérateurs, ḥuffāẓ, and traditionists. Isolated bits
of important information are contained in the historical literature. In a class
of its own is Ibn al-Nadīm’s (fl. 377/987) Fihrist. Its relevant sections,1 even
if just for their antiquity, are important as an independent presentation
outside the science of the variant readings.

The introductions to the works on the variant readings, with their inev- [iii/158]
itable isnāds, afford ample opportunity to supply ex professo information
about the readers. Probably the most valuable of these biographical intro-
ductions are contained in the Kitāb al-Iqnāʿ fī iḥdā ʿashra qirāʾa of Abū ʿAlī
(al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī) AL-AHWĀZĪ2 (d. 446/1055), and the K. al-Kāmil fī l-qirāʾāt
of (ABŪ AL-QĀSIM Yūsuf b. ʿAlī) AL-HUDHALĪ3 (died 465/1072).4 The cor-
responding sections of Ibn al-Jazarī’s al-Nashr5 constitute for us the most
important example of this genre; in addition, Ibn al-Jazarī supplied a con-
cise but important history of the science of the variant readings6 in that part
of his introduction dealing with basic principles.

The oldest collection of biographies of readers seems to have been com-
posed by (Abū l-Ḥasan [or al-Ḥusayn] Aḥmad b. Jaʿfar) IBN AL-MUNĀDĪ
(d. 334 or 336/945 or 7);7 not much later is the K. al-Muʿjam fī asmāʾ al-

1 Pp. 27–31, on readers; pp. 31–33, and 38–39, on scholars of the variant readings.
2 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 407, ibid., suppl. vol. 1, p. 720; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 603, l 5;

and alsoYāqūt, Irshād, vol. 3, p. 152. Yāqūtmadeuse ofal-Iqnāʿ, cf. G. Bergsträßer, “DieQuellen
von Jāqūt’s Iršād,” in Zeitschrift für Semitistik, vol. 2 (1923–1924), p, 198, no. 98 (preceded by
some other related sources of Yāqūt).

3 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 7, p. 308.
4 Ibn al-Jazarī used both books in his Ghāyat al-nihāya fī ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ.
5 Vol. 1, pp. 53–192.
6 al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 14 to p. 35, l 10.
7 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 44. Cf. G. Bergsträßer, “Die Quellen von Jāqūt’s Iršād”, loc. cit.,

no. 95. The most reliable trace is Yāqūt’s statement in Irshād, vol. 5, p. 248, l 11 sq.: qāl
… Ibn al-Munādī fī man māt fī sanat 287 … The title of the presumable book that was
arranged by date of death cannot be identified. More about the author in Fihrist, p. 38sq.
(Abū l-Ḥasan, d. 334/945); Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt (Berlin Ms. cod. simul., no. 55), 12rsq. (Abū
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qurrāʾ wa-qirāʾātihim of Abū Bakr (Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan) AL-NAQQĀSH
(died 351/962).8 The first of these made little impression, and the second,
hardly any at all. Of prime importance for later scholars are only Ṭabaqāt
al-qurrāʾ of al-Dānī (d. 444/1052), which apparently did not survive, along
with the K.Maʿrifat al-qurrāʾ al-kibār ʿalā l-ṭabaqāt wa-l-aʿṣār (mostly called
Ṭabaqāt) of (Muḥammad b. Aḥmad) AL-DHAHABĪ9 (d. 748/1348), who un-
fortunately does not list his sources. These works constitute the main
source10ofwhat is still themost comprehensive collection in the field, Ibn al-
Jazarī’s (d. 833/1429)Nihāyat al-dirāyāt fī asmāʾ rijāl al-qirāʾāt,11 which seems
to have survived in excerpts by the author, entitled Ghāyat al-nihāya.12 al-
Dhahabī restricts himself to the better known readers but treats them rather
thoroughly. Ibn al-Jazarī is likely to have gone into greater detail in his main
work, but in his excerpt the meagre lists of names of pupils and instruc-
tors predominate by far. According to Ibn al-Jazarī’s own statement, the
material—probably meaning the number of persons listed—was approxi-
mately double in comparison with the works of both al-Dānī and al-
Dhahabī; yet compared with al-Dhahabī’s arrangement by ṭabaqāt, the
alphabetical arrangement greatly facilitates the location of individual per-
sons. The growth of the material can be explained by Ibn al-Jazarī’s plan,
first of all, to bring the collection down to his own time, and then to present

l-Ḥasan, d. 336/947 sic). al-Suyūṭī, Bughya, s.n. (Abū l-Ḥusayn, d. before 320!/932).—The
K. Afwāj al-qurrāʾ of al-qāḍī Abū Yūsuf ʿAbd al-Salām al-Qazwīnī, referred to by Bergsträßer,
in Zeitschrift für Semitistik, loc. cit., no. 94, I cannot date; it seems to have been written not
much after the time of Ibn Shannabūdh (d. 328/939), and was used by Yāqūt.

8 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 44–45; cf. also Fihrist, p. 33; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 496sqq.
(the title, p. 497, l 2sqq., three editions, al-akbar, al-awsaṭ, al-aṣghar); Taşköprüzade, Miftāḥ
al-saʿāda (Hyderabad, 1328/1910), p. 416sq. =Mevzuʾat ul-ulum, vol. 1, p. 531sq.

9 Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 2, p. 46. Apart from the select biographies, BerlinMs. 9943, used
earlier, there is nowavailable for theṬabaqātal-qurrāʾ the complete andmuch superiorBerlin
Ms., cod. Or. folio, 3140 (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis).

10 A qurrāʾ work composed between the time of al-Dānī and al-Dhahabī, the K. al-Intiṣār
fī maʿrifat qurrāʾ al-mudun wa-l-amṣār of Abū l-ʿAlāʾ (al-Ḥasan in Aḥmad AL-ʿAṬṬĀR) AL-
HAMADHĀNĪ (died 569/1173); [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 12, l 1; cf. Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 52,
p. 241] Ibn al-Jazarī did not see—according to his own statement—(Ṭabaqāt, [Berlin Ms.,
cod. simul., 55]), 54vsq. Cf. about him, Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 3, p. 26sqq.; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt,
loc. cit.

11 This is how he cites the title in the introduction to the Ṭabaqāt. Also called—actually
inappropriately—Kitāb Ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ al-kabīr.

12 Also (Mukhtaṣar) Ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ. A photocopy of the Istanbul manuscript, Nuru-
osmaniye Kütüphanesi, no. 85, can be found as cod. simulata orientalia, no. 55, in the Staats-
bibliothek, Berlin. An excerpt—hardly usable—of Tarājim rijāl kitāb al-Nashr min naqaʿat
al-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr of al-Sayyid MUḤAMMAD ʿĀRIF AL-ḤIFẒĪ b. al-Sayyid Ibrāhīm can be
found as an autograph, completed in 1202/1787, also at the Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, cod. or.
oct., no. 2192.
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quite a number of important works on variant readings with references to
these authorities. An excerpt of biographies of Ibn al-Jazarī’s shorter version
of his Ṭabaqāt, supplemented by statements of other provenance—partly
in a much abbreviated version—is contained in the section on readers by
Taşköprüzade13 (d. 968/1560), which is still valuable as the only printed col-
lection of such biographies.

Survey of the Older Readers

The earliest list of outstanding readers that we know of is the one by Abū [iii/160]
ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām14 (d. 223 or 4/838). It includes a number of Com-
panions of the Prophet, followed by some forty Followers, and finally fif-
teen actual readers, three each from the five amṣār, Medina, Mecca, Kūfa,
Baṣra, and Damascus.15 Thus, in the last group, as far as the reading is con-
cerned, the five early Muslim centres are accorded equal treatment. This is

13 See above, p. 389 n. 2; the section on readers (Miftāḥ al-Saʿāda [Hyderabad, 1328/1910],
vol. 1, pp. 347–397 = Mevzuʾat ul-ulum, vol. 1, pp. 444–507) discusses Abū Bakr and ʿUmar,
then the younger ṣaḥāba and tābiʿīn of the list of Abū ʿUbayd (see below), further the
Seven Readers, with their two transmitters each, the Three after the Seven, and, finally, from
among the authors of works on readings only al-Dānī and al-Shāṭibī in addition to several
commentators of the Shāṭibiyya as well as Ibn al-Jazarī and his sons. Masrūq (Ibn al-Ajdaʿ) is
missing from among the list of tābiʿī [Juynboll; Encyclopedia; Sezgin, GAS, vols. 1 and 2].

14 Most complete, with authors’ name, in Abū Shāma’s commentary on the Shāṭibiyya at
the beginning of the introduction, and in al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, nawʿ 20, whomerely divides the
list into twoparts, tracingback the secondpart to al-Dhahabī (Sprenger ed., p. 169, l 15sqq. and
p. 171, l 7sqq. Without the name of Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām: Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1,
p. 8, l 5sqq.) (when citing individual statements from the list he occasionally mentions Abū
ʿUbayd, for example,Ṭabaqāt [BerlinMs., cod. simul. 55] 85v); and see above, note 13. Only the
Fifteen Readers, for example, also Taşköprülüzade, Miftāḥ al-saʿāda (Hyderabad, 1328/1910),
vol. 1, p. 366, l 10sqq. = Mevzuʾat ul-ulum, vol. 1, p. 467, l 1 sqq.—Half a century more recent is
the compilation of nineteen brief biographies of readers in IbnQutayba (d. 276/889) [Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 8, p. 161] K. al-Maʿārif (ed. Wüstenfeld), pp. 262–264; it does not seem to have made
any impression on posterity.

15 Medina: Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ al-Makhzūmī, Shayba b. Niṣāḥ [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9,
p. 203], Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī; Mecca: IBN KATHĪR AL-DĀRĪ [EI2; EQ], Ḥumayd b.
Qays AL-AʿRAJ, Ibn Muḥayṣin; Kūfa: Yaḥyā b. Waththāb al-Asadī [G. Junyboll, Encyclopedia,
256, col. 2], ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, Sulaymān b. AL-AʿMASH; Baṣra: Ibn Abī Isḥāq al-Ḥaḍramī, ʿĪsā
b. ʿUmar al-Thaqafī, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ; Damascus: Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī, Yaḥyā b. al-Ḥārith
al-Dhimārī (this, the second name in Abū Shāma, the other lists have a different order). The
last name, the one of the third Damascene reader, is omitted in the original version of the
list because the transmitter allegedly forgot; the lacuna is filled differently. In the ordinary
version the list for Kūfa as well as Baṣra has been enlarged by two readers each who do not
belong there, namely Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb al-Taymī and al-Kisāʾī for Kūfa, and ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī
and YAʿQŪB b. Isḥāq b. Zayd AL-HAḌRAMĪ for Baṣra.
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misleading. More to the point is the picture provided by the distribution
of the tābiʿūn, or even the selection of the Seven Readers. From among
the remaining cities this comprises one each, but three from Kūfa. In the
earliest time, Kūfa was the centre of the reading of the Koran as well as
the supply centre of “Kūfic”manuscripts. The remaining cities, furthermore,
enjoy by no means an equal status: Medina and Baṣra come to the fore,
whereas Damascus recedes totally. The tabular survey of the better-known
early readers,16 arranged by locality and date of death,17 will illustrate this.
Damascus does not even require a separate column, as the number of local
readers is so insignificant that an appendix is all they need. The table has
been continued only to the middle of the second century ah, by which
time Medina—as Mecca did previously—recedes totally from the picture,
whereas Baghdad begins to appear at the side of Kūfa and Baṣra.

The Historical Development

These readers are connected with one another and with the Companions[iii/169]
of the Prophet by chains of authority stating that so-and-so received the
qirāʾa from so-and-so, and this mostly ʿarḍan, namely, the pupil recited and
the instructor corrected. Although these chains of transmitters (isnāds) can
never be ascertained individually, the overall picture of the history of the

16 Listed are: (1) The tābiʿūn (Followers) and readers on Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām’s
list (the older Companions have been omitted). (2) All readers that I know of from nomatter
what source to whom an individual qirāʾa (or ikhtiyār) is ascribed. (3) Some other readers
whose importance ensues from the isnāds. Among the sources to no. 2 there is first of all
the list in Fihrist, p. 30sq.; it is extraordinary typical of our insufficient information that
from among the authors of individual readings mentioned there some who cannot even
be identified with the help of Ibn al-Jazarī’s Ṭabaqāt, thus, not considered by him to have
been a reader. Not identified are بیبحنبملسم (Medina), if not merely a mistake for نبملسم

ةرامعيبٔانببدنج (Mecca), possibly identical with the traditionist missing in Ibn al-Jazarī,ʿAbd
al-Raḥmānb. ʿAbdAllāhb.Abī ʿAmmār [Juynboll,Encyclopedia, p. 223; col. 1] (3rd group,what
would fit according to al-Fihrist, that he is the teacher of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ), and يدیربلادیزی
(Damascus), if not even = Yazīd b. Quṭayb (see below, p. 517).Missing in Ibn al-Jazarī are Abān
b. ʿUthmān (Medina) and Khālid b. Maʿdān al-Kalāʿī [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 141, 180]
(Damascus) who is at least mentioned in the biography of Abū l-Dardāʾ, Ṭabaqāt (edited by
Bergsträßer and Pretzl, 1933–1935) nos. 1850 and 2480.—The main source of information is
apart from the literature of rijāl the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn al-Jazarī.

17 The dates of death frequently differ considerably, particularly when it concerns older
or less known authorities. Whenever Ibn al-Jazarī or another of the later scholars settled for
one of the respective dates, to simplifymatters, I used only these. In cases of vague dates, and
others, which are not contradictory, I referred to the last one only. Here, as elsewhere in the
book, I juxtaposed the earliest and the latest of the more or less ascertained dates.
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text of the Koran in the first and second half of the second century, sup-
plemented by other references from the following period to the beginning
of the science of variant readings, nevertheless fills the outlines of the pre-
ceding considerations with individual traits and is in agreement with both
internal probability and historical conditions.

The isnādsmost clearly18 show the basic, familiar fact that (1) the tradition [iii/170]
of Koranic readings of each of the amṣār constitutes a complete unit;19 (2)
that the individual readers, however much they personally help establish
local custom, are notmerely individuals but also exponents of this local cus-
tom; and (3) that the differences, for example, between Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN
AL-QAʿQĀʿ al-Makhzūmī and Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī disappear,
considering that both of them represent the Medinan reading.

This local limitation of the Koranic reading is partly due to the influence
of the local model copies,20 yet their difference was too minimal and their
ambiguities too great to be the decisive factor. In this we come face to face
with one aspect of an important phenomenon: immediately after the con-
quest, the individual Islamic centres, both old and new, constitute such self-
sufficient entities that therewas virtually no exchange of ideas among them.

The domination of local custom over the individual reader is most obvi- [iii/171]
ous at Damascus. The generations before and after ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR
AL-YAḤṢUBĪ each have only one reader known by name; and this meagre
isnād, Ibn Abī Shihāb—ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR AL-YAḤṢUBĪ—Yaḥyā b. al-
Ḥārith al-Dhimārī, lacks connection to the top.21 Only as the champion of
the Damascene reading, which could not be totally ignored, was Ibn ʿĀmir
al-Yaḥṣubī accepted into the Seven by IbnMujāhid, who himself was one of
their transmitters, albeit against the reservations of other members.22

18 For the isnāds traced back from the familiar readers (the Seven, etc.) to the Prophet, we
mainly used the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn al-Jazarī, and for the isnāds in the opposite direction it is the
large list in al-Nashr, vol. 1, pp. 98–192, with supplementary details regarding secondary trans-
missions, ibid. pp. 41–42; further, al-Naysābūrī, commentary on the Koran, al-muqaddima
al-ūlā, and al-Jaʿbarī, commentary (Kanz al-maʿānī) on the Shāṭibiyya, introduction (the
transmissions used by Ibn Mujāhid).

19 See above, p. 492.
20 See above, p. 392sqq.
21 AlreadyMuslim critics, primarily al-Ṭabarī, realized the futility of trying to have IbnAbī

Shihāb—or even Ibn ʿĀmir himself—learn the Koran from ʿUthmān or Ibn ʿĀmir from Abū
l-Dardāʾ. The long lasting polemics are still reflected in a long appendix to the biography of
Ibn ʿĀmir in theMevzuʾat ul-ulum, vol. 1, pp. 477–478.

22 Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī [d. 255/869] and other writers do not consider him (Makkī b.
Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna, [W. Ahlwardt], Ms Berlin, no. 578, p. 496). ABŪ ṬĀHIR ʿAbd al-Wāḥid b.
Abī Hāshim AL-BAZZĀR (280/893–349/960; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 167–168), states that if it
had not been for Ibn Mujāhid who had opted for Ibn ʿĀmir, he himself would have preferred
al-Aʿmash. (al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt, [Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Ms., Berlin, Or. fol. 3140,] 2b, l 11).
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Medina: Mecca:

57/8 Abū Hurayra (al-Dawsī)

63 Muʿādh (Ibn al-Ḥārith al-Anṣārī
al-Najjārī) al-qāriʾ

68 (Abū l-ʿAbbās ʿAbd Allāh) b. ʿAbbās
(al-Hāshimī)

after 70/78 (Abū l-Ḥārith ʿAbd Allāh) b.
ʿAyyāsh b. Abī Rabīʿa (al-Makhzūmī),
aqraʾ ahl al-Madīna fī zamānih
private reading; (Fihrist)23

ca. 70 ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Sāʾib
(al-Makhzūmī), qāriʾ ahl Makka24

74 (Abū ʿĀṣim)ʿUBAYD IBN ʿUMAYR
(al-Laythī), al-qāṣṣ [EQ]

91/3 (Abū Ḥamza) ANAS IBNMĀLIK
(al-Anṣārī al-Khazrajī)[EI2; EQ;
G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 131–134.]

93/5 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh) ʿURWAH IBN
AL-ZUBAYR (Ibn al-ʿAwwām)[EI2; EQ]

94 (Abū Muḥammad) SAʿĪD IBN
AL-MUSAYYAB (al-Qurashī
al-Makhzūmī) [EI2; GAS, I, 276;
G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia]

23 Where wrong: سابع instead of شایع .
24 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 218, 626, 661.
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Kūfa: Baṣra:

53/64 (Abū Maysara) ʿAMR IBN
SHURAḤBĪL (al-Hamdānī)

61/2 (Abū Shibl) ʿALMAQAH (IBN QAYS
AL-NAKHAʿĪ)[GAS, I, 398]

61/4 (Abū Yazīd) AL-RABIʿ Ī IBN
KHUTAYM (al-Thawrī)[GAS, I]

63 (Abū ʿĀʾisha) MASRŪQ (IBN
AL-AJDAʿ AL-HAMDĀNĪ)[GAS, I]

65 al-Ḥārith b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Hamdānī
al-aʿwar

69 Abū l-Aswad (Ẓālim b. ʿAmr)
al-Duʾalī, qāḍī of Baṣra, allegedly the
founder of grammar [EI2]

72/3 ʿAbīda b. ʿAmr (or b. Qays)
(al-Salmānī)[GAS, I]

after 70 Ḥiṭṭān ʿAbd Allāh (al-Raqāshī or
al-Sadūsī) [G. Juynboll, Encycl., 442]

73/425 Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān (ʿAbd Allāh
b. Ḥabīb) AL-SULAMĪ al-ḍarīr,
muqriʾ al-Kūfa26 [EI2; GAS, I, 671]

74 (Abū Muʿāwiya) ʿUBAYD IBN
NUḌAYLAH (al-Khuzāʿī),muqriʾ ahl
al-Kūfa

74/5 ʿAMR IBNMAYMŪN (al-Awdī)
[G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia]

74/5 al-Aswad b. Yazīd (Ibn Qays al-
Nakhaʿī), nephew of ʿAlqama [GAS, I]

82 (Abū Maryam) ZIRR IBN HUBAYSH
(al-Asadī)27

before 90 (Abū Sulaymān) YAḤYĀ
IBN YAʿMA/uR (al-Qaysī al-Jadalī
al-ʿUdwānī),28 qāḍī of Merv, where he
died [EI; EQ; GAS]

94/5 Saʿīd b. Jubayr al-Asadī al-Wālibī),
mawlā, executed by al-Ḥajjāj [EI2; EQ;
GAS]

89/90 NAṢR IBN ʿĀṢIM (AL-LAYTHĪ or
al-Duʾalī, grammarian [EI2; EQ; GAS,
IX]

25 According to others only 85/704.
26 See above, p. 496.
27 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 5 s.v.
28 See above, p. 499 n. 189.
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Medina: Mecca:

101 ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz, caliph,
99/717–101/720 [EI2]

102/4 (Abū l-Ḥajjāj) MUJĀHID (Ibn
Jabr) al-muqriʾ, private ikhtiyār

102/329 ʿAṭāʾ b. Yasār (al-Hilālī) al-qāṣṣ,
mawlā of Maymūna

—Dirbās,mawlā of Ibn ʿAbbās; private
reading (Fihrist)

105 (Abū Saʿīd) ABĀN IBNʿUTHMĀN
(Ibn ʿAffān al-Umawī;) private
reading (Fihrist)[EI2; GAS, I, 277]

105/7 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh) ʿIKRIMAH
(al-Barbarī) al-mufassir,mawlā of
Ibn ʿAbbās

107 (Abū Ayyūb) SULAYMĀN IBN
YASĀR (al-Hilālī),mawlā of
Maymūna, brother of preceding
[G. Juynboll, Enclyclopedia, s.v.]

106 (Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān) TĀWŪS IBN
KAYSĀN (al-Yamānī al-Janādī) [EI2;
EQ]

106/30 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh) MUSLIM IBN
JUNDA/UB (al-Hudhalī) al-qāṣṣ,
mawlā

114/5 (Abū Jaʿfar) (Muḥammad b. ʿAlī)
AL-BĀQIR, the 5th Imām

114/5 (Abū Muḥammad) ʿAṬĀʾ IBN
ABĪ RABĀḤ al-Qurashī al-Yamānī
al-Janadī,mawlā [EI2; EQ]

117 (Abū Dāwūd) ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b.
Hurmuz AL-AʿRAJ (al-Hāshimī)
al-qāriʾ,mawlā, d. in Alexandria
[GAS, IX, 34–35]

117 (ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿUbayd Allāh) IBN ABĪ
MULAYKAH (al-Taymī) [Juynboll,
Encyclopedia]

122 (Abū l-Ḥusayn) ZAYD IBN ʿALĪ
(Zayn al-ʿAbidīn b. al-Ḥusayn)

12030 (Abū Maʿbad ʿAbd Allāh) IBN
KATHĪR (AL-KINĀNĪ) al-Dārī, dealer
in spice,31 mawlā from Yemen, of Per-
sian background, one of the Seven

123/5 (Abū Bakr Muḥammad b.
Muslim b. ʿUbayd Allāh) b. Shihāb
(al-Qurashī) AL-ZUHRĪ; private
reading [EI; EQ; GAS]

123 (Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān)
IBNMUḤAYṢIN (al-Sahmī),mawlā;
one of the Four after the Ten [EI2]

29 According to others already 94/712 or 97/715. [EI2, died 104/722.]
30 According to Ibn Khallikān, no. 326, this is a mistake of Ibn Mujāhid who must have

confused the reader with a ʿAbd Allāh b. Kathīr al-Qurashī, who died in 120/737; the reader
really died later.

31 According to others, a nisba that others then derive from the Banū ʿAbd al-Dār. The
nisba, Qurashī, occasionally applied to Ibn Kathīr, although a mawlā of a Kinānī, follows
partly from this interpretation, and partly from the confusion mentioned in the preceding
footnote.
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Kūfa: Baṣra:

95/6 (Abū ʿImrān) Ibrāhīm (Ibn Yazīd)
AL-NAKHAʿĪ, nephew of ʿAlqama [EI;
EQ; GAS, I, 403–404]

95/6 Abū ʿAmr (Saʿd b. Iyās) al-Shaybānī
[G. Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 109, 247]

103 Yaḥyā b. Waththāb (al-Asadī)muqriʾ,
mawlā [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 526]

103/721 (Abū ʿAmr ʿĀmir b. Sharāḥīl
al-Ḥimyarī) AL-SHAʿBĪ [GAS, I, 277;
Juynboll, Encyclopedia]

105 Abū Rajāʾ (ʿImrān al-ʿUṭāridī)
[G. Juynboll, Encyc.]

110 (Abū Saʿīd) al-Ḥasan (Ibn Abī
l-Ḥasan Yasār) (Ḥasan al-Baṣrī,
mawlā, one of the Four after Ten

112 Ṭalḥa b. Muṣarrif (al-Hamdānī
al-Iyāmī or al-Yāmī); private reading;
ikhtiyār [ibid.]

110 (Abū Bakr Muḥammad IBN SĪRĪN
(al-Anṣārī)[GAS]mawlā of Anas b.
Mālik

—(3rd level) Abū Zurʿa b. ʿAmr b. Jarīr (al-
Bajalī) [Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.q.]

117 (Abū l-Khaṭṭāb) QATĀDAH (Ibn
Diʿāma al-Sadūsī) al-aʿmā; private
ikhtiyār [EI2; GAS, I, 31]

127/9 (Abū Bakr) ʿĀSIM (IBN ABĪ
AL-NAJŪD Bahdalah al-Asadī)
al-ḥannāṭ,mawlā, one of the Seven
[EI2]

117/29 (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ABĪ ISḤĀQ
(al-Ḥaḍramī), grammarian; private
reading (Fihrist) [EQ; GAS, VIII, 36]

before/ca. 130 (Abū Ḥamza) ḤUM-RĀN
IBN AʿYAN (al-Shaybānī),mawlā

128 (Abū l-Mujashshir) ʿĀṢIM (Ibn
al-ʿAjjāj or Maymūn) AL-JAḤDARĪ;
private reading
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Medina: Mecca:

130 Abū Jaʿfar (Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ
al-Makhzūmī) al-qāriʾ, ʿAyyāsh; one
of the Seven. [GAS]

130 (Abū Ṣafwān) Ḥumayd b. Qays
(al-Asadī)mawlā of Ibn AL-AʿRAJ,
mawlā, private Three after reading
[GAS; Juynboll, Encyclopedia]

130 Shayba b. Niṣāḥ,mawlā of Umm
Salama, qāḍī of Medina; private
reading [GAS, IX, 203]

136 (Abū Usāma) ZAYD IBN ASLAM
(al-ʿAdawī),mawlā of ʿUmar b.
al-Khaṭṭāb [EQ; GAS]

148 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh) JAʿFAR (Ibn
Muḥammad) AL-ṢĀDIQ, 6th imām

169 Nāfiʿ (Ibn ʿAbd al-Raḥmān) b. Abī
Nuʿaym (al-Laythī), from Isfahān,
mawlā, one of the Seven [EI2; GAS, I]

Damascus:32

—Khālid b. Saʿd, ṣāḥib Abī l-Dardāʾ33

91 (Abū Hāshim) AL-MUGHĪRAH IBN ABĪ SHIHĀB (ʿAbd Allāh al-Makhzūmī)

118 (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN ʿĀMIR (AL-YAḤSUBĪ), qāḍī of Damascus, imām and adminis-
trator at the Umayyad Mosque; one of the Seven

121 (Abū Yaḥyā) ʿAṬĪYAH IBN QAYS (al-Kilābī al-Ḥimṣī), later at Damascus

145 YAḤYĀ IBN AL-ḤĀRITH (al-Ghassānī) al-Dhimārī, imām at the Umayyd
Mosque, private ikhtiyār. [GAS, IX]

In additionḤimṣ, fromwhere originates also the above-mentioned ʿAṭiyya b. Qays:34

32 I cannot identify the Damascene Ismāʿīl b. ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Muhājir. Cf. Ibn Abī l-
Muhājir, Fihrist, p. 29, l 18 (Schwally); [also Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 300?]

33 He is the last tabiʿī on Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām’s list, and he is also mentioned in
the biographies of Abū l-Dardāʾ as one of his pupils. He early fell into oblivion. The name is
uncertain: instead of دیلخ also ةفیلخ is to be found; instead دعس also دیعس .

34 Also Ibn ʿĀmir’s nisba points to Homs or its vicinity (cf. Samʿānī, s.n.).
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Kūfa: Baṣra:

132 (Abū Isḥāq ʿAmr b. ʿAbd Allāh
al-Hamdānī) AL-SABĪʿĪ

141/53 (Abū Saʿd) ABĀN IBN TAGHLIB
AL-RABAʿĪ35

148 (Abū ʿAbd al-RaḥmānMuḥammad
b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān) IBN ABĪ LAYLĀ
(al-Anṣārī), qāḍī of Kūfa, renown
jurisconsult; private reading (Fihrist)
[EI2]

149 (Abū ʿUmar) ʿĪSĀ IBN ʿUMAR
al-Thaqafī,36 grammarian; private
reading

148 (Abū Muḥammad Sulaymān b.
Mihrān) AL-AʿMASH (al-Asadī
al-Kāhilī),mawlā; one of the Four
after the Ten

148/55 Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ (al-Tamīmī
al-Māzinī), born at Mecca, lived
mostly at Baṣra, died at Kūfa,
grammarian; one of the Ten

156 (Abū ʿUmāra) ḤAMZAH IBN ḤABĪB
(al-Taymī) al-zayyāt;mawlā; one of
the Seven

156 (Abū ʿUmar) ʿĪSĀ IBN ʿUMAR
(al-Asadī) AL-HAMADHĀNĪ,
al-aʿmā; private reading (Fihrist).37

77/after 86 Abū Baḥriyya ʿABD ALLĀH IBN QAYS (al-Kindī al-Sakūnī 38يمعاريلا al-
Ḥimṣī), ṣāḥib Muʿādh b. Jabal, military leader under Muʿāwiya; private ikhtiyār.

103/8 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh) KHĀLID IBN MAʿDĀN (al-Kalāʿī al-Ḥimṣī); private reading
(Fihrist).39

Finally in the Yemen:40

before 16941 (Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān) IBN AL-SUMAYFAʿ
(al-Yamānī), later at Baṣra; private reading (ikhtiyār).

35 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 24, vol. 2, p. 131, etc.
36 See above, p. 474sq.
37 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 125.
38 This nisba has no punctuation in the consonantal text, particularly in the first letter (ي)

and is vowelled differently; al-Yazāghimī?
39 Under Shaʾm.
40 Also the Meccan readers, Ṭāwūs b. Kaysān, ʿAṭāʾ b. Abī Rabāh, and Ibn Kathīr have a

Yemenite background (see above).
41 As far as his span of life is concerned we only know that he was older than Nāfiʿ, under

whom he still studied. (Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3106.)
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ʿAbd Allāh IBN ʿĀMIR AL-YAḤṢUBĪ’s two canonical transmitters (Abū
ʿAmr ʿAbd Allāh b. Aḥmad …) IBN DHAKWĀN (al-Qurashī al-Fihrī42 al-
Dimashqī, died 245/856) and (Abū l-Walīd) HISHĀM (IBN ʿAMMĀR al-
Sulamī al-Dimashqī, d. 245/859) belong only to the second next generation
after (Yaḥyā b. al-Ḥārith) al-Dhimārī. From among the later representatives
of the Damascene reading the best known is the grammarian (Abū ʿAbd
Allāh HĀRŪN b. Mūsā) AL-AKHFASH (al-Dimashqī, d. 291 or 2/904). Part
of Mesopotamia43 belongs to the territory of Damascus, politically as well
as in matters of Koranic reading; for this reason the Koranic commenta-
tor, al-Naqqāsh (d. 351/962) represents the reading of IBN ʿĀMIR al-Yaḥṣubī
(parallel to that of Ibn Kathīr [al-Kinānī]). At his time, however, its decline
had already set in. Al-Maqdisī, writing in 375/985, and as a Syrian adhering
to it, encountered it only in Damascus proper, not in the rest of Syria.44 In
Iraq45 and Egypt,46 where all Seven Readings were represented, the Dama-
scene reading was also being studied, although in Egypt less than the other
readings, so that his wish to read according to IBN ʿĀMIR roused consider-
able interest among the muqriʾīn because it was so unusual. Consequently,
when he was asked why he followed an odd reading (tajrīd)47 contrary to
themajority (ʿāmma), ABŪAL-ṬAYYIB [ʿAbd al-Munʿim] IBNGHALBŪN al-
Ḥalabī (d. 389/99848) said to him: daʿ hādhih al-qirāʾa fa-innahā ʿatīqa.49 It
was not long until this reading was replaced at Damascus by that of Abū
ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ.50

Damascus did not become the incontestable centre ofMuslim Syria until[iii/172]
the Umayyads established their residence there. Previous rival towns had
beenḤimṣ (Homs) and al-Jābiya. Corresponding to the political importance
in the early period, Ḥimṣ had its own tradition of Koranic variant read-

42 Thus Ibn al-Jazarī (Nashr, vol. 1, p. 144, l 2; Ṭabaqāt, 1720); al-Dhahabī (Ṭabaqāt, [Ms.,
Berlin, Or. fol. 3140,] 19r) and the rijāl books, rather [ABŪ AL-YAMĀN] al-Baḥrānī, [Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, p. 102] a nisba which again points to Homs (cf. Samʿānī, s.n.) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
pp. 111–112].

43 Ibn ʿĀmir’s reading at the time of Ibn Mujāhid (d. 324/936) in al-Jazīra: al-Dhahabī
(Ṭabaqāt, Ms. Berlin, Or. fol. 3140), 11r; Ibn al-Jazarī (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 424, l 22—and still at
the time of al-Maqdisī: (writing in 375/985) Descriptio imperii Moselmici, ed. M.J. de Goeje,
1906, p. 142, l 13.

44 al-Maqdisī, Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. M.J. de Goeje2, p. 180, l 9.
45 Ibid., p. 128, l 4.
46 Ibid., p. 202, l 18sqq.
47 Ibid., p. 144, l 10sqq.
48 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 15, no. 20: Brockelmann mistook the author for his son, Ṭāhir.
49 Ibid., p. 202, l 18.
50 See below, p. 521 n. 89. [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 15, no. 20.]
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ing51 that can be traced back to Muʿādh b. Jabal.52 In accordance with the
subsequent political development, this tradition joins the one of Damas-
cus: A pupil of ʿAbd Allāh b. Qays (al-Kindī) al-Sakūnī is Yazīd b. Quṭayb
(al-Sakūnī al-Ḥimṣī al-Shaʾmī), who had a private ikhtiyār, his pupil, the qāḍī
of Damascus, (Abū Ibrāhīm) ʿIMRĀN IBN ʿUTHMĀN (al-Zubaydī), author of
a qirāʾa shādhdha; he is the teacher of the muqriʾ al-Shaʾm from Ḥimṣ, Abū
Ḥaywa (Shurayḥb. Yazīd al-Ḥaḍramī, d. 203/818), towhoma qirāʾa shādhdha
is also ascribed, namely very likely the qirāʾat al-Ḥimṣiyyīn, which he contin-
ued to teach. This line can be followed up to the third century through his
son Ḥaywa b. Shurayḥ (al-Ḥimṣī, d. 224/838).

AfterDamascus, less importantwasMecca,whichpolitically and intellec- [iii/173]
tually had receded early into the background. Al-Maqdisī finds Ibn Kathīr
al-Kinānī together with the rest of the Seven in Iraq53 and in Egypt,54 and
next to some other readings (very strange!) in Jibāl;55 but at this time, other
readings had begun to penetrate even Mecca.56 Like Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī’s
reading also the one of the equally old Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī can be doc-
umented only much later. Even if the isnād of the latter is weaker than

51 Upon the request of Yazīd b. Abī Sufyān [EI2] ʿUmar may send him to Syria, man
yuʿallimuhum al-Qurʾān wa-yufaqqihuhum, ʿUmar sent ABŪ AL-DARDĀʾ al-Khazrajī, Muʿādh
b. Jabal, and ʿUbāda b. al-Ṣāmit [EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.] with the instruction to
go first to Ḥimṣ; one of them was supposed to remain there, the second one continue to
Damascus, and the third one to Filasṭīn. ʿUbāda remained at Ḥims, Abū l-Dardāʾ returned to
Damascus and Muʿādh to Filasṭīn, where later also ʿUbāda went (al-Muttaqī al-Hindī, Kanz
al-ʿummāl, vol. 1, no. 4773). This narrative presupposes the old division of Syria and Palestine
into jund. (Missing are al-Urdunn, andQinnasrīn,whichwasnot organized as junduntil Yazīd
I.) According to the role attributed to Ḥimṣ, the narrative must date back a very long time.

52 The account mentioned above, p. 221, that the inhabitants of Ḥimṣ traced back their
reading toAL-MIQDĀD(Ibn ʿAmr…)b. al-Aswad [EI2; cf. Juynboll,Encyclopedia, s.v.] doesnot
belong—as onemight think—to the corpus of the transmissions about ʿUthmān’s recension
of the Koran. None of the old sources mentions al-Miqdād. We first meet him, and this
without patronymic, in Ibn al-Athīr. Since al-Miqdād is not known either for any kind of
interest in theKoran or any relationwithḤiṃs, it is likely to be amere confusionwithMuʿādh
(Ibn Jabal). Muʿādh is one of those who allegedly collected the Koran already during the
Prophet’s lifetime (see above, p. 217); he also has been at Ḥimṣ, at least for some time Ibn
Saʿd (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 2, part 2): Biographien der medinischen Kämpfer, p. 125, l 12sqq. = ibid.:
Biographien der Basrier von der dritten Klasse bis zum Ende, p. 115, l 3sqq.). Other than he, it
could only have been ʿUbāda see preceding foot-note, and cf. above, p. 217); but apparently
the literature of the variant readings does not seem to know anything about him (he is also
missing from the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn al-Jazarī.)

53 al-Maqdisī, Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. de Goeje2, p. 128, l 4.
54 Ibid., p. 202, l 18.
55 Ibid., p. 395, l 9.
56 Ibid., p. 97, l 3.
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that of the Damascene, similarly also the two main canonical traditionists
(Abū l-Ḥasan Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh b. Abī Bazza) AL-BAZZĪ
(d. 250/864), and (Abū ʿAmrMuḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b.Muḥammad)
QUNBUL (d. 280/893) are from much later than their Imām. In the form
of this riwāyāt the variant reading is considerably more recent than the
one of Ibn Muḥayṣin (d. 123/740), who was not reckoned among the Seven
because he deviated too far from the text of the Koran,57 and probably also
because hewas considered, very likely erroneously, younger than Ibn Kathīr
al-Kinānī.58 There is hardly any evidence that the Meccan reading spread
beyond its place of origin, except to Baghdad where (Muḥammad b. Mūsā
Abū Bakr) AL-ZAYNABĪ59 (d. 318/930), and (Abū Muḥammad ʿUmar b. ʿAbd
al-Ṣamad) IBNBUNĀN60 (d. 374/984) represent IbnKathīr al-Kinānī.Mecca’s
relation to South Arabia, on the other hand, originates from readers with
SouthArabianbackground, including IbnKathīr al-Kinānī himself,61 and the
reverse influence of Ibn al-Sumayfaʿ’s (d. before 169/785) Yemenite reading
tradition was attributed to Mecca, and was from there transmitted to other
places.62

Contrary to theMeccan reading, theMedinan counterpart asserted itself[iii/174]
and has survived to this very day. The conquered Occident followed Med-
inan fiqh and qirāʾa, which it has strictly and exclusively preserved until
today. The Medinan reading reached Egypt by way of (ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd al-
Qibṭī) WARSH (d. 197/812), a pupil of Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī, who
had displaced the two older readings of Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ63
and Shayba b. Niṣāḥ.64 The former reading is still preserved among the Ten,
but not the latter one, although both of them were equally respected in the

57 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3118.
58 Cf. above, p. 511 n. 25.
59 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3489.
60 Ibid., 2430.
61 P. 454 n. 35.
62 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3106.
63 Regarding Nāfiʿ’s connection with it, see above, p. 489. It might not be without impor-

tance that wherever Nāfiʿ is positioned against Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QĀʿQĀʿ he is frequently in
agreement with Ibn ʿĀmir: thus, for example, sūra 2:119,wa-ttakhadhū forwa-takhidhū; 2:160,
tarā (thus also an occasional transmission from Abū Jaʿfar) for yarā; 2:172, wa-lākin al-birr
for wa-lākinna birr. Nāfiʿ and Ibn ʿĀmir in this instance have all the rest of the Seven or even
the Ten against themselves. Not considered are the agreements which follow from theMedi-
nan and Damascene consonantal text (cf. above, p. 399sq.). A certain influence of Damascus
upon Medina in the Umayyad period is quite logical, particularly as it is concurrent with
Nāfiʿ’s period of teaching.

64 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9. p. 203.
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earlier period.65 Both scholars are contemporaries and their readings are so
close to one another that one of them suffices as a model.66

Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ’s reading does not seem to have ever been used [iii/175]
outside ofMedina,67 whereas the trail of Nāfiʿ’s reading leads to Iraq. Already
Abū Isḥāq (ISMĀʿĪL IBN JAʿFARb.AbīKathīr)AL-ANṢĀRĪ68 (died 180/796)—
the next best known of Nāfiʿ’s two main canonical transmitters—went to
Baghdad; also those two transmissions have been brought there, the one of
Abū Mūsā ʿĪsā b. Wirdān QĀLŪN69 (d. 220/835) by Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad
b. Hārūn (known as Abū Nashīṭ,70 d. 258/871) and the one of Warsh by ABŪ
BAKR Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥīm b. Shabīb AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ71 (d. 296/908).
The transmitted qirāʾa could not gain a footing there. Al-Maqdisī found it
prevalent only in the Ḥijāz,72 in Egypt73 and in the Maghreb.74

AbūMuḥammad AL-GHĀZĪ IBNQAYS (d. 199/81475), an immediate pupil
of Nāfiʿ, brought the latter’s qirāʾa together withMālik b. Anas’Muwaṭṭāʾ76 to
al-Andalus. That Nāfiʿ’s best known transmitter, Warsh, carried the qirāʾa
to his homeland Egypt, where his Medinan pupil, ABŪ YAʿQŪB Yūsuf b.

65 Thus the commentator to Mālik’s Muwatṭaʾ, Abū Bakr IBN AL-ʿARABĪ (d. 543/1148) in
Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 37, l 15 (more precisely al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, vol. 1, p. 82, l 23),
and also Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328 [EI2]) in al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 39, l 11, which refers to Aḥmad
IBNḤANBAL; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib in al-Ibāna (Ms. Berlin, 578, p. 509) considers both readings
ghayr matrūka.

66 Ibn Jinnī in his Muḥtasab, whenever Shayba (Ibn Niṣāḥ) is mentioned, it is always
together with Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QĀʿQĀʿ, with the sole exception of vol. 1, p. 28, l 28 (G. Berg-
sträßer, Nichtkoranische Koranlesearten imMuḥtasab, see its index).

67 The transmitters of his variant reading in al-Nashr are either Medinans or professional
scholars and collectors of qirāʾāt, who transmit several readings side by side.

68 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 758. However, he also studied under Shayba (Ibn Niṣāḥ), and
the two main transmitters of Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QĀʿQĀʿ, possibly even under him personally.
[Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 94–95.]

69 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 12, no. 8.
70 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 102, l 6, and p. 112, l 22; Ṭabaqāt, 3504.
71 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 110, l 19, and p. 113, l 21, Ṭabaqāt, 3129. [Abū Yaʿqūb Yūsuf

b. ʿAmr b. Yasār, d. ca. 240/854; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 11, no. 5, l 12] (ABŪ YAʿQŪB) AL-AZRAQ,
the second especially Egyptian transmitter afterWarsh. See also al-Suyūṭī,Ḥusnal-muḥāḍara
fī akhbār Miṣr, vol. 1, p. 207, l 24. However, this ṭarīq is also found in Petzl’s edition of Taysīr,
p. 11, l 2, and still in al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 111, l 6 and 10; but is no longer a private ṭarīq. Al-Azraq
became known in Baghdad only after 700.

72 Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. de Goeje2, p. 39, l 11.
73 Ibid., p. 202, l 18.
74 Ibid., p. 238, l 15.
75 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 661, l 3.
76 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2534. This would seem to contradict the statement in Ṭabaqāt,

3314: huwa lladhī qadima bi-qirāʾat Nāfiʿ ʿalā tilka l-bilād (i.e. Qayrawān) fa-innahu kāna
l-ghālib ʿalā qirāʾatihim ḥarf Ḥamza wa-lam yakun yaqraʾ li-Nāfiʿ illā khawāṣṣ al-nās.
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ʿAmr [Ibn Yasār] AL-AZRAQ (d. ca. 240/854) continued to teach it,77 and
from where it conquered the Occident, is one of the most decisive events
in the history of Koranic readings and initiated a schism that still per-
sists, the Occident following Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī in its reading
whereas the Orient does that of ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj al-JAḤDARĪ. This division
appears rather early. When Aḥmad IBN ḤANBAL (d. 241/855) was asked
which qirāʾa he likes best he replies:78 qirāʾat ahl al-Madīna fa-in lam yakun
fa-qirāʾat ʿĀṣim, and Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045)79 says: qirāʾat hādhayn
al-imāmayn (Nāfiʿ and ʿĀṣim) awthaq al-qirāʾāt wa-aṣaḥḥuhā sanadan wa-
afṣaḥuhā fī la-ʿarabiyya wa-yatlūhumā fī l-faṣāḥa khāṣṣatan qirāʾat Abī ʿAmr,
which, like other similar statements, serves to justify a fait accompli.

ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī’s variant reading is the one Iraqi reading that survived[iii/176]
as a representative of this most important group of readings. Since Iraq
is the scholarly-religious centre of early Islam also in other respects, this
applies also to its Koranic reading and the rising science of the Koran as
well as the production of manuscripts of the Koran.80 The Iraqi domination
is evidentwhen it is remembered that four of the SevenReadings are located
there (at Baṣra: Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ; at Kūfa: ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, Ḥamza b.
Ḥabīb al-Taymī, and al-Kisāʾī), from the Three after the Seven, two more
(at Baṣra: YAʿQŪB (Ibn Isḥāq b. Zayd) AL-ḤAḌRAMĪ, at Kūfa: Khalaf b.
Hishām al-Bazzār), and three from the last Four of the Fourteen (at Baṣra:
Abū Muḥammad al-Yazīdī, al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, at Kūfa: Sulaymān b. Mihrān
AL-AʿMASH); thus from the Fourteen readings no less than nine.

The Baṣran Koranic reading follows Mecca; this is evident from its char-[iii/177]
acter ever since al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī,81 and is reflected in Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ as
well as in his isnāds, where theMeccan authorities predominate. The oldest

77 According to Ṭabaqāt, 3518, Muḥammad IBN WAḌḌĀḤ [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 474–
475] introduced the riwāyaofWarsh to al-Andalus according to the traditionof ʿAbdal-Ṣamad
[b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-UTAQĪ d. 231/845.] This ʿAbd al-Ṣamad, a pupil of Mālik b. Anas
(Ṭabaqāt, 1660), seems to have been soon replaced by the ṭarīq of ABŪ YĀʿQŪB Yūsuf b. ʿAmr
AL-AZRAQd. ca. 240/854 [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1, p. 11, l 15]. In any case, Abū l-FaḍlMuḥammad b.
Jaʿfar AL-KHUZĀʿĪ, d. 408/1017 (Ṭabaqāt, 2893) says that in Egypt and theMaghreb it was read
exclusively according to ABŪ YAʿQŪB (= AL-AZRAQ) andWarsh. See alsoḤusn al-muḥādara
(Cairo, 1327), vol. 1, p. 207, l 24. This ṭarīq, however, is also found in al-Taysīr (ed. O. Pretzl,
p. 11, l 2) and also in al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 111, l 6 and 10; but it is no longer a private ṭarīq.

78 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 348, l 11, and vol. 2, p. 332, l 1; al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt
al-qurrāʾ, in the unfinished print of the Constantinople periodical, al-Hidāya, 4 (1331), p. 653,
l 18, and p. 709, l 24.

79 Ibāna (Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Berlin Ms. no. 578), p. 509.
80 Cf on this already p. 449.
81 G. Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung des Hasan von Baṣra,” p. 56.
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representative of this group is at the same time the oldest of the Fourteen,
al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī. But already at a very early period he no longer was of
individual importance82 and was replaced by Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, who, on
the other hand, was at times of great importance and apparently dominated
theOrient. According toMakkī83b.Abī Ṭālib (died 437/1045), his readingwas
practically in use at Baṣra about 200/815. The isnāds are no indication of an
early dispersion, except that the early start of the exchange Baṣra-Kūfa and
an encroachment of both upon Baghdad is ascertained.

Al-Maqdisī finds Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ’s reading encroaching upon the Ye-
men,84 Syria (except Damascus),85 Jibāl,86 and even Egypt.87 About 500/1106
this reading had spread also to Damascus.88 At the time of Ibn al-Jazarī
(811/1408) it dominated the entire Koranic teaching of Syria, the Ḥijāz, the
Yemen andEgypt, certainly the farsh (private variant readings), even though
many mistakes were made in the rules of pronunciation (uṣūl).89 Naturally,
the great iddighām of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ posed great difficulties, although
not present in all the forms of the reading. Probably not much later the
readingwas surpassedbyḤafṣ b. Sulaymān, themain transmitter of ʿĀṣimal-
Jaḥdarī. In any case, Burhān al-Dīn AL-ḤALABĪ, d. 956/1549,90 whose expo-
sition of the Ḥanafite rite in the Ottoman Empire became authoritative, still
recommends in prayer Abū ʿAmr along with Ḥafṣ. b. Sulaymān.91 In remote
regions it has survived until the present, namely in the Sudan.92

82 Ibid., pp. 46 and 50.
83 In al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, vol. 1, p. 82, l 30sqq.
84 al-Maqdisī, Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. M.J. de Goeje, p. 97, l 3.
85 Ibid., p. 180, l 9.
86 Ibid., p. 395, l 9.
87 Ibid., p. 202, l 18.
88 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 1285 (vol. 1, p. 292, l 6) and no. 1790 (vol. 1, p. 424, l 24.) The first

man to introduce the reading of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ to Damascus was Abū l-Barakāt Aḥmad
b. Ṭāwūs, d. 492/1098 (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 425, l 1 and no. 327) or Subayʿ b. al-Muslim b. Qirāṭ,
d. 508/1114 (Ṭabaqāt, 1319).

89 Ṭabaqāt, no. 1285 (vol. 1, p. 292, l 3).—Somewhat earlier, [Muḥammad b. Yūsuf] Ibn
[i.e. Abū] Ḥayyān al-Jayyānī [i.e. Abū Ḥayyān al-Gharnāṭī al-Andalusī] (654/1256–745/1345,
Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 109) mentions that the reading had spread to Syria and Egypt
(Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 41, l 13). [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9., pp. 24, 26, 62, 63, 219.]

90 Burhān al-Dīn Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad AL-ḤALABĪ; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 432;
EI2.

91 Ghunyat al-mutawallī, commentary on Munyat al-muṣallī [Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2,
p. 109], bāb 6, faṣl 2, at the end.

92 From a letter by Prof. Arthur Jeffery, Cairo, to the author.
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Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ’s reading was temporarily confronted within Baṣra’s[iii/178]
sphere of influence with the rivalry of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī (d. 128/745), and
particularly with that of Abū Muḥammad YAʿQŪB b. Isḥāq AL-ḤAḌRAMĪ
(died 205/821),93 who had also studied the Kūfan variant readings.94 Already
in his lifetime his readingwas equivalent to that of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ.95 The
grammarian Abū ʿUthmān Bakr b. Muḥammad AL-MĀZINĪ (d. 249/862)
had a vision that the Prophet recommended him to follow the reading of
Yaʿqūb (al-Ḥaḍramī).96 In the second half of the fourth century, the imām of
the Mosque of Baṣra recited exclusively according to Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī’s
reading,97 and this is how al-Maqdisī found it in his time.98 Musāfir b. al-
Ṭayyib al-Baṣrī (d. 443/1051) carries his reading to Baghdad: kāna baṣīran
bi-qirāʾat Yaʿqūb hāfiẓan la-hā.99 He narrowly missed being received into the
Seven because Ibn Mujāhid turned against him in the end and opted for al-
Kisāʾī.100 Yet in spite of this he holds a special place among the Three after
the Seven since because of him, qirāʾāt books on the Eight appear not infre-
quently, and he frequently receives a special treatment in themufradāt as a
supplement to the Seven.101Among theFour after theTen there is yet another
Baṣran (ABŪMUḤAMMADYaḥyā b.Mubārak) AL-YAZĪDĪ (d. 202/817), who
at the same time is the main transmitter of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ—the two
canonical transmitters of Abū ʿAmr (Ibn al-ʿAlāʾ) being traced to him—who,
however, departs from him only in details, and did not gain an independent
status.

Corresponding to the ʿAlid sympathies of Kūfa, the Kūfan reading fol-[iii/179]
lows, on the one hand, ʿAlī, but, on the other hand, Ibn Masʿūd, who had
been an administrator at Kūfa, and whose codex of the Koran had been

93 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1498 and 3891. [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 11–12.]
94 Traces of it in his Koranic reading; wherever he deviates from Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, he

partly follows the Kūfans. Thus in sūra 2:77, ḥasanan, with Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī
instead ḥusnan; verse 153, yaṭṭawwaʿ, with the same, instead taṭawwaʿa; verse 178, muwaṣṣin,
with the same, as well as the one transmission from ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, Abū Bakr SHUʿBAH
IBN ʿAYYĀSH [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 4] instead mūṣin. Some other cases exist only in a
transmission of Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī.

95 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, vol. 1, p. 83, l 2.
96 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3891 (vol. 2, p. 388, l 18).
97 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 43, l 1, and Ṭabaqāt, 3891, often; cf. also Ibn Khallikān,

no. 705.
98 al-Maqdisī, Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. M.J. de Goeje, p. 128, l 4.
99 Ṭabaqāt, 3589.

100 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Ms. Berlin, 578) p. 496, and from this al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, vol. 1,
p. 83, l 15. Cf also Ibn al-Jazarī,Munjid al-muqriʾīn (Cairo, 1350), p. 75, l 17.

101 See below, p. 561.
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in use for a long time.102 Both appear next to others as the authorities
of Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-SULAMĪ,103 who was the best known of the
older Kūfan readers. An early indication of the importance of Kūfa as a
Koranic centre is the report that Ṭalḥa b. Muṣarrif ’s104 (d. 112/730) reading
was accepted at al-Rayy, where one of his pupils was teaching it.105 A stu-
dent of, and the successor to, the imāma fī l-qirāʾa, the aforementioned Abū
ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-SULAMĪ, is the earliest Kūfan of the Seven, ʿĀṣim al-
Jaḥdarī.106 Also ʿĀṣim’s second teacher, Zirr b. Ḥubaysh,107 had been a stu-
dent of Ibn Masʿūd and ʿAlī. The later theory is attempting to ascribe the
two origins of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī’s reading to his two canonical transmitters,
Abū Bakr SHŪʿBAH IBN ʿAYYĀSH108 (d. 193/808) and Abū ʿUmar ḤAFṢ (Ibn
Sulaymān,109d. 180/796), and thisway at the same time explain their conspic-
uously great differences,110 namely ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī allegedly transmitted
ʿAlī’s reading to Abū Bakr SHUʿBAH IBN ʿAYYĀSH, but Ibn Masʿūd’s read-
ing to Ḥafṣ (Ibn Sulaymān). Incidentally, also Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb al-Taymī111 is
brought in connection with Ibn Masʿūd: His teacher (Abū Ḥamza) ḤUM-
RĀN IBN AʿYAN (al-Shaybānī) kāna yaqraʾu qirāʾat Ibn Masʿūd wa-lā yukhā-
lifmuṣḥaf ʿUthmānyaʿtabir ḥurūfmaʿāni ʿAbdAllāhwa-lā yakhrujminmuwā-
faqat muṣḥaf ʿUthmān, and this was allegedly Ḥamza’s ikhtiyār.112 By the
same token, Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb is also considered the champion of the
qirāʾat ʿAlī: His teacher, Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBN ABĪ LAYLĀ113

(d. 148/765) kāna … yujawwid ḥarf ʿAlī.114
In the struggle of the two transmitters Ḥafṣ (Ibn Sulaymān) prevailed [iii/180]

against ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī. That in the rivalry of the Kūfan readings among
each another and, beyond this, in the struggle against other readings, the
riwāyat Ḥafṣ ʿan ʿĀṣim was successful, must be attributed to its neutral-
ity and its nearly total congruence with the prevalent pronunciation of

102 See above, pp. 446sq., and 456.
103 See above, pp. 496 and 499 n. 189.
104 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 623, col. 2–624, sqq.
105 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1488; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.q.
106 al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt, p. 653, l 7.
107 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 58sqq.
108 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p 10–11.
109 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 3.
110 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 1496 (vol. 1, p. 348, l 7).
111 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 9, no. 1.
112 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1190 (vol. 1, p. 262, l 5).
113 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 538, col. 2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 518.
114 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1190 (vol. 1, p. 262, l 4).
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classical Arabic. The final conquest of the Orient, which was accompanied
by the spread of the Ḥanafite madhhab, seems to have taken place only
with the rise of the Ottomans. The somewhat later reading of (Sulaymān
b. Mihrān) AL-AʿMASH (d. 148/765), also a pupil of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, was
the last one to be accepted among the Fourteen, but was of hardly any
great importance, althoughplacingABŪṬĀHIR ʿAbd al-Wāḥid (Ibn ʿUmar b.
Muḥammad) b. Abī Hāshim AL-BAZZĀR115 (d. 349/960) over IBN ʿĀMIR al-
Yaḥṣubī.116 On the other hand, the two even later ones, Ḥamza (Ibn Ḥabīb,
d. 156/773) and (ʿAlī b. Ḥamza) AL-KISĀʾĪ (d. 189/804) attained greater repu-
tation, even if far more controversial. IbnMujāhid added both to the Five in
order to complete the Seven.117 Al-Kisāʾī belongs here only on account of the
origin of his reading. He actually lived and taught at Baghdad and is there-
fore occasionally separated from the Kūfans as being min ahl al-ʿIrāq.118 The
fact that the reading of Ḥamza (Ibn Ḥabīb) could establish itself and even
be considered meritorious is perhaps also partly based on its peculiar fea-
ture, namely taḥqīq, i.e., the exaggerated explicit pronunciation with its far-
fetched accuracy, and its slavish scriptural conformity. We thus find Ḥamza
b. Ḥabīb about 200/815 represented next to ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī at Kūfa. At
Baghdad, he is particularly mentioned for the earlier period;119 al-Maqdisī
finds him together with ʿĀṣim, al-Kisāʾī, and Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ in Iraq;120 in
Syria al-Kisāʾī is represented among other readers;121 the reading of Ḥamza
is transferred to Niṣībīn by ABŪ AL-FAḌL Jaʿfar b. Muḥammad AL-NAṢĪBĪ
(d. 307/919); according to a report mentioned above on p. 462 n. 76 he is
alleged to have dominated the Occident as well for some time. On the other
hand, until the end of the seventh century the reading of al-Kisāʾī was com-
mon in Transoxiana and Iṣfahān122 for the teaching of the Koran (talqīn) as
well as in prayer. But at an early period opposition against the reading of
Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb also asserted itself. ʿAbd Allāh b. Idrīs123 hears recitation like
Ḥamza with ifrāṭ min al-madd wa-l-hamz wa-ghayr dhālika min al-takalluf,

115 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 167–168.
116 See above, p. 509 n. 22.
117 Cf. the quotation fromABŪAL-FAḌL ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. AḥmadAL-RĀZĪ (d. 454/1062)

[Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 721; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 674, no. 27] in Ibn al-Jazarī’s
Munjid al-muqriʾīn, p. 75, l 13.

118 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Ms. Berlin, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578), p. 509.
119 al-Maqdisī, Descriptio imperii Moslemici, ed. M.J. de Goeje2, p. 128, l 4.
120 Ibid., p. 39, l 11.
121 Ibid., p. 180, l 9.
122 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2594.
123 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 7; fl. 115/733–192/808, Kūfa.
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and therefore rejects this reading (K R H [ هرك ]124). Al-Kisāʾī, when on pilgrim-
age, recites in prayer sūra 4:10, saying ḍiʿēfan with imāla like Ḥamza; he is
beatenupand trampled, and theCaliphHārūnal-Rashīd reproacheshim.As
a consequence, he abandons much of Ḥamza’s reading.125 In fact, al-Kisāʾī’s
reading compared with that of Ḥamza is not very independent, particularly
in the case of farsh al-ḥurūf (the single passages); it is inmany respects noth-
ing but a watered down recension of that one,126 even if in the uṣūl (imāla!)
al-Kisāʾī is sometimesmore extravagant. AbūḤātimal-Sijistānī, when estab-
lishing his ikhtiyār,127disregards both readings,128which is to say that both are
lacking the third criterion, namely that ijtimāʿ al-umma ʿalayh is wanting. In
general, however, he holds a low opinion of the Kūfans. Among them it is
al-Kisāʾī who is the most competent in the Koran and ʿArabiyya, although
he, too, became known only through his connection with the court.129 The
opposite opinion, however, is also an old one. Probably the first person who
explicitly sided with the future victorious reading of Ḥafṣ ʿan ʿĀṣim is the
famous critic of tradition, Yaḥyā b. Maʿīn [Muʿīn] (died in 233/847).130

Yet another Kūfan is the last among the Three after the Seven (Abū
Muḥammad) KHALAF131 (IBN HISHĀM AL-BAZZĀR, d. 229/844); he is the
Kūfan counterpart to the Baṣran (Abū Muḥammad) al-Yazīdī, and his read-
ing is in reverse ratio to that of Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb, comparable to that of Abū
Muḥammadal-Yazīdī to that ofAbū ʿAmrb. al-ʿAlāʾ.132Anyhow, itwasof some
importance: Muḥammad b. Isḥāq b. Ibrāhīm al-Marwazī (d. after 280/893)
reads only according to him.133

The younger representatives of local readings that we mentioned belong [iii/182]
already to a timewhen that formof the science of variant readings appeared
that is characterized by the existence of several parallel readings. As an
intermediate stage between the local readings and the systematic Koranic
reading we can identify two contrasting endeavours: first, the endeavour

124 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1190 (vol. 1, p. 263, l 13); in justification it is claimed that Ḥamza
himself rejected such exaggerations. A similar account with reference to Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal
in the same source.

125 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 5, p. 186, l 19.
126 See above, p. 486 n. 108, and p. 490.
127 See above, p. 482sq.
128 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Ms., Berlin, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578), p. 496.
129 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 5, p. 193, l 20.
130 al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt [sic] (Ms. Berlin 9943), p. 90 (missing in print 724, 221!) [sic];

Juynboll, Encyclopedia, s.v.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 106–107.
131 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol 1, p. 12, no. 9.
132 See above, p. 486sq.
133 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2844.
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to establish a compromise between the different readings in the ikhtiyār,
mainly represented by Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām and Abū Ḥātim al-
Sijistānī in the first half of the third century; and134 second, a stronger influ-
ence of the principle of tradition135 on the Koranic reading which, analogi-
cally to ḥadīth and fiqh, led to the collection of many variant readings.

A clear expression of this type of Koranic work and teaching we wit-
nessed also in the literature of shawādhdh; the earliest sources known to
us136 originate, of course, from the period after Ibn Mujāhid, but still did
not participate in the revolution of the instruction that he initiated. Their
characteristics are: First—Next to a great number of sporadically appearing
authorities a greater number of frequentlymentioned teachers of the Koran
can be found; among them particularly such men who are later to be found
among the Seven uncanonical readings of the Fourteen. Second—Thebases
of pronunciation are completely wanting; also the pure differences of pro-
nunciation recede into thebackground compared to actual variant readings.
Third—Very many individual cases are treated without consideration for
parallel passages. Fourth—The variants are limited neither to the principles
of the canonical reading, nor are they in accordance with the ʿArabiyya, or
the consonantal text.

Against this historical background the revolution of the science of the[iii/183]
Koran that Ibn Mujāhid initiated can be illustrated. First of all, it affected
the local readings and the authorities in power in the third century by limit-
ing the arbitrarily established number of imāms to seven. It alsomeant a not
insignificant impoverishmentwithin the individual readings of these Seven.
Secondly, Ibn Mujāhid eliminated in his book the greater part of the occa-
sionally transmitted variants of the Seven, and then included only such of
them which to him seemed to be particularly well documented, and which
were in agreement with both the rules of Arabic grammar and the con-
sonantal text. His decisive innovation was the creation of the principle of
complete variant readings, which obliged him by way of qiyās in each indi-
vidual case to ascribe to each of the Seven one particular reading—even
when the transmission was wanting—and, by way of uṣūl, also systematize
the pronunciation of each one of them. Under him, the individual read-
ing ikhtiyār was still in full force. This was the rub of the inconsistency
vis-à-vis the principle of tradition that had led to complete readings, and

134 See above, pp. 484–486 and 491sq.
135 P. 424.
136 G. Bergsträßer, Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten im Muḥtasab des Ibn Ğinnī (1933), and

Ibn Khālawayh,Mukhtaṣar fī l-shawādhdh, ed. by G. Bergsträßer.
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which would have required complete consideration of all existing chains
of transmission from the reader down. Already a century later, in the writ-
ings of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045) and al-Dānī (d. 444/1052) this was
more rigidly applied in the canonical form so that from every reader two
transmitters—partly direct pupils, partly from later generations—leadwith
an uninterrupted isnād down to the reader. As a consequence, the num-
ber of the differences treated by Ibn Mujāhid and subsequent men dif-
fer somewhat; much was newly included, some things even eliminated.
The roots of the system of dual transmitters had been established already
in the time of Ibn Mujāhid in so far as the two transmitters of ʿĀṣim al-
Jaḥdarī, Abū Bakr SHUʿBAH [IBN ʿAYYĀSH137] and (Abū ʿUmar) ḤAFṢ IBN
SULAYMĀN,138 frequently appear next to one another. This was probably the
starting point of the later rule which al-Dāraquṭnī (d. 385/995) allegedly ini-
tiated.139 A consistent development was achieved by applying the system of
complete readings also to single transmissions, the final offshoot of which
was the prohibition of talfīq,140 i.e., mixing different strands of transmis-
sion.

There is unanimity that Ibn Mujāhid was the first to limit himself to the [iii/184]
Seven.141 The fact that particularly this number was chosen relates to the
tradition of the Seven aḥruf 142 and the alleged sevenfold recension of the
Koran produced for the Caliph ʿUthmān.143 The system of the Sevenwas pre-
ceded by a selection of five readers that contained one reading from each
miṣr;144 there was possibly also a system of six.145 It cannot be ascertained
whether or not these systems which antedate Ibn Mujāhid already consti-
tute complete readings or are merely collections of single readings. Neither

137 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 4.
138 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 3.
139 See below, p. 551sq.; [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 206–209].
140 Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” p. 29.
141 Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Ms. Berlin, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578), p. 509; Abū

Shāma, Ibrāz al-maʿānī (commentary on the Shāṭibiyya, printed Cairo, 1349/1930), p. 4, l 7;
Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 34, l 2.

142 See above, p. 38sqq. [sic].
143 See above, p. 306.—Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna, and Abū Shāmah, loc. cit.; Abū Shāmah

says: ikhtāra Ibn Mujāhid fa-man baʿdahu hādhā l-ʿadada muwāfaqatan li-qawlihi … inna
hādhā l-Qurʾān unzila ʿalā sabʿa taḥruf.

144 Is considered by Abū l-Faḍl al-Rāzī a bidʿa preceding the selection of Seven in Ibn
al-Jazarī,Munjid al-muqriʾīn, p. 74, 19. See below, p. 547.

145 Such a system seems to be assumed by the statement of Abū l-ʿAbbās Aḥmad b. ʿAbd
Allāh AL-TANĀFISĪ (d. 2nd half of the third century) according to which the reading of
Abū ʿAmr is aḥsan al-qirāʾāt, Ibn Kathīr aṣl, ʿĀṣim afṣaḥ al-qirāʾāt, Ibn ʿĀmir aghrab al-qirāʾāt,
Ḥamza al-athar, al-Kisāʾī aẓraf al-qirāʾāt, and Nāfiʿ al-sunna (Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 337).
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the limitation to seven nor its sequence asserted itself immediately. Ibn al-
Jazarī collects statements of scholars opposing the limitation to seven146 as
well as the names of Koranic scholars who went beyond this number.147 As
regards literature dealing with more than the Seven, see below, p. 561sqq.!

The sequence of the imāms148 as established by Ibn Mujāhid,149 and re-[iii/185]
tained by al-Dānī in his Taysīr, was changed in other qirāʾāt works for a
variety of reasons. The Meccan (Abū Maʿbad) IBN KATHĪR (al-Kinānī) is
particularly favoured by the Iraqis over the Medinan Nāfiʿ.150 In accordance
with Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlā’s reputation in the early days he frequently is head-
ing all the others;151 it is rare to find him at the end.152 In al-Ahwāzī it is
Ibn ʿĀmir who stands at the top,153 particularly with the Iraqis he precedes
Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ al-Tamīmī al-Māzinī.154 Conspicuous is the separation
of the Baṣrans and Kūfans by the inserted Damascene in the regular order

146 Most outspoken is the statement of Abū l-ʿAbbāsAḤMAD IBN ʿAMMĀRAL-MAHDAWĪ
(d. 440/1048 [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 215–216]) and ABŪ AL-FAḌL ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Aḥmad
AL-RĀZĪ (d. 454/1062) which Ibn al-Jazarī lists in the final chapter of his Munjid al-muqriʾīn,
p. 70sqq.; excerpts of the same statements, with general remarks about the question of the
Seven as well as numbers going beyond, al-Nashr, p. 1, l 36sqq.

147 Munjid al-muqriʾīn, pp. 29–46.
148 More details on the subject can be found in the anonymous biographical work on the

Seven, Aḥāsin al-akhbār fī maḥāsin al-sabʿa al-akhyār (handwritten, my personal property);
from it the details, unless not particularly documented elsewhere.

149 Ḥājjī Khalīfa under Kitāb al-sabʿa.
150 Thus already ABŪ AL-HASAN AL-RĀZĪ ʿAlī b. Jaʿfar al-Saʿīdī al-Shīrāzī (d. ca. 410/1019)

according to Abū ʿAbd Allāh Naṣr b. ʿAlī b. Muḥammad IBN ABĪ MARYAM al-Fārisī [fl.
557/1162–565/1170; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 105 and 249] in his Kitāb al-Mūḍiḥ, cf. Pretzl,
“Verzeichnis … der Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 19, pp. 32–34; also al-Naysābūrī (d. after 768 [i.e.
708]) in his commentary on the Koran, in the margin of al-Ṭabarī’s commentary (Cairo,
1321/1903), vol. 1, p. 8sqq.; further, Ibn al-Faḥḥām [Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 722;
EI2] in his Tajrīd, Pretzl, “Verzeichnis …”, no. 15, p. 30; and in (Muḥammad b. al-Ḥusayn b.
Bundār) AL-QALĀNISĪ’s (d. 521/1127) Kifāya (Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 723); Pretzl’s
“Verzeichnis …,” no. 27, pp. 39–40.

151 For example, Ishāra of Manṣūr b. Aḥmad al-ʿIrāqī, Pretzl, “Verzeichnis … der Qirāʾāt-
Werke,” no. 21, p. 35; Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 721; and also al-Naysābūrī, loc. cit., in
both cases the sequence: Abū ʿAmr, Ibn Kathīr, Nāfiʿ.

152 In the K. al-Wajīz of al-Ahwāzī (d. 446/1054), apparently also in his larger work, Iqnāʿ
(Ms. Damascus, Ẓāhirīyah, 54), also al-Kifāya of al-Qalānisī, see above.

153 This is allegedly the case in the larger work of al-Ahwāzī, but it can no longer be
ascertained from the fragment, Ms. Damascus, Ẓāhiriyya, 54.

154 Thus Ibn Mujāhid’s younger contemporary, Ibn Mihrān (d. 381/991; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1,
p. 15) in his Ghāya fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr (abridged in Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 38, l 1); further,
Muḥammad b. Jaʿfar AL-KHUZĀʿĪ (d. 438/1017) in his al-Muntahā fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr (Ms.
Cairo, Taymūr Pasha, Tafsīr, 434): in the Rawḍat al-ḥuffāẓ of Abū Ismāʿīl Mūsā AL-MUʿADDIL
(Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 727; Pretzl, Verzeichnis, no. 31, pp. 43–44) in the Tajrīd
of Ibn al-Faḥḥām (died 516/1122), Pretzl, Verzeichnis, no. 15, p. 30, also in al-Naysābūrī in the
commentary on the Koran (see above), vol. 1, p. 8, etc.
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(of the Taysīr). Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb, and the more famous al-Kisāʾī, occasion-
ally change places. Among the transmitters of the Seven the order is even
more fluctuating. As the second and third choice one later added three
more to the Seven, and then once more four, thus creating systems of Ten
and Fourteen. Particularly frequent was also the system of Eight by includ-
ing Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī. Here, selection and order are still less established.
Frequently others are inserted among the Seven, regardless of geographic
affiliation.155 More details are presented below when discussing the subject
of literature, and in Otto Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis (der handschriftlich erhalte-
nen älteren Qirāʾāt-Werke) [i.e.: inventory of early writings on qirāʾāt extant
in manuscripts],”156 numbers 17, 21, 23, 34, 27, 30, 31.

The Systems of the Seven, the Ten, and the Fourteen Readings

The system in its classical form of more or less recognized (canonical) [iii/186]
readings, each represented by two transmissions, is as follows:

I. The Seven.
1. Nāfiʿ d. 169, Medina (see above, p. 514) 144 ṭarīq.157

(a) Qālūn d. 220 (see above, p. 519) 83 ṭarīq.
(b) Warsh d. 197 (see above, p. 518sqq.) 61 ṭarīq. The most impor-

tant tangles of his transmission are:

Warsh

↙ ↓ ↘

al-Azraq d. 240 ʿAbd al-Ṣamad d. 231 a number of pupils
(see above, p. 520) (Ṭabaqāt 1660) and children of pupils

(see above p. 520 n. 77) of Warsh

↓

al-Iṣbahānī d. 296
(see above, p. 519)

155 Thus, [Yūsuf] Ibn Mihrān, al-Qalānisī, al-Muʿaddil.
156 Part 1, pp. 14–47, of his article “Wissenschaft der Koranlesung (ʿilm al-qirāʾa), ihre

literarischen Quellen und ihre Aussprachegrundlagen (uṣūl) [i.e. the science of the readings
of the Koran, their sources in literature as well as their principles of pronunciation]” in
Islamica 6 (1933–1934).

157 According to Ibn al-Jazarī’s own enumeration, al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, vol. 1, p. 98
sqq., thenumber of “paths” are given, bywhich the respective readingor transmission reaches
him.
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2. Ibn Kathīr d. 120 (?) Mecca (see above p. 512) 73 ṭarīq.
(a) Qunbul d. 291 (see above, p. 518) 32 ṭarīq.
(b) al-Bazzī d. 250 (see above, p. 518) 41 ṭarīq.159

3. Abū ʿAmr d. 148/55, Baṣra (see above, p. 515) 154 ṭarīq.
(a) Abū ʿUmar AL-DŪRĪ d. 246 [EQ]; 126 ṭarīq.160
(b) Abū Shuʿayb al-Sūsī d. 261; 28 ṭarīq.161

4. Ibn ʿĀmir d. 118, Damascus (see above, p. 514) 130 ṭarīq.
(a) Ibn Dhakwān162 d. 242; 79 ṭarīq.
(b) Hishām [Ibn ʿAmmār] al-Sulamī d. 245; 51 ṭarīq.163

5. ʿĀṣim [al-Jaḥdarī] d. 127/9, Kūfa (see above, p. 513) 128 ṭarīq.
(a) Abū Bakr SHUʿBAH IBN ʿAYYĀSH d. 193 (see above, p. 523) 76

ṭarīq.
(b) Ḥafṣ d. 180 (see above, p. 523) 52 ṭarīq. Important additional

tangles of his transmission are:

Ḥafṣ

↙ ↘

ʿUbayd b. al-Ṣabbāḥ al-Nahshalī ʿAmr b. al-Ṣabbāḥ al-Baghdādī[iii/188]
d. 235 d. 221

↓ ↙ ↘

Abū l-ʿAbbās Aḥmad b. Sahl Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad Abū l-Ḥasan
AL-ʿUSHNĀNĪ d. 307/919 b. Muḥammad Zurʿān al-

b. Ḥumayd Daqqāq, died↙ ↘ Al-Fāmī al-Fīl ca. 290
Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī ABŪ ṬĀHIR died 289
b. Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Wāḥid

b. Ṣāliḥ al- b. ʿUmar [AL-
Hāshimī d. 368 BAZZĀR] d. 34

(above, p. 524)

158 The order varies; Qunbul in first position, e.g., in al-Taysīr of al-Dānī, in secondposition,
e.g., in al-Nashr of Ibn al-Jazarī.—Ibn Kathīr and his transmitters are generations apart, one
of which is represented by only one transmitter, Abū Isḥāq Ismāʿīl b. ʿAbd Allāh b. Qusṭanṭīn
al-Qusṭ d. 170/786 (or 190/805).

159 Ibid.
160 Between Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and these two there is Abū Muḥammad al-Yazīdī, d. 202/

817 (see above, p. 524).
161 Ibid.
162 His name is ʿAbd Allāh b. Aḥmad not ʿAbd al-Raḥmān as it appeared in al-Nashr, vol. 1,

p. 144, l 2. There (vol. 1, p. 145, l 5) also the date of death is erroneously given as 202/817.
163 The order varies; Ibn Dhakwān in first position, e.g., in al-Taysīr of al-Dānī, in second

position, e.g., in al-Nashr.—Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī and his transmitters are two generations
apart; cf. above, p. 516.
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6. Ḥamza [Ibn Ḥabīb] d. 156, Kūfa (see above, p. 515) 121 ṭarīq
(a) Khalaf [Ibn Hishām al-Bazzār] d. 229 (see above, p. 525) 53

ṭarīq
(b) Khallād (Abū ʿĪsā al-Shaybānī) d. 220 [EQ];164 68 ṭarīq.

7. al-Kisāʾī d. 189, Kūfa (see above, p. 524) 64 ṭarīq.
(a) Abū l-Ḥārith (AL-LAYTH IBNKHĀLIDAL-BAGHDĀDĪ) d. 240;

40 ṭarīq.
(b) al-Dūrī d. 245 = 3 a; 24 ṭarīq.

II. The Three after the Seven.
8. Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ d. 130, Medina (see above, p. 514) 52

ṭarīq.
(a) Abū l-Ḥārith ʿĪsā b.Wardān (al-ḥadhdhaʾ) died ca. 160; 40 ṭarīq.
(b) Abū l-Rabīʿ (Sulaymān b. Muslim) IBN JAMMĀZ (al-Zuhrī),

died after 170; 12 ṭarīq. [EQ]
9. Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī d. 205, Baṣra (see above, p. 522) 85 ṭarīq.

(a) Ruways (Muḥammad b. al-Mutawakkil) d. 238; 41 ṭarīq [EQ].
(b) Rawḥ (Ibn ʿAbd al-Muʾmin) [GAS, I] d. 234/6; 44 ṭarīq.

10. Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār d. 229, Kūfa = 6a; 31 ṭarīq.
(a) Isḥāq al-Warrāq d. 286; 22 ṭarīq.
(b) Idrīs al-Ḥaddād d. 292; 9 ṭarīq.

III. The Four after the Ten.165
11. Ibn Muḥaysin d. 123 Mecca (see above, p. 512).
12. Abū Muḥammad al-Yazīdī d. 202,166 Baṣra (see above, no. 3).
13. al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī167 d. 110, Baṣra (see above, p. 513).
14. al-Aʿmash d. 148, Kūfa (see above, p. 515).

164 An intermediatemember betweenḤamza andhis transmitters is Abū ʿĪsā SULAYMIBN
ʿĪSĀ al-Ḥanafī d. 188/9 or 200.

165 I [Pretzl] no longer list the transmitters.
166 In the work on Fifteen readers, Rawḍat al-ḥuffāẓ, of al-Muʿaddil (Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,”

no. 31, pp. 43–44), AbūMuḥammadal-Yazīdī andal-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī are absent fromamong the
others, but included instead are Ḥumayd b. Qays AL-AʿRAJ (d. 130/747) [Juynboll, Encyclope-
dia, p. 575, col. 2],Meccan and teacher of Abū ʿAmr (see above, p. 514), further, Ibn al-Sumayfaʿ
(Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3106, without date of death, a pupil of Nāfiʿ and Ṭāwūs b. Kaysān), al-
Yamānī and Ṭalḥa b. Muṣarrif (d. 112/730).—AbūMuḥammad al-Yazīdī and al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī
are also missing in K. al-Jāmiʿ of Abū Maʿshar [ʿAbd al-Karīm] al-Ṭabarī [d. 478/1085; Brock-
elmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 722]; (Pretzl, “Verzeichnis … der Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 32, p. 45)
which, apart from the Seven, contains a large selection of ikhtiyārāt.

167 Ibid.
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The hierarchy of the three groups corresponds to their sequence, each[iii/189]
successive group enjoying lower reputation. There is also a hierarchywithin
each group, but this is not as apparent as is the arrangement by location.
From among the Seven, Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī and ʿĀṣim al-
Jaḥdarī are the most respected men; among the Three after the Seven, it is
Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī; and among the Four after the Ten, probably al-Aʿmash.

The ṭarīq numbers added to the Ten and their transmitters permit all
sorts of conclusions with respect tomeaning and distribution of the various
readings and transmission in the older period. Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ has the
highest number; for a long time his reading was the most wide-spread of
all. He is followed by Nāfiʿ al-Laythī. ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī is preceded by Ibn
ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī. ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī’s variant reading spread too late to have
any effect on the ṭarīq figures, whereas Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī is pushed back
only later by objections to his reading168 for matters related to the science of
tradition. Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī and al-Kisāʾī have the lowest figures among
the Seven; Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī surpasses both of them. At the end follows
Khalaf b. Hishām, but with considerable distance from the preceding Abū
Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ al-Makhzūmī. If you add up how many “paths”
accrue to the individual amṣār, the outstanding importance of Kūfa will
become evident, even though it is not reflected in the individual figures.
Baṣra and Medina follow closely behind, followed at a good distance off by
Damascus, and lastly by Mecca. As far as the transmissions are concerned,
Abū ʿUmar AL-DŪRĪ ʿan Abī ʿAmr (Ibn al-ʿAlāʾ) alone has nearly as many
paths as do the two transmitters of ʿĀṣimal-Jaḥdarī taken together.Warsh, as
well as Ḥafṣ b. Sulaymān,169 who later became the authoritative transmitters
of Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī and ʿĀsim al-Jaḥdarī, remain behind the
two other transmissions of the variant reading. Their day was yet to come.

The Characteristics of the Canonical
Variant Readings and Their Distinctions

The following discussion is limited to the canonical Seven. Their reciprocal[iii/190]
relation as derived from among a larger sample among the individual vari-
ant readings is roughly as follows:170 there are two distinct groups, Kūfa on
the one hand, and the rest of the amṣār on the other. In this case, Medina,

168 Cf. above, p. 509 n. 21.
169 EI2: Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 3.
170 Cf. G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung des Hasan von Baṣra,” p. 55sqq.
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Mecca, and Baṣra are closer to one another than Damascus is to the three
of them. And among those three, Medina andMecca constitute a close unit.
It is most typical that Baṣra has by no means a close connection with Kūfa.
Among the Kūfan variant readings the one of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī is still the one
with the closest connections with the non-Kūfan group. As we have been
able to see, the readings ofḤamzab.Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī are extremelyKūfan
and closely related to one another. Among the differences within any single
reading, themost important within the reading of ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī are by far
those of Abū Bakr SHUʿBA (IBN ʿAYYĀSH) and Ḥafṣ b. Sulaymān. These dif-
ferences are equally considerable as those of Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī and Nāfiʿ
b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī or al-Kisāʾī and Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb. Perhaps half
as great is the difference among the Damascene variant readings. In each of
the remaining readings, the differences between the two transmissions are
negligible.

The most basic rules of pronunciation are recognized by all the Seven [iii/191]
readings. They are subject to tajwīd, namely a propaedeutic to the Koranic
variant readings proper. The great teachers of the Koran dealt with them
in separate writings;171 occasionally they precede the works on the variant
readings as an introduction.172 These works also contain instructions for the
presentation of the material, apart from generalities of prerequisites for the
teachers and students of the Koran and an introduction to the terminol-
ogy of variant readings. Among the numerous ways of presentation referred
to, tartīl, the oldest also appears in the Koran (sūras 25:34, and 73:4). Origi-
nally this was likely no more than a term for recitation in general, but early
became an expression for clear recitation, and particularly slow psalmody
allowing time for meditation. In literature it is equated with the Koranic
mukth173 (sūra 17:107), which, as far as I know, was not adopted as a technical
term. Ḥadr, the presentation in normal cadence of Koranic recitation, very
early attained equality with tartīl, evidently with the rise of the idea that
Koranic recitation is meritorious, but also the logical endeavour to recite a

171 On this subject see O. Pretzl, “Die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung,” p. 10, and further
under literature.

172 Thus in al-Mūḍiḥ fī wujūh al-qirāʾa of Naṣr b. ʿAlī (IBN ABĪ MARYAM) al-Fārisī [fl.
557/1162–565/1170] (Pretzl, “Verzeichnis der …Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 19, pp. 32–34) in the Iqnāʿ of
(Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad b. ʿAlī al-Gharnāṭī) IBN AL-BĀDASH [d. 540/1145] (Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,”
no. 11, pp. 27–28), inal-Nashrof Ibn al-Jazarī, etc. Brockelmann,GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 723, no. 7a;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 105, no. 19, and p. 249, l 2.

173 Cf. the quotation from al-Mūḍiḥ fī wujūh al-qirāʾa of Abū ʿAbd Allāh Nasr b. ʿAlī al-Fārisī
in O. Pretzl’s “Wissenschaft der Koranlesung,” p. 33, bottom!
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great deal (istikthār al-qirāʾa).174 The traditions and statements that are used
to explain tartīl offer an insight into the struggle for the recognition of ḥadr.
There is a reminder of this still in al-Khāqānī (died 325/937),175 who explic-
itly states (in [qaṣīda], verse 13) that ḥadr is permitted (murakhkhaṣ) besides
tartīl, justifying his decision with the intention inherent in Islam to lighten
religious obligations. Already in al-Khāqānī a new expression appears with
verse 27, namely taḥqīq, replacing tartīl as the prevalent form in the science
of the variant readings;176 while in the system of al-Nashr, it recedes some-
what into the background. The expression, taḥqīq, as supported by the very
meaning of the word, indicates recitation undermost careful observation of
every detail of pronunciation. It is Ibn al-Jazarī who defines the relationship
of taḥqīq to tartīl which is evidently already applicable in al-Khāqānī, and
which at the same time explains the disappearance of tartīl from the termi-
nology of the science of the variant readings. In fact, Ibn al-Jazarī interprets
taḥqīq in such a way that it serves as exercise and instruction, whereas tartīl
is meant for meditation, and that every taḥqīq serves at the same time as
tartīl, but not vice versa.177

As time went on, the Koran became recited more rapidly. But rather[iii/192]
than devising a new technical term for the greater speed, the designation
ḥadr, once agreed upon, was retained; and an intermediate stage between
ḥadr and taḥqīq was introduced. It was named tadwīr in al-Nashr, and
in the respective passage of al-Mūḍiḥ178 it appeared as tajwīd. However,
this attempt to integrate tajwīd into the system of recitation failed. The
expression is first found in an explanation of tartīl ascribed to ʿAlī: Tartīl is
good pronunciation (tajwīd) of the letters and observation of the pauses.
A statement ascribed to Ibn Masʿūd reads: jawwid al-Qurʾān, “pronounce
the Koran well.”179 This referred no more to a different way of recitation
than was originally the case with tartīl. But whereas the definition of tartīl
became more restricted, in the case of tajwīd it was retained, becoming the
synonym of linguistic purity (faṣāḥa)180 when reciting the Koran, which had
already been required by al-Khāqānī (verse 21). The inclusion of tajwīd in
methods of recitation did not last. In al-Nashr, both tajwīd and tartīl are
attached only on the face of it to a three-level system, leading over to the

174 Ibid.
175 See below, p. 568; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 14–15.
176 Cf al-Taysīr (ed. Pretzl), p. 31, l 2; Itḥāf of al-Dimyāṭī al-Bannāʾ, p. 26, l 3.
177 al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 209, l 7; al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, vol. 1, p. 102, l 7.
178 Anonymous! See below, p. 568.
179 al-Itqān, vol. 1, p. 109, l 11.
180 Cf. the comments on faṣāḥa in al-Mūḍiḥ, fol. 7v which are intimately related.
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institution of rules of pronunciation, thus serving in reality as name of the
subject, not a way of recitation. Still, al-Mūḍiḥ, as well as al-Iqnāʿ of Ibn
al-Bādhash,181 knows of yet another way of recitation, thus completing a
five-level system, namely tamṭīṭ, which is characterized by a particular way
of drawing out the prolongations by simultaneously exhaling (JRY [ يرج ]) in
a way that can only be acquired by training in person (this is the essence of
the name).

In the works on variant readings several attempts were made to cate- [iii/193]
gorize the readers of the Koran, mainly the Seven, within this system. But
in this case it mostly concerns a construction that begins with the variant
readers’ attitude to certain peculiarities of extreme prolongation of vowels
before hamza. There are only two points at which the transmitted reports
are so uniform and precise that it inspires confidence in attributing ḥadr to
Ibn Kathīr, but, most of all, taḥqīq to Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb: Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ
is mentioned in the case of ḥadr as well as (ishtiqāq al-)taḥqīq. This con-
forms with the transmitted reports that claim that he had different ways of
reading—with and without the far-reaching assimilations that are typical
for him—and thus permitting one to comprehend in single instances182 the
historical relation between the rapidity of speech and phonetics as reflected
in the descriptions of the postulated levels of the system.

From among five additional ways of recitation with only limited applica-
bility, tarqīq (“thinning out”) is an offshoot of tajwīd or taḥqīq. The remain-
ing four methods indicate different types of musical-dramatic recitation:
tarʿīd, recitation with a trembling voice, taḥzīn, sorrowful emotion, taṭrīb,
enrapture, namely an offshoot of tamṭīṭ, reciting in a singsong voice (taran-
num, tanaghghum), and finally talḥīn, psalmody. The controversy regarding
these methods of recitation follows basically the two traditions: “Embellish
the Koran with your voices,” and “Recite the Koran with melodies (luḥūn)
and voices of the true Arabs,” both of which purport to support musical
recitation but are interpreted differently by their opponents, who could
advance unequivocal contradictory statements of older authorities. Today,
actual singing,whichal-Mūḍiḥ still knew tobe controversial outsideKoranic
instruction, has been recognized for a long time.183

181 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 218, Ibn al-Bādhish al-Gharnāṭī, d. 528/1133.
182 In al-Nashr, and elsewhere, for ḥadr performing the permissible abridgements, reduc-

tions and vocalizations, possibly under assimilation of the affected consonants, alleviation of
hamz, avoidance of pause; for taḥqīq the opposite, distinct division of nearby letters through
lingering, and emphasizing nasalization and gemination.

183 G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” p. 110sqq.
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In thewritings on tajwīd the old pronunciation of the consonants as basi- [iii/194]
cally found in Sībawayh184 is presupposed: ق as velar q, ج as palatal j (not
quite certain),ض, one-sided (mostly left) articulated lateral, emphatic spi-
rant, ,ر non-rolling r of the tongue, ,ط voiced emphatic dental, ,ظ voiced
emphatic dental spirant. In practice the modern classic value prevails; only
to a ظ still applies the pronunciation as spirant, not sibilant, and ض has
become a voiced emphatic dental spirant so that both sounds amalga-
mate.185 In the case of ل and ر there are two varieties, velar (mufakhkham)
and palatal (muraqqaq). The border-line is controversial. In general, velar
ل applies to Allāh when preceded by u or a (not in -i Allāh) and palatal
ر when close to i. A peculiarity of the pronunciation of the vowels is the
prolongation (madd) of a long vowel in a closed syllable (in particular
before gemination) and before hamz (see below). When consonants meet,
the basic rule is iẓhār, namely both consonants remain unchanged and
completely separate, which in practice means that particularly voiced con-
sonants and ق at the end of a syllable nearly constitute a separate sylla-
ble.186 Exceptions are the assimilations lr,187 td, tṭ, dhth, and dhẓ, but par-
ticularly the one with t, which is important because of the afformative t-:
ḍt and ṭt, the latter, however, iddighāman ghayra mustakmalin bal tabqā
maʿahu ṣifat al-iṭbāq wa-l-istiʿlāʾ,188 retaining the emphatic-velar-like char-
acteristics, namely fusion without assimilation. Special conditions control
m and n. In the case of m, ikhfāʾ becomes effective before b; ikhfāʾ further
occurs in n (also tanwīn) before all consonants except larynx-related conso-
nants aswell as gh and kh. The term ikhfāʾ indicates the decrease of duration,
disappearance of n or m with the formation of the closure at the place of
articulation of the following sound with ghunna (nasalization). Completely
assimilated is n to l and r (without ghunna), partially (so that ghunna is
retained) n is assimilated to m or n, and also to w and y (only in Sandhi,
thus, not in the case of dunyā ṣinwān).189 Further, n is changed to m (qalb)
before b.

184 A. Schaade, Sībawaihi’s Lautlehre (1911); cf. also Meir M. Bravmann, Materialien und
Untersuchungen zu den phonetischen Lehren der Araber (1934).

185 G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” part two, p. 133.
186 Ibid.
187 Occurs only in Sandhi; Sandhi or medially applies only in case of direct interference,

like qul rabbi/ī (sūra 18:21 and 28:85). Otherwise separation by sakt.
188 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 220, l 10.
189 This is the official rule which, however, does not apply incontestably to all transmis-

sions.
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Fundamental differences of pronunciation as far as they effect the whole [iii/195]
of the Koran are the subject of uṣūl in the writings on the variant readings.
They comprise several large sections, including the following seven:

(1) The iddighām kabīr: According to the common view of teachers of the
Koran this refers toAbū ʿAmrb. al-ʿAlāʾ’s idiosyncrasy in rapid reading (ḥadr)
to completely assimilate and contract (iddighām ṣaḥīḥ) vocalized conso-
nants in Sandhi aswell asmedially following identical or similar consonants.
Since this idiosyncrasy contradicts the general rules of tajwīd, and occurs
only in one particular manner of recitation, and, most importantly, it is not
consistently documented in all the transmissions of this imām, it is totally
ignored in a large number of writings on the variant readings. There are seri-
ous reservations against the usual view, raised quite early, that this is a case
of idghām ṣaḥīḥ.190

(2)Differences in the pronunciation ofhamz take upmuch space in theuṣūl. [iii/196]
In the science of qirāʾāt the question does not regard qualitative difference
of hamz existing in the Arabic dialects, rather it is only whether or not it is
pronounced at all (taḥqīq), or as an intermediate sound (bayna bayna), i.e.,
facilitating a direct transition from one vowel to another, or being replaced
(ibdāl) by a ḥarf al-madd, a letter of prolongation. As far as the alleviation of
hamz is concerned, in cases when two hamzs meet, medially or in Sandhi,
the two Ḥijāzīs, Ibn Kathīr, and Nāfiʿ, venture furthest; among the transmit-
ters of the latter it is particularly Warsh as well as Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and
HISHĀM IBN ʿAMMĀR al-Sulamī.

The initial hamz after a vowelless consonant is totally omitted and its
vowel is pronounced together with the preceding vowelless consonant, i.e.,
in the reading of Warsh, who also in other cases largely eases vocalized
and unvocalized hamz alike, a method that is followed only by Abū ʿAmr
b. al-ʿAlāʾ with the greater cadence of his reading (vowelless hamz is in this
case compensated by prolongation of the vowel). One peculiarity of Ḥamza
b. Ḥabīb—also in other cases a champion of taḥqīq al-hamz—is that in
pause after a word with hamz he pronounced neither medial, initial nor
final hamz, wherein he is followed only by Hishām (Ibn ʿAmmār al-Sulamī)
by alleviating the final hamz. The effect of an initial hamz upon preceding
vowelless consonants produces a sakt in the reading of Ḥamza (Ibn Ḥabīb),

190 See Pretzl, “Die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung,” p. 293sqq.—Ibid., also details to the
following.
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namely a prolongation of the consonant and a brief pause after the same
respectively. According to the less likely transmission, this sakt occurs in all
consonants, but according to another transmission (in the only extant copy
of) al-Ḥujja (fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ) of Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī (288/901–377/987)191 only
in the case of the l of the article. In themiddle of aword the same peculiarity
is transmitted about the pronunciation of shayʾun. This phenomenon the
author of al-Ḥujja appropriately places parallel to the following one, which
leads us to the field of the pronunciation of the vowels among the readers
of the Koran.

(3) Hamz produces prolongation of the preceding long vowel in the middle[iii/197]
of a word in all readings. Initial hamz in pronunciation in context has
the identical effect on preceding long vowels for Warsh, Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb,
al-Kisāʾī and Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī, however not—or at least disputed—for
Ibn Kathīr, Qunbul (ʿan Nāfiʿ), Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj
AL-JAḤDARĪ. The measure of prolongation is in both cases different in the
individual readers. For the practical reading of the Koran the measure is
fixed by a most complicated system that establishes the unit of the normal
prolongation as one alif.192

(4) The field of the pronunciation of vowels is dominated by the discus-
sion of the “deflection” of the pronunciation (imāla) of the letter ā shaded
towards ē. As in the case of hamz, also in this instance only the fact of the
deflection in its variations is established, without determining its strength.
The following distinctions aremade: First—The pure pronunciation ā (fatḥ,
ikhlāṣ al-fatḥ, al-fatḥ al-mutawassiṭ). Second—Deflection of ā towards ā
[with a horizontal stroke above the ā (or è, Wright, A Grammar)] (imāla
maḥḍa or shadīda, baṭḥ, iḍjāʿ).193 Third—An intermediate stage between the

191 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 101–110. Includes a complete list of manuscripts; Twentieth
century editions, Cairo, 1965, and Damascus, 1984.

192 As a general principle in qirāʾāt literature madd means prolongation, while normal
lengthening as in qāla, and mālik is called qaṣr. Except in the above-mentioned case where
prolongation is occasioned by hamz, there is unanimity that it also occurs when a long vowel
is followed by a vowelless simple consonant, e.g., maḥyāy, or a double consonant. The same
applies to ḥurūf al-hijāʾ at the beginning of sūras. These cases, however, are not included in
most of the books on variant readings because they are not controversial.

193 Alsonamed kasr, but itmust not be concluded that the deflection becomes a pure i. The
most extremecontrast (outside the Seven) is encountered in the expressionqaraʾabi-l-ḍamm,
indicating the pronunciation from ā to ū, a sound that al-Dānī calls fatḥ shadīd in his Tajwīd.
Cf. to this Abū Ḥayyān’s commentary, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, vol. 6, p. 172, l 11.
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first soundsmentioned (baynabayna, imālaqalīlaormutawassiṭa, also taqlīl
or talṭīf). According to the two Kūfans, Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī, imāla
occurs in the case of final long ā written with yāʾ ;[ي] conversely, the pro-
nunciation of imāla of this final ā in Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ is conditioned
by the immediately preceding ر or by the rhyme. The reading of Nāfiʿ is
very controversial. It is certain that Warsh, his transmitter, pronounced the
rhyming ends with small imāla (bayna bayna); on the other hand, many
authors make the pronunciation bayna bayna of other words (as in Abū
ʿAmr) dependent on a preceding .ر In the case of medial ā imāla occurs
on two occasions: First—In the ten verbs, jāʾa, shāʾa, zāda, rāna, khāfa,
ṭāba, khāba, ḥāqa, ḍāqa, and zāgha. These are hollow verbs of the basic
form faʿila. Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb pronounces them with full imāla; Nāfiʿ, bayna
bayna; whereas al-Kisāʾī and Shuʿba b. ʿAyyāsh ʿan ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī, only say
bal rāna; Ibn Dhakwān only says jāʾa and shāʾa with imāla. Second—ā in
the penultimate syllable followed by -ri is read with imāla by Abū ʿAmr b.
al-ʿAlāʾ in the transmission of al-Dūrī (in the transmission of Abū l-Ḥārith
AL-LAYTH IBN KHĀLID al-Baghdādī (d. 240/854) only when yet another
ر precedes ā), by Warsh, however, bayna bayna, likewise Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb,
but only when preceded by ر (the only case where the pronunciation bayna
bayna occurs).

Apart from thesebasic rules in theuṣūl and farshal-ḥurūf still a number of
individual cases are treated. The imāla of the short a is discussed only when
related to the tarqīq of ر in Warsh (see above), and in the pausal feminine
ending -ah which, according to older sources, is pronounced uncondition-
ally with imāla by al-Kisāʾī, according to other sources only if not preceded
by ḥurūf mustaʿliya ( ,خ ,ض,ص,ظ,ط,غ (ق or laryngeal consonants.

A deflection from ī toward ū is to be found in al-Kisāʾī in words like qīla, [iii/198]
ghīḍa, sīʾa, sīʾat, ḥīla, sīqa, i.e., hollow verbs of the form fuʿila.

(5) Finally, differences of the pronunciation of vowels are usually still found
in the suffixes of the 2. and 3. plural masc. as well as in the 3. sing. masc.
suffix. The assimilation of -hum and -hu after preceding i or y is consistently
applied. But al-Kisāʾī always reads ʿalayhum, ilayhum, ladayhum; further,
Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and al-Kisāʾī do not assimilate when -hum is followed by
hamzat al-waṣl, but pronounce in this case -humu, whereas Abū ʿAmr b.
al-ʿAlāʾ says -himi and all the others, -himu. Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī pronounces
the -m of the plural suffixes unconditionally with a long ū, Warsh does it
only when followed by hamzat al-qaṭʿ. In the sameway, Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī
lengthens the suffix of the 3. sing. -hū, if preceded by either ā, ū or sukūn,
and -hī, when preceded by ī.
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In farsh al-ḥurūf a partial (ikhtilās, so mostly Qālūn) or complete reduc-
tion of the vowel of these suffixes is frequently documented; this is the
case in yuʾaddih, nuʾtih, nuwallih, nuṣlih; further, sūra 6:90, fa-bi-hudāhumu
iqtadih (or iqtadi) instead of iqtadihi; sūra 20:77, yaʾtihi, yaʾtih; sūra 27:28,
fa-alqihi, fa-alqih ilayhim; sūra 39:9, yarḍahu, yarḍah; sūra 99:7 and 8, yarah;
sūras 7:108 and 26:35 next to each other are to be found arjiʾhū, arjiʾhǔ, arjiʾhĭ,
arjihi, arjih, and arjihī.

(6) Very early differences of contextual and pausal pronunciation found[iii/199]
entry into the uṣūl of the Koranic variant readings: (a) The most general
rule, namely that short final vowels are not pronounced in pause, finds
an exception in the peculiarity of the Baṣran and Kūfan readers who hint
at the final vowel either by its barely audible remainder (only in the case
of ǔ and ĭ) or by merely exhibiting the position of the lips. In the Kūfan
terminology the former is called rawm, and the latter, ishmām; in the Baṣran
terminology it is vice versa. (b) Abū l-Ḥasan AL-BAZZĪ (ʿan Ibn Kathīr)
pronounces the mā of question, when connected with prepositions mah
(with hāʾ al-sakt; other cases of hāʾ al-sakt are graphically established).194 (c)
Most of the details discussed are occasioned by the peculiarities of the
older Koranic orthography, and partly of only theoretical importance for
the reading of the Koran. Here belong primarily those passages already
discussed above, on p. 358sqq., where words are written in contextual form
instead of pausal form, or where the combination and division of individual
particles is irregular, particularly the omission of the final ī (rarer ū). Amore
or less slavish imitation of the peculiarities of the Koranic orthography also
led to different pronunciations of these words in pausal form.

The deviations of the Seven readings as far as they are dealt with in farsh[iii/200]
al-ḥurūf of the writings on the variant readings go beyond phonetics in the
narrow sense, i.e., variants of functionally uniform sounds; apart from a few
exceptions they remain within the scope of differences limited to vocaliza-
tion (including tashdīd). This concerns primarily the not infrequent differ-
ent use of cases and moods; the difference of identically written endings of
the perfect tense, -tu, -ta, -at. A larger group consists of the differences in the
use of verbal radicals, with andwithout difference ofmeaning and construc-
tion: active voice and passive voice change in Ist Form of ṢDD, ṢRF, QḌY; Ist

194 Sūra 69, verses 19, 20, 25, 26, 28, 29 kitābiyah, ḥisābiyah,māliyah, sulṭāniyah, sūra 101:10,
mā hiyah. Additionally sūra 2:261, yatasannah, and 6:90, iqtadih, besides -hī. See also above, l
18.
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Form and IInd Form of the verbs BShR, ḤRF, FTḤ, QTL, QDR, KDhB, MYZ;
Ist active with IInd passive of NZL; Ist Form with IVth Form (in so far as
the consonants are not different) of ʾTY, RʾY, ḌLL, FQH, LḤD, NẒR; Ist Form
active with IVth Form passive of BLGh, RJʿ,GhShY,MDD,MSK,NJW,NZL; Ist
Form with Vth Form (dialectic forms with assimilation of t) of DhKR, ṬHR,
LQF; IVth Formwith Vth Form (identical) of ṢLḤ; Ist Formwith VIIIth Form
in TBʿ, but also (dialectically, in sūras 10:36, and 36:49) KHṢ HDY.

Yet another group represents the differences of the characteristic vowel
in Ist Form perfect and imperfect, e.g., a:u of MKTh; imperfect i:u, ṬMTh,
ʿRSh, ʿKF, ʿZB; i:a ḤSB, QNṬ; further, yaḍir:yaḍurru; ṣir:ṣur; ʿasaytum:ʿasītum.
More remote ukhfī (imperf.): ukhfiya (perf. pass.). Also in the nominal roots
considerable differences appear. Particularly frequent is the change from
monosyllablic to disyllabled roots: jubl:jubul and jibill, further, maʿ(a)z,
kis(a)f, nashr:nushur; may(yi)t, ḍay(yi)q, etc. (Numerous additional exam-
ples listed among the Kūfan peculiarities.) Vowel change in ḥaraj:ḥarij,
naṣūḥ:nuṣūḥ, shiwāẓ:shuwāẓ, maskan:maskin, mansak:mansik. Some IVth
Form infinitives interchange with afʿāl plurals, for example, idbār:adbār,
isrār:asrār, īmān:aymān. The fuʿūl plural of nouns with y as the second
root consonant becomes in many readers fiʿūl: buyūt:biyūt, ghuyūb:ghiyūb,
khuyūb:khiyūb, shuyūkh:shiyūkh, ʿuyūn:ʿiyūn. Now and then verb and noun
interchange: khalaqahū:khalqihī. Particularly frequently we find differences
in the case of identically written particles: la:li, la-ma:li-ma:lamma, anna:
inna, an:in, anna:an, lākinna:lākin, aw:a-wa.

There ismuch leeway for variant readings because of the inaccurate writ- [iii/201]
ing of ā. Where no alif appears, it might still be read, but also vice versa,
where there is an alif, it might be considered secondary or a variant, and
may still be read ă. This way an additional number of verbal roots might be
confused: Ist Form and IIIrd Form of the verbs KhDʿ, DRS, DFʿ, QTL, WʿD;
IInd Form with IIIrd Form, BʿD, ḌʿF, ʿQD, FRQ; Vth Form with VIth Form,
ṢʿD, ẒHR; IVth Form perfect with Infinitive in aṭʿama:iṭʿāmun. The sameway
also jaʾanā:jāʾānā, further, qul:qāla,195 takhaf:takhāfu.196 Also in the case of
the nominal roots does this defective writing show an effect: For example,
mahd:mihād; silm:salām; khalf:khilāf; khiṭʾ:khaṭaʾ:khiṭāʾ; siḥr:sāḥir:saḥḥār;
ghashwa:ghishāwa; salam:sālim; asin:āsin; ʿālim:ʿallām; likewise in several
Plural forms: sakrā:sakārā:sukārā. Further, the frequent confusion of Sin-
gular and Plural must be attributed to this, in the Sound (Fem.) Plural, for

195 See above, p. 400sq.
196 See above, p. 401sq.
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example, risālati : risālātī as well as in the Broken Plural, for example,
ʿabd:ʿibād; ʿaẓm:ʿiẓām; rīḥ:riyāḥ; ruhn:rihān; iṣr:āṣār; jidār:judur; sirāgh:
surugh; kitāb:kutub; khāshiʿ:khushshāʿ; kāfir:kuffār; maskan:masākin; and
masjid:masājid.

Also other orthographic inaccuracies197permit variant readings. Since the
ending of Fem. Singular can be written with -t,198 it might be confused with
the Sound Plural: ghayābat:ghayābāt, kalimat:kalimāt, etc.; also in ṣalāt,
which is written with w, and can therefore be read ṣalawāt. Similarly, the
writing of GhDWH produces the variants ghadāh and ghudwah.199 Since
in the dhawāt al-yāʾ the ā is written with y, مكّیـشغی can be interpreted as
yughshīkum as well as yaghshākum. Since the final ī was frequently not
written, confusions like tasʾalanna:tasʾalni (= -nī), also yartaʿ:yartaʿi (= -ī)
are possible. The absence of word divisions produce, for example, anṣāra
Allāhi:anṣāran lil-Allāhi, idh adbara:idhā dabbara. The imperfections of the
orthography of hamz permit additional leeway, for example, in naʾā :nāʾa ;
ṭayr : ṭāʾir ; ṭayf : ṭāʾif ; raʾuf :raʾūf ; kabīr :kabāʾir ; shirk :shurakāʾ ; khaṭīʾa :
khaṭīʾāt :khaṭāyā ; durrīyun :durrīʾun (dirrīʾun) ; bīs :biʾs :bayʾas :baʾīs also
yasūʾa:yasūʾū (because two w’s one after another are not expressed in writ-
ing); layka:l-ayka; particularly in personal names: Jabrīl, Jibrīl, Jabrāʾil,
Jabrāʾīl; Mīkāl, Mīkāʾil, Mīkāʾīl.200 There is in addition still a very large num-
ber of instances where it is controversial whether or not the interrogative
particle, ʾa, occurs before a word beginning with hamz.

The great licence afforded by the ambiguity of the Kūfic script through[iii/202]
the absence of diacritic points is rarely made use of by the Seven readings.
This has already been discussed above on p. 434. Still rarer are deviations
from the consonantal text, namely themanuscripts without diacritic points
that have been discussed above, pp. 413–414.201

197 See above, p. 408sqq.
198 See above, p. 400.
199 See above, p. 395 n. 46.
200 See above, p. 401 n. 82.
201 Cf. also above, p. 395 n. 46, and the cases of inherited consonantal variants, pp. 347–349.

Apparent consonantal deviations: sūra 7:120, where Qunbul reads firʿawnu wa-ʾāmantum
instead firʿawnu ʾaʾāmantum, but in waṣl only; for this reason the form of the writing based
on the waqf form remains unchanged. It is similar in some isolated instances of the great
iddighām in sūra 27:36, where Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb reads atumiddūnnī instead atumiddūnanī;
sūra 46:16, ataʿidānnī, Ibn Kathīr, Nāfiʿ, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ, and Hishām b. ʿAmmār instead
of ataʿidāninī; sūra 18:94,makkannī: thus all except Ibn Kathīr insteadmakkananī. In all such
instances it is always written separately and still pronounced together.
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The characterization of each individual reading is made difficult in so
far as they are inconsistent in themselves. This can easily be accepted con-
sidering the fact that none of the readings is based on a uniform linguistic
or dialectic interpretation of the consonantal text, nor has its origin in a
uniform understanding. Rather it represents the result of a most compli-
cated balancing act that has already been discussed above. Even the kind
of instruction in the Koran, the original fixation of this instruction, and also
the application of the critical principles, which have already been discussed,
was bound to lead to the isolation of passages and then to treat similar
instances in different ways. In such a case, particularly the adherence to
the principle of tradition was an obstruction: Whoever received a Koranic
passage transmitted from an old authority in a particular form (based on a
sound isnād) could—andon special conditions had to—include this partic-
ular passage in this form in his own reading. This principle of traditionmade
it impossible to correct parallel passages. Naturally, the internal uniformity
of the individual readings ran counter to the above-mentioned standardiza-
tion, excluding any consideration for other readings.

In fact, we can identify inconsistencies among the readers themselves for [iii/203]
independent purposes. Al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804) inflects thamūd as accusative
triptote noun because it appears on several occasions in Koranic orthog-
raphy in the accusative with alif (sūras 11:71, 25:40, 29:37, 53:52), but other-
wise as a diptote because it is a personal name; the only exception being
sūra 11:71, where the genitive reads thamūdin. (Yaḥyā b. Ziyād) AL-FARRĀʾ
(d. 207/822) asks him for the reason, and receives the reply: qarubat fī l-ḥadhf
min al-mujrā wa-qabīḥun an yajtamiʿa l-ḥarf marratayn fī mawḍiʿin thumma
yakhtalif fa-ajraytuh li-qurbihminhu. Because at this place a-lā inna Thamū-
dan kafarū rabbahum a-lā buʿdan li-Thamūd is preceded by the triptote
accusative required by orthography, al-Kisāʾī here, and only here, applies
also the genitive triptote. Here, for once, we obtain a direct insight into the
mechanics of the old readers of the Koran. The passage is from al-Farrāʾ’s
extant commentary on the Koran.202

The extent of these inconsistencies is unbelievable; still, it must not [iii/204]
be exaggerated. In the fundamentals of pronunciation certain main lines
are indeed established; there is nothing entirely contradictory; there are,
however, smaller deviations in isolated instances. The straightforward rules
of assimilation are completely observed, to some extent also the rules

202 Maʿānī l-Qurʾān,Ms. Bagdatlı Vehbi Efendi, Istanbul, no. 66, photocopy, Berlin, Cod. sim.
or., no. 37, s.v.
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governing hamza. Most numerous are conspicuous details of imāla, but
also here there are numerous uṣūl muṭṭarida, and likewise in individual
instances the expression ḥaythu waqaʿa is quite often to be found.

More difficult than in the Seven is a general typology of subsequent read-
ings of the systems of the Ten and Fourteen, with the exception of the one
of Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī who, on account of his great importance, has a very
good tradition. The Kūfan Khalaf b. Hishām (al-Bazzār) and the Baṣran
Abū Muḥammad al-Yazīdī, easily fit into the framework of their amṣār as
far as pronunciation is concerned, corresponding to their individual cases,
where they display few idiosyncrasies. Conversely, in the case of the older
scholars—al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110/722), IbnMuḥayṣin (d. 123/740), and Abū
Jaʿfar (Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ) as well as al-Aʿmash (d. 148/765)—the presen-
tation of the basics of their pronunciation ismade superfluous by the simple
fact that in teaching they attached no great importance to the phonetic imi-
tation of their own reading. Nevertheless, the individual readings contain
a large number of purely phonetical details that presuppose considerably
greater difference in the rules of pronunciation. Already Bergsträßer203 drew
attention to the fact that al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī was reckoned among the group of
readerswho, as far as the rules of pronunciation are concerned, pronounced
hamz, while in farsh al-ḥurūf a far-reaching lightening of hamz is explic-
itly documented. As we know from writings on shawādhdh,204 for him the
chapter imāla ought to be re-written, and the imāla of a to u included. The
framework of the uṣūl, originally created for the Seven, was retained also
later on, and the newly added readers of the Fourteen included only super-
ficially, mostly by merely listing them under the rubric of “miscellaneous”,
the bāqūn-system.

203 “Die Koranlesung des Hasan von Baṣra,” p. 17.
204 The most highly esteemed of them (see below, p. 566) were still unknown to Bergsträ-

ßer. For this reason his conjectures regarding the imāla of al-Ḥasan von Baṣra on p. 351 (Seite
18 [sic]) are not quite pertinant; certainly quite accurate are his fundamental deliberations
(above, p. 421sqq.).



LITERATURE OF THE VARIANT READINGS1

The Earliest Period

Whereas in the case ofḥadīth, asGoldziher has shown,2written recordswere [iii/205]
used quite early without hesitation, and it was not until a later period that
the habit—or at least the fiction—of oral transmission became established,
in the narrow case of the readings of the Koran, oral transmission seems
likely to have been the original mode of transmission, at least insofar as this
already presupposes an authentic consonantal text. The task consisted of
fixing the pronunciation of an extant consonantal text into a written form,
not only by reading signs in the text itself but also by explicit description
or stipulation (naṣṣ), which can hardly be anything but a later develop-
ment.

The first written records of this kind—which are neither public nor
textual but entirely private and thus, strictly speaking, not a literature of
variant readings but rather a precursor to it—go back to the middle of the
second century, to the time of the younger of the recognized readers and the
elder pupils of the eldest among them. The technical term of these records
is nuskha; the standard expression, la-hu (pupil) ʿan-hu (teacher) nuskha
is synonymous with the less frequent kataba l-qirāʾa ʿan …3 This does not
refer to a work authored by the respective pupil but to a kind of notebook.
To the earliest among the myriad examples listed in the Ghāyat al-nihāya fī
ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ of Ibn al-Jazarī belong the following: Sulaymān b. Mihrān
AL-AʿMASH (d. 148/765), Ṭabaqāt, no. 874; Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb (d. 156/773),

1 Sources: Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, the sections from Ibn Mujāhid to al-Naqqāsh (odd
references already previously) and al-kutub al-muʾallafa fī l-qirāʾāt, in addition to the fol-
lowing: Ibn al-Jazarī, whose survey of the literature of the variant readings in al-Nashr fī
l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr has already (see above, p. 505) been mentioned; also his Ghāyat al-nihāya
fī ṭabaqāt al-qurrāʾ (printed, Cairo, 1933 and 1935), including the entire biographical litera-
ture (see above, p. 505sqq.); Pretzl’s “DieWissenschaft der Koranauslegung” contains a list of
the extant manuscripts of the early qirāʾātworks down to the Shāṭibiyya.

2 Muslim studies, vol. 2, p. 181sq.; his The Ẓāhirīs (1971, repr. 2009), p. 90; F. Sezgin,
“Goldziher and Hadith,” in: I. Goldziher, Schools of Koranic commentators, pp. xxii–xxiv.

3 For example, Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 180, l 12; similarlyQālūn [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 1,
p. 12, no. 8] says: qaraʾtu ʿalā Nāfiʿ qirāʾata-hu … wa-katabtu-hā fī kitāb (al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt
[Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 9943], 62, missing in the printed edition [p. 732, l 2]);
Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 2509 (vol. 1, p. 615, l 17).
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no. 22; Nāfiʿ (d. 169/785), nos. 755, 1581,4 1965, 2509, 3322; Abū ʿAmr YAḤYĀ
IBN AL-ḤĀRITH al-Dhimārī (d. 148 [i.e., 145/762]),5 no. 1965; ISMĀʿĪL IBN
JAʿFAR b. Abī Kathīr6 (d. 180/796), a pupil of Abū l-Rabīʿ Sulaymān IBN
JAMMĀZ al-Zuhrī,7 no. 1377; al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804), nos. 3037, 3742, 3764; Abū
ʿĪsā SULAYM IBN ʿĪSĀ al-Ḥanafī (d. 188/803 or 200/815), no. 3122; ʿUthmān
b. Saʿīd WARSH (d. 197/812), no. 1660; the above-mentioned (p. 472) ʿAbd
al-Ṣamad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-ʿUTAQĪ;8 and ABŪ MUḤAMMAD Yaḥyā b.
al-Mubārak AL-YAZĪDĪ9 (d. 202/817), nos. 1504 and 1929.

These records do not give usmuch of a clue, but wemay certainly assume[iii/206]
that they contained only brief details about the controversial passages of the
particular imām.

Since in earlier days the borders between private notes and the public
book were fluid, a number of writings can be attributed to the type that
is chronologically identical with the nusakh, and appear under the title
kitāb al-qirāʾāt (possibly more appropriately al-qirāʾa) or a similar title.10 We
are probably dealing with another stage of this development when ʿAbd
al-Ṣamad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān (AL-UTAQĪ), who died in 231/845 (see above,
p. 520 n. 77), treats both Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī and Ḥamza (Ibn
Ḥabīb) in a book entitled Ikhtilāf Nāfiʿ wa-Ḥamza.11 This corresponds pre-
cisely to the fact that [Abū Saʿīd ʿAbd al-Malik] AL-AṢMAʿĪ, who died [in
213/828]12 (Ṭabaqāt, no. 1965), possessed anuskha each of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ
and of Nāfiʿ,13 and another younger man, such a nuskha of Ibn Dhakwān

4 ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBNABĪ AL-ZINĀD [EI2,] according to the rijāl books; the year of death
here indicated as 164 ought to be changed to 174/790; (EI2).

5 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 200.
6 Sezgin, ibid., vol. 1, pp. 94–95.
7 See above, p. 530; EQ.
8 The Risālat Warsh, which Brockelmann (GAL, vol. 1, p. 189, note) mentions with reser-

vations, andwhich comes tomind in this connection, is in reality composed by the commen-
tator al-Mutawallī himself (see Yusuf E. Sarkis, Dictionnaire encyclopédique de bibliographie
arabe, col. 1617, no. 3, and cf. G. Bergsträßer, “Die Koranlesung in Kairo,” p. 28).

9 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 610, vol. 9, pp. 63–64.
10 Primarily Ibn al-Nadīm, Fihrist, section al-kutub al-muʾallafa fī l-qirāʾāt; among the

authors are Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār; in addition the work later
called kitāb al-qirāʾāt (-a?) of Abān b. Taghrīb al-Rabaʿī, d. 141/752 (see above, p. 515); [Goldz-
iher, Schools, p. 45, note 69] and the writings on readings of al-Kisāʾī, the authors of which,
as far as can be documented, were all his pupils. Also al-Kisāʾī’s own Kitāb al-qirāʾāt; see al-
Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt, p. 718, l 13; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 2212 (vol. 1, p. 539, l 18); Yāqūt, Irshād,
vol. 5, p. 200, l 4; G. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 125, no. 3.

11 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 97 and 3518.
12 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 613, vol. 3.pp. 364–365, vol. 4, pp. 333–334, vol. 7, pp. 344–

345, vol. 8, pp. 71–76, vol. 9, pp. 66–67.
13 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 1965.
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andHishām b. ʿAmmār al-Sulamī.14 More comprehensible collections of this
kind, namely the combination of complete readings, existing for practical
purposes either at the place of their origin or in their immediate zone of
influence, presuppose travel: if even the collection of ḥadīths, which are
much less locally confined, requires extensive travel,15 so much more does
the collection of variant readings of the Koran. Among the first men known
to have done this are al-Ḥulwānī,16 who died after 230/844, and Abū Jaʿfar
MUḤAMMAD IBN SAʿDĀN,17 d. 231/845; among the canonical transmitters
it isḤafṣ b. ʿUmarAL-DŪRĪ al-Baghdādī,18d. 246/860. The path of collections
of comprehensive readings here leads to Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad IBN JUBAYR al-
AnṭākīAL-MUQRIʾ19 (died 258/871),who collected five of the canonical read-
ers,20 and to al-Dājūnī (d. 324/935), who collected eight of them (the Seven
plus Abū Jaʿfar Yazīd IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ al-Makhzūmī21), both being predeces-
sors of Ibn Mujāhid, who collected seven. In the case of other collections,
from the previous period, which comprise a larger number of authorities, it
is doubtful to what extent they claim comprehensive readings. Ibn al-Jazarī
mentions Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 224/838)22 as the first author
of a considerable collection. His book comprises twenty-five readers apart
from the Seven. At approximately the same time, Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī
(d. 250/864) composed a large and a small work on qirāʾāt.23 The book al-
Jāmiʿ by YAʿQŪB b. Isḥāq b. Zayd AL-ḤAḌRAMĪ (d. 205/821) is clearly on

14 Ibid., 165.
15 I. Goldziher,Muslim studies, vol. 2, pp. 42 and 164sqq.
16 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 697.
17 See above, pp. 484sq., and 486 n. 108.
18 Ṭabaqāt, no. 1159 (vol. 1, p. 255, l 12: raḥala … fī ṭalab al-qirāʾāt; at the same place it is

also said of him: awwal man jamaʿa l-qirāʾāt). [EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 13, died 240/854 or,
according to others, 246/860].

19 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 238–139.
20 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 19; Ṭabaqāt, no. 176; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Berlin

Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578), p. 509. Apparently one each of everymiṣr! [Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 9, pp. 138–139].

21 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 24sqq., where it is said that Ibn Mujāhid transmitted
from him, which likely means that he used his book.

22 Nashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 17. His book of types of reading also in al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm as
well as in al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt, p. 615, l 24. Regarding his list of the types of reading see his
Faḍāʾil; cf. above, p. 430sq.

23 In the Ms., Damascus Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya, qirāʾāt, no. 54 (see below!) it is said
of him: wa-ṣannafa Kitābah al-kabīr fī l-qirāʾāt fī arbaʿīna sanatan wa-yuqāl innamuṣannafāt
al-Islāmarbaʿa huwaaḥaduhum thummaṣannafa kitābahal-ṣaghīr fīmaʿrifat ḥurūf al-Qurʾān
al-mukhtalaf fī-hā.
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the subject of individual variant readings:24 dhakara fī-hi ikhtilāf wujūh al-
qirāʾātwa-nasaba kull ḥarf ilāmanqaraʾa bi-hi. Similar statements, like those
about Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām and Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī, can also
be found concerning some later men, for example, al-qāḍī Ismāʿīl b. Isḥāq
al-Mālikī al-Azdī (d. 282/895), who dealt with twenty imāms, including the
Seven25 and—based on Abū ʿUbayd ʿAbd al-Qāsim b. Sallām26—the well-
known al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923).27 Al-Tabarī’s work, also entitled Jāmiʿ,28 con-
sisted of eighteen volumes, albeit in large letters,29 Jamīʿ al-qirāʾāt min al-
mashhūr wa-l-shawādhdh wa-ʿilal dhālika wa-sharḥuh,30 and his own
ikhtiyār. Its importance rests on the fact that Ibn Mujāhid made use of
it.31 The edition of large collections of individual variant readings extends
to the time of Ibn Mujāhid and beyond. Ibn Mujāhid’s great adversary, Ibn
Shannabūdh (d. 328/939),32 is mentioned as the author of a Kitāb ikhtilāf
al-qurrāʾ.33 Abū Bakr Muḥammad AL-NAQQĀSH (d. 351/962) composed al-
Muʿjam al-kabīr fī asmāʾ al-qurrāʾ wa-qirāʾātihim.34 The last works of this
genre we might reckon to be the great collective works of the fourth and
fifth centuries, including the Iqnāʿ byAbū ʿAlī AL-AHWĀZĪ (d. 446/1055)35—
which, despite being cited repeatedly (above, note 29), has survived

24 See above, p. 530sq.; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 7, p. 302, l 16; Ibn Khallikān, no. 835; [EQ; Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 1, p. 11, no. 6].

25 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 754,Nashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 20;Makkī, Ibāna (BerlinMs., no. 578),
p. 496. Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 2, p. 258, l 3, mentions an approving remark of Ibn Mujāhid.

26 Ibn Mujāhid in Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 443, l 1; in the list of writings Yāqūt even says:
kitābuh fī l-qirāʾāt yashtamil ʿalā kitāb Abī ʿUbayd. The number of the imāms seems to have
been identical in both works.

27 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 323–328. See above, p. 485sqq.
28 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 33, l 23; otherwise mostly called kitābuh fī l-qirāʾāt, or

similarly; for example, Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Ibāna (Berlin Ms., Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578),
pp. 496 and 500; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 427.

29 Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan AL-AHWĀZĪ, in the Iqnāʿ, Ms., Damascus, Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya,
no. 54: raʾaytuhu fī thamāniya ʿasharumajalladatin illā annahu kāna bi-khuṭūṭin kibārin. Also
Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 427, l 7sqq. (abbreviated). Here, Yāqūt explicitly mentions al-Iqnāʿ of
al-Ahwāzī as the source. Thus, the afore-mentioned Damascus manuscript can be identified
beyond doubt.

30 Its authorship is very doubtful; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 328, no. 9.
31 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 34, l 2 (rawā ʿan probably meant by this); cf. Yāqūt, Irshād,

vol. 6, p. 442, l 18, where Ibn Mujāhid attests to the excellence of the book, attributing some
of its mistakes to Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām.

32 See above, p. 467sq.
33 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 302, l 2.
34 Fihrist, p. 33, and from this Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 497, l 3 (akbar instead kabīr); see

above, p. 505.
35 al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 222, l 3: rawā ʿan-hu al-ṭimma wa-rimma Abū Maʿshar
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only as a very small fragment—and another fragmentary Kitāb al-Jāmiʿ or
Sūq al-ʿarūs of his pupil AbūMaʿshar ʿAbd al-Karīm al-Ṭabarī (d. 478/1085).36
Both works contain a great number of complete ikhtiyārāt apart from the
Seven canonical readings. Further, the K. al-Kāmil by ABŪ AL-QĀSIM Yūsuf
(Ibn) ʿAlī AL-HUDHALĪ (d. 465/1072),37 contains no fewer than 1,500 riwāyāt
and ṭuruq, apart from the fourteen other ikhtiyārāt. Likewise, the K. al-
Rawḍat al-ḥuffāẓ of Abū Ismāʿīl Mūsā AL-MUʿADDIL (roughly a contem-
porary)38 contains fifteen readings, among whom we find Ḥumayd b. Qays
AL-AʿRAJ,39 Ibn al-Sumayfaʿ, and Ṭalḥa b. Muṣarrif al-Hamdānī (d. 112/730).40

The collection and citation of variant readings in the time before Ibn [iii/209]
Mujāhid is not limited to the muqriʾs themselves but is rather the work
of traditionists, Koranic commentators, and philologists alike, particularly
the latter. They appear either in the framework of grammatical and lexico-
graphical works or frequently independently; in most cases we only know
them by title. In theMuḥtasab of Ibn Jinnī (died 392/1002),41 however, more
details have survived through references to the famous Muḥammad b. al-
Mustanīr QUṬRUB (d. 206/821),42 and also to the book of Abū Ḥātim al-
Sijistānī (died 255/869).43The highlight of philological studies on the variant
readings is precisely this work of Ibn Jinnī, as well as his commentary on the
K. al-Shawādhdh of IbnMujāhid, and his parallel work andmodel, the com-
mentary of his teacher, Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī (d. 377/987)44 on the K. al-Sabʿa of
Ibn Mujāhid, entitled K. al-Ḥujja (see below, p. 552).

al-Ṭabarī fī kitāb sūq al-ʿarūs. [Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī b. Ibrahīm AL-AHWĀZĪ; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 603].

36 O. Pretzl, “Verzeichnis der älteren Qirāʾātwerke,” no. 32, p. 45.
37 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 3929.
38 Ibid., no. 3679; O. Pretzl, “Verzeichnis der älteren Qirāʾātwerke,” no. 31, pp. 43–44.
39 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 575, col. 2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 50.
40 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. xxviii, col. 2, n. 4; p. 62, col. 1, p. 404, col. 2.
41 G. Bergsträßer, Nichtkanonische Lesearten imMuḥtasab des Ibn Ğinnī.
42 Loc. cit., p. 18, l 93. Ibn Jinnī does not supply the title; itmight have beenMaʿānī l-Qurʾān

(Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 66, no. 1) or Iʿrāb al-Qurʾān (p. 67 no. 18).
[Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 64–65].

43 Loc. cit., p. 18, ll 90 and 94; Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī is one of the main authorities also
for the author of the K. al-Ḥujja (see below, p. 552) and is frequently cited in the Kashf of
Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib. [According to Sezgin, GAS, v. 3, pp. 367–368, Abū Ḥātim died more likely
in 250/864.]

44 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, p. 951; [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 101–110].
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The Rise of the Canonical Variant Readings[iii/210]

AbūBakr (Aḥmadb.Mūsā) IBNMUJĀHID (d. 324/936) ranked second in the
science of the variant readings behind his adversary, Ibn Shannabūdh,45 but
in the opinion of his pupil, ABŪ ṬĀHIR ʿAbd al-Wāḥid b. Abī Hāshim AL-
BAZZĀR46 (d. 349/960) greatly superior to him as far as discernment is con-
cerned.47 Butmost of all, he was a successful teacher.48 His work has become
the standard reference book to the science of the Koran, although it was sur-
passed by later literature, particularly by al-Dānī’s Taysīr and by subsequent
writings. Nevertheless, his book continued to be transmitted for quite some
time.49 Ibn al-Jazarī studied it and read the Koran according to its content. It
has come down to us, at least the greater part of it, in the above-mentioned
commentary of Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī.50 There, it is most certainly not complete,
because after some introductory words al-Fārisī begins with the commen-
tary on the first variant reading mālik : malik, verse 1:3; but we may assume
that Ibn Mujāhid first had mentioned details about the readers and trans-
mitters. Apart from the introduction, which is no longer extant, the book
was arranged according to Koranic passages relating to their differences.
There is no trace of a first part on the rules of pronunciation arranged by
subject (uṣūl), as appears in later such writings. But there are approxima-
tions to a synopsis when at the first occurrence of a subject, similar matters
arising later are all dealt with together. In this instance he even goes fur-

45 Ibn Shannabūdh prides himself with this superiority which to a large extent is due to
his extensive travel (Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 2707: vol. 2, p. 55, n. 9). His date of death is
variously given as 325/936 and 328/939.

46 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 167–168: Abū Ṭāhir al-Bazzāz, 280/893–349/960.
47 He says about Ibn Shannabūdh: “ʿilmihu fawqa ʿaqlih,” but about Ibn Mujāhid, the

opposite. (al-Ṭabarī, loc. cit.)
48 His ḥalqa (lectures) were attended by three hundred professional (muṣaddar ormuta-

ṣaddir) readers; he had eighty-four assistant teachers (khalīfa, see above, p. 496 n. 176); al-
Nashr, vol. 1, p. 121, l 25. Ibn al-Jazarī does not known of any teacher with more students than
he had (Ṭabaqāt, no. 663: vol. 1, p. 142, l 5).

49 Usually entitled Kitāb al-Sabʿa, fully, Maʿrifat qirāʾāt ahl al-amṣār bi-l-Ḥijāz wa-l-ʿIrāq
wa-l-Shaʾm (thus al-Fārisī in the introduction to his commentary; see O. Pretzl, “Die Wis-
senschaft der Koranlesung,” p. 18, l 7). There is the solidary statement of al-Jaʿbarī (d. 732/1331)
in his commentary on al-Shāṭibiyya (Ms. Istanbul, Fatih Camii Kütüphanesi, 52, 550v.) that he
used theKitāb al-Sabʿa al-ṣaghīr of IbnMujāhid as the only of his writings that he was able to
find. If this was correct, it might fit the passage in the Fihrist, where the bibliography lists a
Kitāb al-Qirāʾāt al-ṣaghīr next to a kabīr—although next to both of them also Kitāb al-Sabʿa.

50 A second commentary is from Ibn Khālawayh (d. 370/980; Flügel, Die grammatischen
SchulenderAraber, p. 232, no. 19); further inḤājjī Khalīfa (underKitābal-Sabʿa)whoexplicitly
mentions that both the commentaries and the text are in his possession. [Sezgin,GAS, vol. 9,
pp. 167–168.]
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ther than al-Dānī. Furthermore, there are also traces of the bāqūn-system
already mentioned on p. 428. Al-Fārisī lacks the solid system of two trans-
mitters. We therefore often find fewer transmissions. Hishām (Ibn ʿAmmār)
ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir, for example, is hardly considered. But inmost instances there
are still more, since apart from the canonical transmitters also other trans-
mitters are dealt with. For this reason, the book frequently contains variants
that are not at allmentioned by al-Dānī.Manypeculiarities display a smaller
measure of detail and comprehensiveness of phonetic observation. Entirely
wanting are references to the difference between context (waṣl) and pausal
(waqf) pronunciation of the later period.

We cannot determine who established the additional limitations and [iii/211]
impoverishments of the systemof dual transmitters since too little is known
about the writings on the Seven in the period between Ibn Mujāhid and
al-Dānī.51 We are in a somewhat better position as far as the next two
advances that occurred in the immediate period after Ibn Mujāhid, namely
the presentation of a systematic part about uṣūl and a linguistic exegesis of
the variant readings are concerned.

As far as the uṣūl are concerned, we learn that the first man to have [iii/212]
initiated the discussion of the individual readings (called farsh) was Ibn
Mujāhid’s pupil (Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. ʿUmar) AL-DĀRAQUṬNĪ (d. 385).52 Al-
Dānī’s Jāmiʿ owes its excellence mainly to the fact that the work was mod-
elled on al-Dāraquṭnī’s book.53 Two books entitled Iḥtijāj al-qurrāʾ wa-iʿrāb
al-Qurʾān54have been transmitted, one by the renowned grammarian al-Mu-
barrad (d. 285/898), and the other by Abū Bakr IBN AL-SARRĀJ (d. 316/
928).55 Still older is the second advance. Already al-Akhfash (d. ca. 292/
904, see above, p. 516) is said to have composed a book (bi-l-ʿilal)56 on
the reading of Ibn ʿĀmir al-Yaḥṣubī, and ABŪ AL-QĀSIM ʿUbayd Allāh b.

51 The most important writings: al-Irshād of ABŪ ṬAYYIB (ʿAbd al-Munʿim b. ʿUbayd
Allāh) IBN GHALBŪN, died 389/999 [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 15] in Egypt (used in al-Nashr of
Ibn al-Jazarī, see vol. 1, p. 78) the teacher of Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (see below); the K. al-Hādī
of ABŪ ʿABD ALLĀH Muḥammad b. Sufyān AL-QAYRAWĀNĪ, d. 415/1024 in Medina, for
whom Ibn al-Jazarī still has rich transmissions (al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, vol. 1, p. 65), and
which we, too, still possess (Pretzl, Verzeichnis, Istanbul, Fatih Camii Kütüphanesi, no. 62);
and al-Hidāya of Abū l-ʿAbbās (AḤMAD IBN ʿAMMĀR) AL-MAHDAWĪ, d. 440/1048 [Sezgin,
GAS, vol. 9, pp. 215–216], also used by Ibn al-Jazarī (al-Nashr, vol. 1, 68), as well as the extant
corresponding commentaryby the sameauthor (Pretzl,Verzeichnis, no. 6, pp. 24–25; Istanbul,
Köprülü [not specifiedwhether Köprülü Fazıl Ahmet Paşa or KöprülüMehmet Paşa], no. 20).

52 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 206–209.
53 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2281: vol. 1, p. 559, l 4; the title of the book is unknown.
54 Yāqūt, al-Irshād, vol. 7, p. 143, l 20; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 98.
55 Ibid., vol. 7, p. 11, l 11; see below, note 60; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 82–85.
56 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 966.
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Ibrāhīm AL-ʿAMRĪ (d. 307/919) a book entitled Muṣannaf muʿallal57 about
the reading of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ. Al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923) in his great work
on qirāʾāt58 (see above, p. 548) refers in every reading to ʿilal and sharḥ.
IBN MIQSAM al-ʿAṭṭār (d. 354/965), Ibn Mujāhid’s adversary (see above,
p. 475sq.), composed a book entitled Iḥtijāj lil-qurrāʾ, where he is trying to
advocate unusual readings wujūhanmin al-lugha wa-l-maʿnā.59 We also find
this latter expression in the title of the oldest extantworkdefending this pro-
cedure of substantiation and justification of the variant readings, entitled
K. al-Ḥujja of ABŪ ʿALĪ (al-Ḥasan b. Aḥmad b. ʿAbd al-Ghaffār) AL-FĀRISĪ
(al-Fasawī) who died in 377/987, which constitutes a complete commentary
on the Koran, including taʿlīl to Kitāb al-Saʿba of Ibn Mujāhid.60 The influ-
ence of this workmust not be underestimated; Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, who died
in 437/1045,61 and Abū Ṭāhir (Ismāʿīl) IBN KHALAF (al-Ṣiqillī), who died in
455/1063,62 left us excerpts from it. See also below, p. 582sq. (Seite 247, Nr.
18!) [sic, where there is no such number].

The Rise of the Classic System of the Seven

Of decisive importance for the subsequent development of the literature of[iii/213]
the variant readings was the transfer of the new science of variant readings
to Spain. Upon the initiative of the Spanish Umayyad Caliph, al-Ḥakam II
al-Mustanṣir Billāh, the Egyptian reader of the Koran ABŪ L-ḤASAN (ʿAlī b.
Muḥammad b. Ismāʿīl) AL-ANṬĀKĪ (d. 377/987) moved in 352/963 to Cor-
doba.63 But it was far more important that conversely Spaniards, namely
the two contemporaries, Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī (died 437/1045) and,

57 Ibid., 2010.
58 According to the above-mentionedwork of (Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī) AL-AHWĀZĪ (Ms.

Damascus, al-Ẓāhiriyya, 54); further, Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 427, l 8, and vol. 6, p. 442, l 2.
59 Yāqūt, Irshād al-arīb ilā maʿrifat al-adīb, vol. 6, p. 499, l 1.
60 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 1, pp. 17–21. About the author see Flügel, Die grammatischen

Schulen, p. 110; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 18, no. 11. According to the author, the work on the
book was begun in 315/927—thus, still before Ibn Mujāhid—by Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī’s teacher,
Ibn al-Sarrāj (Flügel, op. cit., p. 103; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 82–85) in whose list of writings
it appears as K. al-Iḥtijāj fī l-qirāʾa (Flügel, ibid., no. 6; see also Ḥājjī Khalīfa under Iḥtijāj
al-qurrāʾ). Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī quotes in full his teacher’s explanations—as far as it went (only
part of the second sūra!)—and then adds his own remarks. Ibn Jinnī reproaches him in
the introduction to his Muḥtasab (G. Bergsträßer, Nichtkoranische Lesearten, p. 17, l 65) for
verbosity and arduousness. The first reproach applies probably more so than to Ibn Jinnī’s
own work; the latter reproach, hardly.

61 Yāqūt, Irshād al-arīb ilā maʿrifat al-adīb, vol. 7, p. 174, l 14.
62 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 763; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 244, no. III (c).
63 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2308 (vol. 1, p. 565, l 2). Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 200, n. 1.
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more successfully and influentially, Abū ʿAmr (ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd) AL-DĀNĪ
d. 444/1053 studied in the East.64 Both of them composed twoworks each on
the Seven, a brief one, containing nothing but the facts (including the most
important isnāds) and another, comprehensive one, which offers apart from
extensive isnāds also the taʿlīl. Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s Tabṣira—according to
his ownwords in the epilogue—was intended as a guide for beginners to be
memorized by heart and as replacement for a still shorter presentation, al-
Mūjiz, from 385/995, intended for his private use only but published against
his will. It was not until 424/1032 that he could realize his long-standing
project of writing a commentary on it, containing ʿilal and ḥujaj, which he
entitled Kashf.65 The Tabṣira was a kitāb naql wa-dirāya, the Kashf is a kitāb
fahm wa-ʿilm wa-dirāya.66 The Tabṣira retained a certain importance; ABŪ
L-ḤASAN (ʿAlī b. ʿUmar) AL-QAYJĀṬĪ (d. 723/1323) referred to it in his sup-
plement to the Shāṭibiyya,67 entitled al-Takmila al-mufīda li-ḥāfiẓ al-qaṣīda,
and Ibn al-Jazarī still studied it;68 theKashf, on the other hand, seems to have
been of less influence upon later writers. The interest in a deeper under-
standing of the variant readings of the Koran that began in the third century
is certainly on the way out from the sixth century onwards (still one rep-
resentative, Ibn Abī Ibrāhīm, in al-Mūḍiḥ).69 In Ibn al-Jazarī’s life-work, K.
al-Nashr, which in other respects constitutes a certain highlight, hardly the
least traces remain.70

Far more successful than Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib was al-Dānī. Still today he [iii/215]
indirectly dominates the teaching of the science of qirāʾāt because of the
literature which, in the final analysis, is based on his Taysīr fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ.
The Taysīr,71 as the more concise presentation, has as its counterpart the

64 As the precursor of the two men Ibn al-Jazarī mentions Abū ʿUthmān [ʿUthmān]
(Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh) AL-ṬALAMANKĪ d. 429/1037; [EI2;] when hementions
him as the first man to bring the science of the variant readings to Spain (Ṭabaqāt, 554,
similarlyNashr, vol. 1, p. 34, l 10) hemeans to say that hewas the first Spaniard to have studied
in the East. His work, K. al-Rawḍa, Ibn al-Jazarī lists among his own sources (Nashr, vol. 1,
p. 70) but without having an isnād. The work was obviously of little importance.

65 Apart from the very goodBerlinMs. (Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis, no. 578 =Petermann, no. 17).
an excellent Ms. in [H. Derenbourg, Les manuscrits arabes de l’] Escorial, 1325. Photographs
at the Korankommision der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, [München].

66 These details from the preface to al-Kashf.
67 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 96, l 9.
68 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 69.
69 Ca. 560/1164; Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 19, pp. 32–34.
70 See below, p. 563sq.
71 Edited by O. Pretzl, with the sub-title, Das Lehrbuch der sieben Koranlesungen [manual

of the seven readings of the Koran], von al-Dānī (1930).
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Jāmiʿ al-bayān,72 as the more comprehensive presentation of the two. The
relation of the two works is different in Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib: The prime value
of Jāmiʿ is that it is not limited to the Fourteen canonical transmissions;
rather, it considers forty of them, supplying isnāds with very detailed and
biographical data. It is because of such material that the Jāmiʿ constitutes
the basis of the science of the Koranic readings. Ibn al-Jazarī resorts to
logograms in his ṭabaqāt to indicate the readers who are included. Other
than Ibn al-Jazarī,73 ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Ṣafrāwī,74 author of several works on
variant readings (d. 636/1238), also studied it (see below, p. 566 n. 16175).

The Taysīr—the classic guide to the Seven Koranic variant readings, like
the Tabṣira, and intended for memorization by heart—begins after a brief
introduction by supplying as the essential element some information about
the method of recitation (al-ḥaramiyyān = Nāfiʿ, Ibn Kathīr al-Kinānī, etc.),
accompanied by short biographies of the Seven readers and their fourteen
transmitters, supplemented with lists of the authorities (rijāl) of the Seven,
and the isnāds that connect al-Dānī with the fourteen transmitters. These
isnāds are always supplied twice, once for the theoretical instruction (ḥad-
dathanā bi-hā …, etc.), and then for the practical recitation of the Koran
afterwards (qaraʾtu bi-hā al-Qurʾān alā…).

The first main part of the book deals with uṣūl and the general rules of
pronunciation, which is preceded by short sections on istiʿādha and tasmiya
as well as the different variant readings of the first sūra. The uṣūl com-
prise: First.—The great assimilation (of consonants separated by a vowel,
see above, p. 537). Second.—hāʾ al-kināya, suffix of 3. Pers. Sing. Masc.
Third.—Prolongation (madd). Fourth.—Rules of hamz (including the spe-
cial cases of hamz in words in pause in Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb and Hishām b.
ʿAmmār (al-Sulamī) ʿan Ibn ʿĀmir (al-Yaḥṣubī)). Fifth.—The so-calledminor
assimilation76 (of adjacent consonants). Sixth.—imāla (including in par-
ticular al-Kisāʾī’s pronunciation of the pausal feminine ending -ah). Sev-
enth.—The pronunciation of r and l. Eighth.—Pause (here also rawm and

72 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 4, pp. 22–23. Of the two knownMss, Nuruosmaniye Kütüpha-
nesi, 62, and the Egyptian Library, Cairo, qirāʾāt m 3, a photographic copy is with the Koran-
kommision der BayerischenAkademie derWissenschaften,München (dated, 1146, 375 folios,
beautiful, careful hand).

73 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 60.
74 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 727, no. 13.
75 One of the sources of his Taqrīb (see below, p. 566) in his Iʿlān that Ibn al-Jazarī studied

(al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 78)—about which I have not been able to find anything specific—the
content of al-Jāmiʿ al-bayān has been partially incorporated (al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 60, l 8).

76 al-Dānī does not use this expression; he rather speaks of al-iẓhār wa-l-idghām lil-ḥurūf
al-sawākin.
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ishmām). Ninth.—Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb’s short pause (sukūt, sakt) after a vow-
elless consonant before hamz. Tenth.—The pronunciation of the suffix of 1.
pers. sing. as -ī or iyah. Eleventh.—The treatment of defective written final ī.
Inserted after the great assimilation is the mere rubric bāb sūrat al-baraqa.

The second main part of the book deals with the individual variant
readings, farsh al-ḥurūf; the end of every sūra consists of a compilation of
the occurring instances of a suffix of the 1. pers. sing. in the sūra as well as
the defective orthography of the final ī, intended as a complement to the
general rules in the uṣūl applicable in both instances.—The conclusion is
made up of a section on takbīr.

It is obvious that this outline is not based on a systematic structure, but [iii/216]
it also clearly carries the positive aspects of its origin by interlacing the uṣūl
part with the treatment of the individual variant readings of sūras one and
two. The chapters on uṣūl result from the habit, evident from Ibn Mujāhid,
to combine identical phenomena at the first occurring instance. Moreover,
as indeed at the beginning of the second sūra—before the first individual
variant of the Seven (yukhādiʿūna : yakhdaʿūna) in verse 8—examples of
the uṣūl can be found,77 it was logical to deal with the uṣūl first. Al-Dānī’s
presentation is very carefully balanced and very brief. No vowel is supplied
unnecessarily, only when the other readings have a different vowel.78

The arrangement and presentation of the work are better and more [iii/217]
precisely structured in al-Dānī; but as is evident from the close connection
with the Tabṣira, they were not created by him.79 This would suggest that
one look for an older, common source. Themost obvious person, apart from
al-Dāraquṭnī, who died in 385/995 (see above, p. 551), is Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s
teacher, Abū l-Ṭayyib b. Ghalbūn, who died in 389/999 (see above, p. 551
n. 51), who was also the father of al-Dānī’s teacher, Abū l-Ḥasan Ṭāhir b.

77 Sūra 2:2, fī-hi hudan thehāʾ al-kināya, at the sameplace, thoughunjustly, but historically
justified, also the great idghām, which first occurs already in sūra 1:2–3, al-raḥīmi malik; sūra
2:4, bi-mā unsila of themadd; 2:6, ʾaʾandhartahum two hamzs in one word, etc.

78 Quite different the later Mss. of the Taysīr, which not infrequently display unneccesary
additions from Ibn al-Jazarī’s al-Taḥbīr, and contain references that do not go back to al-Dānī.
Also the two existing Indian lithographs of the Taysīr (Hyderabad, 1316/1898, and Delhi,
1328/1910), are based on such corrupted Mss.

79 This can reach literal particulars and identical details of the arrangement. The main
difference is that the presentation of the Tabṣira is less firm and that the arrangement is less
clear and more superficial. There are also some terminological differences to be found, for
example, mā qalla dawruhu min al-ḥurūf (Tabṣira, thus, incidentally also K. al-Hādī of Abū
ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Sufyān al-Qayrawānī, Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 2, p. 21) instead of
farsh al-ḥurūf (al-Taysīr).
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Ghalbūn (d. 399/1008), the author of K. Tadhkira,80 which is largely identical
with the two works (see below, p. 561sq.). He is also the most likely person
to whom the introduction of the Fourteen transmitters might be ascribed.

The most weighty difference between the Tabṣira and the Taysīr is that
in the Tabṣira the great iddighām is missing. This is still feasible despite the
mutual identity of the transmission from Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ because the
idghām is only partly represented in the branches of both of them. This is
not unique to the Tabṣira, because Ibn al-Jazarī81 mentions a great number
of writings on variant readings that agree on this point, among them Ibn
Mujāhid’s al-Sabʿa; he also mentions that the chapter from the same trans-
mission found in the Taysīr is to be found already in Abū l-Ḥasan Ṭāhir b.
Ghalbūn (d. 399/1009). Both of the last of the uṣūl, sakt and yāʾāt, are miss-
ing fromtheTabṣira. Regarding the yāʾāt, thework represents anearlier stage
when, influenced by orthographic contingencies, the systematic treatment
of these uneven points had not yet been attempted. From Ibn al-Jazarī’s
details it is evident that the phonetic subtleties of sakt had not been firmly
established byMakkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s time, and this remained so for quite some
time to come.82

Insignificant differences, particularly with respect to the order of the[iii/218]
chapters on uṣūl, are not wanting from the writings on variant readings
in the group represented by the Tabṣira and the Taysīr; they nevertheless
form one entity compared with the works on variant readings which are
much more at variance with each other, and which place the uṣūl before
the discussion of the first sūra. Also, those works that deal with more than
seven readings can be divided into two groups. To the first group belongs
their most important representative work, theNashr of Ibn al-Jazarī, which,
with its systematic perfection and carefully thought-out plan in the chap-
ters on uṣūl, considerably outdistances the Taysīr, but it is still surpassed
by an older work of the second group, Rawḍat al-ḥuffāẓ of Abū Ismāʿīl
(Mūsā) AL-MUʿADDIL (see above, p. 549 n. 38; Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 31,
pp. 43–44).

The accumulation of homogeneous passages and the development of
the chapters on uṣūl do not constitute the apex of the systematic arrange-

80 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 16, no. 23.
81 This goes up to literal conformity and identity of details of the arrangement, the

main difference being the less strict presentation of the Tabṣira, which in its disposition
is superficial and less logical. Also some terminological differences are to be met with, for
example, mā qalla dawruhu min al-ḥurūf (Tabṣira, thus, incidentally, also al-Hādī of Abū
ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Sufyān al-Qayrawānī, Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 2) instead of farsh
al-ḥurūf (Taysīr).

82 al-Nashr, vol. 1, 240 and 412.
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ment of the content of the variant readings of the literature of the variant
readings. It was ([Saʿd al-Dīn] Sharaf al-Dīn Hibat Allāh b. ʿAbd al-Raḥīm)
IBN AL-BĀRIZĪ83 (d. 738/1338), who also provided a topical arrangement
of the individual variant readings in his Shirʿa on the Seven.84 He did not
find a successor; the work remains a curiosity. Conversely, the detailed sub-
ject arrangement, which actually represented progress in the presentation
of the subject and, at the same time, facilitated memorization by heart,
was very likely considered a barrier against quick orientation with regard
to individual passages, so that writers reverted—excluding the most gen-
eral foundations of pronunciation—to listing the particular reference in
each and every instance. Printed books of this kind are al-Mukarrar fī mā
tawātar min al-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ wa-takarrar of Sirāj al-Dīn (Abū Ḥafṣ ʿUth-
mān b. Qāsim) al-Anṣārī85 AL-NASHSHĀR (ca. 900); further, Ghayth al-nafʿ
of ʿAlī [b.Muḥammad]AL-NŪRĪAL-ṢAFĀQUSĪ [1053/1643–1118/1706];86Zub-
dat al-ʿirfān of Ḥāmid b. ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ al-Pālawī [BĀLAWĪ87]. The repetition
(hence the titleMukarrar) cannot be totally complete; each of the most fre-
quent references are mentioned once only at the first occurrence.

TheTaysīr, towhichwenow return, was initially studied a great deal. This [iii/219]
is evident from the two commentaries,88 one by ABŪ MUḤAMMAD ʿAbd
al-Wāḥid b. Muḥammad AL-BĀHILĪ (d. 705/1305), entitled al-Durr al-nathīr
wa-l-ʿadhb al-namīr, and the other by Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 833/1429), entitled al-
Taḥbīr, where he redoes the Taysīr, completewith corrections and additions
as well as the reading of the Three after the Seven, but, most of all, the versi-
fication of the Taysīr modelled after the Shāṭibiyya—which from then on
dominated the teaching of the variant readings. The commentaries were
enormously conducive to the spread of the ideas of the Taysīr, although, at
the same time, pushing the commentary itself into the background.

The Shāṭibiyya was not the first versification of the Seven. According
to Ibn al-Jazarī’s Ṭabaqāt,89 al-Ḥusayn b. ʿUthmān b. Thābit al-Baghdādī

83 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 64, no. 4, l. 3–4.
84 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 95, Ṭabaqāt, 3772; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 64, no. 4, l 3–4.
85 Cairo, 1326/1908; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 115.
86 Cairo, 1293/1876, 1304/1886, 1321/1903, all in the margin of the commentary on the

Shāṭibiyya of Ibn al-Qāṣiḥ. (Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 698).
87 Lithograph, Constantinople, 1312/1894, with the commentary ʿUmdat al-khullān fī īḍāḥ

of Muḥammad al-Amīn b. ʿAbd Allāh (composed after 1252/1842), lithograph, Constantino-
ple, 1287/1870. In Turkey much used in teaching; deals with the Ten.

88 Cf. the introduction by the editor to the Taysīr, p. ṭ. There is a very beautiful manuscript
of the first commentary at Cairo, Taymūr Pasha, 235.

89 No. 1110.
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(d. 378/988) had already composed such a work. Also al-Dānī90 himself had
already composed a rajaz poem, al-Iqtiṣād, on the Seven, which apparently
disappeared at an early date. The author of the most famous versification,
Abū l-Qāsimal-Qāsimb. Firro [Firruh]AL-SHĀṬIBĪ (d. 590/1193)91 represents
the repercussions of the Spanish science of the variant readings on the East.
Hewas born in Spain, where he studied variant readings, particularly Taysīr,
continuing these studies on his pilgrimage to the East; he was subsequently
appointed by al-Qāḍī al-Fāḍil92 to the madrasa which he had founded, and
there composed his two poems based on al-Dānī, the above-mentioned
ʿAqīla (above, p. 406), and the other, simply called al-Shāṭibiyya (with the
complete title, Ḥirz al-amānī wa-wajh al-tahānī). It is a ṭawīl-type poem
of 1,173 verses, rhyming with -lā. Considering al-Dānī’s rajaz, the latter’s
more rigid form created difficulties for the purpose. This was overcome
by exhausting poetic licence by means of padding, but particularly by a
system of logograms for readers, transmitters, or groups of such people.
The logograms are letters that do not stand for themselves at all; they
rather occur only in the accompanying text of the respective variant reading.
Which of the letters are to serve as logograms is indicated by red ink in the
manuscripts, and by brackets in printed copies. Apart from the text, the
student must thus also memorize which of the letters are logograms. In the
sameway that the ʿAqīla goes beyond the original, so also the Shāṭibiyya goes
a little beyond the Taysīr as far as content is concerned: For once, by means
of details and then also by inserting a propaedeutic chapter on phonetics
(bāb makhārij al-ḥurūf wa-ṣifātihā), which had gained a place in the later
writings on variant readings in general.

The Shāṭibiyya became famous93 by its first commentator (ʿALAM AL-[iii/220]
DĪN Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Ṣamad) AL-SAKHĀWĪ (d.
643/1245).94 His work, Fatḥ al-waṣīd—together with some other early com-
mentaries, for example, Ibrāz al-maʿānī of (Abū l-Qāsim ʿAbd al-Raḥmān
b. Ismāʿīl al-Dimashqī) ABŪ SHĀMA (d. 665/1266),95 al-Laʾālī al-farīda of
Abū ʿAbd Allāh (Muḥammad b. Ḥasan b. Muḥammad) AL-FĀSĪ (d. 656/
1258)96—is part of a group of works in which, once more, now following the

90 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2091 (vol. 1, p. 505, 2); in addition, Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 5, p. 36, l 6.
91 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 41, no. II; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2600.
92 EI2: Abū ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-QĀḌĪ AL-FĀḌIL, d. 1200.
93 Abū Shāma, commentary on the Shāṭibiyya, entitled Ibrāz al-maʿānī (Cairo, 1349/1930),

p. 7; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2318 (vol. 1, p. 570, l 9).
94 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 410.
95 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 317; printed, Cairo, 1349/1930.
96 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 409; at this place are listed also a number of commentaries, ibid., suppl.

vol. 1, p. 728. Cf. also Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, vol. 1, pp. 337–339.
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Shāṭibiyya, the old science is spread out in its fullness. Added is the most
successful of all the commentaries on the Shāṭibiyya, theKanz al-maʿānī97 of
(Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. ʿUthmān) AL-JAʿBARĪ (d. 732/1331). The great major-
ity is mainly limited to the minimum necessary for the understanding of
the poem as well as the supplementary material. In addition to the com-
mentaries already mentioned, there are also the following printed com-
mentaries: Sirāj al-qāriʾ al-mubtadiʾwa-tadhkāral-muqriʾ al-muntahīof (Abū
l-Qāsim ʿAlī b. ʿUthmān) IBNAL-QĀṢIḤ,98 and Irshādal-murīd ilāmaqṣūdal-
Qaṣīd of ʿAlī b. Muḥammad AL-ḌABBĀʿ (living at Cairo).99

The logograms became later also used in prose texts as a very practical [iii/221]
means of illustration. The first work of this kind is the Mūḍīḥ of [Abū] ʿAbd
Allāh Naṣr b. ʿAlī AL-FĀRISĪ;100 the same applies to the above-mentioned
Zubdat al-ʿirfān of al-Bālawī (see above, p. 557). But as this was an imped-
iment to memorization, there was an attempt to avoid it in poems that
were in competition with the Shāṭibiyya; and this already by al-Shāṭibī’s
contemporary, Abū ʿAbd Allāh (Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Muḥammad) AL-
MAʿĀFIRĪ (d. 591/1194),101 and later Mālik b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān IBN AL-
MURAḤḤIL (d. 699/1299),102 and also, ABŪḤAYYĀNAL-GHARNĀṬĪ (d. 745/
1344), who composed his poem, ʿIqd al-laʾālī fī l-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ al-ʿawālī, in
the rhyme and metre of the Shāṭibiyya,103 as well as (Fakhr al-Dīn Aḥmad
b. ʿAlī) IBN AL-FAṢĪḤ al-Hamadhānī (d. 755/1354), who indicates his pur-
pose already by its title, Ḥall al-rumūz.104 On the other hand, there was an
attempt to surpass al-Shāṭibī’s conciseness. Such is the case with the above-
mentioned commentator on the Shāṭibiyya, Shuʿla (d. 656/1258) (see above,
p. 559 n. 97) who in his Shamʿa reduced the Shāṭibiyya to approximately half
its size, this way formally surpassing it.105 Such and similar attempts did not
succeed in displacing the Shāṭibiyya.

97 This title is identical with the older commentary of Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Muḥam-
mad SHUʿLAH (d. 656/1258); al-Jaʿbarī apologizes in the epilogue of his commentary that
without knowing the predecessor he chose the identical title. (Istanbul Ms., Fatih Camii
Kütüphanesi 52:550v f, Vakf Ibrahim, 51, Velyeddin Carullah, 15.)

98 Completed in 759/1357, printed 1321/1903, etc., recently in 1954. Yusuf E. Sarkīs, Diction-
naire encyclopédique de bibliographie arabe, 209.

99 G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” p. 27, also printed in the margin of Abū Shāma,
see above, p. 558 n. 95.

100 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis derhandschriftlich erhaltenenälterenQirāʾātwerke,” no. 19, pp. 32–
34; different from those of the Shāṭibiyya.

101 Ḥājjī Khalīfa, see below, Qaṣīda fī l-qirāʾāt.
102 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2644.
103 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 94, l 19; Ṭabaqāt, 3555.
104 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 380; Ḥājjī Khalīfa, loc. cit.
105 Ibn al-Jazarī, al-Nashr, vol. 1, p. 94, l 1; ṭabaqāt, 2780. [Recently published, Sharḥ Shuʿla

ʿalā l-Shāṭibiyya (1954).]
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The Taysīr and the Shāṭibiyya displaced a number of other teaching[iii/222]
guides on the Seven that had temporarily dominated the teaching institu-
tions in certain areas. The most important of these was the ʿUnwān106 of
Abū Ṭāhir IBN KHALAF AL-ANṢĀRĪ (d. 455/1063); although more recent,
the book has a better isnād than the Taysīr. It is an excerpt from the same
author’s larger work entitled al-Iktifāʾ.107 In Egypt it had been the most com-
mon school-book for a long time. It was there also provided with a com-
mentary. Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 833/1429) composed a book on the comparison
of the ʿUnwān to the Shāṭibiyya entitled Tuḥfat al-ikhwān fī l-khilāf bayn al-
Shāṭibiyya wa-l-ʿUnwān.108 Together with the Taysīr and the Shāṭibiyya, the
ʿUnwān formed the basis of Muʿīn al-muqriʾ al-niḥrīr ʿalā mā akhtaṣṣ bih
al-ʿUnwān wa-l-Shāṭibiyya wa-l-Taysīr of Shihāb al-Dīn Aḥmad b. ʿAlī b. ʿAbd
al-Raḥmān AL-BILBAYSĪ (d. 779/1377),109 as well as of a work of ʿUmar b.
Qāsim al-Anṣārī entitled al-Badr al-munīr (about Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān
al-Laythī, Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ and Ibn Kathīr (al-Kinānī)) that the author of
Kashf al-ẓunūn [Ḥājjī Khalīfah] erroneously considers a commentary on the
Taysīr.110

Somewhat later than the ʿUnwān appeared the Tajrīd of Abū l-Qāsim[iii/223]
(ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. ʿAfīq b. Abī Bakr) al-Ṣiqillī IBN AL-FAḤḤĀM111 (died 516/
1122), reckoned by Ibn al-Jazarī to be one of the best books on variant read-
ings,112 and becoming the subject of a similar comparative study entitled al-
Taqyīd fī l-khilf baynal-Shāṭibiyyawa-l-Tajrīd.113ABŪAL-ḤASAN ʿAlī b. ʿUmar
(not ʿUthmān) al-Kattānī AL-QAYJĀṬĪ (d. 723/1323) in his work, al-Takmila
al-mufīda li-ḥāfiẓ al-Qaṣīda—a poem in the same metre and rhyme of the
Shāṭibiyya114—made a comparison with the Shāṭibiyya and drew upon it for
its completion, namely Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib’s Tabṣira (see above, p. 553) (Abū
ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad) IBN SHURAYH’s (al-Ruʿaynī, died 476/1083)115 al-
Kāfī as well as the Taysīr—the oldest available book on variant readings in

106 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 9, p. 27.
107 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 8, pp. 26–27.
108 Pretzl, “DieWissenschaft der Koranlesung,”, p. 27. As it is evident from the isnāds of the

ʿUnwān, the author is indeed the famous Ibn al-Jazarī, although the manuscript gives as his
kunyaAbū ʿAbd Allāh instead of Abū l-Khayr, and although the work is not mentioned in the
lists of his works I know of.

109 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 111, no. 11.
110 See introduction to al-Taysīr, p. ṭ, foot-note.
111 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis der … Qirāʾātwerke,” no. 15.
112 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 74sqq.
113 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1590.
114 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1. p. 96.
115 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 66sqq.; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 11, bottom.
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print at the moment116—and (AbūMuḥammad ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAlī b. Aḥmad)
SIBṬ AL-KHAYYĀṬ’s (d. 541/1146)117 Ījāz.

From among the flood of works on the Seven there remains only one
scholarly work to be mentioned, Abū Jaʿfar (Aḥmad b. ʿAlī) IBN AL-BĀ-
DHASH118 al-Gharnāṭī’s (d. 540/1145) al-Iqnāʿ, which represents three hun-
dred ṭuruq.119 This combination of limitation to the Seven, accompanied by
the greatest possible richness within this framework, is the exception; most
of them that found scholastic teaching insufficient went beyond the Seven.
The arrangement of the Iqnāʾdeparts not inconsiderably fromwhatwas cus-
tom (including tajwīd). Only this work includes chapters on ikhtilāf madh-
āhibihim fī kayfiyyat al-tilāwa wa-tajwīd al-adāʾ as well as mā khālafa fīh
al-ruwāt aʾimmatahum. Abū Ḥayyān al-Andalusī (d. 745/1344120), the impor-
tant commentator of the Koran, considers it the best work on the Seven (see
below, p. 578).

The Extension of the System of the Seven

The obvious next step beyond the Seven is the inclusion of Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍra- [iii/224]
mī who, next to them, is the most renowned writer. Various writers on the
Seven considered him worth a monograph, a mufrada; they were al-Dānī,121
Ibn Shurayḥ,122 and Ibn al-Faḥḥām;123 the latter work was versified by Abū
Ḥayyān al-Andalusī (d. 745/1344)124 in his Ghāyat al-maṭlūb fī qirāʾat Yaʿqūb
(corresponding to his ʿIqd al-laʾālī (see above, p. 560)).

The oldest surviving work on the Eight that we have is the above-men-
tioned Tadhkira (p. 496) of Abū l-Ḥasan Ṭāhir b. Ghalbūn (d. 399/1009),125
modelled on the Taysīr; from about the same time originate the K. al-Wajīz
of Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan AL-AHWĀZĪ (d. 446/1055)126 and a work of ABŪ AL-

116 Printed in the margin of theMukarrar (see above, p. 557sq.).
117 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr, vol. 1, p. 82.; Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 723.
118 Pretzl’s Verzeichnis, no. 11, pp. 28–29; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 60, no. 45, etc.
119 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 376 (vol. 1, p. 83, l 11), cf.Nashr, vol. 1, p. 87. As a comparison to

the number of ṭuruq (singular ṭarīq) might serve the eight hundred ṭuruq for the Seven—but
it is doubtful that the method of his count is identical.

120 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 26.
121 Pretzl’s Verzeichnis, no. 34, pp. 45–46;Ms. Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye Kütüphanesi, no. 62.
122 Ms Damascus, Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya, qirāʾāt, 67.
123 Pretzl’s Verzeichnis, no. 35, p. 46:Mufradat Yaʿqūb orMufradat Ibn al-Faḥḥām.
124 Ibn al-Jazarī, Nashr vol. 1, p. 95, l 3.
125 Pretzl’s Verzeichnis, no. 16, pp. 30–31; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 16, no. 23.
126 Ibid., no. 18.
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ḤASAN AL-RĀZĪ ʿAlī b. Jaʿfar AL-SAʿĪDĪ al-Shīrāzī (with ʿilal) utilized in the
Mūḍīḥ fī wujūh al-qirāʾa of Abū ʿAbd Allāh Naṣr b. ʿAlī AL-FĀRISĪ.127 Some-
what later appeared the Talkhīṣ of [ABŪ] MAʿSHAR (ʿAbd al-Karīm) AL-
ṬABARĪ (d. 478/1085).128 It must be mentioned here that the Fihrist knows
of an earlier qirāʾāt work of this type where not Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī129 is the
eighth reader but Khalaf b. Hishām (al-Bazzār).

Whereas in the Maghreb, in Egypt, and also in Syria, the Seven or Eight[iii/225]
readings were widespread, the East produced a greater number of works
on the qirāʾāt of the Ten. The earliest mentioned in Ibn al-Jazarī’s Nashr,
vol. 1, p. 88, is the K. al-Ghāya fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr of Abū Bakr Aḥmad b.
al-Ḥusayn IBN MIHRĀN (d. 381/991) on which Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Muḥam-
mad AL-FĀRISĪ130 (d. 461/1069) wrote a commentary.131 About the same time
appeared the Ishārat al-mubtadī wa-tadhkirat al-muntahī132 of Abū Naṣr
MANṢŪR IBN AḤMAD AL-ʿIRĀQĪ.133 According to Ibn al-Jazarī, the Irshād
al-mubtadī wa-tadhkirat al-muntahī134 of Abū l-ʿIzz Muḥammad b. Bundār
AL-QALĀNISĪ (d. 521/1127) was equally widespread in the East as was the
Taysīr in theWest.135 Itwas anexcerpt fromtheauthor’smuch largerwork,al-
Kifāya al-kubrā fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr,136 and (like the Shāṭibiyya) it was repeat-
edly versified.137 Of less importance was the Jāmiʿ of Abū l-Ḥusayn Naṣr b.
ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz AL-FĀRISĪ al-Shīrāzī (d. 461/1068).138 On the other hand, the
following three works must be recognized as belonging to the most note-
worthy texts of the Koranic variant readings: (1) Ghāyat al-ikhtiṣār of Abū
l-ʿAlāʾ al-Ḥasan AL-ʿAṬṬĀR AL-HAMADHĀNĪ (d. 569/1173), the “al-Dānī” of

127 Ibid., no. 19, introduction.
128 Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis.
129 Flügel’s edition, p. 39, l 6. Here the author is named Abū l-Ḥasan b. Murra al-Naqqāsh,

this one, however, is likely to be identicalwith the oneof Ibn al-Jazarī,Ṭabaqāt, no. 3181, called
Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh b. Abī Murra d. 352/963, who in any case specialized in the riwāya
of Khalaf b. Hishām.

130 EQ; EI2.
131 Incomplete Ms., Cairo, Egyptian Library, Taymūr Pasha, no. 344. Brockelmann, GAL,

suppl. vol. 1, p. 722.
132 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis der handschriftlich erhaltenen älteren Qirāʾātwerke”, no. 21, p. 35.

Excerpts from it are mentioned by Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 1545.
133 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 721.
134 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 28, p. 40. AnotherMs. of thework is located in Istanbul, Serail,

Sultan Ahmet III, no. 169; further, Damascus, Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya, Qirāʾāt, no. 27.
135 Ṭabaqāt, no. 2958.
136 Pretzl’s Verzeichnis, no. 27, pp. 39–40.
137 See Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, nos. 774 and 1805 (vol. 1, p. 430, l 6), and no. 2352.
138 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. 1, p. 722: Jāmiʿ bi-qirāʾāt al-aʾimma al-ʿashara.
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the East;139 (2) al-Ikhtiyār of Abū ʿAmr ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAlī SIBṬ AL-KHAYYĀṬ
(d. 541/1146),140 and (3) al-Miṣbāḥ al-zāhir of Abū l-Karam al-Mubārak AL-
SHAHRAZŪRĪ al-Baghdādī (d. 550/1155).141 The greatest dissemination after
the Irshād belonged probably to the K. al-Mustanīr of Abū Ṭāhir Aḥmad b.
ʿAlī IBN SIWĀR AL-BAGHDĀDĪ (d. 496/1102), at least until it was eclipsed142

by Ibn al-Jazarī’s Nashr,143 which in its form represents a high point in the
science of qirāʾāt. In contrast to his great classic predecessors, Ibn al-Jazarī
is no longer interested in the inner justification of the differences of the vari-
ant readings (taʿlīl), the sameway that he has almost no connectionwith the
grammarians. He is concerned only with the fact (adāʾ) which he is trying
critically to crystallize from a large number of earlier works—he mentions
some sixty of them—and then presents themwith an unsurpassed clarity of
disposition and precise expression. The fact that he dealt with Ten readings
vis-à-vis the almost generally accepted Seven obliged him to introduce the
development of the Koranic variant readings with a historical survey and to
take positions on principles. Drawing largely on older sources, particularly
the Ibāna ofMakkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045), he develops the conceptions of
the canonical (ṣaḥīḥa andmutawātira) aswell as the uncanonical (shādhdh,
pl. shawādhdh) readings to a certain universality.144 Ibn al-Jazarī, too, limits
himself in his work in general to two transmitters of each imām. His book,
however, is not unessentially enriched by considering farmore ṭuruq.145 This
becomes quite evident in the case of the reading of Warsh, where the ṭarīq
of ABŪ BAKR Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Raḥīm b. Shabīb AL-IṢBAHĀNĪ devi-
ates considerably from the ṭarīq of ABŪ YAʿQŪB Yūsuf b. ʿAmr AL-AZRAQ
(alone considered in the Taysīr). Modelled on earlier works,146 his chapter
on uṣūl is preceded by a brief survey on tajwīd. In other ways he follows
the main lines of the presentation of the uṣūl as known from works on the

139 Ibn al-Jazarī,Ṭabaqāt, 945:wa-ʿindī annahu fī l-mashāriq ka-Abī ʿAmral-Dānī fī l-maghā-
rib.

140 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 435, l 10, he mentions a versification of the system of the
Ten.

141 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 723.
142 Pretzl’sVerzeichnis, no. 22, pp. 35–36; no. 24, pp. 37–38; no. 25, p. 38; andno. 26, pp. 38–39;

Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 722.
143 The full title reads: Kitāb al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr. Cf. Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2,

p. 201. Theworkwas very carefully edited byMuḥammadAḥmadDuhmān of Damascus, who
produced a very accurate edition (Damascus, 1345/1927, 2 v., 504, 458 p.), from excellentMss.,
one of which was used by the author himself, and supplied with his corrections.

144 See above, p. 471sqq.
145 See above, p. 560 n. 111.
146 See above, p. 533 n. 172.
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Seven. A novelty is a large chapter on the imāla in the aḥruf al-hijāʾ at the
opening of the sūras—which is otherwise treated as farsh al-ḥurūf—aswell
as a very important and practical chapter entitled bayān irfād al-qirāʾāt wa-
jamʿih, where the insufficiency of mixing riwāyāt and ṭuruq in the course
of the reading is treated (see above, p. 527sq.). Much of farsh al-ḥurūf was
already discussed in the uṣūl, so that it could be considerably abbreviated.147

Next to the Ten, al-Aʿmash is to be found in K. al-Rawḍa fī l-qirāʾāt al-iḥdā[iii/227]
ʿashra of ABŪ ʿALĪ AL-ḤASAN (Ibn Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm al-Baghdādī)
AL-MĀLIKĪ148 (d. 438/1046), whereas the above-mentioned Sibṭ al-Khayyāṭ
(d. 541/1146) discusses the Seven in his bookK. al-Mubhij149—with the excep-
tion of Abū Jaʿfar (IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ AL-MAKHZŪMĪ)—all together with Ibn
Muḥayṣin, al-Aʿmash as well as Khalaf b. Hishām (al-Bazzār) and Abū Mu-
ḥammad al-Yazīdī.

It was only much later that the collections of Fourteen readings attained
greater importance. The oldest one that we know of is Īḍāḥ al-rumūz wa-
mafātiḥ al-kunūz of Muḥammad b. Khalīl AL-QUBĀQIBĪ (Qabāqibī).150 His
source for the Ten is Ibn al-Jazarī’s al-Nashr, and for the remaining Four a
mufradāt work of al-Ahwāzī (d. 446/1054). The largest work is K. Laṭāʾif al-
ishārāt li-funūn al-qirāʾāt of the renowned Koranic commentator Aḥmad b.
Muḥammad AL-QASṬALLĀNĪ (d. 923/1517),151 a work which as far as com-
prehensiveness is concerned nearly surpasses Ibn al-Jazarī’s al-Nashr. An
excerpt of this is Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-bashar fī qirāʾāt al-arbaʿat ʿashar by Aḥmad
b. Muḥammad AL-DIMYĀṬĪ AL-BANNĀʾ (d. 1117/1705).152 Still larger and ear-
lier collections have been discussed in different connections (p. 487sqq.).

147 The editor unfortunately failed to facilitate the location of many of the author’s incom-
plete references by supplying page numbers.—Later literature on al-Nashr in Brockelmann,
GAL, vol. 2, p. 201—Apart from the versifications of the system of the Ten (mentioned, above,
p. 562 n. 137) the likely most widespread system is Zubdat al-ʿirfān by al-Bālawī (see above,
p. 557 n. 87).

148 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis der handschriftlich erhaltenen älteren Qirāʾātwerke,” no. 29, pp.
40–41.

149 Ibid., no. 30, pp. 41–43.
150 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 113; suppl. vol. 2, p. 139; Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 669;

apparently the author hadalready supplied a short surveyof theFourteen inhis book,Majmaʿ
al-surūr.

151 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 73; in addition the excellent Ms: Istanbul, Fatih Camii
Kütüphanesi, nos. 32 and 33; Damascus, Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya, Qirāʾāt, no. 6, further,
Cairo, Maktabat Qawala, Qirāʾāt, 1.

152 Printed at Constantinople, 1285/1868, and at Cairo, 1317/1899, and in 1407/1987.
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The Literature of the Uncanonical Readings (shawādhdh)

Parallel with the presentation of complete readings of the canonically rec- [iii/228]
ognized imāms, the transmission of variant readings that were eliminated
as uncanonical were studied until quite late. This is based on the fact that
the differentiation betweenmashhūra and shādhdh153 did not constitute an
absolute rejection of the latter. For practical purposes it was excluded from
the Koranic reading, while it was unconditionally retained in tafsīr as the
discussible heritage of tradition. In reality also the literature of shawādhdh
beginswith IbnMujāhid (d. 324/936),154 themanwho established the system
of the Seven. He contrasted his K. al-Sabʿa with a K. al-Shawādhdh, which
is no longer extant. Ibn Jinnī (d. 324/1002) added a grammatic-lexical com-
mentary,155 analogous to Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī’s Ḥujja, which purports to serve
as an equivalent work to K. al-Sabʿa (see above, p. 550) but with the excep-
tion that Ibn Jinnī did not stick as closely to the original as did Abū ʿAlī
al-Fārisī. Rather, as he himself states in the introduction, he selected from
Ibn Mujāhid’s book whatever appealed to him linguistically, and probably
also resorted to information from other sources.

To this period belongs also another work on shawādhdh, the Mukhtaṣar
fī shawādhdh al-Qurʾān min kitāb al-badīʿ of Ibn Khālawayh (d. 370/980).156
Subsequently, nearly all of the important scholars of the Koran composed
alsobooks on shawādhdh, apart frombooks on the canonical readings. Thus,
al-Dānī did so inhisMuḥtawī.157Abū l-Faḍl al-Rāzī’s (d. 454/1062)al-Lawāmiḥ

153 Regarding the technical terms see above, pp. 487 and 502.
154 If a Kitāb al-Shawādhdh has been transmitted already from his teacher, Aḥmad b.

Yaḥyā THAʿLAB d. 291/903 (Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 2, p. 152, l 19) [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 140–142]
shādhdha cannot have been used in the precise meaning of “being outside the Seven” rather
in themeaning of a reading that is contrary tomuṣḥaf and the ʿArabiyya. The same applies to
kitāb al-Shawādhdh that his opponent Ibn Shannabūdh d. 328/939 composed (Yāqūt, Irshād,
vol. 6, p. 302, l 2).

155 G. Bergsträßer, Nichtkanonische Koranlesearten, The Korankommission of the Bay-
erischen Akademie der Wissenschaften recently added to its collection a valuable pho-
graphic copy of a very long Ms. from Medina. A complete edition of the entire work is in
preparation in Egypt.

156 There is an explicit reference to kitāb al-Badīʿ of Ibn Khālawayh in Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 4,
p. 5, l 16. It cannot be determined whether here badīʿ is used in the sense of rhetorical
figure of speech or metaphors after the occurrence of the identical title of (ʿAbd Allāh) IBN
AL-MUʿTAZZ d. 296/908. [EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 569–571,] edited by G. Bergsträßer in
1934.

157 I could not make out whether this book is identical with Brockelmann’s (GAL, vol. 1,
p. 407) kitāb al-Taʿrīf, Ms. Alger, 3672.
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is a book that was frequently quoted even later.158 Al-Ahwāzī (d. 446/1055)
discusses in his Jāmiʿ al-mashhūr wa-l-shādhdh159 both canonical and un-
canonical readings together; shawādhdh, alone, is treated in his al-Mūḍīḥ.160
A fragment of the al-Taqrīb wa-l-bayān of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-ṢAFRĀWĪ
(d. 636/1238) has survived;161 as well as the entire work of one of the best
scholars of the Maghreb, Abū l-Baqāʾ AL-ʿUKBARĪ, d. 616/1219,162 Iʿrāb al-
qirāʾāt al-shādhdhah, and the Qurrat ʿayn al-qurrāʾ of ABŪ ISḤĀQ Ibrāhīm
b.Muḥammad b. ʿAlī AL-QAWWĀSĪ AL-MARANDĪ, a pupil of a pupil of Abū
l-ʿAlāʾ ΑL-ʿAṬṬĀR AL-HAMADHĀNĪ (d. 569/1173).163 The latter two works
contain infinitely more material than the two older works edited by Berg-
sträßer, Ibn Jinnī’s Muḥtasab, and Ibn Khālawayh’s Mukhtaṣar. In Qurrat
ʿayn al-qurrāʾ the author mentions, apart from familiar sources, also the fol-
lowing four unknown works: al-Iqnāʿ fī l-shawādhdh wa-l-ikhtiyārāt of Abū
ʿAlī al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm al-Hudhalī al-Miṣrī;164 al-Muntahā ofMuḥam-
mad b. al-Ḥasan/al-Ḥusayn b. Bundār AL-QALĀNISĪ (d. 521/1127); al-Kāfī
of ʿAlī b. al-Ḥusayn AL-ṬURAYTHĪTHĪ, a pupil of al-Ahwāzī; and al-Minhāj
of ʿUmar b. Ẓafar. For the time being, however, the commentary on the
Koran, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ of ʿAbd AllāhMuḥammad b. Yūsuf b. Ḥayyān, called
ABŪḤAYYĀN, must remain the principal source for shawādhdh (see below,
p. 578165).

Writings on the Individual Variant Readings (mufradāt)[iii/230]

In contrast to the writings discussed up to now, which treated the variants
of different readers in the order of the Koran side by side, those are works

158 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1549; it is one of themain sources regarding details of shawādhdh
in the commentary of ABŪ ḤAYYĀN al-Andalusī (see below, p. 578sq.). A specimen of its
richness is supplied by the author of al-Nashr, Ibn al-Jazarī (vol. 1, p. 47, l 8) for the first sūra.

159 Ṭabaqāt, 1006, Ibn al-Jazarī did not heremention thework but did so in hisNashr, vol. 1,
p. 34, l 19.

160 According to theQurrat ʿaynal-qurrāʾ (seebelow)where it servedas a source.According
to this the two books, Īḍāḥ and Īttiḍāḥ, of al-Ahwāzī are works on the Seven.

161 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 410.
162 Arthur Jeffery, Cairo, is preparing an edition of the work.
163 Ms. Escorial, 1337, according to the title page an authograph. The first pages in wrong

order and probably incomplete.
164 Not in the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn al-Jazarī. Ḥājjī Khalīfa mentions an Iqnāʿ fī l-qirāʾāt al-

shādhdha of Abū l-ḤasanAL-AHWĀZĪ d. 446/1055, addingwa-dhakara l-Jaʿbarī annahu li-Abī
l-ʿIzz al-Qalānisī. Yāqūt, Irshād (vol. 6, p. 427, l 1) knows of an iqnāʿ of al-Ahwāzī fī iḥdā ʿashra
qirāʾa; regarding this, see above, p. 547 n. 23.

165 Published in Cairo (1328/1910) and, more recently, edited by Ṣ.I. Sayyid in 1989.
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that present the variants of a single reader separately. This kind of treat-
ment has as its origin the form of the nuskha, which has been frequently
mentioned previously, and for this reason is very well documented at the
earliest date.166 The need to memorize widely differing strands of transmis-
sion later led to the composition of the special descriptions of individual
readers. For example, al-Dānī (d. 444/1052) in his Tamhīd,167 Taqrīb, and
Ījāz168 thus repeatedly discussed Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī’s reading
under various aspects. Already Ibn Mujāhid composed separate mufradāt
for each of the Seven.169 Many later writers of the science of qirāʾāt, like
Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045),170 Abū l-ʿAlāʾ ΑL-ʿAṬṬĀR AL-HAMADHĀNĪ
(d. 569/1193),171 and Abū Shāma (d. 665/1266) also did so.172 Only two books
on the Seven readers have survived, al-Tahdhīb of al-Dānī173 and the consid-
erably more comprehensive al-Kāmil al-farīd of ABŪ MŪSĀ Jaʿfar b. Makkī
b. Jaʿfar AL-MAWṢILĪ (d. 717/1313).174 From among the readers beyond the
Seven Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī in particular was discussed most frequently (see
above, p. 561). IbnMujāhid produced special studies of the readings of both
the Prophet and ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālib.175 Ibn Shannabūdh, too, wrote about the
latter two.176 The second Seven were included in the Mufradāt of al-Ahwāzī
(d. 446/1055).177 Ḥājjī Khalīfa still knows of amufradāt (of unknown content
and size) of Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan IBNMIQSAM (d. 354/965).

166 Fihrist, p. 31sqq.
167 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 505, l 7.
168 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis der handschriftlich erhaltenen älteren Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 36, pp.

46–47. Prof. A. Jeffery, Cairo, kindly made available to me a Maghrebi Ms. of another writing
of this author (of unknown title). Such works were common mainly in the Maghreb where
the reading of Nāfiʿ b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Laythī prevailed. It was also there that originated a
muchused, and frequently commented rajazpoem,al-Duraral-lawāmiʿ fī aṣlmaqraʾ al-imām
Nāfiʿ, of ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Barrī (d. 730/1329). See Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 248;
EI2.

169 Fihrist, p. 31.
170 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 7, p. 175, l 2 (Nāfiʿ!).
171 Ḥājjī Khalīfa see undermufradāt.
172 Ḥājjī Khalīfa see undermufradāt.
173 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis … der Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 33 (p. 45).
174 Ibid., no 37 (p. 47).
175 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 2, p. 118, l 6.
176 Ibid., vol. 6, p. 302, l 1.
177 See above, p. 564.
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TheWritings on Tajwīd

The oldest composition on tajwīd—according to its own testimony—is the[iii/231]
poem of (AbūMuzāḥim b. Khāqān) AL-KHĀQĀNĪ (d. 325/937).178 In a paræ-
netic vein he exhorts to pleasant pronunciation (ḥusn al-adāʾ—the expres-
sion tajwīd is not yet in use) and lists its elements, mentioning at the same
time different ways of articulation, taḥqīq, tartīl, and ḥadr. The entire atti-
tude of the poem is clear evidence that the teaching of the Koranic recita-
tion is derived from the soil of the cult of reciters (ādāb ḥamalat al-Qurʾān).
On the other hand, the abundance of the orthoepic-phonetic terminology
and the appearance of some rules emanating from grammar show that
for the concrete formation of the abstract requirement of pleasing pro-
nunciation the respective prescriptions of philology have been instituted.
The fusion of the two elements, fiqh and lugha, becomes clearly visible
also in the Riʿāya of Abū Muḥammad MAKKĪ IBN ABĪ ṬĀLIB (d. 437/1045)
who considers himself to be the first author of a work on tajwīd.179 Its first
part deals with the rules of order, the merit of the recitation of the Koran,
etc., while the second part is purely linguistic, concerned with the con-
sonants, their articulation and qualities, consonantal connections, dou-
bling of the consonants, and, in the final chapter, nūn and tanwīn in con-
textual pronunciation. But in the nearly contemporary work of AL-DĀNĪ
(d. 444/1052), al-Taḥdīd fī ʿilm al-tajwīd,180 the parænetic part is omitted—
it continues its own development181—whereas the linguistic and phonetic
parts are somewhat enlarged. Here the propædeutic character of tajwīd
becomes even more evident. The technical terms are explained; apart from
the consonants also the variations of the pronunciations of vowels, imāla,
sukūn of the pause, ishmām, and rawm are fully discussed. From a simi-
lar work of al-Ahwāzī (d. 446/1055) only remnants have survived.182 From
another point of view, the same subject has already been studied and pub-
lished by Silvestre de Sacy183 as Fī l-laḥn al-khafī, “on hidden grammatical

178 Commentary by al-Dānī (Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 505, l 11); Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 189;
Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 14–15.

179 See the introduction to Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis … der Qirāʾāt-Werke,” no. 38 (p. 230).
180 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 39 (p. 233).
181 A number of works on the subject are listed by Ahlwardt in his Verzeichnis, vol. 1,

p. 244; best known, and in a printed edition, is Tibyān fī ādāb ḥamalat al-Qurʾān by Yaḥyā
AL-NAWAWĪ (d. 676/1277).

182 In quotations from Iqnāʿ of Ibn al-Bādhash (see above, p. 561) as well as of the Mūḍīḥ
(see below).

183 Silvestre de Sacy, “Traité de la prononciation des lettres arabes,” extrait du manuscrit
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mistakes”184 of Abū l-Faḍl al-Rāzī (d. 454/1062),185 the teacher of the Koran.
Arranged by articulation, the work deals with mistakes that ought to be
avoided in the individual consonants, both when standing alone (intervo-
calic) andwhen in contactwith one another. The arrangement of thematter
under the concept laḥn reminds one of al-Khāqanī, who requires famil-
iarity with laḥn so that it can be avoided. The origin of this requirement,
however, is to be found in a saying ascribed to ʿUmar: taʿallam al-laḥn fī
l-Qurʾān.186

The anonymous sixth century Mūḍiḥ fī l-tajwīd at the Staatsbibliothek,
Berlin, no. 499 (written in 785/1383), is likely dependent upon the afore-
mentioned work as well as the presentation of al-Ahwāzī. Frequently based
on older sources, the work supplies a very thorough introduction to the
teaching of laḥn and then proceeds to the three chapters on consonants,
consonantal connections, and, much shorter, to vowels and the vowelless
state. The work concludes with an appendix of the types of recitationwhich
apparently derives entirely from al-Ahwāzī.187

Somewhatmore than three centuries later, and clearly as competion to al- [iii/233]
Khāqānī, ʿAlam al-Dīn AL-SAKHĀWĪ (d. 643/1245) treated tajwīd in a poem
comprising sixty-four verses in kāmilmeter (rhymingwith -ānī).188 However,
the greatest influential editionof the subject comes fromthe last great repre-
sentative of the science of variant readings, Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 833/1429)189 with
his al-Muqaddima al-Jazariyya, a didactic poem of one hundred and seven
verses in rajab 2 meter. The author later returned twice to the subject,
namely in a special work, al-Tamhīd, and in the section of al-Nashr based on
al-Tamhīd. The arrangement of the Jazariyya is strongly reminiscent of that

arabe nº 260 de la Bibliothèque impériale, pp. 10–58. The value of the text suffers from the
continual confusion of khff and ḥqq.

184 Meant is inaccuracy of the pronunciation, compared to laḥn jalī “obvious linguistic
mistake”, a true grammatical mistake. Laḥn also means “way of speaking” and “melody.”

185 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 1549.
186 Unfortunately I was unable to check the content of a similar work by (ʿAlī b. Jaʿfar) ABŪ

AL-ḤASANAL-RĀZĪ al-Saʿīdī entitledKitāb al-Tanbīh ʿalā l-laḥnal-jalī wa-l-laḥnal-khafī. Ms.,
Istanbul, Vehbi Efendi, no. 40, fol. 44r–51v.; [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 17, no. 27].

187 He mentions as authorities: al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad b. ʿUmar [d. ca. 175/791; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 2, p. 613,] Sībawayh, and his commentators, Mabramān al-Naḥwī, [Fuat Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 9, pp. 86–87,] and [Abū Saʿīd al-Ḥasan b. ʿAbd Allāh] AL-SĪRĀFĪ [EI2], Muḥammad b.
al-Mustanīr QUṬRUB, al-Mazīnī, [Abū ʿUmar Ṣāliḥ b. Isḥāq] AL-JARMĪ [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9,
pp. 72–73], Ibn Durayd; al-Farrāʾ; Ibn Kaysān; IbnMujāhid as well as individual readers of the
Seven.

188 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 410.
189 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 201sqq.
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of al-Nashr. The system of the location and types of articulation is derived
from it, but from the section on the methods of recitation only some gen-
eralities on tajwīd as transition to the rather badly arranged treatment of
consonants and connections of consonant, preceded by those sections that
consider tarqīq. Underض andظ are listed all thewordswithظ that occur in
the Koran: an integration of unrelated tajwīd material from one of the spe-
cial works on the difference of the two sounds. It is followed by some verses
about madd, which was introduced to elementary teaching because of the
increasing interest in the more recent science of the variant readings, the
cases of prolongation, and the treatment of waqf. To tajwīd belong only the
rules of the sound effect of the absolute initial sound (in double consonants
“extension alif”) and final sound; they form the end of the poemwhich, how-
ever, is preceded by the elements of the rules where in the Koran a pause
is obligatory, and where one must, may, or may not pause; and a detailed
study of two respective chapters of the rule of rasm, regarding cases when
two words are written together, and about such when the script in the fem-
inine reproduces the contextual form with -at instead of -ah.

Next to (al-Muqaddima) al-Jazariyya there still remains a mass of even[iii/234]
shorter and more elementary school booklets that have been composed in
Arabic and in other Islamic languages until the present. Themost popular of
all is probably the Tuḥfat al-aṭfāl (sixty-one verses) of Sulaymān b. Ḥusayn
AL-JUMZŪRĪ composed in 1198/1783.190 For the most modest needs people
were satisfied to present the rules of tajwīd as required for the recitation
of the first sūra separately. Already al-Jaʿbarī (d. 732/1331) thus composed
his al-Wāḍiḥa fī tajwīd al-Fātiḥa. But also the more scholarly occupation
with tajwīd beyond the numerous commentaries on the Jazariyya did not
stop with Ibn al-Jazarī. Best known from later literature is al-Durr al-yatīm
of Muḥammad b. Pīr ʿAlī L-BIRKĀWĪ (d. 981/1573)191 which goes far beyond
al-Nashr as far as casuistry and consideration of differences of opinions is
concerned, although without references to the authorities.

Writings on Pause in Koranic Recitation (waqf)

Koranic recitation required a meaningful connection or separation of the
parts of speech which initially could have been learned from oral teaching,
but as a consequence of themany syntactic obscurities, there still remained

190 Y.E. Sarkis, Dictionnaire encyclopédique de bibliographie arabe, p. 708.
191 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 440.
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many controversial instances. From a very early date they were thus treated
in special writings. Already the Fihrist192 mentions Ḥamza b. Ḥabīb al-Taymī
and other older authorities.193 The earliest of such extant writings is a work
from the second part of the third century by one Abū l-ʿAbbās, attacking
al-Maqāṭiʿ wa-l-mabādiʾ of Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī (d. 250/864).194 The most
important book of the early period, however, is Īḍāḥ al-waqf wa-l-ibtidāʾ of
Abū Bakr IBN AL-ANBĀRĪ (d. 327 or 8/938 or 9).195 It consists of two parts,
the first one dealing with the rules of the absolute pause, which otherwise
constitutes a subject of the uṣūl in the general works on qirāʾāt (see above,
p. 540sq.). The second part deals with the relative pause seen from the syn-
tactic point of view and contains extremely valuable considerations regard-
ing possible syntactic interpretations of readers and authors. He knows
two types of permissible pause: (1) al-Tāmm huwa lladhī yaḥsun al-waqf
ʿalayhi wa-l-ibtidāʾ bi-mā baʿdah wa-lā yakūn baʿdah mā yataʿallaq bih; and
(2) al-ḥasan huwa lladhī yaḥsun al-waqf ʿalayh wa-lā yaḥsun al-ibtidāʾ bi-mā
baʿdah. Awaqf that is neither tāmm nor ḥasan is called qabīḥ; this, for exam-
ple, includes the separation of the muḍāf from the muḍāf ilayh, and of the
manʿūt from the naʿt.

Another important work of this type on al-Waqf wa-l-iʾtināf originates [iii/235]
from the grammarian Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad b. Muḥammad AL-NAḤḤĀS (d.
338/950);196 like most of the following works, it is without a section on the
absolute pause, but instead is richer with respect to syntactic and exegetic
discussions. From this, and the booklet of Aḥmad b. Muḥammad IBN AWS
(d. ca. 340/951),197 another and older classification of waqf becomes appar-
ent: tāmm, kāfī, and ḥasan, which is already documented in a saying of a
contemporary of Abū Ḥanīfa (d. 150/767) (in Manār al-hudā [see below]
p. 4, l 14 [sic]), according to which this opinion is considered bidʿa. It is still
maintained in later works, such as al-Muktafī of al-Dānī (d. 444/1052), and

192 Flügel’s edition, p. 36; inManār al-hudā (printed edition, 1307/1889, see below), p. 4, l 5,
already even Nāfiʿ and Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī.

193 Ibid.
194 British Museum, Arabic, 1589, statement wrong. See on this, Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,”

pp. 236–237: “The anonymous work on waqf in the Ms. Ar., 1589 of the British Museum
Catalogue (Cod. Orient.Mus. Brit. ii, partis suppl. MDLXXXIX, p. 718) identified as the work of
Ibn al-Anbārī cannot be thus identified on the basis of the introduction. The author attacks
Abū l-Ḥātim al-Sijistānī, the author of a Kitāb al-Maqāṭiʿ wa-l-mabādiʾ. He seems to be one
Abū l-ʿAbbās, a pupil of Khalaf b. Hishām, Shurayḥ b. Yūnus, and Ibn Muḥammad al-Ḍūrī,
thus still belonging to the second half of the third century.”

195 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 45, pp. 234–237; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 15, no. 18.
196 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 46, p. 237; EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 207–209.
197 Ibid., no. 47, pp. 237–238:Waqf wa-l-ibtidāʾ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 15, no. 18.
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in Rawḍat al-nāẓir of Aḥmad b. Yūsuf al-Kawwāshī (d. 680/1281).198 In this
classification kāfī is defined as munqaṭiʿ fī l-lafẓ mutaʿalliq fī l-maʿnā. [Abū
Muḥammad] al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī b. Saʿīd al-ʿUmmānī [AL-ʿAMMĀNĪ]199 (lived
after 550/1155 in Egypt) composed two books on waqf and ibtidāʾ,200 one of
which, al-Murshid, was later expanded by Abū Yaḥyā Zakariyyā AL-ANṢĀRĪ
(d. 926/1519) in his al-Muqṣid li-talkhīṣmā fī l-Murshid fī l-waqfwa-l-ibtidāʾ.201
Like Ibn al-Anbārī’s Īḍāḥ al-waqf wa-l-ibtidāʾ it includes also the rules of the
absolute pause, and, following Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī, divides the relative
pause into: tāmm, ḥasan, kāfī, ṣāliḥ, andmafhūm.202 We find nearly the iden-
tical arrangement in a larger but later work of Aḥmad b.Muḥammad b. ʿAbd
al-Karīm AL-USHMŪNĪ,203 entitled Manār al-hudā, with the exception that
here mafhūm has been omitted, and the remaining parts subdivided into
tāmm atamm, ḥasan aḥsan, etc. The arrangement of Muḥammad b. Ṭayfūr
AL-SAJĀWANDĪ (died about the middle of the sixth century),204 who was
the author of a larger and a smaller work on waqf and ibtidāʾ found more
widespread acceptance.205 He differentiates:

1. lāzim (indicated by the logogram :(م mā law wuṣila ṭarafāh ghuyyira
al-murād.206

2. al-muṭlaq mā:(ط) yaḥsun al-ibtidāʾ bi-mā baʿdah.
3. al-jāʾiz :(ج) mā yajūzu fīhi l-waṣl wa-l-faṣl li-tajādhub al-mujībiayn min[iii/237]

al-ṭarafayn.
4. al-mujawwaz li-wajh :(ز) “still to justify.”
5. al-murakhkhaṣ ḍarūratan li-nqiṭāʾ al-nafas wa-ṭūl al-kalām ض) =

ḍarūrī.)

He needs two additional signs: ق = qad qīla “it is also claimed” (that here
pause is required) and ال at the end of a verse, which purports to forbid the

198 Ms. Berlin, 563; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 701; Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 416, suppl. vol. 1,
p. 737; EI2.

199 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, p. 77, no. 5.
200 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, no. 1013.
201 Ibid.: wa-zaʿama annahu tabiʿa Abā Ḥātim al-Sijistānī.
202 The meaning of al-mafhūm is defined as the last stage before qabīḥ: alladhī lā yufham

min-hu l-murād, approximately “still intelligible.”
203 Repeatedly printed, most recently in 1307/1889 at Cairo; cf. Y.I. Sarkīs, Dictionnaire de

bibliographie arabe, 452.
204 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. volume 2, p. 724.
205 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3084.
206 For example, mā bi-muʾminīna | yukhādiʿūna Allāh. If pause is ignored, yukhādiʿūna

would be considered ṣifa tomuminīna.
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obvious pause. This system, too, was subject to theoretical and practical
extensions, although in later times it received a kind of universal accep-
tance. Basically also the waqf indication of the official Cairene edition of
the Koran follows suit.207 Retained are the signs ,م ,ال ;ج omitted are ,ط ,ز
,ض but instead, sub-sections of jāʾiz are newly introduced: ىلص to indicate
the position wherewaqf is permissible, butwaṣl is preferable, ىلف to indicate
positions wherewaqf is permissible and preferable towaṣl. Further, a pair of
double signs was introduced ^^ for the very few cases where the syntactic
affiliation of a word is doubtful and where waqf on the one word excludes
the same on the other, for example, in lā rayba fihi hudan, sūra 2:2; fīhi can
belong to rayba and have waqf, but also to hudan and then the waqf is on
rayba.

Writings on the Enumeration of Verses

The numbering of the verses of the Koran was actually subject to few varia-
tions. Already in the second century the following seven systems of enumer-
ation were established:208 al-madanī l-awwal, with 6217 verses, al-madanī
al-akhīr, with 6214 verses, al-Makkī, 6219, al-Baṣrī, 6204 (5), al-Kūfī, 6236,
al-Shāmī, 6226 (7), al-Ḥimṣī, 6232. The differences among these tallies are
unevenly distributed over the sūras. Whereas twenty-eight sūras show no
differences, for sūra twenty alone there are no less than twenty-four differ-
ences, and for sūra fifty-six there are seventeen or sixteen. Since the enumer-
ation of the verses is theoretically not connected to the teaching ofwaqf, but
frequently of practical importance, and also in the teaching of the imāla the
end of the verse is occasionally of practical importance, interest in the the-
oretical aspect of verse-counting has always remained alive in the teaching
of the Koran. The introductory chapters of two extant works make it quite
clear that this originates from the requirements of the Koranic orthogra-
phy but not from those of the Koranic readings. Substantially, they at times
remarkably strongly resemble the minor Masorah of the Hebrew Bible.
Many authorities of the second century arementioned as the first authors of

207 Cf. G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” p. 9.
208 The data are derived from a special investigation by Anton Spitaler, München, entitled

Die Verszählung [verse-numbering] des Koran nach islamischer Überlieferung (1935), a work
that he published under the auspices of the Korankommission of the Bayerische Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Numbers in brackets indicate a different enumeration in the transmis-
sion.
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suchwritings.209 Survivingworks include al-Bayān of al-Dānī (d. 444/1052),210
Kitāb fī ʿadad suwar wa-āy al-Qurʾān of ABŪ L-QĀSIM ʿUmar b. Muḥam-
mad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ211 (an approximate contemporary of the preceding
writer),K. ʿAdadāy al-Qurʾān of AbūḤafṣ ʿUmar b. ʿAlī b.Manṣūr,212 a pupil of
Abū Bakr AL-NAQQĀSH, and also K. Mubhij al-asrār of al-Ḥasan b. Aḥmad
ΑL-ʿAṬṬĀR AL-HAMADHĀNĪ (d. 569/1173).213 There are other sources to be
found in general works on qirāʾāt that are useful for the investigation of
this subject, for example, Rawḍat al-ḥuffāẓ of al-Muʿaddil (fl. 5th/11th cent.)
and Laṭāʾif al-ishārāt of al-Qasṭallānī (d. 923/1517), as well as Itḥāf fuḍalāʾ al-
bashar of AL-DIMYĀṬĪ AL-BANNĀʾ.

Writings on Koranic Orthography

Familiarity with the old Koranic orthography was a far more important pre-[iii/238]
requisite for the teaching of the Koran than the verse-counting. Not only
actual textual variants, but also purely orthographic peculiarities thus deter-
mined the pronunciation, the imāla in the absolute waqf and particularly
in the tashīl of hamz in pause. For this reason, writings on the orthography
of the ʿUthmānic model codices were in use at all periods. The best known
of these teaching aids was al-Muqniʿ fī maʿrifat rasam maṣāḥif al-amṣār of
ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1052).214 In his introductory chapter he
deals with the history of the establishment of the text of the Koran, fol-
lowed by the peculiarities of the ʿUthmānic orthography comparedwith the
orthography current at the time of a particular author, and also older trans-
missions regarding the particularities of the amṣār, which are not of purely
orthographic nature but are rather textual variants. Themain sources of the
book are older writings, including Hijāʾ al-sunna of AL-GHĀZĪ IBN QAYS
al-Andalusī (d. 199/815)—from which derive mainly the details regarding
the Medinan codices—and also Kitāb fī l-hijāʾ al-maṣāḥif of Muḥammad b.
ʿĪsā al-Iṣbahānī (d. 253/867), as well as the above-mentioned Īḍāḥ al-waqf
of Abū Bakr IBN AL-ANBĀRĪ (d. 327/938). Al-Dānī’s other authorities are

209 Fihrist, p. 37; on the later literature also Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, vol. 1, p. 174.
210 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 50, pp. 239–240: K. al-Bayān fī ʿadd āy al-Qurʾān.
211 Ibid., no. 51, pp. 240–241; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 16, no. 24.
212 Recently acquired Ms. by Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, Or. quart. 1386, in R. Sellheim,Mate-

rialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, Teil 1. Wiesbaden, 1976.
213 Pretzl’s “Verzeichnis,” no. 52, p. 241.
214 Edited by O. Pretzl in 1932.
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NUṢAYRb. Yūsuf [AL-RĀZĪ215] andAbū ʿUbayd al-Qāsimb. Sallām.216The for-
mer is considered one of the most important scholars in this field. He does
not seem to have been familiar with the older and still extant work, Kitāb
al-Maṣāḥif of the renowned traditionist (ʿAbd Allāh b. Sulaymān) IBN ABĪ
DĀWŪD AL-SIJISTĀNĪ (died 316/929).217 It is distinguished from al-Muqniʿ
fī maʿrifat rasm maṣāḥif al-amṣār by extraordinarily numerous facts about
the textual variants of older Koranic authorities; it is very important for
the teaching of the shawādhdh. The work essentially produces the same
lists of the differences of the amṣār but adds valuable details about ortho-
graphic peculiarities, about the treatment of the codices, their sale, etc. Like
the Taysīr, al-Shāṭibī’s (d. 590/1193) Muqniʿ was also versified in a poem of
three hundred and ten verses in ṭawīlmeter entitled ʿAqīlat atrābal-qaṣāʾib fī
asmāʾ al-maqāṣid, and frequently commented on.218 In later times verywide-
spread, particularly in theMaghreb,was the rajazpoemMawridal-ẓamʾānof
Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Muḥammad AL-KHARRĀZ(Ī) (d. 711/1311219).
Further literature is presented above (p. 408) and in the introduction to al-
Muqniʿ. On the pointing of the Koran see below, p. 590sqq.

The Commentaries on the Koran as a
Source of the Science of Variant Readings

Apart from the works on qirāʾāt in the narrow sense, the commentaries [iii/240]
on the Koran—unless they are exclusively devoted to grammatical, lexico-
graphic, and exegetic matters—represent the main source of the science
of qirāʾāt. This is particularly true in the case of the investigation of the
uncanonical variant readings. Since they were not treated in the second
part of the present work, and a larger number of them have been reprinted
since then, or manuscript versions been discovered, the following com-
pilation will be greatly appreciated. The details about printed commen-
taries have been kindly made available by Prof. Arthur Jeffery, Cairo, who

215 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 189.
216 His book, Ikhtilāf al-maṣāḥif, is not mentioned.
217 Damascus, Dār al-Kutub al-Ẓāhiriyya, Ḥadīth, 407. Photocopies are with the Koran-

kommission of the Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, München. The work has been
edited by A. Jeffery, and entitledMaterials for the history of the text of the Qorʾān, at Leiden in
1937. [Sezgin, GAS vol. 1, p. 175.]

218 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 1, p. 410; Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, vol. 1, p. 192b; Y.I. Sarkīs, Dictio-
nnaire de bibliographie arabe, 1092. A more recent printed edition appeared in 1908 at Kazan
(accompanied by a more recent commentary).

219 Brockelmann, GAL, vol. 2, p. 248; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 3394.
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himself checked them systematically in order later to use them for a critical
edition of the Koran.

1. Jāmiʿ al-bayān fī tafsīr [or ʿan taʾwīl] al-Qurʾān of Abū Jaʿfar Muḥam-
mad b. Jarīr AL-ṬABARĪ (d. 310/923); available in two Egyptian printings,
Maymūniyya, 1321/1893, andAmīriyya, 1330/1911. The latter edition is printed
somewhat more carefully than the former; both, however, contain plenty of
mistakes, so that a new edition would seem to be a great desideratum. Her-
mann Haußleiter provided an index to the first edition.220

Al-Ṭabarī pretty much lists all the more important differences of the
Seven, but rarely provides names. He himself mostly prefers the reading
of ʿĀṢIM b. al-ʿAjjāj AL-JAḤDARĪ, and rather more the riwāya of Abū Bakr
SHUʿBAH IBN ʿAYYĀSH221 than the riwāya of Abū ʿUmar ḤAFṢ IBN SULAY-
MĀN.222 From among the uncanonical readings he frequently cites the texts
of Ubayy b. Kaʿb, ʿAbd Allāh IBN MASʿŪD, and some of the first caliphs, as
well as ʿAlī and Ibn ʿAbbās. As a rule, his uncanonical references are listed
without any names. Although his collection of such variants is interesting,
it is something less than a mine.

2. Maʿālim al-tanzīl, of Abū Muḥammad al-Ḥusayn al-Farrāʾ AL-BAGHA-[iii/241]
WĪ(d. 516/1122).223This is available in theBombayeditionof 1296/1878, and in
twoCairene editions, one in themargin of al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī’s commen-
tary, printed in seven volumes by al-Ṭūbī, 1331–1332/1912, and the other in the
lower part of the Manār edition of (Ismāʿīl b. ʿUmar) IBN KATHĪR’s224 com-
mentary (see below, no. 9). The better edition is the one in the margin of
al-Khāzin al-Baghdādī.

Al-Baghawī nearly always supplies the main deviations of the canonical
Seven, and usually by name. He regularly also adds the names of Yaʿqūb al-
Ḥaḍramī andAbū Jaʿfar IBNAL-QAʿQĀʿAL-MAKHZŪMĪ. In addition, he lists
the better known variants of IbnMasʿūd, Ubayy b. Kaʿb, etc. Occasionally, he
also cites the variant readings ofḤumaydb.QaysAL-AʿRAJ, AbūRajāʾ ʿImrān
al-ʿUṭāridī,225 al-Ḥasan (al-Baṣrī), IbnAbī Isḥāq al-Ḥaḍramī,226 andothers. He
does not supply the sources of his variants.

220 Register zum Qorankommentar des Ṭabari (1912).
221 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, pp. 10–11.
222 EI2; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 10, no. 3.
223 Or 510/1117 according to Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 1555, no. 2.
224 Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, printed in Miṣr, ca. 1356/1937, Cairo, 1952, Beirut, 1966 and

1386/1970. Cairo, 1978, Beirut, 1904/1986. Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 49; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 49 and vol. 6, p. 303.

225 Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. 60–61.
226 EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 36–37.
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3. al-Kashshāf ʿan ḥaqāʾiq al-tanzīl of Jār Allāh (Maḥmūd b. ʿUmar) AL-
ZAMAKHSHARĪ (d. 538/1143) edited by Nassau Lees in two volumes, and
published at Calcutta, 1856–1859. There are also several Cairene editions.
The Calcutta edition is by far the best, although not always accurate.

Al-Zamakhsharī is very arbitrary in listing variants. He by no means lists
all of the Seven, but he has very many uncanonical ones. He frequently lists
the representatives of the uncanonical readings, but rather frequently fails
to supply the source. From among his sources he mentions Ibn Jinnī, Ibn
Khālawayh, and Ibn Mujāhid.

4. Mafātīḥ al-ghayb of Muḥammad FAKHR AL-DĪN AL-RĀZĪ (d. 606/
1209). There are three Cairene printings, Būlāq, 1279–1289/1862–1872 in six
volumes, al-ʿĀmira, 1310/1892 in eight volumes (reprinted, 1324–1327/1906–
1909), al-Ḥusayniyya, 1327/1909, in eight volumes, and Constantinople, 1307/
1889, in eight volumes, with Irshād al-ʿaql al-salīm ilā mazāyā al-kitāb al-
karīm of ABŪ AL-SUʿŪD (Muḥammad b. Muḥammad) AL-ʿIMĀDĪ (Khoja
Çelebi) (d. 982/1574) in the margin (see below, item no. 14).227

Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī is very inconsistent in his treatment of the variant
readings. He sometimes lists pretty completely canonical and uncanonical
variants, then passes entire sections without even once mentioning a sin-
gle variant. He largely copies from al-Zamakhsharī (or possibly the latter’s
sources), but now and then he does list important variants that are not to be
found in al-Zamakhsharī. He does not supply the sources of his readings, but
when discussing them he presents the views of al-Zamakhsharī and other
authorities.

5. Imlāʾ mā manna bi-hi l-Raḥmān min wujūh al-iʿrāb wa-l-qirāʾāt fī jamīʿ [iii/242]
al-Qurʾān of Abū l-Baqāʾ AL-ʿUKBARĪ (d. 616/1219). There are several printed
editions: Cairo, Sharaf, 1303/1885, in two parts; and Maymūniyya, 1306/1888,
in two volumes; in the margin of the super-commentary of al-Jamal (on the
Jalālayn), Tehran, 1860, and from it printed at Cairo, Taqaddum, 1348/1929,
in four volumes.

Al-ʿUkbarī is rich in uncanonical readings, but unfortunately he seldom
identifies the reader and never the sources fromwhich he derived his infor-
mation.

6. Anwār al-tanzīl wa-asrār al-taʾwīl of Abū Saʿīd (ʿAbd Allāh) b. ʿUmar
AL-BAYḌĀWĪ (d. 685/1282). Among thenumerousprintings, the best edition
is the one byH.L. Fleischer in two volumes, Leipzig, 1846–1848. From among

227 EI2.
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the Oriental editions it is the five-volume al-Ḥalabī edition of 1330/1911, with
the supercommentary of al-Kāzarūnī.228

Al-Bayḍāwī is of course greatly dependent on al-Zamakhsharī, even if
he does not supply all the variants of the latter. Not infrequently he cites
variant readings found in al-ʿUkbarī but not in either al-Zamakhsharī or
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī. Occasionally he produces a variant that cannot even
be found in al-ʿUkbarī. Still, his material for the qirāʾāt cannot exactly be
called rich. Apart from the Seven he likes to refer to Yaʿqūb al-Ḥaḍramī.

7. Madārik al-tanzīl wa-ḥaqāʾiq al-taʾwīl of (Ḥāfiẓ al-Dīn) Abū l-Barakāt
AL-NASAFĪ (d. 710/1311).229 There is a Bombay edition of 1279/1862, several
two-volume editions fromEgypt, 1306/1888 and 1326/1908 (Saʿāda); thework
further appears in the margin of some editions of the commentary of al-
Khāzin al-Baghdādī. Reprint of the Saʿāda edition in four parts, in 1333/1914.

This is a very brief commentary, and generally lists only themain variants
of the Seven, occasionally also an uncanonical variant, at times with the
name of the reader.

8. al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ of ABŪ ḤAYYĀN al-Naḥwī L-ANDALUSĪ (d. 745/[iii/243]
1344), printed in eight volumes at Cairo, 1328/1910, and paid for by the Sultan
of Morocco. In the margin two smaller commentaries are printed, al-Nahr
al-mādd of Abū Ḥayyān himself, and al-Durr al-laqīṭ min al-baḥr al-muḥīṭ of
his pupil al-Qaysī.230

Abū Ḥayyān represents the western tradition of al-Andalus even though
he had also studied in Egypt and Mecca. His work is extraordinarily rich
in uncanonical readings, which in most cases he discusses in detail. A
considerable number of the variants that he lists is totally unknown to
the aforementioned commentaries. He is unique in the way he cites his
sources. In his introduction he refers to the Iqnāʿ al-zāhir of Abū Jaʿfar
IBN AL-BĀDHASH as the best authority on the Seven, and to al-Miṣbāḥ
of al-Shahrazūrī as the best on the Ten. Throughout he cites al-Kāmil of
(ABŪ AL-QĀSIM) AL-HUDHALĪ, Kitāb al-Taḥrīr, K. al-Rawḍa fī l-qirāʾāt al-
iḥdā ʿashra of Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm AL-BAGHDĀDĪ
(d. 458/1066),231 al-Kashshāf of al-Zamakhsharī, Iʿrāb al-shawādhdh of IBN
KHĀLAWAYH, K. al-Tibyān of Abū l-Fatḥ al-Hamadhānī, al-ʿAyn of al-Khalīl
b. Aḥmad al-Farāhīdī, K. al-Lawāmiḥ fī shawādhdh al-qirāʾāt of Fakhr al-Dīn

228 EI2.
229 EI2.
230 The text is badly printed, particularly the seventh and eigth volumes which were obvi-

ously completed in haste. There are not only many printing mistakes but obvious omissions.
231 Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 1, p. 721, no. 4c.
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al-Rāzī, al-Kāmil of Abū l-Qāsim Yūsuf b. ʿAlī b. Jabbāra al-HUDHAYLĪ
(d. 465/1072), and K. al-Muḥkam wa-l-muḥīṭ al-aʿẓam fī l-lugha of (ʿAlī b.
Ismāʿīl) IBN SĪDAH (d. 458/1066).232 In addition, he refers to source material
of Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī, Abū ʿAlī al-Fārisī,
al-Ṭabarī, Abū l-Baqā AL-ʿUKBARĪ, [Abū l-ʿAbbās] AḤMAD IBN ʿĀMMĀR
AL-MAHDAWĪ, Ibn ʿAṭiyya (al-Muhāribī), al-Dānī (Muḥammad b. Aḥmad)
AL-QURṬUBĪ, Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib, Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. al-Sarī AL-ZAJJĀJ
(d. 311/923),233 al-Qāsim b. Firruh AL-SHĀṬIBĪ, Abū ʿAlī AL-AHWĀZĪ, al-
Mubarrad, Ibn Qutayba,234 Abū l-Qāsim ʿAbd al-Karīm AL-QUSHAYRĪ,235 et
al.

In the marginal edition of al-Nahr occasionally an obscurity of the main
text is eliminated, at times also printing mistakes are corrected. In this
respect al-Durr is of little use.

9. Tafsīr [al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm] of Abū l-Fidāʾ Ismāʿīl b. ʿUmar IBN KATHĪR [iii/244]
(d. 774/1372). It has beenprinted in themargin of Fatḥal-bayān fīmaqāṣidal-
Qurʾān of [Muḥammad Bashīr al-Dīn ʿUthmān] AL-QANNŪJĪ (Bulaq,
1300/1882–1302/1884 in 10 volumes); also, in themargin of al-Baghawī (Cairo,
Manār, 1347/1928). The former edition is by far better.

Ismāʿīl b. ʿUmar IBNKATHĪR is very arbitrarywhen it comes to references
to the variants. On one occasion he supplies a great number of uncanonical
variants, whereas, to one’s great surprise, in other cases even the readings of
the Seven are totally missing. It is rare that he lists a variant that cannot
also be found in Abū Ḥayyān (al-Andalusī) or al-ʿUkbarī, yet at times he
cites a reader on a variant that cannot be found in other commentaries.
The variants are usually without substantiation. Still, now and then he
refers to sources such as al-Zamakhsharī, al-Dānī, al-Qurṭubī, Ibn ʿAṭiyya
(al-Muḥāribī), Abū Bakr ʿAbd Allāh IBN ABĪ DĀWŪD AL-SIJISTĀNĪ (Abū
BakrAḥmadb.Mūsā) IBNMARDAWAYH,236Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsimb. Sallām’s
Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān, etc.

10.Gharāʾib al-Qurʾānwa-raghāʾib al-furqān of al-QummīAL-NAYSĀBŪRĪ
(died ca. 706/1306). It is printed in the margin of al-Ṭabarī (no. 1). It was also
printed twice at Tehran, 1280/1863 and 1313/1895; cf. above, p. 407 n. 130, for
a more recent edition.

The author supplies his own introduction to the qirāʾāt. In the introduc-
tion hemakes it clear that as far as the variants are concerned he is following

232 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, p. 5; Cairo edition, 1377/1958.
233 Ibid., vol. 9, pp. 81–82.
234 EI2.
235 EI2.
236 Died in 410/1019; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 225.
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the canonical ones, of which he recognizes the Ten, except in particular
instances. It is a useful work in so far as the author occasionally refers to
minor deviations among the Ten (from unknown riwāyāt). He sometimes
quotes uncanonical readerswhen they conformwith the canonical ones. He
himself mentions as his main source the great tafsīr of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī,
Mafātīḥ al-ghayb (see no. 4).

11. Tafsīr al-Jalālayn, begun by Jalāl al-Dīn al-Maḥallī (d. 864/1459), and
completed by Jalāl al-Dīn AL-SUYŪṬĪ (d. 911/1505). There are innumerable
editions, with and without super-commentary. The work is not rich as far as
variants are concerned, since it mentions only the most common ones, and
without supplying sources.

12. al-Durr al-manthūr fī l-tafsīr bi-l-maʾthūr of al-Suyūṭī, printed in six
volumes, Cairo, 1314/1896.

The author supplies a wealth of variants but rarely those that are not[iii/245]
already known from older works. The great advantage of the work is that he
lists the isnāds of the variants and refers to a large number of earlier author-
ities, such as Ibn al-Anbārī, Abū Dāwūd (al-Sijistānī), al-Tirmidhī, al-Wakīʿ
b. al-Jarrāḥ, Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām, Abū ʿAbd Allāh AL-FIRYĀBĪ,
d. 212/827,237 al-Khaṭīb [al-Tibrīzī?], ʿAbd b. Ḥumayd (or Ḥamīd) b. Naṣr al-
Kissī (d. 249/863),238 Aḥmad b. Muḥammad al-THAʿLABĪ, et al. al-Suyūṭī is
sometimes quite useful when it comes to ascertaining vague statements in
older commentaries.

13. al-Sirāj al-munīr fī l-iʿāna ʿalā maʿrifat baʿḍ maʿānī kalām rabbinā al-
ḥakīm of [Yūsuf b. Muḥammad] al-Khaṭīb AL-SHIRBĪNĪ239 (d. 977/1569),
published Cairo, 1311/1893 in four volumes, together with al-Bayḍāwī in the
margin; previous editions in 1285/1865 and 1299/1881.

The work seldom ventures beyond the more important variants of the
Seven; the quotations are supplied always without the source.

14. Irshād al-ʿaql al-salīm ilā mazāyā al-kitāb al-karīm of ABŪ AL-SUʿŪD
(Muḥammad b. Muḥyī l-Dīn [sic]) AL-ʿIMĀDĪ (d. 982/1574), Bulaq editions,
1275/1858 and 1285/1868, in two volumes, also in themargin of the two Cairo
editions of Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī.

The work is mainly based on al-Zamakhsharī and al-Bayḍāwī, and quotes
variant readings, but without specifying the readers.

237 Muḥammad b. Yūsuf AL-FIRYĀBĪ or al-Faryābī, 120/738–212/827; EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS,
vol. 1, p. 40.

238 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 113, no. 64.
239 EI2.
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15. ʿInāyat al-qāḍī wa-kifāyat al-rāḍī ʿalā tafsīr al-Bayḍāwī, known as Ḥā-
shiyat al-Shihābof Shihāb al-DīnAL-KHAFĀJĪ (d. 1069/1658),240 eight parts in
four volumes, with the tafsīr of al-Bayḍāwī (Anwār al-tanzīl) in the margin,
Būlāq, 1283/1866, a work that was reprinted in about 1976 in Beirut.

It is rich in uncanonical variants. Although it is a compilation, it is useful
because of the great care with which the author presents his material, thus
facilitating the verification of doubtful passages in other works. Occasion-
ally he supplies his sources, al-Zamakhsharī, Ibn Jinnī (Muḥtasab), al-Dānī,
Ibn al-Jazarī (al-Nashr), Abū Ḥayyān al-Andalusī, al-Sajāwandī, Abū Ḥātim
al-Sijistānī, etc.

16. Fatḥ al-qadīr al-jāmiʿ bayn fannay al-riwāya wa-l-dirāya min ʿilm al-
tafsīr of Muḥammad b. ʿAlī AL-SHAWKĀNĪ al-Yamanī (d. 1250/1834), Cairo,
1349/1930, in five volumes.241

This commentary, too, is a compilation from printed editions. The South
Arabian author obviously had access to a great deal of material that was
no longer accessible to the occidental writers. In his discussion of the vari-
ants he constantly quotes a number of authorities including Abū ʿUbayd al-
Qāsim b. Sallām, Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī, al-Zamakhsharī, Ibn al-Anbārī, al-
Tirmidhī, al-Wakīʿ b. al-Jarrāḥ (his tafsīr), Saʿīd b. Manṣūr,242 Ibn Abī Dāwūd
al-Sijistānī, ʿAbd al-Razzāq b.Hammām243 (tafsīr), al-Qurṭubī, al-Ṭabarī, ʿAbd
b. Ḥumayd (or Ḥamīd) b. Naṣr, etc.

17. Rūḥ al-maʿānī fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm wa-l-sabʿ al-mathānī of Maḥ- [iii/246]
mūd AL-ALŪSĪ AL-BAGHDĀDĪ (Bulaq, 1301/1883–1310/1892, in nine vol-
umes; new edition, Cairo, Munīriyya, n.d., in 30 parts).244

A compilation of printed and extantmanuscript commentaries. Very rich
in variants. His contributions from unusual sources are not very numerous.

18. I found the following Shīʿite commentaries on the Koran still worth
noting: Majmaʿ al-bayān fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān (thus the title of the book in the
introduction of the lithograph is given thus: K. al-Majmaʿ al-bayān li-ʿulūm
al-Qurʾān) of Abū ʿAlī al-Faḍl b. al-Ḥasan AL-TABARSĪ (d. 548/1153, the work
was composed in 536/1141).245 A lithograph, Tehran, 1275/1859, in two vol-

240 EI2.
241 EI2; Brockelmann, GAL, suppl. vol. 2, p. 819.
242 Abū ʿUthmān SĀʿĪD IBN MANṢŪR b. Shuʿba al-Khurāsānī, d. 227/842. EI2; Sezgin, GAS,

vol. 1, p. 104, no. 38.
243 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, pp. xxxii, 24–38; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 1, p. 99.
244 Other editions, Cairo, 1345/1926, 1353/1934 (repr. about 1970), and Cairo, 1964. EI2.
245 Brockelmann,GAL, vol. 1, p. 406; Sezgin,GAS, vols. 2 and 9. There are numerousmodern

editions, the latest, Qum, 1403/1983; EI2.
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umes of 560 and 536 unnumbered pages. Y.E. Sarkīs, Dictionnaire de bibli-
ographie arabe, column 1227, another lithograph 1314.246

The commentary evidently follows the model of the Ḥujja of Abū ʿAlī al-
Fārisī (see above, p. 552) which is frequently explicitly quoted. Following
this example, he clearly shows the subdivisions of the Koranic commen-
tary: qirāʾāt, ḥujaj, lugha, iʿrāb, maʿānī. But, in contrast, he considers apart
from the Seven (these partly also with more than the two familiar transmit-
ters) the readings of Abū Jaʿfar IBN AL-QAʿQĀʿ AL-MAKHZŪMĪ and Yaʿqūb
al-Ḥaḍramī, the Ikhtiyār of Khalaf b. Hishām and the one of Abū Ḥātim al-
Sijistānī, without differentiating the riwāyāt. Among the qirāʾāt very many
shawādhdh are supplied. For explicit reasons, the work of Ibn Jinnī (see
above, p. 565) is repeatedly quoted as well as al-Zajjāj (see below, p. 584).
Al-Zajjāj does not mention several of the shawādhdh readings found in Ibn
Jinnī, but often still has considerably more than Ibn Jinnī.

Other than al-Ḥujja already mentioned above on p. 493, the following[iii/247]
manuscript commentaries constitute important sourcematerial for the his-
tory of the Koran.

1. K. Maʿānī al-Qurʾān of Abū Bakr Yaḥyā b. Ziyād b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān AL-
FARRĀʾ (d. 207/822). Thework is available in twomanuscripts that differ not
inconsiderably from one another: Istanbul (Bagdatlı) Vehbi Effendi, no. 66
(some leaves are missing at the end), and Nuruosmaniye Kütüphanesi,
459.247 It might be a case of two different recensions of this work, pro-
duced by the author himself in order to frustrate the avarice of the book-
sellers.248 But the difference between the two is not as great as the story
would have it.

The commentary is the most important source of information on the
Kūfic recitation of theKoran in so far as it originates directly from the school
of al-Kisāʾī, and the taʿlīl text mostly offers, so to speak, a recension untrou-
bled by oral transmission. Other readings are unfortunately quoted fre-
quently without specific mention of the authorities. Conversely, IbnMasʿūd
and Ubayy b. Kaʿb are frequently mentioned, so that this commentary con-
stitutes a considerably safer base for the establishment of their texts of the
Koran than is the casewith the later sources that are frequently far removed.

246 It must be emphasized that here not all the printed or lithographed commentaries
listed by Sarkīs have been mentioned.

247 O. Pretzl, “Die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung,” p. 16.—The manuscript of the Egyptian
National Library, Tafsīr no.ش 10 is according to the farāgh note a copy of the Nurosomaniye
manuscript.

248 See G. Flügel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 131.
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The grammatical explanations of Yaḥyā b. Ziyād AL-FARRĀʾ are highly
esteemed by the Arabs themselves as the most perfect example of what has
been achieved in the science of the Koran.

2. K. al-Maʿānī l-Qurʾān of Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad b. al-Sarī [iii/248]
AL-ZAJJĀJ (d. 316/928249), a pupil of the renowned al-Mubarrad. The work is
partly extant in a very poor manuscript at Istanbul, Umumiye, no. 247; the
Ms. VeliyeddinEfendi, 43, constitutes its continuation (in a better condition,
dated 368/978). The Egyptian National Library has a work of the same title
and author, al-Zajjāj, signature Tafsīr, 632, which I have not been able to see.

The work is rich in shawādhdh details, mostly without the names of the
readers.

3. K. Iʿrāb al-Qurʾān wa-tabyīn mā fī-hi min al-naḥw wa-dhikr al-qirāʾāt of
Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. Ismāʿīl, known as AL-NAḤḤĀS (d. 338/
949). A very good manuscript at Istanbul, Umumiye, no. 245.

The work, like the above-mentioned (p. 510) book (al-Waqf wa-l-iʾtināf)
by the same author, is on waqf and represents a very rich collection of older
grammarians of all schools on the ḥujaj al-qirāʾa. It considers the shawādhdh
not always equally, but not infrequently it lists variant readings that are
otherwise totally unknown. It is particularly concernedwith the differences
of theBaṣran andKūfan schools. The author is a pupil of the aforementioned
[Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm] AL-ZAJJĀJ and is very often quoted.

4. In the Egyptian National Library, Tafsīr no. 385, there is a work by the
same author entitledMaʿānī l-Qurʾān.

249 EI2; EQ; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 81–82.





MANUSCRIPTS OF THE KORAN

The State of Manuscript Research [iii/249]

The close connection of the variant readings of the Koran with the ʿUth-
mānic textwould logically lead to the conclusion that a studyofmanuscripts
beyond the qirāʾāt literature is unlikely to produce anything new. How-
ever, as far as non-ʿUthmānic manuscripts are concerned, one would think
that we have sufficient information on the subject through the shawādhdh
works. As a matter of fact, at least from the fourth century ah onwards,
the manuscripts of the Koran as such no longer played an important role.
The expertise in orthographic peculiarities of the solely recognized ʿUth-
mānic recension required for the practice of Koranic variant readings, as
well as the production of manuscripts of the Koran, could be derived from
the above-mentioned secondary sources (p. 512sq.). For a quick orienta-
tion even Occidental scholars could dispense with the trouble of collating
manuscripts. Only the recognition of the relative application of the sci-
ence of qirāʾāt makes a renewed investigation of the earliest manuscripts
of the Koran rewarding, and promises—in case non-ʿUthmānic copies of
the Koran should indeed not come to light1—at least a control of the nar-
rowMuslim tradition and an augmentation of our knowledge of the period
before the systematization of the science of the Koran. At the suggestion
of G. Bergsträßer, the Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, München,
started to assemble, as far as possible, a complete collection of photographs
of our extant oldermanuscripts of theKoran, thus initiating for the first time
the investigationof important researchmaterial. As this project of theBavar-
ian academy is only in its beginning stages, the following expositiondoesnot
constitute conclusions; rather, itmerely represents a general introduction to
the problems and the methodology of manuscript research.2

1 Rumours about such things have not infrequently been heard from scholars in the
Orient and the Maghreb, but I did not get a chance to follow them up. Important seems to
be the news from several quarters that before the First World War there was at Damascus
a non-ʿUthmānic codex from Homs. Muḥammad KURD ʿALĪ writes in his book, Khiṭaṭ
al-Shaʾm, vol. 6, p. 199, that during theWar some twelve boxes with precious books, including
veryoldmanuscripts of theKoran,were removed fromDamascus. It is not true that they came
to Germany. Until now they are unfortunately not available to scholarship.

2 See G. Bergsträßer, Plan eines Apparatus criticus zum Koran; further O. Pretzl, Die
Fortführung des Apparatus Criticus zum Koran (1934).
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Whereas investigation into Arabic palaeography with reference to papy-[iii/250]
rologymade enormous advances in the 1920s and 1930s, particularly through
the monumental work of Adolf Grohmann,3 in the case of palaeographic
inquiries into the earliest manuscripts of the Koran the most basic pre-
liminaries are still wanting.4 Only a very small part of the older Korans
has been catalogued. The richest collection of this kind I found at Istan-
bul. Although most of it is located at the Topkapı Sarayı, where now nearly
all the collections of Kūfic Korans formerly held by municipal libraries are
brought together, there are still other old Korans in the Evkaf (Müzesi),
which originally owned some sixteen such manuscripts, and also recently
received some more from municipal libraries. A very valuable collection,
particularly because of the great variety of scripts, is the collection of the
earliest fragments of the Koran at the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris. Sev-
eral very old codices are held by the Egyptian Library at Cairo, and the
Azhar Mosque. During my study tour of Morocco in the spring of 1934,
surprisingly valuable copies were discovered there. Larger and smaller col-
lections (mostly fragments) are preserved in various libraries in the Occi-
dent.

The Script of the Older Korans

(1) The Korans of the first four centuries were mostly written in a script dif-[iii/251]
ferent from the common Arabic cursive script. From a very early period on,
they were lumped together under the misleading name of “Kūfic.” The ori-
gin of this name cannot be determinedwith certainty (see below, p. 590sq.).

3 Cf. first of all Ad. Grohmann, Corpus Papyrorum Raineri archiduci Austriae, series ara-
bica, 3 (1924).

4 Valuable help is at least provided by B. Moritz’s article, s.v. Arabia (a) “Arabic writ-
ing” in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1 (1908–1913), pp. 381–393. Further G. Bergsträßer, “Zur
ältesten Geschichte der kufischen Schrift” (1919).—Reproductions of Korans are to be found
in B. Moritz, Arabic palaeography (1905). Unfortunately the work does not list either library
shelf numbers or size. He also fails to supply references to his datings.—Very valuable is also
the reproduction of the so-called Samarqand codex (see above, p. 393 n. 37). From among
the relevant literature I know: Henry Lansdell, Russian Central Asia (1885), Chauvin X, no. 94.
Bericht über die Kgl. Bibliothek Petersburg [St. Petersburg Library], p. 346. Aleksandr L. Kun,
“Коранъ Османа” in: Матеріалы ыля туркестанскаго орая: Ежегодникъ, ed. Nikolai]
A. Maev, p. 401. A larger number of reproductions also in L.H. Möller, Paläologische Beiträge
aus den herzoglichen Sammlungen in Gotha (1844). Some samples also in the Oriental series
of the Palaeographical Society, London, 1875–1883, and Paléographie universelle, ed. Joseph
B. Silvestre, vol. 1 (Paris, 1839). On illuminated Korans see E. Kühnel, Islamische Kleinkunst
(1925), pp. 26–37!
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This designation undoubtedly indicates the lapidary script. It is character-
ized by reducing letters that originally displayed a greater variety of shapes
down to a few basic artistic forms, namely to the simple hook ـى , ـىـ for the
letters b, t, th, n, y (only in the initial or the medial forms; the final forms,
as is the case also in the following groups, differ very considerably from one
another, being not uniform even in the case of one and the same letter!), to
the group for the letters m, w, f, q, and to the very much stretched parallels
for the letters d, dh, s, ḍ, ẓ, k.

Some letters do not appear in an identical shape even in the earliest time,
so thatح, which appears as a line crossed from top left to right below the line
\ or in the shape still currently used, an acute angle >. Alif appears with or
without horizontal line; ع as an angle open at the top and standing on the
line ∨, or as a semi-circle ∪ supported by a stem |. The initial ع has the shape
of a semi-circle open to the right which, at times—in the one ductus of the
Samarqand codex as well as in other cases—attains the length of an alif,
but mostly retains the height of the smaller letters. As this style of the script
commands high artistic ability, the script fluctuates at all times between
calligraphic perfection and clumsy imitation whenever used for the Koran
in general. The fact that the perfect form can already be documented in
older numismatic inscriptions and monuments speaks against the attempt
to date this artistic perfection to the end of a development. The main forms
recur also in later documents of this genre, so it cannot be a question of
development.5 Still, on account of minor changes of the forms,6 and partic-
ularly because of more diverse final forms, a variety of manuscripts can be
combined into smaller stylistic groups that then display a certain continu-
ity of form, both in the number of lines and in the orthography. Only later
do we find excesses—after the third century, when Korans generally are
more frequently dated—in the so-called “ornamental” or “floral” Kūfic; thus,
since the beginning of the fifth century we see, for example, a very strong

5 I would like to emphasize that the only remarkable development is the m, which
originally reached half below the line (unless a connection made this impossible, cf. plate
no. 1), but in subsequent times was always put on the line.

6 This includes most of all the change of the circle for m and w, rarely for f and q, into
semi-circles, semi-pear-shaped or egg-shaped forms (cf. plate 2!). It seems to me that the
stylistic development of the circle into triangles or squares appears only in very late Korans.
The oldest dated document of the latter type I know of is the vakfiye on the Koran, Evkaf
Müzesi, no. 1474, of 337/948! TheKoran, no. 114, of the Egyptian Library is a very good example
of how a different style evolves in one and the same hand.Whereas them is at the beginning
pretty much round, it gradually appears with a point at the upper left, changing eventually
to a pronounced pear-shaped form.
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emphasis on the varied strokes vis-à-vis the script, and the decoration of the
upper lengths as well as the straight line with floral ornaments.7

The overwhelmingmajority of Koranswritten in lapidary script onparch-[iii/253]
ment are in horizontal format. Some of the oldest copies we know of are
nearly square, as, for example, Evkaf, no. 3733 (with the gargantuan size
of 56 by 63cm, twelve lines to the page) which in script and appearance
equals the Koran of the Egyptian Library, reproduced by Bernhard Moritz
in plate no. 1. Nearly equally large are both the Samarqand codex and the
Paris Ms. no. 324, twelve lines each, but in a different hand. We do have evi-
dence from a very early time that small sizes, and the form of notebooks
that were used for other types of books, were frowned upon. It is reported
from Ibrāhīm AL-NAKHAʿĪ (see above, p. 513) and others:8 kānū yakrahūna
an yaktubū l-maṣāḥifa fī l-shayʾ al-ṣaghīr [kāna] yaqūl ʿaẓẓim al-Qurʾān. Al-
Ḍaḥḥāk says:9 kāna yakrah al-karārīs yaʿnī al-maṣāḥif tuktab fīhā and: lā
tattakhidhū lil-ḥadīth kurrāssatan ka-kurrās al-muṣḥaf. Indeed, we find only
oversize copies among old Korans. However, the huge sizes of the above-
mentioned copies are likely to have been rare. They have survived probably
only because they are precious.

(2) The script of a smaller group of manuscripts takes the middle place[iii/254]
between the lapidary and the cursive forms known from papyri. Compared
with the length of vertical strokes—which inmost cases extends to the pre-
ceding line—its script is quite compact. The vertical strokes throughout
lean toward the right. Apart from certain subsequent intermediate forms,
these manuscripts are always in vertical format, and written in deep-black
ink (made of soot) which was extremely unevenly flowing. Based on a pas-
sage in Ibn al-Nadīm’s Fihrist,10 Joseph von Karabaček already considered
this script Ḥijāzī. Their division of the verses, as far as I could ascertain, and
their other characteristics, do indeed point to the narrow group of Medi-
nan and Damascene manuscripts. As far as their orthography is concerned,

7 One of themostmagnificent codices of this genre, dated 909, is to be found in the Saray,
Revan Köşk, no. 18.

8 ʿAbd Allāh IBN ABĪ DĀWŪD AL-SIJISTĀNĪ, K. al-Maṣāḥif (see above, p. 575) in juzʾ 4,
beginning of bāb taʿẓīm wa-taṣghīr al-maṣāḥif.

9 Ibid., somewhat earlier!
10 Flügel’s edition, vol. 1, p. 6, l 3: عباصٔالاىلعٔاودیلاةنمييلٕاجيوعتهتافلٔايففّيندملاوّّيكملا]ّطخلا[أّماف

ريسیعاجضناهلكشيفو . J. Karabeĉek in “Julius Euting’s Sinaïtische Inschriften,” p. 323, translates
inaccurately, “as far as theMeccan andMedinan scripts are concerned, in their alifs there is a
bend to the right side of the hand…and in the body of the text a slight inclination to the side.”
Omitted is wa-aʿlā al-aṣābiʿ, for which I, too, cannot supply a translation; possibly wa-huwa
aʿlā al-aṣābiʿ “has the greatest vertical length?”
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they represent an older stage of development than the earliest lapidary
manuscripts we know of. On the other hand, they are connected with the
oldest lapidary codices by certain peculiarities of style; for example, the
leaning towards the right of the vertical strokes is found also in the two
oversize manuscripts, Evkaf, no. 3733, and the Egyptian Library, mentioned
above, whereas the final yāʾ drawn far backwards and underlining several
words (see plate 8, l 10) is also frequently met in the Paris codex no. 324.
Almost everywhere shayʾ is found as ىاش .11 Typical for all is the largely defec-
tive writing of the ā.

As a demonstration of the extent of the defective writing of this group [iii/255]
of manuscripts the collation of two codices on sūra 3, verses 32 to 37: Biblio-
thèqueNationale de Paris, no. 328, and Istanbul SarayMedina 1ªmight serve.
It must be observed that in this passage the group of the lapidary Korans is
generally in agreement with the Cairo edition as far as the defective writ-
ing is concerned, so that passages which already appear there defectively
are not listed again. The two manuscripts have an additional fifteen defec-
tive writings, namely eight times لق and تلق for qāl and qālat, verse 32,
اتبن for nabātan verses 32 and 33, برحملا formiḥrāb, verse 35, نه for hunālika,
هتدنف for fa-nādathu, verse 35, يترما for imraʾati, رقع for ʿāqirun.12 Consonantal

script of the ā occurs in this section only in the following words: verse 32,
ḥisāban, verse 33, daʿā, al-duʿāʾi, qāʾimun, verse 35, yashāʾu, verse 36, al-
nāsa, ayyāmin.13 This amount of defective writing is disproportionally large
when compared with the other codices. The introduction of yet another
Kūfic consonantal script going even further is ascribed by the author of the
Kitāb al-Maṣāḥif, ʿAbd Allāh IBN ABĪ DĀWŪD AL-SIJISTĀNĪ,14 to the gov-
ernor ʿUbayd Allāh b. Ziyād (d. 69/688), who was prompted by his secre-
tary, Yazīd al-Fārisī.15 There it is reported that he enlarged the muṣḥaf by
two thousand letters. Wa-kāna lladhī zāda ʿUbayd Allāh fī l-muṣḥaf kāna

11 Shayʾ is also found in the Samarqand codex, where it is written with alif on several
occasions, whereas according to Muqniʿ (edited by Pretzl, p. 45, l 2) this could only be the
case in the passage, sūra 18:23. Conversely, also in the muṣḥaf of Ubayy b. Kaʿb it is always
written with alif.

12 The two last passages are defective also in the Samarqand codex, which has a gap to
verse thirty-two.

13 Among them three passages where alif is followed by hamz.
14 See above, p. 574sq.; the passage occurs at the endof juzʾ 3 towards the endof bāb ikhtilāf

khuṭūṭ al-maṣāḥif.
15 Formore about him see Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, Tahdhīb al-tahdhīb, vol. 2, p. 374; Sezgin,

GAS, vol. 1, p. 4, l 13.
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makānuhu fī l-muṣḥaf qālū:qāf lām16wa-kānū:kāf nūnwāw fa-jaʿalahu ʿUbayd
Allāh qālū:qāf alif lāmwa-jaʿala kānū kāf alif nūn wāw alif. According to this,
it concerns both the alif of division and the alif of prolongation. However,
it must be said as a critical aside that even if only the alif of prolongation
had been introduced by this ʿUbayd Allāh, the number of two thousand for
the letters which he allegedly added would be far greater. In contrast, this
would correspond approximately to the number of differences of defective
writings between the more cursively written Korans and the early lapidary
Korans. The report might be a reminder of the fact—and in agreement with
the investigation of the manuscripts—that Iraq experienced a more seri-
ous transformation of orthography. Since—as far as we can determine—
this also coincided with the change of the ductus, it might give rise to the
assumption that it became the custom there from then on to write Korans
in lapidary script only. Thiswouldbeoneexplanation for calling the lapidary
script “Kūfic”.

This script was introduced also to the Ḥijāz, as the considerable num-[iii/256]
ber of Ḥijāzī lapidary codices attests. In any case, the Korans of the second
groupwritten in cursive script leaning to the right are to be consideredmore
original and, thus, more closely approximate ʿUthmānic orthography. The
original Ḥijāzī script survived even after the introduction of the lapidary
script. The codex Istanbul, Saray, Medina 1ª (see plate 10), which shows sev-
eral scripts that deviate considerably from one another, and hardly retains
any inclination to the right, but corresponds down to the least little detail
to the Ḥijāzī group, is probably one of the last representatives of this type
of script, whereas codex two of the British Museum,17 as a near complete
specimen is probably the most important one.

(3)A third groupof the olderKorans iswritten inMaghribī script. Thedetails[iii/257]
of their script and its appearance clearly betray their dependence upon the
Medinan Korans. Their characteristic script, together with the old orthogra-
phy, has remained nearly unchanged until themost recent times. The oldest
example of this type is probably the colossal codex no. 3735, preserved in the
Istanbul Evkaf Müzesi which, with seven lines to the page, measuring 56 by
63cm, equals the Medinan codex no. 3733 (see above, p. 588).

16 Thus themanuscript but according towhat followswāwmust still be added; in addition
(against the manuscript) the first time ولق and ونك ought to have been written.

17 One page of it is reproduced in table 69 of the Palaeographical Society series, London,
1875–1883.
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The Provision of the Koran with Reading Aids,
Verse Dividers, and Names of the Sūras

The fact that all the Korans were originally written in the ambiguous con-
sonantal script, without vowels, headings, or division of verses, posed con-
siderable difficulties in praxis. These problems were gradually solved by the
introduction of reading aids or divisons of verses and, in the case of the indi-
vidual sūras, by headings and subtitles respectively. We have a statement
from Yaḥyā b. Abī Kathīr [al-Yamānī Abū Naṣr,18 d. 129/746], regarding the
sequences of these innovations:19 fa-awwalmā aḥdathū fī-hi l-nuqaṭ ʿalā l-yāʾ
wa-l-tāʾ fa-qālū lābaʾsabihwa-huwanūr la-hu thummaaḥdathū fī-hi nuqaṭan
ʿindamuntaha l-āy thummaaḥdathū l-fawātiḥwa-l-khawātim. This is in gen-
eral accord with research on manuscripts.

1. The introduction of diacritic points seems to have been accomplished
without opposition. In the earliest manuscripts they are still used very
sparingly. Their origin goes back to pre-Islamic times, and they can already
be found on the earliest coins. In the lapidary script they are nearly always
indicated by strokes. The differentiation of letters by means of points and
strokes respectively happened in the same fashion as is still common today.
There is, however, disagreement over the use of diacritics in the cases of f
and q. The qāf is usually found with two strokes above the letter, and fāʾ
with one stroke below the letter; one also encounters the differentiation
still used currently in the Maghreb, qāf with one stroke above, fāʾ with a
stroke below, but also the converse, q with stroke below, and f with stroke
above or without stroke (see plate no. 10, l 4 and 5!). The diacritic points
for tāʾ marbūṭa apparently make a very late appearance, even in naskhī!
In most of the older manuscripts the diacritics are in the same ink as the
vowelmarks. It is only later that it becomes a customto indicate consonantal
variants—like the vowels (see below, p. 596)—by different colours.

Verse Dividers

2. The verse dividers—which originally consisted of several differently ar- [iii/258]
ranged strokes—also seem to have been introduced without opposition.

18 EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 73sqq.; F. Sezgin, “Goldziher and hadith, p. xxxv.”
19 al-Dānī,Kitāb al-Bayān (IstanbulMs, Halis Eff., no. 22) fol. 38r, l 14. F. Sezgin, “Goldziher

and hadith,” p. xxxv.
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The sources frequently insert three points to indicate the verse division; for
example, the above-mentioned Yaḥyā b. Abī Kathīr: mā hādhihi l-maṣāḥif
illā hādhihi l-nuqaṭ al-thalāthah ʿinda ruʾūs al-āy.20 Later the verseswere sep-
arated by a coloured rosette. Verse dividers, however, are by no means sup-
plied in all manuscripts, nor were they there from the outset. They are sup-
plied or omitted rather indiscriminately, even in one and the same codex.
There are also Koranswhere not the individual verses are indicated but only
sections of five or ten verses. Tradition ascribes the introduction of these
sections of five or ten verses to Naṣr b. ʿĀṣim al-Laythī,21 who died 89/708 or
90/709 (see above, p. 511). This innovation is opposed by various old author-
ities, for example, IbrāhīmAL-NAKHAʿĪ, al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, Muḥammad IBN
SĪRĪN al-Anṣārī, but particularly—with little credibility—Ibn Masʿūd. The
following saying is derived from the latter: jarridū l-Qurʾān wa-lā tukhal-
liṭūhu bi-shayʾ which, incidentally, is also ascribed to Ḥasan al-Baṣrī and
Ibrāhīm AL-NAKHAʿĪ, and, apart from taʿshīr and takhmīs, is also to reject
the headings of the sūra (see below).22 The five-verse sections are frequently
indicated by a ه (according to abjad) or by red, large alifs in a black circle
or larger rosettes, and the sections of ten verses, by painted rosettes,23 fre-
quently also in contrast to the five-verse sections, bypainted squares,with or
without a written رشع or the corresponding abjad numeral (see plate no. 5,
l 10).

Names of the Sūras

[3.] Yet another innovation applies to the names of the sūras that origi-[iii/259]
nally appeared probably as titles written at the end of the sūras that later
becomingheadings,with orwithout added khātimat sūrat kadhā and fātiḥat
sūrat kadhā respectively, and frequently accompanied by the number of
the verses: wa-hiya … āya. The sūras carried no names in the oldest
Korans. Aversion to them seems to have prevailed for a long time (see
above). However, it is already reported fromMālik b. Anas (d. 179/795)24 that

20 al-Dānī,K. al-Bayān (IstanbulMs, Halis Eff., no. 22) fol. 38r, l 19. similarly IbnAbī Dāwūd
al-Sijistānī, K. al-Maṣāḥif: yuqirrūna instead yuʿarrifūna.

21 I.e. ʿUbayd b. ʿUmayr al-Laythī: EQ; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 11 sqq.
22 Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, K. al-Maṣāḥif, bāb kitābat al-ʿawāshir fī l-maṣāḥif. Some of

this also in al-Itqān of al-Suyūṭī, nawʿ 76, faṣl fī ādāb kitābatihi (Sprenger ed., p. 868; Cairo
edition, 1318), vol. 2, p. 170.

23 Green, primarily in Ḥijāzī manuscripts!
24 al-Dānī, Kitāb al-Bayān, Istanbul Ms, Halis Eff., no. 22, fol. 38r, l 2.
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he showed a muṣḥaf belonging to his grandfather which had been written
during the time of ʿUthmān, and included titles written at the end of the
sūras that later became headings, written in ink on a band ornament over
the whole length of the line: fa-raʾaynā khawātimahu min ḥibr ʿalā ʿamal
al-silsila fī ṭūl al-saṭr wa-raʾaytuhu maʿjūm al-āy (i.e. with verse divisions
marked). Occasionally only a rest of a line is left vacant between the indi-
vidual sūras (see plate 6). But in most cases a blank line is inserted. This
space is frequently used for ornaments or consists of sūra headings embel-
lished by leaf ornaments and arabesques (see plate 7). This was the only
place for the decoration of the Koran,25 its legitimacy being at first contro-
versial.26 Later on, the first and last leaves of the Korans also became embel-
lished by arabesques, framed in gold, and divided into small fields (circles,
squares) on which the letters of the first and the last sūras were spread out.
We find Korans that are divided into seven parts (see below), where the end
of each part is highlighted by ornaments. In ravishingly illuminated Korans
the ten-verse sections already indicated in the text are emphasized by indi-
vidual marginal medallions, as is also the case of passages where sajd is to
be made.27

4. The division of the Koran into ajzāʾ pretty certainly seems to go back to [iii/260]
al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf (d. 95/713). It is reported fromhim:28 jamaʿa…al-ḥuffāẓwa-
l-qurrāʾ … fa-qāla akhbirūni ʿani l-Qurʾān kullihi kam huwamin ḥarf fa-jaʿala-
nā naḥsub ḥattā ajmaʿū anna l-Qurʾān kullahu thalāthamiʾat alf ḥarf wa-ar-
baʿīna alf wa-sabʿa miʾa wa-nayyif wa-arbaʿīn ḥarfān qāla fa-akhbirūni ilā
ayy ḥarf yantahī niṣf al-Qurʾān fa-ḥasabū wa-ajmaʿū annahu yantahī fī l-kahf
wa-l-yatalaṭṭfa fī l-fāʾ (p. 18, l 18) qāla fa-akhbirūni bi-asbāʿihi ʿalā l-ḥurūf.

25 Cf. E. Kühnel, Islamische Kleinkunst, p. 26sqq.!
26 Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, K. al-Maṣāḥif, bāb fī taḥliyat al-maṣāḥif. According to him,

Ibn Masʿūd allegedly pronounced the decorations of the Koran permissible. The same ques-
tion, with reference to mosques, is already discussed in the previous chapter, kitābat al-
maṣāḥif bi-l-dhahab. (Manuscripts written entirely in gold are not seldom mentioned in
literature; one copy has survived in Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye, without number.) This is fol-
lowed by a short chapter, fī taṭyīb al-maṣāḥif, which states that Ibn Masʿūd opposed adding
musk scent to produce a pleasant smell. The same also in al-Dānī, Kitāb al-Bayān (Istanbul
Ms. Halis Eff., no. 22), fol. 37v.

27 The indication of sajd is still prohibited by al-Bayhaqī [EI2; EQ,] who died in 458/1065.
(al-Itqān, Sprenger ed., p. 870, Cairo ed., 1317, vol. 2, p. 171, l 20), nawʿ, p. 76!, faṣl fī ādāb
kitābatih.

28 Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī, K. al-Maṣāḥif, bāb tajziʾat al-maṣāḥif, from where the fol-
lowing quotations have been adopted. Cf. in particular the above-mentioned work of Abū al
Qāsim ʿUmar b. Muḥammad IBN ʿABD AL-KĀFĪ (above, p. 574!). Older works on ajzāʾ have
been listed in Ibn al-Nadīm’s Fihrist (Flügel’s ed., p. 36, l 28).
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According to this, the first seventh extends to the d of man ṣadda ʿanhu
in sūra 4:55, the second seventh to the t of ḥabiṭat in sūra 7:145, the third
seventh to the last alif of ukulahā in sūra 18:31, the fourth seventh to the last
(?) alif of li-kulli ummatin jaʿalnā mansakan in sūra 22:66, the fifth seventh
to the h of wa-mā kāna li-muʾminin wa-lā muʾminah in sūra 33:36, the sixth
seventh to thew of ẓanna l-sawʾi in sūra 48:6, and the last seventh to the end
of the Koran. Enumerated too are the the fractions of three and four.

Another tradition of dividing the Koran into ajzāʾ (s.v., juzʾ) leads through[iii/261]
ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī (d. 128/745); but comparedwith al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf’s arrange-
ment it seems to be less accurate because the divisions coincidemostlywith
the end of a sūra. But also fractions of five, eight, and ten are listed. In the
older Korans I found only divisions into sevenths. In the margin, however,
other divisions are frequently added by a later hand, particularly fractions
of ten and thirty. The latter become the rule in the naskhī Korans. In more
recent editions (as also in the official Cairene edition) it is customary to have
the fractions of sixty in the margin.

Whereas the arrangement established by al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf evidently pur-
ported to guarantee both the inviolability of the consonantal text and to
facilitate its control (cf. this with the minor Masorah of the Hebrew Bible),
later arrangements serve liturgical purposes to establish definite prayer cur-
ricula. They are no longer called ajzāʾ as formerly, but now aḥzāb (plural of
ḥizb, but also wird), a name from the Koran which was later applied to pri-
vate prayer.29

5. There is no generally accepted tradition regarding the introduction of the
vowel marks. According to one tradition30 they are said to have been intro-
duced by [Ẓālim b. ʿAmr] ABŪ AL-ASWADAL-DUʾALĪ (d. 69/688)31 but only
for the vowel signs and tanwīn, whereas the signs for hamza, tashdīd, rawm,
and ishmām are attributed to al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad (b. 100/718).32 According
to others, it is supposed to have been Naṣr b. ʿĀṣim al-Laythī (d. 89/707

29 Cf. article ḥizb in the Encyclopedia of Islam.
30 Most of the traditions here discussed are to be found in al-Dānī,Kitābal-Naqṭ (edited by

Otto Pretzl,Orthographie undPunktierungdesKoran: zwei Schriften vonad-Dānī, pp. 132–133),
further in IbnAbīDāwūdal-Sijistānī,K.al-Maṣāḥif (see above, p. 575).Most of them, however,
are to be found in al-Itqān (see above, p. 259 n. 22).

31 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 31–32; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 415.
32 According to a very credible opinion which, however, is not documented, al-Khalīl

b. Aḥmad is ascribed to have introduced the ḥarakāt which are still in use until now (cf.
al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān, loc. cit., p. 171, l 12!) Neither the sources nor the manuscripts give any clue
that there is supposed to have been a sign for rawm and ishmām (in the sense of a particular
pausal pronunciation; see above, p. 540sq.). [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 8, pp. 51–52.]
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or 90/708). It is also ascribed to a pupil of ABŪ AL-ASWAD AL-DUʾALĪ,33
Yaḥyā b. Yaʿmar who is said to have been commissioned with the task
by al-Ḥajjāj b. Yūsuf, and that under the caliph ʿAbd al-Malik b. Marwān
(d. 86/705).34 The innovation was rejected on the part of (Abū l-Khaṭṭāb)
QATĀDA b. Diʿāma, ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿUmar, Ibrāhīm AL-NAKHAʿĪ, al-Ḥasan al-
Baṣrī, and Muḥammad IBN SĪRĪN. However, according to others, al-Ḥasan
al-Baṣrī is said to have approved of the vocalization,35 whereas it is reported
from Muḥammad IBN SĪRĪN that he owned a pointed manuscript of Yaḥyā
b. Yaʿmar. Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795) prohibited the marking of all offi-
cial (ummahāt) Korans, whereas he approved of them for the small copies
(ṣighār) used for instruction. We indeed find that all the oldest large copies
of the Koran (Samarqand codex, Evkaf, 3733, and the great Cairene codex,
see above, p. 588) have no vowel marks at all. In very many of the other
copies they are only later additions. The attempt to preserve the script of
the text of the Koran unchanged would explain the habit of using as colour
for the vowel marks a colour that clearly stands out against the colour of
the script.36 Vowelsmarks are nearly always written in red, for hamza yellow
and green are customary as well (see below, p. 597). Other colours—blue,
orange, yellow and green—are used to indicate variants, a habit, although
disapproved of by al-Dānī,37 which according to the state ofmanuscripts has
been used very frequently.38 Blue is nearly always used when the imāla is
intended to be expressed. In such a case there is a red point (for a) above
the consonant, a blue one (for i) below.

The use of reading marks is explained in two works, Kitāb al-Maṣāḥif [iii/263]
of Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī (d. 316/929),39 and Kitāb al-Naqṭ of ʿUthmān

33 EI2; Juynboll, Encyclopedia, p. 415; Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 31–32.
34 The authorities who are ascribed to as having introduced the signs are all Baṣrans.
35 He is even ascribed to have introduced the vowel marks.
36 al-Dānī,Orthographie und Punktierung des Koran:Kitāb al-Naqṭ (ed. Otto Pretzl), p. 134,

l 1: lā astajīz al-naqṭ bi-l-sawād li-mā fīhi min al-taghyīr li-ṣūrat al-rasm.
37 Ibid., p. 134, l 3.
38 See plate no. 5, third line from the bottom, where lā khawfun ʿalayhim is vowelled in

red, whereas lā khawfa ʿalayhum is in green. In the Marrakesh manuscript (see plate 3) the
suffix humū when ending with a vowel is with a point on the u; a corresponding variant is
nearly always the sukūn sign (frequently followed by tashdīd), which is an indication of the
pronunciation, -hum.

39 See above, p. 575sq., bāb kayfa tunqaṭ al-maṣāḥif, rather short and in poor condition.
It begins as follows: qāla Abū Ḥātim al-Sijistānī wa-naqaṭahu bi-yadihi hādhā kitāb yustadall
bi-hi ʿalā ʿilm al-naqṭ wa-mawāḍiʿihā. This is followed by expositions by the renowned Abū
Ḥātim al-Sijistānī (d. 255/869), whose Kitāb fī l-naqṭ is indeed mentioned in Ibn al-Nadīm’s
Fihrist (edited by G. Flügel, p. 35). In addition, the Fihrist lists the following authors of
works that are no longer extant: al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad al-Farāhīdī, ABŪMUḤAMMAD Yaḥyā b.
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b. Saʿīd AL-DĀNĪ (d. 444/1052).40 There is a great difference between the two
works occasioned by the Iraqi pointing on the one hand, and the Medinan-
Maghrebi pointing on the other hand. Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī recog-
nizes only vowel marks, including tanwīn (the hamza, too, he usually indi-
cates by a vowel mark in a particular position), whereas al-Dānī produces a
complicated system of reading aids, which attempts to do justice to all the
refinements of Koranic reading, and which, according to him, is based on
old Medinan manuscripts as well as explicit prescriptions of older Koranic
authorities such as, for example, ʿĪsā b. Mīnāʾ QĀLŪN. Indeed, we find his
system most strictly adhered to in two manuscripts extant in the Maghreb,
namely Ms. Fès (see plate 1) and Ms. Medersa Ben Yusuf, Marrakesh (see
plate no. 3) as well as in many codices written in Maghrebi script. But even
al-Dānī’s work does not do justice to the far more manifold investigations
into manuscripts. In addition, the two works differ since, according to Ibn
Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī only the absolute necessary marks are used, whereas
al-Dānī’s presentation presupposes complete pointing.

(a) The indication of vowels: The three vowels, a, i, and u are indicated by[iii/264]
one point each. In the case of fatḥa the point is placed above the consonant
preceding the vowel, in the case of kasra under the same, and in the case of
ḍamma in the middle of the consonant or to the left behind it.41 Deviating
from their usual method of pointing, the codex Medina 1b in the Istanbul
Saray (see plate 4) has instead of the ḍamma a small vertical stroke imme-
diately after the consonant.42

al-Mubārak AL-YAZĪDĪ, further Muḥammad b. ʿĪsā (al-Iṣbahānī), who has been mentioned
above, p. 574, as a source for al-Dānī’sMuqniʿ, and Abū Bakr IBN AL-ANBĀRĪ.

40 Edited together with the author’s Muqniʿ by O. Pretzl entitled Orthographie und Punk-
tierungen des Koran (1932). In the introduction (p. 123, last line) the author refers to a
larger work on the subject of naqṭ that he composed but which has not survived. Despite
the greater richness compared with the previous one, the book has considerable lacunae,
particularly regarding the exposition of the hamz orthography, which is too much con-
cerned with the qirāʾa of ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd WARSH (with tashīl al-hamz), so common in the
Maghreb.

41 al-Dānī: fawqa, taḥta, fī wasṭi or amāma l-ḥarf. In Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī the expres-
sion quddām or bayna yaday, also fī jabhat al-ḥarf, is found instead of amāma. These expres-
sions are based on the conception that the writing is from right to left so that what follows is
fronted to the preceding letter. Analogously, a sign preceding the letter is also considered fī
qafāʾ, “standing in the neck.”

42 See line 3 from the bottom: yuṣḥabūna and penultimate line, last word, al-ʿumuru, etc.
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(b) Tanwīn is indicated by doubling the respective vowel marks. According
to al-Dānī (al-Naqṭ, p. 135) the points are placed one upon another (tarākub)
when the n is fully articulated, but next to one another (tatābuʿ) when
idghām or ikhfāʾ of the n occurs with the following letter.43 In manuscripts
this differentiation is not always observed.44

According to Kitāb al-Maṣāḥif, in case of the ending -an (masc. sing.) the [iii/265]
second point can also be omitted because it is sufficiently identified by the
alif. Al-Dānī (Naqṭ, p. 136, l 8) is familiar with the habit of “uneducated”
scribes in this case to distribute the points in a way that one of them is
positioned on the preceding consonant, while the other is on the alif.

(c) The (over-) prolongation of vowels is indicated by adding the respective
vowel of prolongation (alif, yāʾ, wāw) in small form and in red colour. In the
Ms. Istanbul, Saray, 50386, however, a smallalif is found as a sign of prolonga-
tion also for ī45 and ū. Not infrequently, the -ū of the suffixes, -kumu, humu,
etc. is expressed by a point on the line with an overhead hook (similarly
to the tashdīd, see below, p. 598). Al-Dānī (al-Naqṭ, p. 136, l 15) also knows
of a graphical distinction of the ishbāʿ (normal pronunciation of a vowel)
and ikhtilās (vanishing), and, in the first case, suggests putting an alif ṣughrā
munṭariḥa46 and yāʾ orwāw ṣughrā respectively, in the latter case the normal
point of a vowel, an unfortunate differentiation that I have not encountered
in manuscripts.

(d) Hamz: In the case of initial or final hamz Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī
does not yet know of a proper mark other than the respective vowel point.
However, for the medial hamz he demands two points, a fī qafāʾ al-alif,
before alif to indicate the glottal stop, another one after alif (above!) to
indicate a, corresponding to i and u in the middle and below respectively.
Accordingly, the second point is called muqayyida. He recommends the
use of a green point in cases where hamz is pronounced in two different
ways, with and without tashīl. For al-Dānī, however, the main rule is that
hamz is indicated by a yellow point, but in his explanations he pays far

43 See above, p. 537sq., and also below, p. 599.
44 Very clearly, for example, in plate 3b, l 1, suqufan min, conversely l 3, sururan ʿalayhi. In

the Ms. Saray Medina 1b (plate 4) in the second case, the points are far apart, for example, l
5, baghtatan fa- where the one point is above the ,ة the other, on the line immediately before
the f, likewise (l 7) bi-rusulinmin the one point below the l (somewhat removed to the side!),
the other point directly before them.

45 See plate 7, last line, alladhī anqaḍa.
46 This must correspond to a fatḥ sign of the more recent vocalization.
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more attention to those cases where hamz is softened (al-Naqṭ, p. 142sqq.).
According to al-Dānī, a softening of hamz is indicated when the vowel
hamz is written without particular sign for hamz. Hamzat al-waṣl is usually
indicated by a red horizontal stroke which, according to the position of
the vowel, runs above for fatḥa, in the middle for ḍamma, and below for
kasra.47 The vowel of the hamzat al-waṣl at the beginning of a word might
be indicated by a green vowelmark.48 InmanymanuscriptsWarsh’s peculiar
softening ofhamz is likewise indicatedbynaql. According to al-Dānī, in both
cases a red circle is placed above the alif to indicate that there is no hamz
(see below, p. 600).

According to Kitāb al-Maṣāḥif, ʾă is written with a point before the alif,[iii/266]
while ʾā with a point after the alif (positioned a bit higher, wa-tarfaʿūhā
qalīlan ilā raʾs al-alif), a differentiation which is observed in many manu-
scripts.49

A hamz orthography differing from the common one is to be found in
the Istanbul codex Saray Medina 1b. Here, hamz is indicated by a red hook
opening to the top.50 In the manuscript Saray Emanet 12, the hamz sign
is found as three red points, for example, [consonantal script without any
points] هنلرنا : anzalnāhu, or arranged in the shape of a triangle [as on shīn]:

نونموشی yuʾminūna اثـس shayʾan [onbothwordspoints only onش]. The vowels
are then no longer written individually.

(e) As an indication of sukūn a small horizontal stroke is placed above[iii/267]
the vowelless consonant51 (jarra bi-l-ḥamrāʾ, al-Dānī’s al-Naqṭ, p. 137, l 5).
This sign is apparently found nowhere in Iraqi manuscripts, in others only
rarely. However, al-Dānī (p. 150, l 1 sqq.) also knows of the small circle as
a sign of sukūn, which is still in use today. According to him, the sign is
used in order to indicate (1) that a letter existing in the script is ignored in
pronunciation (2) that a tashdīd is missing from the ḥurūf al-mukhaffafa,
and (3) that a vowel is missing from the ḥurūf al-musakkana. In line 6,
he traces this habit back to Qālūn: qāla fī maṣāḥif ahl al-Madīna mā kāna

47 See plate 1, l 3 mā Allāhu, stroke at the upper end of alif, also, l 3, wa-yakhshā l-nāsa, in
contrast l 9, amruAllāhi, stroke in themiddle of the alif. Further plate 2, l 2 and 6. Still clearer,
plate 3, 3 a, l 2,min al-qaryatayni, l 4, fī l-ḥayāti l-dunyā, and l 4,matāʿ al-ḥayāti.

48 For example, this is the case in plate 1, l 9, amru Allāhi, however not in l 2 in -llāha,
which follows wa-l-taqi.

49 See plate 6a, l 5, anzalnāhu, and 6b, l 3, min āli! Further plate 5, l 10, āmanū, and l 13,
ajruhum.

50 See plate 4, l 8, yastahziʾūna, yaklaʾukum (over r and y!) and frequently.
51 See plate 3a, l 2, al-qaryatayni (above r and y) and frequently!
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ḥarf mukhaffaf52 fa-ʿalayhi dāratun bi-l-ḥumra wa-in kāna ḥarfan musakka-
nan fa-ka-dhālika ayḍan. As regards the use of sukūn see also below, Seite
269 [sic, p. 600].

(f) Tashdīd is indicated by a small semi-circle open at the top or bottom,
or an acute angle. According to al-Dānī (p. 137, l 7) it is always positioned
above the consonant together with the respective vowel mark, in which
case the vowel still needs to be properly indicated, whereas according to
his information, in Maghrebi and Medinan manuscripts it is positioned
where the respective vowel ought to be placed, under omission of a vowel
point.53 The sign ّ still used currently is derived fromش and apparently to be
found only in later manuscripts.

In Koranic reading the doubling of a consonant can be effected also in [iii/268]
Sandhi by the assimilation and incorporation of a vowelless or (in the read-
ing of Abū ʿAmr b. al-ʿAlāʾ) even of a vowelled consonant of the preceding
word.54 In this case different rules apply for the use of tashdīd: In the case
of an idghām ṣaḥīḥ, i.e. complete assimilation and incorporation, the dou-
bled consonant receives a tashdīd, the vowelless consonant, however, no
sukūn. But if assimilation and insertion are not complete—this is the case of
ikhfāʾ of the n andm, see above, p. 536!—then the vowelless n andm receive
no sukūn, but the following consonant also no tashdīd, unless n is followed
by a w or y because in this case tashdīd can be positioned, but then also
the tashdīd must be written above the n to differ from the idghām tāmm.
Naturally, the same applies also to tanwīn, which, when it is not fully articu-
lated, is identified by two vowel points placed next to each other (see above,
p. 597). Whenever tanwīn is followed by a b, the second point of the tanwīn
can be replaced by a smallm (in order to indicate the qalb, see above, p. 536).

52 It seems to be beyond doubt that here mukhaffaf was originally used in contrast to
muthaqqal (vowelled) not in contrast to mushaddad. This, indeed, is in contradiction to
the respective passage where, according to Qālūn, it is explicitly added: wa-in kāna ḥarfan
musakkanan; but for a purely stylistic reason I like to consider this addition a gloss of
the author, which would explain his inaccurate conception of mukhaffaf in contrast to
mushaddad instead ofmuthaqqal.—The small circle as sign of sukūn is to be found (mostly in
another [blue!] colour) next to the stroke in theMarrakeshmanuscript (plate 3), for example,
page a, last line, li-man, and in the preceding line, an yakūna, whereas, for example, on page
b, l 4, in wa-an, on the other hand, it is missing. It seems to have been added by a later hand.

53 See plate 3a, l 1, nuzzila; l 3 from the bottom, mimmā; p. 3b, l 2 from the bottom,
la-yaṣuddūnahum; but cf. l 4 of the same page, kullu with tashdīd above the l! In both cases
also the vowel mark for u is used, while it is missing in a and i.

54 See above, p. 536; al-Naqṭ, pp. 139–142!
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(g) Ḥurūf nāqiṣa and zāʾida: According to al-Dānī, there is a special rule
that applies to letters which, though pronounced, are not written in the
ʿUthmānic consonantal text. The most frequent case is the omission of the
alif of prolongation; rare is the coincidence of two hamzas, the omission of
a bearer of hamza, for example, aʿandhartahum (spelled مهترذنٔا ) aʾidhā ( اذٕا )
aʾunzila ( لِزنٔا ). As a rule also, when two y’s or w’s follow one another only
one is actually written, for example, al-nabiyyīn ( نيبنلا ) or Dāwūd ( دواد ). In
all these cases the missing letter can be added in red colour. Conversely,
there are a number of passages in the Koran where there is one letter too
much, which, however, is not reflected in the pronunciation. This is most
frequently the case with alif al-qaṭʿ, and often in the case of identically
written words as a means of differentiation, e.g., كیلوا ulāʾika and كیلٕا ilaika.
These are indicated by a small red circle as a sign of deletion (see above,
p. 598). In many of these cases it is doubtful which letter is to be considered
the bearer of hamza. Consequently the signs for the hamz and the circle of
deletion are also different.

(h) From the earliest time a ligature somewhat resembling the Greek letter[iii/269]
γ had been in use for the letter combination lām alif. For the punctuation
the question which of the two strokes stood for lām and which one for
alif was of practical importance. According to al-Dānī (al-Naqṭ, p. 151) the
stroke standing to the right ought to be the respective bearer of the vowel
and hamza sign due to the alif, a solution which likely corresponded to the
scribes’ habit of, starting the sign from the left and finishing it to the right.
HĀRŪN b. Mūsā AL-AKHFASH, however, held the opposite view, and this
prevailed in the vocalization of the naskhīmanuscripts.

(i) So far I have not been able to identify signs for waqf (see above, pp. 570–
573) in lapidary manuscripts, despite the fact that their use is documented
from the second century onward. Abū Bakr IBN AL-ANBĀRĪ reports from
al-Kisāʾī (d. 189/804)55 wa-hum (i.e. the people) yasmaʿūna wa-yaḍbuṭūna
ʿanhu ḥattā l-maqāṭiʿ wa-l-mabādiʾ.56 Still, Aḥmad b. al-ḤusaynAL-BAYHAQĪ
(d. 458/1065) prohibited the use of a sign for waqf.57 In later naskhī manu-
scripts such signs are common.

55 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 9, pp. 127–131.
56 Ibn al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, vol. 1, p. 538, l 13.
57 al-Suyūṭī, al-Itqān (Cairo ed. 1318, vol. 2, p. 171, l 3), nawʿ 76, faṣl fī ādāb kitābatih.
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The Dating and Provenance of Manuscripts

Incontestably dated manuscripts of the Koran are extremely rare. Not until [iii/270]
the fourth century did their number becomemore abundant.Other than the
copies referred to byB.Moritz inEnzyklopädiedes Islām, vol. 1, pp. 405–406, I
have been able to identify two dated copies, the only remaining colophon of
a Damascene Koran (now at the local Museum) from 298/910, and the sup-
plement to amanuscript allegedly written by ʿAlī (Topkapı) Sarayı (Müzesi),
Emanet no. 6, from 307/919.58 In contrast, far more frequent are forged dates
in lapidary codices whichmostly name ʿUthmān, ʿAlī or al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī as
scribes.59 Identifying the provenance of Koranicmanuscripts also poses con-
siderable difficulties. Based on works of Koranic subjects containing lists of
orthographic and textual variants of the individual amṣār,60 theoretically it
ought to be easy to determine the distribution of the manuscripts among
the main centres of Islamic culture. In practice, however, these criteria turn
out to be unreliable. The investigation of several complete Korans in the
Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Kütüphanesi showed that nearly all codices are mis-
cellaneous texts. So far, I have come across only a single copy of the Koran,
Saray 50386, which according to al-Dānī’s list of variants is to be identified as
Medinan, but even this one has a non-Medinan variant in sūra 57:24.61 This
would mean that it is methodologically wrong to desire to localize Koranic
fragments on the basis of single variants. In order to illustrate the scope of
this textual mix, the results of just two manuscripts of the (Topkapı) Sarayı
(Müzesi) must suffice as an example.

Saray codex 50385 in general supplies the special Medinan variants; in
two cases, sūras 3:181 and 6:63, it is a Damascene text, in two passages of
sūra 23 verses 89 and 91, it is a Baṣran text. Even in sūra 2:126 the text does
not follow the Medinan-Damascene tradition.

Saray Medina 1a has the Damascene text in sūras 2:116, 3:127, 10:23, 40:22,
55:11 and 78, 57:10; and in addition in the following passages, where Dam-
ascus and Medina coincide: sūras 3:127, 5:58 and 59, 9:108, 18:34, 26:217,

58 It carries the farāghnote:wa-hādhihi l-tatimma (i.e. the last four folios) taʾrīkhuhā sanat
sabʿ wa-thalāthat miʾa wa-ammā kātibuh min awwalih ilā sūrat al-qāriʿa bi-khaṭṭ al-imām ʿAlī
ʿalayh al-salām.

59 Cf. already above, p. 394 n. 38. The Ms. Saray, Sultan Ahmet, no. 2, has the forgery:
katabahu ʿAlī ibn Abī Ṭālib fī shahr Ramaḍān sanat tisʿ wa-ʿishrīn.

60 Cf. pp. 395 and 575.
61 Here and in what follows the quotation of the variants has been supplied. This can

easily be ascertained with the aid of the list above on p. 396sqq.
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42:29, 43:71, 57:24, 91:15. Once, in sūra 18:94, it has a Meccan peculiarity; in
sūra 6:63, possibly a Kūfan variant. Conversely, in six passages, 4:69, 6:32,
7:41, 73 and 137, 39:64, the Damascene variants are missing. The important
variant, sūra 6:138, cannot be recognized in it because it is written neither

مهياكرش (Damascene) nor مهواكرش (so the others) but مهاكرش . It can safely be said
that the codex belongs to the inner circle formed by the groups of Medina,
Damascus, and Mecca, but on the basis of the lists it is not possible to be
more specific.

An additional means of determining the provenance of manuscripts is[iii/271]
the verse-numbering included in the Korans, which differ according to
amṣār, and about which we are informed by Islamic tradition.62 But here
one is faced with the first difficulty, namely that in many codices we can-
not determine with certainty whether or not the verse-numbering coin-
cides with their writing. In many other codices it was later changed by
erasure. Further, as with the lists of variants, the transmission itself is not
absolutely reliable and complete. There are frequently verse endings in the
manuscripts that are not mentioned in the transmission. The sūra headings
frequently contain numbers of verses that do not fit any of the systems of
verse-numbering of the amṣār. Not infrequently the sum total of verses cor-
responds to that of onemiṣrwhereas in the case of another sūra this would
suggest a differentmiṣr. In addition, the control of the sum total is made dif-
ficult since very frequently, for pages on end the verse signs in the text are
wanting.

To some extent it is possible to infer the provenance of manuscripts[iii/272]
from the vocalization, provided it exists. But even if it does, one can never
be sure that it was done concurrently with the writing of the consonantal
text—and at the same place. A precondition for evaluation is competence
in the uncanonical readings, which must first be crystallized from the rich
literature. But in view of the wide distribution of the better known readings
beyond their place of origin, which we can follow throughout the third and
fourth centuries (see above, p. 508sqq.) it is precisely at the time when
manuscripts are widely vocalized that such vocalization as an indication of
the place of origin might at best serve as yet another confirmation parallel
to other criteria.

The use of the particular character of a script for dating and establish-
ing the origin of a manuscript reminds one of a citation from Muḥammad

62 A. Spitaler, Die Verszählung [verse numbering] des Koran nach islamischer Überliefer-
ung; see already p. 573.
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IBN ISḤĀQ63 in theFihrist:64 fa-awwalal-khuṭūṭal-ʿArabiyyaal-khaṭṭ al-Makkī
wa-baʿdah al-Madanī thumma l-Baṣrī thumma l-Kūfī. Until now, no single
style from among the great variety of lapidary Korans can be attributed
to any particular miṣr. That particular work, which after the continuation
of the afore-cited passage in the Fihrist might best be characterized as
Medinan-Meccan script (see above, p. 588sq.), could according to the con-
clusions above (p. 602) just as well have been written at Damascus which,
in view of the prevailing relations between the Ḥijāz and Syria under the
Umayyads, and which can be documented also in Koranic readings, would
be quite plausible. Conversely, it must be stated that in one and the same
miṣr quite different types of script were in use. For example, the fundamen-
tally different scripts evident from plates 5, 7, and 8 to 10 are likely to be
of Medinan origin, possibly also plates 1 and 3. In view of the domination
of Ḥijāzī influence on Syria and North Africa, a precise differentiation will
be possible by accident only. The purpose of palaeological investigation will
have to be content with grouping together many small scripts according to
the type of script, originating from either one writer or a school of writing,
with the hope that from other criteria temporal and local relationsmight be
established.

New Editions of the Koran

The systematization of the Koranic reading had already been established [iii/273]
in the older lapidary codices, and completely dominates the naskhī manu-
scripts. The former thus lost all importance for the history of the text. Apart
from conservativeMaghrebimanuscripts, themanuscript and lithographed
copies of theKoran have continuously departed from the ʿUthmānic orthog-
raphy. Only some thirty years ago a reform of the Koranic writing arose at
Cairo, culminating in the official Cairene muṣḥaf of al-Maṭbaʿa al-Amīriyya
in 1344/1925.65 It has since been repeatedly reprinted, with only a change of
the year of printing, and with tacit minor corrections. Based on the above-
mentioned (p. 513sq.) rajaz poem, Mawrid al-ẓamʾān by al-Kharrāz[ī], the
edition provides a reconstructed consonantal text through an extremely
complicated system of the positioning of reading signs, and attempts (in

63 Ibn al-Nadīm himself? It could be also (Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. ʿUbayd Allāh) AL-MUSAY-
YIBĪ also known as Ibn al-Musayyib al-Kātib d. 236/850 [Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 587, l 3] (Ibn
al-Jazarī, Ṭabaqāt, 2847) or Abū Rabīʿa d. 294/906 (Ṭabaqāt, 2849).

64 Flügel’s edition, p 6.
65 A detailed desciption by G. Bergsträßer, “Koranlesung in Kairo,” pp. 2–13.
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close connection with the above-mentioned (p. 531) exact pointing of the
lapidary codices) graphically most precisely to express the reading of Ḥafṣ
b. Sulaymānʿan ʿĀṣim al-Jaḥdarī. The edition, produced with unbelievable
care, is from a scholarly point of view an astonishing performance of Orien-
tal scholars. Since this edition is destined only for practical use, it does not
do justice to the original multifarious nature of the Koran, which is theoret-
ically recognized in Islam to this very day.

For more than a century Occidental scholars were surprisingly content
with G. Flügel’s rather inadequate edition of the Koran, published first in
1834, but not improved ever since. Only inmost recent times have two inde-
pendent projects been launched to provide scholars with a scientific edi-
tion of the Koran. Arthur Jeffery, professor at the American University in
Cairo, is occupied with establishing an apparatus criticus on the basis of
the text of Ḥafṣ b. Sulaymān, intending to present a most complete picture
of the Islamic transmission in so far as this can be derived from commen-
taries of the Koran, qirāʾāt works, and other literary sources. On the other
hand, the Koran enterprise of the Bayerische Akademie derWissenschaften
in München (see above, p. 586) endeavoured to recover the oldest ver-
sion of a non-reconstructed consonantal text based on investigations into
Koranic manuscripts, together with an apparatus criticus derived from the
manuscripts and the variant readings (supplemented by the critically eval-
uated oldest transmissions) to illustrate the textual history of the Koran
during the first centuries.66

66 A fairly similar research project, the Corpus Coranicum, was launched early in the
twenty-first century at the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Pots-
dam.
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by W. Robertson Smith and M.J. de Goeje. Cambridge, 1896–1898. Numerous
reprints.
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———Opuscula Arabica, collected and edited fromMss. in the University Library of
Leyden. Leyden, 1859.

WZKM →Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes.
al-Yaʿqūbī, Aḥmad b. ʿAlī Yaʿqūb. Ibn Wadhih qui dicitur al-Jaʾqubi Historiae, ed.

Martijn Th. Houtsma. Leiden, 1883.
——— El Kitâb al-boldân, ed. M.J. de Goeje, 2nd ed. Leiden, 1892 in: Ibn Rustah,

Aḥmad b. ʿUmar, Kitâb al-alâk. 1892
Yāqūt b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Ḥamawī. The Irshad al-aríb ilá maʿrifat al-adíb; or, Dictionary

of the learned men of Yáqút, edited by D.S. Margoliouth. Leiden, Brill, 1907–1926.
7 v. Reprint, Cairo/London, 1923–1930.

——— Jacut’s geographisches Wörterbuch; نابلامجعم , edited by Ferdinand Wüsten-
feld. Leipzig, 1866–1873.

al-Zamakhsharī, Maḥmūd b. ʿUmar.Kashshāf ʿan ḥaqāʾiq al-tanzīl. Cairo, 1308/1885–
1886. 2 v. Calcutta edition, 1856.

——— al-Mufaṣṣal; edited by Jens P. Broch. Christianiae, 1857–1879.
ZDMG → Zeitschriftt der DeuschenMorgenländischen Gesellschaft.
ZS → Zeitschrift für Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete
Zuhayr → Ahlwardt, Wilhelm. The Divans of the six ancient poets.

Select List of Manuscripts Arranged by the
Numbers of the Respective Catalogues

BERLIN, Ahlwardt, Wilhelm. Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften der König-
lichen Bibliothek zu Berlin. Berlin, 1887–1899. 10 v. Reprint, 1979–1981.

al-Farrāʾ, Abū Bakr Yaḥyā. Maʿānī l-Qurʾān. Ms. Nuruosmaiye Kütüphanesi, no. 459
and Bagdatlı Vehbi Efendi, no. 60 [or 66.] Photocopy, Berlin, Staats-bibliothek,
Mss. simulata orientalia, no. 37.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no.
301 (= cod. 1st Petermann, no. 36.) Sūras 1, 15, and 16. 119 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 303 (= cod. 1st Petermann,
no. 325.) Sūras 2–98. 173 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 305 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1913.) Sūras. 2:28–21:109, 22:18–24:33, 24:50–27:86, 34:46–74:1, 78:35–90:18. 210
leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlward, Verzeichnis, no. 306 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1952.) Sūra 2:69–109. 14 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 307 (= cod. 1st Petermann,
no. 37.) Sūras. 2:282–10:78, 11:16–34:10, 35 beginning–38:28, 39:16–44:2. 164 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 308 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1920.) Sūra 3:9–3:117. 6 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 309 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1953.) Sūra 3:30–45. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 310 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1924.) Sūra 3:40–3:54. 1 leaf.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 313 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1915.) Sūras 4:75–6:20. 83 leaves.
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Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 314 (= cod. Mss. Or. quarto,
no. 372.) Sūras 4:89–26:211. 167 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 315 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1915.) Sūras 4:75–6:20. 8 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 316 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1916.) Sūras 4:158–5:84; 10:42–10:49. 50 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, no. 317 (= cod. 2ndWetzstein, no. 1922.) Sūras
5:88–5:93; 6:16–6:25; 7:51–7:57; 7:75–7:85. 4 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 323 (= cod. Mss. Or. folio,
no. 379.) Sūras 8:49–8:62; 9:5–9:9. 3 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 325 (= cod. Mss. Or. quarto,
no. 689.) Sūra 10:5–10:13. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.)W.Ahlwardt,Verzeichnis, no. 327 (= cod. Landberg, no. 834.)
Sūras 10:55–11:69, 15:54–16:114, 17:13–17:28, 17:58–17:62, 17:69–17:109, 18:4–18:13. 50
leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 328 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1923.) Sūras 11:13–22, and 11:120–12:9. 2 folios.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 331 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1919.) Sūras 12:101–15:67, and 16:3–17:1. 18 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 333 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1948.) Sūras 15:81–16:14; 17:4–17:25. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 335 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1960.) Sūra 16:34–16:60. 1 leaf.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 337 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1950.) Sūras 16:119–17:4. 1 leave.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 338 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1929.) Sūras 18:33–20:14. 8 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 339 (= cod. 1st Petermann,
no. 38.) Sūras 19 to 114, with lacunae. 179 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 341 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1936.) Sūras 20:130–21:3; 21:48–21:61.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 345 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1955.) Sūras 25:22–25:31, 25:47–25:56, 27:10–27:16, 27:32–27:44, 27:61–27:67. 6
leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 346 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1935.) Sūras 26:188–26:210; 27:28–27:39. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 348 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1927). Sūras 28:73–29:39. 10 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 349 (= cod. Mss. Or. folio,
no. 379.) Sūras 31:3–33:37. 24 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 350 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1928.) Sūras 32:30–33:38. 10 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 351 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1946.) Sūra 33:4–32. 6 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 352 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1942.) Sūra 39:24–39:71. 7 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 354 (= cod. Mss. Or. folio,
no. 379.) Sūras 40:79–41:11, 42:46–43:12. 2 leaves.
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Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 355 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1930). Sūras 41:20–41:37; 42:50–43:37. 3 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 356 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1921.) Sūras 41:24–41:33; 48:4–49:13; 70:19–71:6. 10 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 359 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1949.) Sūra 46:1–46:21. 1 leaf.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 362 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1934.) Sūras 48:18–48:29; 53:38–54:25. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 363 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1938.) Sūra 48:26–48:29. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 364 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein,
no. 1925.) Sūras 67:1–9; 67:10- heading of surah 102; 104:8–114 end. 59 leaves.

al-Dānī, Abū ʿAmr ʿUthmān b. Saʿīd. al-Muqniʿ fī maʿrifat rasm maṣāḥif al-amṣār.
[Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 419 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 376; a Cairo edition
by Muḥammad al-Sādiq Qamhāwī was published in 1978).]

Ibn ʿAlwān al-Muqrī, Aḥmadb. Rabīʿa. Introduction to the explanation of theKoran,
without title, in: W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 420 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 400.)

An introduction to the orthography of the Koran, without title; the author died after
816/1413, in: W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Handschriften, no. 429 (=
cod. 1st Wetzstein, no. 154, part iv, fols. 17v–41.)

al-Suyūṭī, Jalāl al-Dīn. Itḥāf al-wafd bi-nabaʾ sūratay al-khalʿ wa-l-ḥafd, in Wilh.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 438 (= cod Landberg, no. 343.) 4 leaves.

Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām. Faḍāʾil al-Qurʾān. Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no.
451 (= cod. Petermann, no. 449.) 58 fols.

Ibn Salāma, Abū l-Qāsim Hibat Allāh al-Baghdādī. al-Nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh (fī
l-Qurʾān.) Wilhelm Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 476 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 397.) 29
leaves.

al-Nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh min al-Qurʾān, anonymous, without title, fols. 62–91. W.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 476 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 397, i)

IbnṬāhir al-Baghdādī, ʿAbdal-Qāhir.K.al-Nāsikhwa-l-mansūkh.W.Ahlwardt,Verze-
ichnis, no. 478 (= cod. 1 Petermann, no. 555.)

al-Mūḍiḥ fī l-tajwīd, a work on correct Koranic pronunciation, by an author living
before 785/1383. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 499 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 391.) 75
leaves.

Makkī b. Abī Ṭālib al-Qaysī, Abū Muḥammad. al-Kashf ʿan wujūh al-qirāʾāt al-sabʿ
wa-ʿilalihā wa-ḥujajihā. Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 578 (= cod. 2nd Peter-
mann, no. 17.) 524 leaves.

Ismāʿīl b. Khalaf al-Muqriʾ, Abū Ṭāhir. ʿUnwān fī l-Qurʾān al-samʿ. Wilh. Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, no. 591 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 382.) 53 leaves.

Ibn al-Ṣafrāwī, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān. al-Taqrīb wa-l-bayān fī maʿrifat shawādhdh al-
Qurʾān. Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 613 (= cod. 2nd Wetzstein, no. 1290.) 66
leaves.

al-Nawawī, Yaḥyā b. Sharaf. al-Tibyān fī ādāb ḥamalat al-Qurʾān. Wilh. Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, no. 617 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 403 [by an editing hand])

Ibn al-Jazarī, Muḥammad b. Muḥammad. al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr. W. Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, no. 657 (= cod. 1st Petermann, no. 159.) 366 leaves. Edited by M.A.
Duhmān, Beirut, 1345/1926–1927.
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al-Thaʿlabī, Aḥmad b. Muḥammad. al-Kashf wa-l-bayān ʿan tafsīr al-Qurʾān. Wilh.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 737 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 409.) 240 leaves.

Ibn ʿAṭiyya, ʿAbd al-Ḥaqq b. Abī Bakr b. ʿAbd al-Malik. Al-Jāmiʿ al-muḥarrar al-ṣaḥīḥ
al-wajīz fī tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿazīz. Wilhelm Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis 800 (= cod.
Sprenger, no. 408.) 203 fols.

al-Qurṭubī, Muḥammad b. Aḥmad. Tafsīr al-Qurʾān. W, Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no.
810 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 436.) 230 leaves. Printed, Cairo, 1354/1935.

Muḥammad b. Murtaḍā. K. al-Ṣāfī (Tafsīr al-Qurʾān.) W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no.
899 (= cod. 1 Petermann, no. 553.)

K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, in Wilhelm Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen
Handschriften, no. 910 (= cod. 1 Wetzstein, no. 103.)

al-Qummī, ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm. Tafsīr ʿAlī b. Ibrāhīm. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 929 (=
cod. Sprenger, no. 406.) 343 leaves.

Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. Yaʿqūb al-Bukhārī, et al. [Collectin of various hands]
in: R. Sellheim,Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, Teil 1. Wiesbaden,
1976, p. 12. (Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland; vol. 17,
series A. Or. quarto 1386)

Muḥammad b.Maḥmūd al-Aqṣarāʾī. Sharḥ arbaʿīn ḥadīthan. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeich-
nis, no. 1512 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 397, ii), fol. 18b–27b.

A number of sayings from the Prophet, without name or heading. W. Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, no. 1645 (2) (= cod. Sprenger, no. 397, iii), fol. 27b–29b.

Anonymous work of a Naqshbandī, pupil of Muḥammad al-Maʾṣūm al-Fārūqī b.
Aḥmad, fl. 1100/1688, on true religion and heresy. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, Mss.
Or. octavo, no. 2192 (= cod. 2ndWetzstein, no. 1792, part 2, fol. 4b–6b).

ʿIyāḍb.Mūsā al-Sabtī al-Yaḥṣubī.al-Shifāʾ bi-taʿrīf ḥuqūqal-Muṣṭafā.Wilh.Ahlwardt,
Verzeichnis, 2559–2563 (= cod. 1st Petermann, no. 60, cod. Sprenger, nos. 116 and
117, cod. Mss. Or, quarto, no. 45, cod. 2ndWetzstein, no. 1771, respectively).

al-Dhahabī, Ṭabaqāt. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. fol., no. 3140. Not yet cata-
logued in 2008.

K. al-Mabānī li-naẓm al-maʿānī, in Wilhelm Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen
Handschriften, no. 8790 (= cod. I Wetzstein, no. 94, part iv.)

Ibn Sayyid al-Nās,Muḥammad b. Abī Bakr. ʿUyūn al-athar fī l-maghāzī wa-l-shamāʾil
wa-l-siyar. Wilh. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, nos. 9577 and 9578 (= Sprenger, nos. 122
and 123.)

Muḥammad b. Saʿd b. Manīʿ. al-Ṭabaqāt al-kabīr. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 9648
(= cod. Sprenger, no. 103.) 302 fols.

Ibn Ḥubaysh, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Muḥammad, al-Ghazawāt al-ḍāmina al-kāfila in
W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 9689 (= cod. Wetzstein, no. 173.) [Edited by Suhayl
Zakkār, Beirut, 1992.]

al-Mizzī, Yūsuf b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān. Tahdhīb al-kamāl fī asmāʾ al-rijāl, part. 4. Wilh.
Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 9930 (= cod. Landberg, no. 40.) 340 leaves.

Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. ʿUthmān b. [sic] al-Dhahabī. Maʿrifat al-qurrāʾ al-kibār
ʿalā l-ṭabaqāt wa-l-aʿṣār. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 9943 (= cod. Mss. Or. quarto,
no. 462.) 128 fols.

Ḍabṭ asmāʾ al-ṣaḥāba. W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, no. 10169 (= cod. Sprenger, no. 282.)
72 leaves.
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GOTHA, Die arabischen Handschriften der Herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Gotha, ver-
zeichnet vonWilhelm Pertsch. Gotha, Perthes, 1878–1893. 6 v.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 427 (= cod.
Möller, 1b, Nr. 1.) Sūras 1:1–6, and 2:6–8. 2 folios.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 433 (= cod.
Möller, 1b, Nr. 7.) Sūras 3:67–4:112. 20 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 437 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 9.) Sūra 5:20–22. 4 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 441 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 36.) Sūra 7:67–68. 1 leaf.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 442 (= cod.
Möller 1b, Nr. 16); Stz. Kah. 1399. Sūras 12:30–12:31. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 443 (= cod.
Möller 1b, Nr. 13.) Sūras 10:93–11:12, 12:44–12:70. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 445 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr.17.) Sūra 12:87–12:93. 2 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 446 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 14.) Sūras 13:38–14:5. 7 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 447 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 15.) Sūras 14:6–14:11. 7 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 451 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 22.) Sūra 20:72–82 and 20:86–97. 8 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 457 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 33.) Sūra 34:25–41. 6 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 458 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 27.) Sūras 36:50–37:2. 1 leaf.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 460 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1b, Nr. 31; Stz. Kah. 1399.) Sūras 37:76–37:169, and 38:30–38:86. 4 leaves.

Koran fragment (Kūfic.) W. Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften, no. 462 (= cod.
Möller, no. 1ª.) Sūras 43:51–46:14. 12 leaves.

Ibn al-Jazarī, Muḥammad b. Muḥammad. al-Nashr fī l-qirāʾāt al-ʿashr, W. Pertsch,
Die arabische Handschriften, no. 549 (= cod. Möller, no. 65); W. Ahlwardt, Ver-
zeichnis, 657 (= codex 1 Petermann, no. 159); W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis, 591 (= cod.
Sprenger, 382); ed. M.A. Duhmān. Beirut, 1345/1926–1927.

Aḥmad b. Zanbal al-Maḥallī. al-Riyāḍ al-zāhira fī waqāʾiʿ Miṣr wa-l-Qāhira, in: W.
Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften der Herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Gotha, no.
1671 (= cod. Möller, no. 386; Stz. Kah. 47.) 101 leaves.

GÖTTINGEN,Niedersächsische Staats- undUniversitäts-Bibliothek.Verzeichnis der
Handschriften im Preussischen Staate (3) Göttingen

Birgevi (Birgili/Birkawī), Muḥammad b. Pîr ʿAlī. ىدنفادمحمىلكربباتكحرشاذه , also
known as Risale-i Birgili, and Vesiyyetname-i Birgili. Handschriften in Göttingen,
cod. Asch, 88, 90, 87, 97.
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Ibn Jinnī, ʿUthmān.Muḥtasab. Istanbul, Ragıp Paşa Kütüphanesi, no. 13.
al-Jaʿbarī, Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. ʿUthmān [or ʿUmar.] Kanz al-maʿānī. Ms., Fatih

Camii Kütüphanesi, Istanbul, no. 52.

LEIDEN, Catalogus codicum orientalium Bibliothecae Academiae Lugduno Batavae,
edited by Reinhart p. A. Dozy, Pieter de Jong, Michaël J. de Goeje, M. Th. Houtsma.
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al-Nuwayrī, Aḥmad b. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb.Nihāyat al-arab fī funūn al-adab. Codd. 2, 19,
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Ibn ʿAbd al-Kāfī, Abū l-Qāsim ʿUmar b.Muḥammad, titulus operisme latet. Cod. 674
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al-Dānī,Abū ʿAmr ʿUthmānb. Saʿīd.al-Iqtiṣād fī rasmal-muṣḥaf. Cod. 527 (5)Warner,
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Opus de lectione Korani secumdum Acim [ʿĀṣim]. Cod. 653 (1) Warner, no.
MDCXXXIX (1639), vol. 4, p. 7.

ʿAbd al-Aḥad b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Aḥad al-Ḥanbalī al-Ḥarrānī. ةءارقىفملاعلاةهزن
مصاع . Cod. 653 Warner, no. MDCXXXIX (1639) vol. 4 (1864), pp. 7–8, [Brockel-
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